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TEANSLATOE'S PREFACE.

HE collection of Fables known throughout India under the

name of the Anwar-i-Suhaili is generally supposed to take

its origin from the Sanskrit, in which language tales of a

similar description have been handed down from the remote

ages of antiquity. Like most works of such a nature, its

history cannot be traced with certainty ; even when we

come to the comparatively later times of Bidpai or Pilpai, the reputed

author of the Fables which bear his name, who is supposed to have

flourished about 300 years B.C., the mist of obscurity is not removed, c

and indeed it is matter of conjecture whether such an individual ever c

existed. Be this as it may, the tradition as handed down in the East

is thus given by M. Silvestre de Sacy in his preface to ' Calila et

Dimna, ou Fables de Bidpai en Arabe '

:

" Alexander, after having subdued the Kings of the West, turned his armies

towards the East. He triumphed over all the sovereigns of Persia, and other

countries, who dared to oppose him. In his march to enter the empire of

China, he summoned the Prince, who then reigned over India, named Four, or,

according to some manuscripts, Fourek, to recognise his authority and render

him homage. Four, instead of obeying him, prepared for war, and took every

fitting measure to assure his independence. Alexander, who had hitherto met

with but feeble resistance, instituted formidable preparations against the King of

India, fearing to receive on this occasion any check which would tarnish the

glory of his arms ; the Indian elephants especially fiUed him with great dread.

He accordingly resolved to have recomse to stratagem. After having consulted

the astrologers as to the choice of a day most favourable to the execution of his
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designs, lie caused the most skilful workmen who followed his army to make

some hollow bronze figures of horses and cavaliers : filling the interior of them

with naphtha and sulphur, he ordered that they should be clothed with harness

and trappings and placed in the first rank of his army, and that at the moment

of engaging in fight the inflammable materials which they contained should be

lighted. The day chosen for this proceeding having arrived, Alexander sent

a fresh summons to the Indian chief, who obeyed it no more than at first, and

the two armies advanced against one another. Tour had placed his elephants in

the first line, while Alexander's people, on their part, caused the figures of

bronze, which had been ignited, to be advanced. The elephants had no sooner

seized these with their trunks, than feeling themselves burnt, they cast to the

ground those Avho rode them, and took to flight, treading under foot and crush-

ing all those whom they met. Alexander in loud tones summoned Four to

single combat. The Indian monarch accepted the challenge, and at once pre-

sented himself on the field of battle. The two champions fought the greater part

of the day, without victory declaring for either one or other. Alexander com-

menced to despair of success, when his army, under his orders, raised a loud cry.

The Indian king, thinking that his troops were suddenly attacked by the forces

of the enemy issuing from an ambuscade, turned round to see what it was, while

Alexander, profiting by the moment, dealt him a blow which knocked him off

his horse,—with a second blow he stretched him dead. The Indian army then

recommenced the fight, fuUy determined to perish
;
however, again defeated, they

yielded to the promises of Alexander. The victor, after having set the affairs of

the country in order, and made over the government to one of his ofiicers, whom

he made king in the place of Four, quitted India to carry out the execution of

his projects. Scarce had he departed when the Indians shook off the yoke which

he had imposed upon them, and chose as their sovereign a person of the royal

race, named Dabsch^lim.

" When Dabschelim found himself established on the throne, fortune having

favoured him in all his undertakings, he abandoned himself to his passions, and

displayed boundless tyranny towards his subjects. There was at that time in

the states of Dabschelim, a Brahman named Bidpai, who enjoyed a great reputa-

tion for wisdom, and whom every one consulted on important occasions. This

philosopher, desirous of bringing back to sentiments of justice and humanity

the Prince, whom the pride of dominion had led astray, assembled his disciples

in order to deliberate with them as to the means fitting to be adopted to gain the

end which he proposed. He represented to them that it was their duty and

their interest to open the King's eyes to the vices of his administration, and to

convince him that weakness, aided by clever stratagem, could succeed where force

and violence would fail. He cited to them the fable of the Frogs Avho managed

by aid of the Birds to exact vengeance from the Elephant who trampled them

under foot.

" Bidpai's disciples aU excused themselves from giving their advice, and also

represented to the philosopher the dangers to which the execution of his rash en-

terprise wpuld expose him. Bidpai declared to them that he would not desist, for
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any reason whatever, from his design, but that he would go and find the King,

and represent matters to him, and he recommended them to join him again when

they shoidd learn that he was returned from Court : after that he dismissed them.

" Bidpiii then presented himself to the King. Admitted to an audience, he

saluted him, and remained silent. Dabschelim astonished at this silence, did not

doubt but that the philosopher had some important affair to communicate to

him. Addressing him first, he invited him to disclose the subject for which

he had come, but did not leave him in ignorance, that if he interfered in affairs

which kings ought to reserve to themselves, his bold temerity would not fail to

be punished. The philosopher, after having demanded and obtained the King's

permission to speak Avith openness, commenced by pomting out to him the quali-

ties which distinguish man from other animals,—such as wisdom, temperance,

reason, and justice,—qualities which include every virtue, and which elevate those

in whom they are united, above all the ill chances of fortune. He then said

that if he had hesitated to open his lips, it was in fact owing to the respectful

fear with which the King's presence inspired him, seeing that sages recommended

nothing so much as silence, but nevertheless he was about to make use of the

liberty which the King had allowed him. Then, entering upon the subject, he

reproached Dabschelim with not imitating the virtues of his ancestors, whose

poAver he had inherited, and with imposing upon his subjects, on the contrary,

the yoke of tyranny ; he then exhorted him to change his conduct. Dabschelim,

mad with rage, warmly reproached him for his rashness, and ordered him to be

crucified ; but no sooner had they seized the philosopher to execute the King's

order, than the latter changing his plan, revoked his decree and contented him-

self with casting Bidp4f into a dungeon. On this ncAvs the disciples of the

Erahman dispersed, and sought safety in far countries. A long space of time

elapsed ere Dabschelim called Bidpaf to mind, or any one dared mention, in the

King's presence, the name of the philosopher. One night, however, when the

Prince could get no sleep, he reflected on the celestial motions, and the system

of the universe. When he sought in vain to solve some problem relative to the

revolution of the stars, he remembered Bidpai, and repented of the injustice he

had committed in regard to him. Immediately he sent to seek him, and ordered

him to rejDcat all he had said on the former occasion. Bidpai, after protesting as

to the purity of his intentions, obeyed ; while Dabschelim, having listened to him

with attention and signs of repentance, caused his bonds to be taken off him,

and declared that he would intrust to him the administration of the empire.

Bidpai accepted this charge with reluctance. The news of his elevation Avas no

sooner spread abroad than his disciples hastened to return from their voluntary

banishment to Dabsch^lim's kingdom, and established there a perpetual fete in

memory of the happy change Avhich had taken place in the King's conduct.

" Bidpai's administration produced most happy results for the kingdom and

the sovereign, and the virtues of Dabschelim caused the whole of the Kings of

India to submit to him, all anxious to recognise his supremacy. As regards

Bidpai', having assembled his disciples, he informed them of the motives which

had induced him to risk his life in the interest of the kingdom, and the care of
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his OAvn reputation ; and also communicated to tliem that the King had charged

him to compose a book, which should contain the most important precepts of

wisdom. He solicited each of them to write on any subject they might choose,

and to submit to him their labours. This they promised to do.

"Now Dabschdlim, when he found himself established on his throne, and

when his good conduct had caused all his enemies to submit to him, aspired to

a different kind of glory. The kings who had gone before him had all of them

attached their names to some works composed by the sages and philosophers

of their time: desirous of leaving a like monument of his reign, he found

no one save Bidpal who could fulfil his wish. Summoning the latter to his

presence, he communicated to him his own intentions, and begged him to

busy himself without delay in the composition of a work which, while appear-

ing solely destined to form the manners of individuals, should be nevertheless

designed to teach kings how they ought to govern, in order to assure the obedience

and fidelity of their subjects. He at the same time explained to the Brahman

his wish that in this composition, the grave precepts of morality, and the

austere lessons of wisdom, might be mingled with amusing stories, and enter-

taining anecdotes. At the request of the Brahman the King allowed him a

period of one year to carry this work into execution, and guaranteed hun the

necessary funds for the undertaking.

" Bidpai first thought to assemble his disciples and deliberate with them as

to the way which should be adopted to carry out, to the satisfaction of the

King, the plan which his Majesty had conceived : but he was not long in recog-

nising that he should abandon all extraneous assistance, and himself undertake

the work, selecting one of his disciples as his secretary. Having then laid in

a supply of paper, and of food sufficient for the subsistence of himself and his

secretary for a year, he shut himself up with the latter in a room, the access to

which was forbidden to any one else. There the philosopher, occupying him-

self without relaxation on the work which he had imdertaken, dictated to his

disciple, and then read over what the latter had written. The work was

executed in this manner, and composed of fourteen books, each of which con-

tained a question and an answer to the same. All the books Avere then

collected into a single work, to which Bidpai gave the name of ' Calila and

Dimna.' Bidpai introduced in this volume domestic and wild animals, and

birds, so that the majority of readers should find thereby amusement and agree-

able diversion, while men of sense might deduce therefrom matter of mature

reflection. He Avished to collect therein all that could be useful to mankind, in

regard to the regulation of then- conduct, the administration of their afi'airs, and

the ordering of their family,—in a word, all that concerns their happiness in

this world and the next ; and that they should learn therefrom to obey their

sovereigns, and to protect themselves from aU which it concerned their welfare

to avoid.

" Bidpai in the first book represented what happened to two friends when a

spreader of false reports introduced himself into their society : he was desirous
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that his disciple should cany on the discourse in this book after the fashion
adopted by the King, so that precepts of wisdom should be mingled therein withamusmg tales. Bi'dpai', however, reflected that wisdom would lose all its valuawhen associated with frivolous discourses. Nothing could be so difficult as it
appeared to him and his disciple, as to carry out the King's wish; when 'all at
once It occurred to them to employ animals as the medium of conversation
Ihereby, while the choice of personages introduced would afford subiect ofamusement, wisdom would be disclosed in the discourses allotted to them This
plan, accordingly, would satisfy the frivolous tastes of the ignorant and vulgar at
the same time that it would attract the attention of men of learning

"A year passed in this manner, ere Bi'dpdf and his disciple interrupted theirwork and issued forth from their retreat. At the time fixed, the Kin. de-manded of Bidpaf if he had carried out his engagement. On the Brahmanleplymg m the afbrmative, the King summoned a numerous assembly of ^reatmen and savants of his empire. Bi'dpai attended accompanied by his discipleand there in presence of the King and all his Court, read over his whole work,'and explamed to his Majesty the subject of each chapter. Dabsch<^liin, over-

wished. Ihe philosopher contented himself with asking that the volume mightbe transcribed, as had been done in the case of the productions of the KinC.
ancestors and guarded with care, for fear lest it should be transported outIndia and shoiUd fall into the hands of the Persians. The King then loadedBidpai s disciples with presents.

.

sentti'^f
''^^ ^'''^ 'Calila,' had no rest till hesent th physician, Barzouyeh, to India to obtain it. The latter havinc. by dintof great skill procured it, brought it away with him on his return from Ldfaand deposited it amongst the treasures of the Kings of Persia."

The fables of Bi'dpai' were introduced into Persia dnring the reion of
Nushirwan, in the n.iddle of the sixth century, at the request of that
monarch, by the physician Barzdiyah, who made a translation into Pah-
awi, he dialect of the country at that period. They were subsequently
turned into Arabic about tlie middle of the eighth century; and aoain
rendered mto Persian in the early part of the twelfth century, by AMIMaali Mah of Ghuzni', whose work is generaUy known as 'Kalilah
and Damnah. Tins last formed the basis of the version which was
F'oduced at the end of the fifteenth century, by the celebrated scholar

fu^A^T^ Wai'z-al-Kaslufi, who resided at the Court ofShah Abul Ghazi Sultan Husain, Sovereign of Khurasan, and who named

Inlrch
^"^^ S^'^^^^^^^^'^^ «f last-mentioned

^ King of Persia, a.d. 531 to 579.
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Few works of Oriental literature are held in such exceptional estima-

tion as the Anwar-i-Suhaili', which, according to that distinguished scholar,

Sir William Jones, comprises " all the wisdom of the Eastern nations."

As an entertaining story-book, no less than an mstructive classical com-

position, it has an interest for many Eastern peoples, which we in this

country, accustomed to the sober language of the West, cannot perhaps

altogether realise. In spite of this, however, it has appeared in no less

than twenty different languages. Apart from its inherent merit, it is a

text-book both in India and in this country, for candidates who wish to

be examined in the Persian language. Though not as a whole a difBcult

work, it contains passages beyond the powers of a beginner. Help from

a Munshi, at any rate in England, is rarely obtainable ;
nor are natives, as

a rule, clever in the art of explanation. On the other hand, there are not

even in London, and certainly not elsewhere in the British Isles, many

proficient European teachers to whom to refer ;
while, too, some persons

may wish to pursue their studies unassisted. Recourse can, it is true,'

be had to Eastwick's admirable translation, but this does not altogether

meet the requirements of the case, since his verses, beautifuUy as in most

instances they embody the spirit of the Persian, are too free renderings

of the original text to be of much assistance to a learner ;
moreover, the

book is out of print, and not easy to procure. A want, therefore, appears

to exist, which it is hoped the present translation may supply. De-

signed for the use of students, not for advanced and proficient scholars,

critical remarks have been sparingly introduced, as tending rather to

embarrass than assist the beginner. A few notes will be found mostly

of an explanatory nature, where it was thought additional information,

or more elaborated description, might tend to throw light on the meaning

of the author. The remainder consist in some cases of corrections of

typographical errors in the Persian text, of a nature to mislead the

student—at other times, of confessions of ignorance on the part of the

Translator—and lastly, of acknowledgments due by him for suggestions

borrowed from Eastwick's work, to which he feels he is indebted for

many valuable hints, though in not a few instances he has not hesitated

to deviate from that scholar's renderings of passages.

Elegance of style has throughout been sacrificed to closeness of trans-

lation. Doubtless certain pages would read more agreeably to English

ears, curtailed of the many lengthy and entangled sentences, which are

characteristic of the Oriental school of thought, but in view of the idea

with wMch the work was undertaken, none of these could be expunged.
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In order, however, to make the work as attractive as possible to the

ordinary public, an illuminated edition has been prepared, which may,
it is hoped, draw more general attention to a composition not less in-

structive or entertaining than the Tables of Jllsop. Should such be tlie

case, and any person take up the present translation merely seeking

amusement, he is advised to sldp the preface by MuUa Husain, a compo-
sition as dull and insipid as can well be imagined.

No attempt has been made to achieve the impossible task of convey-

ing an idea of the beautifully - balanced and rhythmical sentences of

the original Persian, or of preserving the endless Equivoques scattered

throughout its pages ; hence many passages, especially proverbs, which in

the Persian are sparkling and brilliant, appear tame and heavy in Eng-
lish. Many of our own proverbs literally translated into a foreign lan-

guage would be equally bald and meaningless.

The poetry throughout appears as prose, though for the sake of facility

of reference all the stanzas are printed in a distinctive form. A metrical

version, even had the Translator been qualified to attempt one, would
have left the student in difticidties just when he most needed aid.

The translation having been compiled at spare moments extending

over a series of years, will doubtless be found to contain mistakes which
might have been avoided had a less desultory mode of work been possible.

Nor can the Translator expect to have altogether escaped erroneous ren-

derings, whicli are wellnigh unavoidable wlien, in addition to the inherent

difficulties of translation, the very letters themselves give occasion to

mistakes, owing to the numerous insignificant-looking dots which are

scattered in every direction, and on the precise number and location of

which, the meaning of the various words in a vast number of instances

entirely depends. Moreover, as remarked by Keene, " it requires a more
thorough knowledge than any foreigner can hope to acquire, to seize the

exact meaning of all those idioms, refined similes, and distant allusions,

in which the Persian language abounds,"—a remark the force of which
is intensified when, as in the present instance, the " foreigner," has never
enjoyed the advantage of studying the language in the country where it

is spoken. But no difficulties have been intentionally shirked
; and,

indeed, some renderings are so hazardous, that if any critics are prone to

dispute their accuracy, the Translator can only plead that he has done
his best, and say in the words of Mulla Husain, " Do not wound my
soul with reproaches."

The Persian text is that edited by Colonel Ousely, edition 1851. The
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Arabic quotations are in part taken from Keene's and Stewart's publi-

cations ; but for by far the greater portion the Translator is indebted to

the courtesy of Mirza Nasrullah Fidai, a native gentleman at present

on a visit to this country, who has been good enough to turn them into

Persian. For the accuracy of the English renderings the Translator him-

self is responsible ; but they have been subjected to a careful scrutiny

on the part of Sir Frederic Goldsmid, a scholar to whom the Translator's

most cordial acknowledgments are tendered for this and much other

valuable aid.

Lieut.-Colonel Eoss, her Majesty's Political Eesident in the Persian

Gulf, now on leave, has in some instances favoured the Translator with

suggestions as to the renderings of difficult and obscure passages, a kind-

ness for which the latter begs to express his warmest thanks. To

Major - General Sir Henry Eawlinson, Sir John Kaye, and Dr Eost,

the Librarian at the India Office, the Translator is indebted for kind

encouragement in the completion of a task, which otherwise would most

probably have been laid aside ; whUe his grateful acknowledgments are

due to the Secretary of State for India in Council, for liberal assistance,

which has enabled him to lay the work before the public.

Westfield, Surbiton, July 1876.



E R E A T A.

Page 139, line 12, for "mans" read "mans."
139, 34, for "mans" read "mans."

If 139, It 38, for "mans" rca,d "mans."
tl 140, 32, for "man" read "man."

140, 33, for "mans " read "mans."
II 140, 35, for "mans" read "man.s.

"

K 140, II 36, for "mans" read "mans."
II 162, 12, for "Khavasdn" reeul "Kliurasan."

169, It 22, for "Badakshan" recul " Badaklislian.

172, II 33, for "Badakshan" read "Badaklislian.
II 348, 12, for "Makka" rceid "Makkali."

349, II 9, for "Makka" read "Makkah."
349, (1 16, for "Makka" read "Makkah."
466, Tl 23, for " whet " reeal " wit."
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ANWAR-I-SUHAILL

MULLA HUSAIN'S PREFACE.

HE LOED, the All-wise (may His wisdom he magnified) whose joyful
portion of praise and thanksgiving, according to the command, "And
there is nothing hut what proclaims His praise" flows and proceeds
from the tongue of all His creatm-es, both high and low, and the
benefits of the tables of whose endless bounty, in conformity with
the firm decree, "And bestow on each thing its existence and then
guidance," permeate and spread amongst all sections of created beings,

both in heaven and earth,

O teacher of the mysteries of subtle wisdom !

Enlightener of the wise soul

!

Bestower of the pearls of penetrating intelligence !

Who deckest with day the darkness of night

—

in the ancient benign \Yritings, and in the book worthy of all precedence and
honour, in this manner commanded the illustrious, the prophetic asylum, the
sovereign of the royal residence " To me with God," the reader of secrets, "And
he taught thee something thou didst not knoiv," the resplendent orator, " / am
the most eloquent of Arabs and Persians,"

Muhammad ! by whom everything that exists, tlu-oiighout all eternity.

Is bedecked with the splendoiu- of his name

;

A lamp, the light of whose eyes is resplendent,

All mankind being illumined by his radiance.

" May the benedictions and blessings of God be on him, and on his posterity,
and on his near friends, and on such persons as folloio him, and on those tvho
end in him," with the view of directing the students of the- designs of intention,
and of affording assistance to those who aim at obtaining benefit. In the fol-

lowing manner also he displayed to that teacher of knowledge

—

"He who is

firm in his Moivledge "—the way of instruction for those preparing at the school
of manners, and the road of information and understanding for the pupils at the
college of enterprise and search :

" Summon to the ivay of thy Lord with wisdom
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and good advice." The purport of tliese auspicious words was this :
" 0 thou

who invitest people to the tables of the favours of righteousness and sin-

cerity, and 0 thou who showest mankind the way to the path of the affairs

of both this life and the next, summon my servants by the road of wisdom

to the right direction, and by means of sound admonition turn to the garden

of happiness, from following after lust, those who worship me; for rebellious

spirits cannot be rendered obedient, save with the thongs of wisdom, nor can

self-satisfied dispositions be corrected except by the admonitions of probity :

'If thou liadst been harsh and cruel-hearted, assuredly they loould have leen

scattered.'

Every tamer of horses, who renders his wild steed obedient.

Uses with discretion the unaccustomed girth

;

When measures are too violent, the steed becomes ungovernable.

And if want of energy be displayed, the colt is rendered void of spirit.

"Just as it is impossible to render untamed colts obedient without pajdng

regard to the minutiae of kindness, so also will it be impracticable, without the

aid of the arrangements of wisdom, to bring into submission the sensual feelings

of mankind at large, who, the powers of evil and ferocity being predominant in

their dispositions, without let or hindrance have grazed in the pasture, ' Let them

be that they may eat and become happy,' and have paid no heed to the bridle of

the prohibition against what is wrong, or to the thong of the injunction to act

rightly."

I By wisdom every difficulty can be solved,

) By wisdom the heart can accomphsh its object.

" He wJio has obtained wisdom, ivithout doubt has obtained a great good."

Seek wisdom, and learn magnanimity,

That men may see you improve from day to day.

Now the good advice treated of in this invitation is termed a discourse, of

such a nature that it is not concealed from the hearer, that it is sincere admoni-

tion, and pure kindness and consideration. It has been said that good advice is

an universal discom-se, from which each listener can derive benefit, according to

his ability and power : witness the teaching of the Iviu'an and the precepts of

that sacred book, wlaich is a compilation relating to all matters, both external

and internal, comprehending the mysteries of tlris world and the next, every

reader and hearer thereof sharing, in Ms own degree, its language and purport:

" To that the speaker alludes."

The spring season of its excellence keeps the heart and soul verdant

:

Tlu'ough its colour (it appeals to) the men of the world : with its perfume (it

touches) the votaries of religion.

Now this kind of discourse was neither prevalent nor customary amongst any

of the greatest prophets before our prophet (may the highest blessiag and saluta-

tion be upon him); nay, more, it is pecuhar to Muhammad, as in allusion to this

he {may the blessing and peace of God be upon him) said, "7 have found all the

words which were to be found;" and by reason that true obedience is the heir of

perfect intimacy (with God), and the source of the attestation of kinship (with

Him), assuredly the natures of the select tlirong of His illustrious people, who are

distinguished with the mark, " Ye were the best people that have p>roceeded from

manldnd," have become the receptacles of the light of the resplendent beams of
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His universality, the borrowing of which may proceed from the illumined corner
of that illustrious Being's boundless gift of prophecy; for which reason they
deem such to be the perfect discourse, wherein the eyes of superficial observers

derive benefit from the contemplation of the beauty of its mystical meanings,
and are enlightened by its language and speech, while the nostrils also of the
inner man are perfumed with the sweet odours of the truths and subtilties, which
become manifest from beneath the plain signification ; so that every one, accord-

ing to his capacity, partakes of the tables of its boundless excellence.

ISTo searcher leaves that door without obtaining his object.

JSTow, from the scope of these prefatory remarks, it will be understood that the
more the face of every word is adorned with the down and mole of wisdom, and
the cheek of every exhortation with the ruddiness of universality, the more will
the heart of its sincere admirers possess a liking for the enchantments of its

splendour.

"Whoever is fairest amongst the lovely,

On her wiU the affections be placed.

Now, amongst all the works, the edifice of whose composition, and of all the
books, the foundation of whose construction is fixed upon the propositions of
wisdom, and includes the benedictions of advice, there is the compilation
" Kalilah and Damnah," which the wise men of Hind have completed in a pecu-
liar manner, and the general arrangements of which the Brahmans, distinguished
for wisdom, have accomphshed in a certain method, mingling together admoni-
tion, wisdom, amusement, and humour.

By reason of the tendency of most natures thereto, the composition of the
discourses is formed of anecdotes, the tales and narratives being uttered by the
mouths of animals, beasts, and birds, and a variety of advantageous maxims and
auspicious exhortations being mingled together in the contents thereof, so that
the wise may derive profit from perusing it, while the ignorant may read it for
amusement and relaxation. Its lessons also are easy for the instructor, no less

than the student to retain. In pure truth, that book, abounding in wisdom, is

a garden, the trees of whose mysteries are illumined with the flowers, "And therein
there is for you something which your souls shall desire and your eyes shall revel
in," and the sides of whose rose-beds are perfumed and scented with the breezes,
" A thing ivhich neither eye hath seen nor ear heard."

Every saying therein is the blossom in a garden,

More briQiant than a fire-fly.

Its language resembles the freshness of youth

;

Its mysteries are indicative of the water of life.

The spring of that fountain of truth and mystical meaning is of such a nature
that, from its first appearance till the present time, in every tongue, it has
afforded benefit to students in the court of desire, and to inteUigent persons
in the assembly of prosperity. The robe of the following beautiful verses is a
lovely and worthy dress of honour upon the exalted stature of this book

:

In appearance like a glorious robe, the fringe of happiness.
Its contents the seal of auspiciousness, the signet of fortune

:

The rosy cheeks of its verses are fuU of amorous glances and blandishments.
The musky ringlets of its language entwine and encircle one another

:

From its perfect speeches, the light of resplendent knowledge
Appears clear, like the mysteries of divine science in the bosom of the pious.
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The enlightened sage Bldpai, the Braliman, compiled this book in the Hindi

tongue, in the name of the world-adorning king, DabisMim of Hind, who was

ruler of several of the kingdoms of Hindiistan : may be, for tliis reason, in the

commencement of the preface somewhat is inscribed with the pen of explanation.

The aforesaid sage has placed the edifice of his words upon the basis of exhorta-

tion, which should be of service to kings in punishing their subjects, in spreading

the carpet of justice and commiseration, in fostering and assisting the chiefs of

the state, and in restraining and repressing the enemies of the kingdom. Da-

bishlim having made this book the high altar of his desires, and the pillar of his

wishes, with the key of the perusal thereof invariably opened the doors of the

solution of difficulties, and the unraveUing of intricacies. Now this precious gem

in his time was concealed from the sight of every one, like a royal pearl in the

recess of its shell ; or like a ruby of Badakhshan, wliich does not show its face

from the bottom of the mine save after a thousand agonies. After him, too, all

his descendants and offspring, who sat on the tlirone of sovereignty in his stead,

followed that same line of conduct, and strove to conceal it. In spite of all then-

efforts the breeze of the virtues of that book rendered the quarters of the world

fragrant, like the outskirts of a garden, and the musk-scattering bag of its excel-

lencies scented with amber the nostrils of the seekers after the odours of its

annals and traditions.

Merit is like musk, which although remaining concealed.

Through the diffusion of its perfume, the nostrils are apprised thereof.

The face of the sun cannot be besmeared with clay

;

From time to time the effect of its hght increases.

Till in the time of Kasra Niishirwan this tradition was prevalent, that in the trea-

suries of the kings of Hindiistan was a book, containing a collection of conver-

sations between beasts, animals, birds, reptiles, and wild creatures, whatever

concerns monarchs in regard to government and caution, and is of service to

rulers of the land, relative to the observance of the regulations of sovereignty,

being recounted in the folds of its pages; it might be considered the capital

stock of all admonition and the medium of every benefit. Niishirwan, from

the rain of v/hose beneficence the shrubs on the briak of justice became ver-

dant, and from the drops of the showers of whose benevolence the freshness of

the rose-garden of the expanse of equity was augmented.

The world was adorned with his equity,

Wliich removed away the dust of injustice

—

conceived a violent desire and an irrepressible inclination to peruse tliis work.

The physician Barziiiyah, who was foremost of the doctors of Fars, at the request

of Niishirwan, set out for Hindiistan and remained there a long time. With

a variety of contrivances and devices having got fast hold of that book,^ he took

possession thereof. After translating the Hindi words into the Pahlawi dialect,

which ia that day was the language of the kings of Persia, he placed it at the

service of JSTiishirwan. Having at the region of acceptance obtained the honour

of approbation, it reached the highest round of the ladder of perfect dignity in

the sight of the king, the edifice of whose affairs as regards the manifest traces

of justice and kindness, the conquering of cities, and the subjugation of the hearts

of mankind, was based on the perusal of that work. After Nushirwan_ the_ kings

of Persia also^ used their utmost endeavours to honour and protect it, tiU the

1 j^^^ in the Persian text is a misprint for J*'.
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time that the Second Elalffah of the 'Abbasfs Abii Ja'far Mansiir hin Muham-
mad bin 'AM bin 'Abdullah bin 'Abbas (may the peace of God be upon huii),

hearing tidrags of that book, displayed the most ardent inward desire to

become possessed thereof. Having, with arts of finesse, acquired a Palilawi copy,

he commanded Imam Abiil Hasan 'Abdullah bin Mukamia', who was the most

learned of his race, to translate the whole of it from the Pahlawi into Arabic.

Constantly perusing it, he laid the basis of his state orders, and the structure of

the
,
decrees of justice and clemency, upon the advice and precepts therein. On

another occasion he commanded Abill Hasan ISTasr bin Ahmad Samani, one of

the learned men of his time, to transcribe the said copy from the Arabic tongue

into the Persian dialect, and Riidagi the poet, according to the orders of the

king, strung it in verse. Once more Abiil Muzaifar Bahram Shah bin Sultau

Masa'iid, a descendant of Sultan Mahmiid Ghazi Ghaznawi, who is praised by
the learned Sanaf, issued an edict to the most eloquent of the eloquent, and the

most perfect of orators, Abdl Ma'ali Nasrullah biu Muhammad bin Al Hanud
(may God rest his soul and increase his triumph in the abodes of Paradise),

that he should make a translation from the copy of Ibn Mukanna' ; and this

book, now known as " Kalilah and Damnah," is the translation of our aforesaid

lord. In truth, its expressions are beautiful, like sweet life, and fresh as it

were tinted coral, while its enchanting words resemble the glances of honey-

lipped, lust-exciting beauties, and its soul-exhUarating mystic meanings are like

the waists of smooth-faced charmers.

Its letters, like the ringlets of the idols of Cliigil,^

Are altogether the abode of the soul, and the dwelling of the heart

:

Its mysticisms, from beneath the letters in black.

Shine forth like the sun, and ghtter like the moon.

Its blackness, of wliich the collyrium of the pearls of meaning is a symbol,

might be given a place upon the whiteness of the pages of sight ; while upon its

paper, of which the morning dawn of joy is an emblem, might be placed the

blackness of the world-seeing eye.

It is fit that the Avriter in the palace of eternity should inscribe

The black type of his composition upon the paper of the eyes of the Hiirf.

Notwithstanding that those who sit on the throne at the court of style, are

unanimous in praising the excellence of its language, and commending the elo-

quence of its composition,

" Assuredly the speech is that ivhich Hazdm spohe ;
"

yet, by reason of the adoption of strange idioms, and of language immoderately

overlaid with the beauties of Arabic expressions, coupled with excessive use of

metaphors and allegories of various kinds, added to glowing language and pro-

lixity in words and obscurity in expression, the mind of the hearer is unable to

derive any pleasure from the aim of the book, or to comprehend the object of its

design : the judgment, also, of the reader cannot discriminate between the com-
mencement of the tales and the conclusion, nor distinguish the introduction of the

speeches from the end thereof. I>I"ow this state of things must assuredly be the

cause of irksomeness, and the occasion of weariness to the reader or listener, par-

ticularly in the present easy-going days, when the disposition of its sons is luxu-

rious to such a degree, that they desire to understand the meaning, Avithout its

1 A city in Turkistaii famous for its beauties.
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being arrayed with the marriage-decoration of language ; how much more so

when, as regards some of the words, they are in need of examining works on

dialect, and of investigating treatises containing the explanation of meanings 1 On
this account it seemed probable that a book so precious wordd become neglected

and abandoned, and the inhabitants of the world remain deprived and bereft

of any share in its benefits
;
accordingly, at this time his Majesty, the seat

of authority, whose pure-minded sotd includes all perfections, and whose exalted

nature has risen from the horizon of excellence and mystical meanings, the mighty

Lord who, notwithstanding his intimacy with his Majesty the Sultan of the age,

and the Emperor of the period, the spreader of the carpet of seciu'ity and safety,

the difFuser of the signs of tenderness and compassion, the sun of the sunmiits of

imperial dignity and monarchy, the Jupiter of the constellation of sovereignty

and rule, '

The lustre of the eyes to sovereigns, monarch of both horizons !

Shah Abiil Ghazi Sultan Husain, (may distinction and piety be your share).

" May the High God ^perpetuate his kingdom and monarchy" and in spite of his

gaining approbation in the sight of the affection of his Majesty, who is the

elixir of Hfe, shook off the dust of the worldly pomps, ''But existence in the

world is only a deceitful chattel" from the skirt of his exalted ambition. On the

pages of his guileless heart.

The mystery of this five-days' fancy,

"Which the ignorant call possessions and wealth,

was not inscribed ; and the purport of this auspicious speech, that

The mole of piety looks best on the face of majesty

:

The robe of modesty appears most fitting on the stature of royalty,

he made the desire of his eyes as regards his affairs. Accordingly, he considered

that aiding the demands of the oppressed, and prospering the necessities of the

disappointed, are the means of obtaining a store for eternity
;
and, with reference

to the purport of this excellent saying

:

Fortune's ten days' friendship is fickle and deceitful

;

Seize the opportunity, 0 friend ! to benefit your comrades,

he did not render himself conspicuous by slighting it. And he is the great

Amir, the place of the collection of high excellencies, through the loftiness of his

ambition, the hap2nj recipjient of the gifts of the sole King, the regulator of the

government and religion, the Amir Shaikh Ahmad, generally Mown as Suhaili

(may God bestow on him, as an especial distinction, the peace of Salman,

and the perfection of Kumail), who, in all sincerity, is Canopus, shining from the

right hand of Yaman, and a Sun resplendent from the horizon of affection and

fidelity.

0 thou Canopus ! how far do thy rays extend, where is thy horizon 1

Thy light, where'er it shines, is indicative of prosperity.

Keeping in view universal benefit to mankind, and Avidespread advantage to

individuals, both high and low, he issued his exalted command that this humble

servant without capacity, and this contemptible atom of but small intellectual

store, Husain bin 'AH al Wai'z, surnamed Al Kashifi (may the High God assist

him with His hidden kindness), should be bold enough to clothe the aforesaid
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work in new garments, and array in the theatre of clear expression, and in the

chamber of pleasant metaphors, the beauty of its mystic tales, wMch were obscured

and overlaid with a veil of deep words and a curtain of difficult phrases, in such

a way that the eyes of every spectator should share the beauties of the bridal-

chamber nymphs of its narrative, without the glance of penetration, or the pene-

tration of sight ; and that the heart of every learned person should be able to

enjoy the society of those charmers of the recess of the soul, without the trouble

of imagination, or the imagination of trouble.

Thus spoke an eloquent man to me

:

" 0 gardener in the parterres of speech

!

In this pure heaven-like expanse.

Display the tree of meaning in such a manner,

That whoever eats the fruit thereof

May say to him who exhibits it, ' O fortunate man,

In tliis beautiful garden are fresh fruits.

Each one more lovely than the other !
'

"

Since there was no help but to obey the edict of that incomparable being, and

the saying " Wisdom is from Yaman ! " displayed itself in the horizon of the

light of Canopus,

Since wisdom is from Yaman, according to the saying of the Arab chief,

Wliat wonder if it should be visible in the light of Canopus ?

after praying for success and asking permission, I busied myself in tliis matter,

and that which proceeded from the invisible world on the language of the pen, and

the pen of language, was indelibly inscribed. I^ow it should be known that the

basis of the work " Ivalilah and Damnah " is laid upon practical wisdom, and this

latter is indicative of a knowledge of the workings of the wdl, and the natural

actions of the human race, in such a manner as to conduce to the settlement of

their affairs both in this world and the next, and to lead them to arrive at the per-

fection towards which they are tending. Tliis sort of wisdom is, in the first place,

divided into two kinds, one relating to the individual alone, the second in regard

to the world at large : the former concerning every person singly, intimacy with

another not being admissible, is termed the " correction of manners;" wliile the

latter, relating to the general mass of society, is again subdivided into two sorts :

—First, Domestic and home companionship, which is termed " social economy;"

the next, the intermingling in the city and country—nay, more, in the kingdom
and empire—this is designated " political economy." The aforesaid book com-

prises the tlu-ee above-mentioned divisions, with several advantages relating to

the latter kind, and that which concerns the correction of manners is not men-

tioned therein, save cursorily; accordingly, although it were possible to recite

some of the virtues of morals, we were unwilling that any radical change in the

plan of the work should be introduced
;
consequently, opposing any addition of

chapters which are not therein, Ave have adhered to the same arrangement that

the Sage of Hind adopted, and omitting the two first chapters of the work, from

which not much benefit coidd be imagined, and which were not included in the

original of the book, we have written the fourteen remaining chapters in a clear

and easy style. We have also confined the volume to tales composed of ques-

tions and answers between the King and the Bralraian, as was in the afore-men-

tioned original. Before reciting the opening chapters, we deemed a story neces-

sary to serve as a prelude to the narrative itself. Considering that overstrained
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language is used in the style of the aforesaid hook, if, in the composition of tliis

volume, the reins of grandiloquence should incline from the road of the manner of

letter-writers, and the highway of the productions of authors, towards common-

place pln:aseology, the excuse will be clear.

I, who have pierced these pearls of composition,

Have spoken what I have been told to say.

Again,- in the midst of the tales, having kept within bounds, as regards the

varieties of Arabic words, in quoting some verses of the Kiu-an, and traditions

needful to be mentioned, as well as memorable sayings and weU-known proverbs,

ennui is not occasioned by the use of Arabic verses ; the pages, too, of its lan-

guage are ornamented with the pearls of Persian poetry, as it were gold and

gems worked up together.

Language, according to the example of the wise,

Should mingle together verse and prose.

For at one time the mind derives pleasure from the former,

At another period it finds gratification from the latter.

In the place where the chapters are written, wherever the recital of an anec-

dote, or the introduction of a proverb may seem expedient, in accordance with

the consideration that

A nosegay of roses is bound round with grass,

with bold step I shall proceed on the way, using my own discretion. This con-

temptible mortal, though in attempting this composition he deems himself the

target for the arrows of reproach, yet, with ^ the tongue of supplication in the

court of apology, he would convey the proverb, " He wlio is commanded will be

excused," to the place of representation amongst the learned arrayed in eloquence,

and the orators attired in wisdom; and in opposition to the threat, " He who corn-

loosed made himself a target" he murmurs forth this plain apologetic saying, " He
who dispensed justice displayed something neio."

Though the eye of justice is clear-sighted,

It deems that to be a pearl which is really but a glass bead.

I am ashamed of my imperfect production,

Therefore do not wound my soul with reproaches.

On the road amongst the high-minded populace

It is not allowable to taunt the fallen.

The merit-discerning eye is free from guile,

If the wortliless eye finds fault, what matter 1

" The eye offavour is dim to all faidts."

" May God guide us to that which He approves, and be pleased with and seal

our condition, our desires, and our destinies, well and beneficially."

This composition, which is called ' The Lights of Canopus,' has fourteen books,

in the mamier now detailed :

Book I. On avoiding the speech of calumniators and slanderers.

Book II. On the punishment experienced by evil-doers, and the misery of

their end.

' 1 *i should be inserted in the Persian text before
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Book III. On the intercourse of friends, and the advantages of assisting one

another.

Book IV. Explanatory of observing the circumstances of one's enemies, and

not being secure from their treachery.

Book V. On the evils of neghgence, and allowing one's object to slip from

one's hand, and being careless as to the same.

Book VI. On the misfortune of precipitancy, and the evil of hastiness in

matters.

Book VII. On caution and deliberation, and finding escape by means of

stratagem from the wiles and treachery of foes.

Book VIII. On avoiding the malevolent and envious, and not trusting their

flattery.

Book IX. On the excellence of pardon, which is the best attribute of kings.

Book X. Explanatory of requiting deeds by way of retahation.

Book XI. On the misery of seeldng too much, and being disappointed in

one's aifairs.

Book XII. On the excellence of clemency, serenity, quietness, and firmness,

particularly as regards kings.

Book XIII. Explanatory how kings should avoid the speech of the treacher-

ous and maUgnant.

Book XIV. On the want of kindness in the revolutions of time, and on bas-

ing one's afl;airs on Fate and Destiny.

After an index to the chapters of the stories, which Avill be indicative of the

speeches themselves, the commencement opens

—

Success is from the one God.



BOOK I,

INTRODUCTION.

ON AVOIDING THE SPEECH OF CALUMNIATOES AND
SLANDEEEES.

HE Jewellers of the market-iDlace of signification, and the bankers of
the assay-office of eloquence, as also the portrayers of marvellous
narratives, and the depicters of strange fables, have adorned the
title-pages of their story-books in the accompanying manner, and
have decked and ornamented the preface to the leaves of their his-

tories in the following style. In former days, on the outskii-ts of
the Empire of Cliina, there was a King, the fame of whose fortune
and prosperity was spread abroad tliroughout the regions and quar-

ters of the world, and the renown of whose greatness and dignity was
resplendent like the noonday sunj famous monarchs placed the ring of obedience
towards him in the ear of their soul, and sovereigns of exalted power tlixew the
mantle of submission over the shoulders of their mind.

In pomp like Ean'diin,^ in dignity like Jamslu'd,^

In majesty like Sikandar,^ in power like Darius ;^

^

By reason of his justice, like as on the cheeks of moon-like damsels,
Eire and water were collected together in one sjoot.^

On the edge of the carpet of his daily increasing fortune, world - subduing
chiefs, and ministers of sound deliberation, constantly bound the girdle of service
on the loins of their soul, and at the foot of his heaven-rivaUing tlirone powerful
grandees and wise councillors perpetually sat on the chair of affection for liim.

His treasury was fiUed with various gems and manifold coins ; his numerous
and famous army passed aU limit of reckoning or computation ; liis magnanimity
Avas joined with generosity, while his majesty was mingled with retributive
justice.

1 Ancient kings of Persia, famous for their justice, their conquests, and the magnificence of their
reign.

\
^ As we should say, the lion and the lamb lie dowai together.
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He wounded the faces of the rebels,

And struck down mth the sword the heads of warriors.

His justice overpowered the blood-stained miscreants
;

His clemency consoled the helj^less.

Tliis Monarch was called Hamaiyiln Fal/ since from his universal justice the

fate of the subjects was jjrosperous ; while by reason of his perfect kindness the

condition of the helpless and poor was made happy and tranquil. If the officer

of justice does not take care to guard the possessions of the people, the tliief of

rebellion, by the aid of tyranny, will bring destruction upon the fortunes of high

and low ; and if the light of the taper of justice does not tlu'ow a reflection on

the gloomy cell of the unfortunate, the blackness of oppression will render the

sides and quarters of the kingdom d_ark like the hearts of tyrants.

Good accrues to a monarch from his justice

:

The protection of God is the security of his house.

Should the sovereign repent himself of his equity,

The country would be ruined by his injustice.

This Monarch had a Minister, who cherished the people and dispensed clemency.

His world-adorning wisdom was the taper of the kingdom's chamber, while his

right-thinking penetration solved a thousand difficulties with a single reflection.

The ponderous weight of Ms kindness kept the ship of the sea of rebellion firm

in the whirlpool of adversity ; while the severe wind of his retribution tore up,

root and branch, the skirt-clinging trees of the thorny places of injustice.

Wlien his acute understanding set about a matter,

A himdred armies were overthrown by one solitary device

;

When he administered the affairs of the state,

He overturned kingdoms with a mere epistle.

Since, by reason of his auspicious intellect, the affairs of that kingdom obtained

great lustre, he was called Khujistah Eai'.^ Now Hamaiyiln Eal never embarked
on any matter except after consulting Khujistah Eai, without whose advice he
did not commence anything either great or small. Without the Minister's per-

mission he neither bound the loins of combat in the plain of war, nor did he,

imless with such consent, sit in the banquet-room on the throne of ease and
repose. Assuredly it behoveth famous kings and mighty monarchs, in accord-

ance with the command, " And take counsel with them in your business" not to

undertake the affairs of the state without the assistance of the counsel of acute-

miaded ^ministers. They should also govern aU their proceedings and orders by
the counsel of perfect ministers and skilful senators, so that, according to the pur-

port of the precept, " No tribe tcike counsel, save God guides them towards the

soundest mutters," whatever proceeds from them may_be_ln ponformitj^ with
what is right, and may comprise the_desire of the world, and the repose of

mankind.

In every case counsel is necessary,

Nothing good comes to pass without deliberation.

By chance one day Hamaiyiin Fal went out huntiag, and Kliujistah Edi, like for-

tune, attended on the royal stirrup. The expanse of the covert became the envy
of the heavenly sphere, by reason of the feet of the august Monarch, and the Eagle

1 Good omen. 2 Aiispicioiis intellect.
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of the skies, in anxiety lest it should become the food of the royal falcon, de-
parted towards the centre of the earth. The animals of the chase, having broken
their bonds, and leapt from confinement and imprisonment, set out in search of
game. The leopard-skinned panther turned its body into eyes to see the beauty
of the dark-eyed antelope. The dog, with lion-like claws, learned an hundred
foxish tricks in its anxiety to approach the hare. The high-flying hawk, hke
a flashing arrow from the bow-string of an archer, set its face towards the summit
of the skies; while the captive-making falcon with the wounds of its blood-
spilling claws rent open the artery veins in the throat of the bii'ds.

The swift-flying hawks coming forth,

Sharpened their claws in the blood of their prey.

The talons of the royal falcon joined the spoil.

Not a parrot remained on high, nor a partridge.

On every side panthers laying snares,

Blocked the way of escape for the deer.

From the galloping of svdft Arab horses.

The expanse of the desert became unbearable to the goats.

Wlien the King had finished the pleasures of the chase, and cleared the desert
of animals and the air of birds, his cavalcade obtained permission to return,
and the Sovereign and his Minister set out towards the capital ; but at this time,
from the rays of the sun, their steel helmets became soft like wax, while from
heat of the horse armour, which boasted itself equal to a flame of fae, the sAvift-
going charger was withered up on the spot.

Both mountain and mine became temples of fire.

Earth and sky also waxed hot.

The birds of heaven concealed themselves amongst the boughs.
While animals also crept into holes.

Hamaiyiin Fal said to Khujistah Eaf, " To move about in such a hot atmosphere is

not wise, nor will the shade of the tent aff'ord a protection from the heat. From
the violence of the warmth the terrestrial globe is scorched like a blacksmith's
forge, and the centre of the earth, like the globe of the sun, is become a mine of
fire. What kind of device do you suggest, that we may for a while obtain the
shade of repose, and that, when the Phoenix of the sun is disposed to retire to
the nest of the west, we also may descend to the abode of honour? " Kliujistah
Ear loosened the tongue of praise, saying

:

0 sun of dominion ! 0 shadow of God !

Thy canopy is more prosperous than the shade of the Phoenix.^

" Your servants, who seek protection under the shade of the phajnix-like banner
of your sovereignty, have no fear of the flame of the sun's world-consuming
torck .

°

Wliy should we be sad from the heat of the sun of calamity.

Since the canopy of thy kindness is our protection 1

" But for the exalted person of the King, the shadow of God, under the shade of
whose fortune mankind finds repose, to be careful respecting the heat of the an-,

from which various pains and headaches arise, appears to be the very essence of
wisdom.

1 There is an evident error here. The word in the text is , which is absiird. ProbaLIy
(^l«A> " phojnix," is meant.
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The welfare of the whole horizon depends on thy safety.

" In this neighbourhood I observe a hill, lofty, like the ambition of the brave,

and high, like the dignity of the pipus.^ A short time ago I arrived there ; from

head to foot the slopes thereof were covered with verdure, and a thousand sweet

fountains sprang forth from its pure heart. Its odoriferous herbs and flowers

glittered like the stars of the firmament, and its fountain-suj^plying brooks

sparkled as the rivulets-^ of the garden of Paradise. The best course is to turn

the reins of desire in that direction, so that for a while we may rest at ease, like

verdure under the shade of the willow, and for a time may be refreshed and

joyous, as it were jessamine upon the brink of a river, or the border of a

pasture."

Behold us sitting and passing life on the edge of a stream.

Which itself is a sufficient indication to us how the world is fleeting.

Hamaiyiin Fal, in accordance with the words of Kliujistah Hki, set his face in that

direction, and having in a little time traversed the interval, with the dust of the

hoof of his splendid dun-coloiu-ed horse, made the skirt of the mountain like

the sleeve of the jarosperous, the kissing-place for the fortunate. He saw a

mountain which pushed its mighty head beyond the height of the sphere, and
extended its summit like a fresh sword to the gold-spangled shield of the sun ; or

like a shaikli, who according to the saying, " Ajid the mountains are stakes," drew
the foot of stability within the border of majesty, while from his weeping eyes a

torrent of tears flowing reached his skirt. The king, having ascended the top of

the mountain, bound his garments round his loins like a cloud, and wandered
about in every direction. All of a sudden an expanse came into view, in extent

and capacity like the plain of Hope, and an open space appeared of extreme mag-
nitude, resembling the region of Expectation. As regards verdure it was like the

rose-garden of the skies, and its brooks and breezes were as it were the fields of

Paradise. All around it violets raised their heads, intermixed with roses, like

the ringlets of entrancing beauties, and verdant hyacinths, together with self-

sown tulips, like perfumed moles of sweet-lipped beauties, sprang up charmingly.

The willow of Tabaristan was clad in its vermilion satin garment, and the erect

cypress raised aloft its verdant silken top. The language of the musk-laden breeze

scattered abroad to the four quarters of the world the secrets of the plants of

tliis rose-garden; wliile from the nightingale's discota-se the tale of the rose's

colour and perfume ascended to the ears of the inhabitants in the palace of

the universe.

Its streams and cHmate were pleasant and heart entrancing

—

A blessed abode was it, a glorious spot

—

Sweet flowers growing on the banks of the rivulets,

Bathed their hands and faces in hoar-frost.

Trees, like idols, raised aloft their figures,

Each excelling the other in beauty.

On the boughs sweet-songed birds,

"With organ-notes, poured forth their strains.

The cypress-tree, which outstript heaven.

Upon every leaf had the inscription, "Beautiful Tiiba." -

^ (J^iJ** in the Persian text is a misprint for . = Name of n tree in Paradise.
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In the midst of this meadow was a pool, the water of which was soul-refreshing,

like the fomitain of life, and the very essence of delight and purity, as the

stream of Paradise.

There swam therein fish like sUver,

As it were the new moon in the round sphere.

The Minister ordered that the brink of the pool should be decked with the regal

couch, and Hamaiyiin Fal took his seat on the tlirone of repose ; and the attend-

ants of the fortune-resembling stirrup severally sought their ease on the bank of

the stream, and under the shade of the trees. After that infernal atmosphere,

they considered that Paradise-resembling halting-place a rare treat, and each of

them recited this verse, as applicable to Ids case

:

0 God ! I am quit of the desert of grief and misery.

And am sitting bedecked in the rose-garden of Paradise.

The King and his Minister alighted, in a corner of the space, from their horses

and elephants, and without playing, by checking the queen of their frivolous

imagination, severed the connection of their aspiring souls from the follies of the

chess-board of worldly concerns, and reflected on the wonders of divine creation and
the marvels of His endless works. They recited a hymn in praise of the Most
High Monarch, the painter of whose decrees, with omnipotent brush, had drawn
such a beautiful picture on the surface of the mountain's stony tablet, and ^ the

magic of whose power had produced all these varied-coloured plants from its flinty

heart. At one time they recited this verse from the pages of the Gulistan :
^

Not alone the nightingale on the rose, warbles songs of his bounty.

But every thorn recites his praises.

At another time they contemplated this picture on the pages of the JSTigaristan:^

—

Sometimes he makes of the playful breeze a chariot for the rose-leaf,

At another he girds a chain of pure water round the feet of the wind. *

Prom the enchained letter which the divine pen drew across the face of the page

of the water, they read the inscription, And we caused springs to flow therein;"

and from the emerald-coloured tablets of the herbage, which were decorated with the

characters of the omnipotent pen, they perused the verse, "And we made gardens

therein." In the midst of all this, Hamaiyiin Pal's glance lighted on a tree stript

of its leaves, and hapless, like a bough which had exj^erienced autumn, and very

old, like aged men left without life or growth. The sickle of the rustic, Time,

was determined to cut and prune its hmbs, and the saw of the carpenter, For-

tune, had sharpened the teeth of avidity in tearing to pieces its woof and warp.

The young tree is the dehght of the garden

;

Wlien it is old, it is cut down by the gardener.

The midst of this tree was hoUow, like the soul of an empty-hearted darwi'sh

;

and a troop of bees had taken refuge in that castle, with a view of storing up
honey as food for their support. "When he observed the buzzing of the bees,

he inquired of his experienced Minister, " What is the cause of this collection

of swift-flying birds ^ around this tree, and by whose command do these workers

go up and down this meadow 1

"

J should be inserted liefore (;^^ . ^ A famous Persian composition. 3 ibid.

Ripples on the water. •> So called because they have wings.
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What is the object of their going to fro ? and

Upon what are they intent in this field of battle ^

Khujistah Eaf opened his lips, saying, " 0 mighty monarch ! they are a flock of

great use, and doing no harm
;
by reason of the cleanliness and comeliness which

characterise their nature, they have obtained the honour of divine revelation, as

exemplified by the saying, ' Thy Lord sent a message Inj revelation to the hee ;
'

and by aid of the favour of the royal command, 'Find houses in the mountains,'

they have bound the girdle of obedience on the loins of their heart. They have

a king caUed Ya'siib,^ in size bigger than the rest ; all of them, by reason of his

majesty and pomp, placing the head upon the line of obedience. He himself takes

his seat upon a square throne composed of wax, while ministers, chamberlains,

warders, porters, beadles, and deputies have their allotted duties. The ingenuity

of his subjects is so great that each of them makes for himself an hexagonal

house of wax, such that there is no difference in the sides thereof, nor could

abstruse geometricians accomplish the like without compasses, rulers, and other

instruments. When the houses are finished, by command of the sovereign they

issue forth. The chief of the bees then, in their language, extracts from them a

promise that they wiU not change then- delicacy for burliness, nor contaminate

the skirt of their purity Avith the foulness of uncleanuess. In observance of

their pledge, they sit only on the stems of sweet-smeUing roses and delicate

flowers. So what they carry away from those lovely leaves in a little while

becomes mingled in their interiors into a kind of fresh pleasant-flavoured mucus,

and issues forth as a sweet drink, such that in the medicine-house of wisdom the

description ' Therein is a cure for men,' rightly applies to its nature. Wlien

they return to their own homes the watchmen sniif them : if they have been

true to their promise—that is to say, if they have avoided whatever is not pro-

nounced clean—it is allowable for them to enter their hexagonal cells, and the

abodes prepared for them; but if (God forbid !) the purport of this verse

:

Stretch forth the hand of fidelity towards the zone of integrity

:

Strive that you violate not your pledge,

has been overlooked by them, and an odour, which may be the cause of disgust

and detestation, is foujid with them, they are at once severed in twain ; if the

porters are negligent, and let them pass, and the kiag should smeU this disagree-

able odour, having personally inquired into the matter, he causes that unfortu-

nate bee to be brought to the place of punishment : first of all, he orders the

porters to be killed, and afterwards slays the unmannerly bee, so that others of

like kind may not act the same. If it should happen that a strange bee from

another hive wishes to enter then- home, the porters restrain him : shoidd he

not desist, they kill him. It has been asserted that Jamshid, the Sovereign of

the world, copied from them the institution of doorkeepers and beadles, together

with the plan of porters and watchmen, and the arrangement of a throne and seat

of royalty, and in the course of time reached great perfection." When Hamaiyiln

Tal heard these words, his joyful heart conceived a desire to see their arrange-

ments ; he rose up, and coming to the foot of the tree, was for a while delighted

with their throne and court, their habit of coming and going, and rules of serving

and waiting : he observed a troop who had bound on their loins the divine com-

mand, Sulaiman-like sitting on the steed of the air,^ and selecting pure food and

1 That is, Prince or Chief.
2 " Muhammadans," says Eastwick, "believe that Sulaimtui or Solomon possessed a throne on

which he could transport himself through the air." _ .

B
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cleanly spots : no one having any business -with another's profit or loss, and

none injuring or molesting those of his own condition.

Glad news ! the mighty restrain their hands,
|

The great are wise, the lofty humble.

He said : " 0 Khujistah Eal ! the wonder is, that notwithstanding the inherent

cruelty which is embodied in their nature, they do not endeavour to injure one

another, and in spite of possessing ajigting, they give nought but honey: also,

though ferocity is planted in their disposition, they are yet kind and gentle
;
for

j

we see the contrary amongst men, masses of whom injure their own kith and kin,
^

and desire to overtlu-ow the fabric of existence of those like themselves."

Look around, how by reason of want of manliness,

Man is fearful of his fellow-creature.

The Minister replied :
" These animals which you behold are all created with a

similar disposition, while men are born with various natures : seeing that soul

and body, stolidity and merriness, light and darkness, are mingled together in

their composition, and the coin of dominion and empire, and the dues of loftiness

and meanness have been poured into their mould, consequently every one's dis-

position appears different, and his nature distinct. ' In truth all men knew their

own drinUng-places: A share of angelic reason has been given them, while,

on the other hand, a portion of the nature of devils has been allotted them
:
so

that every one with the hand of acceptance may catch the skirt of wisdom, and

advance with the feet of honour to the dignity—' And assuredly tve have revered

the children of Men ; ' but every one who places the head of obedience upon the

line of the conunand of sensuality, from excess of meanness also will remain

ensnared in the lowest depths of—' Naij, more, they are most in error as to the

toay :
' as it has been beautifully said :

•

You are partly angelical, partly demoniacal,—
|

Abandon Satan, and surpass angels in excellence.

" Most men, by reason of pursuing after evil-producing sensual lusts, display

mean inclinations—such as greed, avarice, envy, hatred, oppression, pride, hypo-

crisy, folly, slander, suspicion, calumny, and the like thereof."

Many, ignorant persons, not knowing themselves,

Approve of error, to the exclusion of merit.

They are smoke reaching the brain,

Or wind blowing on a lamp.

The King said : " According to what you have explained, and the truth of the

case as regards the sensual, which you have indicated, the real interest of mankind

at large is for all persons to draw the foot of retirement under the skirt of repose :

and having shut upon themselves the door of other people's society, to busy

themselves in private devotion : perchance there may arise a way of escape from

the blood-stained whirlpool of wickedness, the origin of tliis blamable disposition.

It were better if they could reach the shore from that midst.

" I have heard that there is rest in sohtude, and repose in retbement
:
and I am

|

this day sure that the society of most men is more deadly than an adder's poison,
j

and intimacy with them more burdensome than the dangers of giving up life.
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Now some wise men have for a long while passed their existence in the corner

of a cave, or the depths of a pit, fixing their gaze on this precept

—

Wlioever is wise indeed chooses the lowest depths.

Since his heart finds contentment in retirement

;

Seclusion verily is better tlian the dark deeds of mankind :

The wise man avoids the tumult of his fellow-creatures.

" Again, perfect, pui'e-minded darwishes seek to withdraw even from their own

selves ; how then, such being the case, can they associate with others ?

"

I wish for solitude, so that, if like a whirlwind the revolution of the spheres

Should strike this paltry world, it would not touch me.

Khujistah Eai said :
" Wliat has flowed from the divine lips of His Majesty, the

world-protecting Monarch, is the very essence of truth, and the germ of accuracy

;

since society is the means of unsettling the mind, and retirement the cause of

repose, both inwardly and outwardly, as has been said

:

Would you know who, night and day, is at rest 1

It is the recluse who does not join the tlu'ong.

^ The heart of the tender rose, when in the bud, remains tranquil

:

' Wlien it is mingled in the mass it withers.

" But some wise religious men and learned doctors, on the ground of expedi-

ency have preferred the state of companionship and the condition of society to

retirement, and have said that intiinacy with an honest comrade is better than

seclusion, but that, at a period when a pleasant friend cannot be found, solitude

lIsTjetter than society.

One should withdraw from one's rivals but not from friends
;

Fur garments are for winter, not spring.

" In fact society is the means of obtaining advantage and benefit, and a bond of

union in the way of the lofty and good.

Do not withdraw the hand of search from the skirt of society.

I
Be not a recluse, for there is danger of insanity.

" According to the purport of the tradition, ' There is no monastic life in

Islam,' it is understood that the benefits of .
.society are gTeater than the advan-

tages of seclusion ; how then is it possible for a man to tlu?ow himself in the

way of retirement, and not seek the companionship of his fellow-creatures 1 As
the authority of the divine power has made the bulk of men adapted for mutual

intimacy, each^one _being,_.in. nee,d„j)f„aM they are for this reason of an

urbane disposition, that is, seek to be sociable, which may be described as living

in cities, and the object of which is mutual aid and assistance aniongst members

of the human species ; indeed the life of individuals as well as of the general

body of mankind is not conceivable without such mutual help. If, for example,

any one requires to obtain for himself food, raiment, or habitation, first of all

he must get ready to hand the carpenter's and smith's tools, without which pre-

parations, implements for sowing and reaping, and aU connected therewith, can-

not be procured. During this period liis life could not be supported without

food. After arranging this apparatus, if all his time were thus spent in one

employment, some things he would not be able to carry out and accomplish j how
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much less when he has to busy liimself in doing a mass of things 1 Accordingly

it is a necessity that all should assist one another, each one attending to business

even beyond the measure of his wants, and giving to another who needs it, what-

ever remains over and above, and taking wages in exchange according to the

degree of his labour, so that by means of such social intercourse the affairs of

the community may be settled. Now from these prefatory remarks it is clear

that men stand in need of each other's assistance, which, however,^ is not possible

without assembling together j therefore for the bulk of mankind to seclude them-

selves is amongst the number of impossibilities, and the saying, ' The concourse

of men one ivith another is a mercy,' is also in allusion to this state of tilings."

Seize the skirt of sociality, and perform thy work,

Since no matter is accomplished in solitude.

The King replied :
" Wliat the Minister has explained is the purest wisdom, and

the choicest knowledge, yet so it appears to my mind that, seeing that they are

in need of mingling together, assuredly the diversity of their dispositions will be

the ca,use of disagreement, because 'some may be stronger than others, according

. as their form and vigour may be greater, while some others may surpass their

fellows in wealth and station
;
amongst numbers, too, greed and avidity may be

predominant : they who, as regards strength and riches, surpass their neighbours,

will display in their temperament tyranny and oppression ; and assuredly tlris

overweening power will drag most men in the chains of its servitude. Again, the

covetous person will hanker to bring witliin the grasp of his possession the

greater part of other men's property ] such a state of things may be the cause of

disagreement, and iiltimately lead to wickedness."

Contention raises such a fire

As to consume, with its heat, everything existing.

The Minister replied :
" 0 mighty Monarch, the protector of wisdom ! a device

has been arranged to avert such strife, whereby each person, being made content

with his own possessions, the hand of his violence is restrained from the projDerty

of others. This device is called punishment, the basis of which is fixed on the

rule of justice, by which is meant the observance of moderation, that being the

centre of the circle of excellence, which according to the command, ^ The hest

things arejneans,' includes this, 'extremes are indications of baseness'p as~has

"been said

:

Know thatjthe nature of mean and extreme

Is as far apart as the Sun and the Lesser Bear

;

- Therefore the choice of moderation is in all matters advisable.

For this reason, that ' Virtue consists in moderation.'
"

The King said :
" Whence can this moderation, by the recognition of wliich the

face of things assumes an aspect of justice, be ascertained?" The Minister

replied :
" The designer thereof is a most consummately perfect person ' Aided Inj

God,' sent by the Divine Majesty to his creatures. Wise men call him ISTamiis-i-

Akbar,^ while the leaders in religion designate him 'messenger' or 'prophet'

Assuredly his commands and prohibitions will be in accordance with men's wel-

fare in this world and the next. "Wlien that prophet (' upon whom be the Uessing

and peace of God '), who founded his rules of justice, turns towards the realms of

1 "Tho Great Secretary," an epithet generally applied to the angel Gabriel, lint in this instance

the allusion is probably to Muhammad.
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eternity, there will be no remedy, save governing by a ruler, for carrying out the

articles of religion fixed by him. Since most creatures are indifferent as to their

welfare, and are overcome by the pursuit of avarice and sensuality, therefore, as

a matter of course, there is a necessity for the existence amongst them of a strong

governor, who, having observed the prophet's rules of command and prohibition,

that is to say, his code of law, shall put in force regulations for the administration

of justice, that the head of religion may be exalted to the crown of fortune,

and also the garments of the kingdom ornamented with the fringe of the magni-

ficence of faith, since ' Government and Religion are tiviris.'

Amongst men of wisdom, king and prophet

Are like two rings on the same finger.

" In a similar sense it has been said :

]
The Law derives majesty from the King,

I And the King dignity from the Law."

Hamdiyiin Pal said :
" Of what kind should be that powerful ruler, whose

existence, after the Prophet (' may the Messing a7id peace of God be with him,')

is a necessity amongst mankind, and what liis disposition for settling the aifairs of

the kingdom and faith 1 " Khujistah Eai replied: " This ruler must be skilled in

the regulations of punishment and the minutias of justice, since, if he be not so,

the kingdom is nigh to decline, and the government on the brink of destruction.

j Your kingdom becomes established through justice,

' Your affairs are rendered sure by means of your own integrity.

" Again, he must take care to foster the pillars of the state, and be aware

what set of persons he is to befriend and keep up an intimacy with, and what

class he should maintain in subjection and avoid their society ; since amongst

the attendants of the tlireshold of royalty there are but a small number who

entirely bind upon the loins of sincerity the girdle of devotion to the king's

interests, and strive for the sovereign's good reputation in this world, and deliv-

erance in the next; nay, more, the greater part of them follow the way of

attendance with the view of obtaining their own advantage, or warding off mis-

fortune from themselves.

Boasters who are beloved by you.

Stragglers who are much to you.

" Since the basis of their affairs is greed, assuredly hatred of any one to whom
they cannot discharge their obligations will take possession of their hearts, and

they will bear envy towards other persons, the benefits of whose services with

the king are greater than the advantages of their own class : now when hatred

and envy exhibit themselves in such people, having instigated various deceptions,

they will represent unfounded circumstances. If the king should be devoid of

the cloak of caution, and should listen with the ear of approval to the words

of slanderers, not taking any pains in investigating and examining the facts of

the case, many evils and miseries will be produced thereby, and varied wicked-

ness and crime will consequently arise.

Lend no ear to the words of a slanderer.

Since his bosom is diseased with malignity :

In a moment he sets the world at variance,

In an instant he brings injury on the globe.
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" But when the watchful and cleyer-minded sovereign looks into affairs, and

himself examines details and trifles, discriminating between the splendour of

rectitude and the darkness of falsehood, the basis of his sovereignty, both as

"regards tliis world wiU be free from adversity, and also in the world to come he

will reach the fortune of deliverance, and the eminence of a i^lace in Paradise.

He who in this house for one night acts justly, -

To-morrow his home wiU be the abode of plenty.

Justice is obhgatory upon sovereignty
;

Prosperity becomes lasting through freedom from oppression.

"Every prudent king who, having placed the basis of Ms proceedings upon

wisdom, makes the admonitions of the learned his rule of action, wiU both

render his kingdom populous and his subjects happy and joyous, like the

illustrious monarch of Hind, Dabishlim, who based his sovereignty upon the

code of the discourse of the sage Bidpai, the Brahman; from the latter he

inciuu-ed as to what was befitting kings, consequently for a long while he spent

his time in prosperity, and though he passed from this transitory abode to

the palace of eternity, his good name and virtuous reputation still remain upon

the pages of time."

Whenever I reflect as to all in the world,

A good name is the sum of life to mankind.

Hamaiyiin Pal, when he heard mention of Dabishlini and Bidpai, like a newly-

opened rosebud upon the delicate lips of which, at the time of dawn, the move-

ments of the morning breeze brings a smile, flourished in the expanse of joy and

the plain of gladness ; and blandly he replied, " 0 Khujistah Eai
!

it is a con-

siderable time since a longing after the story of this king and the Brahman has

been fixed in my innermost heart, and the idea of their conversation knd inter-

views taken possession of the cloister of my mind's abode."

Por a lifetime we have been coveting the tip of thy ringlets.

"Although I have performed the obligations of search, and made inquiry

respecting the circumstances of thek case from every one, yet I have not obtained

the truth as to their story, nor is a letter from the register of news concerning

them become known."

I have not from any one observed a trace of that ravisher of hearts
;

Either I get no news of her, or she has left no vestiges behind.

" Perpetually, too, have I opened the ear of intelligence, (thinking to myself,)

from whose mouth should I hear their name, and constantly have I tru-ned the

eyes of hope towards the highway of expectation, (wondering) where the beauty

of these circumstances would show its face."

I lend an ear to report : where are there tidings of that lip 1

My sight is towards the highway, 0 Lord! where is the light of her presence?

" Since I perceive that my Minister is informed of their story, I discharge the

dues of thanks to Almighty God, saying :

At length my soul has accomplished its object,

And what I sought from God has befallen me.

" I am in hopes that as quickly as possible you will impart to me tlie words

of the Iving and the Brahman, for by detaihng these discourses, the advantage of
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discharging the dues of gi-atitude towards me will accrue to you, wlnle, as regards

myself, by reason of hearing those exhortations, a variety o benehts will rea h

boti peasant and noble; now words, by the narration of which a debt of grati-

tude is discharged, and from the blessing of listening ^to which, luiiversal good

befaUs both high and low, will be extremely beneficial.

The discourse of sages of enlightened mind

Is a key to the door of wisdom's storehouse

;

Open the door of the hoard and bring forth coin,

It will be the true metal of probity.

Give advice of this nature to kings,

For in them lies the welfare of the subjects.

Commencement of the Story of King Dabishlim and Bidpai the Ur-viiman.

The Minister of enlightened mind and accurate judgment opened the tongue, of

explanation, and with eloquence of words gave forth a stream of oratory, saymg :

0 blest-footed King of kings, who producest

Good fortune to the stars of heaven by thy face !

From the parrots of the sweet abode of eloquence, and the luscious-tongued

nightingales of the garden of genius, I have heard that in one of the large cities

of Hind, which is the mole^ on the face of monarcliies, was a King of wakeful

fortune and victorious days, and a world-adorning, peasant-cherishing, tyrant-

consuming Sovereign. The regal throne was beautified with the golden fringe

of his boundless justice, while the royal couch was adorned with the ornament

of his commands and prohibitions. The hue of oppression and mjiistice was

swept away from the pages of the world, and the face of equity exhibited itself

to all mankind in the mirror of kindness.

The regions of the world were illuminated with the splendour of his justice,

Indeed" the government of the world was enlightened by his equity.

This King was called Edi Dabislillm, the meaning of which epithet, in the

dialect of the country, is
" a great king." By reason of his extreme majesty he

did not thxow the lasso-ring of his ambition save on the parapet of the ethereal

palace, whHe from excessive independence he did not cast his eyes save on high

matters and great undertakings. In his army were ten thousand herd of

mio-hty elephants, and the niunber of his warriors and heroes did not come

within the bounds of computation. He had full treasuries, and territories well

peopled.

You alone possess as much as all kings together combined.

In spite of aU this greatness, he thoroughly investigated the afi-airs of his

subjects, and personaUy inquired the history of each of his supphants.

Withhold not the hand of kindness from your subjects;

Treat with consideration the affairs of your people.

When he had established the portions of his kingdom with administrative

1 A mole is considered loy the Persians a sign of beauty.
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measures, and liad swept away the enemies of the country from the expanse

of his territories, constantly, in peace of mind, he used to grace the banquet of

repose, and gratify the desire of his heart with prosperity. At liis court there

were always present confidants clad with wisdom, and sages clothed with excel-

lence, who adorned the assembly with pleasant speeches and fine discourses.

One day he was sitting on the tlirone of ease, and gracing the regal banquet.

He arranged according to wont the banquet-chamber.

He opened the door of merriment and joy.

After enjoying the songs of the melody -making, sweet -voiced musicians, he

conceived a desire to hear an edifying story of wisdom, and after he was satiated

with the spectacle of the cheeks of moon-faced and dehcate-templed beauties, he

became anxious to witness the splendour of instruction-affording conversation.

Making inquuy of the sages, and various companions of laudable disposition and

generous nature, he adorned the ear of his understanding with the gem of their

discourse, which resembled a royal pearl.

Speech is a pearl, which appertains to the ear of the king.

Accordingly, each one of them set forth a description of praiseworthy qualities,

and an account of acceptable dispositions, so that the swift charger of speech

moved along the plain of beneficence and benevolence. All the sages were imani-|

mous that generosity is the highest of qualities, and most perfect of dispositions : \

consequently they have narrated as regards the First Master, that the most excel-

lent of the attributes of the Most High God is that He is termed beneficent, since

His benevolence permeates amongst all His people, while His generosity descends

on all His creatures. Now the Great Prophet (may the blessing ot God rest upon

him) has stated that beneficence is a plant growing ia the garden of Eden, and

finding nourishment and sustenance on the banks of the stream of Paradise

—

since " Generosity is a tree i7i Paradise."

To act benevolently is the source of happiness

;

True wealth consists in abandoning money.

I Do you seek a sign of ever-flowing riches %

It is nought but generosity of soul.

After the King was apprised as to the matter, his original natural benevolence was

aroused, and he commanded that the door of boundless wealth should be opened,

and a proclamation issued of generosity towards high and low : strangers and

citizens were made content with gigantic portions, and small and great were

enriched with a full share above their fellows.

From the cloud of liis palm flowed rain-drops of benevolence.

He washed the inscription of want from off' the leaves of fortune.

All day, like the shining sun, he Avas occupied in distributing gold, and, like

resplendent Fortune, in producing dehght, tiU the time that the golden-winged

Phoenix of the sun inclined towards its nest in the west, and the Eaven of black-

faced night drew the pinion of darkness over the region of the eartL

When Day had concealed its mysteries within a veil.

Veiling Night disclosed its secrets

;

The Siifi of the Sun sat in retirement

;

The Skies took in their hands the rosary of the Pleiades.

1 A religious order acknowledging uo spiritual head.
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The King placed the head of repose upon the pillow of rest, and the horsemen

of Sleep overran the com'tyard of the area of his brain. The painter of his ima-

gination pictured to him a serene-faced old man, on whose forehead were visible the

traces of probity, and the evidences of benevolence on his temples : he entered and

saluted the King, saying, " You have to-day expended treasure in the way of God,

and have given a vast sum as alms, with the view of conciliating the divine Majesty

:

in the morning put your foot in the stnrup of fortune, and set out towards the

east of your capital, for an immense hoard and a gratuitous treasure have been

intrusted to you : by the discovery of such a collection you will place the foot of

honour upon the top of the Lesser Bear, and pass the head of glory beyond

the pinnacle of the exalted Sphere." The King, when he heard this good news,

jumped up from his sleep, and was rejoiced at the idea of the treasure, and at

the oracular old man's glad tidings. He performed his necessary ablutions, and

attended to the discharge of his duties of worsliip, till the time that the divine

treasiu-er opened the door of the storehouse of the horizon, and the hand of the

gold-scattering sun drew the pearls of the stars from the repository of the hea-

vens under the skirt of its garment.

In the morning, when the silvery break of day

Drew the golden bolt from the door of its treasures.

The King commanded that a steed, quick-paced as the wind, should be adorned

with a golden saddle, and a bridle jewelled with pearls
;
having with auspicious

omen and happy presages mounted, he turned his face towards the region of the

east

:

Fortune and prosperity went with him, stirrup to stirrup

;

Victory and power accompanied him rein to rein.

When, beyond the limits of habitation, he arrived at the expanse of the desert,

he cast his glance on every side, seeking some tidings of the object of his search.

In the midst of this his eyes alighted upon a lull, with head lofty Like the

ambition of generous men of piety, and stable-footed like the fortune of just

monarchs. At the skirt of that hiU a dark cave appeared, with a man of enlight-

ened mind sitting at the door thereof, and like the " Companion ^ of the Cave,"

freed from the vexation of rivals :

Informed of and indiflferent to all that goes on

—

Interested ^ in, and concerned with, all existing beings.

When the King's eyes alighted upon that Devotee, his soul became desirous of

the latter's society, and liis heart conceived an attaclmient for his companionshij:).

The old man, reading on the pages of the Iving's enlightened mmd a delineation

of his desire, opened the tongue of supplication.

0 thou, to whom God has given sovereignty over the kingdom of the soul

!

Your abode is the heart and the eyes,—alight and enter.

" 0 King ! though the sorrowful cell of the afflicted is contemptible in compari-

son with the gilded palace, and the corner of the abode of the unfortunate is of

no avail like the jewelled mansion, yet

It is an old custom, and a regular habit,

1 Abiibakr, who, together with Muhammad, for a time remained concealed in a cave.
2 Lit., "consumed."
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that kings slioiJcl cast a glance of universal kindness on the state of the poor,

and gratify recluses with their society and footsteps : such is reckoned the su]n-

mit of perfect qualities and noble dispositions."

Dabislilim approved the speech of the Devotee : having alighted from his horse

and become familiarised with the saint's blessed words, he sought a supply of

grace.

After that the King had expressed his intention of departing, the darAvi'sh

loosened the tongue of apology :

From the hands of a beggar like myself there flows not

Hospitality for a monarch such as yourself.

" But I have an off-hand present which descended to me from my father ; I will

place it as an offering in the King's way—it is a treatise on wealth, the purport

of it being, that in the corner of this cavern there is an immense treasure, as

Avell as endless pearls, coins, and gems
;
now, since I have found the wealth of

contentment—' Contentment is a treasure ivldeh does not j^srish '—I have not

sought after it, and, by reason of improving my own time, I also have made my
capital of the riches of resignation, than which there is not, in the market of

reliance on God, any coin more current.

He Avho has not seen the face of reliance on God has seen nought

;

He who has not experienced the glories of contentment has experienced nought.

" If the great Monarch, the conqueror of kingdoms, will deign to reflect the light

of condescension thereon, and order his servants to occupy themselves searching

for it, and, conveying the proceeds to the royal treasury, to disburse it in any

such expenditure as may be right and proper, it is not far distant." Dabislilfm,

after hearing these words, narrated to the darwish the circumstances of the pre-

ceding night, and informed his friend in the cave of the state of the matter.

The darwish said, " Although this trifle is not worthy the consideration of the

King's exalted condescension, yet since it is consigned from the invisible Avorld

it must obtain the honour of acceptance."

The King commanded that all should busy themselves searching the regions

and sides of the cave. In a short time, having discovered the direction of the

treasure, they brought the whole hoard to Hamaiyun's gaze.

Many ornaments composed of royal pearls,

Many seals, bracelets, and ear-rings

:

Many caskets, and boxes with gold locks,

Pull of rubies, sapphires, pearls, and gems :

Some utensils of gold, and vases of silver.

And every kind of choice rarity.

ill the Pei-siaii text is a niispiiut for la^ki .

To regard the poor increases greatness.

Sulaiman, in spite of all his dignity, observed ^ the ants.

Wlien the grace of the darwish accompanies,

Its possessor acquires intelligence of the inmost secrets.

He who gains information respecting spiritual matters,

Obtains it from the favour of the wise.

Since what comes from the unseen world is without blemish.
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The King commanded them to break the locks off the boxes and caskets. He

saw dehcate pearls and rare niceties ; and in the midst of aU observed a box set

with jewels, the top and sides being bound with strong bands, and fastened with

a steel lock of Turkish design, inlaid with gold. The strength of that lock was

such that neither the teeth of any key could undo the fastening thereof, nor

could the genius of any solver of difficulties, by any contrivance, find the mode

by which it was fastened. Much as they searched they found no trace of the

key, and no signs of opening the box appeared. The King conceived an earnest

desije to undo that lock, and displayed a great wish to see what could be within

the box. He said to himself, " It appears to me that more costly rarities than

valuable pearls may be placed in this cabinet, otherwise what can be the cause

of all this fastening?" Accordingly he commanded clever-handed smiths to

perfect their skiU in breaking the lock. "When the box was opened & casket

fell out therefrom, decked with pearls like the stars of heaven, and within that

casket was a jewel-box, arrayed like the orb of the moon with exceeding bright-

ness. The liing, ordering the cabinet to be brought to him, opened with blessed

hand the top thereof, and saw a piece of white silk, upon which several letters

were written in the Syriac character. The Iving was astonished, wondering what

this could be. Some said it was the name of the owner of the treasure, while

others suggested that it might be a tahsman written with a view of protect-

ing the hoard. When the discussion of the pillars of the state on this matter

ended in tumult, Dabishlim said,. " Uncertainty Avill not be removed till tliis is

deciphered." But no one of the attendants was acquainted with that style of

writing. Of necessity they hastened in search of some one who could discover

the purport thereof, tiU at length they got tidings of a philosopher who was very

clever in reading and miting strange letters. By the exalted command they

shortly brought him to the foot of the imperial throne. Dabishhm, after the

dues of homage, said, " 0 sage, the object of my anxiety is that you should ex-

plain in clear language the meaning of this miting, and describe plainly and

accurately the purport of these lines."

It may be that from this writing I shaU gather somewhat of my desire.

The philosopher took that writing and brought every word, letter by letter,

before the glance of his inquiry. After much reflection he said, " This is a writing

embracing many advantages, and is assuredly of itself a scroU of wealth. The

pm-port of the language is this :
' I, King Hiishang, have put aside this treasure

on behalf of a great monarch and a mighty sovereign called Dabishlim :
by the

inspiration of God, being conscious that this store will become his portion, I

have placed this testament in the midst of the gold and gems, so that when he

carries off this wealth, and peruses these precepts, he may consider to himself

that to be deceived with gold and pearls is not the part of wise men, since they

are but~bbrrowed possessions winch every day wiU be passing through the hands

of others, and with no one wiU they ever remain constant.

Who wishes for this world's riches ?

\ To whom have they been constant that they shoidd be so to me %

\ There is not the marrow of fidehty in these bones

;

There is not the perfume of security in this rubbishy world.

' This testament is a manual of practice which kings cannot neglect, therefore

it becomes the wise monarch, the companion of fortune, to act according to

these precepts, and to recognise that every sovereign, whoever he may be, unless
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he views with acceptance these fourteen rules which I now explain, the edifices
of his prosperity will be overturned, and the foundation of his monarchy will
not he consolidated.

' The first precept is this : Wliomsoever of his attendants he exalts by near
approach to liimself, as regards the ruin of such individual, he must not allow the
words of any other person to be honoured with acceptance, seeing that whoever
is nigh the king assuredly will be envied by every one ; when they discover that
the basis of the sovereign's favour is fixed on him, they will strive with pleasing
deceit to ruin and injure him, and making a show of well-wishing and advice,
they will speak flowery and treacherous words, till at length the feehngs of the
king become ill-disposed towards him, and, under the guise of such conduct,
they achieve their object.

Do not listen to the talk of every one, but attend to my speech

;

Men of malignity have a word for every affair.

' The second precept is this : He must not admit calumniators and slanderers into
his society, for they seek to raise strife and war, and their end is very disastrous

;

nay, more, when this disposition is observable in any persons, as quickly as
possible he should quench the fire of their cahunny with the water of the sword
of punishment, so that the smoke thereof should not darken the expanse of the
world.

The fire by which mankind is consumed
Cannot be cured except by being extinguished.

' The third precept is this : He must observe the Avay of kindness and benev-
olence towards the chiefs and pillars of the state, since by the help of united
friends, and the assistance of harmonious companions, matters will be completely
carried out.

Truly by unanimity the world may be overcome.

'The fourth precept is this: He must not be deceived by the kindness and
flattery of enemies ; much as they may fawn and humble themselves, he should,
by way of caution, pay no regard to them, since in no case will friendship pro-
ceed from an enemy.

Avoid an enemy under the guise of a friend.

Like as it were a bundle of sticks and a piercing fire

:

"When his object cannot be effected with open enmity,

. Blandly he will open the door of stratagem.

'The fifth precept is this: When the gem of desire comes witliin his grasp,

he must not be negligent and destroy it through carelessness, since a remedy will

not again appear, and repentant though he be, it will avail nothing.

The arrow shot from the stall will not return to your palm.
Though you bite with your teeth the back of youx hand.^

i'The
sixth precept is this: He must not display levity or haste in matters;

nay, more, he should lean towards reflection and deliberation, since the evils of
rashness are great, while the advantages of patience and tranquUlity are beyond

J calculation.

Au expression indicative of remorse.
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In any matter wherein you are engaged, be not hasty

;

Turn not your reins from the way of deliberation

:

For what is not done can soon be performed

;

When carried out, then, of what avail is regret 1

' The seventh precept is this : He should not by any means let the reins of

dehberation sHp from his hand ; if a body of his enemies are banded together

for his destruction, and he sees it advisable to conciliate one of them, so that by

such means escape may be possible, let liim at once take such a step. In accord-

ance with the saying, " War is stratagem," he should overturn the edifice of their

deceit by the hatchet of treachery, for sages have said :

The snare of one's enemy can be avoided by treachery.

" It has been truly said, ' The reply to what is harsh is harsh.'
"

' The eighth preceipt is this : He should avoid mahcious and envious persons,

nor must he be deceived by their smihng words ; since when the tree of hatred

is planted in the soil of the heart, it cannot be imagined but that' the fruit

thereof will be injury and oppression.

In whatever bosom hatred takes up its abode

The heart becomes hardened with wickedness.

"When looking at you he speaks pleasantly,

Wlien he is gone, he secretly plots your destruction.

' The ninth precept is this : Having clothed and arrayed himself with pardon, he

must not rebuke or chide his attendants for slight offences, since nobles, by the

water of pardon and clemency, always efface the representation of crime from the

scroll of their inferior's afFahs, drawing over their errors and crimes, by means of

kindness, the skirt of indulgence.

From the period of Adam tiU the King's time

Pardon is the part of the great, crime that of the lower ranks.

' If wrong-doing and treachery should become apparent on the part of any of

the personal attendants, and they receive pardon from the king, they should be

again overwhelmed with the water of kindness, so that they may not be ruined

and dejected in the desert of disappomtment.

I Those who have received consideration at thy hands,

j Treat kindly, and do not aU at once overthrow them on the ground.

'The tenth precept is this: He shoidd not behave oppressively towards any

person, so that, by way of retribution, " And the requital of evil is an evil like

thereto," misery may not recoil upon himself. IsTay, more, he should drop the

rain of kindness upon the heads of mankind, so that in the garden "J^e do

I wdljie_dojpell to_your own souls," the rose of desire may come into blossom.

If you do good, men wiU in return behave rightly towards you
;

But if you do wrong, men will act even worse towards you.

At present you are unacquainted with either good or bad

;

A day will come when men will apprise you of both good and bad.^

1 That is, at present you are unaware of the results of your actions, but a day will come when

the effects 'of your de8ila--mILxixgxteke you ; then you will learn whether your conduct has been

good or bad.
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* The eleventh precept is this : Display no inclination for an action which may he
nnsuited to the case and unworthy of the occasion, since many persons neglecting
their own affairs step forward towards matters nnbefitting them, and not being
successful, leave also theh own business uirfinished.

A crow learned the walk of a lovely partridge
; |

It did not avail him, and he lost his own style.
'

' The twelfth precept is this : He should adorn his own condition with the jewel
of mildness and sedateness, since a gentle disposition is pleasing, and the proverb,
"
It is wellnigh that the meeh man is a 'propliet" is a true saying.

The sword of mercy is sharper than the scimitar of iron

;

Indeed it is more victorious than an hundred armies.

' The thhteenth precept is this : Having selected true and trustworthy servants,
he should avoid malignant and treacherous men, since when the attendants on
the threshold of royalty are endowed with an honest disposition, both the
secrets of the kingdom are kept, and also people remain secure from harm at their
hands. Nowjif, God forbid, the countenance of their aff'airs is blackened with
the stain of perfidy, and their words reach the degree of the king's confidence, it

may be that they will cast the innocent into the region of destruction, from
which bad results will arise both in the present world, and also in that to come.

The servant of the King should be faithful.

So that in this kingdom there may be an increase of splendour.
But if he turn his face towards treachery,

The country is ruined by his villany.

' The fourteenth j)recept is this : Vexation must not rest upon the skht of his
ambition, owing to the troubles of the world and the vicissitudes of fortune,
since wise men always are ensnared in the mesh of misfortune, while the careless
pass their lives in peace and quiet.

The lion has a chain on his neck, while the fox all night,

At freedom, wanders over ruins and hills.

The prudent do not put their feet beyond the cell of grief

;

The negligent, in excess of joy, stray tlirough the world.

' For he weU knows that without the assistance of Divine kindness and never-
changing grace, the arrow of happiness will not reach the target of desire, and in
spite of abundance of skill and merit, no matter can be accomphshed without
the aid of Fate and Destiny.

Prosperity does not come by means of acquhing knowledge and skill ; ?
It depends upon the decrees of Fate and Destiny. «

' To each of these fourteen before-mentioned precepts is a story attached, and a
trustworthy narrative. JSTow if the King is anxious to gain information as to the
particulars of those histories and tales, he must start towards the mountain of
Sarandi'p, which is the resort of the father of mankind, where this knot will be
unfastened, and the object of search will, in that garden of peace, perfectly dis-
play itself, " And God is the aider to the acquirement of the ivish and the attain-]
raent of the wishedfor object."

'

" I

When the sage conveyed in its integrity this interlude to the ears of the
Sovereign, and offered to the King's high magnanimity this casket of jewels.
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wherein Avas contained the pearl of spiritual matters, Dabislilim caressed him,

and kissing those pages, Avith the greatest respect, made them an amulet for the

royal arm, saying, "The Avealth which has been indicated to me is a store of

secrets, not a purse of money and coin—a treasury of spiritual matters, not a

collection of jewels and pearls. Since, thank God ! I possess such an amount of

ATorldly goods that I have no need of this more, and can with magnanimity con-

sider tills trifle just discovered as if it had never been found, it behoves me, in grati-

tude for this code of morals, Avhich is mdeed true wealth, to devote as alms amongst

the deserving, such of this hidden treasure as has come to my possession, so that

the offering of this spiritual reward may be procured by the victorious spirit of

King Hiishang ; and we also, in accordance with the decree, ' He who points to

)

a good action is like Urn who does it,' will obtain a share of benefits in return."!

The king's ministers, by royal command, gave to the deserving all that treasure,

both money and pearls, by way of eternal consolation.

Money is bestowed especially for purposes of benevolence

—

Look indeed at the word benevolence ^ from a poetical point of view.

When he had finished all these arrangements, he set out towards the capital

of his kingdom, and adorned the royal tin-one of sovereignty with his majesty.

All night long he Avas contemplating starting for Sardndip, so that liis desire

might be completed and his object brought to an issue, and that, having become

duly apprised as to the details of the precepts, he might make them the support

of his monarchy and the foundation of the edifice of his sovereignty and domin-

ion. Next day, when the newly-risen sun, like a pomegranate-coloured ruby,

displayed itself from the corner of Mount Sarandi'p," and the clia,mond-like

heavens scattered scraps of arroAV-headed pearls upon the region of the Avorld,.

The gold-scattering Sun displayed itself.

The jeAvelled night-iUuminating Stars dAvindled aAvay.

Dabishh'm commanded that tAvo of his Majesty's attendants, who, on account of

the sincerity of then- advice, Avere constituted counsellors, and who, by reason of

the value of their judgment and aid, Avere the pivots of the state, should be

summoned to the foot of the royal throne. After honouring them, he disclosed

to them Avith regal condescension the circumstances of the night's illusion, and,^

said, " A desire to journey to SarAndip has taken possession of my mind, and the/

intention of starting and setting off to that locality has snatched the reins of

choice from the grasp of my power ; in these circumstances what do you deem

adAdsable, and Avliat seems to you the proper course in this case Tor a long

time I have loosened the knot of difficulties Avith the tip of the finger of your

deliberation, and have placed the basis of the afl'airs of my kmgdom and pos-

sessions upon your right-minded judgment. IsToav also convey to the place of

representation that which is required of your true counsel, and is befittuig your

penetrating thought, so that I, on my part, having scanned the ins and outs

thereof, may make Avhatever plan may find the inscription of unanimity, the basis

of my proceedings."

Affairs should be based upon deliberation,

Since Avithout^forethojight matters conie to nought.

The ministers said, " It is not right to give an ansAver to this speech off-hand, for

1 "Diram," money, rhjanes with " Earam," heiievolence.
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as regards designs and affairs of kings, due reflection is befitting, since words
not pondered are like gold not weighed.

Eeflect on your words, then speak.

" During tliis day and night we will think over this matter, and will test the coin
of every suggestion upon the touchstone of proof. Wliatever ideas happen to
prove sound, to-morrow we will honour them by representation." Dabislilim
approved of this arrangement. ISexi day at early dawn they came before
his Majesty the King, and each one having taken his place at his appointed
spot, opened the ears of intelligence to listen to the Sovereign's commands.
Permission to speak being given, the elder minister, dutifully dropping on his
knees, performed the dues of praise and adoration, sajdng

:

0 conqueror of the Avorld and bestower of kingdoms ! to whom by the decree
of Fate

Sovereignty is established till the day of eternity.

"It has occurred to your servant that though but little advantage can be
imagined from this journey, yet great difficulties will have to be attempted, and
ease, repose, rest, and delight, being put on one side, the heart must be set on
struggles and abstinence. It is not concealed from the enlightened mind of the
King, the Conqueror of the World, that ' The sparh of travel is a portion of
hell,' is a flame which consumes the heart, and an arrow which pierces the soul

;

and that, 'Exile is the greatest of calamities,' is a dart which penetrates the
vitals. Men of experience consequently deduce therefrom, not to place the foot

beyond the cell of their own home, for drops of tears are tmnipled under foot,

because they find no place on the corner of their o-vvn abode.

In a journey are difliculties, abasements, and misery

;

If there be happiness and dehght, they arise from remaining at home.

" A wise man should not exchange ease for toil, nor give from his palm the hard
cash of pleasure for gains on credit; neither should he willingly prefer the
wretchedness of exile to the delights of repose, lest that befalls him which hap-
pened to the Pigeon." The King inquired, "What was that 1

"

STOEY I.

The Minister rephed : I have heard that two Pigeons lived together in one
nest and were confidants in the same abode. No dust of rivals settled on their

minds, nor were their hearts vexed with the adversities of the world. Content
with grain and water like darwi'shes, secluded, they intrusted themselves to the
road of confidence in God. One was named Bazindah,^ the other Nawazindah.^
Morning and evening they together sang sweet melodies, and at all times with
heart-enchanting tongue, cooed with varied strains.

In remembering the face of our idol, we reckon retirement a treasure,

In love of which we withdraw from aU the world.

Fortune became envious of the concord of these two intimate friends, and the
time-wounding eye darted down upon those two noble companions.

' 1 Each of these words means a " plaj'er or singer."
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The heavens have no object but this,

To separate friend from friend.

Bazindah conceiving a desire to travel, said to his friend, " How long shall we
remain in one nest and pass our time in one abode % My desire is to wander for

two or three days over the world, putting into practice the exalted order, ' Bay,

travel the earth,' for in travel many wonders are seen, and countless experience

is obtained. Sages have said, ' Travel is the cause of victory.' Till a sword is

drawn from its sheath on the battle-field of heroes, it will not become honourable;

until the pen moves at the tip, the representation of beautiful expressions will find

no place on the page of existence. The heavens, which are always moving, are

higher than anything; while the earth, Avhich is stationary, is trampled under

foot and trodden upon by every one both high and low."

One must observe the globe of the Earth, and the Heavens,

What the former is from rest, and the latter from motion.

Travel educates a man, and is the tlu-eshold of dignity.

Travel is a store of wealth, and the master of skill.

A tree if it be moved from place to place

Neither undergoes the danger of the saw, nor the misery of the axe.

ISTawazindah replied :
" 0 friend and companion ! you have not undergone the toil

of travel, nor have you experienced the vexations of exile. The saying, ' Travel-

ling is affliction^ has not reached the ears of your soul, and the blast, ' Separation

is hurning,' has not blown upon the rose-garden of your heart. Travel is a tree

from which comes no other fruit than the burden of separation, and exile is a

cloud from which nought but the drops of humiliation rain down."

At evening prayer of the wretched, the poor and helpless

Sit at the roadside, their heart rent in a hundred pieces.

Bazindah rejoined :
" Although the toil of exile is heartrending, yet the pleasures

of town and the sight of the world's wonders are productive of happiness : again,

when the temperament is accustomed to the fatigue of travel, it is no longer

troubled thereby, while the mind, through being occupied with the wonders of

the country, is not so much affected by the dangers of the road."

If in exile there is the thorn of distress, what matter 1

Together with the thorn always grows the rose of desire.

Nawazindah said :
" 0 dear friend ! the pleasures of the world and the delights of

the garden of Paradise in company with familiar friends and intimate companions

are delightful. ISTow when any one is dej)rived of the happiness of seeing his

comrades, it is clear to what extent his woes Avill experience relief by that enjoy-

ment, and what amount of benefit his anguish will receive from such sights.

Now I am conscious that the pain of separation from friends, and the misery of

parting from companions, are the most severe of all ills, and the most intense

of all sorrows.

Separation from seeing one's friends is typical of the infernal regions.

Heaven defend me, I said wrong, since Hell is indicative of it.

" Now since, thanks to the Most High God, we have lodging and provision, draw
the foot of repose within the skirt of security, and do not give the collar of

desire to the hand of lust."

c
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Snatch the skirt of tranquillity, and be at ease,

For change holds in its sleeve the stone of separation.

Bazindah said :
" 0 solacer of this world ! do not say another word respecting sep-

aration and parting, since there is no lack of intimate friends in the world, and

whoever quits one companion, when he takes up with another, no longer grieves.

If I am here deprived of the converse of one comrade, in a little while I shall

betake myself to the society of another confidant. You have yourself heard that

it has been said :

ISTeither set your mind on any one friend, nor on any particular abode,

Since the land and sea are wide, and men numerous.

" I am in hopes that after this you will not read to me the book of the difficulties

of travel, since the flame of the dangers of journeying renders a man experienced,

and no crude pampered person ever gallops the steed of Hope along the plain of

Desire."

Many journeys must be undertaken before the simpleton becomes experienced.

Nawazindah said :
" 0 dear friend ! at the time when you take away your heart

from the society of your comrades, having severed the cord of your former inti-

macy, you may join yourself to new companions, but the purport of the sage's

speech

—

' Do not by any means let an ancient friend slip from your hand
|

On account of every new ally, who may not be good,' ^

" may be neglected by you ; what effect will my words have upon you t but

' He will sufficiently satisfy the desire of his enemies' hearts.

Who does not listen to the words of well-meaning friends.'

"

The conversation having ended here, they bade adieu to one another. Btazindali

having torn his heart away from the society of his comrade, set off flying.

Like a captive bird flies from its cage.

With sincere anxiety and earnest desire he traversed the expanse of the air, and

enjoyed the delights of high hills and Paradise-like gardens. Suddenly at the

skirt of a mountain which, as regards height, boasted an equality with the

dignity of the loftiest heavens, and from immensity of size considered the whole

terrestrial globe as a mound of earth at its feet, he saw a meadow, the circuit

of which, decked in green, was more heart-enchanting than the garden of Para-

dise, while its scent-laden north wind was more perfumed than a bladder of

musk from Tartary.

A hundred thousand roses blossomed there.

The verdure therein was luxuriant,-^ and the water silent

;

E,oses of every kind of colour.

The perfume of each extending a league.

Bazindah was charmed with this pleasant abode and delightful expanse. Since

it was late in the day, he deposited there the encumbrances of his journey. He
had scarce rested from the fatigues of the way, nor for a moment enjoyed rest or

repose, when all at once the swift-pacing chamberlain, the Wind, drew a cloud as

1 Literally, "awake."
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a canopy across the expanse of tlie air, and the slumbering world, with the noise

of soul-deafening thunder, and the fear of heartrending lightning, became like

the tumult of the last day. On one side thunderbolts consumed the hearts of

the spotted tulips ; on the other, darts of haU transfixed the eye of the wakeful

narcissus on the target of the earth.

The bosom of the hill was rent in pieces by the lightning's dart,

Wliile the terrestrial globe trembled at the shocks of thunder.

All this time Bazindah had no shelter where he might be secure from the darts

of the rain-clouds, and was unable to procure an abode where he might remain

protected from the severity of the intense cold. At one time he concealed hmr-

self under a bough, at another made the leaves of the trees his shelter. Every

moment the fury of the hail and rain became greater, and every instant the

horror of the thunder and lightning increased.

Dark night, terrible thunder, and rain so pitiless as this,

"What care for us have they who are satiated at banquets "?

In short, after great tribulation, he passed the night till day, and dejected, pati-

ently bore that ill-timed calamity : every moment he thought about his abode in

the nest, and the company of his wise friend, and with a hundred regrets and

griefs heaved a cold sigh from his distressed bosom, saying

:

If I had known that separation from you

Would have been so disagreeable and heartrending,

I would not have quitted you for an instant,

ISTor would I have been absent from you for a single day.

When the scout of early Dawn had displayed its traces, the same moment the

dark writing of the clouds was effaced from the pages of the world, and the ex-

panse of the land and the regions of the globe were illuminated by the brilliancy

of the earth-enlightening sun.

The Sun drew a streak ^ of gold from the east,

The Sun enlightened the entire inhabitable world.

Bdzindah again took to wing, undecided as to whether he should return to his

own home, or, since he had formed the intention, should entirely, for two or

three days,, wander over the regions of the world. In the midst of this a Eoyal

Falcon, swift-winged and cruel-clawed, who in search of game descended to the

earth quicker than the rays of the sun, and when flying aloft reached the heavens

more rapidly than the light of the eyes.

At one time attacking like fire-spreading lightning,

At another flying about like flame-quenching ^ wind,

planned Bazindah's destruction. When the helpless Pigeon's eyes alighted upon

the mercUess Eoyal Falcon his heart began to palpitate, and all the power and

motion in his limbs and body vanished.

Wlien a royal falcon darts on a pigeon.

It must needs be overthrown.

When Bazindah again saw himself caught in the snare of misfortune, he called to

1 Literally, "dagger. ^ i.e., by blowing it out.
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mind the advice of his faithful friend, and discovered the full extent of his own

imperfect ideas and improper imaginations.

He made vows and promises,

that if he should escape in safety from that dangerous place and extricate him-

self in security from that whirlpool, he would never again allow the idea of

travel to pass tlirough his mind, and that holding in the highest esteem the

society of his intimate companion, which like the philosopher's stone only leaves

traces in the regions of non-existence, for the rest of his life the name of travel

should not escape his lips.

If again I get in my palm the skirt of your society,

As long as I live no one shall drive you from my grasp.

By the blessing of so excellent an intention, which comprehended additional

repose, the door was opened to him. At the very moment when the claw of the

Falcon was about to bring him within his grasp, in another direction a hungry

Eagle, from the danger of whose clutch the Eagle of the Skies was not secure in

its heavenly nest, and who, when hungry, carried off Aries and Capricorn from

the meadow of the Spheres,

Aries from fear thereof could no longer pasture in the Heavens,

But blood-tinged Mars every day was on the alert,

had soared aloft in scent of food : when he saw how matters stood between the

Falcon and the Pigeon, he said to himself, " Though this Pigeon is a trifling

morsel, and a contemptible atom, yet, on the whole, I can breakfast on him, and

afford my impatient soul some little consolation." He planned to snatch away

the Pigeon from the Royal Falcon, who, since the ferocious strength inherent in

his nature could not be placed in the balance with that of the Eagle, did not

sufficiently weigh his attack, but placing himself in the scales with the latter,

entered upon war and combat

:

Bird with bird joined combat.

He with a hundred stratagems escaped from the midst.

They both being occupied battling with one another, Bazindah, thinking it a fine

opportunity, rushed under a stone, and located himself in a crevice wherein a

sparrow, were he to try, could not possibly enter : miserable, he passed another

night under the stone." In the morning, when the white-pinioned Dove of^ dawn

commenced to fly from its nest in the Heavens, and the blackish, Phosnix-like

Crow of night became concealed from sight,

Wlien the Peacock of the Sun with good omen

Strutted forth in the garden of the Spheres,

though Bazindah, from hunger, had no power to fly, he commenced, at all

hazards, to move his pinions, in fear and trembling darting Ms glance right and

left, and scanning everything before and behind him. Suddenly he saw a

Pigeon with several grains strewed in front of him, a thousand devices and

schemes of like kind being adopted. The army of hunger overran the kingdom

of Bdzindah's body ; and when he saw one of his own kind, without reflecting

he advanced, and ere he had scarce got a grain in his maw, his feet were caught

in the snare of calamity.
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The world is Satan's net, self-indulgence the bait,

Greed after gain quickly entices the bird of the soul into the snare.

Bazindah began to reproach that Pigeon, saying, " 0 brother !
we are both of a

so-t, and this event has come to pass by reason of my consanguinity with you :

why did you not give me notice of the state of affairs, and perform the dues of

generosity and hospitality, so that I might have taken warning, and not, in this

manner, have fallen into the snare 1 " The Pigeon repHed, " Cease this^talk, for

caution avails nought with Pate, and exertionJias no effect on Destiny." ^

Wlien the arrow of Destiny ^ is shot from the string of Pate,

The shield of deliberation can never avert it.

Bazindah said, " Can you in any way show me the road of escape from this ter-

rible calamity, and till the last day, place round my throat the necklace of obli-

gation 1
" The Pigeon replied, " 0 simple-hearted ! if I knew such a device I

would free my own self from the snare, and would no longer, in the manner

you see, be a cruel catcher of birds. Your case is very like that of the young

Camel who, after going a long way, became tired ;
lamenting and interceding, he

said to his mother, ' 0 unkind person ! pray halt a while that I_ may recover

my senses, and may for an instant ^ rest my from fatigue.' His mother re-

joined, ' 0 inexperienced child ! do you not see that the end of the guiding-

string is in the hands of another? Had I entire power, I would relieve my own

back from its load, and your feet from travelling.'
"

The young Camel said to his mother,

"We have journeyed enough, at length rest a while."

She replied, " If the rope were in my hands,

No one would see me burthened in this line."

Bazindah, when he gave up all hope, began to tremble, and with a great effort

attempted to fly; the cord of his hope being strong, the thread of the snare,

which by lapse of time had become worn, was snapped, and his own throat

being loosed from the noose of the net, with free wings he flew away and set

out towards his own country. From delight at flnding a light escape from such

a heavy snare, the pangs of hunger passed from his mind. In the midst of his

flight he arrived at a retired village, and alighted on the corner of a wall near a

corn-field. A young Eustic who was watching the corn-field, while going his

rounds, passed in the locality of that secluded spot : when his eyes alighted on

the Pigeon, the flame of a desire after roast food, drawing smoke from^ his heart,

he manojuvred to put a small shell in a sling and discharged it. Bazindah all

the while paid no heed to this sport, and turned towards the corn-field and the

region of that secluded spot and meadows. All of a sudden, from the jugglery

of the deceitful Heavens, the baneful effect of that shell reached the pinion of

that broken-winged bird : in excess of fear and dread dropping his head, he feU

to the bottom of a well, which was at the foot of that very wall. Now this

weU was so deep that the dome of the skies appeared at the top thereof like

an orb, and were the black and wjilte threads of night and day to be woven

together they would not have reached the bottom thereof.

It was not a well, but such a pit, that its depth

1 LqJ in the Persian text is a misprint for \ja

"
aSos) ill t^i'^ Persian text is a misprint for .
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Extended from thence to tlie seventh World

;

If the Spheres wished to know its circuit,

They would be disappointed, and have failed to encircle its expanse.

Wh-dn the young Paistic saw that his object was at the bottom of the well, and

the tlixead of dehberation too short to reach it, he became hopeless and left that

half-dead Pigeon in the prison of torture. In short, Bazindah, sad-hearted and

broken-winged, passed another night and day at the bottom of the well ; in lan-

guage of his own experience, his thoughts wandering to ^^'awazindah, he recounted

liis state of weakness and wretchedness, and condition of impotence and help-

lessness, and exclaimed

:

Let me call to mind when the end of your street was my abode,

My eyes obtained brightness from the dust at your door.

It was in my thoughts that I should never be without a friend.

What can I do since my endeavours and desires have come to nought 1

JSText day Bazindah, in the best way he could, by means of every device he knew,

conveyed himself to the top of the well
;
crying and lamenting, at breakfast-time

he arrived in the neighbom-hood of his own nest. JSTawazindah, when she heard

the noise of her companion's pinions, flew from her nest to meet him, saying :

" It is I who again fix my eyes in contemplating my companion,

How shall I retm-n thanks to thee, 0 clever and dear friend 1"

When Nawazindah had embraced him, discovering his extreme weakness and

thinness, she exclaimed, "0 dear friend! where have yo^l been, and what are the

circumstances of your case % " Bazindah replied :

I have undergone the pangs of love, do not ask what.

I have tasted the poison of separation, do not ask me how.

" As regards the toUs, the miseries, the difficulties, and distresses, which I have

undergone,

" I need a night of rest, and pleasant moonlight,

To tell you an account of aU that has happened.

" Briefly what I have to say is this : I have hoard that much experience is

acquired by travel ; to me, at any rate, this wisdom is apparent, that so long as

I live I wiU never again go a journey, nor unless necessity compels, leave the

corner of my nest ; nor will I, of my own free will, exchange the happiness of

seeing my friends for the toil of the struggles of exile."

I have no desire again to engage in the contest of travel,

For I am perpetually happy in the society of my friends.

" Now I have adduced this story that His Majesty the King, the protector of

the world, may not exchange the pleasures of a settled abode for the anguish of

travel, nor willingly elect separation from friends and acquaintances, of which

the result is nought but lamentation and tearful eyes."

When the love of friends and acquaintances crosses my mind,

My home is inundated with the water of my tears.

Dabishlun said :
" 0 honest Minister ! though the toils of travel are great, yet

the benefits thereof are countless. When any one during his journey falls into
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the Avhirlpool of distress, he gains instruction and improvement, and acquires

experience Avhich will be useful to him aU his life. Without doubt great ad-

vancement is obtained by travel, both as regards external and also as concerns

spiritual matters. Do you not see that the Pawn, after journeying six stages,

by its skill, acquires the dignity of a Queen; while the bright-faced Moon, by

journeying fourteen nights, advances from the crescent to the degree of a full orb?

From travel your servant becometh a great Monarch.

Without journeying, how could the Moon become beautiful 1

" Now if any one droops his head in the corner of the habitation he possesses,

and does not place his feet beyond the abode of trouble of his native sod, he will

remain deprived of the sight of the wonders of town, and have no share m the

service of great individuals. Hawks take their place upon the wrists of monarchs

because they do not droop their heads in their nests, while owls remain behind

the wall of meanness, for the reason that they never raise their soids from deso-

late abodes.

Like a royal hawk swoop down and pounce.

How long will you, like an owl, be behind a wall 1

" Indeed, one of the great saints, with these verses, incited the body of his dis-

ciples to travel

:

He who travels is praiseworthy

;

With perfect excellence he will become the light of every eye.

Nought is purer than water.

But when once it remains in one spot it stagnates.

" Now, if that Hunting Hawk which grew up with the young ones of the Kite

had remained in the nest of the latter, and had not flown in the atmosphere of

travel, assuredly he wordd not have attained the honour of being nurtured by

the sovereign."

The Minister besought, saying, " Wliat are the circumstances of the case i

STORY II.

King Dabishlim said: I have heard a tradition, that once upon a time two

swift-flying Hawks lived as companions together : their nest was situate upon

the pinnacle of a hdl, such that the Eagle of the Spheres could not, by the

power of his flight, reach the neighbourhood thereof ; nor cordd the Vulture of

the Sky, in spite of his lofty soaring, attain anywhere near it

:

It was a mountain such that nothing similar was on the face of the earth

;

It was a heaven, you would say, above the skies.

With freedom of wing they passed their time in that abode, and lived happy

and joyous in the presence of one another.

Do thou, 0 nightingale ! when you approach the rose,

Consider yourself fortunate, for the Pates are propitious.

After a while the High God bestowed an offspring on them. By reason of their

inmost pangs at the sight of their son, both of them used to go about in search

of food, and on account of their feelings of affection collected provisions from
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every quarter, till in a little time his strength began to increase. One day,

having left him alone, they had both gone somewhere, and a delay occurred in

their return. The young Hawk's pangs of hunger being aroused, he began to

seek around, and, fidgeting about in every direction, reached the edge of the

nest : suddenly tumbling out, he fell with his face on the slope of the mountain.

By chance, in that spot a Ivite had come forth from his nest, with the object of

procuring food for his young ones. WliUe he sat watching in the midst of the

mountain, his eyes alighted upon the young Hawk, who was setting out from

the top to the foot : the Kite thought to himself that it was a Mouse which had

escaped from the claws of a Kite.

In the pan, in every thought, I see your face.

Without reflection he pounced down, and ere ever he reached the gi'ound

snatched up the young Hawk in the air, and carried him to his own nest.

Now, when he came to look closely, he perceived by the appearance of the claws

and beak that it was one of a species of hunting birds. Through kmsliip, feel-

ings of affection oversjsread his heart, and he thought to himself, " Divine con-

sideration may be traced in tlois circumstance, in that He has made me become

the means of his salvation, since, if I had not been present at that spot, and this

little bird had fallen from the top of the mountain on the earth, assuredly all his

limbs and members would have been scattered asunder, and his bones, having

been ground to pieces by the injuries of the stone of calamity, would have gone

like dust to the wind of annihilation. Now, since the divine decree has so

ordained that I should be the means of preserving his life, it is right that he

should become a companion of my children in their education
;
nay, more, I will

take him iu the place of a son, and he shall be treated like the rest of my
children." Accordingly, that Kite, by way of kindness, took upon himself the

fledgling's education, and just as he conducted himself towards his own little

ones, in the same manner did he treat him, till the young Hawk grew np, and

his natural disposition— since '^Mankind are mines, like mines of gold and

silver
"—began to develop and exhibit itself. Though he imagined himself to

be one of that Kite's own offspring, yet he discerned that his form, his aspira-

tions, and his dignity were different from theirs. Tor a long while he wondered

to himself, " If I am not one of them, why am I in this nest 1 and if I belong

to this family, why am I different to them in appearance and disposition 1
"

I neither consider myself within this cbcuit,

ISTor do I deem myself excluded from this throng.

It is best that, whether I be so or not,

I should pass my time happily, and not worry myself.

One day the Kite said to the Hawk :
" 0 dear son ! I observe you are much

distressed, and the cause of dejection is concealed from me. If you have some

anxiety on your mind, teU me, so that I may be in the way of settling it for

you ; and if some idea is passing through your mind, without delay make it

known, so that, to the extent of my power, I may strive to j)ut it in execution."

The Hawk replied :
" I, too, observe in myself traces of melancholy, nor do I

know the cause thereof ; and if I knew, I could not say.

Look at this wonderful rose which has blossomed for me
;

You can neither trace the colour, nor conceal the perfume.

" Now it ,seems to me expedient that you should be pleased to grant me permis-
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sion to go about the world for two or three days ; it may be, by the blessing of

travel, the dust of grief will be swept from the page of my heart, for when the

mind is occupied with the wonders and marvels of cities and lands, maybe the

representation of joy will appear in the mirror of 'the heart." When the Kite

heard mention of separation, the smoke of grief arose in his soul, and he said

:

' Speak not a word of bitter separation

;

Do what you will, but do not this.'

In tones of lamentation, he cried out, " 0 son ! what idea is this you have con-

ceived, and what device is this you have concocted ? Say not a word about

travel, for it is a sea ruinous to mankind, and a dragon destructive to the human

race.

Travel is a place of torment to the inhabitants of this world

;

Tor which reason, " sakar," hell, is similar in form to " safar," travel.

" Most men who make choice of travel do so with the view of obtaining the

moans of support, or because it is impossible to remain in their own country

;

' but neither of these two has happened to you. Thank God ! there is a cell of

repose, and provisions are procurable whereAvith life may be spent. You, too,

are exalted above my other children, all having bowed their neck to your great-

ness. In spite of aU this, to elect the pains of travel, and to abandon the repose

of remainng at home, appears removed from the road of wisdom. Long ago it

was said

:

'To let slip good days is not the part of the wise.'

"

The Hawk replied :
" What you have spoken proceeds from kindness and con-

sideration ; but whenever I reflect with myself, this food and lodging do not

appear in accordance with my condition, and things pass through my mind to

1 which I cannot give expression." The Kite, perceiving that the proverb "All

things revert to tlieir original " was verified, abandoned this line of conversation,

and said :
" AVhat I am telling you is based on contentment, while what you

speak is of the nature of greed. ISTow the covetous are always disappointed,

and tiU a person becomes satisfied he wiU find no rest. Since you are not fiUed

with gratitude for the favour of contentment, and are not aware of the value of

the wealth of repose, I fear that the same Avill befall you as happened to

that greedy Cat." The Hawk inquired, " What was that %
"

STOEY IIL

The Kite replied : In former days there was a very decrepit old woman, who

had a ceU narrower than the hearts of the ignorant, and darkfirJhaJiJhe^graves

of the mis^e]dyT^arCat7 tbo7IivecL with her, who never in the mirror of imagina-

TionTacl^seen the face of bread, and who never had heard either from stranger

or acquaintance the name of meat. She was, in fact, content if now and then

she sniffed the smeU of a mouse in its hole, or ever saw its footmarks on the

surface of the ground. If sometimes, by aid 'of fortune and the assistance of

good-luck, a mouse came into her clutches,

Like a beggar finding a hoard of gold.

her face was brightened with joy, and past grief consumed with the flame of her
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internal wanntli ; and for a wliole week, more or less, slie lived on that amount
of food, saying

:

What do I see 1 is it when awake, 0 God ! or in my dreams 1

Myself so favoured after such torment.

Seeing that the old woman's home was the abode of famine to that Cat she was
invariably weak and tliiu, and from afar seemed like the apparition of thought.

One day, in excess of feebleness, she came out on the roof with the greatest

anxiety, and saw a Cat who strutted on the wall of a neighbouring house, and
like a furious lion walked with measured tread, moving his feet slowly from

excess of fatness. When the old woman's Cat saw one of her own kith and kin

so sleek and fat she was astonished, and uttered a cry

:

At any rate, you arrive struttnig ; will you not say whence 1

"Whence get you so sleek, for it seems to me that you have come from the

banquet-house of a chief of Khata? Whence is this your sprighthness, and
whence this your dignity and pomp 1 " The neighbouring Cat replied, " I eat

the crumbs from the sovereign's table
;

every morning I am present at the

king's court, and when the banquet-tables are spread I display boldness and
intrepidity, and always snatchitig some morsels of fat meat or fine bread, till

next day pass my time in comfort." The old woman's Cat inquired, "What
sort of a thing is fat meat, and what kind of taste has fine bread, for in the

whole course of my life I have never seen nor eaten aught but the old woman's
broth and the flesh of mice '? " The neighbouring Cat smiled, and said, " It is

for this reason you cannot be distinguished from a spider, iiow tliis appear-

ance and form Avhich you possess is a reproach to our race, and I consider this

look and condition which you have brought from the house to the desert a

disgrace

:

You have indeed the ears and tail of a cat,

All the rest aj)pertains to a spider.

" Now, were you to see the king's coru?t, and smell the perfume of that delicious

food and agreeable diet, assuredly the proverb, ' He shall restore bones to life

when they are rotten,' would come from the veil of secrecy to the expanse of

manifestation, and you would experience new life."

When the perfume of a loved one passes over the grave of a dear friend,

Wlrat wonder if it gives life to these decayed bones 1

The old Avoman's Cat, in tones of the greatest supplication said, " 0 brother

!

the dues of neighbourship, and the bonds of consanguinity, are strong between

you and me; why should you not perform the rights of generosity and fraternity,

and this time, when you go, take me with you 1 It may be, by your good fortune,

I shaU find sustenance, and by the blessing of your society attain some place."

Withdraw not your head from the society of the pious,

Eestrain not your hand from the girdle of the prosperous.

The neighbouring Cat's heart being consimied with her lamentations and cries, he

arranged that this time he himself would not be present at the head of the banquet

without her. The old woman's Cat getting fresh life at the good news of

1 in the Persian text is a luisprint for U*^.
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this promise, came clown from the roof, and told the state of the case to the old

woman, who commenced to give advice, saying, " 0 dear friend ! he not deceived

by the words of men of the world, and do not abandon the nook of contentment,

since the vase of greed is never filled, save with the dust of the grave, and the

eyes of desu^e are never sewn up but with the needle of eternity and the tliread

of destruction."

Contentment enriches a man.

Proclami to the world-encompassing greedy person

That he knows not God, nor worships him.

Since he is not satisfied with his daily lot.

The ideas respecting the tables of the king's bounty which entered the Cat's

head were not such that the medicine of advice had any effect upon her.

j
Advice all the Avorld over is like wind in a cage

—

I In the case of lovers, like water in a sieve.

In short, next day, together with the neighbouring Cat, crouching and jumping

along, she betook herself to the king's court, and ere ever that helpless wretch

arrived, the true proverb, " The greedy are disappointed" was curiously exempli-

fied, and bad fortune poured the water of disappointment upon the fire of her

crude desires. Now, the cause thereof was this : the day previous, the Cats,

having overran the top of the tables, had made a noise and tumult past all

limit, and with their cries and screams had annoyed both guests and host. On

this very day the king had issued an order that a body of archers with fleet

notched bows should stand watching in ambush, so that every cat which, having

drawn the shield of impudence before its face, should enter the plain of audacity,

should eat as its first delicate morsel a heart-piercing dart. The old woman's

Cat, unaware of this state of things, when she inlialed the perfume of food,

inconsiderately, like a falcon, turned her face towards the hunting-ground of the

tables : scarce had the balance of the scales of appetite been weighed down with

heavy morsels, when a heartrending arrow transfixed her bosom.

Blood flowed trickling from her bones.

In fear of life she ran away, exclaiming,

' If I could escape from the hand of this archer,

Both myself ancl the mouse would remain in the old woman's solitary abode.

The honey of my life is not equivalent to the wound of the sting.

'Tis better to be content with the syrup of what one has.'

"

" Now I have adduced this story that you also may appreciate the corner of

my nest, and may esteem the amount of food and eatables which, without any

efi'ort on your part, accrues to you ; and being content with a little, may not

seek more, lest you fail to reach that dignity, and this station also slips from

your hands." The Hawk replied :
" What you say is honest advice and pure

kindness
;
yet to droop_the head over trifles is the

_
part of the helpless, and to

be content with mere meat and drink is the nature of animals. Every one who
wouIcTsiTupon the cushion of eminence must rise to great things, and whoever

would place the diadem of honour upon his brows must bind. th^_j|irdle_of

entegorise^n„liis .-loins ;
great ambition is not satisfied with mean matters, and

exalted wisdom, does not approve of lo^yjtations."
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ISTo one will find the road of eminence

Till he has trodden the way of lofty ambition.

Seek rank that you may reach the moon.

I JSTo one, in a well, can drink the nectar of rain.

The Kite replied :
" The fancy that is in yonr head will not be realised by mere

thought, nor will this pot of desire boil by impracticable wishes. ISTo affair is

accomplished unless the arrangements are settled, and no result is brought about

unless preparatory plans are executed."

You cannot by boasting recline in the place of the illustrious,

Unless you make ready all the paraphernalia of greatness.

The Hawk replied :
" The strength of my talons is the best means of acquiring

the favours of fortune, and the onslaughts of my beak are the truest way of

obtaining the rank of exalted position. Maybe you have not heard the story

of that Warrior who, by aid of his warlike arm, made pretensions to sovereignty

and monarchy, and ultimately the robe of his ambition was ornamented with the

fringe of dominion 1 " The Kite inquired, " In what way was that 1
"

STOEY IV.

The Hawk replied : In former days there was a poor Mechanic, overwhelmed

with maintaining his family, and who, from excess of poverty, had never read a

letter from the page of joy ; while the profits of his handiwork did not suffice

for more than the expenses of his family, and the produce of his occupation did

not go beyond procuring bread and raiment. The favour of God (maj'" His

Majesty be glorified !) bestowed upon him a dear son, upon whose forehead '^jvere

manifest the traces of dignity, and upon whose temples were eyid_ent the signs

oi fortune.

I
Of good fortune and happy omen,

I A beautiful plant in the garden of joy.

By the blessing of liis footsteps the father's circumstances became easier, and

by the favour of his existence the produce of the latter's trade began to gain

upon his expenditure. The father, perceiving the auspiciousness of his son's

footsteps, gave him an education to such degree as opportunity allowed ; while

the son, during his childhood, was always conversing about bows and arrows,

and sjDorting with shield and sword. Though they sent him off to school, he

turned up in the midst of the plain ; and though they instructed liim in his

letters, he showed an inchnation for the straight spear. Perpetually, from the

inscription of the sword, he was reading an account of the subjugation of the

world ; and constantly, in the picture of the shield, he was witnessing the

sketch of exaltation.

When his instructor wrote the letters "ha" and "mini,"

Shields and helmets were in his mind.

He so formed the alphabet, "alif, be,"^

That " be " was shaped like a bow, " alif " like an arrow.

1 in the Persian text is a misprint for .

- Alluding to the shape of the letters in Persian.
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When he passed from the condition of childhood to the verge of manhood, his

father one day said, "0 son! my mind is much concerned as regards your condition;

now the time of youth has no connection with the period of infancy. The

traces of audacity and holdness are prominently evident on the pages of your

circumstances ; and I am anxious that, hefore evil lusts cast you in the desert of

wantonness, I may make the strong citadel
—

' Whoever takes a wife in truth he

jKrfeets ]uMM± religion
'—your ahode. Even so I have arranged the hand of

negotiation, according to your condition, so that fr^nx-tlie trihe which is akin to

_purselyes I may lead a lady to the path of marriage with you : as regards this,

what seems advisable to you 1
" The son replied, " 0 illustrious father ! I have

settled the hand of promise Avith her whom I wished, and have laid down the

amount of her dowry. I will not trouble you in the matter, nor do I expect

from you assistance or aid." The father rejoined, " 0 son ! I am perfectly aware

of your circumstances
;
you have not means whereby to carry out your promise.

Wlience is that which you say you have prepared 1 and who is the bride which

you have selected 1
" The son went to the house, and brought thence a sword,

a hundred times more fatal than the glances of beauties, and a thousand times

more precious than the teeth of red-lipped damsels ; he then said, " 0 father !

know that I wiU betroth the bride of Dominion, and wed the virgin of Sove-

reignty : nor is there a surer betrothal for this than a sharp sword, nor a better

dowry than a blood-sheddmg dagger."

No one engages in strife with men of good fortune.

The marriage portion of the bride of Empire is nought but the sword.

So, since that young man's ambition was confined to obtaining Sovereignty, in a

little time he overran the whole country, and with the force of his world-subduing

sword conquered most of the kingdoms of the universe : hence it has been said :

The bride of Dominion will not contract marriage, except

There first be given her a dowry from the jewels of the sword.

" Now I have adduced this story that you may know that, whatever may be the

appurtenance of fortune is prepared for me ; and the grace of God has opened the

doors of happiness upon the face of my circumstances. I also am in hopes that

soon I shall obtain my object, and place the hand of desire upon the neck of my
ambition. JSTow I will not, through the treachery and deceit of any one, deviate

from my arrangement, nor abandon this design."

We will not through reproach quit the end of this street.

The Kite, perceiving that this bird of exalted ambition would not fall into the

snare by means of the thread of stratagem, nor be trapped with the grain of

treachery and deceit, from necessity gave him permission to travel, and placed

the scar of separation upon his own distracted bosom. The Hawk, having bid

adieu to the Kite and his young ones, flew from the nest, and soared aloft.

After he was tired he alighted upon the top of a hill, and scanned every direc-

tion with the eye of pleasure. Suddenly he observed a beautiful - plumed

Partridge commencing to strut along in the very fulness of majesty, from the

noise of whose cry a clamour resounded in every part of the hill. The Hawk
finding a natural desire to make the Partridge his prey, with one swoop filled

his own stomach with the flesh of his breast, which was agreeable to his dispo-

sition : he found the meat such that its delightful taste was like that of the

water of life, and its charming flavour equal to the pleasures of enchanting
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delicacies
—" And the flesh of birds such as they desire." Now since, during tlie

whole course of his life, he had never tasted flesh so delicious, he said

:

From head to foot you are quite acceptable to my feelings

;

One would say you had been created on my behalf.

He thereupon thought to himself, " It is a sufficient advantage of travel that

ready at hand I have found escape from disagreeable food, and have got a taste

of flesh, which is acceptable to my soul—having been exalted from a dark and

narrow nest, and from low and unaspiring companions to dignified spots and

loftjabodfis,

Now this as yet is the first world-illuminating result.

So, after this, what delight as yet will come from the cell of secrecy to the

expanse of manifestation 1
"

What will Omnipotent Power itself bring forth from the screen 1

Accordingly, for several days the swift-flying Hawk winged about in ease of

mind, and with joyous pinion hunted the partridge and ciuail ; till one day he

was sitting on the top of the hill, at the skirt of which he saw a troop of horsemen

arranged in ranks for hunting, with birds of prey, fluttering to capture their

feathered victims.

From dread of the sound of the drum, /

All the hunting birds stretched out their wings :

On one side the male hawks, quick in flight,

Sharpened theh claws in the blood of the prey

;

Wliile on another side the royal falcon, as plunder

Carried off the coin of life from partridge and quail.

Now it was the Monarch of that kingdom who had come out hunting with his

attendants, and their domain happened to adjoin the foot of that very hill. In

the midst of this, the Hawk which was on the King's wrist flew up in pur-

suit of a prey, while this other lofty-minded Hawk, having determined to chase

the same, suddenly carried it away from before him. The King, Avhose glance

alighted upon this rapid flight and capture, conceived an affection in his heart

for him, and the illustrious order was issued that clever-handed hunters should,

with pleasant stratagem, cast the noose of the snare around his tliroat ; and by

the guidance of fortune he arrived at the honour of serving the King. The

benign glance of the Sovereign having become assured regarding his personal

ability and natural skill, in a short time, by the aid of prosperity, he was allotted

a seat on the royal wist ; and by means of exalted ambition he reached from

the abyss of meanness and contempt to the summit of dignity and prosper-

ity. Now, if he had been content with the abode where first he took his place

in the society of crows and kites, and had not through travelling crossed the

expanse of the desert and the tracts of the waste, his acquirement of such rank,

and his advancement to such dignity, would have been amongst the number

of impossibilities.

" Now I have adduced this story that it may be known that by travel great

advancement is obtained, and men are raised from the lowest depths of obscurity

and abasement to the highest degree of approbation and grandeur."
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Travel is the heart's spring season, by which

The rose of mankind's desire comes into blossom.

Travel so that you may obtain your wishes,

For God has said, " Then go your ivay through the tracks thereoP'

When Dabishlim finished speaking, another Mmister advancing performed the

dues of praise, and said, "What his Majesty, the shadow of God, has spoken

relative to travel and its advantages, is not of a nature that the suspicion of doubt

can surround it
;
but, as it appears to the mind of your servants, for the royal

person of the Sovereign, in whose wellbeing is bound the repose of mankind,

to make choice of the toils of travel, and to turn from the heart-enchanting

garden of happiness towards the soul-entrapping desert of grief and distress,

seems far from the path of wisdom." Dabishlim replied :
" To undergo vexation

is the part of men of valour and the business of lions in the forest of war. ISTow,

without doubt, till the skirt of the ease of kings is transfixed with the thorn of

toQ, as regards their weak subjects, the rose of delight wiU not blossom in the

garden of repose ; and so long as the foot of ambition of sovereigns does not tread

the desert of fatigue, the head of the destitute poor will not reach the pillow of

rest."

ISTo one will rest within your kingdom - -

When you yourself seek nought but your own repose.

" Know that the servants of God are of two kinds,—one kings, to whom is

given the pleasure of ruling countries and issuing commands ; the other sub-

jects, to whom is granted the advantage of security and repose : these two

classes do not meet together in the same place, either quiet must be elected, and

the reins of government be abandoned, or else that very regal grandeur must

suffice, and the hand be withdrawn from delight and tranquillity

:

\ Him who stamps his foot upon the head of pleasure and affluence,

i
Fortune wiU make a chief and ruler in the world,

j
The rose is assigned sovereignty in the garden because,

Notwithstanding its delicacy, it makes its bed of thorns.

" Sages have said, ' Labour is the cause of riches

;

' to strive and labour wiU
cause the toiler to reach the pinnacle of the abode of fortune ; and to travel with

the foot of fidelity the desert of peril, will bring the beauty of what is desired

within the sight of observation. The acquirement of wealth is dex^endent upon
attempting dangers

:

The girdle of sovereignty can never be bound

On him who is disposed to self-indulgence.

" Whoever raises the standard of toil in the plain of ambition, and in undertak-

ing dangers abandons the habit of ease and repose, will very quickly attain his

object, and see the face of his wish with the eye of desire, just as with that

Leopard who conceived a hankering to rule over a joy-producing forest, by the

blessing of the labour and toil which he evinced, and by the good results of the

patience, under severe suiTerings and hardships, which he possessed, in a short

time the veil of restraint having fallen from the face of his desire, he stretched

the hand of hope to the skirt of his object." The Minister inquired, " How
did this happen %

"
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STOEY V.

King Dabislih'm replied : In the regions of Busrah was an island with an

extremely delightful climate, and a very pleasant and charming forest : pure

fountains flowed on all sides, and life-giving breezes blew in every direction

:

There were trees their heads intertwining

;

In that delightful spot was beautiful and juicy fruit.

Its slirubs were more enchanting than the tree of Paradise,

Its herbage sharper-tongued than the lily.

From its extreme beauty it was called " the joy-increasing forest." A Leopard

was master of that wood, by reason of whose majesty fierce lions could not set

their foot in that retreat, while owing to his grandeur beasts and animals

were not able to let the thought of that wood encompass their minds

:

When in rage he lashed his tail upon the stones.

The Lion of the Spheres, through fear, loosened his talons
;

On the highway where he sat but for a moment,

He blocked the passage of mankind for a year.

Por a long time he had passed his life in that forest according to his heart's

desire, and had not seen the appearance of disappointment in the mirror of fortune.

He possessed a child by whose face the world seemed^ resplendent, and in meet-

ing the lustre of whose eyes radiance was added to his sight. He had a plan

that when this child increased in years, and dipped his teeth and claws in the

blood of lions, he woidd make over charge of that forest to his possession, and,

at leisure, pass the rest of his own life in the nook of contentment. Scarce had
the bud of desire blossomed on the plant of design, when the autumn of death

scattered the fruit of his life's garden to the wind of annihilation :

0 ! the many intentions which are scattered in the dust

!

When this Leopard was seized in the clutch of the Lion of death, several

animals, who in former days had coveted that wood, all at once began stirring

and planning possession thereof. The young Leopard, seeing that he had no

power to oppose them, elected to migrate. A great contention having arisen

amongst the beasts, a blood-spilling, fear-exciting Lion was victorious over all of

them, and brought that joy-increasing. Paradise-like spot by force into the region

of his possession. ISTow the young Leopard, having for several days undergone

hardships in the mountain and desert, betook himself to another wood, and ex-

plaining to the animals of that locality his own distress of mind, sought their

assistance in' remedying his troubles. They having been apprised of the vic-

tory of this prey-seeking Lion, and of the ardour of this opjjressing, mighty^

beast, refused to afford aid or assistance, and said, " 0 helpless wretch ! at jsre-

sent your home is in possession of a Lion, from whose fury not a bird wiU fly

across that wood, nor an elephant, from dread of him, wander around that desert.

We are not able to fight him, nor to endure his teeth and claws, while you, too,

cannot contend or strive with him. Our opinion demands that you should

return to his coiirt, and with pure sincerity enter his service."

'
1 Literally, " Lion."
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"When a person cannot be overthrown by you,

The foot must not be fixed in combat with him.

It is better for you to be civil to him,

Disj^laying regret, and apologising.

This - speech proved reasonable to the young Leopard ; and it seemed to him

advisable to make choice of attendance on tlie Lion, and according to his power

to perform the dues of servitude. Accordmgly he put in execution the proverb,

" To returyi is most laudable ;
" and through the medium of one of the pillars of

the state attained the honour of waiting on the Lion, and having been received

with royal favour, he was appointed to a station suitable to his ambition. The
Leopard, having fixed the skirt of servitude on the girdle of aff'ection, evidenced

such traces of ability and industry as from hour to hour became the cause of ex-

tension of intimacy and increase of consideration, to a degree that he became the

envy of the pillars of the state and the chiefs of the Sovereign. Notwithstanding

this, every moment he laboured and toiled more and more in his service, and

every instant strove stiU. further in looking after the interests of the state.

j

He who strives and labours the most,

I

His circumstances will advance beyond the rest.

Once an urgent matter in a far wood pressed upon the Lion ; and at that time

the oven of the Ethereal Sky was very hot, and the expanse of the desert and

mountain was burning like a furnace of molten precious glass : from the exces-

sive heat of the air, the marrow of the animals boiled in their bones, and crabs

in the midst of the water were like fish roasting upon a gridiron.

Were a cloud all at once to be laden with drops,

Owing to the heat of the atmosphere the drops would become sparks

;

Were a bird to pass through the air.

It would be consumed, wings and feather, like a moth

;

From the viridence with which the sun poured down through the air,

A heart of stone would have been consumed with its rays.

The Lion reflected within himself, " At such a time, when the shell at the depths

of the sea is roasted like a bird upon a spit, and the salamander, through fear of

the heat of the sim, will not put its foot on shore, from the midst of the fire,

such an affair has occurred : amongst my attendants Avho may there be who,

not being disturbed at undergoing difiiculties, and not dreading the heat of the

air, wlO. set out on this errand % " In the midst of this soliloquy the Leopard

entered amongst the ranks of attendants, and observed the King distressed; as he

was extremely generous and exceedingly sharp, having approached the royal

throne, he was bold enough to inquire as to the cause of such deep thought.

After ascertaining the account of what had happened, he undertook effectually

to carry out the business. He obtained the royal permission, and set out with a

band of attendants. Arriving there mid-day, he set about bringing the affair to

a termination ; and immediately that, through his eagerness, the case was set-

tled, he gathered up the reins of return. The attendants and companions, who
waited on the stirrup of his fortune, with one voice represented :

" In this heat

we have traversed all the way with the foot of diligence
;
now, when the arrange-

ments are finished, and there is no anxiety of any kind, while it is clear that

your favour in the exalted presence is without limit, if you rest for a while

under the shade of a tree, and, with the potion of cold water, quench the flame

of the fire of thirst, certainly it will not be far wrong."

D
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Be at ease, and no longer bear the burden of toil

;

Ungird thy loins, since the world's anxieties have no limit.

The Leopard, smiling, said :
" My greatness and intimacy with his Majesty the

King are a flag which with toil and labour I have raised : it would not be com-

mendable to debase it through negligence and idleness, nor would it be well,

through personal gratification and self-indulgence, to level with the ground an

edifice which has Ijeen reared with great labour. Without enduring^ grief the

load of wealth cannot be obtained, and without partaking of the heartrending

thorn, the pleasures of the rose-garden will not be procured."

Any one may entwine his hands round the neck of his object.

Who is able to place a shield against the darts of misfortune.

This result will not accrue from desire or wish,

\ But is obtained by tears from the eyes and blood from the heart.

News-bearers conveyed this intelligence to the King, and read from beginning to

end the pages of this affair. The Lion nodded his head with approbation, and

said :
" Such a person is worthy of exaltation and position, for he can lift his

head from the collar of difficulties ; and subjects may rest quiet during the just

time of an exalted man, who does not lay his brow upon the pillow of repose."

Peace will accrue from that king.

Who can deprive himself of his own ease.

Happy is he, by whom the comfort of mankmd^
Is elected, in preference to his own repose.

Accordingly he sent after the Leopard, and having distinguished him with the

greatest consideration, confided the government of that forest to Mm, and made

over to him his father's place, giving him in addition, also, the position of

heir-apparent.
" Now the moral of this story is, that you may know, that to no one, without

earnest and laborious endeavour, will the sun of Desire rise from the east of

Hope, nor without due diligence will the prelude of Expectation result in the

acquisition of what is coveted."

He who has not undergone grief will not obtain wealth

;

He reaps the reward, 0 dear brother, who performs the work.

" jSTow, since in this journey my object is to acquire knowledge, I have made

a fixed purpose ; and having brought the foot of Endeavour within the stirrup

of Intention, the page of my departure shall not, through the mere thought of

trouble, which may happen during my journey to and fro, find the inscription of

violation ; nor shall the champion of exalted Ambition turn the reins from the

direction, 'In truth this is eertainlij a most necessary affair.'

"

When the king, with good object, puts his foot into the stirrup.

It is no wonder if the reins slip from the hands of the Skies.

When the Ministers perceived that the prohibitions of advice would not hinder

his intention, having agreed in opinion with the King, they busied themselves in

preparing the necessaries for travelling, and performed the dues of intercessions

1 J*aS in the Persian text is a misprint for J^si' .

2 Literally, " men and women."
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for a happy journey; reciting this verse they raised a clamour beyond the .

revolving dome

:

You have planned a pleasant journey, may God befriend you

!

May the grace of the clear-sighted be the leader of your caravan

!

Accordingly King Dabishlfm intrusted the reins of state affairs to the able

hands of one of the pillars of the kingdom, who was in a position, of confidence

;

and as regards the repose of the subjects and the protection of the people, whis-

pered in the ears of his intelligence I'several precepts which might serve as fringe ^
to the robes of monarchy amongst the members these

:

The kingdom is Alexander's mirror,^

In which you may see your own face

:

Your countenance will not appear handsome, unless

You remove therefrom the rust ^ of tyranny.

Take on yourself to enlighten the country as the dawn (does) :

Be fearful of the early morning breaths.^

The life-destroying arrows of a hundred archers

Are not so potent as the sighs of one old woman.

When his mind found leisure from the toils of his kingdom, together with a

body of his intimate companions he set out towards Sarandip : like the Moon,

he traversed from stage to stage, and like the Sun, he moved from city to city.*

At every halting -place he acquired experience, and especial advantages from

every caravan
;

till, after traversing stages by land and sea, and undergoing the

severities of warmth and cold, the coasts of Sarandip came into his sight, and

the perfumed gales of that region reached the King's nostrils.

He who from the morning breezes inhales thy pleasant perfume,

Gets precious news from a dear friend.

After he had for two or three days rested from the toils of his journey, at the

City of Sar4ndi'p, having left there his unnecessary impediments and baggage,

he set out with two or three companions towards the mountain : when he had

come to the top thereof, he saw a peak the shadow of whose skirt reached the

Sun, and the gleams of whose summit added brilliance to the rays^ of the planet

Mars.

In height it stretched aloft like the crystalline sphere,

"With its rocks it tinged the skies.

When placed side by side with the celestial orb,

Its pinnacle was the more lofty.

The Heavens, compared with its iron-like peak,

Appeared but mere verdure at its skirt.

On every side were meadows decked with various sweet-scented plants, and in

aU directions were flower-gardens indicative of the beautiful delights of the

garden of Paradise.

On the borders of the meadows were emerald fruits,

Its mountains were girdled with jeweUed zones
;

1 Alexander, says Bastwick, is said to have had a mirror in whioli he could see the whole world.
2 It must he remembered that mirrors used to be made of polished metal.
3 That is, the malediction of unhappy persons who rise betimes to pray.
* The word in Persian means both " month " and "city "—hence the point of the comparison.
^ Literally, "dagger."
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Amongst the plants on its rivulets, was the tree of Paradise,

And from the breeze of its parterres the Garden of Eden was perfumed.

Dabishlim wandered in every direction, and strayed through the blessed spots.

In the midst of his perambulations his glance lighted on a cave, the darkness of

which was like the pupil of the eye,i and the precept, " There is light in dark-

ness," was made evident by its shade. On strict inquiry from the inhabitants of

those regions, he ascertained that it was the dwelling of a sage called Bidpai',

that is to say, "a generous physician:" amongst some of the notables of Hind

it has been rumoured that his name was Pilpai, whom in Hindi they call " Hasti-

Pat." He was a man advanced in the degrees of knowledge, the pearl of

reason being ornamented with the decoration of excellence : at that time having

abandoned the society of mankind, and being contented with but httle subsist-

ence, he had sewn up his eyes from worldly concerns, and had burnt up, with

the flame of the fire of abstinence, the rubbish of impure dispositions. His

wakeful eyes, from excess of his vigils, had not seen the countenance of sleep,

nor, owing to his extreme self-mortification, had the ears of his understanding

heard ought but the cry, " God inviteth towards the dwelling of safety."

His breath was a store-house, from which truths poured forth,

His forehead a sun to morning risers

;

In each affair he was purse-holder to the spheres
;

In every matter he was the confidant of the secrets of Fate.

Dabishlim, desirous of meeting him, for a while stood outside the cave, and,

representing his circumstances, sought from that perfect man's magnanimity per-

mission to visit him. The Saint of enlightened mind having, by secret inspira-

tion and indubitable indication, gained inteUigence as to the intention of the

world-subduing King, gave forth a cry, " Enterjherein, safe in peace."

The King was in that cave the mirror of wisdom,

The cavern became thereby the picture-gallery of China

;

He girded his loins in the service of the Saint

;

He bound on his soul the zone of attendance.

Looking round, he saw a Brahman, who had placed the foot of retirement in the

world o'f solitude, and displayed the long flag of truth in the plain of attention

to minute details. Angelic temperament was evident in his human appearance,

and his bodily cleanliness was a manifest indication of the purity of his soul.

The King with sagacity perceived that he himself Avould attain his own object

at his hands, and by the blessing of his spirit would attain his own desires.^

With the greatest respect he advanced ; when he came near the Brahman, having

discharged the dues of salutation, he performed the necessary obeisance. The

Brahman, after returning the greeting, and repeating the customary welcome,

enjoined him to sit down, and asked him respecting the toils of the way, and

inquired regarding his choosing the fatigues of travel, and abandoning the repose

of his home. Dabislilim repeated from beginning to end the account of the

dream,^ the treasure, the scroll of precepts, and how, when complete, it was de-

posited at Sarandip : the Brahman smiled, and said, " All praise to the ambition

of the King, Avho in search of knowledge undergoes all this toil, and who, on

account of the repose of his oppressed subjects, and the ease of his wretched

creatures, chooses various kinds of troubles and misery."

1 Dark eyes are a type of beauty amongst tlie Persians.

2 in the Persian text is a misprint for . » go slionUl he .
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0 ! is it pleasant to you to have charge of the world 1.

You may in such way preserve your kingdona.

The root of the plant which you water

Will on its boughs bear nought but good fruit.

Then the Braliman, having opened the lid of the casket of secrets, filled the

shell of the King's ear with the pearls of wisdom : and having, for some days,

laid aside liis own affairs, busied himself in instructing the Monarch. In

the midst of their discourse allusion was made to Hilshang's Book of Precepts.

The King recited them one by one to the Sage, and the Brahman addressed his

words to the great King relative thereto, while Dabishlim engrossed the same,

with the pen of imagination, upon the tablets of retention. Now the Book

Kahlah and Damnah comprises the questions and answers of the King and the

Brahman : and we have designed it in fourteen books, in the manner stated in

the index of the volume, and " Aid is from God, from lohom aid is asked. He

is sufficient for us, and in Him is our trust."



BOOK I.

ON AVOIDING THE SPEECH OF CALUMNIATOES AND

SLANDEREES.

-^M)? HE great king Dabislilun said to Pilpai the sage :
" The intent of the

^ first precept was this—Whenever a person is honoured by being

admitted to the presence of kings, assuredly he will be envied by

his equals ; and the jealous, having laboured to damage the basis of

his reputation by words mingled with deceit, -will alter the disposi-

tion of the king towards him : consequently, it becometh the mon-

arch to deliberate well concerning the speech of the selfish, and

when it is evident that it is not free from alloy and impurity, he

should not convey it within the limits of acceptance

:

Give not place before you to a calumniator.

Since he mixes together honey and the sting :

To appearance, he presents honey, and feigns friendsliip.

In reality he darts his sting, and produces misery.

" Now I request the Braliman to recount a story in illustration of this state of

affairs, and to give a narrative of some one who, having been allowed to approach

a monarch, by reason of the calumniatory speech of the jealous found the

edifice of his dignity ruined, friendship ending in enmity, and concord in oppo-

sition."

The Brahman replied :
" The centre of the foundation of monarchy rests upon

this precept ; and if a king does not restrain slanderers from doing harm and

mischief, they will injure and frustrate the greater part of the nobles of the

state, and by such means utter ruin wiU both find its way to the kingdom, and

wiU also reach the sovereign: and when a wicked mischief-maker finds a

means of interposing between two persons, assuredly the end of their business

will incline towards sadness and vexation, just as it was between the Lion

and the Ox."

The king inquired, " How was that 1

"
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STOEY I.

The Brahman said : It has been related that there was a merchant who had

traversed many stages over land and sea, and had crossed the countries of the

East and West—having experienced the ups ^ and downs of fortune, and tasted

largely of the sweets and bitters of life

—

Wise, trustworthy, and sagacious,

Exceedingly clever by reason of his experiecce.

When the van of the army of death, of which infirm old age is an indication,

began to overrun the regions of his constitution, and the advanced-guard of the

army of fate, of which white hairs are the intimation, seized the environs of the

castle of his existence—
In the watch of old age, when the drum of pain is sounded,

The heart becomes cold to happiness and delight,

White hairs bring a message from fate,

A crooked-back conveys a salutation from death

—

the merchant knew that at any moment the drum of departure might be sounded,

and the capital of life, being but chattels placed in the dwelling of the body, be

demanded back. Accordingly, he collected together his children, who were three

intelligent, noble young men, but who, through pride of riches, and the rashness

of youth, having deviated from the path of moderation, had stretched out the

hand of prodigality towards their father's property, and shunning business and

employment, spent their precious ^ time in idleness and sloth. The indulgent

father, from excess of kindness and consideration, which are the necessary accom-

paniments of paternity, began to counsel his children, and opened upon theni the

doors of disinterested advice founded on the aggregate of fear and hope, saying :

" 0 young men ! if you do not know the worth of wealth, to procure which

you have taken no pains, by the canon of wisdom you will stand excused
;^
but

it behoveth you to know, that property may be the capital stock of happiness

in this world and in eternity, and whatever is sought of the dignities of both

}
Avorlds may be acquired by means of wealth. Mankind seek for one of three

• advantages. Firstly, AMndance of sources .
of support, and comfort in the means

I
thereof—this is the object of the mass whose ambition is confined to drinking

I and clothing, and striving for complete self-gratification. Secondly, Promotion in

station, and advancement in dignity—and the classes of persons whose object

is this are men of rank and position: now these two degrees cannot be at-

tained except by wealth. Thirdly,_Tmding _ an_.e^ reward, and reaching

the mansions of^excellence—and the mass who are intent on this object are men

of salvation and^ religious rank: and this eminence can be attained by means

of lawfid wealth. ' The Messing of loealtli is pure to a man that is jnire,' like as

the spiritual elder said in the book ' Masnawi —
' If thou devotest thy wealth on behalf of religion.

The advantage of such wealth is pure,' the Prophet saith of it.

1 Literally, " cold and warmth."

2 ^ jn the Persian text is a misprint for Jij^

A famous Persian composition.
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"Therefore, it is evident that by the blessing of wealth most objects can be
attained ; but to acquire property without occupation and search appears impos-

sible ; and if, perchance, any one should gain riches without labour, since in

the acquisition thereof he has not undergone toil, assuredly, not knowing thefl^

value and Avorth of the same, he will quickly let them slip from his grasp,
j

Consequently, having turned away your face from sloth, set your inclinations

in the direction of industry, and occupy yourselves in the same trade of mer-

chandise which you have, for a long time, observed on my part."

The eldest son said :
" 0 father, you urge upon us an occupation—now this

is opposed to confidence in God : and I am fuUy persuaded that whatever is

fixed by Divine decree will come to me, although I make no labour or effort to

acquire it, while as regards whatever is not befated me, though in search there-

after I use every endeavour, it will avail nought

:

"Whatever is fated will arrive in due time.

And whatever is not to be, without doubt will not come to pass

—

Therefore, in pursuit of that which will not happen,

"Why is it necessary to labour in fruitless toil %

" And I have heard that it has been said by a wise man, that ' whatever was
my destiny clung to me however much I fled from it, and whatever was not

.appointed for me avoided me though I clung to it:' therefore, whether or not

we follow an employment, in any way.

One cannot put away from one's self the destined lot.

" In corroboration thereof is the story of those ' two sons of a king, to one of

whom, without any trouble on his part, the wealth of his father alighted, while

the other, in expectation of that treasure, allowed the kmgdom and monarchy to

slip from his grasp."

The father inquired, " How was that 1
"

STOEY II.

The son replied : In the kingdom of Aleppo there was a prosperous Monarch
and a powerful Sovereign, Avho had experienced many vicissitudes of fortune,

and witnessed many changes of night and day. He had two sons who were

engulfed in the whirlpool of the pride of youth, and intoxicated by the fra-

grance of the wine of prosperity. They were always addicted to playing and
toying, and occupied in frolic and merriment ; and they listened to the melody
of this song from the voice of the lute and bells :

Strive for pleasure, since in the twinkling of an eye

Autimui arrives and fresh spring is past.

The King, who was a man of wisdom and experience, and possessed abundance

of pearls and endless wealth, when he had witnessed the proceedings of his

children, became alarmed lest, after his departure, having dissipated in waste

those hoards, they should, as necessity required, scatter them to the wind of

ruin. Now in the outskirts of that city there was a Devotee who had turned

his back upon the possessions of the world, and had set his face towards makmg
a provision for eternity :
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He was consumed with the radiance of Divine splendour,

Enamoured with the Presence of God.

The King was intimate with, and had great faith in, him. Having collected

together all his property in such a manner that no one gathered any inkling

thereof, the Monarch buried the same in the Devotee's cell, and enjoined him

:

" When inconstant fortune and ephemeral dignity turn away their faces from

my children, and the fount of prosperity—^which, like a vapour, possesses no

more than a semblance of form—is filled with the dust of misfortune, and my

children become inipoverished and necessitous, inform them of this property.

Perhaps, after experiencing affliction and undergouig trouble, having recovered

their senses, they will spend it in a proper manner ; and having turned aside

from prodigality and extravagance, they will follow the direction of moderation."

The Devotee accepted the charge of the King, who, with a view to further his

object, prepared a pit in his palace, and making things seem as if he had buried

his treasure there, caused his sons to be apprised to the effect, that when the

appearance of necessity presented itself, there would be hoarded there a complete

store, which might be the support of life. Now a short time after these events

both the King and the Devotee, having accepted the Divine invitation, fell sense-

less from the cup. " Every soul shall taste of death.'"

Every hapless human being must drink

From the cup of fortune the wine " All earthly things decay."

The property which was buried in the Devotee's cell remained hidden and con-

cealed, no one having gained any knowledge of the circumstance. After the

death of the father, the brothers fell contending and fighting over the division of

the kmgdom and property, and the elder brother, by reason of his strength and

power, having gained the victory, took all the possessions to his own share, and

left the younger brother afflicted and disappointed. Helpless he remained

without a share of the dignity of sovereignty, and without a portion of his

hereditary property. He thought to himself, " Since the sun of benefit and glory

has lowered its face towards the west, and the cruel spheres have displayed the

countenance of instability and unkindness, what result can accrue from again

turning my face towards seeking after worldly possessions, or from trying again

what has already been attempted before 1

All the things of this world, both old and new,

When they are past are not worth a grain of barley.

Prepare a better kingdom than this

;

Open the door of a better cell than this.

" Nought is better than this : Since the collar of fortune is gone from the grasp

of my power, I will clutch the skirt of reliance on God and contentment, and

not allow the rank of a darwish, which is a never-lessening monarchy, to slip

from my hands."

The darwish to whom is consigned the nook of contentment

Is poor in name, but in reality is monarch of the world.

Accordingly, with this view he came forth from the city, saying to himself,

"Such and such a Devotee was a friend of my father; it is right that I should

set my face towards his cell, and at his feet follow the road of worship by the

path of abstinence." Wlren he reached the dwelling of the Devotee, he discov-
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ered tha tlie Parrot of his holy spirit had flown from the cage of the bodvowards the gardens of "In a lofty gc^den^ and the ceU of thai ho y tan ofexalted mmd remained empty. For an hour or so he was overpowered bWeand misery. At length, having agreed to make that locality his place of abodehe paid his devotions by way of discipleship in that same'^spot.'^ ml in tSproximity to the cell there was a channel, and inside the ceU a weU havL^ beendug, and a way made into the channel, there was always a supplyT^waterflowing from the la ter to the weU; and the occupants of Ihe cell had Tadl usethereof washing and performing their ablutions therein. The Prince onT davkta bucket down into the weU, but there came no sound of waterVhe ma^ aTa fful examination; there was no water at the bottom of the weU Te thonXto himself, "What has happened that the water does not flowintftheS^^ow If complete destruction has happened to the weU and the channel andhey have been entirely obliterated, it wiH be impossible any longer to remain i^his locality." Accordingly, with a view of finding out the true'state of affair^he went down into the well and examined minutely the sides and surroundiSof the weU the water, and the channel. All at once a hole came intTh rstlwhence a shgdit mass had fallen in the way of the water, the flow whereofinto the weU being thereby prevented. He said to hhnself, " Wliereto d^s hispit lead
? and whence does this orifice spring ? " Accordingly te el /ed the

atw" TtT "
'"l ^'T' ^^^^^^^ treasur^of hifather. The Prince, when he saw this countless riches and excessive treasureeturned tiianks to God, saymg, "Although the wealth is great and the gemsTreinnumerable, yet I must not turn away from the road of reliance on God or thehighway of contentment, and I must spend it in proportion to my necessities,"

Till we see what comes to light from the Invisible World.

On the other hand the elder brother having become confirmed in his sovereicntyhad no regard for his subjects or army; and in the expectation of the fandedwealth, which he imagined to be in his father's palace, spent whatever cam tohis hands; and from excess of pride and grandeur he made no search for h sbrother, and blushed at his acquaintance. All at once an enemy made h sappearance against him, and with a numerous destructive army attackecl h skingdom. The Prince finding his treasury empty, and his troops withouequipments and miserable, repaired to that spot which his father had tintedout as containing the treasure, with the intention of recruiting his a my bymeans of that boundless wealth, since " Tkere is no kragdom Mout m7a^dno men wt^out money." The more diligent were his eiforts, the less did iSZcover any trace of the treasure; and the more he laboured and strove, the more"disappomted was he m obtaining his object.

Listen to this advice, so that you may free yourself from o-rief—
" You wdl be sorrowful! if you seek after that which Fortune has not ordained."

Now when he abandoned aU hope of finding the property, having by a varietvof devices contrived to hold his own, he put his army i/ order, ^nd haviT. sethis face towards repeUmg the enemy, came forth from the city. Afte^'thaton both sides the ranks of battle had been arranged, and the flame of strife •

kmdled, an arrow from the rows of the enemy's army wounded the Princemortally, and he instantly expired; while from the same direction also they shot

1 Literally, "drink blood."
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an arrow, and the foreign king was slain, and both armies remained harassed and

without a leader. It wellnigh happened that the fire of sedition began to rage,

and that the inhabitants of both kingdoms were consumed with the flame of

anarchy. At length the leaders of both armies collected together, and by

mutual consent sought from the royal race and the sovereign family a king of

benevolent nature and good disposition to whom they might confide the task of

governing, and the affairs of the state. They unanimously agreed that the for-

tunate monarch, the head of whose prosperity was worthy of the diadem of exal-

tation, and the finger of whose happiness was deserving of the signet of empire,

was that very God-fearing prince. The ministers of the country went to the door

of his cell, and with the greatest respect and reverence bore him from the corner

of obscurity to the court of approbation, and from the nook of retirement to the

exalted throne of prosperity. So, by means of the blessing of confidence in

God, both the wealth of his father came to him, and also the kingdom of his

parent was confirmed to him.

" ISTow I have adduced this story that it may be evident that the acquirement

of position in no way depends upon labour and occupation, it being better to

rely upon godly trust than to place any confidence in employment."

Employment is not better than trust in God.

What is more desirable than resignation itself 1

Cultivate that very confidence, trembling neither hand nor foot.

Your fortune is more constant to you than you are to yourself.

Were you endowed with patience, Fortune would reach you.

And cast herself round you like a lover.

When the son had finished this story, his father rejoined: "What you have

said is quite right and correct, but this world is one of means and causes, and

the Divine command has been issued to the efi'ect, that the occurrence of most

alfairs in this world is dependent on causes. Now the benefits of occupation

are greater than those of reliance on God ; since the advantages of such reliance

reaches only the person who reposes the confidence, while the gain of employ-

ment extends from the man who labours to other people ; and to cause advan-

tage to accrue is a proof of benevolence, since ' The lest of men is he who lenefits

mankind.' And if any one possesses the power to benefit others, it were a shame

were he to be indolent, and to receive assistance from others. Perhaps you have

not heard the story of the man who, after seeing the condition of the Hawk and

the Crow, laid aside the doctrine of causes, for which reason Divine anger befell

him ] " The son inquired, " How was that %

"

STOEY III.

The father said : It has been related that a Darwish was wandermg in a desert,

contemplating the effects of Divine mercy, and the ways of Providence. Sud-

denly he saw a Eoyal, Swift-flying Hawk, who had got a small piece of flesh

in his claws, and was flying around a tree, and with great agitation hovering

near a nest. The man was astonished at this state of affairs : for a while he

stood watching, and saw that a Crow without either feathers or pinions had

fallen into the nest, while the Hawk tearing the flesh into pieces according to

the capacity of the unfledged Crow, placed it in his mouth : the man exclaimed,

"Praise to God! Behold this royal favour and unlimited mercy, in that a Crow
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without feathers or pinions, possessing neither power to fly nor strength to move,

is not left in the corner of this nest without means of support."

The surface of the earth is His universal board :

At this table of spoils what if it be enemy, what if it be friend 1

So wide is the table of His benevolence spread,

That the Phoenix eats its portion in the Mountain Kaf.^

" Therefore since in search of my daily food I am never off my feet, and having

set my head in the desert of greed, by a variety of contrivances obtain my bread,

it must assuredly be owing to the weakness of my faith and the dulness of my

" It is best that hereafter I should place the head of repose upon the knee of

retirement, and draw the line of indolence across the page of occupation and

employment."

Thereupon, having washed his hands from the things of the world, he retired

into solitude, and fixed his guileless heart on the ca,useles3 kindness of the

Causer of causes. y

Do not set your heart on the cause, and discard the Causer thereof.

For three days and nights he remained in the cell of retirement, but from no

source did any gratuitous food make its appearance, and every hour he became

thinner and more feeble. At length weakness overpowered his strength, and the

Devotee became exceedingly emaciated, and incapacitated from performing his

accustomary devotion and worship. The Most High God despatched the Prophet

of that day to him, and sent a message of severe reproof, saying, " 0 my servant

!

I have rested the centre of the World on causes and effects ; for although my
power can produce results without cause, yet my wisdom has required that most

things should be accomplished and brought to pass by means of causes, and in

this manner the rule of giving and receiving benefits is brought about : therefore

if you can become the source of advantage to others, it is better than that you

should receive assistance at the hands of other people."

May you be like the Hawk, that you may strike the prey, and give up the deli-

cious morsel
;

Be not a tuft-hunter after food, like the Crow without feather or pinions.

" Now I have adduced this story, that you may know that it is not feasible

for every person to remove the veil of causes : and commendable reliance on God

is such that, whilst the doctrine of causes is kept in view, there is firm confi-

dence in the Almighty, so that there may be a participation in the benefits of

' The industrious man is the friend of God .•' and a wise man has said, ' Labour

lest you become indolent, and recognise that your daily food is from God, lest

you iDecome an infidel.'
"

1 A fabulous mountain, anciently imagined by the Asiatics to surround the world.

belief.

The Giver of food being my surety for support.

How long shall I run in every direction like the mean 1

Content of heart, I draw my breath.

Since whatever reaches me is my all-sufficient allotted portion.

Our daily sv^tena^ice is ivith God, He is blessed and high:
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Be not negligent of causes, through reliance on God

;

Listen to the proverb, " The industrious man is beloved of God."

y [if you have confidence in the Almighty, work diligently

;

• Perform your duties, then rest upon the Omnipotent Deity.

Another son commenced, saying :
" 0 father ! we do not possess power com-

pletely to rely upon God
;
consequently there is no remedy but to pursue an

occupation : now, when we are busy in our avocations, and the Most High God,

from the treasure of His benevolence, allots us our portion of wealth and affluence,

what are we to do with it 1
" The father replied :

" To collect property is easy

;

but to look after it, and derive benefit therefrom, is difficult ; and when any

one acquires money, two conditions must necessarily be observed :— 1. It

must be guarded in such a manner as that it may be secure from prodigality

and plunder, the hand of the thief, the highwayman, and the pickpocket being

restrained from it,—since money has many friends, and the possessor of wealth

countless enemies.

Heaven strikes not the helpless,

It assails the caravan of the great.

" 2. From the profit thereof advantage must be derived, and the capital must

not be squandered; since if all is taken from capital, and the interest is not

deeihed sufficient, after a little while the dust of annihilation will arise from such

a course."

Whatever ocean is not supplied with water.

In a little while, wiU become dried up :

If you scrape away at a hill, and put nothing in place thereof.

In the end the hill will be overturned.

" Whenever a man has no income, and is perpetually spending money, or when-

ever a person's expenses are more than his receipts, in the end he will faU into

the vortex of necessity : and maybe his affairs wUl terminate in perdition, like

that prodigal Mouse who killed himself from grief." The son inquired, " How
was that 1

"

STORY IV.

The father replied : It has been related that a Eustic had by way of store placed

a quantity of corn in a granary, and shut the doors of expenditure thereon;

so that when the day of extreme need and great necessity should arrive, he might

reap benefit therefrom. By chance a Mouse, who from excessive gluttony was

desirous of stealing a grain from the storehouse of the Moon, and of snatching,

with the claw of greed, a cluster of the Pleiades from the field of the Sky, had

taken his abode in the neighbourhood of that locality, and had made his nest in

the environs of that granary : continually he used to make holes underground, on

every side, and with his adamantine teeth carry on excavations in aU directions.

All at once the end of his burrow came out into the midst of the corn, and from

the roof of his house grains of wheat, like bright stars from Heaven, poured

down. The Mouse saw that the promise, " In the heavens is your food," had been

realised ; and that the proverb, " Seek your food in the bowels of the earth," was

made clear. On beholding these benefits, he performed the dues of gratitude

;

but by the acquisition of these priceless gems, having obtained great riches, he
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began to display the arrogance of Kanin/ and the pretensions of Pharaoh. In
a little while the mice of the neighbourhood, having become apprised of that
state of things, girded the loins of attendance in his service.

' Those pretended friends whom you see,

I
Are flies around the sweetmeats.

Parasites 2 and boon-companions collected around him; and, as is their custom,
adopting the mode of flattery, said nought but what was in accordance with
the wish of his heart and the desire of his nature, and never loosed their tongue
except in his praise and eulogy, and in blessing and thanking him. He also
mad-like opened his mouth in boasting and exaggeration, and his hand in prodi-
gality; in the idea that the corn in that house would have no end, and the wheat
from that hole would perpetually fall and drop, every day he squandered a large
quantity on his companions, and not contemplating the end thereof in the designs
of to-day, took no thought for the morrow.

0 cup-bearer
! we will drink wine to-day, for who has seen the morrow ?

During the time that these mice were busy enjoying themselves in that retired
corner, an attack of famine and scarcity had overwhelmed the people, and the
fire of hunger had been kindled in the bosoms of the anguished portionless
wretches. In every direction they would have given their hves for bread, but
no one paid any attention; and on aU sides they would have sold their house-
hold furniture for victuals, but no one purchased them.

Every one who desired even to catch a glimpse of bread.

Saw nought but the orb of the sun in the sky

:

The world became emaciated from such distress.

The hungry lamenting, and the satiated hard-hearted.

The proud Mouse, having spread the carpet of delicacy and luxury, was not
aware of the year of dearth, and was uninformed as to the time of scarcity.

Wlien several days had elapsed, the Eustic became in great straits :
^ he opened

the door of the house, and seeing that utter ruin had overtaken that corn, he
heaved a cold sigh from the depths of his flushed heart, and bewailed bitterly
the loss thereof, saying to himself, " It is not the manner of a wise man to lament
an event the remedy of which is beyond the region of possibility ; now it appears
best to collect the residue of the corn which is in the house, and to carry it to
another place;" accordingly, the Eustic occupied himself in bringing out that
portion which remained. Now in that locality the Mouse, who deemed himself
Master of the house, and Lord of the abode, was asleep ; and the other mice, from
excess of greed and covetousness did not hear the noise of the Eustic's feet, and
the sound of his moving about above their heads. Amongst them, however,
a quick-witted Mouse, having comprehended the state of affairs, with the view
of ascertaining the truth, climbed up to the top of the roof, and through a
window witnessed the real state of affairs. Having at once come down and told
the purport of his story to his friends, he flung himself from that hole : and
they also went forth, each one to a corner, and left their benefactor alone.

1 A person proverbial for his wealth and avarice.
2 Literally, " friends of the dish, and companions of the cup."

Literally, " the business reached his soul, and the knife his bones."
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Every one, in expectation of the parings, is your friend,

They are intimate with you in pursuit of some morsel. /

When your property is diminished, their affection for you will dechne ;
^

They are willing that you should be ruined to benefit themselves.

From this company of hypocritical comrades.

It is better to sever yourself than to keep up an acquaintance.

Next day when the Mouse lifted up his head from the pillow of repose, although

he looked carefully right and left, he saw none of his friends, and the more he

searched before and behind, the less trace did he find of his companions. He

began to groan, saying

;

I do not know where are those who were my friends

:

What has occurred, that they are separated from me ?

Then with the view of endeavouring to ascertain the truth relative to their affairs,

after a lengthened time, during wMch he had chosen to be in retirement, he issued

forth from the corner of his abode, and gained news of the misery arising from

the scarcity, and the distress from the famine and dearth. In great trouble he

went towards his own home, so that he might use every effort to protect the store

which he possessed. Wben he reached the house, he saw no trace of the corn,

and having come from that hole unto the storehouse, there was not remaining

sufficient food for one night's meal His power of endurance being exhausted, he

beo-an to rend the collar of his life with the hand of misery, and repeatedly

struck the head of melancholy upon the ground, so that his brains became scat-

tered, and through the misfortune of prodigality he feU into the vortex of death

and destruction. n . •

" Now the moral of this story is this : A man's expenditure should be m pro-

,
portion to his income ; and he should derive benefit from the interest of the

!
capital which he possesses, guarding it in such manner that the principal should

' not suffer diminution."

Every moment keep an eye on your expenditure and receipts

;

When your income ceases, spend your money more slowly.

When the father had finished this story, the youngest son arose and adorned the

preface of his speech with the gems of praise and eulogy of his father, saying,

" Q father ! after any one has guarded his own property according to rule, and

has derived full interest therefrom, how should he spend that income]" The

father replied, " The road of moderation in every case is commendable, particu-

larly as regards the means of support. Therefore it behoveth a man of property,

after obtaining the interest, to keep in view two other rules
:

1. He must avoid

improper extravagance and prodigality, so that regret be not brought forth,

and men loose not the tongue of reproach against him; and, m truth, waste

of property and immoderate expenditure are suggestions of Satan. ' Truly the

extravagant are the brothers of devils'

Amongst men of exalted nature

Stinginess is more commendable than prodigality;

Although everywhere liberality captivates men's hearts.

Yet he who acts according to rule is acceptable.

"
2. It is necessary to avoid the opprobrium of stinginess and the reproach of

1 Literally, "folded up."
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parsimony, since a miser, both in matters of religion and the world, has an evil
name

;
and an avaricious worldly man is at all times execrated and miserable.

The property also of a miser becomes ultimately a target for the arrow of
plunder and dissipation. Like for example, a large reservoir, into which water
perpetuaUy flows from several springs, and having no egress in proportion to its
ingress, necessarily seeks in every direction an outlet, and rims out from every
corner till, fissures appearing in the sides, it finally happens that the reservoir ism a moment swept away and demolished, and the waters thereof are dispersed in
every quarter and direction. ' Threaten the 7niser with misfortune or an heirJ

"

The wealth from which the miser derived no benefit.

Has been scattered to the winds by a prodigal hand,
Or has reached some heir, who never,

Except with aversion, calls him to mind.

When the children heard their father's admonitions, and weU understood the
advantages of his words, they each of them made choice of a trade, and set their
hands to the task. The eldest brother of them embarked in merchandise and
undertook a distant journey. With him were two Oxen of burden, such that the
Taurus of the skies had not power to oppose their strength ; and the Lion of the
heavens, owing to their vigour and majesty, like a fasting Cat, concealed the claw
of fear in the fist of helplessness.

In bulk like an elephant, in impetuosity like a lion,

Bold in appearance, resolute in pace.

One was named Shanzabah and the other Mandabah. The master merchant
used always to look after them and attend to their wants himself; but when
their journey was_ prolonged and they traversed distant parts, languor found its
way to their condition, and symptoms of weakness became evident in the aspect
of their affairs, and by chance a large mire appeared across their path and Shan-
zabah stuck therein. At the master's orders, with the utmost contrivance they
extricated him

:
but since he had no power to move, the merchant appointed

a person, whom he had enticed by reward, to look after the Ox, and arranged
that when the latter recovered his strength, the man should send him after the
caravan. The hireling having remained for one or two days in the desert became
weary of his loneliness, and forsaking Shanzabah conveyed the news of his
death to his master. Mandabah also, at that stage, from excess of weariness and
separation from Shanzabah, expired. But in a little while the power of motion
returned to Shanzabah, who in search of pasture wandered in every dhection,
till he arrived at a meadow adorned with various kinds of sweet herbs, and
decked with different species of plants. The gardener of Paradise, from'envy
of that garden, bit the finger of jealousy; and the skies, in contemplation
thereof, opened the eyes of astonishment.

From the roses, the newly-sprouted herbage, and flowing water therein,
(May the malevolent eye be averted), you would have said that it was a second

Paradise.

To Shanzabah such a spot was very acceptable, and he deposited the chattels of
residence in the region of that meadow. When he had for a while grazed therein,
without any bond of constraint or check of control, and had passed his time
according to his mind's content in that soul-exhilarating atmosphere and heart-
entrancing plain, he became extremely strong in body and corpulent. The
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delight of repose, and the pleasure of rest, impelled him, from excess of joy, to

bellow loudly. Now in the neighbourhood of that meadow was a majestic

and extremely mighty Lion, in whose service many wild beasts had girded

theh^ loins, while innumerable animals had placed the head of obedience upon the

line of his' commands. This Lion, by reason of the pride of youth, the pomp of

majesty and prosperity, the number of his dependents, and the magnitude of his

suite, imagined that no one was greater than himself, and took no notice of the

fierce-assaulting tiger and the strong-bodied elephant ; but he had never seen

an ox, nor heard him bellow. When the roar of Shanzabah reached him, he

was much frightened ; and from dread lest the annuals should know that fear had

found its way to him, he did not stir in any direction, but remained in one spot.

In his retinue Avere two crafty Jackals— one named Kalilah, the other

Daiimah; and both were renowned for their quickness and penetration, but

Damnah was the most arrogant, and the most eager in search after rank and

fame. Damnah having with penetration discovered from the Lion that he was

overcome by fear, and that he was occupied with what was passing in his mind,

said to Kalilah :
" What say you concerning the state of the King that he has

abandoned the pleasure of travelling about, and remains fixed in one spot 1
"

11 The traces of anxiety on his temples

I Are indicative of his melancholy heart.

Kalilah answered :
" What has such a question to do witli you, and what does

it concern you to talk like this '?

"

Whence art thou, and whence this conversation about state secrets 1

" We obtain our livelihood at the court of this Sovereign, and pass our time in

ease under the shadow of his government. Be content therewith, and abandon

investigating the secrets of kings, or examining their affairs ; for we are not of

such a degree that we can be honoured with the confidence of monarchs, nor

that any words of ours can reach the ear of rulers. Therefore, to mention them

is giving ourselves unnecessary trouble ; and Avhoever interferes in a business

which does not concern him, will meet with that which befell the Monkey."

Damnah inquired, " What was that 1
"

STOEY V.

Kalilah replied : It has been related that a Monkey saw a Carpenter sitting on

a plank and cutting it ; and he had two wedges, one of which he drove down

into the crevice of the board, so that it might be more easy to cut it, and the slit

for the stroke of the saw might be opened. When the crevice widened beyond

a certain extent, he hammered in another wedge and drew out the former one;

and in this manner carried on his work. The Monkey was delighted. Suddenly

the Carpenter, in the midst of his labour, on an emergency, rose up. The

Monkey, when he saw the place vacant, at once sat down on the wood, and his

tail slipped down into the crevice of the wood in that part which had been cut.

The Monkey drew out from the cleft in the wood the foremost wedge before he

hammered in the other one. When the wedge was drawn out both sides of the

board sprang together, and the Monkey's tail remained firmly fixed therein. The

poor Monkey, being ill with pain, groaned, saying

:

E
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It is best that every one in the world shotdd mind his own business

:

Whoever does not keep to his own affairs acts very wrongly.

" My business is to gather fruit, not to drive a saw; and my occupation is to

disport myself in the woods, not to strike the hatchet or axe."

Whoever acts thus, such will befall him.

The Monkey was talking thus to himself when the Carpenter returned, and beat

him as he deserved: and the affairs of the Monkey, through his meddlesomeness

ended in his ruin. Hence it has been said

:

" Carpentering is not the business of an ape."

" Now I have adduced this story that you may know that every one should
'

attend to his own affairs, and not place his feet beyond his sphere, smce, For

every business there are men;' and how beautifuUy it has been said—

I remember a proverb from a friend,

t
' For every man a business, and for every business a man '

!

" Abandon this which is not your business, and consider as good fortune the

little food and provision which accrue to us." Damnah said
:
« Whoever seeks

to be near to kings must not do so to procure food and provisions, since the

stomach can be filled anywhere and with anything
;
nay, rather, the advantage

of attendance on monarchs is the finding of an exalted station, wherein one may

with kindness do good for one's friends, and deal severely with ones enemies;

and he whose ambition demeans itself after food is to be reckoned amongst the

brutes—like a hungry dog, who is delighted with a bone, or an ignoble-natured

cat who is contented with scraps of bread; and I have noticed that the Lion,

when hunting a hare, should he see a wild ass, having drawn back his hand,

sets his face towards pursuing the latter.

Be of lofty ambition, since before God and man

According to the degree of your aspirations will be your esteem.

"And whoever gains high dignity, though like a rose his life should be short yet

the wise, by reason of his good reputation, deem his existence to have been

lengthy and whoever demeans himself to paltriness and grovelhng ideas, though

like the leaf of a pine-tree, he may remain for a while, yet amongst men of

excellence he wiU not be esteemed, and they wiU consider him as nought.

O Sa'di ! the man of good reputation never dies.

He who perishes is the man whose name is not held in estimation.

Kalilah replied : " It weU becometh that class of persons to seek after dignity

and station who, by honoiu^able lineage, superior manners, and high birth are

fitted for, and deserving of them. Now we are not of such an order as to be

worthy of high honours, and we cannot, in search thereafter, raise the foot ot

endeavour."

I conceive ideas boundless as the ocean—alas

!

What is there in the head of this vain-scheming drop 1

Damnah said : " The source of greatness is wisdom and good manners, not

birth and family. Whoever possesses sound inteUigence and perfect knowledge)

wiU raise himself from a mean position to exalted station, and whoever has a;.
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weak intellect and feeble understanding wiU demean himself from high dignity

to inferior rank

—

With the assistance of exalted wisdom and acute penetration,

The noose of power can be cast over the heavens

;

If the eyes of the soul are not opened by ambition,

They cannot set their glance on things of eminence.

" And it has been said by the wise, that advancement to high rank is acquired by

much labour, while the descent from a lofty position is obtained with but little

trouble—just as a heavy stone is lifted up from the ground on the shoulders

only with much toH, but can be thrown down again with the shghtest move-

ment : for this reason is it that no one, except the man of lofty ambition who

can endure vexation, can have any desire for exalted employment—

My soul, trials of love do not befit the delicate

;

It is the lion-hearted and afEicted who should place their feet in such a contest.

"Whoever seeks the repose ' Obscurity is ease,' having washed his hands of repu-

tation, wUl remain constantly a recluse, in the cell of misery and disappoint-

ment • and whoever has no anxiety about the thorny place ' Notoriety ts misfor-

tune: in a short time, having plucked the rose of his desires, will, m the

expanse of honour, sit on the throne of delight.

Till a person suffers grief and pain, his worth wUl not increase.

Till a ruby bleeds'- from its heart, it is of no value.

On the scroll of happiness, never did a traveller himself

Find the inscription of fortune free from the blemish of labour.

"Perhaps you have not heard the story of the two Travellers, of whom one,

by means of undergoing grief and labour, reached the pinnacle of monarchy,

while the other, by reason of indolence and self-indulgence, remained m the

abyss of need and distress ?
" Kalilah inquired, " How was that ?

"

STOEY VI.

Damnah said : Two TraveUers, of whom one was named Salini^ and the other

Ghdnim,3 were journeying together, and in society of one another traversed

stages and distances. Their path lay at the foot of a hill, the summit of

which kept rein by rein with the bay horse of the sky, while its middle was girt

stirrup to stirrup with the vault of the celestial girdle. At the foot of that

mountain was a spring of water, in purity like the fresh-faced and rosy-

cheeked, and in sweetness like the words of the honey-lipped and sweet m
speech.

'

In front of the spring a large reservoir was constructed, and around it

shade-giving trees interlapped one another top to top.

On one side grew branches of odoriferous shrubs

;

On the other, trees shot out their tops.

The hyacinth fell at the foot of the cypress

;

The violet bowed its head before the lily.

1 Literally, "turns its heart iuto blood." "~ Safe. « Laden with spoil.
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In short, the two Companions arrived from the dreadful desert at this nice

resting-place, and when they found that the spot was pleasant and the abode

agreeable, they halted therein for their usual rest ; and after reposing walked

round the sides and edges of the' reservoir and the fountain, casting their glance

in every direction. Suddenly, on the brink of the reservoir, in the part where

the water flowed in, they saw a white stone, whereon was written in dark

characters, the like of which could not have been inscribed except by the divine

pen upon the pages of wisdom—" 0 traveller ! you have honoured this place by

alighting. Know that we have provided, in the best manner possible, refresh-

ment for our guests, and have supplied the tables of advantage in the nicest

style. But the conditions of the agreement are, that abandoning reflection, you

should put your feet in this spring, and not dreading the danger of the whirl-

pool nor the terrors of the vortex, should scramble to shore in any way you can.

At the foot of the mountain has been placed a lion cut out of stone
;
put it on

your shoulders, and, without reflection or deliberation, in one run, reach the top

of the mountain, neither desisting from your undertaking tlirough fear of deadly

beasts which come in your path, nor by reason of the scratches of the heart-

rending thorns which seize your skirt, since, Avhen the journey is accomplished,

the tree of your desire will bear fruit."

So long as a person does not journey along the road he will never reach his

destination

:

Unless he risks his life, he cannot reach the goal of his wishes.

Though the whole world attain the glory of prosperity.

Not one beam of its radiance would reach the idle man.

After he had become apprised of the purport of the writing, Ghanim turned

towards Salim (saying), " 0 brother ! come let us with the foot of labour traverse

this dangerous plain, and, as far as may be possible, use our efi"orts to ascertain

the precise state of afl'airs as regards this talisman."

We will either successful place our feet on the very summit of the heavens,

Or else, rejected, offer our head in the path of ambition.

Salim replied: " 0 dear friend! on the ground of a mere inscription, the writer of

which is unknown, and the purport thereof unintelligible, to undertake a great

dano-er, and by reason of imaginary advantages which are but conjectural, and

benefits which are but supposititious, to cast one's self into considerable danger,

is a proof of folly. No wise man would take a poison which is certain, when

the antidote is but doubtful ; nor would any prudent person agree to undergo

labour in cash, for repose on credit."

Amongst men of wisdom, there is no comparison

Between one moment of grief and a thousand years of ease.

Ghanim replied :
" 0 dear comrade ! the desire of repose is a prelude to ignominy

and disgrace, and the undergoing of danger a token of prosperity and glory.

Whoever seeks ease and tranquillity

Will not gladden his heart with prosperity

;

And whoever fears the anguish of intoxication

Will not drink wine from the cup of desire.

" The aim of a man of high ambition does not descend to food and lodging, nor

does he rest the foot of search till he has attained an exalted dignity. The rose
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of delight cannot be plucked without the thorn of trouble, nor can the door of

the storehouse of desire be opened except by the key of toil ; and in my case

ambition, having seized the rems, will drag me to the top of the mountain, and

I shall not fear the whirlpool of misery, nor the burden of the load of affliction."

Should affliction overtake us in pursuit thereof, perchance.

When we are longmg for the temple of Makkah, even deserts will seem easy.

Salim answered :
" Admitted that for the odour of the spring of prosperity one

can undergo the tumult of the autumn of affliction, yet to set out on a road

which has no end, and to travel on an ocean of which the shore is not visible,

appears far removed from the path of wisdom. Whoever commences an under-

taking, it behoves him, like as he is aware of the beginning, also to regard the

finale ; and on the initiation of an affair, having cast a glance at the termination

thereof, to weigh the advantages and disadvantages with the scales of wisdom,

so that profitless vexations may not be undergone, nor the coin of precious life

be scattered to the winds of destruction.

While you have not firmly fixed your feet

Do not move your steps in search of anything.

In every affair wherein you embark, first

Make sure of a loophole for you to emerge.

" It may be that this inscription has been penned in derision, and this writing

executed in joke and fun. So this spring may be a Avhirlpool wherein by

swimming one cannot reach the shore, and, if deliverance therefrom should be-

come feasible, perchance the weight of the Lion of Stone may be such that it

cannot be lifted on the shordders ; if that too were brought to pass, it is possible

that the top of the mountain cannot be reached in one run ; and even if aU this

were accomplished, it is not at all known what the result will be. At any rate

I will not be an associate in this affair, and I would restrain you also from

proceeding further in this business." Ghanim replied :
" Abandon such language,

for I wiU not by the words of any one be turned from my intentions, nor by the

temptation of ' The imps of men or genii ' break the oath that I made ; I know

that you have not firmness to join me, nor will agree to accompany me, but at

any rate contemplate the sight, and with prayer and supplication lend me your

assistance."

I know that you have not the power to drink wine.

But at any rate come to the revels of the intoxicated.

Salim, perceiving that his conoa-ade was determined in the matter, said :
" O

brother ! I see that you wdl not desist by reason of any words of mine, nor

will you abandon this impracticable business. ISTow I have not the power to

witness your proceedings, nor can I make a diversion of a matter which is

neither in conformity with my disposition nor agreeable to my inclination. I

have thought it right that

I must withdraw my chattels from this vortex."

Accordingly, having placed his traps upon a dromedary, he said farewell to his

comrade and set out towards the highway. Ghanim having washed his heart

of life, came to the brink of the spring, and said

:

I will plunge into the boundless Ocean,

Either to be drowned or gain the pearl.
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Accordingly, having firmly bound tlie skirt of resolution round his loins, he

placed his feet in the spruag.

That was not a spring, nay, more, it was a sea,

Which there showed itself under the guise of a spring.

Ghanim perceived that the spring was a dangerous whhlpool, but having a

stout heart, by swimming steadily, he reached the shore of deliverance, and

having come to the brink of the water and collected his senses, lifted on his

back, with power and might, the Lion of Stone ; and having willingly undergone

a thousand kinds of trouble, in one run he reached the top of the mountain, on

the side of which he saw a large city, the atmosphere being delightful and the

country heart-ravishing.

A city, from its beauty resembling Paradise,

From the freshness of its appearance, like the Garden of Eden.

Ghanim, having halted on the top of the mountain, cast his glance towards the

city, when suddenly a violent sound issued from that Lion of Stone, so that

trembling fell on the mountain and plain, and the echo thereof reaching the city,

a concom-se of men came out from right and left, and turning their faces in

the direction of the mountain, set out towards Ghanim, who looked on with

eyes of astonishment, amazed at the mass of people. All at once a body of

nobles and grandees having arrived, performed the ceremony of prayer and the

dues of praise, and with the utmost consideration mounting him upon a quick-

going horse, bore him towards the city, and anointing his head and body with

rose-water and camphor, arrayed him in regal robes, and with the greatest respect

and veneration consigned the reins of the sovereignty of that region to his able

hands. Ghanim having inquired as to the meaning of this proceeding, heard a

reply to the following effect: " Sages have placed in this spring which you behold,

a talisman, and that Lion of Stone has been constructed after varied
^

thought

and deliberation, and after contemplating the rising of the constellations, and

beholding the stars and planets. Now whenever it enters the mind of a worthy

man to pass by the spring, and carrying off the Lion, to ascend to the top of the

mountain, assuredly that state of affairs will arise at a time when Fate has

reached the king of this city. The Lion accordingly begins to roar,_ and the

noise thereof reaching the city, the inhabitants come out, and making such

person king, pass their time in rest, under the shadow of his justice, tiU the

period when his tarn also comes to an end.

When one departs, another takes his place.

And when by Divine Decree, the Sun of this country's Euler sets in the horizon

of death, as a concomitant circumstance, the star of the glory of that possessor of

Fortune arises from the summit of that mountain. A long time has elapsed

since the custom has been practised in the manner above narrated. Now you

to-day are King of this city and Monarch of this world."

This country is yours—issue whatever commands you will.

Ghanim perceived that the undergoing of aU these troubles was at the dictates

of Fortune.

When Fortuiie comes to the aid,

,
She accomplishes every business in a proper manner.
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" Now I have adduced this story that you may know that there is no honeyed

potion of happiness and favour without the sting of misery and anxiety; and

whoever is ambitious to become exalted, wiU never be trampled under foot by
^

every base person, nor be content with an inferior position or menial station :

And till I procure the dignity of access to the Lion, and enter amongst the

number of the attendants of his Majesty, I will not lay my head on he piUow

ofTepose, nor stretch out my feet on the bed of ease." Kalilah said
:

Wlien e

have you procui-ed the key of such a door ? and how have you devised a means to

enter upon such a matter ^
" Damnah replied :

" I am desirous that, on the present

occasion, when astonishment and irresolution have found their way to the Lion

I should offer myself to him; it may be that by reason of the potion of the

medicine of my advice, gladness will accrue to him, and by *- nieans my mt.

macy and dignity in his presence increase." Kalilah rejoined :
vnU jon

obtain access and approach to the Lion^ and even if you did, ^^'^^ ^^^J^^]^

never been in the service of kings, and are ignorant of the customs and habits of

attendance, in a short space, it may be, you would lose .vhat you have g.wied

now for this you could not again provide a remedy." Danmah said When

a man is wise and able, he is not at a loss to manage great affairs
;
and whoever

has confidence in his o.vn skHl, in every matter which he undertakes, will m a

proper mamier completely perform his obligations. Again, if Fortune manifest

herself, she shows the way which is proper, like as it has been reported that

the sun of the prosperity of a certain artisan bemg exalted, he found tlie

di-nity of monarchy, and the tradition and rumour of him became spread abroad

in the world. One of the ancient kings wrote an epistle to him. Your trade is

carpentering and you are well skiUed in that art; from whom have you learnt the

arrangements of monarchy, and wisdom in the discharge of duty ? He wrote in

replyf'He who bestowed the government upon me
^

did not omit any item of

instruction relative to the management of the world.'

"

When wisdom opens the book of instruction,

There proceeds from me what is right.

When the candle of any person is illumined by Fortune,

He will unite all the characteristics of goodness.

Kalilah rejoined: "Kings do not by their favours bring all men of excellence

into prominence-nay, more, they distinguish by regal kindness their own kith

and kin who by inheritance and their own endeavours, have found access m the

royal service. Since you have no hereditary rights as regards the Lion, nor yet

any acquired merit, it may be that you wiU remain excluded from his favours,

and such may be fatal to your wishes." Damnah replied: "Whoever acquires

a lofty rank in the service of a monarch, advances on the road by degrees, nor

does such dignity manifest itself without personal effort and labour, in addition

to what accrues from the royal patronage. Now I am seeking that Yery_ thing,

and am searching for the same, and have brought myself to think it right to

undergo much trouble, and to taste disagreeable mixtures; and I am aware that

whoever selects attendance on kings needs make choice of five things
:

1st, He-

must subdue the flame of anger with the water of long-suffering; 2d, He must

avoid the temptation of the demon of lust; 3d, He must not allow deceitfu

-reed or strife -exciting avarice to overpower reason, his guide; 4th, He must

place the edifice of his actions upon rectitude and moderation
;
5th He must,

with courtesy and civHity encounter events and trifling matters which arise.
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Whoever is endowed with such qualifications, assuredly his wishes will be

completely successful."

Kalilah said :
" It has occurred to me, that supposing you were to gain access

to the Kiag, by what means would you be accepted by him, and by what device

would you acquire station and dignity." Damnah rejoined : "If I should

obtain access to His Majesty, I would keep in view five considerations : 1st, I

would serve him with complete sincerity ;
2d, I would confine my ambition to

conformmg myself to his wishes; 3d, I would recount his deeds and words with

accuracy
;

4th, When a matter arises which may be ia conformity vdth what is

right, and I see therein advantage to the kingdom, I would deck it out before his

eyes and mind, and bring before his sight the advantages and benefits thereof, so

that his joy may increase by reason of the accuracy of his understanding, and

the correctness of his judgment
;

5th, If he should enter on a business, whereof

the end may be destructive and the conclusion injurious, so that misfortune

may accrue therefrom to the kingdom, with sweet explanation and great gentle-

ness I would point out to him the evil thereof, and warn him of its termination.

Now, whenever the King shall perceive my merits, he will distinguish me by

his kindness and favour, and always be disposed for my society, and inclined to

my advice, smce no talent ever rests concealed, neither does any man of merit

remain without a share of patronage and assistance."

Merit is like musk—when does it reniam concealed 1

Prom the perfume tliereof the world, in a moment, becomes full of odour

:

Go ! strive to acquire merit, so that from your Avorth

The expanse of the earth may all at once become filled with the mention (of you.)

Kalilah said :
" So it appears that your inclination is fixed upon this, and

your intentions resolved to accomplish this plan ; at any rate be very cautious,

since attendance on kings is full of danger, and an affair replete with difficulty,

and wise men have said that none but an ignorant fellow, who has not inhaled

the perfume of wisdom, sets about three things : Ist, The service of kings; 2d,

Tasting poison in a sphit of doubt ;
3d, Proclaiming one's secrets to women.

Sages also have compared kings to a lofty mountain, wherein though there are

mines of priceless pearls, stiU it is the habitation of tigers, snakes, and other

noxious creatures—it is both difficult to travel across it, and also hard to take

up one's abode thereon. It has also been said, that intimacy with kings is like

a sea—since the trader who makes choice of crossing an ocean either wiU acquire

much gain, or be caught in the whirlpool of death."

Damnah responded :
" What you have spoken is from the best intentions ; and

I am conscious that a king is like a consuming fire, whoever is nearest thereto is

in most danger.

" But whoever dreads danger will never attain high rank.

Prom danger greatness arises—since four hundred per cent^

Is never gained if the merchant dreads danger.

1 LiteraUy, "ten forty,"—/.c, ten becomes forty, or at the rate of four hundred per cent.

Avoid the society of sovereigns,

Just as a bundle of dry sticks a fierce fire.
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" And three tilings cannot be undertaken except by men of high ambition—the

service of a king, a journey by sea, and contending with an enemy. Now I do

not reckon myself of mean ambition, therefore why should I fear the service of

the King 1

"

When the arm of my ambition is such,

Whatever I seek is in my sleeve

:

Do you 'desire dignity and grandeur ?

Strive according to the ambition which you possess.

In~ short, as regards whatever you take in hand,

AVliile your ambition is strong, you will perform it.

Kalilah said :
" Although I am opposed to this idea, and regret such a design,

yet since your mind is bent upon this matter, and your desire fixed on this

enterprise—may all be well."

Behold the end of thy path—go, be happy and prosperous.

Damnah departed, and made his obeisance to the Lion, who inquired, " What

person is this 1
" They replied :

" The son of such a one who, for a long while,

was a servant of the exalted threshold." The Lion said, " Yes, I know." Ac-

cordingly he summoned him to the royal presence, and said, " Where do you

live?" Damnah repUed : "According to the custom of my father, I am at

present a servant in your heaven-resembling court, and have made it the high

altar of my needs, and the temple of my desires ; and I am in expectation that

if something has occurred, and the august order be issued, by my wisdom I may

settle the point, and with enlightened intelligence may deliberate thereon
:

as,

too, the pillars of the state and the great men of your presence, in the arranging

of some affairs have need of assistance, it may be that, in the court of kings,

some event may occur, which can be settled by the aid of inferiors.

In such a direction a fly becomes of service like it were a peacock.

" A matter which is brought about by an insignificant needle, a mighty spear

is powerless to settle; and in an affair which a tiny penknife accomplishes,

a flashing sword is inadequate. No servant, however powerless and contemp-

tible he may be, is devoid of means to avert misfortune or bring about advan-

tage, since that dry stick which falls despised upon the footpath may possibly

one day be of service, and although it is of no value, it may be that a toothpick

AviU be made thereof, or by its means the wax may be extracted from the ear."

Though a nosegay does not proceed from me,

Yet I may be sticks for the pots.

When the Lion heard the speech of Damnah, he was astonished at his eloquence

and oratory, and turning round to those around him, said :
" As regards a man

of intelligence, though he may be of no repute, yet his wisdom and knowledge,

unwittingly on his part, wiU cause his excellence to become apparent amongst

people : just as Avhen he who raises the splendour of a fire, wishes that it should

burn low, assuredly it lifts its head aloft."

He, in whom there are signs of loving a friend,

WiU exhibit them in his countenance.

Damnah was delighted at these Avords ; and perceiving that his treachery had

taken effect on the Lion, and that his deceit had been very efiicacious, loosened
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the tongue of advice, and said :
" It is incumbent upon all servants and attend-

ants, according to tlie extent of their understanding and knowledge, to think

over that which happens to the King, and each one should represent whatever

occurs to his mind, and not abandon the path of sincere advice, so that the King
may thoroughly understand his dependants and followers, and becoming apprised

of the measure of the intellect, judgment, sincerity, and discretion of each of

them, may both derive benefit from their service, and also reward each one

according to his merit. Since, so long as a grain is concealed in the womb of

the earth no one attempts to rear it, but when it draws the veil of the ground

from its face, and, clothed in an emerald dress, raises its head from the collar

of the soil, it becomes apparent that it is a tree which bears fruit, or a plant

from which profit is derived— then, without doubt, it is cultivated, and the

produce thereof turned to account. Now, in all matters, the root of everything

is the patronage of kings. Amongst men of worth, whomsoever they distin-

guish by kind looks, according to the degree of favour wiU be the benefit they

will derive from such persons."

II am as it were a thorn and earth, while you are the sun and cloud :

I woiild produce roses and tulips were you to nurture me.

The Lion replied :
" How ought wise men to be fostered, and by what means

can advantage be gathered from them ?
"

Damnah rejoined: " The root of the matter is this • the king should look upon
reputation, not birth; and if a body of persons without worth, should make
merit of the service of their progenitors and ancestors, he should show no regard

thereto. Since it behoves a man to confirm his lineage by merit, not by his

forefathers."

Be proud of your own merit,

Do not make capital of your ancient descent

;

' O foolish man ! live not with the dead,

;i
By your reputation make the dead themselves to come to life

;

' Boast not, 0 young man ! of your departed father,.

Otherwise, you are a dog rejoicing over a bone.

" Mice, although they live in the same house with men, yet by reason of the

worry and annoyance they occasion, it is deemed necessary to attempt to destroy

them ; while hawks, which are wUd and untamed, since benefit can be anticipated

from them, are enticed with the utmost care, and gladly nourished with honour

upon the wrist of indulgence. Therefore it behoveth a king not to scrutinise

whether it be friend or stranger
;
nay, more, he must seek men of wisdom and

skill, and whenever a person may be negligent in matters, and wanting in merit,

he must not allow him to take the priority of men of excellence or worth

;

since to give to senseless persons the dignities belonging to wise men, is like

binding on the feet the jewel appertaining to the head, and fastening on the

brow the ornament for the feet. And wherever men of merit remain unap-

preciated, and ignorant foolish persons get into their hands the reins of power,

complete ruin wiU find its way into the affairs of such a country ; and the misery'

of such a state of things will reach the fortune of both king and subject."

Tell the phcEuix never to cast its noble shadow

Upon the country where the parrot is less esteemed than the crow.

"When Pamnah had ceased speaking, the Lion, having treated him most kindly,
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made liim one of the number of his personal attendants ; and having taken a

liking and affection for his conversation, based his own transactions upon his

advic°e and exhortation. Damnah also having selected the path of wisdom,

intelligence, and penetration, in a little while became the intimate confidant of the

royal sanctuary, and in ordering and arranging the affairs of the country and state,

became general referee and councillor. One day, having found a propitious

time, and" a suitable opportunity, he sought a private interview, and said :
" For

a long time the King has remained fixed in one place, and has abandoned the

pleasures of exercise, and the delights of the chase ; I am anxious to know the

cause thereof, and to discuss this matter, to such extent as is in my power."

The Lion wished to conceal from Damnah his state of fear
:
in the meantime

Shanzabah made a horrible bellowing, and the noise thereof so upset the Lion

that the reins of self-possession fell from his hands ; of necessity he disclosed

his secret to Damnah, and said :
" The cause of my alarm is that noise which you

hear; now I am not aware from whom the sound arises, but I think his strength

and form must be in proportion to his voice : if such be the case, it is not

expedient for me to take up my abode in this place."

Damnah inquired, " Is there anything else besides this sound which occupies

the Kiirg's heart % " He answered, " No." Damnah said: " It is not then meet,

for such cause, to migrate from your hereditary possessions, and to abandon your

accustomary native soil ; what importance is there in a sound, or weight in a

noise, that any one should by reason thereof leave the place? Moreover, it

becometh a king to be firm-footed, like a mountain, so as not to be shaken by

every wind, nor to jump from his seat at every cry."

That you may not start at every breath.

Draw your feet within your skirt, like a mountain.

" Wise men have said, that no consideration must be paid to loud sounds or

large form, since appearances are not in all cases indicative of facts, nor in

every instance does what is external resemble what is within ; a reed though it

is stout is broken by a slender stick, and a crane though large-bodied remains in

the grasp of a weak-framed hawk. Whenever a person takes account of large

bulk, that will befaU him which happened to that Fox." The Lion inquired,

" What was that 1
"

STORY VIL

Damnah said : It has been related that a Fox went into a forest, and, im-

pelled by the desire of food, Avandered in every direction : he arrived at the foot

of a tree, on the side of which a drum had been suspended, and whenever the

wind blew, the branches of the tree waved to and fro, and knocked against the

top of the drum, whence a terrible noise proceeded. The Fox saw a domestic

Fowl under the tree, digging her beak in the ground in search of food. Having

concealed himself in ambush, he was anxious to make her his prey ; but suddenly

the noise of the drum reached his ears : he looked round and saw a very large

figure from which a tremendous noise fell on his ears. The appetite of the Fox

being aroused, he thought to himself, " Doubtless its flesh and skin will be in

proportion to the sound." Leaving his place of ambush for the Fowl, he looked

up into the tree : the Fowl, being put on her guard by this circumstance, hur-

ried away. The Fox, after a hundred toils, scrambled up the tree, and laboured
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persistently, till at lengtli lie tore open the drum, but found nothing beyond

parckment and pieces of wood. The fire of remorse entered his heart, and the

tears of regret began to fall from his eyes : he exclaimed, " Alas ! that on account

of this mighty mass, that is nothing but wind, that lawful prey has slipped from

my hands, and I have derived no benefit from this flimsy figure."

The drum is indeed perpetually sounding,

But what result is there, since nothing is within 1

If you are wise, seek the substance

;

Be not deceived with the appearance, for that is nought.

" I have narrated this story that the King may not abandon the pleasures of

hunting and exercise on account of a formidable sound and imposing figure. If

the matter be carefully investigated (it will be seen that) nothing arises from

that sound and bulk ; and if the King command it, I wiU go up to him, and make

known to your Majesty the explanation of the affair, and the real truth as to his

business." The speech of Damnah pleased the Lion, iii accordance with whose

orders he went in the direction of that sound : but when he was out of the

Lion's sight, the latter began to reflect, and to regret that he had sent Damnah,

saying to himself, " I have committed a great error and acted thoughtlessly

:

and sages have said that there are ten classes of men upon whom a king should

place no reliance as regards intrusting them with secrets, and to whom he must

not give a hint, relative to such of his private affairs as he is particularly de-

sirous to keep undivulged :— 1st, He v^'ho, without having committed any

crime or misdemeanour, has experienced at court injustice and reproach, and who
has had for a long time to endure grief and vexation. 2d, He whose pro-

perty and reputation have been lost in the service of the king, and whose means

of livelihood have thereby become straitened. 3d, He who has been dis-

missed from his post, and has no hopes of regaining his situation. 4th, The

miscliievous wretch, who foments disturbance, and has no inclination for peace

and repose. 5tli, The criminal, whose friends have experienced the sweets of

pardon, whUe he himself has tasted the bitterness of punishment. 6th, The

culprit, whose comrades have been chastised, while, as regards liimself, more severe

measures have been adopted. 7th, He who does approved duty, for which he

has been unrequited, while others, without past service, obtain more favours than

himself. 8th, He, whose post an enemy has sought, and having at length

superseded him, and gained his station, has become the associate of the king.

9 th, He who deems his own advantage to be coupled with the ruin of the

king. 10th, He who, not having found favour at the court of his monarch,

makes himself welcome with the enemy of his king.

" To these ten classes of men kings must not intrust their secrets, on the prin-

ciple that, until the rectitude, and honesty, and generosity, and worthiness of

any one shaU have been well tried, they should not make him become apprised

of their secrets.

Tell not your secret to every person ; for in this globe of the earth

We have travelled much, and found not one to whom a secret could be con-

fided.

" Therefore, in accordance with these premises, it was not judicious to have been

hasty until Danmah had been proved, and it seems removed from the path of

Avisdom and prudence to have sent him to an enemy. Now this Damnah ap-

pears to be a person of intelligence, and has for a long time experienced slights
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and disappointments at my court. If (God forbid !) the thorn of annoyance has

pierced his heart, he will in such case intrigue and raise discord, or else, finding

an enemy superior to me in power and pomp, and feeling an inclination for his

service, will make him acquainted with what he has learnt of my secrets, and

certainly the remedy thereof would be beyond the reach of deliberation. Why
have I not practised the saying, ' Oircumspection is to have a had oj-jirdon ' ? and

why have I deviated from the spirit of the sage's maxmi ]

Be not evil-minded, but suspicious.

And rest secure against treachery and deceit.

" If misfortune should arise from this mission, I should deserve a hundred times

as much." Indulging in such reflections, in great perturbation of mind, he

alternately rose up and sat down, and scanned the road with eager eyes. Sud-

denly Damnah appeared in sight. The Lion became somewhat tranquil, and

remained in his place. Wlien Damnah arrived, after performing the dues of

obeisance, he said

:

" May our King endure as long as the sphere revolves !

May the sun of his fortune shine on his servants !

" 0 Monarch of the world ! he whose noise reached joxvo august ears, is an Ox,

busy grazing in the neighbourhood of this forest, who has no business beyond

eating and sleeping, and whose ambition does not extend beyond his throat and

stomach." The Lion inquired, " What is the extent of his power 1 " Damnah
said, " I did not see in him any magnificence or majesty which woidd enable me
to form an opinion as to his strength ; and to my mind, I discovered no such

grandeur as to lead me to consider him worthy of more than usual veneration."

The Lion replied, One must not impute to him weakness, nor should one be

thereby deceived, since the violent gale, though it does not injure delicate grass,

yet roots up mighty trees; and great and clever men do not display their

strength and prowess tiU they discover an enemy on an equality with

themselves."

When will the hawk be eager to pursue the finch 1

The falcon does not open his talons to hunt a gnat.

Damnah said, " It is not right that the King should attach so great weight to

the matter of the Ox, nor take so much, account of his importance, since, with

much discretion, I have discovered his designs and become acquainted with

the true state of his affairs ; and if your exalted mind demands it, and your

illustrious injunctions obtain the honour of being issued, I will fetch him, so that

having placed the face of attention on the line of obedience, he may cast the

coverlet of service upon the shoulders of affection." The Lion was pleased with

this speech, and commanded that the Ox should be brought to him. Damnah
approached Shanzabah, and Avith stout heart, and without thought or hesitation,

began the conversation.

He first of all said to him, " Whence did you come ?

" and when did you alight here 1 and for what reason have you visited this spot,

and proposed to take up your abode herein 1 " Shanzabah began to explain the

true state of affairs. Damnah, being apprised of his circumstances, said :
" The

Lion, who is king of beasts and monarch of these districts, has sent me with an

order to bring you to him, and has given me a command to the effect, that if
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you make liaste he will overlook any neglect wliicli hitherto may have been

observable relative to your doing homage ; but if you delay, I am immediately to

return, and report what has occurred." Shanzabah, who had heard the name of

the Lion and the beasts, was afraid, and said, " If you give me courage, and pro-

tect me from his punishment, I will come with you, and, through your kindness,

obtain the honour of domg service to him." Damnah entered into a compact

with him, and made such promises and conditions that the mind of the Ox was

relieved. Both turned their faces towards the dhection of the Lion. Damnah
went in advance, and informed the Lion of the approach of the Ox, who after

a while arrived, and performed the dues of homage. The Lion warmly interro-

gated him, and said, " When did you arrive in this quarter ? and what was the

cause of your coming 1 " The Ox retold his story in its entirety. The Lion

said, " Remain here, so that you may obtain a full share of our kmdness, liber-

ality, benevolence, and generosity ; for we have opened the doors of favour upon

the populace adjoining our territory, and have spread the bountiful tables of

kindness before the attendants of our threshold."

In this kingdom, though you travel much,

You will not find any one complain of us

;

Foremost in every business that we undertake.

We pay regard to the welfare of om- subjects.

The Ox having discharged the allowance of devotion and praise, bound on his

loins the girdle of service with eagerness and zeal. The Lion, on his part,

having conceded the privilege of access to the royal presence, day by day ad-

mitted the Ox into a closer intimacy. Having honoured and dignified him to an

unusual and undue degree. His Majesty in this way set about investigating

matters and searching out the real truth, and discovered the measure of Shan-

zabah's intellect and wisdom, and the degree of his judgment and experience.

He found him distinguished for great sagacity, and endowed with acuteness and

ability ; the more he examined into his qualities, the greater became his reliance

on his abundant knowledge.

He saw that he possessed a good disposition, and enlightened understanding,

Weighing his words, and estimating the worth of men

;

Possessed of knowledge of the world, and endowed with learning,

A traveller, and experienced in the ways of society.

The Lion, after reflection, deliberation, and due consultation, and after having

prayed for the blessing of God, confided his secrets to the Ox, whose station in

favour and prosperity every hour became more honourable, and his dignity with

regard to the issuing of orders and commands more eminent, till at length he

surpassed all the pillars of the state and nobles of the presence. Now when

Damnah saw that the Lion honoured the Ox to the last degree of excess, and

that, in granting him rewards and favours, he passed the bounds of modera-

tion, neither paying any attention to his (Damnah's) advice, nor consultmg him

respecting matters of importance, the hand of envy drew the coUyrium of disHke

across the eyes of his mind, and the fire of enmity threw the flame of jealousy

into the corner of his brain.

I Envy, wherever it creates a flame,

I First consumes the envious themselves.

Sleep and repose deserted him, and rest and quiet- removed their chattels from
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the region of his hosom. He went complaining to Kalilah, and said, "0 brother!

behold the weakness of my intellect, and stupidness of my comprehension ; for

my chief desire has been confined to promoting the repose of the Lion, and

I brought the Ox into his service. He, having obtained access and acquired

authority, has surpassed all the attendants at court, while I have fallen from my
position and dignity." Kalilah replied :

" My beloved, you did it yourself. What devices avail for what we have

ourselves performed 1

"

" You have struck this axe on your own foot, and you have yourself stirred up

this dust of strife in your own path, and to you has happened that which befell

the Devotee." Danuiah inquired, " Wliat was that 1 " ^

STOEY VIII.

Kalilah said :—It has been related that a certain King bestowed a valuable

dress and a costly robe of honour upon a Devotee. A Thief having learned this

fact, became covetous, and by way of discipleship repairing to the Devotee,

elected his service, and evinced zeal in learning the customs of the sect ; tUl by

such means he was admitted into confidence. One night, having found an

opportunity, he stole the clothes and fled. ISText day, the Devotee could not

see them, and finding that the new disciple had vanished, perceived that he had

taken them. Setting out towards the city in search of the Thief, he saw on the

road two animals lighting, and wounding one another's heads. Wliilst these two

sharp-clawed combatants, like lions, were contending with each other, and the

blood was dripping from the limbs and members of each of them, a Fox had come

up and was licking their blood. Suddenly, in the midst of their battle, Mr Eey-

nard came between them, and on either side received the shock of their heads

against his ribs, and was captured in the bonds of death. The Devotee, having

derived additional experience from this scene, passed on. In the evening, when

he arrived at the city, the gate being closed, he wandered about in every direction

seeking a place to halt. By chance a woman was looking down into the street

from the roof of her house : she discovered from the Devotee's bewUdered

manner that he was a stranger, and invited him to her home. The Devotee con-

sented, loosed his shoes in her house, and occupied himself in reading the Kuran

in a corner of her dwelling. This woman was notorious for her debauchery

and improper conduct, and entertained several damsels for purposes of immor-

ality and vice. One of them, the glance of whose beauty taught the secret of

loveliness to the nymphs of Paradise, and at the splendour of whose cheek

the world-illuminating Sun burned with the fire of jealousy ; whose languishing

eye, with the arrow of its glance, pierced the midst of the bosom like as it were

the centre of a target; and Avhose life-giving lips, with the sweetness of her

mouth, gave delight to the palate of the heart, like a bag of sugar

—

Walk majestic, moon-like, resembling the lofty cypress,

Two tresses entwined like a musky noose

;

From her delicate chin a ball (of flesh) protruded,

Upon which a necklace of double chin was suspended

;

As regards the necklace and ball, that adorable idol

Prom the Moon borrowed the necklace, from the Siin the ball

—
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had ^ become enamoured of a youth of handsome aiDpearance, dark-haired, witty,
of cypress-like symmetry, with aspect like the moon, sweet-tongued, and slender-

waisted, so that the lovely women of KHiata, on account of his curling locks,

writhed (in despair) like a hyacinth, and the sweet-lipped beauties of Samarkand
were, like the hearts of lovers, in distress because of their longing for his tumult-
exciting sweetness.

A face ! what sort of a face % A face like the sun.

Kinglets ! what sort of ringlets ? Each tress composed of curls.

And constantly, like the Sun and Moon, they abode together in one house, and,
like Venus and Mercury, were united in one constellation. Moreover, this

youth, on account of the jealousy of his love, would not allow any other com-
panion to taste a draught from the cup of the society of that damsel, nor those
thirsting in the desert of pursuit, after a thousand troubles, to reach the pure
fountain of her (presence).

My jealousy on your behalf is such that, were it possible,

I would not permit you even to enter the thoughts of others.

The wicked old woman became straitened in circumstances owing to the damsel's
proceedings, and powerless through loss of income. Not being able to triumph
over the damsel, who had thrown off the veil of propriety, and had devoted
herself heart and soul to love for her sweetheart, she of necessity planned
the destruction of the young man. The very night that the Devotee arrived
at her house, she had matured her schemes, and having watched her opportunity,
measured out a deep draught of wine to the lover and his mistress. When the
inmates of the house were retired, having put a little deadly poison, pounded,
in a reed, she then extended it to the young man's nose, and seizing one end in
her mouth, placed the other up his nostrils intending to give a blow, and thereby
convey the deadly effects of the poison to the young man's brain ; but suddenly
he sneezed, and from the force of the moisture which came from his brain,

the whole of the poison went into the throat and gullet of the old woman,
who became at once a corpse.

You also will meet with that fate which you have planned for others.
|

^ The Devotee saw these proceedings. At length the night, which in duration
resembled that of the Day of Judgment, was, after much anxiety, succeeded by
the dawn, till the hour when the devotee. Morn, having been liberated from
the womb of the darlaiess of night, had spread the carpet of adoration before
the high altar of the horizon; and the meaning of the exalted maxim was
made known to men—" And lie will send them forth from darkness into light."

The mirror-like dome (of the sky) was bright.

The mirror of polished metal lost its rust.^

The Devotee, having withdrawn himself from the dark house of wickedness
and sin amongst those people, sought another abode. A Shoemaker, who con-
sidered himself one of his disciples, by way of receiving a blessing, brought the

1 In the Persian text this part of the sentence is separated from the other portion by an interval
of four or five lines.

2 I have somewhat deviated from the exact translation of this passage, which should be " The
Devotee, when he saw these proceedings, the Devotee withdrew himself from the
dark house," &c. ;

but the rendering as above seems more agreeable to English ears.
3 See Note 2, p. 51.
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reli<^ious man to liis house, and instructed the inmates to look after him while

he himself went to a banquet with some friends. His wife had a lover of good

disposition, with handsome face and luxuriant curls-

Witty, gallant, roguish-eyed, and amorous,

Whoever may be so handsome would cause ruin to the soul.

Their accomplice was the wife of a Barber, who by her enchantments made fire

and water blend together, and, by her mellifluous speech, melted hard stone like

wax

—

Mischief-making, who, deceitfully reciting a verse,

Made the gnat to have an affection for the phoenix

;

Making use of a crystal rosary

;

In the place of a cord, she took a Brahminical thread

;

Her lips moved in prayer—her prayers were full of deceit and perfidy

;

Outwardly spotless garments, inwardly the stain of fraud.

The wife of the Barber, when she found the house empty, sent a person to her

accomplice, desiring her to teU her lover, " To-night there is sugar without the

annoyance of flies, and companionship without interruption from the pohce and

patrol

Arise ! and come here : you and I know (for) what

!

Her lover, in the evening, having come to her house, was awaiting the " Open-

ing of the door," when suddenly the Shoemaker, like an unexpected calamity,

made his appearance, and saw the man at the door of the house. The truth was

that previous to this the Shoemaker had some suspicions, and there was a doubt

in his mind as to the relations between his wife and this young man. On the

present occasion, when he found him at the door of the house, the side of con-

viction prevailed, and entering the building in a great rage, he began to beat his

wife After chastising her severely, he tied her firmly to a post, and placed

his own head upon the pillow of repose. The Devotee was arguing withm

himself • " To strike this woman without apparent cause, and without visible

offence, is contrary to manly behaviour; and it is my duty to make intercession

for her and not acquiesce in this inconsiderate behaviour,"—when, suddenly,

the Barber's wife arrived, and said, " 0 sister ! why do you keep this young

man waiting so long % Step forth quickly, and prize the opportunity for love.

If the lover purposes asking for the grief-sick one,

Say "Welcome, for there stiU remains a breath."

The wife of the Shoemaker, in tones of melancholy, caUed to her side the

Barber's spouse, and said :

0 tranquil mind ! what do you know of the vexed heart 1,

What do you understand of the torments of deeply-afflicted lovers %

0 Ringdoves, fluttering on the top of the cypress !

What do you know of the grief of mind of birds who are snared %

" 0 dear friend ! listen to my miserable lamentation, and become acquainted with

my wi-etched condition. This harsh, unkind husband, perhaps has seen him at

the door, since he rushed into the house like a madman, and, after violently

beating me, with cruel severity tied me to this post. If you have compassion on

me, and are disposed to extend pity towards my friend, quickly loosen me, and
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help me to tie you to this pillar in my place. After as soon as possible I have

made an apology to my companion, I will return and release you. By doing

this, you "vvill both place me under an obligation to you, and will also confer

a favour on my friend." The wife of the Barber, from excess of kindness,

having agreed to loose the Shoemaker's spouse, and be bound herself in her place,

sent her away. The Devotee, hearing this conversation, became possessed of a

thread regarding the quarrel between the husband and his wife. In the mean-

while the Shoemaker, being awakened, called to his wife. The Barber's wife,

fearing that, not recognising her voice, he would learn the whole matter, had

not courage to answer. Much as the Shoemaker cried out, yet not a breath

proceeded from the Barber's wife. The fire of his wrath being kindled, he

snatched up a cobbler's knife, and going to the post cut off the nose of the

Barber's wife, and placing it in her hand, (exclaimed,) " Behold a present you

may send your lover
!

" The Barber's wife, through fear, did not breathe a

sigh, and said to herself, "What a strange affair !

One has tasted the pleasure, another has experienced the pain !

"

Wlien the Shoemaker's wife returned and saw her adopted sister with her nose

cut off, she was extremely grieved, and, with many apologies, untied her and

bound herself to the pillar ; while the Barber's wife, with her nose in her hand,

set out for her own house.

From astonishment, sometimes she smiled, and sometimes wept.

The Devotee saw and heard all these proceedings, and was more and more aston-

ished at these marvels, which became manifest from behind the curtain of

obscurity. The wife of the Shoemaker, resting awhile, then in prayer extended

the hand of deceit and guile, saying, " 0 Lord ! 0 King ! Thou knowest that my
husband has cruelly treated me, and has bound on my neck by calumny and

falsehood a crime which I have never committed. By Thy mercy show pity,

and give me back my nose, which is the ornament of the face of beauty."

During the time that the wife Avas making this intercession, the husband awoke,

and hearing her deceitful lamentation and mischief-making prayer, cried out,

" O bad and corrupt woman ! what prayer is this you are making 1 and for

what are you asking 1 The petition of the wicked avaUs but little at this court,

and the supplications of the impious are not current in this quarter."

\ Should you desire a matter from the invisible world to be unravelled,

1 You must have both a pure tongue and a clean heart.

Suddenly the woman cried aloud, " 0 tyrant and oppressor, arise ! that you may
see the Divine power and Infinite goodness, since in that my skirt was undefiled

from the disgrace of this accusation. Almighty God has restored my mutilated

nose, and freed me, amongst mankind, from ignominy and dishonour." The

simple-minded man arose, and having lighted the lamp, advanced and saw his

wife uninjured, with her nose in its place, nor could he anywhere find any trace

of wound or injury ; in short, having confessed his fault, he busied hijnself

apologising, and, with the utmost kindness, asked her pardon. He then unfas-

tened the bands from her hands and feet, and made a vow that, without positive

evidence and clear proof, he would not again proceed to such extremities, nor,

on account of the tattle of every mischief-making tale-bearer, vex his innocent

wife and virtuous spouse ; and that for the rest of his life he would not disobey
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the commands of tliis chaste matron, whose prayers assuredly had no screen (of

deceit) before them.

On the other hand, the Barber's wife, with her mutilated nose in her

hand, came to her own house, overpowered with anxiety as to Avhat stratagem

she should devise, and how explain this affair to her husband, and what

excuses she should make in the matter to her friends and neighbours; also

what answer she should give to the inquiries of her family and acquaintances.

In the meantime the Barber awoke, and called to his wife, " Give me my imple-

ments, for I am going to the house of a certain gentleman." The wife delayed

replying, and deferred giving him his implements, but at length handed her

lord a solitary razor. The Barber, in a rage, in the darkness of the night, threw

the razor towards his wife, and began to abuse her. She threw herself down, and

screamed ou.t,
" My nose ! my nose !

" The Barber was amazed ;
and the friends

and neighbours, having entered, saw the wife with her garments, stained with

blood, and her nose cut off. They reproached the husband, who, helpless,

remained in a state of bewilderment, possessing neither power to confess nor

tongue to deny. But when the world-illuminating morn drew aside the curtain

of darkness, and the earth-revealing mirror of the sun was shining like the cup

of Jamslnd"^

—

The Commander of the East hoisted his standard

;

The Monarch of the West was immersed in a sea of blood

—

the friends of the woman, being collected together, lirought the Barber before the

Magistrate. By chance, the Devotee had also come out from the Shoemaker's

house, and, by reason of the bonds of friendship which existed between himself

and the Magistrate, was present at the court of justice. The usual inquiries

were made, after which the friends of the Barber's wife gave their account of the

affair. The Magistrate then asked, " 0 sir
!

'
why did you think proper, without

apparent crime and legitimate cause, to mutilate this woman?" The Barber,

being perplexed, was unable to make any excuse ; and the Magistrate, in accord-

ance with the peremptory command, " And for toounds retaliation" gave orders

for retaliation and punishment. The Devotee arose, and said, "0 Judge! re-

specting this matter, some reflection is necessary, and the eyes of penetration

must be opened—since the Thief did not carry off my garments, nor have the

wild animals killed the Fox, nor did the poison kill the wicked woman, nor

has the Shoemaker cut off the nose of the Barber's wife
;
nay, more, we ourselves

have produced all this mischief." The Magistrate withdrew his hand from the

Barber, and turned his face towards the Devotee, (saying,) " Give us an inter-

pretation of this pithy saying, and an explanation on this point." The

Devotee narrated all he had heard and seen, from beginning to end, and said,"

" If I had not had the desire to get a disciple, and had not been deceived by

the foolish talk of the Thief, that artful knave would not have found his oppor-

tunity, and would not have carried off my garments ;
while, if the Fox had not

displayed great greed and cupidity, and had refrained from bloodthirstiness, the

accident from the wild beasts would not have befallen him. If, too, the profli-

gate woman had not planned the death of the imprudent young man, she would

not have given her sweet life to the winds ; and if the Barber's wife had not

aided in that unlawful act, she would not have been mutilated and disgraced.

Whoever does wrong must not expect good, and whoever seeks for sugar-cane

must not plant the seeds of the wild gourd.

1 Jamslud is said to have possessed a cup in wliich were depicted future events.
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Thus spoke a wise and experienced sage

—

' Do not wrong, lest you suffer ill from the world.'
"

" I have related this story that you may know that you have shown yourself

this path of trouble, and opened the door of this grief and misery upon your-

self."

Anyhow, of whom shall we complain, since all that has happened to us is the

result of our own actions 1

Daninah said, " You speak truly, and I myself have done this. ISTevertheless,

what means of liberating myself do you propose, and what method of undoing

this knot do you suggest % " Kalilah replied, " From the first I was opposed to

you respecting this matter, and did not agree with you relative to the commence-

ment of this affaix ;
now, also, I find it expedient to keep myself aloof from this

business, and see no cause for interfering. Perhaps, however, you will devise

something on your own behalf, for it has been said,

'Every one knows his own affairs best.'"

Damnah replied :
" It has occurred to me to compass this matter with arts of

finesse, and to try every possible means to eject this Ox from this position—nay,

more, to have him expelled from this country, since I cannot permit any delay or

sloth, when it becomes a question of self-defence ; and if I be negligent, I shall

not be excused by men of wisdom and courage. Moreover, I do not seek any

new post, nor am I soliciting any more than that which pertains to my service

;

and wise men have observed that there are five contingencies in which men of

intelligence may be pardoned for taking action: 1st, In the search for a dignity

and station which they formerly held ;
2d, In avoiding an evil of which they

have already had experience ;
3d, In protecting the gains they possess ;

4th, In

extracting their souls from the whirlpool of calamity which may have encircled

them ; 5 th, In contemplating the means of obtaining gain, and averting evil as

regards future times. And I am striving to recover my own position, and that

the splendour of my state may be renewed : and this is the way ; with craft I

wiU pursue the Ox tni he shaU bid farewell to the earth's expanse, or, at any

rate, shaU pack up his traps from this abode ; for I am not less poAverful than

that weak Sparrow Avho became revenged on the Hawk." Kalilah inquired,

" How was that 1
"

STORY IX.

Damnah answered : I have heard that two Sparrows had built their nest on the

branch of a tree, and as regards this world's goods, were satisfied with water

and grain. On the summit of a hill, at the foot of which that tree happened to

be, a Hawk had his abode, who at the hour for seeking his prey used to dart

forth from his nook like lightning, and as a thunderbolt clean consume the

harvest of life of tender-winged birds.

Were he at any time to strike his talons upon the birds,

Were there fifty ^ such, he would bear them all away.

WHienever the Sparrows hatched their young, and the time was nearly come

1 There, is a play upon words hi the Persian text, which cannot be retained in tlie translation.
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that they should fly, the Hawk would dart out from his hiding-place, and seizing

their little ones, make them food for his own ofispring. Now, m accordance

with the command, "Love of liome is a paH of those Sparrows were

unable to remove from that abode; while, owing to the cruelty of the tyrannical

Hawk, it Avas also impossible to remain.

Neither bent on travelling, nor desirous of reniauiing.

Once upon a time their brood, having become strong and fledged, used to move

about and the father and mother, rejoicing at the sight of their offspring, were

delighted with their attempts to fly. AH at once the thought of the Hawk crossed

their minds, and in a moment, rolling up the carpet of delight, they began with

perturbation and impatience to lament and complain. One of the young Spar-

rows on whose brow the marks of discretion and maturity were manifest, having

inquired into the cause of that circumstance, and the reason of their change from

mirth to sadness, they replied, " 0 son !

Do not ask us as to what degree is this anguish of heart

;

Inquire from the tears in our eyes, since they are our interpreters."

They then related all the particulars respecting the cruelty of the Hawk and the

carryinc- off of the young ones. That son replied :
" To turn one's neck from

the commands of Fate and the will of Providence is not becoming to creatures

But the ' Causer of causes' has appointed a remedy for every ailment, and sent

a cure for every woe; assuredly if you use your best efi-orts to avert this calam-

ity and take steps to untie this knot, both the misfortune may be warded ott

from us and the burden also be removed from your minds." The Sparrows

approved of this speech, and one of them remained to look after the little ones,

while the other flew away in search of a remedy. When he had proceeded a

short distance he fell mto this train of thought, " Where shall I go, and to

whom shall I tell the grief of my heart 1

"

\ I am seized with sadness of heart, and do not know the remedy for angTiish of

mind

;

The cure for heart-ache is difficult enough—am I not aware of it 1

At length it occurred to his mind that he would narrate his story to whatever

animal might first come in view, and would ask from him a remedy for his

affliction By chance a Salamander, having appeared from out of a mine of fire,

was strolling about in the expanse of the desert; the eyes of the Sparrow

alio-hted upon him, as his strange shape and pecidiar aspect came mto sight. He

said to himself, " ' I have fallen upon goocV Come ! I wUl disclose my internal

o-rief to this strange bird; perhaps he may undo the knot of my business, and

show me the way towards a remedy." He then, with great respect, approached

the Salamander, and after the usual salutations, observed the customs of offermg

service and the Salamander also, with considerate words, discharged the dues

of kmdness towards traveUers, and said, " Signs of fatigue are visible m your

countenance ; if it is from weariness of travelling, remain a few days in these

parts, so that repose may take its place; and if things are otherwise, explain

matters, so that, to the extent of my power, I may strive to remedy them.

The Sparrow opened his mouth and represented to the Salamander his state of

misery, in a manner that, if he had told it to a flinty stone, it would have crum-

bled in pieces from distress of mind.
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To whomsoever I recount my tale,

I open a hundred fresh sores in the heart of that helpless one.

On hearing this story the fire of the Salamander's pity was kindled, and he

said, " Be not sad, for I will avert this calamity from your head, and will this

night arrange to burn the Hawk's home and nest, with all that therein is
:
do

you show me where you live, and return to your offspring till I come to you."

The Sparrow pointed out the situation of his dwelling in such a manner that

the Salamander remained in no uncertainty thereon ; and with glad heart, and

a mind free from the burden of grief, turned his face towards his own nest.

Wlien evening was arrived, the Salamander, with a number of his own kith

and kin, each of them carrying a quantity of naphtha and sulphur, set out

towards that abode
;
and, under the guidance of the Sparrow, betook themselves

to the neighbourhood of the Hawk's nest. The Hawk, together with his off-

spring, unprepared for any calamity, had eaten to repletion, and fallen asleep.

The Salamanders, having thrown on the nest the naphtha and sulphur which

they had brought, turned back ; and the wind of Divme justice having blown,

the flame of vengeance burst upon the nest of that Tyrant. He and his

brood woke up from the sleep of carelessness at a time when the hand of pre-

vention was helpless to extinguish that fire, and aU were in a moment, together

with home and nest, burnt to ashes.

The tyrant raised a conflagration by oppression

;

When the flames arose, they consumed him first of all.

" I have narrated this story, that you may know that every one who labours

to repel an enemy, notwithstanding that he himself may be small and weak, and

his rival great and powerful, may hope for victory and triumph." Kalilah said :

"Now that the Lion has distinguished the Ox from among the rest, and

hoisted the standard of his fortune, it would appear extremely difficult to divert

the affection of the King's heart from him, or to cause the Monarch to alter his

feehngs towards him: for sovereigns, when they patronise any one, do not,

Avithout good reason, disgrace him, nor, unless some great event happens, do

they cast out of their sight him whom they have exalted."

I

Water does not draw wood below—what is the reason 1

\ It is ashamed to bear to its depths that which it has itself nourished.

Damnah rejoined: "What grounds can be more complete than these, that the

King has in an undue measure patronised the Ox, and has allowed the other

Ministers to fall into contempt, till, necessarily, they have become disgusted with

his service, and the advantages of their labours and the fruit of theii- advice

are lost on him 1 From such a state of affairs great calamities must be anti-

cipated. Wise men have said that danger may arise to a king and misfor-

tune to a covmtry from any one of six things: 1st, Mortification— that is,

causing the well-wishers to become disappoiuted in hun, and leaving men of

wisdom and experience in disgrace. 2d, Strife—which is such that unreason-

able war and inconsiderate undertakings arise, and the swords of antagonists

become unsheathed. 3d, Lust—that is, having a passion for the fair sex, and

excessive love of the chase; being addicted to wine, and having an inclina-

tion for trivial pursuits. 4th, Adverse fortune—that is, such occurrences as

happen in the worid, like plague, famine, earthquake, fire, flood, and the such-

like. 5th, Hastiness of temper—that is, readiness to quarrel, and an eagerness
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to inflict torture and punishment. 6th, Ignorant stupidity— which is this,

havino- in time of peace an inclination for war, and during warfare being dis-

posed" for peace; at a period of concHiation entering into disputation, and

where the barriers of harshness should be drawn across, opening the door of

kindness.

Peace and war out of season are of no service

;

Let a rose keep its place as a rose, and a thorn as a thorn."

Kalflah said : " I perceive that you have girded your loins for revenge, and are

lyina in ambush for Shanzabah, and wish that through your own agency some

harm may befall him. Now I know that the infliction of injury produces no good

effect, and that, as a retribution, the evH of every person wiU revert to himself.

He who did Avrong experienced nought but evil

;

Misfortune quickly recoiled upon hini.

And whoever opens the eye of warning and observes ^ the retribution of bad and

<Tood doubtless will be disposed towards mercy and compassion, and will restrain

his hand and his tongue from oppression and inflicting pam
:
m such sense

a Monarch, the dispenser of Justice, spoke." Damnah inquired, "How was

that 1

"

STOEY X.

Kalilah rephed : I have heard that in former times there was a certain King

who opened the hand of despotism and oppression, and placed the foot of per-

verseness beyond the path of justice and kindness.

World-consuming, merciless, and tyrannical.

From his bitterness the face of the earth itself became soured.

Men day and night, by reason of his injustice, lifted up thek hands in prayer

and loosened the tongue of imprecation. One day this Monarch went hunting,

and on his return issued a proclamation saying, " 0 men ! till to-day the eyes of

my heart have been veiled from beholding the countenance of rectitude, and the

hand of my misdeeds has drawn the sword of tyranny across the faces of the

abject oppressed and the sorrowful injured ; now I am become honestly resolved

to protect my subjects, and firmly determined to dispense justice. This is my

hope, that after to-day the hand of any oppressor will not strike the knocker

of annoyance upon the door of my subjects' houses, nor the foot of any tyrant

touch the threshold of the abode of any poor person."

Do not look for plenty in those regions and lands

"Where you see the peasant distressed by the King.

On this good news fresh life appeared to his subjects, and owing to this happy

intelligence the Kose of delight of the poor blossomed in the Garden of Hope.

Prom this blessed news that has suddenly come,

Kejoicing has reached the heart, and glad tidings the soul.

In short, the felicity of his justice reached such a climax that lambs drank milk

1 tki-iU in tlie Persian text is a misprint for ik^iL •
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from tlie breasts of fierce lions, and the pheasant also by way of recreation

played with the hawk. On this account they gave him the name of the "Jus-

tice-dispensing King."

So surely did he lay the foundation of justice.

That fire became the protector of sulphur.

One of the Privy Councillors of the State, at an opportune time, asked the par-

ticulars of the case, and made inquiry regarding the change from the bitterness

of violence and oppression to the sweetness of kindness and confidence. The

King replied :
" The day that I went hunting, I was galloping in every direction,

when suddenly I saw a Dog running after a Fox, the bones of whose leg he

crunched with his teeth. The hapless Fox, maimed in his leg, crept into a hole,

and the Dog returned. All at once a Man on foot threw a stone and broke

the Dog's leg ; he had not gone many steps when a Horse kicked the Man on

foot and broke his leg, and that Horse also had not proceeded far on the road

when his foot slipped into a hole and it was broken. I came to my senses and

said to myself, ' Do you observe what they have done and what they have seen 1

Whoever does that which is not right will experience that which is not

agreeable.'

"

Take care that you seek after good, and do not ^vrong,

Since you will experience both the bad and good.

If on all occasions you desire to do what is right.

You will see yourself exalted

;

And if you travel the road of evil, you yourself,

Euined, will suffer poverty.

"I have narrated this story that you may reflect as to retribution, and

abandon cherishing wicked thoughts, lest misfortune therefrom come upon you,

and the saying, ' Whoever dug a loell for Ms Irotlier, why, truly, he fell into it,'

should be manifested. A wise man has said, ' Do not wrong lest evil betide

thee, and dig not a pit lest thou fall into it thyself.' " Damnah said, " I am the

oppressed in this matter, not the oppressor, and suffer wrong instead of inflicting

injury ; and if the oppressed purpose to be revenged on his oppressor, what retri-

bution wiU foUow thereon 1, and if misery come upon the tyrant by the hand of

him who is aggrieved, what injury will thereupon arise 1 " Kalilah replied, " I

grant that in this matter ruin may not overtake your affairs ; but how will you

encompass the death of the Ox, since his strength is greater than that of yours,

and his friends and allies more numerous than your comrades and well-wishers'?"

Damnah answered, " The edifice of my arrangements must not be reared on great

strength and countless allies, but preference must rather be given to intelligence

and deliberation ; for it often happens that a matter is accomplished by stratagem

and device, which could not be effected by means of force and violence. Has it

not reached you how a Crow by stratagem encompassed the death of the Snake 1"

Kalilah said, "How was that?"
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STOEY XI.

Damnali replied : It has been related that a Crow had taken up her ahode in

the middle of a hill, and had made her nest in the cleft of a rock ;
and near to

that crevice there lived a Snake, the water of whose mouth was a deadly and

fatal poison, and the saliva of whose gums was the destroyer of the essence of

life and existence. Whenever the Crow had young ones, the Snake used to

devour them, and consume the Crow's heart with grief for the loss of her offsprmg.

When the tyranny of the Snake had passed aU bounds, the Crow, being in despair,

made known her troubles to a Jackal who was a friend of hers, saying, " I am

pondering over a means of escape from the misery which the Snake causes me,

and from the anxieties occasioned by this life-pursuing oppressor." The Jackal

inquired, " In what way Avill you proceed in this matter ? and by what stratagem

will you avert his mischief ^ " The Crow said, " I intend, when the Snake is

asleep, with my bloodthirsty beak to peck out his earth-seeing eyes, so that he

may not be able again to hurt those who are the light of my vision, and that my

children, who gladden my sight, may rest secure from the violence of his malevo-

lent glance." The Jackal replied, "This scheme is a deviation from the road of

propriety, since it behoves wise men to plot against their enemies in such a

manner that their own lives may not be imperilled. Take care and abandon

this design, lest you ruin yourself like the Heron, who endeavoured to destroy

the Crab, and gave his own precious soul to the winds." The Crow inquired,

"How was thatf

STOEY XII.

The Jackal replied : There was a certain Heron who took up his abode on the

borders of a lake. The principal object of his life was to search for fish, which

he used to catch according to his needs, and passed his existence in ease.

When the weakness of old age overtook him, and his bodily strength began to

give way, he became incapacitated from hunting fish, and was entangled in the

net of grief. He said to Mniself

:

Alas, the caravan of life ! that it should have so passed away,

That not even its dust has reached the atmosphere of our country.

" Alas ! that for trifles I should have given my precious life to the winds, and

not have hoarded anything which might be of service or assistance to me in the

time of my old age ! Nowadays I have no strength left, and one cannot dis-

pense with food^
;
my best course is to base my plans upon stratagem, and spread

the net of deceit and fraud."

Perhaps by this pretence my days may pass.

Thereupon he sat on the margin of the lake, like one uttering lamentations,

heaving sighs, and moaning. A Crab from afar beheld him, and coming near,

in pert tones thus addressed him :
" 0 beloved friend ! I see you are dejected

:

what is the cause of it % " He replied, " How can I be otherwise than melan-

1 This might also be rendered "strength." ^
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choly, for you know that my means of liveliliood and sources of support were,
that every day I used to catch one or two fish, and in such maimer procured a
bare subsistence, and food just sufficient to keep body and soul together 1 No
very great harm thereby befell the fish, and my time also was adorned with the
ornament of contentment and gladness. To-day two Fishermen, passing by, said,
' There are many fish in this lake ; we must take counsel respecting them.' One
answered, ' In such and such a lake there are more fish than there are here ; first

let us settle their business, and then turn our faces again to this spot.' ISTow if

things turn out in this fashion, I must sever my aff'ections from sweet life, and
connect them with the bitterness of death." The Crab, when he heard this

news, immediately turned back, and went to the fish and related to them the
sad intelligence just as he had heard it. Agitation and distress of mind

^ having fallen upon them, together with the Crab, they set out towards the
Heron, and said, " This news has reached us from you, and the reins of deliber-

ation have been snatched from our hands.

The more we look at this matter from head to foot.

Compass-like,^ from helplessness, the more we are bewUdered.

Now we wish to deliberate with you, since 'He lolio is consulted is trustwortluj.'

It behoves a wise man, even though he be an enemy, when he is consulted,
not to neglect the dues of advice—especially in a matter wherein his own advan-
tage lies. Now you yourself say that the permanence of your being is 'linked
with ours, and yoiu- life dependent on our existence : therefore, as regards our
business, what seems right in your eyes ? " The Heron replied, " I myself over-
heard this conversation from the mouths of the Fishermen; there appears no
means of resisting them, and nothing occiu's to my mind beyond this device

:

I know near to this a pool, of which the water, as regards purity, resembles the
true dawn, and in power of reflection surpasses the world-displaying mirror

:

you can count the grains of sand on its bottom, and see the eggs of the fish ia
its depths : and in spite of aU this, the diver. Understanding, cannot reach its

bottom, nor the traveller, Sense, see its shore ; and no fisherman has ever cast

a net in that pool, nor have the fish of that lake been enslaved by any other
bonds save the chain ^ of the waves.

It is a Lake like the sea
;

But a sea which is illimitable.

" If you can remove there, you may pass the rest of your life in ^security, tran-

cpiiilitj, repose, jind delight.'' They said, "This is a good idea, but without
your assistance and aid our removal is not possible." The Heron replied, " I
will not withhold from you anything within my power and ability; but the
opportunity is short—at any hour the fishermen may arrive, and the chance wUl
be lost." The fish entreated him, and, after much solicitation, it was agreed,
that every day having fetched several fish, he should convey them to that lake.

Then the Heron every morning brought several, and ate them on the top of a little

hill in that vicinity ; and when he returned, the others hastened to move and change
their abode, each one seeking to be in advance of the other. Wisdom, with the
eye of warning, contemplated their error and want of caution, and Fortune, with
a thousand eyes, wept over their miserable plight : and assuredly, whoever is

\
Those who make no progress are said to "move in a circle," such as would be described by a

pair of compasses.
^ I.e., the ,ripple of the waves.
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deceived by the flattery of an enemy, and thinks proper to rely upon a con-

temptible, badly-disposed person, Avill incur a like punishment. When some days

had elapsed, the idea of this lake entered the Crab's head, and he became anxious

to remove there. He communicated his intention to the Heron, who thought

to himself, " There is not any one more inimical to me than him ; it is best that

I should also carry him to his friends." He therefore advanced, and having

taken round his neck the Crab, set out towards the resting-place of the fisL The

Crab, who had from afar seen their bones, discovered what was the state of affairs,

and said to himself, " A wise man, when he sees that his enemy is compassing

his death, if he omits to exert himself to the utmost, will have assisted in his

own ruin ;
while, if he uses his endeavours, one of two things will result,—if

he be victorious, he wiU leave a name for bravery upon the page of time, or, if

unsuccessful, he will not, at any rate, be reproached for want of zeal and honour."

When an enemy purposes to kill you, to avert the calamity

Strive with might and main, if you have the reputation of being wise
;

Since, if successful, you will have obtained your end.

And, if you fail, then you will be exonerated from blame.

The Crab then threw himself on the Heron's neck, and began firmly to throttle

him. The Heron, who was old and weak, after little pressure on the throat,

became senseless, and falling through the air, lay prostrate in the dust. The

Crab let go his hold from the Heron's neck, and, taking his own path, bent his

steps in the direction of the remaining fish. Having added to the condolence

for absent friends congratulations for the safety of those present, he gave an

account of the circumstances which had happened. All were delighted, and

considered the death of the Heron as new life and perpetual existence.

A single breath of life, after the death of such an enemy,

I deem better than a hundred years of ordinary existence.

I do not rejoice at the decease of an adversary, but

One moment of separation from an enemy is better than aught you can tell me.

" I have narrated this story that you may know that many persons, through

deceit and fraud, encompass their own death, and also meet Avith ruin from their

own plots, according to the tradition, ' Base fraud does not take effect except upon

its author.' However, I will show you a method, the adoption of which will be

the cause of your own preservation and the destruction of your enemy." The

Crow said, " One must not neglect the caution of friends, nor act contrary to the

opinion of men of discernment."

0 Cup-bearer ! you direct me to the wine-shop :

To act contrary to your advice is not the way of friendship.

The Jackal replied, " The proper plan is this : You must fly aloft and cast

your eye over the roofs of the houses and over the plains. Whenever you see

an ornament which can be carried off, alight and bear it away ; and in the face

of Heaven fly along, in such a manner that you may not be hidden from the

eyes of mankind. Beyond doubt, some men vsdll follow after you in search of

tire ornament. Wlien you arrive near the Snake, drop the decoration upon him,

so that those persons may see him : first of all, they will release the Snake from

the cage of life, and then bear off the ornament. So your mind, without any

effort on your part to injure him, will obtain repose." The Crow, according

to the advice of the Jackal, setting out to a populous place, saw a woman, who,
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depositing a trinket ^ on the roof of a house, occupied herself with her ablutions.

The Crow carried it off, and, in the manner suggested by the Jackal, threw it

clown near the Snake. Some men, who were following the Crow, at once

crushed the Viper's head, and the Crow obtained deliverance.

An enemy departed from amongst us, and tears also from our bosom.

Damnah said, " I have narrated this story that you may know that what can

be accomplished by treachery cannot be effected by mere strength." Kali'lah

rejoined, " The Ox possesses strength, dignity, intelligence, and deliberation.

You cannot by treachery prevail against such a person, since in whatever direc-

tion you, Avith stratagem, make a breach, he with thought will repair it : per-

haps before you can make a supper from him, he may breakfast upon you.

But maybe the tale has not reached your ears of the Hare who planned the

capture of the Fox, and Avas herself entrapped 1 " Damnah said, " How was

that?"

STORY XIII.

Kalilah answered : I have heard that a hungry Wolf was traversing a forest

in search of food. He saw a Hare sleeping under the shade of some sprigs of

grass—the slumber of negligence having overpowered aU her limbs. The Wolf

deemed her a rare prey, and began slowly to advance towards her. The Hare,

in alarm at the Wolfs breath, and fear of his step, having aAvakened from

sleep, jumped up anxious to flee. The Wolf, occupying the middle of the road,

said :

" Come, come ! for I cannot bear your being so far away

;

Do not flee, do not flee, since I am in despair at your absence."

The Hare, from dread of him, was rooted to the spot, and, commencing to use

entreaties, rubbed the face of supplication on the ground, saying, " I am aware

that the fire of hunger of the chief of beasts is raging strongly, and that inordi-

nate appetite is aroused by your search after food. ISfow, with my insignificant

body and delicate form, I am not more than a solitary mouthfid for the King :

of what value shaU I be 1 and from eating me, what result ^ will accrue 1 Now,

near to this there is a Fox, who from excessive fatness cannot move along, and

from his immense obesity is unable to stir : it appears to me that his flesh,

owing to its juiciness and freshness, is like the water of life, and his blood,

owing to its sweetness and delicacy, resembles luscious sharbat. If your Excel-

lency wUl give yourself the trouble to go, by means of such stratagem as I can

devise, I will entrap him, and your Majesty may breakfast upon him. If this

pleasure be procured, AveU and good ; if not, then am I still your captive and

prisoner."

Bring others into your snares, since Ave ourselves are enslaved.

The Wolf Avas deceived by her artful stories and deceitful tales, and took the

road to Reynard's house. Noav in that neighbourhood there really Avas a Fox,

Avho could have taught even Satan treachery, and have given a lesson in decep-

tion and cunning to Understanding and the Imagination.

1 in the Persian text is a misprint for .

,

" Literally, " What will be hound ? what will he loosened?"
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A young Fox, active and artful was lie

;

Rather shall we say he was the lord of that district

;

He was the frolicking trickster of the plain and village

;

He took the precedence of all wild animals in gamhols

;

The beasts of the plain, also, were in lamentation on account of him,

And the village dogs howled because of him
;

The moment he sprang forth, he was lost to sight.

Sweeping the surface of the firmament with the brush of his tail.

The Hare had a long-standing enmity with him ; and at this time, having found

an opportimity, she purposed to be revenged. Having left the Wolf at the

entrance of the cavern, she stepped into the abode of the Fox, and performed

the customary salutations and welcome. The Fox also, with great respect,

returned the courtesy, and said :

" You are welcome : whence have you arrived 1—come and sit down :

Come in, for I will give you a place near my two eyes : sit down."

The Hare replied :
" I have for a long time been desirous of obtaming the plea-

sure of meeting you ; but on account of the impediments of fickle Fortune, and

the accidents of perfidious and inconstant Tune, I have been deprived of that

happmess. Nowadays a holy man, who in Egypt, by the king's condescension,

has been exalted to dignity, and who, throughout the kingdom of piety, cherishes

his disciples, having come from the holy sepulchre, has honoured this place with

a visit. Having heard, through fame, of the seclusion and retirement of your

Excellency, he has made your humble servant his medium, in order that the

eyes of his heart may be illumined by your world-adorning beauty, and the

nostrils of his soul perfumed by the odours of your musk-like words. If you

permit such a visit, well and good ; but if the time is not propitious, another

occasion may occur."

Either let him return from this door, like a sudden calamity.

Or let him alight, like an answered petition.

The Fox read on the page of this speech the appearance of treachery, and in the

mirror of these words beheld the semblance of deceit. He said to himself, " It

[is right that I should treat them in their own fashion, and pour some of their

I own drink down their own throats."

I
Against throAvers of clods, stones are cast in return.

The Fox thereupon warmly welcomed the Hare, and said :
" We have already

o-irded our loins with the deshe to assist travellers, and opened the door of our

cell upon the face of the pious, with the view of being benefited by the beauty

of their state and the perfection of their conversation, particularly in the case

of such a holy man as you describe. "What shortcomings in hospitality could

there be on my part towards a being of such perfect description as you have

been mentioning? or in waiting upon him, what trifle could I omif?

—

' For

the guest, ivhen he alirjJits, alights to his oivn appointed food;' and sages have

said :

In the world you find that every person eateth his own allowance,

Whether his loaf be on your table or on his own board
;

Therefore, you should accept as a favour your guest, seeing that

He consumes bread which is his own, though it be at your hospitable taljle.
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Nevertheless, I hope that you will delay a while, so that I may sweep

out the comer of my small abode, and spread for my guest of blessed foot

a carpet which may be worthy of the occasion." The Hare imagined that her

speech had deceived the Fox, who would at once honour himself by waiting on

the "Wolf. She accordingly replied :
" The person in question is one indifferent

to ceremony, and of disposition befitting a darwi'sh, and cares not for adornment

of place or garments ; but since your honourable mind wishes that ceremony

should be observed, it is of no consequence." Saying this, she retired, and laid

before the Wolf all that had transpired, and conveyed the good news relative to

the Fox being deceived ; and since, " In every novelty there is pleasure" he again

began afresh to describe the flesh and fat, and juiciness and freshness, of the

Fox. The teeth of appetite being sharpened, the Wolf's mouth watered at the

deliciousness of the Fox's flesh ; and the Hare, on account of this good service,

bethought herself to obtain her release. But the Fox, by reason of caution and

foresight, had a long time previously dug a deep pit in the middle of his abode,

and by degrees carried away the earth, and concealed the top with a few sticks

and straws ; and had also a secret way by which he could, in case of need, make

his exit. When he dismissed the Hare, he came to the edge of the pit, and

arranged the rubbish upon it in such a manner that, on the slightest occasion,

it would give way ; then having gone to the entrance of the secret passage,

he cried aloud, " Oh dear guest ! will you give yourself the trouble of stepping

this way ? " and at the same time that they came in, he made his exit from the

cavern. The Hare with great lightness of heart, and the Wolf with excessive

greed, came into that dark cell. The instant that they placed their feet upon

the rubbish, they fell to the bottom of the pit. The Wolf imagined that this

device was the act of the Hare, whom he instantly tore to pieces, and delivered

the world from the disgrace of her existence.

" I have narrated this story that you may perceive that stratagem is of no

avail against men of wisdom, and that he who is endowed with a share of

caution and foresight will not be deceived by the trickery of any one." Damnah
replied :

" It is as you say ; but the Ox is proud of himself, and is not on his

guard against my enmity. I may be able to overthrow him by means of this

want of caution, since the arrow of deceit, which is shot from the bow of

friendship, is the more efficacious : and perhaps you have not heard how the

cunning of a Hare prevailed against the Lion, and since he was unsuspicious of

treachery on the part of the former, he fell into the whirlpool of death, not-

withstanding his wisdom and intelligence % " IvaHlah said, " How was that ]
"

STORY XIV.

Damnah said : It has been related that in the neighbourhood of Baghdad

there was a meadow, the breezes of which added perfume to the fragrance of

Paradise, and the lustre of its odoriferous plants illumined the eyes of the firma-

ment ; from each one of its rosy-cheeked branches shone a thousand stars, at the

beauty of every one of which stars the nine Spheres were astonished.

The running stream in the verdure tarries in its course.

Like quicksilver in a mould of lapis lazuli

;

1
O^b^Lf^

Persian text is a misprint for ^j^-
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Sweet-scented herbs blossom on the banks of the rivulet

;

The zephyr scatters perfume, and the air is scented with musk.

And in that meadow were many wHd animals, who, on account of the agreeable

climate and the delightful plains, coupled withthe abundance of water -d pro usron

of cood things, used to pass their time in pleasure and repose But m the

nei^^hbourhood there lived a fierce-natured mischief-seeking L:on who every day

showed his evil-disposed face to those helpless creatures, and ^ejidered then-

life and existence disagreeable. One day they went m a body to the Lion

and having performed obeisance and submission, said: " 0 King !
we are come as

Tour subjects'and servants ; and you, every day, after much trouble and endless

ton, may either hunt down one of us or not, Avhile we, from dread of you are

always in the distraction of misery, and you, also, are wearied with the fatigue

of pursuing us. Now we have devised a scheme which may be productive of

ease to yourself, and the cause of security and quietude to ns. If you will no

trouble us in that manner, nor every day make our time niiserable, we

some came at breakfast-time as an allowance for the King's kitchen, and will not

suffer any negligence in the performance of this." The Lion gave his consent

thereto, and they every day cast lots, and according to the name of whomsoever

of them was drawn, they sent him as the allowance for the Kmg. In this way

a considerable period passed. One day the name of the Hare came forth, and

Fortune made her the target for the arrow of calamity She said to her friends

" If you use some leniency as regards sending me, I wiU deliver you from the

tyraniy of this oppressor." They replied, " In this matter there is no difficulty

The Hare waited an hour, tHl breakfast-time was passed; and the ferocious

nature of the Lion being aroused, he ground his teeth with rage and anger.

The Hare gently approached him, and found that he was very distressed, the

fire of hunger having upset him,i and the fierceness of his anger being mamfest

in his movements and posture.

To heat the oven of the stomach continually

WiU cause agony in the day when nothing is to be found.

The Hare saw that the Lion, from excess of rage, lashed the tail of revenge upon

the ground, and sought in his heart to violate the engagement ;
s owly she went

before him and greeted him. The Lion inquired, "Whence did you come?

and what is the case with the beasts 1" She replied, "According as it was

arranged, they sent a Hare in company with me, and we intended to pay our

respects together ; but a fierce Lion met us by the way, and seized her. Though

P used my best endeavours, representing ' these are the repast for the monarch

of beasts, and the allowance of the King,' he paid no attention to my words, but

said, 'This is my hunting-ground, and the game therein belongs to me.

Perhaps you have not heard that " Every lion has his forest
!

"
'

"0 Kina I he so boasted and bragged, in describing his strength and magnificence,

that I lost aU control, and having escaped from him, hastened to convey to your

enlightened mind a narrative of the case." A foolish sense of honour being

aroused in the breast of the hungry Lion, he said

:

« I am such a person that, in the art of piercing and striking,

I can instruct even lions in the mode of fighthig.

1 Literally, "having seated him on the wind."

2 " I
" seems more suitable to the context than the literal translation we.
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Wliicli of the lions will be bold enough

To place his claws upon my prey %
"

Whereupon he said, " 0 Hare ! can you show him to me, so^ that I may pluck

from him the justice which your heart demands, and may also wreak my own
vengeance 1 " The Hare said, " W[\j should I not be able 1 He has spoken of

the King various disrespectful words ; and if I had been able I woidd have

made the goblet of his skull a drinking-cup for the beasts of the plain."

But I hope in God that I may see him
In your clutches, according to my heart's desire.

Thus she spoke, and went in advance. The innocent-minded Lion, being de-

ceived by her treachery, followed in the rear. The Hare brought the Lion to the

top of a large well, the water of which, from its purity, like a polished mirror^

reflected objects with distinctness, and showed without blemish the nature of the

external form and appearance of every person looking down into it.

No one could look therein but that as regards his own image

He scanned it in its glittering surface.

She said, " 0 King ! your worthless enemy is in this well, and I am alarmed in

dread of him. If your Majesty will take me in your bosom, I will show you

your enemy." The Lion, having caught her up in his breast, looked down into

the well, and saw in the water the reflection of himself and the Hare : he

thought that it was the very Lion, with the Hare that Avas destined as his own
allowance in his clasp. Dropping her, he threw himself into the well, and

after two or three plunges consigned his bloodthirsty soul to the flames of Hell.

The Hare, returning in safety, apprised the animals of the circumstances of the

case. Having discharged the dues of thanks to Almighty God, they grazed in

repose in the gardens of security and safety, repeating this verse.

One quaff of water after the malevolent (are departed)

Is more enjoyable than a life of seventy years.

" By citing this story it may be gathered, that however strong an enemy may
be, it is possible in a period of careless indifference to gain the victory over him."

Kalilah said, " If you encompass the death of the Ox in such a manner that the

Lion may not be grieved, it is well, and you may be in a measure excused ; but

if his death cannot be effected without vexation in the King, beware that you

mix not yourself up with this business—for no wise man, in order to promote

his own personal comfort, will elect to cause Iris master pain." "With these

words the discourse terminated ; and Damnah, having abandoned attendance,

withdrew into the nook of retirement : till one day, having found an opportunity,

he burst upon the Lion privately, and stood like a person afflicted with melan-

choly, and grieved, with sore mind and drooping head. The Lion said, " It is

days since I have seen you. Is aU wellf Damnah replied, " May God grant

that the end may be well !
" The Lion jumped up and exclaimed, " Has any-

thing happened 1 " " Yes," he answered. The King ordered him to repeat it.

Damnah then said, " For that, privacy and leisure are necessary." The Lion

observed, " This very hour is opportune. Eepeat it as quickly as possible, since

important matters do not admit of delay ; and if the business of to-day be post-

poned till to-morrow, a thousand calamities will ensue."

1 in the Persian text is a misprint for ^ - See Note 2, page 51.
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Do not delay, but bring forward the chief matter,

Since in procrastination there is much misery.

Damnah began :
" It is not expedient to be rash in the utterance of any speech

which may meet with the disapprobation of the auditor ; and nothing should be

spoken witliout considerable deliberation and much reflection, unless there be

complete reliance upon the wisdom and discernment of the hearer; also it is

incumbent that the listener should regard the circumstances of the speaker,

whether or not he is likely to offer good advice in a friendly spirit. When he

is assured that the speaker has no motive beyond discharging the obligations of

gratitude for benefits received, it becomes him to lend a willing ear to what is

spoken, particularly when advantages and benefits may accrue to him therefrom."

The Lion responded: "You are aAvare that in acuteness of penetration and fulness

of wisdom I have become an exception to the rule, and that in hearing what

any one has to say I make kingly discretion the habit of my mind ; so without

ceremony say what you wish, and without hesitation do not conceal whatever

has occurred to your mind." Damnah answered: " I, too, have found permission

to be courageous, seeing that my confidence in the wisdom and knowledge of the

King is beyond all bounds
;
further, it is not disguised that I speak from mere

kindness and pure sincerity, and that I do not defile myself with doubts and

suspicions, with machinations and evil designs. However, nothing but the

touchstone of the royal mind will ascertain the genuineness of the coin of (my)

words."
,

'

Praised be God ! that the mouth of the King is a touchstone.

Which distinguishes between our base coin and pure metal.

Tlie Lion said :
" The completeness of your fidelity is evident, and the traces

thereof are manifest on the face of your affairs
;
and, altogether, your words are

fraught with kindness and friendly advice. Suspicion and doubt find no means

of obtaining an entrance about them." Damnah replied :
" The existence of

the race of animals is boilnd up with the duration of the life of the King;

therefore, every subject who is distinguished by, and celebrated for, the marks

of an honest disposition and pure descent should not, in the performance of

what is right, and in relating the truth, withhold his advice from the King ; for

wise men have said, ' Whoever conceals the truth from the King, or keeps his

ailment secret from the Physician, or does not think proper to proclaim his

poverty and want to his friends, will have been dishonest towards himself.'"

The Lion observed :
" Your affection and friendship have, before this, been

apparent to me, and I have perceived your honesty and integrity ; so now, say

what has happened, so that after learning all the particulars of the case, I may
devote myself to deliberating thereon." Damnah, when with treachery and fraud

he beguiled and deceived the Lion, opened his mouth and spoke

:

" 0 King ! may wisdom be thy guide.

May victory be thy friend, and foes thy scorn.

" Shanzabah has held private meetings with the chiefs of the army, and has

treated with the nobles of the state, saying, ' I have tried the Lion, and have

learned the measure of his force, strength, intelligence, and penetration ; and in

each of these have beheld many flaws and numerous infirmities.'

He was not such an one as we imagined,

Nor was he such as we had pictured him.
"

G
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previous to the advent of a calamity, have been filled with anxiety on my o-mi

account, and before the attack of misfortune have devised a plan of escape.

The remedy for an occurrence shoidd be taken before it happens
;

Eegret avails nought when the matter has got beyond your reach.

" ISTow when the season of flight is lost, it is a time for cunning and stratagem

;

and although it has been said that at the time of affliction dehberation no longer

avails, and that in the period of misfortune no further advantage can be derived

from the fruit of wisdom, yet, in spite of this, it behoveth a man of understand-

ing not in any way to be in despair respecting the beneficial results of know-

ledge, nor, in repelling the devices of an enemy, to admit of any delay or procras-

tination."^ Therefore, having feigned himself to be dead, he lay drifting upon

the surface of the water. A Fisherman took him up, and fancying he was

lifeless, threw him down on the edge of the bank. The Fish, with, subtlety, cast

himself into the running stream and escaped safe and sound.

Die, O friend ! if thou desii-est freedom.

Since without dying you will not find a friend.

The other Fish, in whose afliau's negligence was predominant, and in whose actions

incapacity was apparent, bewildered and stupefied, confoimded and irresolute,

went from right to left, and darted up and down, till at last he was captured.

" The King from the recital of this story shoidd be satisfied that in the matter

of Shanzabah despatch is needed; and that before the means and opportunity slip

away, he should with a sharp sword strike the fire of regret into the soul of that

base wretch, and having scattered to the winds of destruction the harvest of his

life, should cause the anguish of his family to reach the Heavens."

'V^Hren you are superior in power to a treacherous enemy.

With the stone of misfortune dash out his brains.

The Lion replied :
" Wliat you have narrated is understood by me ; but I do not

imagme that Shanzabah contemplates perfidy, or -will allow liimself to recompense

my former favours by subsequent treachery— for up to this time I have not

allowed myself (to display) ought but goodness and benevolence towards him."

Damnah said, " So it is ;
for, by these favours of the King, he has attained his

present position.

WHienever you choose you may produce a scar;

But as you can apply a salve, it matters not.

" An ignoble, badly-disposed person will be sincere and honest so long as he has

not reached the position at which he is aiming ; but when his object is gaiaed,

the desire to obtain other stations for which he is unfitted will arise from the

repository of his imagination : and wise men have said that the edifice of

service amongst the mean and imprincipled is (reared) on the rule of fear and

hope—when he becomes secure against the anxieties of terror, he makes tui-bid

the fountain of his goodwill ; and when, by the acquirement of property, he

becomes rich, the fire of ingratitude and rebellion breaks out." The Lion

responded, " Then as regards servants of a mean disposition and contemptible

mind, what kind of treatment must be pursued, in order that the traces of their

ingratitude may become evident]" Damnah answered, "They must not be

1 I fancy should be uiisj; .
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deprived of favour in sucli a manner that, having suddenly lost hope and

resi-ned service, they should turn towards the enemy; nor, on the _ other hand

must such wealth and fortmie be bestowed upon them that, havmg attained

great riches, presumptuous thoughts should arise with them Eather is it expe-

dient that they should pass their time between fear and hope, and that their

affairs should be constantly balanced between promises and threats,_ between

hopes and fears,—since wealth and security make them puffed up with them-

selves, thereby causing rebeUion and tuimdt, while despair and poverty make

servants bold, thereby occasioning loss of power to Kings."

The man without hope becomes bold and free-spoken

;

0 friend, do not act in such a manner that I shaU become desperate

!

The Lion said : " It occurs to my mind that the miiTor of the condition of Shan-

zabah is free from the rust^ of this description, and the page of his heart clean

and pure from the inscription of such a design. I have always befriended him,

and invariably sho^vn him unremitting kindness. Considermg that at aU times

he has received favour and courtesy at my hands, how can he, m return tor

that, plot evil and mischief?"

Since my heart, in affection for him, makes itself conspicuous,

Why should he hoist the banner in enmity to me

Damnah said: "The King should kn.w that nothing straight
_

ever proceeds

from a crooked-minded person; and that a badly-disposed individual of mean

origin, by trouble and painstaking, wiU never become
_

a man of amiable dispo-

sition and pure nature. ' Every vessel leaks with what is in it.'

From the bottle that which is within will trickle out.

" Perhaps the story of the Scorpion and the Tortoise has not reached the King's

illustrious ears 1 " The Lion inquired, " What was that 1

"

STORY XVL "
•

Damnah replied : A Tortoise was friends with a Scorpion, and they constantly

lived in friendsHp Avith one another, and in the display of affection—

Krom dawn tni tAvilight they were friends and companions,

From evening tiU morn they were associates and allies.

Once it so happened that, by force of circumstances, it was necessary that they

shoidd emio-rate from their native land. In company together they set out for

another place of security. By chance their way lay in the direction of a great

river, and a large running stream appeared in their path. Since it was impos-

sible for the Scorpion to cross the water, he remained bewildered. The lortoise

said "0 dear friend! what is the matter mth you, that you have given the

coUar of the garments of life to the hand of lamentation, and have gathered up

the skirt of your heart from joy and cheerfuhiess ?" The Scorpion replied,

« 0 brother ! the thought as to how I am to ford this water has plunged me into

the wliirlpool of trepidation, since it is not feasible for me to cross the stream,

and the power to separate from my friends is not possible."

1 See Note 2, page 51.
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You are going on, while I, broken-hearted, will remain

;

It is strange that without thee I exist—strange indeed that I exist at aU.

The Tortoise answered :
" Be not in any way dejected, for, bearing you across the

Avater without difficulty, I will bring you to shore, and having made a boat of

my back, I wiU make my bosom a shield against your calamities ; since it would

be wrong after acquiring a friend with difficulty to part with him with ease."

O companion ! go, with all you possess.

Purchase a friend, but do not part with him for any consideration.

The Tortoise having then taken the Scorpion on his back, cast himself into the

stream and moved onwards. Whilst swimming across a sound reached his ears,

and he felt a tapping on the part of the Scorpion. The Tortoise inquired,

" Wbat noise is that which I hear, and what action is it you seem busy per-

forming 1 " The Scorpion replied, " I am trying the point of my sting against

the coat of mail of your body." The Tortoise was excited and said :
" 0 un-

manly feUow ! on your account I have thrown myself into the whirlpool of

danger, and with the protection of the boat of my back, you are crossing this

water ; if you are not sensible of the kindness and attach no weight to the dues

of former intimacy, at any rate what is the cause of your stinging me 1 espe-

cially since it is certain that no injury will reach me from this proceeding, and

that your heart-irritating sting will take no effect on my stone-like back."

It is probable that the hand and heart of that person wiU themselves be

wounded.

Who in the way of altercation strikes his fist against a waU.

The Scorpion replied :
" God forbid that such ideas as these should ever, in the

whole period of my life, enter or have entered my mind ! It is no more than

this : my nature leads me to sting whether the wound be upon the back of my
friend, or the bosom of my enemy."

Whoever possesses a contemptible disposition.

It will, unwittingly, show itself on his part

;

The scorpion stings a stone.

Though he can produce no effect thereon.

The Tortoise thought to himself, that wise men have rightly said, " To cherish

a man of mean disposition, is to give one's own reputation to the winds, and

to lose the clue of one's own affairs."

There is no disinclination to pour on the earth gold and ornaments.

But there is an aversion to show kindness and manliness to the grovelling.

" It is a saying of the wise, that ' Whoever has no lineage in his origin, hope

has no share in him, since it is out of the order of things for a base-born person

to take leave of the world without doing evil to aU who may have befriended

him.'

"

HoAv is it possible to nourish a person of bad origin ?

Wliy should any one cherish a snake within his own house 1

The wild-gourd wiU not by cultivation produce the flavour of the sugar-cane.

Roses are not gathered by him who only nurtures thorns.

" From the narration of this story it may have crossed the enlightened mind
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nf tho Kinc that reo-arding the inconstancy and mean disposition of Shanzabah,

?r hoXt fiLd w^^^^ and ought to listen with ears of judgment to

he should
,

'„„ts Wlioever pays no attention to the advice

ancy over him.

" If a counsellor speaks with an air of severity, what matters it?

Patience is bitter, but it bears sweet fruit.

" And it must be known that the weakest of kings is he who is negligent regard-

int tt t ZLt on of affairs, and who holds in contempt the important matters

o \tie ™vho, whenever an event of magnitude occurs, lays aside caution

tr^s^ht an^^^ after that the opportunity is lost, and the enemy is victo-

rious, susptSs' Lse around him, and imputes the state of affairs to each one

of them."

The attention that you ought to bestow upon your own affairs.

Why should it be left to another %

And when, by so doing, you have committed an error.

Why should it be placed round the neck of another <

The Lion replied: "You have spoken with much assurance, and deviated

from he lmits of politeness; however, the speech of a counsellor must not be"o~ its roughness. As regards «^;-^tTdtr
tb«t he is an enemy, it is clear what action wiU proceed from him, and, as a

that he IS an
f^-^^^ existence derives support

S:rh b w^™ L^^^^^^^^ the source of my strength, ancl invariably herb-

at^ Mes ar subservient to brute creatures. I do not deem Inm of such

conTequent as to think that the idea of opposing me would enter his mmd, or

Z the desire of destroying me would find a place m his innermost heart.

men will it occur to an adversary to boast of fighting with such an one as

When can gnats contend with raging elephants i

" And if Shanzabah, like the Moon, should dare to oppose the Sun of my pros-

of Heaven, in the end he will fail."

The empty-handed, if he profess to be rich,

Is like a lame horse, who tries to amble.

I have exalted the head of that animal,

I wiU again bring the lasso round his neck.

Damnah rephed : " Let not the King be deceived, in that he says, ' He is my
Damnah replied

^.^^^ ^.^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^

vou he w4ll Lrhis endX -an^ of the united assistance of his friends
;
or else

Wecei^ InerMy, or stratagem and cunning, he may create impressions;

Sd arTest Wng incited the beasts to opposition against the King, they
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may league with him : and one person, however strong-bodied and powerful he

may he, cannot overcome a multitude."

Gnats, when in a mass, will attack an elephant,

Strong and robust though he be.

Ants, when working together,

Will drag off the skin of a fierce lion.

The Lion said :
" Your words have taken effect in my mind, and I am con-

scious of the integrity of your advice : but this idea has seized me,—I have

exalted him and raised his standard of power and advancement, and in public

meetings and gatherings, have recited his praises, and loosened my tongue in

laudation of his wisdom, intelligence, sincerity, and integTity : if I allow myself

to act in a contrary manner, I shall be charged with changeability of word,

levity of disposition, and imbecility of understanding, and my words will be

rejected in the minds of men, and my promise become of no value in their

hearts."

When you yourself have exalted the head of any person.

So long as it is in your power, refrain from overthrowing him.

Damnah rejoined :
" Good counsel, and a correct determination, are this

:

when there are indications of hostility on the part of a friend, and dependants

give themselves the airs of lords, one mxist at once close accounts with them,

and snatch one's skirt from their company and society : and before an enemy

finds an opportunity for breakfast, one must prepare his supper for him. ISTot-

withstanding that the teeth may be a man's old comrades, from whom various

benefits and advantages accrue to him, yet when they are diseased, no cure can

be found for their pain except extraction : and when food, which compensates

for the wear and tear of the body and nourishes the springs of life, becomes cor-

rupt in the stomach, there is no relief from the injury it occasions, except by

voiding it."

Him, who brings no consolation to thy afflicted heart,

Forsake, even though he has been to thee like thine own soul.

The fraud of Damnah produced its effect on the Lion, who said, " I abhor the

society of Shanzabah, and for me again to meet him is of the number of impos-

sibilities : my best course is to send some one to him, and making clear to him

the state of affairs, give him permission to go wherever he wishes." Damnah
fearing that, if this speech should reach Shanzabah, he would in such case lay

before the Lion his warrants of protection, and that his own deceit and treachery

would come out from the secret abode of concealment into the courtyard of dis-

closure, said, " 0 King ! this arrangement is far from prudent ; for so long as

words are not spoken the power of choice remains, but after they are uttered, the

remedy is beyond the region of one's capability.

A word not spoken, you have power to say

;

But when uttered it cannot again be kejDt secret.

" When a word escaj^es from the mouth, or an arrow flies from the bow, the

former cannot return to the speaker, nor the latter to the thumb-stall : and it has

passed into a proverb, that 'Wliatever comes to the tongue comes to ruin;' it has

laeen said, too, by a wise man, that ' The tongue is the interpreter of the mind,

the mind the lord over the region of the body, and the words of a speaker pearls
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from the treasury of existence ; so long as the door of the casket of conversation

is fastened with the nail of silence, and the seal of reserve placed on the top ot

the iewel-box of speech, aU the odoriferous herbs grow in safety m the garden

of life and all the young plants of existence produce the fruits of security and

repose • but when the rose-bush of eloquence begins to smile, and the nightingale

of oratory commences to sing, there cannot be security, since the fragrance of the

rose-crarden of speech wiU be either the cause of recreation to the heart and the

strenothening of the brain, or else will occasion the manifestation of defluxion

and be the source of headache : since when language is reserved, many dithcult

knots wHl be untied by one fehcitous expression, whereas, when speech is

mischief-making, by one sentence out of place the neck of the speaker wiU be

enchained with heavy bands.'
"

If, with the eye of wisdom, you reflect as to speech,

It is a capital Avhich brings both profit and loss

;

The proof thereof is this—that a witty saying hitherto unspoken,

Wm either render a person miserable with anguish of heart or bring him to liie.

Yes it frequently occurs, that the snare of pleasantry

Consigns the speaker to destruction, the moment the word escapes his lips.

" 0 Kincv I if this speech reaches Shanzabah, and he perceives how he is situated,

and sees^i his disgrace, maybe he will proceed to contend with you, and com-

mence battle, or else raise sedition. Men of caution do not visit an open fault

with a secret punishment, nor do they inflict a pubhc chastisement for a hidden

crime • the true course is, for you to meet his clandestine offence with a secret

retribution
" The Lion said, " To repel and reject one's attendants on mere sus-

picion and to labour to deprive them of their privileges without positive evidence

is like' striking an axe on one's own foot, and suddenly deviating from the road

of manliness and the path of integrity."

It is not acceptable, according to law and wisdom,

For a King to issue decrees without certain evidence ;

Since his commands, like the shafts of Heaven,

At one tune take away hfe, at another restore it.

Damnah answered :
" Men of authority cannot have better evidence than their

own inteUio-ence : so, when this treacherous rascal arrives, the King must scan

him with a careful eye, then the worthlessness of his fidehty wRl be evident m
his malevolent countenance, and the baseness of his designs in his revolting face.

Now the tokens of his inward deception are these : he will come before you

chan-ing colours and perplexed, and wiU look carefully about on the nght and

on the left, and before and behind, and prepare for strife and collect himself for

opposition
" The Lion said, " You speak well; and if I observe any of these

indications, assuredly the dust of doubt being removed from the road of truth,

the timidity of suspicion will be exchanged for the degree of true knowledge.

Damnah when he perceived that, by means of his mischief-makmg language, the

fire of misfortune had raised aloft in that quarter, was anxious to see the Ox,

and kindle on his part the flame of ruin.

Strife between two people is like fire :

The wretched interloper suppKes the fuel.

1 JujU* ill the Persian text is a misprint for AiiV"

.
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He Letliought himself that the interview with Shanzabah must come to pass at

the direction and counsel of the King, so that he might be removed from all sus-

picion. He said, " 0 Monarch ! if your exalted orders should attain the honour

of being issued, I will see Shanzabah, and having become acquainted with some

of the secrets of his heart and the treasures of his mind, will narrate them to

you." The Lion gave him permission. Damnah, like one overwhelmed with

grief and misfortune, approached Shanzabah, and observed the custom of saluta-

tion and greeting. The Ox, having exhibited reverence befitting, began in kindly

and considerate tones to say, " 0 Damnah !

Call to mind if ever you remember me.

" For many days you have not gladdened the eyes of friends with the light of

your beauty, nor made the cell of your companions a rose-garden with the

flowers of the plants of society and courtesy."

During your life, not one moment do you remember your friend

;

WMle not for an instant could he possibly not think of you.

Damnah replied :
" If by necessity I have been precluded from the honour of

meeting you, surely, body and soul, I have constantly, in imagination, been in

the society of your heart-ravishing beauty, and perpetually sown the seed of

friendship and affection in the soil of my mind.

I have made windows from my heart towards thee^ my life.

UnknoAvn to thee, I have often toyed with thee.

" Both in the cell of retirement and the corner of privacy I have been and will

be occupied in the duties of prayer and praise, which are the means of the

increase of prosperity and happiness." The Ox replied, "What is the cause of

your retirement ^ " Damnah said :
" When one cannot be master of one's own

inclinations, but is the slave of the orders of another, scarce drawing a breath

through fear and danger, never for a moment passing one's life and existence

save in dread and trembling, and not a word issuing from one's lips without ner-

vousness and terror, how should one not select the corner of one's abode, and

close the door in privacy against both stranger and friend ^

"

From the strife of this mischief-making age,

Arise and fly wherever you can

;

And if your foot has not power to run away, at least

Put out your hand and cling to the skirt of retirement.

The Ox replied :
" 0 Damnah ! speak more clearly than this, and be good

enough to enter more fully into particulars ; so that the advantages of your

advice may be more complete, and the benefits of your discourse more perfect."

Damnah said :
" There are six things in this world, wliich are not possible without

six others,—worldly possessions, without pride ; the pursuit after trifles, without

labour ; an assembly of women, without misfortune
;

partiality for the society of

base people, without disgrace ; association with the wicked, without repentance

;

attendance on the king, without calamity. To no one is it given to quafi" from

the wine-vault of this world without becoming intoxicated and insolent, and

lifting up the hand of rebellion from the collar of haughtiness and presumption •

nor does any one follow a single step after vanity without meeting with destruc-

tion ; nor does any man sit with women without becoming entangled in various

plots ; nor can a person associate with wicked and seditious men without in the
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end repenting it; no one places reliance upon a mean and contemp ible wretch

without becoming miserable and dejected; nor can any individual elect to asso-

ciate with kings and come safe out of such a destructive whirlpool.

The society of kings, by the light of analogy,

Kecognise as a boundless ocean

:

To such a sea, pregnant with fears and dangers,

Whoever is nighest is most miserable.

" In this matter it has been said :

' In the sea are innumerable advantages

;

But if you desire safety, it is on shore.'

"

Shan^abah replied: "Your speech tends to show that something distasteful has

overtaken you, at the hands of the Lion, and that in dread of him you are

overwhelmed with fear and alarm" Damnah said :
" I do not speak these words

reoarding my own self, nor am I sad on my own account; but rather, in tins

matter, I consider my friends before myself, and the anguish
_

and despondency

which have overpowered me are on your behalf. You know m what way there

have been past bonds of intimacy and former ties of friendship between you and

me, and that the pledges and engagements which we from the first contracted with

each other have up tiU now, for the greater part, been faithfuUy J^cha^gf 5

therefore I have no alternative left but to communicate ^ you aU that has

occurred, whether good or bad, advantageous or detrimental." Shanzabah trembled

within liimself, and said :
" 0 dear friend and agreeable comrade !

quicMy inform

me of what has happened, and do not withliold any of the particulars demanded

by the delicacies of affection and sincerity." Damnah said :
" I have heard from a

trustworthy person that the Lion has uttered from his august hps Shanzabah

has become very fat, and at this court there is no need of him, and his absence

or presence is a matter of indifference. With his flesh I will make a banquet to

the beasts, and one day I wiU make my own particular repast, as well as give

a feast to the public, off his body.' Having heard this speech, and knowing him

to be headstrong and haughty, I have come here to apprise you, and thus to

confi^rm by proof the fidelity of my engagement, and discharge that which is

imposed upon me by the rules of manliness and the custom of honour and

generosity.

I will tell you all that due dihgence requires of me,

Whether you take advice from my speech, or whether you become vexed.

"Now the right course at the present time appears to me this, that you should

prepare a plan, and with the utmost promptitude set about devising a remedy, and

arranging matters. Perhaps by stratagem you will find liberation from this

whirlpool, and by some bright idea gain deliverance from this predicament.

When Shanzabah heard the speech of Damnah, and reviewed m his mmd the

agreements and compacts of the Lion, he said :
" 0 Damnah

!
it is not possible

that the Lion should deal treacherously with me. The state of the case is this :

no perfidy has been displayed on my part, and my firm foot has not shpped

from the path of conscientious service, whHe, as regards your words, I am con-

vinced of your rectitude, and am persuaded of your smcerity; the inference is

that numerous falsehoods have been imputed to me, and that, by treachery and

deceit, the Lion has been rendered furious. Now in his service are a crowd of

worthless people, all of whom are illustrious masters m concocting tales, and
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fearless adepts in perfidy and oppression ; these he has often tested, and has
observed a number of misdeeds and depraved acts on their part : therefore,

v\rhatever they say of others in this respect, he believes, and makes his own
deductions accordingly: undoubtedly, from the foulness of the society of the
vvicked, suspicion falls upon the good, and by such erroneous ideas the path of

rectitude becomes concealed. The story of the Goose, and the falsity of its

experience, is a clear proof on tliis point, and an ample illustration of such a

state of affairs." Damnah inquired, " How was that ?
"

STOEY XVII.

Shanzabah said: "A certain Goose saw the light of the moon^ in some
water; thinking it was a fish, he endeavoured to seize it, but found nothing.

Several times he made an attempt in like manner, but when he discovered that
the only result of such pursuit was identical with that which a thirsty man
would experience from the contemplation of a vapour resembling the sea, or with
that which poor deluded creatures might derive by observing desolate houses, he
entirely gave up hunting after fish, and suddenly abandoned his pursuit. On
other nights, when he did see a fish he thought it was the light of the moon, and
made no attempt to seize it, and paid not the least attention to it, saying

:

' Who attempts what has heeii tried, confusion will surround him.''

I^ow the fruit of his experience was this, that he was continually hungry, and
passed his life without provisions and food.

" jSTow, if the Lion, as regards me, has been made to hear anything, and if,

according to the proverb ' He who listens is alienated,' aversion has fiUed his

heart, and he has believed the same, the cause of it is his having had similar

experience of others ; while the truth is, there is between myself and others the

,

same difference that there is between clear day and dark night, and between
the lofty vault and the debased centre."

Do not judge the actions of the virtuous by yourself.

Since, when you write the word "shir" (lion), it may also mean "shir"
(milk).

Two kinds of bees feed on the same spot

—

From one proceeds a sting, from the other, honey

;

Two kinds of deer live on grass and water

—

From one flows blood, from the other exquisite musk.

Damnah said :
" Perchance the aversion is not on that account

;
nay, more, it

may be owing to the custom of kings, who give high rank to a person un-
worthy of the distinction, and, without any apparent cause, make others who
are deserving, objects of plunder and destruction."

The king of Hurmiiz never saw me
;

yet, without a word, showed me a hun-
dred kindnesses.

The king of Yazd saw me, and I sang his praises, but he never gave me any-
thing.

1 It must be remembered that "moon " and " fisli " are expressed in Persian bj' the same word.
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Such is the action of kings ! Thou, 0 Hafiz !
^ must not grieve.

O God ! the giver of daily bread, may thy peace and help he poured upon

them

!

Shanzabah said: "If tliis aversion which you have intimated to me, on the part

of the Lion, is without cause, by no offerings can the foot of Eepose measure the

road of integrity, nor can the eye of Hope see the face of its desire, smce, if there

be a cause for enmity, it can be averted by efforts to please, and apologies. But

if (God forbid !) there be no ground for it, and either by deceit or ca umny his

mind has been perverted, the hand of remedy will be power ess, and the rne^rs

of cure hopeless ; for there is no clear standard regardmg falsehood and slandei,

and no settled boundary to treachery and fraud. Now, as regards what has

occurred between me and the Lion, I am conscious of having committed no offence

beyond this—I have, for his own good, taken the opposite side to him in judg-

ment and deliberation, and somethnes, in arranging and planning matters o

state, I have expressed ideas such as may be expedient rather than such as

would accord with his good pleasure: possibly he may have iinputed this to

boldness and want of respect, and regarded it as audacity and impudence. Neither

has ouo-ht which has proceeded from me been without great advantage; and m

spite of aU this, I have observed respect and attention with regard to his majesty

and grandeur, and, to crown aU, have never shown want of courtesy^ and have

to the fuUest extent discharged the dues of honour and reverence. How can he

entertain the thought that kindly advice should become the cause of fear, or

sincere service give rise to enmity 1

Medicine has caused the disease, then here what hope is there

Of the ailment vanishing and the sick man recovering 1

"
If this also is not the case, it is possible that pride of sovereignty and the inde-

pendence of empire may be the reason why he is angry with me; since it is a

characteristic of pride and a feature in greatness to be by nature averse to sincere

friends and to put confidence and regard in traitors and flatterers, on which

account wise men have said, 'To dive to the depths of the sea with a crocodile,

or to suck drops of poison from the lips of a snake whose tail has been cut off,

is more akin to safety than waiting upon kings, and is more peaceful and pro-

ductive of repose than to be near to monarchs.' I knew that great were the

dangers of serving sovereigns, and boundless the misery of managing their affairs

;

hence some men of wisdom have compared kings to fire, since although the

U-ht of favour illumines the dark cell of the hopeful, yet with the flame of pumsh-

m'ent a servant's harvest of past dues is consumed; and true wisdom is agreed

upon this, that whoever is nearest to fire is most miserable. But the multitude

who from afar behold the briUiancy of the light of fire are ignorant of its

consuming properties, so they imagine that there is pleasure, and think that there

is advantage, in being near to kings; but in truth this is not the case, for if

thev were aware of the punishments of a monarch, and the dread and majesty

of a king it would be manifest to them that a thousand years of favour are

not equal to one hour of torture. The story of the dispute between the Hawk

and the Domestic Fowl confirms this." Damnah inquired, What was that %

1 A celebrated Persian poet.
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;STOEY XVIII.

Shanzabah. said : Once upon a time a Hunting Hawk was engaged in a dispute

with a Domestic Fowl, and beginning to contend, said, " You are a most faith-

less and treacherous bird : yet in fact trustworthiness is the frontispiece of the

page of acceptable manners ; and in addition, according to the tenor of the

saying, ' Verily the perfection of a promise is a part of faith,' fidelity is a perfect

proof of religion
;

generosity and manliness, also, require that no one should

inscribe the pages of his ailairs with the mark of treachery."

A Dog who is grateful for roast meat.

Is better than that person who is unthankful.

The Domestic Fowl replied :
" What ingratitude on my part have you seen, and

what treachery have you observed ? " The Hawk answered :
" The signs of your

ingratitude are these,—that, in spite of all the kindnesses which men show to

you, without trouble or exertion on your part, apportioning you water and grain,

from Avhich the springs of life derive their existence; while day and night,

being apprised of your circumstances, they strenuously guard and watch you

;

and owing to their felicity you possess food and lodging—yet whenever they wish

to catch you, you flee before and behind them, and fly from roof to roof, and
run from corner to corner.

Thou knowest not the requirements of salt,^

And thou fearest thine own benefactor.

" While I, who am a wild animal, after having associated with them for two or

three days only, and eaten food from their hands, keep in sight what is their

due for this : hunting the game, I give it to them ; and however far I may have

gone, yet on merely hearing a call, flying, I come back."

A trained bird, however far any one may cast it.

Yet flies back with joyful wing when he says, " Come."

The Fowl replied, saying :
" You speak truly. Your return and my flight are

owing to this, that you have never seen a Hawk cooking on a spit, while I have

beheld many Domestic Fowls roasting in a frying-pan. Were you ever to see

such a sight, you would never come near them ; and if I flee from roof to roof,

you would hasten from hill to hill."

" I have narrated this story that you may know that the mass of people who
court the friendship of kings are unaware of their punishments ; and he who has

seen the efi"ects of their severity is not familiar with repose, nor can tranquillity

be discerned in him."

Affliction is more severe to those who are nearest.

Since they are aware of the violence of kings.

Damnah rejoined :
" It is not surely that the Lion cherishes these thoughts

towards you on account of the greatness of his royalty and the pomp of his

prosperity, since you possess much excellence and countless virtues, and mon-
archs are not, at any time, independent of men of worth." Shanzabali replied

:

1 A person dependent on another is said to "eat liis salt."
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"Maybe mv worth has been the cause of his aversion, since iii the case of a

sA^ft horS that very virtue is the cause of his captivity; and the frm -beanng

t^e bv Inof its^roduce, has its top and branches lopped; the mghtmga e,

aSo S account of its merit, is in^prisoned in a cage ; wh.le the peacock, for the

elegance and beauty of its feathers, is plucked and put to shame.

AH my knowledge becomes my punishment.

Like the brush to a fox, or feathers to a peacock :

Merit is my fault, otherwise, on my head

Would be a crown of jewels, not of earth.

"And assuredly, since wortlrless persons are more numerous than meritorious

xni anTshrce between them there is perpetual natux-a ammosrty, the_ former

w/mor; victorious by reason of their numbers, use then: victory so violently

SZrTd the condition of men of exceUence, as to exhibit their movements

and attitude L garment of sin, making confidence appear m the shape of

tiacwrand r^^^^^^^ m the robe of wickedness, and the very worth, which is

Tf prosperity and the means of happiness, they render the origm of

malignity and the source of adversity.

When the eye is malevolent (may it be plucked out),

A vice in its sight appears a virtue.

" And a wise man has said relative to this :

' If a virtue raises its head from our midst,

A person without merit strikes it with his hand.

The efforts of an excellent man are frustrated,

In order that his merit may be injured.'

" And also in describing the injustice of those who seek for faults, they have

said

:

' Though the eye of justice is clear-sighted.

It deems that to be a pearl which is but really a glass bead.

The custom of wise men is to be just in their actions.

The deeds of the base are nought but scratchmg to pieces

;

They who have not a heart endowed with compassion,

AUege those to be wooUen garments which are silk.'

'

I^amnah said
• " Perhaps the malevolent have concocted such a scheme

;
on that

Damnansaiu p Shanzabah re omed : "If such be

wS of DeX^nfevn w U accrue^ therefrom ; while if Divine Fate and

th Zl^o LI'Sl^i shall be in accord with their treachery and deceit, by no

contrivance wiU it be possible or practicable to avert the effects thereof.

When Tate takes the lead, of what avaH is deliberation?

Damnah answered: "It becometh a man of wisdom in every case to make

pruden foreZught a prehminary to all his actions, since no one bases his con-

duct on wisdom%yithout being successful in his aims." Shanzabah rejoined

:

^ Wisdom only accomphshes her designs at a time when Fate is -t contrary

and stratagem is of avail at that season only when Destiny does not flow m

oppos"tiiereto. Against the Decrees of Providence there is no remedy, nor

1 Literally,
" will come therefrom to the regions of existence."
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does any device avail. Deliverance from the bonds of Fate and the chains of

Destiny is not, by any contrivance or deliberation, imaginable for any one.

" Every fire, which the hand of Fate kindles,

Burns up aU thoughts and deliberations.

" And when the Creator, God, the most Holy and the most High, shall send

forth His decrees. He makes dark and cloudy with the bodkin of negUgence,

the cautious eyes of those possessing sight, so that the way of escape from those

Decrees becomes concealed from them—' Wlien Fate arrives the sight is blinded.'

" When the decree of Fate arrives.

All the prudent become blind and deaf.

" Perhaps you have not heard the story of the Eustic and the Nightingale, and

their disputation may not have reached your ears." Damnah inquired, " Wliat

was that 1

"

STOEY XIX.

Shanzabah replied : It has been related that a certain Eustic possessed a

charming and delightful garden, and pleasure-grounds sweeter than the Eose-

bower of Paradise. Its atmosphere gave salubrity to the breeze of spring, and

the perfume of its spirit-refreshing plants conveyed fragTance to the brain of the

soul.

A Eose-garden like the flower-garden of youth.

Its roses were washed by the water of Life

;

The song of the nightingale therein produced dehght,

Its fragrant breeze was mingled with repose.

In one nook of this garden was a Eose-bush, fresher than the tender plant of

happiness, and more exalted than the branch of the young tree of delight.

Every morn upon it there blossomed Eoses of various hues, like the cheeks of

heart-ravishing tender maids, or the face of silver-bosomed jessamine -scented

damsels; and the Gardener began to be enamoured of those lovely Eoses,

saying,

" I know not what the rose speaks from beneath its lips.

That it should again bring the songless-^ nightingales into lamentation."

One day the Gardener, according to his usual custom, having come to see the

show of Eoses, beheld a ISTightingale uttering her lamentation, and rubbing her

head on the front of a Eose, and separating from one another, with her sharp

pecks, the binding of its gold-worked volume.

The nightingale, which contemplates the rose, becomes enamoured :

The end of the thread of its power shps from its hand.

The Gardener, seeing the scattered leaves of the Eose, with the hand of pertur-

bation tore the coUar of patience, and hung the skirt of his heart on the

penetrating thorn of restlessness. Another day the self-same state of affairs

occurred, and the flame of the loss of his Eose,

Inflicted a fresh wound upon the top of that scar.

1 That is, " silent."
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The third day, also, by means of the peckings of the JSTightingale,

The Eose was broken to pieces, and the thorn remained.

Disquietude having reached the heart of the Rustic on account of the Nightin-

gale, he placed the snare of treachery in her path, and entrapped her with the

bait of deceit, and put her in confinement in a cage. The dejected Nightingale,

parrot-like, broke into speech, saying :
" 0 friend ! for what cause have you

imprisoned me, and for what reason are you disposed to torture me 1 If you

have acted in this manner so as to hear my melody, is not my own nest in your

Eose-garden, and the joy of my home, every morning, within the limits of your

grounds ? IBut if another purpose has crossed your mind with regard to me,

give me notice of what is in your mind." The old Eustic said :

How long will thou afflict me, 0 God ? O Eival, mayest thou not remain !

TiU when wilt thou conceal her cheek, 0 God ? Vanish away, 0 veil

!

" Are you entirely ignorant of what you have done regarding my fortune, and

how you have several times grieved me by depriving me of my beloved friends 1

A retributive punishment for such conduct would be just this, that you should

be cut off from the society of your friends and country, and, deprived of joy and

pleasure, should pine away in the corner of your prison ; while I, distressed at

the loss of my friends, should lament in the retirement of sorrow."

Lament, 0 Nightingale ! if you are to be friends with me.

Since we are two lovers weeping, and our occupation is to lament.

The Nightingale replied :
" Abandon such ideas, and consider that, if I be con-

fined for such a degree of offence as injuring a rose, you who have tortured the

heart itself, how AviU you fare 1

"

The revolving Spheres, it may be imagined.

Know the trutli as to good and bad

;

He who does right it comes home to him.

If he acts wi'ongly, it is to his own detriment.

This speech had its effect on the heart of the Eustic, who released the Nightin-

gale. She, her mouth being opened by obtaining her freedom, said :
" Since you

have shown me kindness, assuredly—in conformity with the tradition, ' Is there

any recompense for generosity except generosity .? '—I must make a return for

such : know that beneath the very tree where you are standing there is a vessel

fuU of gold, take it, and use it for your necessities." Tlie Eustic examined the

place and found the Niglitingale's words true. He said :
" 0 Nightingale ! it is

strange that you see a pot of gold under the earth, and did not perceive a net

upon the surface of the ground. The Nightingale replied :
" Do you not know

that, ' When destiny descends, caution is in vain '7

Witli Fate it is impossible to contend.

" When the Divine Decree is issued, light no longer remains to the eyes of

penetration, and neither deliberation nor wisdom is of any avail."

Against the claws of the hand of Fate struggle not.

Since your hand has no power whatever

;

Caution will not avail against tlie Omnipotent Decree

;

Accept whatever proceeds from the hand of Fate.

H
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" I have recited this story that it may be evident that I am no match for the

hand of Fate and Destiny, and have no alternative but to place the head of

submission upon the line of the Divine Decree."

The boundary of my desires is the threshold of my Lord and friend,

Since whatever befalls me, proceeds from His will.

Damnah rejoined : " 0 Shanzabah ! what I know for certain, and have clearly

ascertained, is this, that what the Lion has contemplated respecting you does not

proceed from the backbiting of enemies, or your superior worth, or the caprice

of kings
;
nay, more, excess of perfidy and deceit leads him to such a course,

since he is a mighty tyrant and an evil-disposed traitor and an impostor. The

first-fruits of his society give sweetness to life, but the termination of his service

possesses the bitterness of death. So it must be considered that he is a painted

deadly snake, outwardly adorned with hues of various colours, inwardly fiUed

with a fatal poison, against which no antidote is of avail."

There abounds every stratagem, fraud, treachery, and cunning.

But not rectitude and manliness, nor patience and submission.

Shanzabah rephed :
" I have tasted the food of the honey of Hs benevolence, now

is the time of the sting of his oppression ; for a while I passed my existence m
gladness and repose, now is the period of distress and gTief.

0 heart ! thou hast tasted for a Avhile the sweets of intimacy,

Now you must experience the pain of separation.

" Of a certainty Fate, having caught me by the coUar, has brought me to this

marsh, otherwise how could I have been deserving the society of the Lion,

a person who covets me, while I am a fit subject for his foodi It is not

right that he should be able to entice me towards him mth a thousand snares,

or°with a hundred thousand stratagems and tricks should possess the power of

casting me into the net of intercourse.

I, what am I, that intimacy with Mm should be my ambition ?

Is it not enough for me that I see him from a distance 1

" But Divine Fate and your misleading representations, 0 Damnah ! have drawn

me into this whirlpool of destruction, and now the hand of dehberation faUs

short of the skirt of prevention, and the issue of matters, by reason of my want

of caution and foresight, is not in harmony with my wishes ; and I myself, on

account of inexperienced desires and depraved ambition, have raised up a fire

that will consume me with the flame of afBiction and the heat of anguish, ere

the smoke roach me.

How can I act ? I have myself done this ; what remedy is there for what we

have done ourselves ?

"And sages have said, 'Wlioever is not contented with a sufficiency of this

world's goods, and seeks for more, is like a person who arrives at a hiU of

diamonds; every moment his eye Hghts upon one of larger dimensions, and

thinking over its higher value he keeps advancing, tiU he has reached a place

where he finds the object of his search ; but his return will then be impossible,

since the particles of diamond will have lacerated and torn his feet. That

imprudent person having been immersed in the thoughts of gain is not aware of
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the state of affairs
;
consequently, in deep distress, he is overtaken by death on

the mountain's top, and finds his last resting-place in the stomach of the birds.'"

Through undue eagerness your business is ruined

;

If you wish for profit do not search beyond the proper measure.

Damnah responded :
" You have uttered most worthy words, for the source of

every misfortune which befalls a person, is lust and covetousness.

Abandon covetousness, for it is a calamity to heart and soul

;

The avaricious man is put to shame everywhere and by all mankind.

" The neck that is enchained by greed, will ultimately be severed by the sword

of repentance, and the head in which the desii-e of cupidity has taken hold will

eventually be dragged in the mii-e of disgrace. Many persons impelled by excess

of greed and avarice, in the hope of acquiring wealth, have fallen into the whirl-

pool of affliction, and, attracted by the allurements of gain, have been caught in

the desert of misfortune ; like that Hunter who was filled with the desire of

capturing the Fox, but the claws of the Leopard snatched the breath from his

body." Shanzabah inquired, "How was thaf?"

STOEY XX.

Damnah answered : A Hunter one day wandering over the plain, saw a Fox,

very active and alert, crossing the expanse of that desert and sporting about,

showing his beauty in every direction. The Hunter looked with delight upon

his brush, thinking lie might sell it for a great price. The intensity of his greed

urging him on to follow after the Fox, he thereby discovered his hole, near to

which he himself dug a pit, and covering it with rubbish and sticks, placed

a dead carcass on the top thereof. Having concealed himself in ambush,

he awaited the capture of the Fox, who by chance came out from his hole.

Attracted by the odour of the carcass, Eeynard gradually approached to the edge

of the pit, saying to himself, " Although the brain of desire is perfumed with

the fragrance of this carrion, yet the savour of misfortune also reaches the

palate of caution, and wise men are averse to any business in which there is a

probability of danger, and persons of intelligence do not commence an affair

wherein it is possible to imagine there may be treachery.

Wlierever the line of difficulty is dra\vii

;

Strive to be beyond that boundary.

" And although it is possible that there may be here a dead animal, yet it may
also be that a snare is placed underneath it, and in either case caution is best."

When two matters come before you,

' And you do not know Avhich to undertake,

That one wherein is suspicion of danger.

Is the one regarding which you should exercise caution
;

And that wherein there is no fear and no danger,

You must diligently pursue.

The Fox, having thus deliberated, abandoned the carcass, and followed the road

of safety. In the meanwhile a hungry Leopard came down from the mountain,

and, attracted by the smell of the carcass, jumped down on the pit. The Hunter
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Avhen he heard the sound of the trap, and the crash of the anunal as he feU mto

the pit, imagined that it was the Fox
;
owing to excess of greed, without waiting

to reflect, he cast himself to the bottom of the hole. The Leopard, tliinkmg

that the man would prevent Mm eating the carrion, jumped up and ripped open

his stomach. The greedy Hunter, through the misfortune of avarice, fell into

the net of destruction, whereas the contented Fox, by abandoning cupidity, found

deliverance from the whirlpool of misfortune.
,

"This story is profitable as showing that the evil of greed, and the calamity ot

avarice, make a free man a slave and bring a slave to ruin."

If you were to acquire a crown too large for your brow,

By the dust of the saints' feet, it would give you headache.

Shan^abah answered : "I have acted wrongly, in that at the commencement I

elected service with the Lion, and did not perceive that he does not recogmse

the worth of service ; for it has been said, ' To associate with any one who is

io-norant of the value thereof, or to serve any person who does not appreciate it,

is Hke a man sowing seed in unfertile ground, in the expectation of raising a

crop • or like whispering of grief and joy in the ears of a man born deaf
;
or

like writing odes, tender and fresh, upon the surface of the runmng stream;

or like sporting with images round a warm bath;i q,, i,ke expecting drops of

rain from a severe whirlwind.'
"

To seek fidelity from a Monarch is much the same as

- Searching for fruit from the boughs of an erect cypress.

A willow-plant wiU not give you a sugar-cane.

Though you water it a thousand times with the stream of Paradise.

Damnah answered :
" Cease these traditions, and set about deliberating upon your

business " Shanzabah said :
" Wliat remedy can I devise, and what stratagem can

I concoct ; for I know the qualities of the Lion, and my intelligence compels me

to believe' that he has no other intentions towards me than what are right and

aood • but those around him are plotting my destruction, and exerting them-

selves to ruin me. Now, if such be the case, the balance of the scale of my life

•

leans more towards the basin of death than to that of existence, since treach-

erous tyrants and deceitful oppressors, when they are leagued ^ together, and

joining hands, Avith united design plot against a person, in aU circumstances

o-ain tire victory over him and overthrow him, as in the case of the Wolf, the

Crow and the Jackal, who plotted the destruction of the Camel, and being

united overcame him, and thus gained their object and wishes." Damnah in-

quired, " How was that %
"

STOEY XXL

Shanzabah replied : It has been related that a black-eyed Crow, a fierce-

clawed Wolf, and a wHy Jackal were in the service of a Lion of prey, and their

locality was near the comnjon highway. In the neighbourhood a trading Camel

had been left behind; after a while, recovering his strength, he roamed m every

quarter in search of forage ; his path happened to lie in the direction of that

forest, and when he arrived near the Lion he saw no other course than to be

1 A paragraph is omitted, as heing not altogether siiitahle to English ears.

2 Literally, " liave their backs together."
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submissive and humble to him. The Lion also caressing him, inquired after the

precise state of his affairs, and after being apprised thereof, questioned him

respecting the circumstances of his stay and of his movements. The Camel

rephed

:

If previous to this I had been a free agent as regards my own affairs,

Now that I have seen you, the reins of power have slipped from my hands.

" Whatever the King may command will assuredly include a provision for the

safety of his servants."

You know better than ourselves regarding our weUbeing.

The Lion replied :
" If you are so disposed, you may rest tranquil and secure in

my society." The Camel was delighted, and passed his time in that forest till

a considerable period had elapsed, and he had become very fat. One day the

Lion went in search of game, and an infuriated Elephant struck him two or

three times, and a mighty combat and great battle ensued between them, and the

Lion having received several wounds, retired again to the forest
;
groaning and

wounded, he slank to his laii'. The Wolf, the Crow, and the Jackal, who, as

parasites, partook of morsels from the table of his generosity, remained without

food or victuals ; and because the nature of the King was benevolent, and he

possessed that pure kindness which monarchs feel towards their servants and

dependants, when he saw them in that condition he was touched and said:

" Your grief is more painful to me than my own trouble ; if in this locality you

ensnare a prey I will go out and finish the business for you, and having done so,

will return." Having quitted their attendance on the Lion, they retired to

a corner, and taking counsel with one another said :
" What advantage is there to

us from the existence of the Camel in this forest 1 To the King no benefit

arises from his presence, nor have we any regard for him. Now we must per-

suade the Lion to kiU him, and for two or three days the King will thus obtain

repose from seeking after a delicate morsel of food, and we also shall according

to our circumstances be benefited." The Jackal answered: "Do not indulge in

such an idea, since the Lion has given him protection and brought him into

his own service ; and whoever urges the King to act with treachery and embol-

dens him to break his promise will have acted perfidiously ; and a traitor in

all cases is scorned, neither God nor man being pleased with him."

Whoever indulges in treachery.

His religion is severed from what is right and correct.

The true coin of mankind springs from honesty,

The base metal from perfidy.

The Crow suggested :
" Can some stratagem be devised relative to this matter,

and the Lion be relieved of this obligation'? Eemain here tiU I go and return."

He then went and stood in the presence of the Lion, who inquired, " Have you

tracked any game or brought intelligence of any prey ? " The Crow replied

:

" O King ! through hunger the eyes of none of us have performed their duties,

nor is there left to us the strength to move about ; but a means has crossed

our minds by which, should your Majesty be agreeable thereto, we shall all

obtain complete tranquillity and much delight." The Lion said :
" Explain the

meaning of your speech, so that I may be apprised of the state of affairs." The

Crow replied :
" This Camel is a stranger amongst us, and one cannot imagine

that any advantage is to be gained from his company ; as a make-shift here is
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c-ame come to hand and a creature fallen into the net." The Lion was enraged,

and retorted: "Dust upon the head of the companions of this age, who only

practise arts of hypocrisy and habits of deceit, and who at once abandon the

way of kindness, Hberality, manliness, and courage !

Seeing that fidelity is not the friend of the people of this age,

Do not look for trustworthiness from them, since their occupation is nought

save iniquity.

A dog is better than those stealthy cats, who with cunning

Engage in no chase but around the domestic table.

" In what sect is it allowable to break a promise, and in what rehgion is it per-

missible to harbour designs against a person whom one has taken under one's

own protection 1
"

Any firm branch which has been raised up by thyself.

Do not break with thine own hand, since so doing would injure thyself.

The Crow replied :
" I am aware of these promises ; but wise men have said

that ' one soul may be made a sacrifice for the inmates of a house, and the

inmates of a house for a tribe, and a tribe for a city, and the inhabitants of a

city for the gracious person of a King, who may be in danger; since his safety

may confer a benefit upon the subjects of his kingdom:' and further, for a

violation of promise a means of exit may be devised, so that the person who

pledo-ed himself may be clear from the attribute of treachery, and his body

secure from the pain of want and the dread of hunger." The Lion dropped his

head; and the Crow returned, saying to his friends, " I recounted my narrative

to the Lion : at first he was obstinate, but in the end he quieted down. Now

the plan is this : we must aU go to the Camel, and after representing to hun

the hunger which the Lion is enduring, and the anguish which has reached him,

we wiU say, ' Under the protection of the majesty and the shadow of the glory

of this fortunate Monarch, we have passed our days in gladness
;
to-day, when

this event has occurred, manhness demands that we should give our life and soul

as a sacrifice for him, otherwise we shall be recognised as ungrateful beings, and

be precluded from the mark of generosity and manhness.' Our proper course

wiU then be, to go in a body before the Lion, and again express to him our

thanks for his benefits and favours, and confess that it is out of our means to do

aucht but make our hves and souls a sacrifice on his behalf. We will then

each of us say, ' To-day let the King breakfast on me,' and the rest will

object thereto : possibly the Camel may be the one doomed to destruction."

Accordingly, they went in a body to the Camel, to whom they repeated the

above det'ails : by reason of the'simphcity of his heart, he was deceived by their

treachery and wiles. Having arranged things in the manner above described,

they went to the Lion, and after they had finished expressing then- thanks and

gratitude, and presenting their praises and prayer, the Crow loosed his tongue,

saying

:

0 King ! may prosperity in this world be thine.

And thine be joy, at the banquet of gladness !

" Our repose is linked with the health of the King's own self
:
now that the

occasion has arisen, and the King can obtain a bare subsistence from off my

flesh, he must be kind enough to kill me, and make use of me." The others
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exclaimed, " What good will accrue from eating you, and what satiety will arise

from your flesh 1
"

Who are you that you should at all enter into account

The Crow, on hearing these words, hung down his head, and the Jackal com-

menced his speech, saying

:

O King ! from whose grasp in the day of wrath

The messenger Fate seizes the scroll of death.

" It is a long time since, under the shade of your august Government, I have

passed my time, secure from the heat of the Sun of calamity. To-day, when the

Moon of your Excellency's dignity is overwhelmed by the eclipse of misfortune, I

am desirous that the Star of prosperity may rise from the horizon of my circum-

stances, and that the King, having made food of me, may be at ease as to

anxiety about his breakfast." The others replied :
" What you have spoken

was from excessive affection, and the purest gratitude, but your flesh is rank,

vile, and noxious, God forbid that by taking it the King's distress should be

increased!" The Jackal was silent; and the Wolf, advancing, loosed his

tongue, and said

:

O King ! may God be thy friend

;

And thine enemy, in the day of battle, thy prey.

« I also am anxious that, having given myself as a sacrifice, your Majesty will

graciously place my frame on your gums." His friends exclaimed :
" You have

spoken thus from pure sincerity and special regard ; but your flesh would choke

one, and its ill effects would be like deadly poison." The Wolf then with-

drew his steps, and the Camel stretched out his long neck, snapping the guiding-

rein, " Every tall man is a fool" and commencing his speech, after the customary

prayers, said

:

O King ! at whose threshold the azure Heavens

Have opened the door of conquest and victory.

" I have been exalted by your Excellency, and, fostered under your good fortune,

should I be worthy of the King's kitchen, or be fit for rations for his table, my

life is of no consequence."

I will not forsake the place of your abode while breath remains.

And if the matter touch my life, I will abandon even that.

The others, with one voice exclaimed :
" This speech arises from excess of kind-

ness, and sincerity of faith; and certainly your pleasant flesh agrees with the

constitution of the King. May a Divine blessing attend your magnanimity,

since on behalf of your benefactor, you have reckoned your life of no value, and

by this means have left a good name as a memorial."

A magnanimous man is worth an hundred thousand diram

;

WherTthe matter becomes a question of life or death, then is his opportunity.

Then with one accord they set on the Camel, who, poor creature ! scarce drew a

breath before they tore his carcass to pieces.

" I have narrated this story that you may know that the treachery of design-

ing persons, especially when they are leagued with one another, will not be

devoid of effect." Damnah replied, "How do you propose to avert this?"
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Shanzabah answered :
" My tlioiiglits now wander from tlie road of rectitude, and

I know of no remedy beyond battle, contest, war, and slaugliter : since, whoever

is killed in defending his property, or guarding his person, enters into the circle

of martyrdom, and the advantages referred to in the saying, ' TF/ioewer is slain,

exce])t on his own account, is a martyr,^ extend to him. Again, if my fate, at

the hands of the Lion, be determined and fixed, at least I will be slain with

honour, and destroyed with dignity and zeal.

If I die with a good name, it is allowable

;

I need a name, since the body must die.

Damnah said :
" A wise man in the time of war does not take the lead, nor in the

season of battle does he allow himself to go in advance : since ' The first hloio is

the violence

:

' and to incur great danger, by one's own choice, is not a proof of

wisdom : nay, more, men of discretion with humility and kindness circumvent

the designs of their enemies, and deem it best to avert quarrels by conciliation.

Pleasant deceit is better than unacceptable rage
;

It is better to sprinlde water than fire.

When a plan can be executed with kindness,

"Wliy is it necessary to give the rein to violence %

" And again, one must not spurn, or hold in contempt, a weak enemy
;

since, if

he be destitute of strength or force, possibly he may not be without power as

regards treachery and deceit, and with fraud and cunning may raise the fire

of strife, the flame of which cannot be quenched by the water of deliberation.

And you yourself are acquainted with the sway of the Lion, and his authority

needs not explanation or enlargement : therefore take good account of his

enmity, and be not umnindful of the malignity of his warfare ; for whoever

despises an enemy, and tliinks not of the end of the battle, will rue it ; like the

Spirit ' of the Ocean, who scorned the Water-fowl." Shanzabah inquired, " How
was that %

"

STOEY XXIL

Damnah said : It has been related, that upon the shore of the Indian Ocean

was a kind of bird which they called Titawa, a pair of which had their home on

the margin of the sea, and had taken up their abode upon the brink of the water.

When the breeding-time arrived, the Hen said :
" I must seek a place wherein to

lay my eggs, so that I may pass my time in ease of mind." The Male replied :

" This is a pleasant place, and a delightful locahty, and moreover it seems im-

possible to migrate from this spot; so now you must deposit your eggs." The

Hen answered :
" Here is a point for reflection, for should the sea roll in its bil-

lows, and rob us of our ofi'spring, and the toil of our time and days become frmt-

less, what wiU deliberation then avail ? " He replied :
" I do not think the Spirit

of the Ocean wiU act thus boldly, or exhibit such disregard of us
;
and, even sup-

posing that he should contemplate such a disgraceful proceeding, and allow our

offspring to be drowned, justice can be demanded from liim."

I will smite the Heavens, if they revolve contrary to my desire

;

I am not such an one as to be treated with contempt by the celestial Sphere.

^ Literally, " envoy or agent."
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The Hen replied : " To wander beyond the limits of one's own bounds is not

becomincr and to exceed one's proper sphere in boasting is not acting like a wise

man By what means can you threaten the Sphit of the Ocean with your

revenge, and by what grandeur can you reach the dignity of contending and

fighting with him %
"

You are making a plundering excursion to despoil yourself,

Since you are but a sparrow and ape the hawk.

" Abandon this idea, and select a place of security, and a protected spot, for the

eaas and do not turn your head from my advice, for whoever does not hsten to

honest words, nor pay any attention to the counsel of sincere friends, ^iU meet

with that which befell the Tortoise." The male Water-fowl inquired, " What

was that 1

"

STORY XXIII.

The Hen said : It has been related that in a lake the water of which, from

the clearness of its nature, reflected things hke a polished mirror, and from its

purity and beauty was indicative of the Water of Life and the Spring of Para-

dise, there abode two Geese and a Tortoise. On account of their proximity to

one another, the thread of their circumstances was drawn into intimacy, and

neighbourship ended in their hving under the same roof, and the sight of each

other having brought pleasure, they passed their life in comfort.

Happy is the life spent in the presence of friends

;

Agreeable is the existence passed Avith affectionate companions.

Suddenly the hand of treacherous Fortune began to scratch the face of their

affairs with the claw of calamity, and the mhror-like spheres of the Heavens

began to give signs of separation, in the aspect of their affairs.

" What joy is there which fortune does not darken ?
"

Delightful is wine when drunk from the cup of union with those we love,

Yet there is the after-effect of the headache of separation

:

No one at this table eats a morsel of bread,

But what a stone comes between his teeth.

In the water which was the source of their life and the support of their existence,

there was a great diminution of quantity, and an enormous difference apparent.

The Geese when they became aware of the state of affairs, removing their affec-

tion from theh familiar home, formed the intention of migrating.

Travel is better for him who, in his own locaUty,

Has a heart dejected with grief for this or that

:

For although the troubles of travel are bad,

Yet they are better than the afflictions of one's native soil.

So with hearts fuU of grief, and eyes moist with tears, they approached the Tor-

toise, and introducing words of farewell, said :

" Time's malevolent eye has separated us from you

;

How can we say what Time's evil eye may bring about 1
"
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The Tortoise uttered lamentations on account of the agony of separation, and
with excess of grief was loud in his complaint, saying, " Wliat speech is tliis 1

and how can I be supiposed to exist without you, or how is it possible for me
to live -without my intimate friends %

Alas ! without you life is not endurable.

What is existence itself in your absence 1

Life, altogether, apart from you.

Is but death under the name of life.

" And, since I do not possess power to say farewell, how can I bear the burden of
separation 1

"

I am as yet the cypress, filled with life by your eyes not yet departed.
My heart, at the thought of separation, quivers hke the aspen.

The Geese replied :
" Our hearts also are wounded with the anguish of separation,

and our bosoms burning more and more with the heat of the flame of the fire

of parting ; but it is weUnigh that the distress arising from want of water will
give the dust of our life to the winds of non-existence, therefore, by necessity,
we are abandoning our friends and acquaintances, and making choice of the
anguish of exile."

A desponding lover never wilHngly went from the street of his mistress.

No one, by choice, quitted the garden of Paradise.

The Tortoise said :
" O friends ! you are aware that the misery of want of water

is greater in my case, and my existence without water would not be possible.
At the present time, the obligations of a long-established friendship demand
that you should take me with you, and not leave me soHtary in the desolate
home of separation."

You are my very soul, and intend to take your departure.

Wlien the soul departs, what can this lifeless body do 1

They replied :
" 0 incomparable friend and noble comrade ! the grief of quitting

you is greater to us than that of leaving our native soil, and the sorrow of
separation from you is the cause of excessive anxiety and afiliction of heart

;

and wherever we go, although we may be in great comfort, and pass our time in
perfect happiness, yet, without sight of you, the fountain of our existence wiU
become muddy, and the eyes of our fortune cloudy. We also have no desire
beyond intimacy and companionsliip with you; but for us to travel along the
surface of the earth, or to pass over a far and long distance is impossible, and
for you also to fly in the expanse of the air, and to accompany us, is out of the
question. In such case, how can we go together, or in what manner can you
join us ? " The Tortoise answered :

" Your genius can produce a remedy for this
matter, and your minds may devise some plan for tliis afi'au-

;
but, with my

soul afiiicted at the thought of separation, and my heart broken by the burden
of estrangement, what can I suggest ?

"

First of aU, a (sound) heart is needful for every matter

;

Eight deliberation camiot proceed from a broken spirit.

They said
:
" 0 dear friend ! for a while we have found, on your part, a light-

ness of intellect, and have discovered a hastiness and frivolity of temper. Per-
cliance, whatever we may advise in this matter you will not perform, nor wiU
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you adhere to what you have promised." The Tortoise replied :
" How can it he

that you should utter words for my welfare, and I should think otherwise % or

that, when a promise is made on my behalf, I should not cause it to he

fulfilled ?

"

I made a promise that I would never violate my vow

;

I made an agreement that I would not deviate from my obligations towards you.

The Geese replied : " The agreement then is this—that when, having lifted you

up, we fly through the air, you must absolutely not say a syUable, since whoever

may happen to cast his eyes upon us will throw in a word, and either openly or

by allusion make some remark. It is therefore necessary that, notwithstanding

anything you may hear spoken, whether plainly or by innuendo, or any move-

ment you may observe, you should close the path of reply, and should not, for

good or evU, loose your tongue." The Tortoise rephed :
" I agree to your condi-

tions, and assuredly, having placed the seal of silence upon my Hps, will not ofler

a reply to any creature."

In remote Greece I fell in with an old man

;

I said to him, " 0 sir ! than wisdom and inteUigence,

In aU circumstances, what is better in a man ? " He replied,

" If you inquire the truth, 'tis silence, silence !

"

They brought a stick, and the Tortoise seized the middle of it firmly with liis

teeth, wliile the Geese, having lifted up the two ends of it, bore him off. When

they had reached a height in the sky, their flight lay over a village, and the

rustics, being apprised thereof, were astonished at the sight, and having come out

to see the fun, right and left raised a cry, " See how the Geese are carrying the

Tortoise !
" Since the hke of such a sight in those days had not appeared to

that people, every moment their cry and clamour became louder and louder. For

a wliile the Tortoise maintained silence; at length the pot of his indignation

began to boil, and his patience being exhausted, he exclaimed

:

" May every one become blind who cannot see !

"

At the same moment that he opened his mouth he fell from aloft. The Geese

exclauned, " ' Nothing helongs to a messenger lut to arrive.'. It is incumbent on

friends to give advice, and the fortunate to listen thereto."

Well-Avishers give advice, whilst

The fortunate are they who receive admonition.

But when wiU my advice, though I am your weU-wisher,

Take effect upon you, who are perverse 1

" The moral of the story is this—that whoever does not hsten with willing ear

to the admonition of friends, will have exerted himself for his own destruction,

and drawn down the mask of disgrace before his ignominious face."

He who does not lend an ear to the words of the excellent,

Bites to the quick the tip of the finger of regret.

The male Water-fowl said :
" I have heard this story which you have narrated,

and am aware of its signification, but be not afraid, and keep your place, since

cowardly and nervous people never attain their ends ; and I stiU assert that the

Spirit of the Ocean will consider it his duty to be kind towards us." The Female

laid her e"-"s : when the young ones burst the white lining of the eggs, and raised
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their heads from the collar of life, the sea, rolling its billows, seized them under

the skirt of death. The mother, on seeing tliis calamity, became dejected, and

reiterated :
" 0 ignoble wretch ! I knew that you could not trifle with the waves.

J^ow you have given your children to the winds, and have raised a flame in my
soul : so devise a plan whereby you may apply salve to my wounded heart."

The Male replied :
" You speak disrespectfully, since I will perform my promise,

of which you are aware, and fulfil the conditions of my compact, and will snatch

justice from the Spirit of the Ocean." In short, he went to the other birds, and

having collected together in one spot all those of every species who were chiefs

and leaders, he explained to them his condition, and requesting their help and

assistance, in a tone of lamentation commenced singing this verse

:

" The circumstances of my affliction of heart are without limit.

Now is the season of assistance, and the time of help.

" If, in this calamity, my friends are not all animated by one object and one

desire, and do not in a body snatch justice for me from the Spirit of the Ocean,

his boldness will increase, and by-and-by he will encompass the ruin of the

offspring of other birds ; and when this habit shall become confirmed, and this

custom perpetuated, we must dissever our minds from our children, and bid

adieu to our country and home."

^We must either, with a hundred efforts, work his sorrow with disgrace.

Or else we must place our feet in the sad abode of non-existence.

The birds, at this intelligence, were dejected and broken-hearted; interlacing

their wings, they hastened to attend the court of the Phoenix, and caused an

account of the above-mentioned events to reach the place of audience, and said :

" If you are grieved on account of your subjects, you may still be their monarch;

but if you do not cherish the afiiiction of those who are oppressed, nor feel any

sympathy for the injured, the inscription of monarchy amongst birds will be

erased from the pages of your fortune, and the patent of being their protector

wiU be intrusted to another."

Take care that you bear the griefs of the humble

;

Fear the oppression of fortune.

The Phoinix, having soothed them, started from his capital, with his servants

and dependants, to avert that calamity ; and the birds becoming stout-hearted

from his aid and support, set their faces towards the shore of the Indian Ocean.

When the Phcsnix, with an army the liMt of whose ranks could not be con-

tained in the capacity of the reckoning of any accountant, and the number of

whose various rows and phalanxes could not possibly be weighed in the scales of

thought and possibility,

AU warriors, impetuous, bold, and bloodthirsty

—

All courageous, warhke, and revengeful

;

"With a feathery armoirr, and coat of mail thrown over their bosom,

Their claws and beaks protruding like javehns and daggers.

arrived in proximity to the Ocean, the morning breeze, which stirs into motion

the chain of waves, conveyed that news to the Spirit of the Ocean, who, when

he saw that in his own capacity there was no power of resisting the Phoenix and

1 Eastwick and Keene differ in their translation of tliis line ; I have followed the rendering of the

latter. •
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his army of birds, of necessity, being compelled to apologise, restored to the

Water-fowl his offspring.

" The object of reciting this tale is this, that one must not despise an enemy,

though he may be most contemptible, since by a tiny needle a matter is accom-

plished which a long spear is unequal to perform; and a firebrand, although

it may appear small to behold, yet burns whatever comes in contact with it
;
and

wise men have said that 'the friendship of a thousand individuals will not

prevail against the enmity of a single person.'
"

As friends, a thousand persons would be too few

;

As an enemy, one would be too many.

Shanzabah said :
" I will not commence the struggle, lest I should acquire the evil

reputation of being ungrateful for kindness ; but when the Lion plots my ruin,

I must necessarily consult my self-defence and preservation." Damnah repHed

:

" When you approach the Lion, and observe that, having made himself erect, he

strikes his tail on the ground, and when the flame of his wrath, blazing like
^

the

fire of his eyes, meets your sight, then you may know that he has determined

your death." Shanzabah said :
" If anything of this sort is manifest, assuredly,

the veil of doubt being drawn from the cheek of certainty, one will be apprised

as to the treachery and plots of the Lion." Damnah, delighted and merry-

hearted, set out towards Kalilah.

When a foolish person derives pleasure from the griefs of others.

In such an one do not look for sincerity and good faith, since he is apart from

aU such.

Kalilah said, " How has your business progressed 1 and how has the matter

ended ? " Damnah replied :

I am thankful to Fate, and also to Fortune.

" Praise be to God ! this matter is completely set at rest, and this difficult business

has been satisfactorily and easily accomphshed." At the time that Damnah was

thus speaking, Fortune, with the tongue of retribution, was, muttering the pur-

port of the following verse, in the Assembly of Prudence, into the ears of the

wise men

:

" With delight the companions seized the ringlets of the cup-bearer

;

May the heavens grant them power to retain their hold !

"

They then both went towards the Lion, and by chance the Ox followed in their

footsteps. The eyes of the Lion ahghted upon him, and Damnah's treachery

began to take effect. The Lion commenced to roar, striking the tail of authority

on the ground, and grinding his teeth from excess of rage. Shanzabah knew

of a certainty that the Lion was meditating his death, so he said to himself,

" The service of kings, by reason of fear and dread, and the attendance on

monarchs, through terror and fright, is like living in the same abode with a

snake, and being neighbour to a Hon
;
although the former may be asleep, and

the latter concealed, yet, in the end, the one raises his head and the other

opens his mouth."

Do not render service to the king, for I fear

That it will be suddenly like the companionship of the stone and the ewer.

Thus he thought, and made ready for battle. On both sides were visible the
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signs which the barefaced Damnah had pointed out. The fray commenced, and

cries and shrieks were spread through the expanse of the earth and the dome of

heaven.

From their tumult, the wild animals and beasts

In that plain and desert were disturbed.

Some withdrew to the caves of the mountains,

Others were concealed beneath heaps of rubbish.

Kalilah, having -witnessed the state of affairs, drew near to Damnah, and said

:

You have mixed together, in colour and smell, a hundred devices.

And then have fled from the midst of the scene

;

The rain of two hundred years will not lay

The dust of the calamity which you have raised.

" 0 ignorant fellow ! do you observe the disastrous termination of your machina-

tions, and are you aware or not of the lamentable conclusion of your arrange-

ments Damnah rejoined: "What is this disgraceful termination?" The

other replied :
" In this business which you have done, seven misfortunes are

evident : 1st, You have unnecessarily involved your benefactor in trouble, and

grievously imbittered the Lion's existence; 2d, You have caused your own

master to acquire the reputation of having violated his promise, and of

having dealt treacherously, and you have allowed him to gain this bad name
;

3d, You have, without cause, laboiu-ed to accomplish the destruction of the Ox,

and have cast him into the wliirlpool of death
;

4th, You have taken on your

own neck the blood of that stranger, who will be slain through your instru-

mentality
;

5th, You have made every one suspicious of the King's probity, and

it may be that, owing to fear of him, people will quit their native land and

migrate to other homes, and being removed from their famihes vdU remain

exiled in the distress of poverty and the misfortune of exile
;

6th, You have

exposed to the risk of death the commander-in-chief of the army of the beasts,

and assuredly the knot of their concord will after this be disarranged
;

7th, You

have made manifest your own helplessness and weakness, and .
have not brought

to pass your pretension that you would accomplish this matter with kindness

and conciliation. ISTow the most foolish of men is he who arouses dormant

strife, and wishes to bring about by war and severity an end which might be

accomplished by peaceable and gentle means." Damnah retorted :
" Perhaps

you have not heard that it has been said :

" "When a matter cannot be accomplished by wisdom,

It becomes necessary to adopt rash means."

Kalilah replied :
" In tliis matter what item have you arranged by the rule of

intelligence, and what method have you settled by the aid of the architect of

dehberation, that failing ^ these you have of necessity had recourse to force and

violence 1 Anyhow, do you not know that good judgment, and accurate cogita-

tion, are preferable to boldness and courage 1

"Judgment excels the 'bravery of the told.'"

A truly wise man with a single word successfully accomplishes a matter,

Which cannot bo carried out by an hundred large armies.

1 Literally, " not going to the front."
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" Your self-satisfaction and conceit of your own opinions, as weU as your infatu-

ation witli the dignity of this deceitful world, which, lilvc the illusions of a phantom,

leaves no trace behind, have always been known to me ;
however, I delayed pro-

claiming this to you, thinking that perhaps you might become circumspect, and

awaken from your dream of pride and negligence, and from the intoxication of

the wine of arrogance and ignorance, and be cautious ; but now when you have

passed aU bounds, and every moment are growing more bewildered and dis-

tracted in the desert of error and the gulf of folly, it is time that I should

mention somewhat of your excessive stupidity and craziness, and your inordiiiate

boldness and malevolence, and enumerate some of the blemishes of your sayings,

and the malignity of your deeds, though it will be but a drop in the ocean, and

an atom from the mountain."

That you may be aware what things you have done,

It is that you have acted wrongly in having designed frauds

;

Amongst aU manliind you are held in no estimation,

And if all others are something, you yourself are a nobody.

Damnah rejoined :
" 0 brother ! from the commencement of my life tUl the

present time I do not think that an improper word, or an unbecoming action,

has proceeded from me ; and if you have seen any blemish on my part, assuredly

you should proclaim it." Ivalilah answered: "You have many faults. 1st, You

think that you are free from blame ; and 2d, Your speech preponderates over your

actions ; and it has been said that no danger to a king is so great as when the

words of his minister are superior to his deeds ; and men of this world, with

regard to their actions and speech, are of four kinds. 1st, They who speak but

do not act ; such is the nature of hypocrites and misers. 2d, They who do not

speak but act : such is the state of true ^ and manly men. 3d, They who speak

and act : such is the habit of those who are experienced in life. 4th, They who

neither speak nor act: such is the disposition of the mean and low-minded.

Now, of these classes, you are amongst those who speak, but who do not adorn

their speech with the ornament of action. I have always found your words to

excel your skiU ; and the Lion being deceived with your tales, this so dangerous

matter has befallen him; and if, God forbid, mischief should happen to him,

confusion would arise in this kingdom, and the rebellion and perturbation of the

subjects would pass aU limits, and all persons and property remain in danger

of ruin and plunder. Now the crime of aU this public scandal would be on

your neck."

He who does wrong in thought or deed,

Wliere again will he see the face of goodness 1

He who plants the bough of injury.

Whence will he gather the fruit of advantage ?

Damnah replied :
" I have always been an upright minister to the King, and in

the rose-garden of his aifairs have planted nought but the tree of good-advice."

Kalilah said :
" The tree, of which the circumstances now apparent are the fruit,

had better be rooted up, and the advice which produces such results as are now
come into view, had better have been unspoken and unheard. How can it be

thought that there is any benefit in your words, which, in reality, are not

adorned with the ornament of action 1 Theory without practice, like wax with-

^ must be talven to mean " real true men."
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out honey, gives no pleasure ; and speech without action, like a tree without

leaves or fruit, is only fit to be biu-ned.

Theory whereof there are no signs of practice.

Is a body which possesses no soul

:

Theory is the tree, and practice the fruit thereof

;

The tree merely grows for its fruit

:

The bough which is without fruit is unpleasant.

And is a supply for the cook's fire.

" Great men, with the pen of benevolence, have written upon the pages of their

volumes that from six things no advantage can accrue: 1st, Words without

action ;
2d, Property without wisdom ;

3d, FriendsMp without experience
;
4th,

Knowledge without probity ;
5th, Ahnsgiving without purpose ;

6th, Life with-

out health. A king, though he may of himself be just and not tyrannical, yet

a mmister of bad nature and malevolent disposition wiU deprive his subjects of

the advantages of the justice and kindness of their sovereign ; and tlirough fear

of the minister's opposition, the tale of woe of the oppressed wiU not reach the

honour of the region of royalty : like as when in pure, sweet water the form of

a crocodile is apparent, no thii-sty swimmer, though extremely faint, wiU either

spread out his hands, or place his feet therein.

With thirsty soul, I have arrived at a pure fountain,

Of what avail is it, since I have not strength to drink the water 1

Damnah said :
" In this affah- I had no intentions beyond the honour of serving

the King." Kalflah answered :
" True servants, sldlful attendants, and experi-

enced courtiers are the ornament and decoration of the Court of Monarchs
;
but

you are anxious that others should be pushed aside from serving the Lion, and

that you yourself should be the exalted .
confidant and privy counciUor, and

that access to the royal presence should be Umited to you. Now this_ state of

things is from excessive ignorance and extreme want of wisdom, since kings can-

not be bound to any single thing nor any one person, and the dignity of the

monarch resembles the grandeur of beauty and handsomeness; for just as a

dearly-loved mistress, the more numerous her admirers, the more she displays to

them the beauties of her charms—so kings, the greater the array of servants and

dependants, the greater will be their wish for more attendants and retinue.

This crude desire which possesses you is a clear proof of your extreme want

of judgment, since wise men have said that five things are signs of folly
:

1st,

Seekmg one's own advantage in the misfortunes of others; 2d, Expecting

eternal reward without practising worship ;
3d, Using harsh language and coarse

manners when toying with women ;
4th, Gaming a knowledge of the minutiae

of learning by sloth and indolence ;
5th, Looking for friendship from mankind

without fidehty and observance, on your part, of the dues of intimacy._ Now

from the excessive ki^i^iness I possess, I am uttering these words
;
but it is as

clear as the Sun that the black night of your viUany wiU not be illumined by

the torch of my exhortation; nor wiU the darkness of ignorance and the ob-

scurity of envy, which are mixed up in your nature, become removed by means

of the light of my advice.

One cannot, with the water of Hagar's ^ well or the Stream of Paradise, make

white

The garment of any one's fortune, when it happens to have been woven black.

1 Name of a famous well at Makkah.
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" And my language to you is similar to that wlii-cli the Bird ^ spoke to another

Bird, saying :
' Do not indulge in j^roiitless grief, nor waste your words on a

set who are not in a mood to listen
;

' but he paid no attention, and ultimately

retribution for the same overtook him." Damnah inquired, " How was that 1

"

STOEY XXIV.

Kalflah replied : It has been related that a troop of Apes had their abode in

a mountain, and supported themselves with the fruits and herbs thereon. By
chance, one evening, blacker than the heart of sinners, and fouler than the

tempers of those whose fortunes are spoilt, the army of winter began to assault

them, and from the shock of the intensely cold blasts their blood began to

congeal.

By reason of the cold, the Lion of the Sphere was desirous

To turn inside ^ out the skin on his body

;

In the rose-garden the birds were restless.

Thinking that it would be pleasant to be on the spit in front of the fire.

The hapless creatures being distressed by reason of the cold sought a place of

refuge ; and girding themselves with activity in search thereof, ran into every

nook. Suddenly on the side of the road they saw a piece of glittering cane

thrown down. Thinking it was fire they collected some sticks and strewed

them round it. They then blew with their breath. Over against them a Bird
on a tree exclaimed, " That is not fire ; " but they paid no attention, nor did
they desist from their profitless occupation. By chance another Bird arrived in

the neighbourhood, and said to that Bird :
" Do not trouble yourself, for they

will not desist on account of what you say, and you wiU become vexed

;

Him who is linked with misfortune from the commencement of an affair

Abandon, for he will not by any effort become prosperous.

" And to endeavour to correct and put right such persons, is like trying a sword
upon a stone, or seeking from deadly poison the elements of a potent antidote."

Whoever by nature happens to be of a bad disposition,

Erom him expect no good

;

Since you can never by any endeavour make
From a black crow a white hawk.

The Bird, when he perceived that they paid no attention to what he said, from
warmth of kindness, came down from the tree in order that he might clearly

convey his advice to their ears, and admonish them as regards their fruitless

trouble. The Apes, having surrounded the Bird, separated his head from his

body.

" ISTow my business with you is of a similar nature, and I am wasting my
time, and speaking to no advantage ; and while you will derive no benefit, I

also am in fear of injury."

If a hearer do not approve of your advice,

Wliy in vain should you lay burdens upon your tfeder heart 1

1 The text reads man, which the sequel of the story clearly shows to be a mistake.
^ That is, to put the shaggy side innermost, so as to keep the body warmer.
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You said :
" Be mounted on the steed of happiness,

That you may arrive at an abode, and he free from grief."

He heard not, and in like manner goes his own way

:

Leave him, that he may lag on foot through his folly.

Damnah rejoined : " 0 brother ! great men, as regards lesser indivMuals have

performed the obligations of sincerity by giving advice and admonition and

avoiding bias and hypocrisy ; and it is necessary that persons of exce lence

luld press the rights of exhortation and counsel whether any one will hsten

or not."

Do not witliliold your advice from any one, but speak

;

Though the fault be on the part of the hearer.

The clouds do not withhold the drops of rain from the mountain,

Though they make no effect on its stony heart.

Kalilah rephed : " I have not closed against you the door of advice
;
but I fear

tiiat you have reared the edifice of your actions on hypocrisy and fraud and

accustLed yourself to be self-opinioned and wilful. ' The Voorst charaMc .

SSL/' You repent now that the time has passed for repentance to be of

±3 and howe'er much you may bite the back of ^<^^-

thLiLfa e of your breast, it will be of no effect; and the end of an affair based

upoHreachery and deceit will be finished in evil, and the conclusion thereof

Tdisiace. Like as it happened to that crafty Companion, the crime of whose

cunnS becoming the noose of the snare of misfortune, clung round his own

neck, while the incautious Comrade, tlirough the blessing of rectitude and simple-

heartedness, attained his desires." Damnah inquired, " How was that %

STOEY XXV.

Kalflah said: It has been related that there were two Companions— one

wis7 the other imprudent: the one from his excess of intellect and cunning

pWd a thousand deceptions on the water, and him they called " Sharp-wit

th7other, from excess of folly and ignorance, made no distinction ^^tween gam

and loss and him they named " Light-heart." They entertained the project of

radinT- and in company of one another set out on their jouriiey, travellmg

tag ^and marches. By' chance they found a bag of gold m the road and

esteemin- it a rare prize, lingered a while. The wise Compamon said. 0

bS ' there is in the world much wealth that is not utilised ;
now it appears

best to be content with this hag of gold, and to end existence m repose m the

corner of our home."

How many times will you go round the world in search of gold?

The more your wealth increases, the greater wiU be your anxiety.

The cup of the eye of the gxeedy will never be filled.

So long as the sheU is not content^ it wiU not become full of pearls.

They then returned, and having approached the city halted

^J.
-;tj"f"P^^^^^^

The imprudent Companion said, "0 brother! come and let us divide th gold,

and divesting ourselves of fear, each of us spend our share m whatevei

charge, which in process of time becomes a pearl.
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manner we like." The wise Comrade replied, "To divide the gold is not

judicious at the present time. The correct course would be to take that amount

which is requisite for our expenses, and the remainder, with the utmost care,

we wiU put in a place of deposit ; and after the lapse of several days, having

further taken sufficient for our wants, we will in like manner put back the

remnant in a secure spot, so that it may become more removed from misfortune,

and nearer to safety." The careless Companion, being deceived with this cun-

ning, acquiesced in his proposal. In the manner above related, having taken

out money for current expenses, they together buried the remainder under a tree,

and set out towards the city, each one resting at his own abode.

Another day the deceitful heavens

Opened the top of the box of treachery.

The Comrade who claimed to be intelligent went to the foot of the tree, and

having brought forth the gold from out of the ground, carried it off; while his

imprudent partner, unaware of what had happened, busied himself in spending

the money in his possession tiU none was left; he then went to his shrewd

Comrade, and said, " Come, let us get somewhat of that hidden treasure, for I

have been much in want." The cunning fellow played the simpleton, saying,

" All right." They then both went together to the foot of the tree. The more

they searched the less did they find. Sharp-wit laid his hand upon the collar of

Light-heart, and exclaimed, " You carried off the money, and no one else is aware

thereof." Helpless, though he took an oath and was much distressed, it was of

no avail; in short, the matter between them progressed from strife to their

appearing before the Judge, and from altercation ended in an appeal to justice.

The slii-ewd Comrade brought the negligent one to the Magistrate's court, and

set forth his charge, and recited to the Judge the particulars of the story and

the drift of the case. After a denial on the part of Light-heart, the Judge ques-

tioned Sharp-wit as to the sufficiency of the proof of his claim. The latter

replied, " 0 Kdzi, may God Almighty preserve tliee !
"

Enjoy thy Hfe, since at the tlirone of Fate

The orders relative to a lengthened existence for thee are set with a seal.

" I have no witness save that tree under which the money was buried, and I am
in hopes that God the Most Holy and the Most High, by His divine power, will

cause that tree to break into speech, so that it may bear Avitness as to the theft of

this unjust traitor, who has borne off all the money and made me disappointed."

The Judge was astonished at this speech, and, after much conversation and end-

less discussion, they agreed that next day, the Judge being present at the foot of

the tree, they should seek evidence therefrom ; and if its testimony should agree

with what had been alleged, he should issue orders in accordance with such

evidence. The clever Companion went to his house, and narrating the whole

story to his father, drew aside the veil from before the face of the matter, saying,

" 0 my father ! in reliance upon you, I formed the idea of adducing the tree as

evidence, and, trusting to your assistance, I have planted this tree of stratagem

in the court-house of Fate ; and the whole affair is linked with your kindness.

If you agree, we will carry off that money, and seize several other sums, and

pass the rest of our life in happiness and repose." The father replied, " What
concern can I have in the matter ? " The son rejoined, " Tire interior of that

tree is hollowed in such a manner that if two persons were to lie hidden

therein, they could not be seen. To-night you must go and pass your time
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inside the tree, so that to-morrow when the Judge comes, and seeks evidence,

then as is customary, you may bear witness." The father replied, " 0 son !

abandon treachery and deceit, since if you succeed in deluding the creature you

cannot deceive the Creator.

The Euler of the Spheres knows all your secrets,

For he is acquainted with you hair by hair and vein by vein.

I gTant that by treachery you may deceive the people.

How will you act with Him who knows the minutest particles one by one '?

0 how many stratagems (there are) upon the originators of which punishment

arrives ! and retribution also alighting upon them, they become disgraced and

exposed. Now I fear lest your treachery may be like that of the Frog." The

son inquired, " How was that ?
"

STOEY XXVI.

The father replied : It has been related that a Frog had fixed her residence in

the neighbourhood of a Snake, and had taken up her abode in the region of that

blood-thirsty tyrant. Whenever the Frog had young ones, the Snake used to

devour them, and made the Frog's heart afflicted in consequence of the wound

occasioned by the loss of her children. Now this Frog was on terms of friendship

with a Crab, to whom she one day repaired, saying, " 0 dear friend ! devise for

me some suitable plan, for I have a victorious enemy and a triumphant foe, near

whom it is not possible to live, nor is it feasible to migrate or remove from

this spot, since the place wherein I have made my abode is extremely pleasant,

and my habitation is a delightful meadow, Avhereof the circuit, adorned with

minarets,^ like the garden of Paradise, produces delight, and the heart-enchanting

Ijreeze thereof, like the ringlets of the fair, spreads odours.

A hundred thousand roses blossomed therein;

The verdure was in motion, but the streams were sluggish

;

There was every variety of rose with regard to colour.

The perfume of each of which reached a league

—

The book of the rose opened its hundred pages.

The tvdip held in its palm the cup of wine.

From the North Wind, laden with perfume,

The quarters thereof became filled with fragrance.

" Now no one of his own choice would quit such an abode, nor bear his heart

away from this kind of glorious Paradise."

My abode is amongst the bowers of beautiful girls. What a lovely place it is

!

Not a wise man in the world would quit such a locality.

The Crab replied :
" Be not dejected, since your powerful enemy can be captured

in the bands of treachery, and your triumphant foe be cast into the net of

deceit."

If any one scatters the grains of deceit.

He brings to his snare many birds of intelligence.

1 Probably alhiding to the yellow p;ol(len- cupped flowers, which are compared to minarets.
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The Frog replied :
" In this matter, what proposition from the book of treachery

have you evolved, and what remedy have you discovered in repelling the afflic-

tion wrought by this evil-designing antagonist ? " The Crab answered :
" In such

a place is a "Weasel, pugnacious and ferocious. Catch some fish and kill them, then
carry them from the Weasel's hole to the abode of the Snake, so that he may eat

them one by one, and go in search of others. Doubtless, when he arrives at the

Snake's hiding-place, he will also turn him to account and free you from the

affliction and misery of the Viper." The Frog, according to this plan, which
was in conformity with Tate, encompassed the death of the Snake. And when
two or three days had elapsed subsequent to this event, the Weasel entertained

the design of bestirring himself in search of fish for food. Eepeating the

arrangement to which he had become accustomed, he once more went in search

of fish, on that very road which he had previously traversed, Avith the foot of

desire, and not finding any fish, devoured the Frog and all her little ones.

You carried me olf from the clutches of a wolf

;

When I came to look, in the end, you yourself were the Avolf.

" I have narrated this story to show that the end of treachery is embarrass-
ment, and the termination of fraud and deceit repentance and hmnility."

Do not step in the desert of treachery and deceit.

Since, in the end, you will fall into the net of misfortune.

The son replied :
" 0 father ! moderate your language, and put a stop to your far-olf

and distant anticipations, since this matter is but little burdensome, and very
advantageous." The greed of wealth and love of his offspring drew the hapless
old man from the paths -"^ of rectitude and religion into the desert of violence and
treachery, and the saying, " Verilij your ivealth and children are a temptation to

you" was exemplified; leaving the road of manliness neglected, and entirely

folding up the carpet of liberality, he allowed himself to undertake a course of

action forbidden and disallowed alike by law and common usage, and on that
black evening, Avith anxious heart, took his place in the hollow of the tree.

In the morning, when the enlightened -minded Judge, the Sun, was mani-
fest in the Court of the Sky, and the treachery of the black-faced Night had
become to mankind like refulgent day, the Judge, with a troop of notables,

arrived at the foot of the tree, near which large numbers of people were arrayed
to view the sight. The Judge, turning towards the tree, after explaining the
claim of the plaintiff, and the denial of the defendant, demanded of it the true
merits of the case. A voice issued from the interior of the tree, " Light-heart
has borne off the money, and oppressed Sharp-Avit, who is his companion." The
Judge was astonished, but perceived with penetration that some one was con-
cealed Avithin the tree, but that it was not feasible to bring him to light except
by some fitting device.

The secret of any design Avhich is concealed from the eye of wisdom
Will not become clear except ia the mirror of deliberation.

He then commanded them to coUect a heap of fireAvood, and to place it close to

the tree, and set light thereto, so that grief ^ for that untutored and inexperienced
individual sprang up in the bosom of his family. The greedy old man for a

1 Literally, "halting-place."
2 It is impossible to preserve the several equivoques of the original Persian ; the meaning is simply

that the man's family wonld havei been grieved at the treatment he received.
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while kept Ms patience, but Avlien lie saw that the matter might become fatal,

pleaded for quarter. The magistrate, having brought him out and pacified

him, questioned him as to the true state of the case. The old man, half-burned,

related precisely what had occurred. The Judge, having learned how matters

stood, explained to the people the nature of the rectitude and forbearance of

Light-heart, and the treachery and wickedness of Sharp-wit. Simultaneously

with these events, the old man, through his deception, transported the trappings

of hfe from this transitory World to the Palace of Eternity, and by means of

the heat of the fire of this Sphere was brought into contact with the flames of

HeU. While, as regards the son, after that he was severely chastised and

had undergone rigorous punishment, he set out towards the city, with his dead

father placed round his neck ; whereas Light-heart, owing to the happy results

of his integrity, trustworthiness, rectitude, and honesty, recovered his money,

and occupied himself in carrying on his own business.

"Now the object of narrating this story is this, that it may be known to

mankind that treachery in the end meets with no approval, and that misfortune

and contempt are the finale of perfidy."

Whoever places his foot in the straits of deceit

WiU ultimately give his head to destruction

:

Treachery is a viper, which has two heads.

Each of which is dangerous in various Avays

:

If one head vexes the enemy's heart,

The other brings misery to its own author.

Damnah rephed :
" You have given the name of treachery to intelligence, and

designated deliberation as fraud and perfidy. Now I have concocted this scheme

with right forethought, and conducted this so great affair with true intelli-

gence." Kahlah answered :
" You are weak-minded and slow of dehberation, to

a degree that language is powerless to describe ; and you are steeped in mahgnity

of mind and excess of greed, to such a pitch as explanation fails to recount.

You have seen to what extent your treachery and deceit have advantaged your

master and benefactor : so that at the last what will be the punisliment and torture

for yourself, since the disgrace of your two-faced and double-tongued conduct must

produce a bad result % " Damnah rephed :
" "What is the harm of my double-

faced proceedings % since a beautiful rose, by reason of its two cheeks, is the orna-

ment of the rose-garden ; and what fear is there from my double-tongued conduct %

since the pen of a writer, with its two nibs, is the guardian of property and the

kingdom : it is the business of the sword, which is one-edged, to spill blood ;
while

' the comb, which has two sets of teeth, has its abode in the parting of the hau- of

lovely damsels."

He drinks blood like a sword, in this age, who

By reason of his natural integrity has but one face and one tongue :

While to him who, like a comb, is double faced and tongued.

They wiU give a seat of sovereignty, above then- heads.

Kalilah said :
" 0 Damnah, cease prating, since you are not such a two-cheeked

rose that, in contemplation of your beauty, the eye becomes iUumined
;
on the

contrary, you are the heart-wounding thorn, from which nought but misery

accrues to mankind : nor are you such a two-nibbed pen, as to afford news of

the secrets of the country and empire, but rather a two-fanged viper, since

. the wound of your tongue is nought but pernicious poison :
indeed the snake
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is preferable and superior to you, since from one of his forks poison issues,

whereas from the other tlie antidote flows ;
Avhile, as regards you, from both your

tongues poison trickles, and leaves no trace nor sign of antidote. Now it

behoveth every one to produce from their tongue every antidote on behalf

of friends, though if, as regards one's enemies, poison appears it is fitting ; like

it has been spoken by a sage

:

' I have upon the tip of my tongue both the antidote and the poison
;

The former is for my friends, the latter for my enemies.'

"

Damnah rejoined :
" Cease reproaching me, for perhaps peace will take place

between the Lion and Shanzabah, and the basis of friendship and confidence

again be settled." Kalilah said: "This is another of the collection of your im-

practicable speches ; but perhaps you are not aware that there are three things

which remain undisturbed until three other things ^ have taken place ; but after-

wards repose is among the number of impossibilities, and stability may be said

to be out of the question. 1st, Water of a fountain or canal, however pure it is,

tiU it arrives at the sea, when it is merged in the ocean pureness and sweetness

cannot again be anticipated from it. 2d, Concord exists among relations, so

long as men of evil designs and contentious dispositions do not come amongst

them ; but after the entrance of such Avicked and impious persons, harmony and

union cannot be expected amongst an assembly of relatives and connections.

3d, The reservoir of society and aff'ection is undefiled, so long as there is no

opportunity of speech given to informers and inciters to strife; but when a

double-faced and two-tongued traitor finds an opportunity of treachery between

two friends, no reliance can again be placed upon their friendsliip. Now
henceforth, if the Ox should escape from the clutches of the Lion, it is not

possible that, by the courtesy and flattery of the latter, he should turn from his

path; or that he should show a disposition for friendship and alliance with him;

and even supposing that the doors of intercourse remain open, each one will be

suspicious of the other."

Wlien a cord is broken it can be mended.

But in the middle there remains a knot.

Damnah said :
" If, having abandoned attendance on the Lion, I should become

observant of religious duties in the recesses of my abode, and if, having seized

with the hand of desire the skirt of your profitable society, I shoidd place the

head of retirement within the coUar of privacy, how would it be It " Kalilah

rejoined :
" God forbid that I should again be intimate with you, or be disposed

to be friendly with you : for I ahvays feared associating with you, and always

in my mind disapproved of your society ; since Avise men have said, ' The society

of the ignorant and base must be avoided, and the service of the Avise and good

must be embraced ; for companionship Avith the low and mean is like nourishing

a viper ; the more a snake-catcher may foster it, the more grief Avill he experience,

and ultimately he will give him a taste of poison from his fangs : whereas

the service of the wise and good is like a perfumer's casket, since, though none

of the contents thereof may be poured upon a person, yet the odours of its scents

Avill perfimie the nostrils. '

"

May you be like a perfumer, by Avhose side

Garments become fragrant, by reason of his scents !

1 in the Persian is a misprint for Jt^
'
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How long will you, like a blacksmitli's forge of fire,

Emit smoke and sparks on every side 1

" 0 Damnah ! how can one have any hope of fidelity and benevolence on your

part, since you have practised such conduct towards a King who has made you

beloved, respected, honoured, and famous, to so great a degree that, under the

shadow of his fortune you. Sunlike, boast of your grandeur, and by reason of

service at his Heaven-like threshold, place the foot of self-glorification upon the

head of the Lesser Bear, and have thus treated his favours and kindnesses as if

they had never existed 1

You are neither ashamed with regard to God, nor yourself

;

ISTeither also do you blush with reference to the people.

" Now, were I to flee a thousand leagues away from such a person, generous

wisdom would hold me excused ; and were I to abandon intercourse with such

a worthless wretch, reason, which is my guide, would deem such a step

justifiable.^

'Twere best to abandon the society of apparent friends.

Since absence is better than the presence of those who are disagreeable

;

When from the companionship of a comrade gladness does not spring up in

your heart,

^ 'Twere more pleasant to be a hundred leagues away from such an associate.

" And whereas from the society of the good and just there is advantage beyond

measure, so tlie intimacy of the unworthy and base is utterly ruinous : and

companionship with the wicked quickly bears fruit, and the misery thereof in

a short time becomes apparent. Therefore it behoveth him who is extremely

prudent to make friends with discreet, worthy-living, right-speaking, and good-

natured persons, and to shun intimacy with liars, traitors, evil-disposed and base

men.

Since you cannot shut the door upon the face of mankind,

You must sit in the cell of retirement

:

It is incumbent to acquire good associates.

Since every malevolent heart is not suitable for companionship.

I remember this speech of a wise man
(May there be pity upon his pure soul

!)

That ' whoever was friends with the ignorant.

In the end was ensnared by their friendship.'

" Wlioever forms an acquaintance with an unworthy man, or is aided by a

foolish friend, the same fate will betide him which befell the Gardener." Dam-
nah inquired, " What was that 1

"

STOEY XXVII.

Kalilah replied : It has been related that there was a certain Gardener, who had

been for a long time occupied in various kinds of horticulture, and passed a happy

life in the cultivation of pleasure-land and a Eose-garden. He had a parterre,

thes Eden-like appearance of which, from the beauty of its trees, threw the dust of

^ Literally, " would connect me with rectitude."
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envy into the eyes of the garden of Paradise, and from the freshness of its

flowers and rivulets placed the blot of jealousy upon the bosom of the Eose-

garden of Khawarnak.^ Its various-tinted trees appeared resplendent like

the peacock, and its gold-spangled roses resembled the magnificence of the

crown of Kaus.^ The surface of the earth was decked like the cheek of a

gaudily-attired mistress, and the breeze of its atmosphere was scented as it were

the sanctum of an Ambergris - selling merchant : its young and luxiu'iant

trees, from the amount of fruit thereon, were bent in back like old men : and its

delicious fruits were like the sweetmeats of Paradise, ripened without the heat

of fire ; the varieties of produce of spring and autumn were extremely juicy, and

very pleasant : its innoxious apples, like the chin of beauties with bodies fair as

silver, captivated the heart, and from their charming colours and repose-producing

odours, enchained the world.

They have compared an Apple to the chin of a friend

;

Its colour is red, and its face radiates through the garden.

An Apple is like a lamp shining from a tree

;

In the splendour of day who has seen a lamp on the end of a branch 1
^

Pears depended from every branch, like goblets of the "Water of Life, mingled

with bowls full of sweet Sharbat, and with the smokeless fire of their beauty

stimulated the desires of the worthless and profitless idlers.

Wliat shall I say in praise of the Pear 1 since in sweetness and lusciousness

It is like so many flagons of sugar suspended in the air.

And the Quince, covered with down, like the sleepless-nighted * Sufis, raised its

head, with yellow cheeks, from the womb of the sanctuary of nature, and its

dust-stained face placed the grief-soiled hearts of lovers upon their guard, respect-

ing the Sun of the affection of their Moon-faced beauties.

The yellow of the Quince is from the Sun,^ and I from alfection am yellow.

Its yeUow is from the Moon and Sun, and mine from affection of my own
Moon-like love.

The golden ball of the Orange, from the midst of its green leaves, was like the

globe of the brilliant Sun shiuing in the Celestial Sphere ; and the golden

censer of the Citron, with its heart-refreshing perfume, and soul-inspiring fragrance,

was resplendent in the expanse of the garden.

The Pomegranates therein, like the lips of a smiling mistressj

Are the agreeable objects of competition for rivals.

To test them the Celestial Jeweller

Had cast ruby gems into the fire.*^

When my speech sings the praises of the Peach,

My words regarding it seem fresh and sweet

;

Scarce ever does lip meet lip upon it,

But beautiful and pleasant juices trickle therefrom.

1 The garden prepared in Babylonia for King Bahr^m, and said to be of great beauty.
2 A king of Persia.
^ Meaning, I presume, that he who has seen it can judge of the beauty of the apple.
* Literally, " Night-rising."—See note, p. 24.
5 It is impossible to do justice to this couplet, which is a play upon the word "mihr," meaning

either " sun" or " affection."

8 In allusion to the seeds of the Pomegranate, which are red.
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In one direction an incomparable Fig, of the beauty of which the hand of Omni-
potence, according to the saying "And the Fig," has proclaimed the praises, and
given to it an excellent sweetmeat composed of poppies and sugar-candy. In
another direction, glittering Grapes in explanation of the perfection of which
the Pen of Wisdom has di-awn across the honoured page, " And in it we raised
up grain and the grape," were like a juicy blister, breaking out upon the
surface of the green leaves. On the outskirts of the gardens, the golden ball of

the Water-melon, with tender down and beautiful cheeks, shone resplendent like

a full Moon, which showed its face upon the horizon of the azure Sphere.

A Melon like a ball planted in a meadow
Carried off the ball ^ amongst the fruits of Paradise.

The tender down on its skin contained not a hair.

Musk and musk-wine ^ did not equal it in perfume.

The worthy rustic was so wrapped up in aU his trees, that he had not a
thought of his father, nor anxiety about children, and passed his time in solitude

in that garden. Ultimately, he became wearied of the lonehness of his seclu-

sion, and exceedingly tired of the strangeness of his retirement and want of

friends.

The rose and the violet are all here, but since there are no friends, what
advantage is there ?

In short, by reason of the misery of liis solitude, troubled in his mind, he came
forth to wander in the plain : and at the skirt of a hiU, the extent of the bounds
of which, like the long road of Hope, was not visible, he commenced to wander.
By chance a Bear, of savage disposition and disagreeable appearance, of revolting

aspect and brutal temperament, had also, by reason of his melancholy feelings,

turned his face from the top of the mountain downward. Of a sudden when
they met, on both sides, in consequence of mutual sympathy, the chain of

affection was put in motion, and the heart of the Rustic conceived a desire for

intimacy and companionship with the Bear.

Every atom that is in the Earth and Heaven
(Gravitates) towards its own kind, like straw and amber

;

Eire is attracted to fire.

Light also seeks after light

;

The sincere, also, are inclined to the sincere.

The sad, too, are attracted towards the aUing
;

What seizes hold of the vain, 'tis vanity

;

And what is agreeable to the wise, wisdom.
Men of folly attract the foolish

;

The remnant, too, are pleased with those who are left.

The inexperienced Bear, having observed the Eustic's demonstration of regard,

became entirely devoted to his society, and on a mere hint laid his head at his

feet, and made his entrance into that Paradise-resembling garden ; and by gifts

and douceurs of those pleasant fruits, friendship was confirmed between them,
and the root of the tree of affection became firmly fixed in the ground of the
heart of each of them.

1 There is a celelirated oriental game called "chatigaii" played with club and Lall.
2 Musk is here taken to be the blood of the musk-deer.
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In a corner of the garden they remained for a while

Perpetually content with each other's society.

Whenever the Gardener, by reason of excess of indolence, under the shade of

repose used to place the head of ease upon the pillow of rest, the Bear, from

affection and friendship, would sit at the head of the pillow and drive the flies

away from the Eustic's face.

I am unwilling also that a fly should throw a shade on that lip.

One day the Gardener, after his usual fashion, was asleep and dreaming,_ and

many flies were coUected together on his face. The Bear was busy m driving

them away, but the more he did so, the more they returned, and when he kept

them off one spot they renewed the attack in another quarter. The Bear became

distracted, and Hfting up a stone of twenty mans weight, with the intention of

kiUinc^ the flies, dashed it on the face of the hapless Eustic. The flies expe-

rienced no ill effects from the anguish occasioned by that stone, whereas the old

Gardener was ground to dust. On this account sage men have said that m
every case a wise enemy is better than a foohsh friend.

A wise enemy, from whom there arises grief to the soul.

Is better than a friend who is foolish.

" I have recited this story to show that friendship with you wiU produce this

very result, that one's head will be involved in ruin, and one's breast become a

target for the arrow of misfortune."

The society of the foolish is like an empty pot,

Which is hoUow within and black without.

Damnah answered :
" I am not such a blockhead as to be unable to distinguish

between the advantages or disadvantages wliich may accrue to me^ from my

friends, or not to discriminate between their good or bad qualities." Kalilah

said :
" I know that you are not such a fool as this ; but the dust of selfishness

has bhnded and obscured the eyes of your heart, and very likely because of this

selfishness you will desert your friend and offer in justification thereof a thou-

sand unacceptable double-faced deceits
;
just as in the matter between the Lion

and Shanzabah you have produced all this treachery, and yet you lay claim to

being innocent-skirted and of a good disposition. The case of you and your

friends is like that of the Merchant who said, " In a city where a Mouse eats an

hundred mans of iron, Avhat wonder is it that a Sparrow-hawk should carry off a

child %
" Damnah inquired, " How was that %

"

STOEY XXVIII.

Kalilah said : It has been related that a Merchant with but small capital

went on a journey. As an act of foresight, he deposited an hundred mans of

iron in the house of a friend, so that if necessity should arise, he could make it

a store of support, and strengthen the bonds of life. After that the Merchant

had finished his journey, and once more arrived at his destination, he needed that

iron. The friend to whose care he had intrusted it, had sold it and spent_ the

proceeds thereof. The Merchant one day went to him in search of the iron.

The man in whose charge it had been placed, having brought him inside the
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house, said :
" 0 sir, I securely placed that iron in a corner and became easy in

my mind, ignorant of the fact that a Mouse's hole was there ; before I became
acquainted with this circumstance the Mouse found an opportunity of securing
the prize, and ate up aU the iron." The Merchant replied: "You speak truly,

since mice have great affection for iron, and their teeth are very potent upon
such a delicate and soft morsel."

Iron is a delicate morsel for a mouse,

And like syrup eases the throat.

The man to whom the property had been intrusted Avas, truth to teU,

delighted at hearing these words, and said to himseK, " This foohsh merchant has
been deceived by my speech, and has thought no more of the iron

;
nothing can

be better than to show him hospitality and display the customary observances in
feasting him, so that the present state of affairs may be coniirmed." Accordingly
he gave the Merchant an invitation, saying:

If as a guest you place a foot in my cell.

You wiU give me pleasure and are heartily welcome.^

The Merchant replied :
" This day, as far as I am concerned, a matter of neces-

sity has occurred ; but I swear to you that I avlU return at dawn." He then
went out from the house, and carrying away thence one of the man's sons,

secreted him in a building. In the morning he went to the door of his enter-

tainer's house, who, in great distress, loosed the tongue of apology, saying, " 0
beloved guest ! excuse me, for since yesterday one of my sons has been missing,
and two or three times a proclamation has been made in the city and suburbs,
but I have obtained no clue respecting the lost cliild."

Like Jacob, lamenting, I sigh^

(Saying,) " Wlio has any news of Joseph who is lost 1
"

The Merchant said :
" Yesterday when I left your house I saw a child of the

appearance you describe Avhom a Sparrow-hawk had carried oif, and flying along,

bore him through the air." The man to whom the iron was confided, uttered
a cry saying, " 0 senseless fellow ! why do you narrate what is impossible, and
why do you lay yourself open to the charge of telling me so great a falsehood ?

How can a sparrow-hawk, whose entire bulk is not half a man, carry off and
bear through the air a lad whose weight is ten mans ? " The Merchant smiled
and said, " Do not be astonished at this, since in a city where a mouse can eat

an hundred mans of iron, a sparrow-hawk also can carry through the air a child

of ten mans." The man in charge of the property perceived how matters were,
and replied, " Be not dejected, since the Mouse has not devoured the iron." The
Merchant rejoined, " Be not sad, for the Sparrow-hawk has not carried off your
son

;
give me back my iron and take back your child."

" I have narrated this story that you may perceive that in a sect where
treachery can be shown towards a benefactor, it is evident what can be devised
towards other people. ISTow since you have acted thus towards the King, there
wiU remain to others no confidence in your integrity, nor desire for your
acknowledgment of favours, and it is clear to me that it is necessary for me
to hold myself aloof from the blackness of your wrong-doing, and obligatory

to avoid the darkness of your treachery and deceit."

^ Literally, " will place your foot upon my eyes."
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My fortune is bound up in severing myself from such as you,

My store of happiness in not seeing your face.

When the conversation between Kalilah and Damnah had reached this point,

the Lion had finished his business with the Ox, whom he had dragged in the

dust and blood. But when the Lion with the claw of punishment had settled

the matter of Shanzabah, and relieved of his existence the expanse of the desert,

the violence of the King's rage began to lessen, and the intensity of his fury to

abate. He fell into a train of reflection, saying to himself, " Alas for Shan-

zabah with so much wisdom, inteUigence, judgment, and worth! I do not

know whether this action of my life has been consistent with true rectitude,

or whether my feet have wandered in sin ; and whether, in that which they

have conveyed to me concerning the Ox they have done what is right, or have

travelled the road of treachery. At any rate I myself, through being incited

to such an act, have become overwhelmed with misery, and with my own hand

caused my own faithful friend to taste the potion of death."

Is it thus a friend at length acts towards friend %

I am impious if any impious person would do thus.

The Lion having bowed the head of repentance, and loosened the tongue of

reproach, blamed the precipitancy and haste of his own proceedings, and the

thought of Shanzabah, in language of the occasion, brought home to his

Majesty's mind the meaning of this verse :

0 friend ! does any one destroy a friend without cause ?

And then does any, like me, kill a faithful ally ?

Do not call me a friend—treat me as your^ enemy

;

Would any one thus injure even his foe ?

The constant smiling of the Lion, owing to the grief occasioned by this affair,

was changed to lamentation, and his ordinary hot temper, on account of the

excessive warmth of excitement arising from this event, became doubled.

The hand which has removed you has placed in my bosom the thorn of grief,

So that, by reason of this thorn of sorrow for you, how again can a rose

blossom 1

Damnah, who had seen from afar the effects of repentance on the temples of the

Lion, and had observed upon his forehead the proofs of regret, having broken off

conversation with Kalilah, went to the royal presence and said

:

0 King ! may the throne of prosperity be thy place

!

May the couch of the Heavens be thy resting-place !

May thy radiant forehead be exalted by joy !

May the head of the enemy be cast under thy feet

!

" Wliat is the cause of your meditation, and what can be the reason of your

reflection 1 Where is there a time more pleasant or a day more auspicious than

this when the King is strutting in the region of victory and triumph, while

his enemies are wallowing in the mire of disgrace and the blood of disap-

pointment ]

Behold, the morn of Hope has drawn the sword of victory !

Behold the day when the enemy has reached the night of death

!

1 Literally, "whether in this husiness I have drawn my hreath in rectitude."

- Or it may mean, " as my own enemy."
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The Lion said :
" Whenever I call to mind Shanzahah's humble service, the varie-

ties and evidences of knowledge displayed by him during our intimacy, as well
as^ his manifold good sense, pity overpowers me, and I am overwhelmed with
grief and vexation ; and in truth he was the back and support of the army, and
by his assistance the strength and prowess of my servants' arms were increased."

He has departed from whom the business of the Avorld possessed stability

;

He has gone by whom the abode of the kingdom was secured.

Damnah replied :
" There is no ground for pity on the King's part as regards that

ungrateful traitor
;
nay, more, it behoves you to return thanks to Almighty God

for this victory which has occurred, and to open the doors of delight and
pleasure in the court of the heart by reason of the conquest which has taken
place.

The morn of victory has risen in the east of Hope,
The night of blackness has passed away for foul designers.

"This auspicious scroll of victory with which the calendar of prosperity is

adorned, and this publication of fortunate conquest with which the register of
happiness is ornamented, must be considered as an illustrious preface, and a
remarkable frontispiece to the pages of time.

To day good fortune has brought me glad tidings.

Prosperity, with the note of hope, has many songs.

This is the day which my heart has sought with a thousand prayers

;

This is the time for which my soul longed with a thousand desires !

" O King
! protector of the world ! it is wrong to pardon any one from whom

one cannot be secure as to life ; while it is the act of wise men to confine in
the prison of the grave the enemy of the State. jS'ow if a snake should wound
the finger, which is the ornament of the hand and the instrument for grasping
and holding, in order to save life the rest of the limb is amputated, and the pain
of such wound is deemed the very essence of repose."

What affair will your enemy do that you keep him in your memory ?

It is better that you should gladden your heart at his death.

The Lion was in some measure pacified by these words, but Fortune snatched
justice for the Ox, and ultimately Damnah's business resulted in disgrace and
ignominy. The plant of his bad actions and the seed of his deceitful speech
bore fruit, and he was killed in retribution for the Ox. The end of treachery and
deceit has always been condemnable, and the termination of fraud and malevo-
lence contemptible and unpropitious.

The malevolent in their contrivances are slain,

Like scorpions, who seldom return to their homes.
If you act wrongly do not expect good.

Since the wild gourd will not bear grapes.

Do not expect, O you who have sown barley in autumn,
That in time of harvest you will reap wheat.

Similar to this spoke a man of the world,
" Do not -wrong lest you experience evil from the world

;

He will find good in both worlds

Who does good to the people of God."



BOOK II.

INTKODUOTION.

ON THE PUNISHMENT EXPEEIENCED BY EVIL-DOEES, AND

THE MISEEY OF THEIE END.

W HE King said : " I have heard the story of the calumniator and slan-

derer who, by excess of cunning, concealed the beauty of confidence

with the appearance of suspicion, and having caused his benefactor

to swerve from the road of manliness, made him celebrated for want

of fidelity, and for not keeping his promise; how such person's

words, mingled with deceit, having taken effect, he impeUed the

Lion to attempt the ruin of the piUars of the State, and the over-

throw of his own majesty. At the present time, if the eloquent

Philosopher thinks fit, let him narrate the termination of Damnah's affairs, and

explain how the Lion, after the occurrence of that event, when he recovered his

inteUiaence, became suspicious of Damnah; in what way he remedied the matter,

and how he became apprised of the nature of the latter's treachery, and with

what excuse Damnah continued his hold, and with what contrivance arranged

his own security, and what was the termination of the matter." The Philoso-

pher said

:

0 King ! may the kingdom and religion be under your protection !

May the lamp of merit be a taper on your path !

« In truth, vigHance and foresight demand that kings should not be moved by

merely hearing a speech, nor until manifest proof and clear evidence is obtained

as to the truth of a matter, should they put their orders concerning it into

execution.

Listen not to the words of a designing person,

Since if you take action you will repent it.

" And after that the speech of an interested person has happened to be accept-
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able, and disapproved actions or improper language have occurred, the remedy
and amends should he that the slandering informer be punished in such a
manner that it should be a warning to others, and from the dread of that chas-
tisement no one should hereafter set his feet in such an affair ; and all should
be enjoined to avoid the same road.

Cast away the root which produces a thorn,
But cultivate the tree which yields fruit

;

The lamp of the tyrant is better extinguished.
It is preferable that one should be burnt than that mankind should be

blemished.

" Now the story of the Lion and Damnah is a verification of this speech, since,
when the former was apprised of the treachery of the latter, and became aware
of his deceit and fraud, he commanded that he should be punished in such
manner that the eye of warning in other people was thereby enlightened, and
they perpetually recited the verse, ' Therefore take warning, 0 ye possessed of
eyes.' Now the nature of the story was in this wise."

•0-

Wlien the Lion had finished the affair of the Ox he repented of the haste
which he had exhibited in that business, and with the teeth of reproach bit the
finger of regret, and placed the head of remorse upon the knee of anguish.

He drew a cold sigh through regret and grief (saying),
" Who in this world has acted as I have done ?

"

He was perpetually thinking, " Why did I in this matter act hastily ? " and
constantly considering, " Why did I not carry out this affair with reflection and
deliberation 1

"

I abandoned the reins of my soul to the hand of lust

;

I acted contrary to wisdom and intelligence, and did wrong.
Now I know it, but the knowledge thereof is of no avail to me

;

What profit is it to say frequently, " Wliy did I act thus ?
"

The Lion passed a long time in this manner in anguish and grief; and by
reason of his vexation of mind and despondency of heart the repose of the beasts
was marred, and the condition of his subjects became straitened ; and the idea,
" Men are of the same faith as their kings," having spread over the inliabitants
of that forest, all were distressed and miserable.

My heart, like a tulip, is burned up, and from the violence of my sighing
Whomsoever you see is afflicted with the same evil.^

The greater part of his time he used to call to mind the good service and
former attendance of Shanzabah; and his vexation having increased, anguish and
sorrow overwhelmed him : it was a consolation to the Lion to speak of traditions
concerning the latter, or hear him mentioned.

I am not at any time unmindful of your memory

;

I either mention your name or listen thereto.

1 Literally, " scar."
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thenf^^O.f'^'l

interviews with each of the beasts, and cleBianded stories fromthem. One night he entered into conversation with a Leopard on this matter

eplie7™lt ,7 -T"" f ^^^"^^^^ I^^Sreplied 0 Ivmg
!
to thmlj much over a matter wherein the hand of dehberation fails to reach the skirt of remedy thereof is conducive to insanTty and tj

vlliltf'^f^^ the limit of impossibility is S^f thpale of wisdom and mtelhgence
; and wise men have said :

To bring back to the thumb-staU an arrow which has been shot
is feasible, but not to bring you back.

"And whoever attempts to seek anything which it is impossible to obtain, may

finding that for which he is searching: just as the Fox conceived a desire toobtam a fow^, and lost the piece of skin which he had despised." ^ The j!ioninquired, " How was that ? " ^
J iic j.ion

STOEY I.

fromL^irt'f
been related that a hungry Fox had come forthfrom his hole m search of food, and was wandering in every direction and inquest of a morsel traversing the expanse of the plafn with the foot of gre d andgluttony AU at once an odour, such as to lend additional strength to his soul

which had been left by one of the beasts who had eaten the flesh thereofWhen the eyes of the Fox alighted upon this piece of skin they sparkled andby reason of the quantity of the food his frame became completely reinvigorate^l

I was dead, but the fragrance of a heart-enticing friend reaching meOnce again my departed soul returned to my body.

When a friend is obtained, retirement is best of all.

In the midst of his way his path happened to be on the outskirts of a villa<.ehe saw some fat fowls busy feeding on the edge of the plain, and the servant'by name Zira^c,- had gnx ed the loins of guardianship in watching them. JI'Fox s desire for the bn:ds' flesh was aroused, and from delight ^t the idea ofthe brains m then- heads, he forgot aU about the piece of skin. In the r^idsof these circumstances a Jackal happened to pass by that village. He inqS(saymg,) 0 bro her I observe that you are extremely perpkxed-wlXventhas occin^red, and what aifair has happened?" The Fox\.eplied " 0 deaJfriend
!

do you see these fowls, every tongue of whose condition is perpetuTllv

purport of the verse, 'And you shall have therein whatever your heart sMlldesire: pervades them from head to foot ?

From head to foot all the soul is clothed >vith flesh •

A soul so extremely pleasant and pure is rare.

1 I am somewhat douhtful if tliis rendering he correct n," >- lever or sharp.
K ^

ii
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" And after that for a while I have been overwhelmed with the misery of

J;^L pain

t-S^rXi:^c^I^HelS^
"Zi^: oTri ifmr^^:'and tl^ the palate of m, wishes

shonld be gratified with its luscious flesh, which has the flavour of hfe.

My life is bitter, but if my love from her ^'^S^'^-''^^''^^

Bestow sharbat upon me, the desire of my heart w.U be satisfied.

M,. Til . " Aln^ il'is' a lon« time has elapsed since I have been m

thS ; do you then who have found ^a fresh piece of skm esteem rt a puze,

and abandon such extravagant notions."

Pix your mind upon the sweetheart whom you possess,

Avert your eyes from the rest of the world,

rr., 17 • •

.ri . " n brother ' tiU on the summit of desire one can attain the

b of'tlie heal'it Wdt a great shame to consign one's self to disappoiiit-

a foot in the thorny ground of adversity and distress.

So long as one can put one's foot on the throne of greatness,

Why should one take a place in the mire of disgrace ?

='':fe.*"i;S. to >.no„—
^^^^^^^

epithet of greatness to improper avarice, but you are Heedless

' Greatness is in humility,'^ and repose m contentment.

If in this market there is aught to be gained it is by the contented darwish :

0 God ! make me abound with humility and contentment

!

"^.Tou.ht is better than this, that you should be

has been fixed for you by
^^f^^J^^^

him' is decreed.

Daily food is distributed, and the time thereof fixed.

Sooner or later than that, it cannot be procured by any effort.

-

. ^ow I fear lest, by reason of ^Hs Resumption in ^ehy^^have iMulg^^

, piece of skin also may shp from your hands, ana you

Literally, that I shoiUd drop my head.;'
referring to a poor or himhle state of

T have taken the word which signifies poverty
1

2 I have taken

•aiiiid.
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thrown. Now, your case much resembles that of the Ass, who sought after a tail
and gave his ears to the wind (of destruction)." The Fox inquired, "How was

STORY II.

The Jackal replied :

There was an Ass who had no tail ;
^

Day by day his gxief for want of a tail grew greater.
He set out in search of a tail

—

He sought a tail, and drew his breath.

Suddenly, involuntarily on his part.

He went in the midst of a field of ripe corn.

A Eustic by chance spying him from a nook.
Jumped up, and cut off his two ears.

The hapless Ass desired a tail

;

He did not find a tail, but lost both his ears.

He who steps beyond liis limits,

Such is his punishment in the end.

The Fox, by reason of his excessive greed and covetousness, frowned, and said :

I am thinking of my friend. Should any one imagine in his heart
That I should omit to remember him, his idea is vain.

"Observe the sight, hoAv, by a pleasing stratagem, I will bring a delightful
fowl to my clutches, and mth what contrivance I will entice into the net ofmy possession this worthy prey." Thus he spoke, and setting his steps to-
wards the fowls, left there the skin. The Jackal, when he saw that his advice
made no mipression on the stony heart of the Fox, turned his face away from
him, and hastened to his own abode. In the neighbourhood there was a Kite
hovermg about; his glance lighted on the piece of skin, and thinking it a dead
animal, with the greatest joy brought it within the region of his possession, and
soared aloft m the air. On the other hand, the Fox had scarce got near the
fowls, when Zi'rak jumped up from his hiding-place, and threw his stick at him
As soon as the Fox felt the effect thereof, the hapless creature, in fear of his
life, abandoned all thought of the fowls' company, and mth great haste scram-
blmg along, set out towards the piece of skin. When he reached the destined
spot, he saw no trace of the skin. In prayer he raised his eyes to heaven
desirous of representing in a supplicating manner the condition of his affairs'
Just as he was weeping over his misfortune he saw the Kite, who, having seizedm his talons the piece of skin, was carrying it away, saying :

^

" You have gained at play, and the prize has fallen to your lot.

Since you have played unfair, what shall any one do 1

"

The Fox, from vexation at not finding the fowl, and from regret at the piece ofskm slipping from his hands, struck his head upon the ground till his brains
were scattered.

"Now the object of reciting this story is this: the King has destroyed with
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his own hands one of the piUars of his kingdom, and
^l^l-f^f^^^l^'^

wellbeing of his remaining counsellors, and omx s to look
JJ^*

attendants at his court, or to show kindness to the ^^^^^.^ " f^^^^f
Shanzahah, being killed, cannot by any means be recalled ,

yet the re^idu. o^^

former servants remain apart from attendance.
'

The
^^^^^'f
" J

tion said • "This speech is the very essence of kindness and weU-wishmg but,

as i^r b" Shanzabah, I have committed an error, and my perturbation is c uefly

tith^a view of making amends for the same " The Lecj^ard replied
:

^le

remedy and cure thereof will not be procurable m anxiety, nay, more, wiii

come to pass by right deliberation and correct judgment.

Wlien an ant falls into a glittering cup.

His dehverer must use remedial measures, not force.

« The nroper course is this : the King of the beasts, having cast aside impatience

and oily luld place the edifice of his affairs upon deliberation and as regards

hemi of Shlabah, and the investigation of the

^^l^^f;^^^^^ Z.
dition, should enter upon the case in such

^^t^whSi has been
thereof may become clear to his intelligent mmd; and if that which has been

c runicaL to the Eng's ears relative to S^-abah really occurred

met with the punishment of treachery and the retribution of peri^dy while, it

Theytve t/ented a calumny regarding him and -P-ted jo"^^^^^

never uttered, it is incumbent that the tale-bearer and scandal-monger should

be made the target of the arrow of revenge."

It is right to thrust away him who is bad.

The Lion said- "You are the Minister of the kingdom, and for a long time I

WW much benefited by your right judgment and have^
siaht in procuring advantages and repelling misfortunes, my guide and leader^L affair in such ^ay as

l^^^^f^VZ^l^:^
;Seinn^^^^^^^^^—! ?n 1 Z-t Lfe I wiH display to

[he KiS radLt notice the'truth of this affair, and not leave a particle of the

minutiae of investigation under the screen of secrecy or the ved of delay.

Everything, with enlightened intelligence,

I will unravel, like hair from dough.

The Lion found comfort at this promise, and as it was evening, the Leopard

haviit asked permission, set out towards his own home. By chance his path

av near the dwelling of Kalilah and Damnah. He saw that a dispute wa

aLTplace between°them, and high words were uttered on both B.des The

Leonarcl had been from the very first suspicious of Damnah At this time,

wZ the sound of speaking and expostulation reached his
^^^^^^^^^^^^^

his fears were increased. He came forward,
^^^^^^^f,
"

^

opened the ears of attention to listen to their conversation. Ivalilah was saym

"^D mnlh! you have performed a great -t, and
_

perpetrated a stupend^^^

deed and have caused the King to break his promise, Imkmg him with the

d p;st t^^^^^^^^^^^ you have, moreover, raised the fire of stri e and con^sion

'

amon-st the animals and beasts, and I am not sure but that, any hour the

J>unishment thereof may reach you, and you may be overtaken with trouble and

chastisement therefrom.
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Whoever unsheathes the sword of oppression,
The sky, too, will rain down blood upon that person.

"And I know that when the inhabitants of this plain are apprised of vour deedno one wiU excuse you, or assist to liberate you; nay, more, they will aU withone voice agree m killing and torturing you. For me, after this, to live in thesame house with you is not right, for it has been said :

Sit not for a while with the bad, since the society of the wicked
Ihough you yourself may be pure, will contaminate you
ihe sun m all its majesty
Is obscured by an atom of a cloud.

"Arise! and be intimate with some other companion, and henceforth cease ac-quaintance and intercourse mth me, since you shaU not again be friendly orassociate with me." Damnah replied :
" 0 dear friend !

If I remove my heart from you and take away my friendship.
Upon whom shaU I cast that love, where shaU I bear that heart?

"Do not separate from me, nor deprive me of your society, and do notreproach me any more relative to the affair of Shanzabah, since to caU to minda matter which has been done is a source of misery, and to deliberate over an affa^wh^h does not come witlnn the province of prevention is amongst the categoryof mpossible imaginations: drive out of your head perverse melancholy, and ?urJyour face towards joy and repose, since an enemy has travelled to th world onon-existence, and the atmosphere of Desire has become clear of the dust of sus

of delight a_^id the doors of Hope are opened on the face of prosperity, while therosebud of Expectation has bloomed in the garden of glad tidings."

0 cupbearer
!
give wine, and be not sad at foe or friend

Smce the former has passed away, according to the wish of our heart, while the
latter has arrived.

Kalilah said: " Notwithstanding you have deviated from the path of manlinessand with the axe of treachery have destroyed the foundation 'of genei^sSy yetyou claim repose, and expect your time to be passed in security and happinesZ"

You have concocted a vain scheme, you have devised an absurd plan.

Damnah responded: " It is not that I was unaware of the disgrace of treachervand the punishment of deceit and guile, or that the baseness of^alumny and theabomination of malevolence were concealed from me; but the desire of dignityhe greed after wealth, and the promptings of envy, instigated me to sucli anaction; and m the present circumstances I know no remedy for this matter andcannot devise any cure for it."
maiier, ana

The remedy of this business is beyond the region of possibility: what can I do?
The Leopard having heard this portion of theh- discourse, and found out theexact state of affairs, went to the Lion's Mother, and said :

" IS disc 1
"

secret, on this condition, that the Queen promises not to permit it to be ivea ednthou absolute necessity." After a profusion of oaths, promises, and p otest^^^faons, he repeated m its entirety what had occurred between KamaTandDamnah, and related in detail the reproaches of Kali'lah and the ct ssL of
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il..a.. T.e Mot.. w.s ^^^^^:Z:Z^,^
day, according to her usual cvxstom, ^

^^^.t i,' the cause of your

extrenaely sad and dejected. She inquired O bon .

pensiveness, and the reason of your vexation?

Why has your fuU moon become dejected %

my has your waving cypress become a mere spmdle ?

On what account are aU these your sighs,

And to whose violence are all these lamentations due?

The Lion replied :
" My sadness is due to ^^^^^^J^^l^^

in my heart."

By yon. ,0.4 you «e
f sWl I do!

And tliougli you were so, now you

rrra^ z 7;^ :JSrr/o4£r:- .-u »nnot, w.. ..^ i

«

M«ur:tl:^s:^ of a^^^^ ^o. n.. »yng .

' Tn manner of service, and in point of fidelity,

Yoi mTy seek far, y;u will not find such an one as I am

The Lion's Mother said :
" As regards^ T^^t^^Z

the darkness of doubt and conjecture the te tini^^^^^^^^

^^^ersiooA that his

evidence of a pure heart. ^
'^^^^^^^^^^ -^-^^1^' ''''''

heart is witness to the ^^^^^
f.^^^^^'^i",; evidence, and since a slanderer,

tionwas not after conclusive
P^°°J contrary to what was

under the guise of rectitude, ^^^feBe^*^^^^^^^^^
will arise. Now if, as

true, every moment fresh regre and endljs^-pe^
^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^

regards what had been represented ^^^^^^^^ the steed of rage, and

with the bridle of patience
"^-^^f^^^^^^^^^^ of clear wisdom, he need

removed the darkness of "^^^^^^^^ nor must he have

^rjrtf I-- shd? of 11011—."

Conduct the affairs of the world with dehberation

sLce, in any matters, haste wiU not be of any avail

.

Were the lamp not to blaze with such brilliancy,

It would neither consume itself nor the moth

.

Patience affords a key to every lock;

No one ever saw a patient man overwhelmed with regret.

r ^ " 0 Mother ' as you have said, in this matter my natural feel-

The Lion rephed : 0 Mother .
as y _ consumed the edifice of

ings were superior to my reason, and the nre « " ^ matter

understanding, and now there is
worst of the case

,
SbJ" rr;4t for the arrow of reproach,

sugsest another.
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and cast upon my name the lot of faitlilessness and oppression : and however
much dHigence I display to connect the Ox with open treachery, and fix a
patent offence upon him, so that perchance I may be excused by others for slay-
ing him, and be exempt from the jeers of my acquaintances and the taunts
of strangers, I cannot in any way arrange or settle this. The more I reflect, the
better does my opinion of him become, and the more do I regret and repent his
death. The hapless Shanzabah, too, had a clear intellect and a praiseworthy
disposition, and with all these qualities, one cannot ascribe to him the charge of
malevolence

;
neither was he a person of that class in whose brain vain desires

and impossible schemes have their abode, so that it should have passed through
his mmd to kiU or contend with me also, as regards him, there has proceeded no
such neglect of the various degrees of kindness, and different sorts of favours, as
could be a bond of enmity and aversion, and the cause of antagonism and con-
tention, ^fow I am anxious to use every effort to investigate this matter, and to
prosecute this inquiry to the limits of excess : and though it may be that this
regret is without avail, and that sorrow will not find a remedy by this narration,
yet it may be that consolation will accrue to my spirit therefrom, and the strife-
excitmg slanderer be punished, and my apology be accepted amongst mankind.
JMow if you have become acquainted with anything in this matter, or have heard
any tidings, inform me and give me advice. " The Lion's Mother said

:

I have a mind full of gems of secrets
;

But there is a seal ^ on my mouth.

" I have heard some talk, but it is not allowable to divulge it, and I have
discovered some particulars, but it is not permissible to reveal them, since some
ol those around you have imposed upon me to keep this secret, and have used
their utmost efforts to conceal matters—' The hearts of the noble are the graves
of secrets.

^

I inquired of an old toper, ' Wherein is the road of security ?

'

He demanded a glass of wine, and replied, ' In the keeping of secrets.'

"Now the King is aware that it is a great fault to divulge secrets, and an unut-
terable crime to disclose a person's confidences : were it not that wise men have
msisted upon avoiding that habit, I would otherwise have repeated everythino-
and swept away the mire of lamentation from the expanse of the heart of my
beloved and prosperous son." The Lion replied :

" The proverbs of the learned
and the saymgs of the wise are numerous; though many of them have enjoined
refraining from disclosing secrets, it was in view of the wellbeing and safety of
the speaker

:
some there are, too, which, with regard to universal interest (since

general advantage may be conceivable therefrom) have commanded the declaration
of such secrets; now, if any one should unjustly design the destruction of a
Mussuhnan, and impart the secret to a third party, and under severe and
fiarsh obhgations disclose it to him, and enjoin him strictly not to reveal it

• and
It that friend, with the view of protecting that Mussulman, should unfold the
secret, and inform him thereof, so that he might guard his interests,—assuredly
such person would not, at law, be punished, neither would he become blameable
before God

:
and to conceal a secret in such circumstances as these would

appear like being partners with wicked men. Now it may be that he who has
commumcated this intelligence has wished that by divulging this secret to you
lie may withdraw his feet from the midst thereof, and intrust it to the care of

1 Literally, "nail."
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your keeping, or he may have had dread of me, and made you the medium of

disdosing th!; secret. I am in hopes that you will iiiform me thereof, and relate

whatever is befitting your counsel and kmdness.

Disclose your secret, for we are to be intrusted with confidences

;

Abandon consecpiential ahs, for we are suppliants.

The Lion's Mother said : "This observation which you have made is much to be

commended, and this Une of argument wHch you have adduced g^^^^^^^^

praised; but the disclosing of secrets has two clear evils: Ist, The enmity of

Lt iiic ividual, who having reliance on a certain person, has made him acquainted

iSl SrLrets. 2d, The suspicion of others; for when a P-on becomes

known as betraying the coniidences^ and revealing the secrets of ^aukind no

a soul will agahi repeat a word to him, nor wiU any intrust him with a secret

.

he '^i both be driven from the sight of his friends and also overwhehued by

the taunts of his enemies.

Much as my heart is wasted from concealing my secret,

Yet, from dread of my enemies, I ever place a seal on my hps.

"Also in the sayings of the wise I have observed that, 'He whose secret is not

dea! Ms ruin is not dead: Whoever does not conceal the_ gem of his secret

£1 asket of non-existence, assui-edly that secret wiH hoist the standard o

destruction over his head; and it has passed into a proverb that 'whoever lets

a secret escape from his hands, lays down his life m return.

Do you wish to keep your head in its place, preserve your secret.

"Perhaps you have not heard the story of that Attendant who dared to fclose

the King's secret, and ultimately g-ave his head m exchange for the samel ihe

Lion inquired, " How was that %

"

STOEY III

The Lion's Mother said: In days past there was a King, the tlirone of

whose sovereignty received lustre and glory from the ornameut of his justice

Td the splendoui' of whose imspariiig kindness shone tln-ough the regions of his

kingdom.

In pomp like Faridiin, in dignity like Jamshid,

In majesty like Sikandar, in power hke Darius.^

One day he had gone out hunting at a spot where a tent was nigh at hand,

men every one was busy in settling the affairs which pertained to his post

he said to his own Attendant, "I wish to race horses with you since I have

for a Ion. time been anxious to know whether the pace of tins black horse on

wMch I am mounted, is better than that of the piebald winch you are riding

Jhe Attendant, in accordance with the command of his Monarch, began to gaUop

his horse, and the King also gave the rein to his quick-going courser. As soon as

^ey were a long way from the hunting-ground, the King, dropping his stirrups

. and puUing up the reins of his horse, exclaimed,-" 0 Attendant
!

my object m

lourneyiug thus far was this: At the present moment something entered my

1 Literally, " rending the veils." ' ^' P^^e 12.
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mmd, and a thought overpowered my imagination, and amongst aU my courtiers
none being worthy to be intrusted with this secret, I wished to secure privacy
to tell it you in such a maimer that no one should have any suspicions." The
Attendant performed the oath of devotion, and said

:

0 Kliusrau !
^ may the sun of the firmament be thy servant

!

May Fortune be resplendent, and shine on thee !

Though this contemptible atom does not value himself so highly, yet since the
hght of tlie sun of favour has intrusted me with the shadow of Fortune, I am in
hopes that the morning breeze, which is the confidant of the secrets of the truths
of spring, will not inliale an odour from this expanse, neither the heart, in spite
of its becommg the treasury of this coin, extend its feet to the limits of this
news

In like manner as the soul is concealed in the body.
So will I keep your secret hidden in my heart.

The King having praised him said :
" I am in great dread of my own brother •

and nowadays I read on the page of his actions and attitude the representation
of my destruction and ruin, and I behold that he has bound himself with the
girdle of hatred to encompass my death, i^ow I, also, am purposing and desirous
to remove the stone of his existence from my path, and free the expanse of the
country from the thorn of his malevolence before that ruin shaU befall me at his
hands.

A weak fox ! Whose dog is he.

That he should occasion injury to a strong lion ?

" You must always be on the alert as to his affairs, and observe the obligations of
caution as regards my protection and preservation." The Attendant made obeis-
ance, and having charged himself with the matter of preserving and concealinc^ the
circumstance, ratified it >yith various assurances ; but he had scarce arrived at his
own home, ere he drew the writing of perfidy across the volume of his affairs
and having wandered from the road of affection and confidence, placed his feet in
the desert of treachery and ingratitude.

Moderate your soul's affection for your companions, since in the rose-crarden of
Fortune °

The perfume of friendship and sincerity is never found in any comrade.
I intrusted a secret to a person, and suffered much torture therefrom
Would to God I had first of aU known that one cannot find a confidant

!

The Attendant, having sought an opportunity, betook himself to the service of
the Sultan's brother and apprised him of the case just as he himself had heard
it. The King's brother at once, for a sum, received the favoiu: from him and
befriended hun with numerous promises and countless largesses, and with riaht
deliberation also guarded himself from the machinations of his brother In a
short time, as is the wont of the vicissitudes of Time, and the instability of the
actions of Fortune, the Spring of that brother's prosperity became changed to
the Autumn of adversity, and the blossom of success fell down from the tree of
his existence.

What Spring breeze blows in the Heavens,
That in its rear there is not the adversity of Autumn ?

1 A celebrated king of Persia.
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To be perpetuaUy nurtured in the bosom of Mother Fortune

Do not expect, since there is not therein the perfume of hospitality.

Now when the royal throne and the regal couch remained void of the glorious

maiesty of the elder brother, the younger brother placed his foot upon the

pedestal of the throne of monarchy, and exalted the diadem of royalty to the

pinnacle of prosperity.

In the parterres of the kingdom of Fortune there blossomed the rosebud of joy;

The rose-garden of monarchy was verdant with the heads of the shrubs.

The fu-st commands which issued from the lips of the King, and the earliest

orders for the execution of which the exalted signal was given, were as to the

destruction of the Attendant. Helpless he loosened the tongue of supphcation

(saying)

O Kliusrau 1^ may thy dominion be prosperous !

May thy star be resplendent and auspicious !

" Wliat is my fault but sincerity and affection for thee %

"

The retribution for what I have done is not this.

The Kin- said : "The worst of crimes is to disclose a secret, and as regards you

this fault has been perpetrated; and after that you have failed to guard the

secret of my brother, Avho selected you as the confidant thereof from amongst aU

his attendants, what rehance can I have in you 1

"

It is better to separate from a faithless friend.

Thou-h the Attendant exhibited perturbation, it was of no avaH and he was

overtaken mth the ling's punishment, and lost his head through the disclosure

of a secret.

If your tongue keeps its secret,

"What concern has the sword with your head 1

« Now the advantage to the King from the recital of this story is this :
The dis-

closure of secrets produces no good result, and it will not procure the fruit of

happiness to become a babbler of men's confidences." The Lion replied
: 0 dea

Mother ! he who reveals his own secret, his object is to disclose it-and if not, it

behoveth him to become the confidant of his own secret; but after that a person

has divulged the secret of his own mind to another, if the latter m turn repeats

it to a third party there wiU be no room for vexation. Since xt is no wonder if,

when a person cannot endure his own load, another should have no power to

bear the same.

When you yourself are not (a fit) confidant of your own secrets.

How could any other person be intrusted therewith 1

"A-ain when, as regards the disclosing of a secret, a person reveals what is

proper, though betraying the confidence is considered a fault, yet the evidence of

such good intentions m^y be a screen in front of the offence. I am m hope

that, having done me the favour of reveahng what is ngh ,
you ^^Ijemove t^

load of grief from my heart ; but if you cannot do so clearly give a huit thereof,

'

and if you cannot make use of plain sentences, at any rate do not refuse to

1 See note, page 153.
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adopt metaphors." The Lion's Mother said :
" On the condition that you cause

punishment and retribution to reach that infamous rascal who has raised the dust
of this strife, and that you conceal the beauty of pardon from his fearless eyes,
which were bhnd to behold the path of rectitude and right dealing. Though the
learned in religion and the skilled in the knowledge of the true God have
laboured to show the excellence of pardon and the glory of kindness, and have
stimulated and encouraged the practice of that custom and the adoption of that
habit, yet as regards crimes the effects of which may bring ruin to the world,
and the misery therefrom be diffused throughout the human race, punishment
is better than pardon. If as a set-off for this crime from which vexation has
accrued to the King's soul, and the skirt of his rectitude and confidence has
become stained with the disgrace of perfidy and treachery, retribution does not
foUow, it wlU be a source of corn-age to other Avretches, and the pretexts of evil-
doers will thereby gain additional strength, and every one wiU consider it a reli-

able example and a true model for oppression and wickedness. Consequently
here there must be no place for pardon and connivance ; and according to the
peremptory precept, ' And in this retaliation you have life,' remedial measures
must be recognised as imperative.

Every person who commands the people to be oppressed
Is the enemy of the kingdom—give orders for his destruction.

" The object of this exordium is this : The traitor Damnah, who has impelled
the Monarch of the world to this course, is a tale-bearer, a sycophant, a worth-
less scoundrel, and a villain." The Lion rejoined: "I know it; you must
return till I have reflected as to his punishment." The Lion's Mother went
back to her home, while the Lion, after much thought, commanded the army to
be paraded before hun, and having summoned to his presence the chiefs and
nobles, the ministers and counsellors, requested his mother to be present ; and
after that all, both high dignitaries as well as subjects, were assembled together,
he issued his august mandate that they should bring Damnah to the foot of the
royal couch

:
having turned away from him, the King occupied himself in deep

and profound reflection. Damnah observed it, and found the door of misfortune
opened, and the road of deliverance closed : tui-ning his face towards one of the
King's attendants he softly said to him :

" What is the reason of this meeting
together of the assembly, and what has happened that the King is absorbed in
thought and reflection ? " The Lion's Mother heard this, and exclaimed :

" The
King is deliberating about your hfe; and since your treachery is known, and the
vHlany of your depravity is evident, wHle the falsehood which you spoke con-
cerning his dear friend has been unravelled, and the screen removed from before
the face of your rascality and baseness, it is not right that you should be allowed
to hve, even for the twinkhng of an eye, or that a man displaying such wicked-
ness should be kept in the firmament of 'This existence is ^mre good.' " Damnah
replied

:
" The sages of old have not left any wisdom untold, but have made the

way clear for the repose of people of modern times. Now one of their wise
sayings is that, ' Whoever in the service of a king is resolute will quickly attain
the honour of access, and whoever is in proximity to the sovereign, aU the king's
friends and enemies become the foes of such a person '—the former by reason
of their envying his dignity and station, the latter on account of his sincere
advice as regards the interests of the kingdom and people.

Whoever is nearest in the service of the king.
His danger is greatest. •
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"'And those persons who are friends are in great dmiger •• tence it arises

that persons of sincerity have placed their backs against the wall of security and

repose and havmg turned their faces from the world, which is unstable, treach-

erous, and unrehable, have made choice of the worship of the Creator m place

of the service of the creature—since in His exalted presence negligence and

omission are not permissible, while oppression and tyranny are not aUowable,

and the requital of good with evil, or the recompense of obedience with punish-

ment, is not conceivable : as regards, too, the orders of the King of kings there

is never, in the least degree, any deviation from the direction of justice.

That iustice is Divine which is uniform

;

As for the rest there is invariably at one time satisfaction, at another discontent:

There there is no oppression, though here there is tyranny

;

There there is nothing Avrong, though here there are mistakes.

" Most of the arrangements of mankind, in contradistinction to the ways of the

Creator are marred with various contradictions and inconsistencies ;
and deviat-

ing from connection with, and observance of, what is right, sometimes they

bestow on criminals, who are worthy of punishment, the recompense due to the

dealin-s of the sincere, while sometimes they rebuke righteous men, who merit

encouragement, with the reproaches due to the sins of the base
:
since lust is pre-

dominant in their arrangements, and error evident in their deeds; spite is mani-

fest in their words, and hypocrisy visible in their actions
;
good or evi are to them

alike, and advantage or misfortune akin in their sight. May be that a person

intrusts all the wealth on the earth's surface to the treasurer of the kmg, who

wiU not, on his part, consider it in the least degree a favour, while he will raise

to the summit of greatness the exalted head of another man who may abuse

him.

Behold their indifference, observe their nonchalance,

As to whether you be the musician or become the mourner.

"
I should not from the commencement, have approached the outskirts of the

King's service, nor have set my feet beyond the cell of retirement, or the corner

of privacy I should not have accepted the service of the Monarch, which is

like a consuming fire, since whoever does not recognise the value of repose, and

chooses the service of the creature rather than obedience to the Creator will

meet with that which befell the Eecluse." The Lion's Mother inquired, What

was thatV .

STORY IV.

Damnah said: It has been related that a pious man, having abandoned

worldly concerns, made choice of the corner of retirement and, not considering

food and raiment, was content with barley-bread and woollen clothes.

He was melancholy from grief, puUing at his coUar;

He girded himself, and went to the foot of a mountain;

He turned his body from affluence to penury

;

He contented his heart with mere herbage in lieu of luxuries.

The fame of that holy man's probity and rectitude in a short time reached the

1 Literally, " lie turned his heart from contentment to grass."
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outskirts and borders of that region, and men from far and near, by way of
invoking a blessing and benediction, began to repair to him. When they saw
the effects of the light of worship beaming and radiant on his iUustrious temples,
having become more earnest in matters of religion, they displayed greater zeal
In this district was a King, just, liberal, and a friend to the Darwish, and who
gave precedence to the search after Divine favour in place of following after
kingly lusts, and took for his example nought but the habits of the prophets,
and the disposition of the saints.

A pure disposition, good nature, and straightforward conduct.
Are pleasant on the part of a poor man, but more excellent on that of a ricli

person.

When the news of the saintly Eecluse reached him, having put in practice the
saymg, " Hapjnj is the chief, and hapjyy the Fakir," he waited on the holy
man, and havmg sought a supply of his blessed words, begged for some advice
suitable for kings. The pious Eecluse replied :

" O Monarch ! God has two
palaces—one temporal, which is caUed the World, the other everlasting which
is named Eternity. Exalted ambition demands that you should not set your
desires upon the temporal abode, but should fix your sight upon the kingdom of
the everlasting world."

Seek the kingdom of Eternity, since that is pleasant

—

An atom from that region is worth a hundred Worlds !

Strive that while in the midst of this present abode
You secure your portion in that realm.

The King inquired
:

" By what means can the conquest of that kingdom be
obtained 1

" The Devotee replied :
" By assisting the oppressed and aiding the

unfortunate
: and it becomes every King, who wishes for everlasting rest to strive

for the comfort of his people."

That person sleeps at rest under the clay.

At whose hands men repose in ease of heart

;

Men enjoy the fruit of youth and prosperity,
Who do not inflict cruelty on their inferiors

:

Such monarchs as nurture religion.

In the game of faith wiU bear off the ball i of good fortune.

When the Devotee had finished his advice, and filled the treasury of the
King's mmd with the pearls of exhortation, the holy, pure-minded man's
counsels and homilies touched the Monarch, who, having placed the hand of
mchnation upon the skii^t of his favour, perpetually used to seek the honour of
his society, and by the blessing of obeying his heart-entrancing words turned his
own head aside from the pursuit of sensuality and lust. One day the Kino-
was attendmg on the Darwish, and conversing on every subject : aU at once
a crowd of petitioners for justice raised their complaints and cries to the ethereal
globe. The Devotee sought them out, and inquired of each one separately as to
the matter, and informed his majesty the King as to the order necessary and
suitable to each case. In these circumstances the King became extremely
obliged, and begged that sometimes the court of justice might be held in the
Saint's blessed presence. The Devotee, in order that the suits of the petitioners
might be speedily and properly settled, and that he himself, by reason of well-

1 See note 1, p. 138.
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arrancrin- matters, might procure an everlasting reward agreed: and in every

rase there issued from the lips of the Devotee whatever the circumstances of the

tt^e d^red The Kin!., too, with readiness and

cincere rec^ard thereto, tiU at length the matter reached such a p tch that most ot

of pomp.

Who is there that this bewitching enchantress does not turn aside from his path]

Who Ss there but from her deceitful cup drinks the draught of imprudence?

The World is a bewitching damsel, who has made many lion-hearted men captive

S thrsnare of her affectifn ; or a treacherous old woman, who has cast many a

bold, herculean warrior into the pit of misfortune.

Eustam ^ himself is in misery at the hands of Zal
;
^

_

The giant himself is at the bottom of the well of pam

;

Egypt is overwhelmed by the Nile of rum

;

Joseph stained by the blood of his shirt

:

Unitv itself is found at the top of the road of separation

;

Faithfulness itself is at the end of the street of hypocrisy

:

Nobility is found composed of the crowns of every monarch

;

An ocean formed from the blood of every Isfandiy4r.

•
1 .^f +1-,^ bitter drauo-ht of abstinence the Devotee had tasted

T T/ImIt*d hTm^^^^^ tatW pleasure, the joj. ot devotion

tlf&tS"nd he placed though his ear the ring " L»« of

the world is the head of all si7is."

When the recluse hears the drum of prosperity,
_

He experiences no further pleasure in the corner of seclusion.

The Kin- also when he saw that the proceedings and arrangements of the

S luse accorded with the advantage of the coimtry, at once placed the reins of

Keciuse '^^^o^^^^
rr,^ Darwish formerly had to thmk about his bread,

ror;i::itott wo'rld p'^esented themseU and the thought of procur-

ing a blanket was changed for that of governing a kmgdom

In that expanse which you beheld, not a rose remains in blossom

Autumn arrived, and the vernal covering of spring departs.

A . thP bolv men who now and then used to wait on the Devotee,

p*^sz:\l^^ I -»Heati«.. —7 j-tz r;?
to him, and having observed the circumstances and state oi attairs,

jealousy was kindled in the regions of his heart.

The water of life has become turbid—where is auspicious-footed Klmr ?
*

BtrtSLfes froL the stem of the rose-what has become of the spring-bree.e ]

fT><>r=;,
2 Mother of Kustam.

1 One of the the twelve champions of Persia

tality, and in consequence will never die.
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When evening arrived, and the noise of the people was entirely hushed he
said to the Devotee

:
" 0 Shaikh ! what state of alfairs is this which I see 'and

what appearance is it which I behold ?

"

The day of hope used to be the sum of thy fortune

;

Where is that happy day, where that fortune ?

The Devotee though he employed the tongue of apology, could not speak a word
which would prove genuine upon the touchstone of intelligence. His guest
rephed

:
This speech is a personal pretext : the purport of this bombast, and

inference from this language, is that your blessed heart has become inclined
towards worldly possessions, and your iUustrious mind ensnared in the bonds of
dignity and wealth.

« Of what avail are bones for a phoenix i like yourself of exalted worth and
ambition ?

Alas for the shadow of dignity which you cast over a carcase !

"Come and shake out the dust of your rivals from the skirt of solitude, and
draw the head of retirement within the collar of trust in God, and do not brino-
the poison-stamed viands of the World to the palate of desire."

Do not stretch out the hand of desire towards the table of fortune
bmce the viands thereof are defiled with poison.

The Devotee rejoined: "0 dear friend! as regards conversation with mankind
and intercourse with human beings, no great change has occurred in my con-
dition, and m my heart I am desirous of the very thing you mention." The
guest replied

:
l^ow you are ignorant (of your condition), because self-gratification

has concealed the eye of prudence, and at the time that you come to be aware
thereof, repentance will not be of any avail.

Thus have you acted, and ultimately,
When you become repentant, it will be of no avail.

"And your case resembles that of the blind man, who did not distinguish
between a Whip and a Snake, and by reason thereof fell into the whirlpool of
destruction. The Devotee inquired, " How was that ?

»

STORY V.

alJli'/T'^l''
'"-^^

^""'r T"" ^ ^ bli"<i«ian and one having siglit
alighted at a stage m one of the deserts. AVhen early dawn appeared, and theywere anxious o start, the blind man sought for his Whip. By chance a Snake

ll^nn. ^^"^4 ^^l"" t P"''''^ ^'"'"^ he discovered that itwas softer and better than his own Whip. Being on that account delighted

1^7 ri 'T* '"^^ ^h^P lost. ^ Butvhen daylight appeared, the other man, who could see, looking, and observingSnake in the hand of the blind man, cried out: "0 confide! what you-magmed to be a Whip is a venomous Snake: throw it from your hind

VJ?c?o'r." '° ''''' •'^-•y '^-^^ " oveMs, according to tradition, will
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l.fo« it can bite yo,.." Tl,e blind n^n, fancying« In. companion coveted

the Whip, replied i
" 0 friend !

mat shall I do ? The matter depends on fortune and luck.

As I have lost my own Whip, tl^^ Cr^or h. he^w^^^^^

You also, if destiny hefnends you, wx 1 find ^ ^^^^^^P'^^^
The man who

those from whose ^^fs
treacW demand that

could see smiled, and said: 0 brother ine a i
^^^^ g^^^^

?rt«b: SLtri„rra:a-
S^'CSrS"-] by divine decee.

Yon l.ve pla,.ed to get n.y mip - - ^j^J^U
throw it down, iB 'l'^»'^Pf*"'°\'^*

a ideas and abandon encli taitless

Se^i^ i^t :t ^II^ .om the Invisihle World.'

One must not desist through the wiles which an enemy plots.

Though the man who coxild see -t^^nfa "il"S^^^^^^^^^^
with deep and binding

t^^^' ^;y/Xr\« warm, and the Snake lost

attention to his words, ^ ^^^^.f̂ ^f^i,^™ t of its writhings, inflicted

its stiffness, it coiled itself about, ^^^"^ ^ ^own dead.

a wound upon the hand of the blind man wh d pped
^^^^^^^^^

"Now I have adduced this story that you "^^^
/^.^ ^^^^ ^e of the

World, and neither be—^.^IS" ^ '^''''''^

Snake, is of various hues, nor take
_

deiigM in

since its wound is deadly and its poison fatal.

Do not expect sweet drink from the World,

Since therein honey is mixed with poison ;

You imao-ine that to be honey
. i +i

mich is: however, not so, but the potion of death.

. V . 1 +hi<. sneech reflected over the period of his

The Devotee, having listened to

"f'^^^^l^^ of his attachments,

seclusion and retirement,
J^^^r £ orio-inal purity. He perceived

which had kept the skirt o .^^^^

^^^f by tire piLt kindness and the

that the language of that
f^f^'^tan to trlkle from his eyes, and

sincerest affection; the tears «f repen^nce be^an to^^^^^^

^^^^^^

he commenced heaving a plaintive sigh from

with the fire of regret.1 tne lire ui icgj^^^- . , „

I
-.^ „rief—Why should I not heave a sigh ?

AH night, like a hghted camlle, wi^ -tSr^^^^^ 1^:1.

and, like a moth, he was distressed m
^/J^" ^^^^ ^d the carpet of

tiu'the time when tlie white-clad devo e ^f tru M
^^^^^^^^

the Sun before the
fg^ ^

^t^'
^^VSt^ was fixed in the womb, "

and the black attired bilti oi iM^nu
prayer,

time when the night dratcs t7i.

1 See note, p. 24.
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men morn over heaven's bosom draws the robe of li^htThe earth lifts from its face the veil of dark nio^t ' '

t^'k tS^eSiS mSrsW '\ ^^^^
the path of justice as reo^t^s fl

' h
^egan also to swerve from

death a certiin s^Jt^h^J'^^^^^^^^ -f-- 0- day he ordered to
the punishment he be ame ^eDrtrr.7

°
i !

"^"^ ^"^^^ *° •• ^^er
for the same. The h h^f ti rnSeref ^"^^ ^^^^ ^^-^s

• demanded justice from the Lvoter thp t^ '^ ^^S,
the matter was referred to the tr buna of 1" "T ^""^"^^ ^^^^^^
judge was issued, to the effecrthat1^^'^ I T ''''' °^der of the
bution. Though the Devotee Prodxted^

""^^ «f ^^t^^"

riches, it was of no avail and tduab ti f?' P™^^*^ ^"^^^^h and
of the Creator to the companil J^of

^^
f"''T ''^"^^^"S ^^^i-

the whirlpool of destructiS hetl^ ^ ^^^^^^^ ^'''''^ ^''""^^ ""S'^^^^'^
to attain L everlasting'ewSd ^ ^ ^^^^^^ ^^d failed

facl'fTom tWt^ro"^^^^^^^^^^^ account .ince, having turned ray
and having drawn myW fromX 7 ^T'''''^

''"^''^^ king's Court,

P-ector, I have pJed it o^Tet^holfof^U^^^^^^
I am worthy of any punishment which you can devise

^'^^^i^T^ - - royal throne
dropped his head in reflection d^V T ' f'

^^"^^^ m like manner
matter, nor in what manner o an^t D T "i""

'° ^"^^^

distinguished above all the cou Lrarre„?Z^^^- ^^ ^y^'
the bewHderment of those preset t. tt
Damnah, and said: "AU tSs Tuse wMch t T"^^^^'

^^'^"'^ ^'^^ t^^ards
of kings, whose head, reacHnfto tW^^^^^

^ttered respecting the service
'A ust king is the shadow nf '

, f
^"""^ "^'^^^ Precious crown-

Perhaps you'are not itrfthft ot^rVfIt '
^^^'^^

justice and fostering his subjects ha. W.^
Kings life, spent in dispensing

ence and worship; and manvT/tt
^""^^ ^l^al to sixty years of obedi^

devotion, and th'e mlShsV/ the ^C^ZZ ^'f
^^'^

elected the service of Sultdns since
f^^elation and miracles, have

the view of helping thToppri^ed and '-^fn " '"'^-^ ^'^^ ''^^
'
-^h

Amongst such stories, that of^ th E^^^^^
«^ afflicted,

of this fact." Damnah iZ^:t"ZtLv^' '
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STORY VI.

The Lynx replied : It has been related that in the city of Mrs there was a
Shaikh, who had carried off the palm of excellence amongst the horsemen of the
plain of sanctity/ and the summit of the crown of whose retirement had reached
the top of the celestial Sphere.

He, in the kingdom, having become a monarch and protector,

Obtained a crown, by reason of his forsaking both worlds

;

Having galloped his horse through the plains of Eternity,

He played the ball of everlasting 'chaugdn.' ^

They called him the Enlightened-minded Saint. The renown of his virtues was
spread abroad throughout the regions of Eiim and the countries of the west, and
the fame of his religious assemblies current amongst the inhabitants of Egypt,
Damascus, the Hijdz, and Yaman. The wits of 'Irak and the beauties of Khur-
asan alike placed their heads upon the line of affection for him, and the saints

of Turkistan, no less than the lovers of Hindustan, extended the hand of friend-

ship towards the skirt of veneration for him. One day, a Darwish from Trans-
Oxiana having conceived the idea of visiting the Shaikh's sacred precincts, after

great hardships travelled from the region of Samarkand to the capital. Ears.

Assuredly, till the foot of search becomes wounded by the thorny ground of

trouble, no person will, with the hand of attainment, reach the collar of the rose

of Desire.

When the nightingale cannot bear the burden of the thorn, it is better

That it should never speak a word to the rose.

The wandering Darwish, after crossing the desert of Mortification, ahghted at the

haven of peace and safety, and having with the lip of salutation kissed the
gTound of the Shaikh's threshold, raised the knocker of Desire. The servant of

the monastery, after inquiring as to his case, and being informed as to the diffi-

culties of the road, replied :
" O Darwish ! stay here a bit, for his Excellency

the Shaikh has gone awhile to wait on the Sultan, after wliich it wiU be his time
to return." The Darwish, when he heard mention of attending on the King,
exclaimed : "Alas for the trouble of my journey, and the waste of time ! Wliat
can I derive from a Shaikh, who enters the society of the Sovereign, and courts

his conversation and discourse? and how can he show me the way of

righteousness 1

"

I had hoped, like a dog, to have expired at his feet.

Alas ! all such hopes have been in a moment scattered in the dust.

Accordingly, having quitted the monastery, he set his face towards the market.
Erom the impurity of his own deceitful heart, which had not been tempered in

the furnace of austerity, he struck a base impress upon the coin of the Shaikh's
affairs, and, not being aware of the state of matters, gave utterance to incon-

siderate reproaches.

0 thou ! who complainest, while walking at the brink of the water,

A^Tiat knowest thou concerning the condition of us who plunge therein 1

1 This is Eastwick's suggestion. - Sep note 1, page 138.
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All at once, the eye of the city police officer lighted upon him. Ey chance, a
thief, similar in appearance to him, had that night escaped from prison, and the
King had severely rebuked the officer and patrol on account of their negligence,
and caused them to use their best endeavours to discover the thief and cut off
his hand. The officer saw the Darwish, and, fancying that he was the escaped
thief, at once caused him to be conveyed to the place of punishment. Thoudi
the Darwi'sh produced his credentials, and properly explained the state of the
case, it produced no effect, and there appeared no help, but that he should have
his hand cut off. At the time when the pitiless executioner had laid the
sharp knife upon the hand of the Darwish, and was about to amputate it, the
cry of the Enlightened-minded Saint arose, and the Shaikh, in the midst of a
magnificent detachment, arrived at that knot of people, and having inquired
concerning the state of the case, was informed how the matter stood with the
Darwfsh. He said to the officer, " This is one of the holy men of my threshold;
and the suspicion which you attach to him is unfounded : withdraw your hand
from him." The officer, having kissed the hoof of the Shaikh's horse and
returned his sincere obligations, apologised to the Darwi'sh, and went about his
business. The hapless Darwi'sh, being delivered from the snares of death and
the relentless hand of the executioner, proceeded along as one of the Shaikh's
attendants. In the midst of their journey, the Exalted Saint laid his hand
upon the Darwish's shoulder, and whispered, " 0 brother ! it is not seemly to
reproach holy men, since, if we do not wait on the King, the afflicted like you
would not be delivered from the hand of the oppressors." The Darwfsh per-
ceived that his own reproaches arose from ignorance and want of knowledge.
Whatever proceeds from a man of excellence wiU be free from detriment.
Since the desire of a perfect Shaikh mingles ^ in harmony with the will of God,
therefore nothing wiU issue from him that is not in accordance with the designs
of the Deity; and no action of such person, though to appearance it may seem
contrary to wisdom and intelligence, will be inexpedient.

That son whose throat has been cut by the prophet Khizr ^

WiU not recover his head by means of the common people.
If his vessel be wrecked on the ocean.

There would be hundreds of anxieties concerning the fate of Khizr.
When his hands repair the damage,
Assuredly the miscliief will be mended :

Should a person's head be severed from his body,
He would produce a hundred thousand from the ground

:

Were a perfect man to touch the earth, it would become gold

;

Were an ignorant fellow to handle money, it would turn to dust.

The purport of reciting this story is this : great men in religion have made
choice of serving the King, and have not been ashamed to attend the Court of
Monarchs."

You, who are you, that you should in any way be held in estimation 1

Damnah said: " Wliat you have stated as to the great seeking admission to the
service of kings is correct; but such proceeding has been with a view to some
great advantage; and they have not commenced without Divine inspiration, nor
have they in any way aUowed Avorldly or sensual objects to mingle therein

:

now, whoever is in such case, whatever he may do or say, no one will be bold
1 Literally, " fades." 2 ggg j,^^^ 4^ ^^^^ j5g_
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enough to reproach him. However, how should persons like ourselves attain

such dignity, or how show ourselves entitled to covet such distinction 1 Again,
as to what you have said, that the King is the Shadow of the Almighty, that

also I grant ; but it is one of the attributes of a monarch, that liis actions should
be nigh the road of rectitude, and far distant from the path of frivolity : he
should neither foster any one with an ulterior object, nor inconsiderately order

punishment : but the most meritorious of all the qualities of kings is to esteem
attendants who possess good dispositions, while spurning those servants who are

faithless and treacherous."

The rose-bush of good men's affairs.

He keeps verdant with the water of his condescension

;

While him who, thorn-like, is tjTannical towards people,

He tears up root and trunk by his severity.

The Lion's Mother repUed :
" These words you are saying are true ; but your case

appears quite different, since aU those present in this assembly agree that Shan-
zabah was a praiseworthy and laudable-natured attendant on the King : and it is

on men's lips that the harvest of his hopes was consumed by the fire of your
calumny, and the foundation of the King's confidence undermined by the base-

ness of your malignity."

A flame was kindled by envy.

The world was consumed by malevolence.

Damnaih said :
" It is not concealed from the King's enlightened mind, and all

the Courtiers also are aware, that there did not exist between me and the

Ox a,^y sort of ill-feeling or enmity
;
how, then, can it be imagined that there

Avas a long-existing feud 1 He himself, also, notwithstanding that he had the

means to slay me, the opportunity to do me evil, and the power to ruin me, yet

never pursued aught but the path of kindness and benevolence as regards me.

Again, I was by no means so contemptible, and insignificant in the King's sight,

as to busy myself injuring Shanzabah through malignity and hatred; but I

advised the King, and communicated to the ears of my Sovereign, without any
sinister motive, whatever utterances I heard, and saw the effects thereof. Now
it was incumbent on rne to recognise my obligations to the King for his kindness,

and to narrate truly the appearance of treachery and evil designs on the part of

the Ox. What I said, also, was investigated by the King himself, who verified

my assertions and proved my statements : moreover, the thing was done according

to the dictates of his own judgment. Many people, Avho were comrades of Shan-
zabah, and companions of his treachery and enmity, are now dreading me, who
have made it my custom to speak the truth :

' Truth is hitter ' are true and
correct words.

All of whom I spoke honestly, at once became my enemies

;

Silence is always best, when one cannot proclaim the truth.

"Assuredly, hypocrites will endeavour to accomplish my destruction; but
I never thought that the recompense of my advice, and the result of my ser-

vice Avould he, that my mere existence should render the King pensive and
sorrowful."

When Damnah's speech had arrived at tliis point, and the day was nigh
spent, the Lion replied :

" He must be made over to the Judges, so that they may

I
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investigate the matter
: since, in sentences of punishment and cases of justice

and equity, without clear explanation and necessary proof,

" It is not right that a decree should be put in force."

Damnah said
:

" What Judge is more righteous-dealing than the wisdom of the
Monarch, and what Magistrate is more equitable than the perfect justice of the
august King 1 but, thank God ! the enlightened mind of the Sultan is a pure
mirror—nay, more, a world-depicting cup,^ wherein the circumstances of every
one of his servants become manifest and clear.

Having said to the volume of secrets, ' Be,' and it was.
Your good pleasure was all-powerful with the leaves of Fate.

" Now I well know that, as regards removing the veil of obscurity, and drawing
aside the curtain of doubt and suspicion, nothing is equal to the intelligence and
prudence of the King, and certainly, when the mirror of his decrees is free from
the rust ^ of envy and bias, I am confident that, if proper investigation be made
my warrant of security will be brought to light, and my sincerity of heart, like
the break of the lights of true morn, will become patent to mankind."

JSTo one's secret will remain concealed when there is the brilliance of thy wisdom.

The Lion rejoined :
" 0 Damnah ! the investigation of this matter shaU be pushed

to the utmost extreme, and the examination of this aifair pressed to the furthest
limits of imagination."

In the investigation of this speech I will use efforts.

So strenuous, as even to extract a hair from a mass of dough

;

You know well that the very hidden secrets of the spheres
I can altogether unravel by the brilliancy of my enlightened mind.

Damnah said
:

" By reason of my innocence, I am most anxious for such efforts
and endeavours

:
for I am conscious that by this further investigation my sin-

cerity wUl become stiU more clear; now, if in this matter I had committed any
offence, I should not have continued as an attendant at the King's Court, nor
should I, ruined, have sat awaiting for misfortune

;
but, repeatmg to myself the

purport of the saying, ' Therefore, go through the earth,' should have departed to
another kingdom."

Since wide is the earth's expanse.

The Lion's jMother said :
" 0 Damnah ! your endeavours concerning this investi-

gation do not seem free from mental fear : you prudently desire to come forth
innocent, but to seek escape from this difficulty without any question being
asked about this matter of yours, is an absurd idea and vain expectation."
Damnah rejoined: "I have many enemies, and detractors concerning me are
coimtless

:
my expectation is that the affair of mine may be intrusted to a Judi-

cial Officer, who shall be free from bias and suspicion, and who shaU correctly
convey to the august ears whatever he may discover to have been said or heard
and that the King should represent this to his world-adorning judgment which
IS the mirror of victory and conquest, so that I shall not be slain on mere
suspicion, nor, on the Judgment-day, shall the reproach of my innocent blood
arise.

1 See note, page 83, 2 gee note 2, page 51.
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I do not myself fear deatli : but

God forbid that your skirt should be defiled with blood !

The Lion said :
" As regards any of my commands, I have not deviated from the

path of justice, and I could not possibly set my feet in other than the road of

equity: but if you have committed this treachery, you will meet with the

punisliment due to you."

What you sow in the field of life, that you will reap.

Damnah replied :
" For what reason should I devise this perfidy; and by what

means shoidd the hankering after mighty undertakings, and the lust of exalted

dignities, enter my mind 1 But I know the probity of the King, and have ob-

served the evidences of his equity : assuredly, therefore, I shall not be deprived

of his world-adorning justice, nor my hope be dissevered from the auspiciousness

of his impartiality."

God created you to dispense justice

;

Oppression does not proceed from a righteous King.

One of the Courtiers said :
" Wliat Damnah has spoken is not respectful to the

King, but he seeks with such words to ward off his misfortune." Damnah

rejoined : " Wlio is more kind to me, or who, as a friend, more devoted to me,

than myself % whoever deserts himself in the place of need, and takes no care for

liis own preservation, what hope in him will remain to others ?

Since you cannot look after your own business,

How can you attend to the affairs of others ?

"Your speech is a proof of your want of understanding and judgment, and

of your exceeding ignorance and error: but do not imagine that what has

happened will remain concealed from the penetration of the Sovereign—nay,

more, after deep reflection and kingly discernment, he will discriminate between

your honesty and dishonesty, smce his enlightened mind reviews in a single night

the actions of a lifetime, and by mere thought brings immense armies under

subjection."

His far-seeing, world-subduing penetration, in one moment,

Accomplishes such things as cannot be performed in a lifetime.

The Lynx said :
" I am not so much astonished at your former treachery and

deceit, as at your eloquence on the present occasion, your elucidatory discourses,

smart sayings, and proverbs." Damnah replied: "Yes, this is the place for

exhortation, if it rests on the seat of acceptance, and the time for proverbs, if

they are heard by the ear of wisdom." The Lion's Mother rejoined :
" O traitor !

do you still hope to obtain your liberation by treachery and fraud %
" " Ifot

unless," said Damnah, " people return evd. for good, or permit rectitude to be

requited with censure. But, at any rate, I have discharged my promises of

fealty, and fully performed my obligation of giving advice. The King well

knows that no traitor could have the boldness to argue in his presence :
if, as

regards me, he permits oppression, the evil thereof will, too, recoil on himself,

and if, in connection with my case, he displays haste, and becomes heedless of

the advantages of deliberation, and the blessings of certainty and care, he will

ultimately be sorry ; for it has been said.
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' Whoever, in his proceedings, acts with haste,

Euins the abode of his own reason.'

" Wlioever, through hastiness, remains deprived of the benefits of patience, will

meet with that which befell the Woman, who, having in her affairs displayed

rashness, could not tell the difference between Friend and Slave." The Lion,

who was attending to the words of Damnah, when he heard this quaint speech,

inquired, " How was that %
"

STORY VII.

Damnah said : It has been related that, in the city of Kashmir, there was a

Merchant possessed of great wealtlr and property, as well as innimrerablc servants

and dependants. He had a wife, moon-faced, dark-haired, so that the eye of

Heaven had never seen such a Sun, nor had such an Idol ever come into tlie

hand of the world : her cheeks were resplendent and gorgeous, like the Day of

union, while her locks were black, and endless, like the Night of separation.

Her beauty rivalled the pearl of mid-day sun

:

She darted glances from her languishing, narcissus-like eyes :

Her cheek was like a rose sprinkled with rose-water

;

Her waist was slender, her bosom raised :

She was sweeter than conserve of roses.

Softer to embrace than a delicate rose.

Nigh to the Merchant was a Painter, who, for his skill, was the pointing-stock

of the world, and by reason of his pictures was the delight of the populace.

From his face-depicting brush, the souls of the painters of China were bewil-

dered in the vaUey of astonishment, and from the genius of his colouring the

hearts of the artists of Kliata were overwhelmed in tire desert of perplexity.

With dexterity, that clever master.

Like the wind, drew pictures upon the water

;

Like as it were the ringlets and faces of heart-ravishing beauties.

He painted the representation of Night upon the panel of Day.
When he drew his brush on the tablet of Imagination,

Reason, like a vajDour, instantly vanished away.

In short, between him and the Merchant's wife a feeling of affection arose, and
the Painter conceived an immoderate passion for that beautiful model : the Mon-
arch of Love acquired dominion over the kingdom of the heart, which is the

capital of affection, and the army of Lust began to overrun the seven regions of

existence.

The Monarch of Love overpowered the kingdom of the heart and faith.

The eyes of the young lover, like the hearts of the religious, became wakeful, and
his restless eyelids, as April clouds, began to drop tears.

Every night, in my friend's quarter, like a candle, I bewail with anguish of heart

;

At one time raging with pain, at another lamenting through grief.

The Merchant's wife, also, having seen the young man, abandoned her heart to

Mm, and placed the volume of patience and forbearance upon the shelf of

ol^livion.
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My heart lias now gone, and my breast, also, lias lost its soul

:

Depart, 0 patience ! since here is no place for you.

The charm of love coming into i^lay on both sides, they managed to meet •with-

out the aid of a confidant, and the road of intercourse between them was free

from the dust of rivals. One day the woman said to him :
" On every occasion

that you honour me with your presence, and adorn and illuminate my cell with
your beauty, doubtless ^ time elapses wliile you are making a sound by casting a
stone. If, by the aid of painting—in wliich you are the leader of the age and
the chief of the period—you could, after tliinking over the matter, design a pictm-e,

and produce something winch should be a sign between you and me, it would
by no means be unwise, but on the contrary prudent." The young Painter
replied :

" I Avill draw a two-coloured mantle, the whiteness of which shall be
like the stars shining in water, and the blackness thereof like the hair of a

Moor glittering upon the lobe of beautiful women's ears. When you see that
signal, walk out quickly." "While they were thus communicating this arrange-

ment to each other, one of the Painter's Slaves, who was standing behind a wall,

overheard them.

Hast thou a favour % open not your lips,

Tor behind the wall are many ears.

Several days elapsed, and the mantle was finished : the arrangement about their

meeting was then put in force. One day the Painter had gone about some
business, and remaiued till late. The Slave borrowed that mantle from the
Painter's daughter, on the pretence that he wished to find out the way in which
the colours were blended : having put it on, he went to the house of the fair

mistress. The woman, without reflecting, from excess of delight at meeting her
beloved, did not distinguish between friend and rival, nor recognise stranger

from acquaiutance.^

The Slave, by means of that garment, obtained liis desire, and after a while
returned the cloak. By chance at that very moment the Painter arrived, and from
anxiety to see Ms mistress, having torn to pieces the garment of patience, tlirew

the cloak over lus shoulders, and turned his face towards the Merchant's house.

The woman, having run back to him, made great protestations of love, and said

:

" O friend! is all well that you have come back again this same hour?" The
young man -p)erceived what was the state of the case. Having made an excuse
for coming, he at once returned, and learned the detaUs of the affair. He then
severely reproved his Slave and daughter, and burning the cloak, quitted the

society of his mistress. Now if that woman had not been so hasty in the

matter, she would not have been defiled with the disgrace of the society of a

Slave, nor have been deprived of the company of a dear friend, or the intimacy
of a vital companion.

When you plant the tree of haste.

It produces the fruit of remorse.

" I have adduced this story that the King may know that he must not dis-

play haste m my case. Now the truth is, I do not say this from fear of punish-
ment, or dread of the King. Though death is a sleep not to be desired, and
a repose not to be coveted, yet assiu'edly come it will, and many great men,

1 For CtLLV, I would suggest dli^li.
" A couplet is omitted as being not altogether suitable for English ears.
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being struck down by its hand, have learnt that no one can possibly escape from

the circuit of annihilation and decay : whoever places his feet in the world of

existence, beyond doubt must drink the potion of fate, and clothe himself with

the robes of destruction.

Whom has Heaven placed in the sun of prosperity

But at length, like early morn, it bestowed upon him but little permanence 1

The tailor Fortune never, on the stature of any person,

Sewed a shirt, but ultimately she rent it.

" If I had a thousand lives, and I knew that to give them up would be advan-

tageous to the King, in an instant I would abandon them all, considering so

doing as happiness in both worlds.

If dear life were accepted by a beauty, like yourself,

How could one keep back one's soul from her who is dear as life t

" But it is incumbent on the King to look to the end of this matter, since he
cannot preserve his country without men to wear swords, nor must he, on vain

suspicions, slay trustworthy servants.

You wiU remain alone, if you slay many friends.

" And servants who can properly conduct affairs cannot at all times be found,

nor can dependants worthy of trust and deserving of patronage, be always
brought to hand."

It takes years before what was originally a stone, owing to the sun's rays

Becomes a ruby in Badakshan, or a cornehan in Yaman.

The Lion's Mother, when she saw that Damnah's speech found the honour of a

hearing in the ear of the royal approbation, was overcome with fear, lest aU at

once the Lion should place confidence in this gilded alloy, this truth-resembling

hypocrisy, and these plausible falsehoods, and lest the softness of his speech,

and smoothness of his language, should render the Lion indifferent as to the
investigation of this matter. She turned towards the Lion, saying :

" Your
silence would lead to the belief that Damnah's words are honest and those of

others false. I was not aware that in spite of your ability, penetration, intelli-

gence, and wisdom, you are not affected by genuine speech, while you are moved
by deceitful, vain words."

How can the strains of the nightingale be acceptable to you,

When you lend the ear of your understanding to the empty prating of birds ?

She then jumped up in a rage, and set out for her own home. The Lion com-
manded that they should bind Damnah and keep him in prison till the Judges,
having investigated his case, should make clear the real truth. The Court of

inquisition was dispersed. The Lion's Mother came to the Lion privately and
said: "0 son ! I have always heard what a marvel is Damnah j now I am con-
vinced that he is the prodigy of the age and the phoenix of the period : indeed,
how could he speak all these glaring falsehoods, or in what way string together
these captivating hypocrisies and sweet words ? He seeks such subtle means of

escape, that were the King to give him opportunity to speak, he would with
a single sentence extricate himself from this whirlpool. Now the truth is, in
killing him the King and all his army will find great repose : it is better to let
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your mind be at rest respecting his case, and not to give him an opportunity of

speech, or time for reply."

Haste is not proper, except in a good cause.

The Lion replied : " Envy and contention are the occupation of the attendants

on Kings, and malevolence and strife the avocation of the nobles of the state

:

day and night they pursue one another, and seek out one another's faults and

merits. The greater a man's worth, the more eagerly do they endeavour to over-

throw him ; and men of excellence meet with the greatest envy and jealousy,

while malice is never directed against those without merit. Now Damnah is

endowed with varied excellent qualities, and is one of my nearest attendants

:

maybe the envious, having leagued together, will desire by treachery to ruin

him." The Lion's Mother replied :
" How can malice arrive at such a pitch as

to cast any one into the region of destruction?" The Lion said: "Envy is a

fire which, when it flares up, burns everything, whether moist or dry; and

excessive jealousy so influences a man, that he cannot see even what is for his

own good—like as happened in the story of the three Envious persons." The

Lion's Mother inquired, " How was that %
"

STORY VIIL

The Lion replied: It has been related that tliree persons were travellmg

together, and having joined hands in friendship, set out on their journey. The

eldest of them said to his two other comrades, " Why have you left your city

and dwelling, and what is the cause of your wandermg, since you prefer the

discomfort of travelling to the luxury of neighbourship 1 " One of them replied :

" Eor this reason : m the village where I was, thmgs occurred which, being

unable to witness, envy overpowered me, and perpetually I was consumed with

the fire of jealousy. I thought to myself that for tAvo or three days I would

quit my native soil, so haply I might no longer behold what was unfit to be

witnessed." The other comrade added :
" I also, having been stricken with the

same grief, elected to quit my country." The elder companion said :
" You both

are fellow-sufferers with myself, smce from a similar trouble I have set my face

towards the desert."

I speak the truth : I cannot witness

My companions eating while I myself look on.

When they discovered that they were all three of an envious nature, owing

to kinship they journeyed along mutuaUy pleased. One day a purse of gold

havuig fallen in the way, all tliree together stopped there, exclaiming, " Come, let

us divide the money, and also return hence to our own country, and pass two

or three days in ease." The jealous disposition of each of them being aroused,

they none of them consented, and each remained in a state of alarm lest

another should get a share— they neither had determination to pass by the

money, and leave it where it had faUen in the middle of the road, nor power

to divide it amongst themselves. They remained one whole day and night in

the wilderness, hungry and thirsty. Depriving themselves of sleep and food,

they began to quarrel ; but the affair remained unsettled amongst them.

The affairs of this world, Avhich are endless.

Are a sea, which is without bounds :
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On that account men of low ambition have fallen
Beneath that calamity for which there is no remedy.

N_ext day at morn, the King of that country came out hunting, and arriving,mth a body of his nobles, at that very spot, saw those three individual
sitting m the midst of he desert. Having inquired concerning the matter, they
correctly represented the state of the case, saying, "We three persons areendowed with an envious disposition, for which reason, having quitted ourS nndt H T ""'"f'r^' Aty shows

or a Tu^l!
7^*\^;7^!^g vexation and helplessness, we are anxious

amongsfus
'''''' """^''''''^

"^^'"'''^ ^'^^'^y

Thank God
! we have obtained what we require.

The King said: "Each of you explain the nature of your iealousv so thatI may see the extent of youi- several deserts, and divide the' money amongyou accordingly." One rephed: " My jealousy is of a degree, that I never wTsh
0 favour or act kindly towards any one, lest that person'should become ha^yand comfortab e." The next said: "You are a good man, without an atom of

towLd T f t-^^''
''''' ' °- benevolently

!dI?"Toii b;tri
^ ' l^nn with his own property." The third individual

terts j C^ r ^""^ pretensions are prepos-terous. I for my part am such an one, that I never wish that any person shouldeither befriend me, or do me a tin^n; so what could I desire as regards anothe^"iThe Kmg seized the finger of astonishment with the teeth of deliberation andwas amazed at the speeches of those badly-disposed persons, upon the tTbkt of

men ? He said
:

Even by your own words this money is not due to you, andeach one deserves a punishment according to his offence. In the case of hhnwho IS unwilling o do a kindness to another, the retribution is that he shouSremain deprived of the advantages of reward, and should suffer loss andSpointment in both worlds: as regards him who camiot suffer kindness onZpart of one person towards another, it is best that he should be at once freedfrom the bonds of existence, and the burden of such misery be remove! fromhis soul: as for the third person, who is envious of himself, and seeks no todm his own behalf, it is right that he should be punished with various torturesand chastisemen s and bemg for a long while held in the clutch of reproach andretribution, sho^d taste the food of punishment, tiU the bird of his souHs caultin the snare ' Say, tU Angel of Death, recei.es you.' " Accordingly, h orderedthat the first person should be left m that desert bare-headed ancf bare-footed
^^^'^ —

-

" Towards him who wishes no good to any one,
No consideration must be expected.
Every plant which does not yield fruit
Must be pruned with the knife."

He also commanded that the second envious person shoidd be beheaded with aruthless sword and be freed from the grief of his jealousy : whileTre^Ll
thn:d person, being rubbed with pitch, he was driven olt in the sL, till after

1 Literally, "what will arrive to another."
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a while, in great distress, he died. Thus he punished and revenged the shame-
less envy of those three persons ; and the truly great have said :

" That ill which has no remedy is envy

;

The habit of envy is the way of demons and wild beasts.

It is said, ' A jealous man is the enemy of mankind.

Since, if you observe closely, he is even his own foe. '

"

No misery is greater than that of envy, since the jealous person is always melan-

choly at the pleasures of mankind, and miserable at the joys of others.

Poor mortal man passes life in this sorrow.

As to what is the reason that such a one exists.

" Now the moral of this story is, that it may be known that envy may reach

such a pitch, that a person will not seek even his own advantage ; hence it may
be inferred to what extent he will desire that of others. I suspect that the

story about Damnah may be the creation of envious parties." The Lion's

Mother said :
" I have not understood that the attendants at this Court are of a

jealous disposition, nor have I any suspicion of their possessing such a detest-

able quality. The probability is, that all are agreed together respecting his

death, in consideration of the Kmg's welfare ; but whether or not, his destruction

does not stand in need of such preliminaries." The Lion replied: " I have some
doubts about this matter, and, with the view of dispelling them, I ^viU display

no haste in this affair of Damnah, lest, in benefiting others, I seek my own ruin,

and, in pleasing the creature, I brmg down the anger of the Creator. Unless I

investigate the matter to the utmost, I shall not hold myseK excused for killing

him ; since as regards Shanzabah,-'- with reference to whom I acted precipitately, I

am compelled to undergo all this regret. It is not right that, on mere suspicion,

I should ruin men of merit or persons of ability, and till the beauty of certainty

displays its countenance in front of the screen of doubt, I will not issue any retri-

butory order : nor will I neglect the purport of this saying, which originated

from the exalted mind, and flowed from the pure genius, of one of the greatest

of men

:

' AVIien your eye alights upon any fault,

Eeflect well respecting the punishment

;

For the ruby of Badakshan is easily broken

;

Once damaged, it cannot again be made whole.

He who, with precipitancy, puts his hand to the sword.

With his teeth will gnaw the back of the hand of regTet'

"

The conversation between the Lion and his Mother concluded, and they both

retired to their own apartments. When Damnah was taken to prison, and heavy

chains were placed on his feet and neck, brotherly affection and friendly com-

panionship impelled Kalilah to go and see him. As soon as he entered the

prison, his eyes alighted upon Damnah. Tear-drops begmning to trickle from the

clouds of his eyes, he exclaimed :
" 0 brother ! how can I see you in this

misery and affliction 1 and after this, what pleasure in life will there be to me ]

"

Without you, 0 rest of my soul ! how can I live ?

Since you are not in my embrace, how can I be joyful ?

1 jJ^JLmi in the Persian text is a misprint for ,
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Do you say, ' Manage away from me and live without me ' 1

I have acted the king, how can I take the part of a shepherd ?

Damnali, also, broke into lamentation, exclaiming :

In my case separation from beloved friends

Wounds my soul, and lacerates my heart.

" All this trouble and difficulty, this misfortune of imprisonment and heavy

fetters, do not so much concern me, as that I must be content to be parted from

you, and be consumed with the fire of separation."

There is not a night but what, through separation from the taper of thy face,

My heart is scorched by the fire of grief

;

Not a moment passes, but what, from soul-consuming separation.

My pallid countenance is stained with tears of blood from my eyes.

Kalilah replied :
" 0 Damnah ! since the matter has reached this pitch, and the

affair ended in this manner, if in my present conversation with you I am hairsh,

it is no matter ; for from the commencement of the case I foresaw all this, and

used my best endeavours to advise you ; but you paid no attention thereto, and

were helped along by a weak intellect and faulty judgment ; now it has happened,

at last, as I said.

I said, ' 0 dear friend ! do not go there, lest you be entangled.'

You ultimately went, and what I spoke also befell you.

" If, at the first, I had failed to advise you, or had been negligent in admonishing

you, to-day I should have been a partner with you in this perfidy, and I could not

have spoken such words as these. 0 imprudent person ! did I not repeat to you

the warnings of the learned, in that they have said in this matter, that ' the

slanderer dies before his fated time
;

' now, the fact is, not that there is severance

from life and the destruction of the pleasures of existence, but rather that grief

arises which renders life irksome, and death every moment desirable, just as has

happened in your case : assuredly, death is better than such a life."

Your heart being so worn with grief,

Non-existence is a thousand times better than life.
/

Damnah said :
" 0 brother ! you always spoke what was proper, and carried out

the obligations of advice ; ^ but greediness of soul, avidity after wealth, and the

desire of dignity, weakened my intellect, and made your admonition of none

effect in my mind. Though I was aware that the misery of this matter was

endless, and the danger thereof without bound or limit, yet I entered thereon

with the utmost eagerness : just as a sick man, whom the desire of eating has

overpoAvered, though he is conscious of the evil of so doing, yet he pays no heed

thereto, and acts according to his inclination : and such a person as cannot

abandon the pursuit of sensual lusts, must undergo whatever accrues of misery

and distress, and, if he complains, miist also complain of himself."

I do not complain of any stranger, since, as regards my heart.

Whatever grief has overtaken it, has arisen from my own self.

Kalilah rejoined :
" A prudent man is he, who, at the commencement of every

1 in the Persian text is a misprint for \zt:^̂ -
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matter, casts a glance at the termination thereof, and, previous to planting a tree,

regards its fruit, so that he may not regret his deeds, nor be vexed about what
he has said ; since such remorse and regret will avail nothing, but to rejoice

one's enemies, and grieve one's friends."

Wliat avails regret at last, when at the outset you did wrong ?

Damnah said :
" 0 brother ! to be without an enemy is the condition of men of

mean aspirations, and to pass life in security and live in pleasure is the part of

all paltry and senseless persons ; wherever there is exalted ambition, the indi-

vidual has no means of avoidiiig severe distress and great danger."

When with the club ^ of ambition you can bear ofif the ball of your desu-e.

Place your feet in this plaui, but first of aU you must abandon hopes of life.

Kalilah replied :
" Transient prosperity, and unstable dignity, are not worth all

this grief and labour.

Do not seek the fruit of dehght in the expanse of the garden of Fortune,
The less on this account that the fruits from that garden are the vicissitudes

of the World.

" You should not have cast the light of your regards upon this world's wealth
and dignity, so that you would not have fallen into the pit of grief and distress

:

nor shoiild you have planted the tree of malevolence and envy, so that you would
not to-day have plucked the fruit of sorrow and misfortune." Daronah said

:

" I know that I have scattered the seed of this calamity, and whoever sows
anything wiU assuredly reap the same.

Good from good you see, and bad from bad

;

From barley, barley springs, and wheat from wheat.

" Now, having sown a poisonous plant, I cannot expect a honey-yielding rose.

In the present juncture the matter has passed out of my grasp, and my hand is

incapacitated. The tip of the finger of deliberation cannot loosen the knot of

Fate, nor will the countenance of rectitude display itself in the mirror of medita-
tion. I have become aware of my own fault, and can see my own error, and
have perceived that the royal gem of Fortune is not worth the danger of the
whirlpool of anxiety."

At first, through the attraction of gain, the toil of the sea appears easy enough,
I was in error in speaking thus, smce an hundred pearls are not equivalent to

one tempest.

Kali'lah inquired :
" In what way have you now planned your deliverance, and by

what pass have you marked out the road of escape ? " Damnah said :

To seek the way of escape from the entanglements of thy love

May be difficult, since the breaches of deliberation are closed.

" It appears as though the ship of Life will be engulfed in this whirlpool of
destruction, and the sun of Existence will set in the west of annihilation and
death ; but I will not by any means give way to imbecility, and, so far as cun-
nmg and deceit will help matters, I wiU spare no effort to extricate myself. But

1 See note 1, page 138.
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my grief is the more on this account, that, God forbid, you may be suspected

with me, and by reason of the intimacy, bordering on the utmost limits of friend-

ship, which has existed between us, you may fall into the whirlpool of destruc-

tion ; and if, God forbid ! they importune you to disclose what you know of my
secrets, then my distress will display itself in two ways : 1st, Grief for your

own self, and shame because that, on my account, you have fallen into

trouble. 2d, No hope of liberation will remain to me because the integrity of

your speech is manifest to every one, and to rebut clear evidence from sucli an

one as you, who have reared the edifice of your affairs on rectitude and upright-

ness, will be impossible. On this supposition, the meeting between you and me
will not occur tiU the Day of Judgment, and we shaU not see one another tiU the

Last Day." Kalilah replied :
" I have heard what you have said : you know

that I cannot be patient under pain, nor can I undergo the agony of torture or

the anguish of punishment : I can neither conceal what I know, nor, with the

view of being affable, tell any falsehood or invention : or ever they inquire of me,

I shall repeat what has happened. Your best course is to confess your fault,

and acknowledge what has occurred on your part, and, by repentance and peni-

tence, deliver yourself from everlasting perdition : since you know of a certainty

that in this matter your end is destruction, at any rate let not the pimisliments

of this world be added to the agonies and torments of eternity : if in this transi-

tory kingdom you suffer the woes of misery, at least, in the regions of futurity

do not taste the bitters of punishment." Damnah said :
" I will reflect on these

matters, and take counsel with you as to what occurs to my mind." Kalilah,

sad and fuU of grief, returned, and, having relieved his heart with varied

anguish and distress, placed his back upon the bed of agony, and all night

long twisted about : when morning arrived, his excitement abated.

It went, and scattered such desires in the mire.

But during the time when these words passed between Damnah and Kalilah, a

thief, who, too, was confined in that prison, being asleep near them, was awakened

by their conversation, and heard all their talk : he bore it in mind, and reserved

it till an opportunity presented itseK.

Every word has its time, every speech its place.

Another day, when the golden-clawed Lion of the Sun moved into the blue-

coloured region of the sky, and the black-faced profligate Jackal of Mght became

concealed in the prison of seclusion.

The "World became enlightened with the justice of day

;

Oppression-producing night folded up her skirt.

Once more the Court of Inquisition was prepared and arranged. The Lion's

Mother, having commenced afresh the case of Danmah, said : "To leave the wicked

alive is tantamount to killing the innocent, and to do good to the bad is equiva-

lent to injuring the righteous.

To act kindly to the bad is the same

As doing wrong to the righteous.

" Whoever, notwithstanding he has the power, leaves the wicked alive, or be-

friends the oppressor, becomes a companion in their guilt and infamy, and the
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threat, ' Whoever assists the tyrant, God will make the latter overcome him,'

will overtake him.

Do not wrong, and be not friends with the wicked

;

Be not delighted and merry with any had person.

The Lion commanded the Judges to use the greatest expedition in conducting

Damnah's case, and every day to represent what had occurred respecting either

his treachery or integrity : accordingly, the Judges, Nobles, Dignitaries, Sena-

tors, both great and low, were present in the Private Council room and Public

Tribunal. The Judges' deputy turned his face towards the members of the

assembly, and said :
" The King once more is using the utmost endeavours to

investigate the case of Damnah, and to inquire into the charges which have

been imputed to him, and has enjoined that, until the countenance of his affairs

shall be free from the dust of suspicion, no other case shall be taken in hand.

It is incumbent that the order which shall be passed concerning him shall not be

inconsistent with the demands of justice, and shaU not deviate or swerve from the

road of rectitude towards violence and oppression. You must severally state

what is known to you, since amongst the objects of thus speaking tliree distinct

benefits are included. 1st, To assist in what is right, or to hoist the standard

of rectitude and probity—both avails much according to divine law, and also,

by the rites of manliness and the code of honesty, is of unspeakable value. 2d,

To overthrow the edifice of oppression, or to lay waste the foundation of

iniquity, and punish the deceitful, is in accordance with the wiU of the Creator,

and in harmony with the nature of the majority of his creatures. 3d, To escape

from men of treachery and hypocrisy, or to be secure from the fraudulent and

wicked, is advantageous, and brings repose to aU concerned." When this dis-

course termmated aU present were silent, and in no quarter did any reply appear

since in this matter of Damnah, not having ascertained anything accurately,

they were unwiUing to speak ought on mere suspicion, lest, owing to their lan-

guage, a decree should be issued, and from words which they might utter in a

spiiit of uncertainty blood might be spilt. Now when Damnah observed this

state of affairs his heart became invigorated and radiant, like the Garden of

Paradise from the spring breeze. However, frowning like those overwhehned

with grief, he said :
" 0 nobles of the faith and government ! 0 chiefs of the

country and religion ! if I had been a criminal I should have been delighted at

this siience ; but I am umocent, and whoever is free from crime has no one's

hand against him, and if to the extent of his ability he uses his best efforts

in his own behalf, he will stand excused. Now I enjoin you on your oath, each

of you, if you know anything of my affairs, to divulge it truthfuUy, pursumg

therein the path of justice. As retribution wiU foUow every word, therefore it

behoveth him whose speech, as regards revealing the truth or destroying a

person, is equivalent to a decree, to represent matters without admixture of

surmise or conjecture, but rather in accordance with accuracy and certainty,

moever shaU cast me into the region of destruction through doubt and sus-

picion, will meet with that which befell the Doctor who possessed neither know-

ledge nor experience." The Judges inquired, " What was that ?
"
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STOEY IX.

Danmah replied : It has been related that a person, without the capital stock

of knowledge, or the ornament of experience, laid claim to be a Physician. He
possessed neither consummate skill nor sound judgment. As regards his Imow-

ledge of medicines, he was ignorant to such a degree, that he could not distin-

guish between a Cocoa-nut and Turkish Wormwood ; while in the diagnosis of

diseases he was inexperienced to such a point, that he could not discriminate

between Oj)hthaLmia and the Gout. In his acquaintance with compounds he

overlooked the nature and quantities of drugs, and in writing prescriptions he

took no account as to the quality or quantity of food or drink.

A worthless Doctor, whoever saw his countenance

JS'ever again beheld the face of life.

Now in the city where this person had opened the shop of ignorance, and

issued his death-dealing proclamation, was another Physician, famous for the

perfection of his skill, and renowned for the happiness of his remedies and the

good fortune attendant on his footsteps. His breath was entrancing like the

spirit of 'Isa, and his footsteps soul-reviving like those of Khisr.^

When he wished it, with one or two breaths, versatile misfortune

Descended from its unstable revolving dome.

Such was the blessedness of his step, that were he to have entered the garden.

He would have cured the aspen of its tremblings.

As it is the wont of treacherous Fortime, that men of merit invariably find

nought but the dish of vexation at the head of the board of adversity, while

those without worth carry off from the table of her benefits the dainties of great

honour and dignity,

The times will not buy merit, therefore I am broken-hearted

:

Where shall I go to trade with such unsaleable wares 1

the affairs of this most learned man of the age, and phoenix of the time, de-

clined, and the star of the light of his eyes became overwhehned in the eclipse

of weakness. Gradually the light of the world-beholding sight of that dear

man, by whom the vision of men of wisdom was illuminated, and the contem-

plation of the garden of whose beauty was to the pupil of the eyes of those

endowed with sight, more lovely than the spectacle of a parterre or rose-bed,

began to drow dim, till at length there remained no traces of brilliancy therein.

Helpless, he sat retired in the corner of his abode, while that public-deceiving

ignoramus began to put forward claims beyond all reason.

The Pairy conceals her face, while the Demon coquettes and toys,

Reason is consumed with astonishment as to what is this marvel.

In a short space of time he became intrusted with medical cases in that region,

and the fame of his cures was carried, by deceitful report, in men's mouths
and tongues. The King of that city had a daughter, like to whom no Sun had
displayed itself on the horizon of beauty, nor had the perfume-seller Morn
displayed any nmsk like that of her sweet-scented curling ringlets.

1 A celebrated prophet—see note 4, p. 158.

M
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Moon-faced, musk-scented, heart-enchanting,

Life-refreshing, soul-enticing, and Moon-like.

He had given her to his own brother's son, and the marriage and nuptials were

celebrated with regal grandeur and royal splendour.

The Sun had become the guest of the Moon,

Venus had conjoined with Jupiter.

From the conjunction of these two auspicious stars a royal pearl was formed in

the shell of her womb. By chance, at the time of her delivery, an accident

happened, and a grievous iEness befeU the King's daughter. Having summoned

the skilful Physician, they informed hiiu of the nature of the malady. The

learned Doctor, having been apprised of the exact state of the case, made a

diagnosis of the disease, and said :
" The cure of this malady is procurable by

a medicine which is called Miliran. Let a fourth part of a dram thereof be

taken, and being pounded and sifted, let it be mixed with a little pure musk

and cinnamon, and sweetened with sugar-candy: let it then be given to the

patient, when her ailment will at once mend." They exclaimed :
"0 Doctor!

where is that drug, and from whom must it be sought 1 " He replied :
" I have

Kseen a bottle of that medicine in the Imperial wine-ceUar, placed in a box made

of virgin silver, and bound with a lock of pure gold thereon, but now, from

weakness of sight, I am powerless to bring it forth. Just at this time the pre-

tending Physician came in, and said :
" It appertaineth to me to discover that

medicine, for I well know the composition of that mixtui-e." The King, having

summoned him to his presence, commanded him to go to the wine-cellar, and

bring out such medicines as were necessary, and prepare that potion wliich the

Physician had ordered. The ignorant Doctor went into the wine-cellar, and

sought for a box of the description mentioned by the Physician, but as there

were many boxes of that same sort, he failed to discover the medicine men-

tioned, and having indiscriminately carried off one of them, he brought it away.

It happened not to contain the medicine they called Mihran; but a little deadly

poison, which had been put aside for state occasions, was concealed in that

casket.' He opened the lid of the box, and mixed that poison with some other

compound, and having made a potion, gave it to the girl. As soon as she tasted

it, she gave up sweet life. The King having witnessed this circumstance, through

warmth for the^loss of his daughter, raised the flame of lamentation to the

firmament of Heaven, and commanded that the remainder of the potion should

be given to the ignorant Doctor, so that he also expired on the spot, and retri-

bution for his improper conduct immediately overtook him.

It is a good proverb, " Whoever does wrong

Harms not others, but rather himself."

" Now I have adduced this story that it may be known that every action

performed tlu'ough ignorance wiU terminate unfortunately, and every matter

prompted by doubt and suspicion wiU be entirely encompassed with dangers."

One of the attendants exclaimed :
" 0 Damnah ! you are of that class of persons,

the malignity of whose minds is evident to those of high estate, and the impu-

rity of .whose disposition is manifest to the ordinary populace ;
the crookedness

too, of your character accords with your form, shape, and figure." The Judge

inquired : " Whence do you utter these words, and what ground have you for

such lancruao-e 1 You must adduce proofs thereof, and explain the reasons of
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your statement." He replied :
" Physiognomists have adduced as a distinguish-

ing mark that whenever a person has wide eyebrows— the right eye being

smaller than the left, both being perpetually addicted to blinking—the nose

inclining towards the left, and the glance constantly being directed towards the

ground, his detestable disposition will be a mass of wickedness and deceit, and a

heap of villany and treachery : now these indications are to be found in him."

Damnah replied :
" In the Omnipotent Decrees there is no possibility of par-

tiality nor hypocrisy, and in the actions of the Divine Majesty there is no

suspicion of omission, neglect, error, or mistake.

Error and negligence are allowable in you and me.

But no mistakes proceed from the Creator of the world.

" If these indications, which you have mentioned, can be considered reliable

proofs and sound evidence—whereby truth can be distinguished from falsehood,

wrong from right, and honesty from deceit—then men are freed from giving

evidence and taking oaths, and Judges remain quit of lawsuits and actions

:

hereafter, too, no one will think proper to praise goodness, or deem it befitting

to reproach wickedness—since no creature can get rid of those indications which,

at the time of the creation of his being, were incorporated with him : therefore,

according to the point you have cited, the punishment of good men, and the

retribution of the wicked, are effaced from the pages of the decrees of law and

justice. ISTow, if I had done this thing {Heaven defend us thereflvm /) which has

been alleged, it was for the very reason that these indications compelled me to

such a course, and since it was not within the pale of possibility to avoid so

doing, it is not proper that I should be overtaken with the punishment thereof.

In this garden do not reproach me for what is self-grown :

As I am nurtured, so do I grow.

" Accordingly, by your own words, I am freed from the bonds of misfortune,

while you have given clear proofs of your ignorance and imposture, and with

unknown words and groundless representations, with worthless pretensions and

unheeded talk, have made an unacceptable entrance to the assembly of the

learned."

The learned elders, from the style of your discourse,

Discovered the extent of your ignorance.

When Damnah answered in this manner, all the attendants placed the seal of

silence upon the casket of their speech, and no one was able to utter a breath

more. The Judge ordered them to take him back to prison, and convey a

description of what had occurred to the Lion. As Damnah entered the prison,

a friend of Kalilah, whom they called Euzbih,^ passed by him. Damnah sent

after him, saying :
" Since yesterday I have had no tidings of Kalilah, and at

the present time I am very anxious to inquire after him.

He is a friend who grasps the hand of his companion

In adversity and distress.

" What news have you of him, and what excuse do you bring for his not coming '?

"

Ruzbih, on hearing the name of Kalilah, heaved a deep sigh from his distressed

heart, and dropping tears of blood from the clouds of his eyes, exclaimed

:

^ Fortunate day.
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" His life has departed, where shall I seek a friend %

His speech has ceased, to whom shaU I tell my circumstances %
"

Damnah was impatient at Eiizbih's distress, and cried out, " Tell me quickly the

state of affairs." Eiizbih repHed, " 0 Danrnah ! what shall I say ?

My soul is consumed, through separation from my friend

;

My heart is wounded, and I possess no remedy.

Like a taper, the thread of my life is consumed from anguish of soul

;

Through pain of heart I cannot draw my breath.

"0 Damnah! that dear friend has removed his chattels from this transient

abode to the realms of Eternity, and placed the scar of separation on the hearts

of his comj^anions and acquaintances."

0 comrades alas ! for we are without friends

—

We remain captives in the hands of the pain of separation.

Damnah, as soon as he heard tidings of the death of Kalilah, fell dowa sense-

less. After a long while, having recovered his consciousness, he broke into

lamentation, and in tones of grief cried out with tears in his eyes :

"Alas that the root of the rose-bush of joy is severed !

What a pity that the fruitful branch of gladness no longer remains

!

0 heart ! heave a sigh, for thy repose of soul is gone.

Alas ! rain tears of blood, for light no longer remams to the eyes."

After Damnah had grieved beyond all limit, tearing with the hand of sorrow

the garments of patience, perpetually rubbmg his face in the dust, and lamentmg

in such a manner that no one could bear to listen to him, Eiizbih commenced

to give his advice, saying :
" 0 Damnah ! you yourself know that the eternal

Penman has not inscribed the name of perpetual existence upon the scroll of

any created being, nor has the Delineator of human forms drawn the picture

of life upon the pages of possibility, save with the pen, ' Everything shall jjerish

except the face {of God) Himself: Ifeither, again, has the Tailor of the eternal

workshop sewn the garment of any creature's existence without the fringe of

annihilation, nor has the Chamberlam of the palace of omnipotency lit the taper

of genius without the blast of adversity.

Ever since Heaven has been the Architect of this building, except accompanied

by the thorn of grief,

No one has ever discovered in the Garden of Life the rose of happiness.

Nor in the Eosary of Existence, in Fortune's pasture.

Was fresh Spring ever found free from the after-blasts of Autumn.

" This is a potion for all to drink, and a toilsome burden for all to bear. There

is no salve for this woiuid save patience, nor any remedy for this disease but

necessary endurance."

Patience is necessary ; for this pain of heart

Has no remedy save long-suffering.

Damnah found complete comfort with these words, and said :
" 0 Eiizbih ! in

thus lamenting, right is on my side, since Kalilah was a dear friend of mine and

a sincere brother, on whom, in contingencies, I used to rely for protection, and

by whose intelligence, knowledge, kindness, and advice I used to be aided on
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important occasions. His mind was a treasury from which the World could not

gain any intelligence of the coin of secrets placed therein, and the spy, Time,

remained hopeless of acquiring any information thereof. Alas that such a dear

friend should have removed his prosperous shade from my head, and left me
in the nook of this world's abode without companion, associate, comrade, or

confidant

!

To whom shall I teU my secret, since my confidant no longer exists 1

How shaU I apply a remedy, since my intimate friend no longer remains %

" After this, what pleasure will there be in life, and what benefit will accrue

from the capital stock of existence % Now, were it not that just at present a

variety of ideas might enter people's minds, I would kill myself with weeping

and lamentation, and free myself from the grief of solitude and the affliction of

friendlessness—since from this whirlpool, wherein I have fallen, there is no

chance of escape without the aid of friends and the assistance of allies."

Now apart from the street of hope, desolation must reign

;

Wlien the remedy is beyond one's hands, one must remain helpless.

EiizbUi replied :
" If Kalilah has slipped away from the expanse of life to the

thorny ground of destruction and death, the tree of affection amongst other

friends is fresh and verdant with the dew of intimacy."

Be not sad, should the branch of the rose be withered in this garden

;

The face of the wild rose is verdant, and the curls of the hyacinth resplendent.

Damnah said :
" You say truly

;
your existence may be made the remedy for every

ill, and your life the cure for every evU. To-day you are to me that very same

friend and brother which Kalilah was ; extend your hand and accept me as

your brother." Eiizbih with the gTeatest joy advanced and said: "By this kind-

ness you have pledged me to gratitude, and raised the standard of my glory

to the highest summit. In what way can my faithful heart quit itself of the

return for this consideration, or how can my praise-scattering tongue requite this

kindness?" Having then taken one another's hands, they tied the knot of

brotherly affection
j
and, as is customary and usual when swearing oaths, they

agreed upon the conditions of friendship and intimacy. Damnah said :
" In such

a place is some hidden treasure belonging to Kalilah and myself ; if you wiU

take the trouble to bring it here, your labour will not be without reward."

Eiizbilr, according to Damnah's directions, brought the treasure. Damnah having

separated his portion, gave Kalilah's share to Eiizbih, and requested him always

to be at the door of the King's court, and ascertaining anything which might

occur respecting him, to apprise him thereof. Eiizbih carried out this arrange-

ment till the day of Damnah's death.

It is obligatory to perform one's promise.

Next day at morn the Lion's Mother, being present, inquired as to what had

passed at the last meeting. The Lion narrated the circumstances of the case

just as the Judges had represented them to him. The Lion's Mother, being

apprised of the purport thereof became dejected, and said :
" If I use harsher

language, it may not be in accordance with the King's ideas ; while if I wink at

the affair, the direction of sincerity and kindness will be abandoned." The Lion

replied :
" In reciting the chapters of sincere advice, respect and humility are not

allowable. Now your words, without doubt, being free from the suspicion of un-
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certainty, will very speedily be received with approval; tell me what you know."

The Lion's Mother said :
" The King makes no difference between truth and false-

hood, nor does he distinguish between his own advantage and disadvantage.

Now Damnah, having found an opportunity, Avill raise sedition, to quell which

enlightened intellects will be powerless, and sharp swords will fail to remedy

it." The Lion said: "Do not be absent to-day; it may be Damnah's case

wiU be settled." Accordingly, the exalted mandate was issued that once again

the Judges should meet together, and in the common assembly investigate afresh

the matter respecting Damnah. Both high and low came together by reason of

this command. The Judge's deputy repeated the same speech as before, and

asked for evidence respecting the matter of Damnah from those present. No
one spoke a word concerning him, or littered a syllable either good or bad.

The Chief Judge, turning towards Damnah, said :
" Although those present

befriend you by their silence, yet the hearts of your companions are agreed

as to your villany, and inwardly consent to your death. Under these circum-

stances, what can life avail you in the midst of these people ? JSTow it is most

befitting the wellbeing of your circumstances and end to confess your crime,

and with repentance and contrition free yourself from everlasting punishment.

From your death one of two pleasures will accrue—either you Avill cause others

to be freed, or you will yourself escape.

The wise say that death comprises a kind of pleasure.

In explanation of this they kindly vouchsafe the world this statement

:

They say that he who dies must be one of two sorts,—

•

Either he is bad, mankind being wasted from his violence

;

Or he is an inoffensive good person, so that the inhabitants of the world

Strive to love him, and give place to him in their hearts.

If one who acts rightly, he is freed from this prison of trouble

:

If of a bad disposition, the populace is delivered from his wickedness.

" 0 Damnah ! if you confess your crime, you will reap two advantages, the fame

of which will endure in the face of the world. 1st, The avowal of your perfidy,

with the view of attaining everlasting safety, and choosing the realms of eternity

and happiness, in the place of a transitory and calamitous kingdom. 2d, The

fame of your eloquence, your readiness of language and the renown of your

oratory and speech-making, as exemplified by these witty rejoindei's which you

have made, and the clever excuses you have adduced, will be current in the

mouths of high and low. Your ability and boldness are known to the men of

this day, and every one constantly bears witness to your excellence and under-

standing. Appeal then to your intellect and be wise, in accordance -with the truth

of this proverb, 'Death with a good name is better than life with a bad

reputation.'

"

For any one to die with a good end.

Is better than to live with a bad reputation.

Damnah said :
" The Judge ought not to issue an order through his own surmises

and the suspicions of others, without clear proof and evident reason ; nor should

he neglect the meanmg, ' In truth, a half opinion is a sin.' Now, if such suspi-

cion has befallen you, and your judgment is convinced of my crime, at any rate

I know my own business better ; and to conceal my certainty by reason of the

doubts of others, is not in accordance with the proceedings of law, nor in har-

mony with the rules of religion. Notwithstanding that on the mere suspicion
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that perhaps I laboured to destroy Shanzabah, you have indulged m all this

talk, and have destroyed belief in me; yet if, without reason, I strive for

my own destruction, and, without cause, consent to my own death, by what

explanation can I be excused % or how shaU I be quit of the saymg, ' And cast

not yourselves with your own hands to destruction' ? I weU know that no person

has such claims upon me as myself : accordingly, how could I aUow m respect of

myself that which I would not deem permissible as regards those beneath me, and

to which, in manliness, I could not assent ?

If I exile myself I may
;

What have others to do with my affairs 1

" 0 Judge ! cease this language. If it is advice, it should be better than this

;

whUe, if°it is to disgrace me, it is preferable that it should not proceed from the

Judge,—since the words of magistrates are decrees wherein it is necessary to

avoid error, negligence, jest, or folly. It is the more strange that you, who

always used to speak wisely and be just, should in this contingency abandon the

road of caution, owmg to the decline of my fortune and my adverse circum-

stances, destroying, through your own doubts and the suspicions of malignant

people, the eyes of rectitude with the ophthahnia of negligence.

The palace of every heart is by you filled with joy

;

Why should you be the grief of my hopeful soul ?

Such a rose as yourself has not blossomed ^ in the Spring of this world

:

Is it allowable that you should torment me with endless thorns?

" The Judges of the Court of wisdom, by the signet of whose decrees the_ merit-

cherishing deed is authenticated, have pronounced the following order—viz., that

the coin of all evidence which is not adorned with the stamp of certainty is not

accepted or deemed of full value in the mint of approbation ; and whoever gives

testimony in a matter of which he knows nothing, will meet with that which

befell that Falconer." The Judge inquired, " Wliat was that %
"

STOEY X.

Damnah repHed : It has been related that there was a Landgi-ave well known

for his gi-andem-, and renowned and celebrated for the dignity of his person and

the excellence of his quahties.

In manner heart-entrancing, in speech agreeable,

Boundless in wisdom, in merit beyond compare.

Now this LandgTave had a wife of soul-ensnaring beauty, and so agreeable as to

raise a tumult in the world : her lips were more life-giving than the waters of

Immortality, and her mouth sweeter than a heap of sugar.

Her face hke fire, her cheeks like water,

More radiant than the moon or sun

;

Her eyebrows formed a bow, her eyelids arrows

—

Such bow and arrows captivated a hundred hearts.

With perfect beauty and heart-ravishing charms were joined purity and chastity;

^ ^" Persian text is a misprint for a^^jj^'
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and her tumult-exciting cheek was adorned with the mole '- of devotion and
abstinence.

Her eyes having abandoned the affairs of the Avorld,

Were concealed behind the curtain of modesty

:

The mirror had not, from afar, seen her beauty,

And was frightened to associate with her shadow.

The Landgrave also had a Slave from Balkh, extremely forward and fearless,

who never restrained the pupil of his eyes from the contemplation of what was
unlawful, nor did he cleanse the lust^ of his breast from the dust of wickedness

and vice. ISTow this slave was appointed to attend on the Landgrave as Falconer,

and was allotted the duty of hunting birds. One day the glance of that servant

lighted upon that chaste matron, and the bird of his heart became ensnared in

the net of her love.

The hawk of this sorrowing heart has tumbled into thy net,

Many are the auspicious birds fallen by the arrow of thy glance.

The slave abandoned himself to despair : though he raised the knocker of ap-

proach, the door of intercourse was not opened ; and though he used treachery

and fraud in the matter, it was of no avail.

My blandishments and entreaties do not captivate my handsome friend

;

Oh, happy they who enjoy fortune m the shape of fair damsels !

The Falconer, in his anxiety to hunt that peacock of the Garden of beauty,

girded his loins with hope
;
though he let fly the hawk of Deliberation iu the

atmosphere of Litimacy, it did not find its way to the nest of its desire.

Go, place this net for some other bird,

Since the nest of the phoenix is very high.

After becoming hopeless, as is the way of bad men, he sought to plot against her,

and tried by means of treachery to disgrace her. Accordingly, he bought two
Parrots from a hunter, and learnt one of them to say in the Balkhian tongue, " I

saw the porter sleeping in the house Avith the mistress of the family
;
" while he

taught the other to say, "At any rate, I will tell nothing." After the space of a

week, they committed those sentences to memory. One day the Landgrave had
arranged a banquet, and was sitting negligently on the tlrrone of ease. The Fal-

coner came in, and by way of a gift brought in the birds : the Parrots began their

sweet sugar-like discourse, and, according to their wont, repeated those above two
sentences. The Landgrave was unacquainted with the language of Balkh, but,

from their pleasant voice and apparent conversation, joy overspread his heart ; and
being enchanted with those enrapturing, love-inspiring sounds, he made over the

birds to his wife, so that, having attended to them, she should exert herself to

mind them. The hapless woman, who was also ignorant of the birds' language,

cherished them, and nourished enemies in the semblance of friends.

I cherished a person, and at length was disgraced by him

;

How could I know that I was fostering my own enemy 1

In short, the Landgrave became so familiarised with the Parrots, that he would
not sit at the banquet without their pleasant notes and incomparable melodies

;

1 See note, p. 23, - There is a play upon ;x word meaning "atmosphere" and "lust.
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and hj reason of their exhilarating prattle, he closed his ears to the delightful

melody of the lute, and the tumult-exciting murmurs of the harp. One day a

number of persons from Balkh came as guests of the Landgrave, who caused the

Parrots to be brought to the assembly which had been prepared for these people.

The birds, as was their wont, began to repeat those two sentences. The guests,

after hearing them, looked at one another, till at length, dropping the head

of modesty, they remained astonished at what had occurred. The Landgrave

observed that the fire of his friends' joy was quenched, and the sweet perfume of

his guests' dehght changed to astonishment and perplexity. He inquired respect-

ing the circumstances of the case, and exerted himself to the utmost : though his

guests made apologies, they did not reach the place of acceptance. One of them,

who was bolder, said :
" Maybe, 0 Landgrave ! you are not aware of what these

birds say f He replied :
" I cannot understand the meaning of those words ;

but,

by reason of their ravishing voice, joy and delight are visible in my heart. Pray

apprise me of the purport of their words."

Not for one night have I seen Sulaiman,^

How can I know the language of birds ?

They narrated to the Landgrave the purport of the Parrots' words, and apprised

him of the meaning of that speech. The Landgrave vidthdrew his hand from

the bowl,^ saying, " 0 dear friends ! pardon me, since I was not aware of

their signification ; but now, after I am acquainted with the circumstances of the

case, no further excuse remains. In our city it is not customary to eat anything

in that house where the lady is immoral and michaste." In the midst of this

conversation the Falconer-slave exclaimed, " I often have seen this, and will give

evidence." The Landgrave jumped up from his seat, and commanded his wife

to be slain. She sent a certain person to him, and gave a message, saying, " O
fortunate Lord !

" Whether you approve my death, or grant me life.

Whatever order you pass, your commands are absolute."

" But in this matter bethink yourself, and be not hasty.

" Do not, inconsiderately, kill me, since I am in your hands."

" Men of wisdom deem it necessary to reflect over matters, especially before spill-

ing blood—since, if death is requisite, the opportunity remains ; while if, God

forbid ! an innocent person is raslily doomed to destruction, and afterwards it is

found that he was not worthy of death, the remedy thereof would be beyond

the pale of possibility, and the sin hang round the neck till aU eternity."

Be not eager to prmish without reflection.

So that ultimately you may not repent what you have done.

The Landgrave commanded that his wife should be brought near the assembly

and put behind the curtain : he then repeated to her the circumstances of the

case, and said :
" Parrots are not of the order of men that their words are mingled

with malignity—they tell what they have seen : the Falconer also bears witness

in accordance with what they pretend. This is not an afl'air for which eloquence

can demand an excuse."

If the crime is such, it cannot be pardoned.

1 Sulaiman or Solomon was supposed to be acquainted with the language of birds.

^ Literally, " wine."
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His wife replied :
" The remedy for my case is an imperative duty : whenever

my circumstances are accurately known, if I am worthy of death, in a moment
your heart can obtain repose." The Landgrave inquired, " How can the truth

of this matter be ascertamed ? " The wife replied :
" Inquire from the men of

Balkh whether or not these birds know anything else in the Balkhian tongue
beyond these two sentences ; and when it is foimd that they can say nought
beyond these two speeches, it will occur to your mind that this barefaced, shame-
less wretch, who could not attain his desire with me, and whose base disposition

and wicked mahgnity did not secure their object, has taught them that speech

;

while if they can say anything else in that language, my death is allowable to

you, and to live not permissible for me."

The Landgrave paid due heed, and for three days the guests carried on an
investigation, but heard nothing from the Parrots beyond those two sentences.

When it became settled that the wife was absolved, the Landgrave abandoned
his intention of slaying her, and commanded that the Falconer should be
brought. The latter, having taken a Hawk on his hand, came with beating

heart, thinking that perhaps he might attain honour. The wife said, " 0 per-

fidious villain ! did you see me acting against the Lord's good j^leasure ? " He
replied, " Yes, I did." At the moment that he uttered these words, the Hawk
which he had in his hand, having attacked his face, pecked his eyes, and tore

them out. The wife exclaimed, "Assuredly such is the punishment of eyes

which think they see that which was never visible ; and ' The retaliation of evil

slwuld he an evil similar thereto.'
"

That eye which is malignant had better be rooted out

;

The evil eye everywhere is held in the utmost detestation.

" I have narrated this story that you may know that arrogantly to make accu-

sations, or to bear witness to what has not been seen, is the cause of disgrace in

this world and ignominy in the next." "When Damnah had finished speaking,

having written down all his words, they at once sent them to the Lion, who
explained to his Mother what had happened. The Lion's Mother being apprised

of the circumstances, said :
" 0 King ! my endeavours in this matter have had no

further advantage than that this cursed wretch is suspected ; now after a while

his stratagems and treachery will be fixed upon encompassing the King's death,

and he will bring the affairs of the Monarch and his subjects to ruin. Lie

will practise towards aU the pillars of the state even more than he deemed
allowable in the case of Shanzabah, who was a sincere, kind, and esteemed

minister, since from a wicked spirit nought but bad deeds proceed, and from
an impure disposition nought but villany and audacity spring."

Do not expect a blessed phoenix from an ominous eagle

;

Do not anticipate that a sparrow will act the part of a hawk.

When matters are such that the dignity of a villain is exalted, what wonder
If the hand of rebeUion be extended in every direction 1

This speech took great effect upon the Lion, who was overcome by severe and
long meditation. He exclaimed :

" 0 Mother ! teU me from whom did you
hear the story about Damnah, so that I may have an excuse for destroying him ?

"

She replied :
" 0 King ! to reveal the secret of any one who has confided in me

is not allowable by the rules of politeness, and I must guard with the feelings

of veneration any disclosure which may be mtrusted to the storehouse of my
keeping. I can go to this extent as to ask that person's permission ; and if he
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grants leave, I will reveal the matter to you." The Lion agreed. The Lion's

Mother, having left his presence, and honoured her own court by alighting

there, summoned the Leopard, and with manifold consideration and esteem, paid

her respects to him, saying :

0 thou, whose violence, like Fortune, tries mankind !

0 thou, the Sun of whose fame spreads over the world

!

"The varied courtesy which the King of the Beasts displays towards you is

known, and the traces of royal preferment and assistance in your behalf are

written upon the . scroll of evidence : for this reason it is incumbent upon you to

be grateful for his favours, so that accordmg to the promise, ' If ye are^ grateful,

assuredly I loill increase my favour toioards you,' day by day the affection of the

King may increase." The Leopard replied :
" 0 Queen !

by the aid of what

language can I express my thanks for the Eegal consideration and Kingly favour

which the Monarch of the world has bestowed and continues to pour upon this

humble servant, and by what power can I represent one thousandth part, or one

tittle of my gratitude %

Even if you suppose that like a lily I represent all tongues,

How could I discharge the obligation of describing it %

" With the foot of gratitude I have traversed to the utmost bounds the regions

of the plain, of veneration ; now also whatever illustrious orders the Queen of the

world shall deign to issue, she will see nought but submission and obedience."

The Lion's Mother replied :

You form a manly estimate of your duties

;

Carry them out with the utmost generosity.^

"A favour is no favour till complete."

" The I^ing from the very first narrated to you what was in his mind, and you

were intrusted with the obligation, as regards retribution for Shanzabah, of trying

with every effort possible to obtain aught from the treacherous enemy.

ISTow you must discharge that obligation.

" The right course is for you to make obeisance to the King, and truly repeat

what you have seen and heard ; otherwise the deceit of Damnah has had such

effect that the Lion will abandon the idea of kiUing him. In such case no

other person at the Lion's court will be safe from his malignity; and in a short

time, with treacherous wickedness, he will bring ruin to the fortunes of chiefs and

people of authority, and he may with calumny and treachery design to destroy

any one who has taken an active part respecting his case, or who has strived

to accomplish his death." The Leopard replied :
" 0 Queen ! the carrying out

of this matter has been in my charge to such extent that I have concealed my

evidence. The reason of my having kept back my testimony was, that the

King might learn somewhat of the true state of the case concerning Damnah,

and become aware of the particulars of his cunning and treachery. Now if,

previous to this, I had plunged into this matter, and commenced to under-

take this affair, considering that the King had not been apprised of Damnah's

villany, nor of his malignant disposition and malevolent nature, possibly he

1 Literally

—

You have laid a foundation like heroes,

Complete it with the utmost generosity.
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would have imputed malice to me, and have had evil suspicions; but now that
the matter has gone thus far, I mil not neglect the King's welfare, and if I
iiad a thousand hves, and were to make a sacrifice of them for one hour's
peace of mmd to the King, yet I should not discharge one tittle of the dues of

Stfection^' '

^""^ '^'"''^'^ '^"""^ "^^'"^^ "^'^'''''^ requii-ements

Though I value his hair at the price of both worlds,
Tet in both worlds I should be abashed before him.'

The Lion's Mother then went to the Lion and related the matter of Kah'lah andDainnah just as she heard it, and adduced the same evidence before the assembly
ot the beasts This speech having spread abroad, the thief i who when in prisonhad obtamed a clue to their conversation, sent a person, saying, "I, too, wiU bear
witness._ The Lion gave the command that he should be summoned and he
gave_ evidence as to what passed between the above whUe in confinement Thevmquu-ed of lum, " Wliy did you not represent matters on the very day 1 " He
replied: A decree could not be assured by the testimony of one person; I didnot therefore thmk fit thus needlessly to torture an animal." The Lion approved
his speech. By the testimony of these two the order for the death of Damnah
became imperative,_ and the signature of the Judges bemg affixed thereto, aU the
animals were unanimous for his death in retaliation for the Ox.

Every foohsh person who sows the seed of wickedness,
At harvest-time will reap the fruit of punishment.

The Lion commanded that, having bound him, they should carefully take himaway, and depriving him of food, should torment him with various punishments
and cruelties, tdl he should die in prison from hunger and thirst. So the baneful
effects of treachery and deceit having befallen him, he passed from the torment
of confinement to the prison of eternal anniliilation. " Therefore the utmost part
oftheiKople which had acted oppressively were cut off; praise be unto God, who
IS the Lord of all creatures,"—bo that it should be knomi that such is the end
ot tfie treacherous, and such the termination of tlie deceitful.

Whoever places a snare in the way of mankind.
Will in the end fall into the trap himself.
A good branch will brmg forth the fruit of happiness;
No one can gather a rose who plants a thorn.
Since the punishment of good and evil is certain,
Act well, for uprightness is best.

1 As /Jj ,j in the text is evidently corrupt, I substitute y.^ for o, and omit the remaining,word signifying " other," as being inapplicable, only one thief h^ing bein mentioned.
°



BOOK III.

ON THE ADYANTAGES OF INTEKCOURSE WITH FEIENDS,

AND THE BENEFIT OF THEIE ASSISTANCE.

INTEODUCTION.

HE King said to the Brahman: "I have heard the story of the

friends whose affairs, through the efforts of a mahcious tale-hearer,

ended in enmity, and an innocent person reached destruction ; and

how the Most High God brought retahation upon that mischief-

making traitor. Now, if time demands, tell an account of the

condition of intimate and harmonious companions, and how they

ate of the tree of friendship and affection, and opposed one back

and front in repelling the enemy, each preferring the other's plea-

sure before his own." The Brahman replied :

" 0 Khusrau ^ of the age ! who, by means of thy justice,

Hast extended thy throne over the ethereal dome

;

The piebald steed of the spheres is subservient to thee, since by thy victories

Thou hast placed an hundred scars upon the face of the moon and sun.

" Know that amongst the wise of perfect disposition, and the learned endowed

with praiseworthy qualities, no coin is of more value than the existence of

sincere friends, and no dignity more exalted than to obtain honest companions.

Since, in the world, whether yoimg or old,

No one can dispense with having friends.

" Now assuredly, the body of people, the coin of whose friendship has been

adorned in the mint of sincerity with the impress of fidelity, and the plant of

whose affection has been nurtured in the garden of integrity with the dew of

unanimity and efforts to please, are a pleasure to the soul, and a source of grace

and favour. The advantages of having friends are manifold, and the benefits

1 See note, page 153.
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thereof innumerable. Amongst the number is this—in days of prosperity they
are the source of the articles of friendship and intercourse, while in time of
adversity they follow the road of assistance, coupUng therewith the allowance of
comradeship and support.

Secure a friend, for he is thoroughly desolate

"Who has no companion in the world.

Of aU the prizes on this earth,

None is better than a faithful comrade.

0

" Of all stories concerning sympathetic friends and intimate companions, which
have been inscribed upon the pages of history, the tale of the Crow, the Mouse,
the Pigeon, the Tortoise, and the Deer is the most enlightened fable and beau-
tiful anecdote." The King inquired, " What was that %

"

. STOEY I.

The Brahman said : It has been related that in the region of Kashmir was a
pleasant spot and incomparable pasture, such that, from the abundance of flowers,

the surface of the soil was decked like the Garden of the Skies, while from the
reflection of its scent-scattering herbs the wing of a crow appeared like the tail

of a peacock.

* On every side were fountaias like the waters of Immortalitj^

The lamp of the tulip glittering in each direction

;

The violet growing, and the verdure springing up

;

The morning breeze snatching the collar of the rose
;

The anemone standing on a single stalk.

Like cups of wine upon an emerald stem.

On accoimt of the abundance of game in that pasture, hunters used much to

resort there, and constantly spread the net of stratagem for capturing animals and
ensnaring birds. In the neighbourhood of that forest a Crow had made his nest
upon a large tree, in the pages of the leaves of which he had perused the saying,
" Love of country ajjpertains to religion." One day, sitting on the top of the tree,

he was looking up and down, and casting his glance right and left. Suddenly
he saw a Fowler with a net on his shoulders, a bag on his back, and a stick in

his hand, coming with the greatest haste towards that tree. The Crow, trem-
blmg, said to himself :

0 Lord ! what has happened to this person

That he advances ^\ath such perturbation 1

It is by no means evident on what account

He thus comes with haste.

" Maybe he has girded his loins to ensnare me, and has placed the arrow of

deliberation on the bow of deception with the object of capturing me. Now cau-
tion demands that I should keep my place, and look about.

Till I see what issues from the curtain."
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The Crow, concealed behind a leaf of the tree, fixed the eye of expectation.

The Fowler having come to the foot of the tree, spread his snare, and scatter-

in- several grains on the top thereof, sat in ambush. A while passed, and an

army of Pigeons arrived, the leader of whom was a Pigeon called Emg-doye,

of clear intellect, great wisdom, perfect understanding, and strong imagmation.

These Pi-eons gloried in submitting to him, and prided themselves in obeymg

and attending him, passmg their days in nought save his service, v^hich was

theh' capital of peace, and their ornament of safety and happmess. As soon as

the eyes of the Pigeons alighted on the corn, the flame of hunger being aroused,

bore off the reins of control from the palms of their power. Ring-dove,_ out

of that compassion which is necessary on the part of chiefs towards their mfe-

riors, directed them to reflect and hesitate, saying v

" Do not advance towards the corn by the path of greed

;

Be cautious, for under each grain is a snare."

They replied • " 0 chief ! our case has become a matter of necessity, and our
'

business reached a serious point : to stomachs devoid of grain, and souls full of

fear, there is no place for listening to advice, nor opportunity for reflecting on

the issue. Wise men have said :

' The hungry are bold to misfortune.

Since they are satiated of their own life.'
"

Ein--dove perceived that he could not ensnare those greedy grain-seekers in the

net of Admonition, nor could he draw them with the cord of reproach from the

well of Negligence and Ignorance.

Whoever falls under the dominion of greed,

Will Avith difficulty be freed from its yoke.

He was anxious to step aside from them, and retire into a corner
;
but the

monarch Fate, having bound his neck with the chain of destiny, drew him

towards the snare.

O incautious man that I am ! I go, while he trails the fish-hook.

In short, the whole flock of those Pigeons, all at once laying aside caution,

aliolited. No sooner had they pecked up the corn than they were caught m the

Fowler's snare. Pdng-dove lamented (saying), " Did not I teU you that the end

of hastiness is uncommendable, and that it is not laudable to enter upon aff"airs

without reflection 1
"

O soul ! the way of love is full of affliction and misery !

He stumbles who travels on this road with haste.^

Perplexity and shame overtaking the Pigeons, they held their breath. The

Fowler came forth from his lurking-place, and, with the greatest dehght, ran

along so as to secure and bind them in confinement, and return to his own

home! The Pigeons, when their eyes alighted upon the Fowler, were overcome

with perturbation, each one striving for his own escape, and flapping his wings

and pinions. Ring-dove said :
" 0 friends ! you are each of you struggling for

your own freedom, neglectful of the escape of your other companions.

1 oUi in the Persian text is unintelligible. I have altered it to ^jbL
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Such things are not within the conditions of friendship.

" Amongst the canons of friendship is a decree that the delivery of one's comrades
should be considered more important than one's own escape : just as, once upon
a time, two companions were sitting together in a ship, when suddenly, near the

shore, the vessel broke to pieces, and both fell into the water. A sailor on the

sea-shore cast himself into the water, intending to seize one of them, but which-
ever he selected cried out

:

' 0 venerable sir ! in the midst of this terrible whirlpool.

Leave me, and seize the hand of my friend.'

" Now, if you do not possess power to place the life of your friends before your
own existence, nor to esteem their safety in preference to your own deliverance,

at any rate all of you exert your powers by way of assistance and concord, so

that, by the blessing of such confederacy and union, it may be that the net will be
removed from its place, and we shall all find escape." The Pigeons, carrying out
the command, joined all their strength together, and by tliis device, rooting up
the net, went their way. The Fowler, notwithstanding this circumstance, ran
after them, and hoping that ultimately they would tire and fall down, went along,

his eyes fixed in the air. The Crow thought to himself :
" It will be a long time

before such an extraordinary affair will come from the covering of non-existence

into the expanse of reality; nor am I secure from the like of this occurrence.

It is best that I should hasten after their track, and discover how their case wiU
end, and, making this experience a store for my own case, should avail myself
thereof in time of need."

In the day of worldly experience secure your portion.

So that you may make use thereof in warding off accident.

The Crow flew after them, while Eing-dove, with his tribe, having carried off the

net, soared along ; and the rapacious Fowler, with impudent face, set his eyes upon
them, and so proceeded. When Eing-dove saw that the Fowler still followed

them, and that the powers of greed, bemg aroused, compelled the latter not to

desist from pursuing them till he should get them in his grasp, he turned towards
his friends, saying :

" This cruel-faced person has, with the utmost diligence, girded

his loins to capture us, and is watching for our destruction ; till we get out of

his sight, he will not remove his thoughts from us. It is expedient for us to

turn towards habitations, and fly towards gardens and trees, so that his sight

may be cut oW from us, and, hopeless, he may return abashed." The Pigeons,

in accordance with his counsel, turned their course and hastened from the

direction of the forest and desert towards the houses. The Fowler, when he no
longer saw them, turned back with the utmost regret; wloile the Crow proceeded
in like manner so as to discover the circumstances of their escape, and store it up
to ward off like accidents, and to remedy similar events, till he had turned to

account the purport of the saying, " Fortunate is he lolio takes counsel from
{the experience of) others."

A prudent man is he who, as regards the experience of profit and loss.

Extracts from other companions a share for himself.

He ddopts whatever he perceives productive of good.

And leaves whatever he understands wiU result in evil.
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The Pigeons, being secure from fear of the Eowler, referred to Ring-dove regarding

their own freedom. That wise, right-deliberating person, after reflecting and

meditating, replied :
" In my opinion, without the assistance of faithful friends,

no deliverance from this dangerous place will appear.

Without companionship this road will never come to an end.

" In this neighbourhood is a Mouse, by name Zirak,^ who takes the priority

amongst my friends for excess of fidelity, and surpasses all my comrades and

well-wishers in the custom of generosity.

A sincere companion and faithful comrade,

Wlio in matters of friendship acts in no other way than uprightly.

" Maybe by his assistance deliverance from this snare wiU appear, and escape arise

from this danger." Accordingly they alighted at a ruin where was the dwell-

ing of the Mouse, and going towards his hole, moved the knocker of the door

of desire. The noise of Eing-dove reaching the ears of Zirak, he came out, and

seeing his friend bound in the snare of calamity, he caused the blood-stained

stream to flow from the fountain of his eyes on the pages of his cheek, and

raised a grief-imbued sigh from his warm heart to the summit of the skies,

saying

:

Wliat state of things is this which I behold, what condition of affairs is it %

In such circumstances restraint is impossible.

0 friends ! how can I remain at rest.

When I see my own companions in fetters 1

" 0 dear friend ! 0 agreeable companion ! by what stratagem have you fallen

into this snare, and by Avhat means have you been overtaken with this calamity?"

Eing-dove replied :
" Varied good and evil, and manifold benefits and ills, are

bound up with the decrees of Fate and Providence; whatever the writer of

Divine Design has inscribed in the palace of Eternity with the pen of Fate upon

the pages of the affairs of mankind, will of necessity come to light in the expanse

of existence, and escape or delivery therefrom wiU avail nought.

The pen has flowed, 0 son ! with sweets and bitters
;

Though you sit cross, what does it grieve Fate 1

" Divine Decree and Almighty Destiny have cast me into this deadly Avhirlpool,

and displayed the grain before me and my companions. Although I warned

them against hastiness and rasliness, and reproached them for precipitancy and

want of caution, the hand of Fate has, nevertheless, drawn the curtain of negli-

gence over the eyes of my prudence, and kept my clear-minded wisdom and

far-seeing intelligence behind the dark veil of ignorance and stupidity. We were

all suddenly overtaken by the hand of misfortune and the gxasp of sorrow."

The Mouse rejoined :
" Oh ! strange that any one like you, possessing so much

intelligence and foresight, should not be able to oppose the evils of Fate, nor to

repel the arrow of destiny with the shield of stratagem and deliberation !
" Ring-

dove said :
" 0 Zi'rak ! cease such talk, for many persons stronger, braver, wiser,

and more learned than myself, and of more dignity, wealth, excellence, and per-

fection, have been unable to contend with the decrees of Fate, or to withdraw

Clever or sliarp.

N
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their heads from the ordinances of the Unchangeable, ' Tliere is no one can

ward off His Decree, and there is none can avert His Judgment.' Wlien Fate, the

Elder whose commands all obey, sets in motion the chain of his purpose, it brings

the fish from the depths of the sea to the open air, and causes the birds on the

summit of the clouds to alight upon the surface of the ground. Nought can

avail any creature concerning the decrees of Fate and Providence, save submission

and resignation.

Were all the atoms of the world to twist and turn,

'Twould be nought against the decrees of God

;

When Fate raises its head from its collar,

The wise become utterly blind and deaf

:

Fish fall out of the sea.

The net ensnares the helpless birds as they fly

:

This Fate is a terrible and violent gale

;

Mankind is like straw, powerless before it.

" And you must know that with regard to the spread of the mandates of Fate,

the wise man receives a like decree with the ignorant, and the contemptible

subject is on an equality with the world-subduing monarch in the whirlpool of

Divine Destiny."

The decrees of Fate cannot be kept off either by force or gold

;

It does not become any one to inquire " why " and " wherefore " as regards

Destiny.

Zi'rak said :
" 0 Eing-dove ! be of good cheer, since every garment which the

Tailor of Divine intention sews on the body of any one of the attendants at the

tlireshold of his worship, whether his collar be decked with the button of pros-

perity, or his skirt adorned with the fringe of adversity, without doubt is the

piu'est kindness and the veriest benevolence ; more especially since the indivi-

dual is not aware of the state of the case, and does not see the kindness which

is embraced within its scope. In this sense it has been said

:

' Dregs or pure liquid, it matters not to thee, drink and be happy.

Since whatever our cupbearer pours out is the essence of kindness.'

" Wliat has befallen you, when you examine it closely, comprises Avhat is advan-

tageous for your case, and the wise have said, ' There is no pure honey mthout

the cruel sting, nor does the rose of pleasure grow without the thorn of

distress.'

"

Many are the desires which are within the folds of disappointment.

While Zirak was muttering these words, and was occupied in severing the cords

with which Eing-dove was bound, the latter said :
" 0 dear friend ! first of aU

loose the bands of my comrades, and having eased your mind on their score, turn

towards me." The Mouse, paying no heed to these words, busied himself in his

own work. Eing-dove again, with renewed energy, exclaimed :
" 0 Zirak ! if

you seek to gratify me, and would respect the dues of friendship, it is obUgatory

that first, of aU you release my companions from their bonds, and by such kind-

ness place the collar of obligation upon the neck of my soul." The Mouse

rejoined :
" You have repeated this matter, and pushed your endeavours to the

utmost excess; possibly you have no regard for your own soul, and do not
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recognise the dues imposed upon you relative thereto ? Are you indifferent to

the proverb, 'Commence with thyself?" Eing-dove said: "You should not

reproach me, since the regal title of chiefship over these Pigeons has been

inscribed against my name, and I have taken the management of their affairs

under charge of my care. Seeing that they are my subjects, they have duties

imposed upon them towards me, while, on the ground that I am their chief, I

have a necessary obligation towards them. After they have discharged their

duty towards me, and through their aid and assistance I have escaped from the

hand of the Fowler, I, too, must perform my necessary obligations, and discharge

the dues of sovereignty ; for whenever a king seeks his own repose and leaves his

subjects ensnared in the bonds of misfortune, no long time will elapse before

the wine of his comfort will be fouled, and the eyes of his prosperity clouded."

No one will rest within your kingdom,

When you merely seek your own repose.

The Mouse replied :
" A king in the midst of his subjects is like the soul within

the frame, or, as it were, the heart in the body
;

therefore, attention must first

be paid to his case, since if the heart is well, no great harm arises from the disor-

ders of the linibs ; but if, God forbid ! the heart becomes diseased, the soundness

of the members is of no avail."

If servants be fewer, what matter ?

Trom the king's head not a hair may be lost.

Eing-dove replied :
" I fear that if you commence to unloose my cords, you will be-

come tired, and some of my friends will remain ensnared; whereas, if I am bound,
however fatigued you may be, you will not desert me, nor permit any negligence,

in setting me free, to enter your mind. In time of misfortune, too, we have
been companions together, so in the period of escape and freedom, to act har-

moniously will be the purest generosity."

If you would consider any one a friend deem him such

Who is your ally in grief and joy

;

From a friend who is not such in time of both pleasure and pain,

How can you derive delight, since he himself is an anxiety to you 1

The Mouse said :
" The custom of men of benevolence is such, and such the

fundamental article of faith of men of liberal feelings. By this praiseworthy

disposition and laudable nature the reliance of people on your friendship will

become more refined, and the trust of your subjects in your kindness and
benovolence be increased."

For a friend, such a person is needed

As can solve intricacies.

Accordingly, Zirak, with the greatest assiduity, and with unspeakable eagerness,

severed the cords of the friends, and last of all freed Eing-dove's neck from
the collar of calamity. The Pigeons, bidding him adieu, returned in safety and
security to their own nests, while the.;Mouse descended to his hole. Wlien the

Crow witnessed how the Mouse lent his aid, and severed the bonds, he conceived

a desire for his friendship and intimacy, and viewed his society and company as

a rare prize. He said to himself :
" I cannot be secure from the accident which

has befallen the Pigeons, consequently I cannot be independent of the friendship

of such a person as in time of calamity will lend his assistance."
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East and west are full of companions,

But of the kind required tliere are but few

;

Self-interested friends are numerous.

He who bears your burden is a friend indeed.

Thereupon the Crow quietly came to the Mouse's hole, and made a noise. The
latter inquired, " Who is there 1 " He replied :

" It is I, a Crow, and I have an

urgent matter with you." Zirak was a very wise Mouse, Avho had experienced

the ups and downs ^ of Tortune, and witnessed the good and bad of life.

He had prepared many holes in that spot as places of refuge, and scraped a

way from one to the other. He considered the remedy for events before they

occurred, and arranged every matter in accordance with what is vnse, and in

harmony with what is expedient. Wlien he heard the sound of the Crow, he

turned himself round, saying :
" What is your business with me, and what have

I to do with you 1 " The Crow related the state of the case from beginning to

end, and repeated his information respecting the Mouse's good faith and extreme

integrity in regard to the Pigeons, saying :
" Your great generosity and affection,

your excessive kindliness and gratitude, are known to me, and I am aware how
the fruit of friendship and the result of affection have accrued to them, and how,

by the blessing of your company and intimacy, they have obtained escape from
that deadly whirlpool, and I have confined aU my ambition to obtaining your

society, and am come to discharge the obligation of opening the door of friend-

ship."

We many expectant souls look to thee.

The state of our hearts we have told thee ; thou knowest.

The Mouse replied :
" The road of intimacy between you and me is closed, and

the way of intercourse forbidden.

At your market I see no profit, but rather destruction of soul

;

For on this road there is a distance between us as far as east from west.

" Go ! do not strike cold iron, nor move your feet in search of something which

cannot possibly by any means be obtained, since to seek after that which is not

within the region of possibility is like driving a vessel upon the ground, or

galloping a steed upon the surface of the sea. He who is persevering in liis

endeavours afterjwhat is impracticable will bring laughter upon himself, and liis

stupidity wiU become patent in the sight of the wise."

Take away this snare, endeavour to entrap another,

For this game which you see wiU not come into your net.

The Crow replied :
" Cease such language, for the benevolent do not leave the

necessitous disappointed, nor when any one turns his face towards the gates

of the prosperous do they strike the back of their hands upon the face of his

supphcation. I have sought protection at this court from the occurrences of

time, and have made this threshold my place of refuge and protection from tlie

calamities of the world.

Save thy threshold, there is no shelter for me in the world

:

Except at this door, there is nowhere for me to lay my head.

" KoWj since I have taken up my attendance at the ground of this very street,

' Literally, " wannth and cold."
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and considered it piy lot to wait at this sanctuary, I will neither through

roughness tujn away my face, nor wiU I from rudeness hasten elsewhere."

If you strike^ me with the sword of punishment, you are ruler;

And if you honour me as your slave, I am your servant.

The Mouse said :
" 0 Crow ! ahandon your stratagem, nor throw the grain of

deceit upon the face of the snare of hypocrisy, for I Avell know the nature of

your race, and since you are not of my kind, I fear your society.

The society of aliens is excruciating torture to a soul.

" In no case can I he secure of you ; and whenever any one strives to he inti-

mate with a person upon whom he cannot depend, that will befall him which

happened to that Partridge." The Crow inquired, " What was that ?
"

STORY 11.

The Mouse said : It has been related that a beautiful-voiced Partridge was

strutting at the skirt of a hill, and the reverberation of the sound of his cry

echoed in the dome of the spheres. By chance a Hawk of prey passed thereby

through the air : when his eyes beheld the Partridge strutting along, and the

noise of the latter's merry sound fell on his ears, the Hawk conceived in his

heart a desire to be intimate with him, and began to draw upon the tablets of

his imagination the design of companionship with him, thinking to himself

:

" ISTo one in this world is independent of a suitable comrade, nor can one do

without an harmonious friend or kind ally, and it has passed into a proverb,

' that he who is without a friend is invariably out of sorts.'
^

He who has no friend in the world,

The tree of his delight wiU bear no fruit.

" Now this Partridge is a pleasant-looking, merry-faced, intelligent-minded, pretty-

strutting friend
;
my soul, in the society of, such a companion, will become

fresh and joyous, and my bosom, in love with such a comrade, will be cheerful

and free from grief."

A friend is needed—what sort of friend is required 1

A friend who will unloose the knot of my affairs

;

Whenever he shows his beautiful self.

He will remove the dust of grief from the mirror of my soul.

Accordingly he gently drew towards the Partridge, who, when his eyes rested

upon him, trembling, betook himself within the fissure of a rock. The Hawk
alighted from the air, and sitting before that hole, narrated the circumstances

of the case, saying :
" 0 Partridge ! previous to this I have overlooked your

merits and your excellences
;
your charms, too, were not apparent to me : this

day, by reason of your cry, joy has overspread my soul, and your heart-

enchanting strut having ensnared me, I am in hopes that after this you will no
longer fear and dread me, but will be disposed to be friends and intimate with

1 This is the ohviotis meaning, though the word here rendered "strike" is generally applied to
represent the action of producing a sound from a musical instrument l5y percussion, and I do not
remember having met with an instance, where it is used as referring to the blow of a sword.

^ The point of this proverb is lost in translation, being dependent in great measure upon a jingle
of sounds.
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me, so that the prelude of affection may produce good results, and the shrub
of love yield the fruit of desire."

Pre-eminent stands friendship, since therefrom the more the fruit of desire

Is plucked by any one, the more it grows.

Tlie Partridge exclaimed :
" 0 vahant and mighty warrior ! withdraw thy hand

from this helpless, grief-stricken one, and having eaten some other Partridge,

consider

:

That I should have an interview with you ! alas, what a dreadful thought

!

That I should approach you ! God forgive me, what an impossible idea

!

" Whenever water and fire mingle together, companionship between you and
me may be conceivable ; and at a tune when shade and sun combine, intimacy

between us may be imaginable."

Abandon such an idea, since it will not come to pass.

The Hawk rejoined :
" 0 beloved ! think to yourself that what but kindness

could impel me to speak soft words to such as yourself. My talons are not
so deficient that I am unable to pursue such as you, nor have weakness and
imbecility so overtaken my beak that I am helpless in hunting my food. It is

nought but this, that the desire of your society and company, and a wish for

your intimacy and friendship, impel me to set in motion the chain of affection

for you. On your part, many benefits are to be imagined from friendship with
me : first of all, when my fellow-birds see that I nourish you under the shadow
of the wings of my protection, they will withdraw the hand of violence from
your skirt, and regard you with eyes of consideration, while you, happy, may
perambulate the hill and desert with ease of mmd. Again, I will take you to

my nest, so that having reached a lofty abode and inaccessible dwelling, you
will be raised above your fellow-creatures in exalted rank. I will bring you
also a nice, handsome mate from your own kith and kin, whom you may have a

sincere inclination to marry, so that embracing her with the hand of affection,

you may pass your time at your heart's desire."

Neither suffering violence from the times, nor reproach from the spheres,

Your hopes reahsed, and the cup of your desire filled to the brim

The Partridge said :
" You are chief of birds, and the reins of rule over the

feathered tribe are in the grasp of your power, while I am one of your subjects,

and of those who pay dues to you ; such as we, are not free from wrong and error,

and during the time when I am nurtured by your kindness, and am hopeful of

your care, it may be that somewhat may occur, on my part, which may not be
pleasing to your Majesty's feelings, and the clutches of your royal anger may
dash the brains out of my head : it would be better that I should seize the

corner of retirement, and not exalt the banner of attending on rulers, which
includes great dangers."

The sight of the face of the sun I do not consider within my range

:

It is bettter that, like a shadow, I shoidd sit behind a wall.
>

The Hawk replied :
" 0 brother ! have you not heard, and do not you know, that

the eyes of friendship are blind to see defects, and every blemish which occurs

on the part of a comrade appears a great beauty 1
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Poison from thee, tliy friend would deem sugar

;

Defects on thy part, thy friend would consider merits.

" JSTow, since I contemplate your proceedings with the eye of friendship, and

inscribe the writing of your words and circumstances in the volume of aifection,

how can I draw the line of error through your conversation, or how interpret

erroneously your sayings and actions %
"

The eye of friendship observes no faults.

However much the Partridge adduced acceptable apologies, the Hawk retorted

with pleasant replies. At last, with promises and protestations, he brought the

Partridge from his hole, and having embraced one another, they again confirmed

with oaths the alliance of friendship. The Hawk having carried him off, brought

him to his own nest
;
being delighted with one another, they passed their time

in happiness and joy. When two or tlrree days had elapsed in this way, and

the Partridge became safe as regards the Hawk, having followed the path of

impudence, he spoke bold words, and in the midst of conversation uttered his

cry out of place. The Hawk, through high consideration, pretending not to hear

it, refrained from exercising vengeance, but iU-feeling therefrom took possession

of his breast, till one day a slight weakness suddenly overtook the Hawk, such

that he was unable to move in search of food, and passed the whole day in his

nest. When night arrived, and his crop was empty of the food which it had

possessed, the fire of hunger having raised itself, brought his savage feelings into

play, and hatred ^ of the Partridge, which had been pent up by lapse of time,

filled the Hawk with rage. Notwithstanding the monitor, Wisclom, brought before

his sight the circumstance of the promise and agreement, he did not look

thereon with the corner of the eye of approbation, and sought an excuse to

violate his oath and devour the Partridge, who, seeing traces of anger in his

appearance, and by the look of his eyes observing that his own death was settled,

drew forth a cold sigh from his heart full of grief, saying

:

I was like a lover ; I said I would carry off the pearl of my desire.

How coidd I know what infinite waves this sea possesses 1

" Alas ! that I did not, at first, glance my sight at the end of the business, but

joined company with one of a different race to myself, and let the advice of the

wise

—

' Avoid associating with those of a different kind '

—

" be forgotten, consequently to-day the ship of my life has fallen into a whirlpool

from which the sailor. Deliberation, will be powerless to extricate it, and the

thread of my existence is snapped in such a manner that the tip of the finger of

Counsel wiU be puzzled to join it together again."

There is neither fidelity in my comrade, nor hope of life

;

Neither glad tidings from the spheres, nor good news from the world.

Such words he spoke to himself, wliile the Hawk, having in like manner

opened the talons of cruelty, and moistened his bloodthirsty beak with the poison

of oppression, devoted himself to seek a pretext. Since the Partridge, taking

the greatest care, observed the dues of good manners, the Hawk could find no

excuse for killing him. At last becoming beyond all control filled with rage,

^

t5
^'''^ Persian text is a misprint for
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he said to the Partridge :
" Is it allowable that I should be in the sun, while you

pass your time in the shade?" The Partridge replied :
" 0 world-subduing chief !

it is now night, and all the world is wrapped in the shade of darkness; by
the glare of what sun are you annoyed, and under the shade of what do I
obtain repose 1 " The Hawk replied :

" 0 ill-mannered person ! do you accuse
me of speaking falsely, and do you bandy words with me 1 I will punish you !

"

He no sooner spoke than he tore bim up.

Now I have adduced this story that you may know, that whoever associates

with those not of his own kith and kin, or passes his time m company with any
one from whose violence he cannot be secure, hke the sweet-voiced Partridge,
having given up his precious soul to companionship, the day of his life will be
spent. In hke manner I am your food, and can never live secure as to your
disposition; therefore, in what point of view can the way of intercourse between
you and me be opened, and by what means can the arrangements of comradeship
be settled 1 " The Crow said :

" 0 Zirak ! appeal to your own wisdom, and reflect

well what good could I derive from hijuring you, and what repletion would
eating you bring; while from the continuance of your existence, and the
acquirement of your society, a thousand advantages are assured, and a hundred
thousand benefits may be imagined. It is not right that I should have traversed
a far and long distance in search of you, while you turn your face from me, and
place the hand of rejection upon the bosom of my hope. With the good nature
and pure disposition which you possess, it is not becoming that my rights as a
stranger shovdd be discarded, and a humble individual turn away hopeless from
your tlu:eshold.

The care of the poor is the cause of a fair name

;

Why is it that this custom is not observed in your city ?

" Prom the laudable disposition which I have observed in you, I do not fancy
that you wiU absolutely deprive me of your condescension, or that you wiU not
perfume the nostril of my hopes with the soul-exhilarating odours of your
kindness."

With you, who are humble, when will there be a habit of caring for the poor ?

The Mouse repHed :
" IS^o enmity is so potent as personal dislike, since if acci-

dental discord arises between two individuals by slight means it may be averted,
and by degrees the causes thereof be removed ; but if there should happen to be
innate enmity, and the traces thereof are implanted in the mmds of both sides, and
if in that ancient hatred recent animosity be included, and former feuds be
united with subsequent disputes, to avert the same will by no means come Avithin

the circle of possibility, and to repel it will, in aU cases, be beyond the pale of
human power, its eradication being bound up with the destruction of both
parties.

Till the head is lost, the thought of this will not quit the mind.

"Wise men have said that personal enmity is of two kinds,—oneAvhen the evil is

not confined to one of the two antagonists, this one being sometimes mjured by
that one, and that one at other tunes hurt by this : like the enmity of the elephant
and lion, who cannot possibly meet Avithout a battle; but the victory is not con-
fined to one side, nor the defeat to be anticipated on one part

;
nay, more, some-

times the 'fierce lion gets the victory, on other occasions sirperiority rests with
the tusks of the raving elephant. This sort of feud is not so violent but that
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tlie wound therefrom can receive a salve, for the reason that whoever comes off

triumphant assuredly his heart wiU become tranquil. The second kind is when
the loss is always on one side, and the gain on the other, like the antipathy of

the mouse and the cat, or the wolf and the sheep, and suchlike, Avhere the evil

is always comprised on one side, and the good necessarily on the other. This

enmity is so deep-rooted that the revolixtions of the heavens could not alter it,

nor the changes of time unloose the knot thereof; and where it is known that there

is a design against life on one side, without there having been any such on the

other in former times, and when in future no disagreement would arise, in such

case in what way can peace be possible, or how can intercourse be obtained %
"

The moment that day and night join together,

Or the cord of sun and shade is united,

I will associate with you ; but in that case, too.

Men of wisdom would laugh me to scorn.

The Crow said :
" Thank God ! my enmity towards you was not implanted by

nature, and if my kind happen to be opposed to you, at any rate the mirror of

my soul is free from the dust of discord, and the glass of my heart ready for the

reflection of the rays of affection and friendship ; and certainly since the maxim,
^ From heart to heart,' is an assured means of access, I am in hopes that the

guileless heart of that dear friend will bear witness to the sincerity of my
friendship."

Do not imagine that thy sweetheart knows not thy heart.

The Mouse said :
" You push your efforts to an excess, and annoy me with your

friendship. If I attempt this, and you, too, keep to your purpose, maybe that

from some slight cause the thread of friendship being snapped, you will relapse

to your innate habits and natural enmity, just as water, however long it remains
in a place, the smell and taste thereof being changed, yet its original properties

remain, and when it is poiu'ed upon fire it never fails to quench it. Intimacy
with an antagonist, like associating with deadly snakes, inspires no confidence; and
companionship with enemies, like friendship with sharp-clawed tigers, is not
worthy of trial : and wise men have said, that one must not be deceived with,

the speech of an enemy, though he makes profession of friendship ; nor must one
be beguiled with his words, though he strives his utmost to be intimate.

To hope for new friends from previous enemies,

Is equivalent to seeking for a rose in an oven.

" Whoever, having placed reliance on his enemies, becomes pufl"ed up with their

conceits, and hears with the ear of satisfaction their treacheries and deceits, will

meet Avith that wliich befell that Camel-Driver." The Crow inquii-ed, " What
Avas that %

"

STOEY III.

The Mouse said : It has been related that a Camel-Driver in the midst of his

journey reached a certain spot, where the people of a caravan had lighted a fire

;

after they left, the fan of the wind, stirring up the flames, rekindled the fire, the
sparks of Avhich, flying out on aU sides of the desert, feU on some sticks, and

1 y in the Persian text is a misprint for y .
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every corner of the plain was lighted up like a tulip-bed. In the midst of that
hre a huge Snake, a large Serpent, tired and wretched, could in no direction find
a path, nor on any side make his escape; it weUnigh happened that he was
scorched like a fish on a gridiron, or like a roasted partridge on the top of the

T)^; ^,^°°^^,^^f^^
to trickle from his poison-shedding eyes; when he saw that

iJriver he called for help, and said

:

"mat would happen if you were to kindly take compassion on me,
And undo the knot of my firm-tied situation ?

"

The Driver was a God-fearing and kind man; when he heard the complaint of thebnake and witnessed his misery and helplessness, he thought to himself " Thou-h
a Snake is the enemy of mankind, yet, now he is distressed and perplexed
nought can be more proper than that I should be kind to him, and sow in the soil
of practice the seed of benevolence, which produces no fruit but happiness in this
world and favour in the next." Accordingly, having fixed upon the top of his
spear the bag winch he carried, he held it out there, whUe the Snake, availing
himself of the opportunity, went into the bag, and the Driver thinking it welldrew him forth from the fire; he then opened the mouth of the bag, and said to
the Snake

:
Go where you will, and, thankful that you have escaped from this

misfortune, retire to your corner, and hereafter no longer injure mankind, for hewho does evil to people has a bad name in tliis world, and in that to come wUl
be disappointed."

Fear God, and molest no one

—

This, and nought else, is the road ^ of happiness.

The Snake said
:
"0 young man, cease this language, for I will not depart tiU Ihave inflicted a wound upon both you and your camel." The Driver exclaimed •

Have I not acted kindly towards you, and brought you out of the midst of
the fire ? is such my recompense, and such my reward ?

"

On my part, my conduct was upright

;

On your side, why do you practise tyranny ?

The Snake replied
: "True, you did well, but it was misplaced, and you acted

with kindness, but it was occasioned by an unworthy object. You are aware that
1 am the promoter of evil, and no benefit to mankind can be conceived on mv
part; accordingly, since you labom-ed for my escape, and acted considerately
towards one who should have been treated badly, assuredly, in return for this
misfortune must befaU you, since to do good to the bad is the same as doim'harm to the righteous.

Just as, by the rules of equity and wisdom, it is forbidden
To do evil towards the pure and good

;

So, as regards the mean-natured who injure mankind,
Kindness can by no means be displayed to them.

"Again, according to the mandate, 'Some of you are enemies to some others'
between you and me there is a long-standing enmity, and foresight demands that
the head of ones enemy should be bruised; and in accordance with the decree
Kill the two blach things; it is incumbent upon you to destroy us, for there is

a command that we should not be allowed to escape in safety; you have in

1 Cfj in the Persian text is a misprint for I fancy, too, the final letter is corruptly
inserted in place of the izafat, or sign of the genitive case.

^^"uptiy
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this matter abandoned what is proper and prudent, and have acted with kindness,

and assuredly I will wound you, so that others may gain experience thereby."

The Driver rejoined :
" 0 Snake ! bring justice to bear, since in what faith would

it be allowable to do wrong in return for good, and in what religion would it be

justifiable to requite the pureness of kindness with the foulness of injury %

"

The Snake replied :
" Such is the custom of you men ; and I, too, will put in prac-

tice your own decree, and sell you what I have bought from you in the market

of retaliation."

Buy in one moment what you are a whole year selling.

In spite of all the young man's endeavours, they were of no avail. The Snake

said :
" Elect quickly whether I shall first of all sting you, or commence with

the camel." The young man replied: "Abandon such ideas, for to requite good

with bad is ill-omened." The Snake rejoined :
" Such is the custom of men

;

and I, too, am following the way of mankind." The Driver denied this assertion,

saying :
" If you can with proof establish this, and bring evidence in accordance

with your contention, that to make return in this manner is the custom of men,

I will purchase your bite with my life, and consent to my own death." The
Snake looked round and saw a buffalo from afar grazing in the desert. He said :

" Come, I wiU ask him as to the truth of the case." Accordingly, the Snake

and the Camel-Driver both advanced towards the buffalo ; the Snake loosed its

tongue saying :
" 0 buffalo ! what is the recompense for good 1 " He answered :

" If you ask according to the creed of the world, the return for good is evil.

Behold, I was for a time with one of them : every year I produced a young one,

and filled his (the man's) house with milk and butter, and the fabric of his

establisliment and the foundation of Ms life were based on me. When I became

old and ceased breeding, he left off minding me, and turning me out of his

house, set my head towards the desert. After I had grazed a whUe in the

waste, and, having no duties to perform, had gained my heart's desire, signs of

fatness became evident in me. Yesterday my master passed by here, and as I

appeared to his eyes plump, he brought a butcher and sold me to him, and tMs
very day they will lead me to the slaughter-house with the design of killing

me. See, such was the return of all that goodness which I have mentioned !

"

My case is such, 0 friends ! to whom shall I tell my cii'cumstances 1

The Snake said :
" See, you have heard ! be ready as quickly as possible for the

sting." The Camel-Driver replied: "In law a decree is not passed when there

is but one witness
;
bring another and do what you like." The Snake looking

round, a tree came in his sight. He exclaimed :
" Come, and I will inquire of

that tree." Accordingly they came together to the foot thereof, and the Snake
inquired from it, " What is the recompense for good 1 " It replied :

" According

to the creed of men, the requital for good is evil, and the return for favour is

injury. The proof is this : I am a tree grown in this wild, standing on
one leg at the service of every comer and goer. When a mortal overpowered

with heat, and weary, comes forth from the desert, he rests awhile under my
shade, and seeks repose for a time ; then when he opens his eyes he exclaims

:

' Such a branch is suitable for the handle of my axe, and such a portion is fit

and proper for my shovel : from its trunk several good planks can be cut, and
from some of them beautiful doors might be made.' If they have a saw or axe,

they cut off from my boughs and trunk whatever pleases them and carry it off

;
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and notwithstanding tliey have derived pleasure from me, they approve of all
this cruelty towards me."

I am thinking how I can shade his head

;

He is in this perplexity, how he can dig me up by the roots.

The Snake exclaimed: "See, two witnesses have been produced, make over your
body that I may bite you!" The man rejoined: "Life is very precious, and so
long as there is any chance, it is difficult to sever the heart from the trappin-s
of existence. If another person gives evidence in tliis matter, I will unarudtrino-ly
resign my body to this calamity, and be content with the decree of Fate"' °It
strangely happened that a Fox was standing by witnessing the affair, and listen-
ing to then? conversation with ears of intelligence. The Snake said- "See'
inquire of this Fox as to what reply he wiU give." Scarce had the Driver asked
the question, ere the Fox addressed the man, "Do you not know that the return
for good IS evil? what benefit have you conferred on this Snake that you are
worthy of punishment in retahation?" The young man repeated the circum-
stances of the case. The Fox replied: "You seem a clever man, why do
you speak falsely %

"

How can it be allowable for a wise man to talk wrongly ?

It does not become a clever man to speak contrary to what has happened.

The Snake said
:
" He speaks truly; see, he has the bag, with which he brought

me out of the fire, tied to his saddle-straps !

" The Fox expressed astonishment' as
to how these words could be worthy of credence, and a Snake of so great size be
contained m so small a bag. The Snake exclaimed :

" If you do not believe it,
I will again enter this bag, so that you may see an Ulustration thereof." The
Fox said

:
" If I witness this proceeding with my own eyes, and gather proof of

this assertion, then I wiU pass a decree between you which shall not deviate
from what is right, and wherein hypocrisy and malignity shall not enter"
The man opened the end of the bag, and the Snake, deceived by the Fox's
words, entered therein. The Fox exclaimed :

" 0 young man ! when you find
your enemy captured, give him no quarter."

When your enemy is in your power, and defeated by you,
Wisdom decrees that you should give him no quarter.

The man tied up the end of the bag, and struck it on the ground till the Snake
was kiUed, and the sparks of his vdlany being extinguished, mankind rested
secure from his malignity.

. -
, ^ It is best that whatever when alive is bad should be slain.

"The moral of this story is, that a Avise man should not abandon the road of
caution, nor be deceived with the lamentation of foes ; in no case, either, should
he confide in them, so that he may not be exposed to their wickedness."

Whoever is deceived with the speech of a foe.

The taper of his wisdom will be darkened and without light.
Would you know at what time an enemy can become a friend 1

It is when darkness disappears from night.

The Crow said
:
" I have heard these words, which you have pronounced out of

pure wisdom, and have illumined the eyes of my mind with the glittering pearls
which you have brought forth from the mine of intelligence ; but it would be
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more worthy of your benevolence, generosity, kindliness, and magnanimity, to

cease these laborious and earnest efforts, and, trusting my word, to open the way

of intimacy. Wise men have said, ' Fly towards the benevolent, and avoid the

base • for the generous, after a single hour's companionship, deem various kind-

ness and attentions incumbent, and laying aside the feelings of reserve, extend

their friendship and kindness to the utmost pitch of affection ; while the mean,

not recognising the claims of former intimacy, efface a hundred years of friend-

ship in the twinkluig of an eye.' Hence it is that the high-minded quickly

make friends Avith mankind, and with reluctance display enmity, like a golden

goblet which is slow to break and easy to mend ; while the low-minded are. loath

to be friends, and the edifice of their intercourse is quickly overturned, like a

pitcher of clay which is soon broken, and then in no way can any remedy be

applied. How beautifully has it been said :

' Friendship must be sought of that kind,

Which will remain firm to all eternity

;

A house whose foundation is of unlnirnt bricks,

Is utterly overturned after one or two showers '

!

" I am of that body that my friendship is worthy of confidence ; with all this

I am in need of your society, and] having attended at this court, I will on no

account turn away, and assuredly will taste no food, nor take any rest, till you

cause me to become your intimate companion."

I will not readily let go from my palm the skirt of a dear one like yourself,

For with many blood-stained^ tears you have come to my possession.

The Mouse said :
" I will purchase with my life your amity and respect : all this

roughness was on account that if you should meditate treachery, I should be

reasonably excused, and you should not say that you had found an easy-going,

quiet-jogging ally; otherwise, on the first word I found the burden of your

friendship in my heart, and observed in my mind a desire beyond limit for

your company."

Since in this heart the leaf of friendly affection has grown,

Know that there is friendship within that soul

;

No lover would of himself seek a meeting,

Did not his mistress yearn after him.

Thereupon he came out and stood in front of the hole. The Crow exclaimed

:

" Wlrat liinders you coming more forward and seeking to be friends with me

face to face'? do you yet find your mind agitated, and see your heart unsettled^"

The Mouse replied :
" Whenever any one hazards his life for a friend, and stakes

his precious existence for a companion, he may be called a sincere comrade and

affectionate brother ; but if in the same way in the affairs of this world a person

is kind and does not refrain from assisting with his own goods, he is a middling

friend, Avitli proclivities towards what is fairly just. It has been said :
' He who

shares his property and dignity with a friend on account of the requirements of

the time or the necessities of the Avorld, is like a hunter who scatters grain for

his own benefit, not with the view of filling birds ; and since this friendship

is mingled with self-consideration, maybe the termination thereof will lead to

enmity.' " -

1 culj ill the Persian text is more generally, if not invariably, spelt «^^J* .
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Every individual who is tainted with self-consideration,

Mingles enmity with his friendship.

" But he who sacrifices his life in the way of friendship, and rises above his own
existence, is a friend without an equal, and the rank of him who gives up his
soul in the way of affection, is more exalted than that of him who stakes his
property."

' The generosity of the soul is the extreme of generosity.'

'

There are hundreds of thousands generous of their money

;

When the matter affects the soul, then is the rub.

"It is not concealed that in accepting your amity, and opening the Avay of
meeting with you, there is danger of life to me ; in spite of this, the matter has
reached such a pitch in the way of affection, that.

If the matter affects my soul, I will rise above life.

"If suspicion had arisen, this inclination would never have occurred, and I
should not have come forth from the corner of my abode. I have confided in
your friendship, and your sincerity in seeking my society has passed the region
of doubt and suspicion ; on my part, too, affection and attachment have been
doubled and increased a thousand-fold : but you have friends whose nature in
opposing me is contrary to your disposition, and whose opinion, as regards
affection for me, will not agree with your sentiments. I am fearful that some of
them will see me, and plot my death." The Crow said :

" Between me and my
comrades is an agreement, that they should be friends with my allies, and treat
my foes as enemies." The Mouse rejoined: "Assuredly as regards him who
entertains affection for an enemy's companion, and joins with a friend's enemy,
it would be more fit to esteem him amongst the number of one's foes.

It is good to tm-n the face of one's soul from two kinds of persons

:

From an enemy's friends, and from a friend's enemies.

" Hence it is that wise men have said that friends are of three kinds—sincere
friends, friends of a friend, and enemies of an enemy ; and that foes, too, are
of three varieties— open antagonists, enemies of a friend, and friends of an
enemy."

I do not fear so much from an enemy himself.

As from foes of a friend, and friends of a foe.

The Crow said
:
" I know the purport of your language. To-day, thank God, the

arrangements of friendship and the articles of affection between you and me are
affirmed and corroborated, in such a manner that I esteem him my own friend
who is a comrade of yours, and consider him my ally who strives to seek your
welfare. Whoever join with you, my union with them is necessary also, were
they all rivals ; and whoever separate from you, it is incumbent upon me to
tear myself away from them, even were they all relations and connections."

He ujDon whose cheek there is not the scar of submission to my friend,

Were he my father, he would be my enemy and rival.

" Now my ideas, with reference to our close intimacy, and my intentions concern-
ing our sincere friendship, are such that if I were to find ought opposed to you
in my eyes and tongue, which are the sentinels of the body, and the interpreters
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of tlie soul, in a twinkling I would cast both from the shore of existence into

the whirlpool of annihilation."

If one of your limbs be friends with your enemy,

Consider your enemy as two-fold—draw your sword twice, and inflict two

wovmds.

The Mouse on hearing these words became reassured, and advancing, addressed

himself warmly to the Crow. Having embraced one another, they spread the

carpet of joy.

Gird your loins for conversation, since a friend is within your embrace.

When several days had elapsed in tliis manner, and the Mouse had discharged

to the utmost of his power the dues of entertainment and the rights of hospi-

tality, he said :
" 0 brother ! if you make ready to abide here, and transport

to this abode your wife and childi-en, it will be extremely nice ; and the favour

which accrues to my soul from your kindness will be doubled, for this place

wherein my abode happens to be is a verdant spot, and an enchanting region."

The Crow replied :
" Respecting the beauty of tliis locality, and the great charms

and softness of the air, not a word can be said ; but it is near to the common

road, and close to the highway; from the going to and fro of those passing along

misery is to be expected, and from the concourse of travellers anticipation of

misfortune will arise. In such a place is a meadow which, from its extreme

freshness, is full of light like the garden of Paradise, while from the purity of

the air it is the abode of joy and gladness, as it were the regions of Eden."

New-grown turf upon the brinks of a rivulet.

The morning breeze scented with blossoms

;

The ringlets of the hyacinth with captive bonds

Ensnaring the locks of the violet.

" One of my friends, a Tortoise, dwells here, while I myself get abundance of

food in the neighbourhood ; and mishaps but little reach those parts. If you

feel disposed, I will go there with you, and Ave will pass the remainder of our

life in ease and comfort." The Mouse replied :

Till my burial-shroud is placed under the ground,

Do not imagine that I will withdraw my hand from thy skirt.

" I hold no desire equal to the honour of your intimacy, and deem no wish

better than the happiness of your company. Wliere you walk majestically like

the sun, I will follow after like a shadow, and on whatever spot you pass dis-

playing your sleeve, I like a skirt will fall at your feet. TUl the coUar of life

shall fall into the grasp of death, the destroyer of pleasures, I will not restrain

the hand of desire from the skirt of your society.

The skirt of perpetual Fortune and the collar of Hope,

'Twere a shame to seize them, and let them go again.

" This abode, where I dwell, is not my original home—nay, more, I came here

without choice. Though my story is long, yet it comprises many strange events

:

as soon as a halting-place is settled, if your noble heart wishes it,

" I will narrate a little out of a great deal."

Upon this the conversation ended ; and the CroAV seizing the Mouse's tail, they
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set out towards their destination. By chance the Tortoise was wandering on
the outskirts of a fountain which formed their abode : when from afar he saw
the blackness of the Crow, he was overcome with fear, and went down into the
water. The Crow gently placed the Mouse from the air on the ground, and
cried out to the Tortoise, who, hearing the" voice of an acquaintance, came up
from the water, and catching sight of a dear friend, raised a cry of ioy to
heaven.

My absent friend has arrived in safety,

And my blighted fortune has redeemed its pledge.
How long can you, at any rate, be afflicted with the thorn of grief ?

For now is the time of joy, since that rose is smiling.

Accordingly, they warmly addressed each other; and the Tortoise inquired,
" Where have you been this while, and how has it fared Avith you 1.

" The
Crow repeated his story in its entirety, from the time of the Pigeons falling
into the net tiU the period of their escape; how he desired to be intimate
with the Mouse, and strengthened the bonds of affection for him, till the time
he arrived at his ordinary abode. The Tortoise, after becoming acquainted with
aU the details of the story, displayed the utmost joy at seeing the Mouse, and
said :

With good omen have you arrived at this auspicious spot

;

You are welcome, and may blessings and peace be upon you.

" My good luck has drawn you to this place, and the power of my fortune has
caused the star of your beauty to rise on the horizon of this locality." The
Mouse replied: "How can I make apologies for the kindness which you display,
or with what language express my thanks for the condescension you have shown ?

I have sought protection from the heat of the sun of calamity under the shade
of your favour, reckoning the procuring of the fortune of your intimacy as the
extreme of my trust and hopes."

It was by Divine Grace that I inquired the way.
And it was by the direction of God that I saw your face.

Wlien they had refreshed themselves from the fatigues of the joimiey, and rested
in^ that abode, which was a secure dwelhng, safe from the attacks of the army of
misfortune, and frse from the dust of the annoyance of rivals, the Crow, turning
towards Zi'rak, requested: " If you think fit, repeat to the Tortoise those tales
and stories which you promised me, so that the bonds of intercourse between
you may be strengthened, and through your conversation the greatest comfort
may arise."

Open your lips, and with that sweet story

Fill my desolate heart with gratitude.

The Mouse, commencing to speak, said to the Tortoise

:

Story of the Mouse.

O brother
!
my birth and parentage were in a city in the country of Hind,

called Nadiit, in which I had taken my abode in the cell of a solitary Devotee^
in a corner of whose cloister I had made myself a home. Several mice waited

'

on me, who day by day waxed more diligent in serving and attending on me.

7
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A true disciple every morning used to bring tables of food for the Devotee, who

took a little therefrom by way of breakfast, keeping the remainder as a store for

supper I used to watch when he went out of the house, and then at once

lumped upon the table, and, at my heart's desire, ate such morsels as were fitting,

and presented the rest to the other mice. The Devotee origmated plans to

keep me away, but they were of no avaU, and he schemed many devices for my

destruction, but to no effect, till one night a cherished Guest alighted at the

Devotee's home. When they had finished the customary salutation, and the

necessary meal, and the beneficial tables of conversation had been spread, the

Devotee inquired from him news as to his parentage, his designs, and the cause

of his journey, and object of his travels. The Guest was an experienced man,

who had tasted the sweets and bitters of life

;

One who had journeyed on sea and land for years

;

One who was acquainted with many circumstances.

He answered the Devotee honestly, and recounted, with pleasant description, what-

ever he had witnessed relative to the wonders of cities, and the marvels of every

country. The Devotee, in the midst of his conversation, each moment struck

his hands together, the reason being that the mice might be terrified at the noise

of his fists. The Guest was disturbed at this proceeding, which appeared to

betoken want of respect, and angry at this action, which seemed like absence of

manners, he exclaimed :
" O Devotee ! to strike the hands together in the midst

of a sentence is making a fool of the speaker. I do not consider a habit of

derision, or a tendency to ridicide becoming to your condition, nor do I deem it

in accordance mth your circumstances to turn from the path of good manners

towards buffoonery and jest."

Be not inclined for derision and jest.

For they are not worthy of the high-minded

;

He who makes fun and sport his occupation.

There are none more destitute of reputation in the world than himself.

The Devotee replied: " God forbid that ever the thorn of derision should cling to

the skht of my condition, or the dust of jest mingle with the pure atmosphere of

' my soul ! This action which you witness is with the view of frightening an army

of mice, who have overrun the kingdom of my tables and board, and extended the

hand of plunder and rapine towards whatever I store away. Owing to their

attacks, I find no bread on my table, nor, from their molestation, can any food

be kept in the house."

A hundred such as I could by no effort restrain them,

The moment they extend their hand to plunder.

The Guest inquired :
" Are they all impudent and daring, or do some display

more boldness 1" The Devotee replied: "One of them is venturesome to a degree,

that before my face he will bear away anything from my table, and before niy

eyes will show his boldness in plundering my food." The Guest said
:
" His

audacity must have a cause, and his history has the same appearance as that

of the man who earnestly represented to the host's wife, 'there must be at

any rate a reason why you sell shelled Sesame for the same amount as that

unshelled.' " The Devotee said, " If it is expedient, tell me how was that."

^ in the Persian text is a misprint for l^J«»
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STOEY IV.

The Guest said : On the road by which I have come, I arrived at night at a

certain village, and alighted at the house of an acquaintance. After eating supper,

and when conversation was finished, they arranged for me the bed-clothes, and I

placed a pillow on the top thereof, but did not go to sleep. The Host went to

his wife. Between myself and them there was no more than a partition of

reeds, by reason of which I heard their conversation, and listened to all the
parlance which ensued. The man said :

" 0 -wife ! I am anxious to-morrow to

invite a number of great men of the village, and set them down in the presence
of this dear Guest, who is an offering arrived from the Unseen World, and I will

give a banquet in conformity to my state." The woman replied :
" I am aston-

ished, that when there are not in the house things sufficient for the expenses of

your family, and you have not within reach coin wherewith to purchase vege-

tables and salt, with such great Avealth and lavish capital it should enter your
mind to entertain guests, and you should dream of a set banquet. At any
rate to-day, when you have power to save, put it aside as a store for to-morrow,

and leave a balance for your wife and children, so that after you they may not
stand in need of any one." The man replied

:

He has not the eye of experience who amasses and does not enjoy

;

He carries off the ball^ of happiness who spends and gives.

" If there should happen to be a means of doing good and the power of acting

kindly, we must not repent thereof, because, in truth, such wiU be indeed a store

for Eternity. Whoever lays up a hoard in this world, will in the next meet
with ruin of soul ; since to collect money and treasure for future use is not

auspicious, and the end thereof is unacceptable, just as in the case of the Wolf."
The woman inquired, " How was that ?

"

STORY V.

The man said : It has been related that a skilful Hunter, from dread of whose
net the deer did not put forth his feet in the desert, nor the wild goat, from
fear of his stratagem and deceit, draw his head from his den

—

Quick-sighted, full of wisdom, of cute intelligence,

Cunning, austere, of hard disposition

—

had laid a snare, and a Deer had fallen into the trap. After the Hunter had
issued forth from his lurkiug-place, desirous to approach the net, the Deer, in

fear of his life, made a violent effort, and tearing up the snare, set out towards

the desert. The Hunter, abashed, placing an arrow in his bow, shot it in the

direction of the Deer, who fell down on liis feet ; the Hunter coming up drew
him on his back and set out towards his own home. On the way a Wild Boar,

charging him two or three times,^ attacked him. The Hunter shot an arrow at

him, and by chance the heart-transfixing dart went right against the Boar, who,

from the anguish of that wound, ran his death-dealing tusks against the Hunter's

1 See note 1, page 138. Literally, "two four."
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breast, and both fell down dead on the spot. In the midst of these occurrences,

a hun-ry Wolf arrived there, and saw the Man, the Boar, and the Deer, all skm

;

delighted at witnessing this state of things, he obtained support from this large

bounty and supply of food, and said to Inmself :

Much luck is needed

Ere such a boon comes to my hands.

"?Tow is the time for reflection and deliberation, and the period for amassing

and laying up a store, since if I let things alone it wiU be far from caution and

circumspection, while if I am extravagant I shaU be considered as ignorant and

careless: it seems to me expedient and more becoming the requirements of the

case, that I should to-day put up with the bow-string, and not string the bow

of extravagance and impropriety. I will put this juicy flesh in a corner, and

day by day impel the arrow of Desire at the target of Gratihcation ;
and placing

this hoard in a nook, I AviU make it a store for the troubles of time, and times of

trouble : since wise men have said :

' Do not eat the whole ; I fear you will have to stand waiting a long while (for

more)

:

Want does not become the venerable head.

Consume somewhat of your wealth and leave a portion

;

Do not part with all at once.'

"

The Wolf, from excess of greed, hankering after the bow-string, commenced

eatino- it, and with one grind of his teeth the cord broke; as soon as the bow-

string snapped, the corner of the bow entered his heart, and he at once expired.

He too expired, and all this was left uneaten.

"The moral of this story is, that to be greedy in collecting wealth, and to

hoard under the impulse of far-seeing hope, have a baneful termination and an

unacceptable conclusion.

What you have, enjoy this day, and be not dejected at Fortune

;

Since, when you arrive at to-morrow, to-morrow's portion will come to hand.

" Alas ! how ill-starred are the people who first of all amass wealth with great

toil, and ultimately pass their lives in endless regret
!

"

How long wilt thou, 0 Sir ! amass wealth

Which wiU remain behind thee on death 1

Wert thou to accumulate the riches of Kariln,^

Thou wouldst still remain greedy and covetous.

Do not raise a fire, by which

You will be burnt and consumed.

When the Host's wife heard these wise-seeming words, and the inspiration of

o-ood-fortune had conveyed to the ears of her intelligence the glad tidings 'Daily

food is with God,' she commenced tenderly to say :
" 0 beloved !

I have stored

in the house a little Eice and Sesame for the children: now it is evident that

it is not auspicious to hoard up for the future. In the morning I will prepare

some food sufficient for ten persons ; do you summon whom you will, and make

sit down whomsoever you need."

1 See note 1, page 62.
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Next clay, when the fount of the sun
Washed the dust of sleep from off its eyes,

the woman having shelled that Sesame, placed it in the sun, and set her husband
to be well on the alert till it should be dry, lest the birds should carry off any
of it, she herself being occupied in another matter. Sleep overpowering the man,
a dog came and put his mouth amongst that Sesame : the wife seeing that pro-

ceeding, was loath to make food therefrom ; she took it away, and set out for

the market, while I, too, having somewhat to do in the bazar, followed after her.

I observed her come to the shop of a Sesame seller, and exchange it measure for

measure for unshelled Sesame. The man cried out :
" 0 woman ! at any rate

there is some hidden mystery in this, since you barter like for like, white
Sesame for Sesame Avith the shell on."

" I have repeated tliis story, because it also enters my mind, that that daring
Mouse possesses all this power, boldness, and impudence owing to his locality,

and it is a most probable surmise, that he has some money in the house, backed
up by which he displays all this hardihood ; if the slirub of his condition should
experience the autumn of poverty, tMs freslmess and vigour would not be mani-
fest in the plantation of his conduct, since it has been said, ' He who is without
money is like a bird without feathers or wings.'

Eemain not without gold, since money produces money
;

The worth of gold is valued beyond everything.

They say there is a better selection than that of gold

:

Listen not, for the choice of gold brings gold.

" I am certain that the power of this Mouse must be by virtue of gold. Fetch an
axe, so that, having turned liis hole upside down, I may look where the matter
ends." The Devotee at once brought an axe. I was at that time in another
hole, and heard what passed between them. In my abode, too, were a thousand
golden dinar, in which I used to revel, and from the spectacle of which my nature
derived ever-increasing joy : in short, my delight of mind and ease of soul were
dependent on that gold. Whenever I used to remember it, satisfaction became
manifest in my bosom, and joy and gladness accrued to my soul. The Guest
tore up the ground till he reached the gold. What did he see ?

Several coins, their cheeks radiant like the sun.

Glistening in purity like the cup of Jamshid ;
^

Handsome, red-faced, with the impress of true coin

;

Precious, fit for the assayer.

At one time he took the best in the pahn of his hand.

Breathing his silvery breath on them, he remained transfixed.

They give joy to the feelings of the afEicted,

They are the key of the lock of the world's difficulties.

The Devotee said :
" This was the capital of that Mouse's impudence, and the

cradle of his power, since property is the furbisher ^ of wisdom, and the prop of

vigour ; after this he will not display any impudence at your tables, nor will

he interfere Avith the food and victuals." I heard these words, and observed
traces of weakness and despair, and proofs of perplexity and abasement in my
own person. I was of necessity compelled to re]nove from that hole. At the very

1 See note, p. 83.

2 An allusion to the polished metal mirrors formerly in use in Persia.
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time that this sudden calamity came upon me, and such a dreadful misfortune

alio-hted on my abode, I ohserved that my dignity in the hearts of the other

mice began to decline, and that as regards the respect and consideration which

were customary, a glaring difference appeared. The fire of my friends kindness

became quenched, and the pure fountain of their obedience and submission

became defiled with the dust of obstinacy and rebellion.

Affection and fidelity no longer exist in the hearts of any one,

In my garden no delicious fruit remains

;

Gold was the source of a hundred varieties of food and provision

;

The gold has vanished, while food and provision no longer remam.

The mice who used to live on the remnants of my food, devouring the scraps of the

tables of my kindness, and gathering the grapes of the harvest of my bounty, had

the same expectation of favours, and desire after banquets. Wlien their wishes

and object were not gratified by me, they turned aside from serving and waiting

on me and breaking off their respect and allegiance, loosed their tongues m finding

fault Lnd condemning. They then quitted my society and joined themselves

to my enemies, and those opposed to me.

"Wlien blindness fell on me from Heaven,

I pictured in my eyes many rogues,

Who aU used to be at my side,

Devouring my scraps, like dogs in my street.

There is a well-known proverb, " He ivhose money becomes less, hisjMiver is lowered,"

or he who has no money has no friends; the empty-handed and poor man wffl never

accomphsh any matter he takes up, nor wUl any desire which emanates from his

innermost heart be gratified. Just as rain-water collected in summer can never

return to the sea, nor unite with the rivulets ; and because it has no source of

supply, becomes wasted in the desert, and reaches nowhere. Wise men have

said, that whoever has no brother, wherever he may happen to be, will feel strange
;

the 'memory, too, of Mm who has no children will be effaced from the pages of

time • and whoever is poor and destitute will find no favour from friends :
nay,

morei the impoverished will have no friend at all, since whenever any one is

himself poor, the mass who, like the Pleiades, cluster in a knot round his

society, wUl become scattered like the constellation of the Bear—because the

friendship of the mean and low-minded is confined to self-interest and worldly

advancement.

So long as they consume the food there is.

They will buzz about you like bees

;

Again when your village is in ruins,

And your purse like the body of a guitar,.

They forsake your society and intimacy.

There was no friendship—it was a mere conceit

:

I speak truly—they are bazar dogs.

Who esteem their bone more highly than yourself.

It has been currently said, that inquiry was made of a wise man, " How many

friends have you] " He replied : "I do not know; for as I am befriended by Fortune,

and possess extreme wealth and riches, every one makes show of friendship, and

boasts of intimacy and affection. If, God forbid ! the dust of adversity should

cloud the eyes of my prosperity, it would at that instant become known who
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are my friends and who my rivals. A friend can be recognised in the time of

adversity, and allies distinguished from rivals in the season of distress."

Whoever is deserted by Fortune

"Will be abandoned by wife, children, and friends.

Also in the pleasant pages of the wise it is written, that one of the learned men
was asked the question :

" AVliat can be the pomt in this, that men are inclined

for the friendship of any one who has riches ? " He rephed :
" Wealth is be-

loved by mankind : as regards any one who possesses it, men esteem him, and

when it slips away from his hand, they no longer collect around him."

When the rose exhibits in the garden its golden skirt.

The nightingale chants its praises with a thousand songs and melodies.

But when its leaves are scattered by the wind,

No one ever hears the name of the rose on the lips of the nightingale.

At this juncture one of the mice, who used to glory in attending on me, con-

sidering one moment of my society the capital stock of perpetual happiness, and

who, by way of friendship, was constantly describing his fidehty and integrity in

the following manner,

—

" I am so sincere in my love, that were you to strike a sword upon my head.

At the time of trial I shoidd stand firm like a taper "

—

passed by me like a stranger, and in no way paid me any respect. Seeking him,

I exclaimed

:

Are you going '? Do you pay me no respect 1

No cypress-tree was ever more independent.^

" Wliat, in the name of wonder, has happened to you, and what has become

of all that affection and kindness which you used to display 1 " The Mouse,

frowning, said, with the greatest insolence :
" You have been a foolish person.

Men do not wait on any one for mere trifles, nor gather round an individual for

nought. So long as you had money and were benevolent, we heartily served

you, but now you are in difficulties ; and the wise say, that just as the neces-

sitous man has no share in the pleasures of this world, so it is possible he wiU
be deprived of the dignities of the next. 'Poverty is nigh becoming infidelity.'

The reason of this is that, perhaps in difficulties for his own food, and the neces-

sary expenses of his family, he seeks for sustenance in improper ways, the punish-

ment thereof being a source of pain and torture in that world
;
just as in this

world he is distressed with the anguish of poverty, so in that to come he will

be confined and encaged in the prison of eternal misery.

Like an infidel darwish, nought of the world, nought of faith.

" ' The loss of this world and of the next, ceiiainly is a clear loss.' Accordingly, if

men will not associate with such a person as has squandered his worldly property,

and is not known to possess eternal wealth, and turn aside from being intimate

with him, it is excusable." I replied :
" Cease such talk, for the poor man is

a king, upon the forehead of whose excellence is placed the tlirone, 'Poverty

is my boost' and upon the shoulders of the nobleness of whose mind is cast the

garment, ' The fakir needs nothing.'

1 The cypress is called " free" owing to its freedom from curvature, and its independence of all

support.
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The affairs of a darwisli are beyond tliy understanding.

Look not with indifference at the darwlsh.

Poverty is like an upper story,

Since the poor take precedency of aU.

Poverhj is essential, and except poverty all is accidental

;

Poverty is health, and except poverty all is disease.

" Why then, do you reproach poverty, and on what ground do you dislike the

sodety of th darwlsh?" The Mouse replied : "Alas! alas ^
-hat relataon has

Id yL penury and want of means with the poverty approved by the Prophets and

audid by the Saints? This latter implies that the wayfarer on the road of truth

wm accept rrought of the coin of tlris world, nor of the capital of tha to come,^-

rha is to say, he abandons everything so as to acquhe everything. ^Nonearnve

Tthe tJ saoe he .ho has severed Uraself fro^n the totaV The«
displays such poverty as this, while the other kind of pauper is a beggai. Beggary

is one thing, and lidy poverty another. The darwlsh is he who abandons the

world, wlide the beggar is he whom the world has abandoned.

A beggar of bread is like a fish on land.

There is the appearance of a fish, but it has fled from the sea.

He is a pauper after dainties, but is not anxious after God.

Place not trays before dead souls.

^FoveHy is a treasure from the treasures of GodJ is a mystery of the belief

in the one God, and the essence of true learning, and gloriiication of

It is the water of the fountain-head of self-mortification, which washes off the

dust of worldly consideration from the face of the pious soul, or a robe from

the treasury of solitude, with which the Divine hand has clad the pure heart

Poverty is the alchemy of the Omnipotent Euler, and the mystery thereof is

beyond the circle of description or writing.

The first proceeding of a fakir is to stake his head.

To turn his ideas from all rivals.

When the head (life) is lost, and all things set aside,

Headless he must pursue some other task.

" But the seeming and necessitous darwlsh is the root of all evils the occasion of

the enmity of mankind, the overthrow of modesty and shame, the rum of the

edifice of manliness, the origm of sin and wickedness, the destruction of power

and magnanimity, and the cause of misery and disgrace Whoever is entang ed

in the circle of poverty cannot avoid removing the ved o shame since the m-

^ription, 'Modesty oppertaiMS to foMi^ is erased from the eaves of his condition

he becomes disguked with his existence, and is overwhehned with misery and

istress. The guest, too, of ease removes his chattels from the court of his bosom,

and the army of grief gains ascendancy over the kingdom of his disposi ion

while the candle of his wisdom remains without light, and Ins understanding,

agacity, caution, and intelligence decline. The benefits of right deliberation m

his case produce bad results. Notwithstanding Ins smcerity he
_

may chance to

be accused of treachery, and the good opinion m which his friends held hm

becomes removed. If another commit a faidt the crnne is imputed to limi All

he does or says is wrong, and every quality, which amongst the rich is lauded

1 It is not clear what can be meant by this sentence, since wayfarers on the road of truth would

surely gladly accept the capital of the world to come.
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and praised, in the case of a poor man is a source of taunt and reproacli. For
example, if a man in indigent circumstances exhibits bravery, it is attributed to
rasliness,^ while, if he is accustomed to be liberal, it is designated extravagance

;

if he strives to be meek, it is reckoned weakness and impotency ; if he is dis-
posed to be gentle, it is called laziness and sloth ; if he exhibits eloquence and
oratory, he is dubbed a babbler ; if he takes refuge in silence, he is termed, as it
were, a picture in a warm bath ; if he selects the corner of retirement, it 'is im-
puted to idiosyncrasy ; if he puts on a smiling face and is sociable, it is deemed
by way of jest and joke ; if he takes pains as regards his food and raiment, he is

spoken of as self-indulgent ; if he is satisfied with rags and morsels, he is thought
to be miserable and poor ; if he dwells in one abode, he is crude and inexperienced;
if he is anxious to travel, he is a wanderer and a desperado ; if he passes his life
unmarried, it is unnatural ; if he becomes the head of a family, he is said to be
sensual, and a slave of his passions. All his life a necessitous man is reprobated
and condemned by men of the world. If in these circumstances they observe
him hankering for anything— Heaven defend us!— enmity towards him is

implanted in their minds, and admitting none of liis requirements, they are aU
offended with hun. The source of every misery which befalls mankind is greed.
''Whoever is covetous becomes contemptible.'"

Misery proceeds from greed, honour from contentment.

When my friend repeated this discourse, I replied :
" You say truly, and I have

heard that were any one to remain so ill, that all hope of his recovery is
precluded, or to become overwhelmed at separation, when hope of meetino- is
impossible to be imagined, or to happen to be an exile, having no chance of
return, and the wherewithal for a residence not being procurable—all this would
be more bearable than poverty and need. Now I see that this language pro-
ceeded from the foimtain of wisdom, and the speaker in tliis sense recited his
own experience.

There is no worse calamity in the world than poverty

;

For the poor man there is in no case any advantage.
To him whose heart is overwhehned with the grief of avarice,
Say die, for there is no remedy for such an aihnent.

" Amongst the evils of want this is enough, that one must seek for something
from mankind, and request the means of existence from those like one's self. In
any case death is better than poverty and beggary ; since to put one's hand into
the mouth of a snake, and draw out thence deadly poison for one's sustenance,
or to snatch morsels from a hungry lion, or to be boon companions with an
enraged tiger, is more endurable than to bear one's necessities before the mean,
or to undergo the disgrace of beggary. It has been said that the pleasure of
receiving is not equivalent to the pain of asking, nor do the joys of power pay
for the miseries of dismissal. A wise man has enjoined

:

' There are four things which are a source of advantage and benefit,
But which are not ultimately to be compared with four others :

•

Life with the bitternesss of death
;
power with the disgrace of dismissal

;

Sin with the shame of repentance; receiving with the pain of asking.'"

Thereupon I turned away from that Mouse, and hastening once more to the
entrance of my hole, observed that the Devotee and the Guest were dividing
the gold between them, and that the former, having put his portion in a purset
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placed it under his pillow. An unlucky greed began to tempt me, that if I

could get somewhat of that money, once again strength of mind and ease of soul

woidd return, and friends and brothers would desire my service, while my
assembly would be adorned, and my society embellished. In this idea, I exer-

cised considerable patience till they were asleep ; then slowly I went towards the

Devotee's pillow; the experienced Guest was at this time awake, with his eyes

intent on this proceeding, and expecting what I was about ; he struck me with

a stick such a blow on my foot, that I was bruised with the severity thereof, and

dragging my leg along, went to my hole. I waited there awhile till the pjain

abated, when again I issued forth with the same hankering; the Guest this

time laid the stick on my head, so that I became stuj^efied, and, after endless

contrivance, cast myself into my hole, and fell down senseless. The pain of that

wound disgusted me with worldly possessions, and I forgot all about poverty and

want.

"Why should any one complain of poverty '?

Since health is infinite wealth.

Of a truth I perceived that greed is the precursor of every calamity, and the

prelude to every misery. Till the bird covets the grain, his neck is not ensnared

with the noose of the trap, and till a man girds his loins with greed, his dress of

honour is not exchanged for the coarse cloth of disgrace. Whoever chooses to

journey by sea, or else undergoes any unreasonable danger, has avarice before his

eyes, and from the darkness of covetousness the dust of distress rests upon the

frontispiece of the face of the excellent, and the light-weight of cupidity lessens

the worth of the wise in the balance of esteem.

0 brother ! be not covetous, for avarice

Will render a nran wretched and despised.

Hear two words, if you are so disposed.

So that you may enjoy life

:

' Draw your feet within the skirt of contentment

;

Hanker not after the wealth of mankind.'

It is strange that persons should seek for happiness in the multitude of wealth,

unaware that ease may be obtained with but little thereof ; and should look for

riches in worldly possessions, not recognising that, by abandoning them they

will obtain high dignity.

He obtains honour who tears his heart from love of the world

;

He finds ease, who restrains the hand of cupidity therefrom.

Now my affairs, owing to this event, came to such a pitch, that I tore up the tree

of covetousness from the soil of my heart, and obtained the fru.it of contentment

in the plantation of acquiescence, and became submissive to the Divine Decree,

placing my head upon the inscription of Fortune, and saying to myself, " The
World has proclaimed its peculiarities and faults in the fold of these occurrences

and accidents ; the purport is that the eyes of wisdom, when overwhelmed by
the disease of greed, are blind to its defects. There is no palace in which the

traces of its treachery and deception are not manifest, nor any mansion over

the portico of which the indication of its designs is not inscribed. Whom has it

exalted that it has not overwhelmed 1 and where has it planted a tree that it

has not torn it up again 1 'V\'Tiom has it cherished that it has not drunk his
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blood
? and to whom has it opened the door of fortune that it has not afterwards

brought a thousand distresses upon him ?

This contemptible World is like a base^ woman,
From whom her husband never derives pleasure;
Who is there who places his feet on the ladder of her thi'one
But finds a sword upon his head at her hands ?

'

"It is not worth while being vexed about such faitlilessness, or grievin-. at its
existence or non-existence, or being sad at the loss or gain thereof."

The world is not worth shedding tears over,
Nor indulging in fruitless grief at the gain or loss thereof.

After these reflections I removed from the house of the Devotee to the desert
there was a Pigeon who was friends with me, and whose love and affection

were the occasion of intimacy between me and the Crow. The latter has toldme an account of your kindness and generosity. The breeze of your virtues has
reached me from the garden of his conversation, and the mention of your excel
lent qualities and benevolent disposition, has given rise to a sincere and earnest
desure, and I was anxious through his kindness by means of the happiness of
meeting you, to seek your company. I recoil from the solitude of retirement
since lonehness is a severe matter, and the sadness of desolation a difficult busi'
ness

;
there can be no joy in the world like the society of friends, nor any grief

equivalent to separation from companions and absence from allies But thanks
to the most High God, the rose of prosperity has begun to blossom on the
heart-rending thorn of adversity, and the dark-faced night of, distress to ^ive
place to the clear-mmded, world-adorning morn of repose.

The day of separation and the night of absence from friends have terminated
I read my omen, the star is vanished, and the matter ended.
This is the morn of hope, which retires behind the cui-tain of secrecy -2

.

Bid it come forth, for dark night's work is done.
'

"Such are my adventures, which I have repeated in their entirety, and now
I am come to your neighbourhood, and am hopeful of your friendship and
affection."

And it is becoming that by aid of the polisher, your kindness.
You should burnish the rust^ of grief from the mirror of my soul.

When the Tortoise heard this discourse, he spread the carpet of kindness and
began to display courtesy, saying

:

In the home where such a guest alights,

Heaven's phoenix will place its nest.

" What happiness can compare with the honour of your society, or what joy can

1 tU» in the Persian text is a misprint for .

in the Persian text is a misprint for
8 See note 2, page 51.
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be equivalent to the pleasure of your intimacy? Just as you are anxious for my
aid and friendship, I too am benefited by and glory in your society and com-

pany, and so long as the lamp of life shall be illumined, moth-like, I will revel

in the taper of your beauty.

Like atoms we place ourselves in the sun-rays of your affection

;

Were you to smite us with a sword, we would not sever ourselves from you.

" In this discourse, as you have repeated it, various experiences and different

admonitions are contained, according to which lessons it is clear, that a wise man
should be content with but little of this world's trash, and be satisfied with such,

an amount as that the hand of want need not be extended before any one ; for

he who desires more than is necessary as regards home and food, places his feet

beyond the region of justice, and this injustice will overwhelm him in the whirl-

pool of calamity, and the desert of danger, and that will befall him which

happened to that greedy Cat." The Mouse inquired, " What was that %
"

STORY VI.

He said : It has been related that a certain person had a Cat, to whom was

allotted as her daily portion such an amount of food as would quench the fire of

hunger
;
but, from the ferocious qualities which had overpowered that crude-

natured creature, she was not content with her allowance.

0 my friend ! live poor and contented.

For misery springs from cupidity, and honour from contentment.

" One day she passed nigh to a pigeon-house. From the heart-enchanting

cooing, and the upper and lower notes of the pigeons, the Cat's appetite being

set in motion, she cast herself into that tower; but the keeper of that citadel,

and the watchman of that abode, at once seized her, and conveyed her from

the rose-garden of life to the furnace of death. Before even the Cat could

perfume the brain of her apj^etite with the marrow in the heads of the pigeons,

the man tore off her skin, and stuffing it with straw, fastened it on the

entrance of the pigeon-house. By chance her master happened to pass that

locality, and saw his Cat in that plight. He exclaimed :
" 0 impudent-faced

greedy one ! if you had been content with the portion of food which fell to

you, they would not have taken your skin from you."

Be content, 0 soul ! with but little.

Since without doubt misery springs from greed.

Wealth-adoring Karun-"- did not know
That the riches of happiness are comprised in a nook.

Concupiscence makes a man miserable

;

If you are wise love it not.

Wild beasts, deer, and birds of the air.

Are cast in the net by nought save desire after food.

The tiger who tyrannises over the wild animals.

Falls into the snare, like a mouse, from avidity after food.

" The moral of this story is, that henceforth you should be satisfied with food

1 See note 1, page 62.
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that may be but a bare subsistence, and with a hole which may protect you
from the evils of heat and cold, and not be sad on account of money which
is lost.

Be not sad, 0 my soul ! if wealth and property vanish

;

Be joyous, for this corpse is not worth lamenting.

''Recognise that a man's honour is according to his perfections, not accord-
ing to his wealth. Whoever is adorned with personal merit, though he possess
but httle riches, is always beloved and esteemed : hke a lion who, though he
be confined in chains, yet dread of him is not lessened A rich man -without
merit is always contemptible and wortliless : hke a dog who, though decked
with collar and ring, is none the less despicable and without value.

Whoever is debased in the prison of ignorance,

Is a beggar, though his wealth might fill a hundred vessels.

The man who is rich in knowledge,

How can he fix his eyes on gold and gems 1

" Again, banish from your mind the affliction of exile, and attach no weight to
separation from your native country and abode: since a wise man, wherever he goes,
derives aid from his knowledge, while an ignorant person is a wanderer and a
stranger in his birthplace and native soil.

The man of merit is nowhere a stranger.

"Be not grieved because you say 'I had a store and it has been dissipated';
for wealth and worldly possessions tend to slip away, and their retention or loss
is beyond the pale of reliance. Wise men have said that there are six things
from which stability and permanence camiot be expected: 1st, The shadow of°a
cloud, which vanishes while you look at it; 2d, Interested friendship, which in
a little time comes to nought like a flash of lightning; 3d, Women's love,
which for slight reasons becomes quenched; 4th, The beauty of handsome
damsels, which ultimately is changed ; 5 th, The praise of liars, which has no
splendour ; 6 th, Worldly riches, which ultimately come to the place of destruc-
tion, and in regard to their possessors, never convey them to the end of the
road of fidelity.

With the ornaments, the trappings, the Avealth, and chattels of this contemp-
tible world

Be not puffed up, since they will remain faithful to no one.

" It is not fit that wise men should be delighted with much wealth, or be sad
at having but little thereof—since amongst the high-mmded the whole world,
with its goods and chattels, is not worth a blade of grass. Accordingly, precious
life's harvest must not be scattered to the winds in seeking to acquhe the same,
nor must a grain of vexation be consumed in the thought of the loss or want
thereof. They who are apprised of the mystery, ' Lest you he sad on account of
that which passes away from you, or rejoice for that which comes to you,' gallop
the steed of ambition in the expanse of the plain of contentment, and staking
the coin of life in the acquirement of the appurtenances of solitude, and the
abandonment of the requisites of life, neither, when in possession of Avorldly
things, open the doors of joy before the face of their soul, nor display regret
or reproach at the loss thereof.
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If the world slip from your grasp,

Grieve not thereat, for it is nought

;

If the universe conies within your palm,

Eejoice not thereat, for it is nought

:

Since the ills and good of the world are transitory,

Abandon this world, for it is nought.

" In truth, wealth itself must be considered something sent in advance, and pos-

sessions be recognised as a store laid up for the next world. Good conduct and

acceptable conversation are riches which cannot be taken from any one, and

which the accidents of Fortune, and the revolutions of night and day, cannot

squander. The value of worldly goods is to prepare a possession for Eternity,

and to make ready the materials for travelling the path to the World to come

;

since according to the saying, ' We .seized them suddenly,' the messenger of death

comes suddenly, and the yielding up of the deposit of the soul occurs at no

fixed time, or certain period.-^

Awaken from soft sleep that beautiful narcissus, for life

Is flitting, like the duration of a rose, in the twinkling of an eye.

" Although you are not in need of my counsel, and well distinguish between

your own advantage and disadvantage, yet I am anxious to discharge the dues of

friendship, and to assist you as regards your laudable disposition and praise-

worthy habits. You are this day our friend and brother—and as regards what

can be possible in favouring you, and imaginable in being civil to you, such

wiU in every way come to pass ; and though, impossible as is the supposition,

traces of unkindness on your part were to become evident, on my side nought

but the blessings of sincerity, and the usages of consideration, would be dis-

played."

Though you desert me, I cannot abandon you

;

Though you break my heart, I cannot violate my agreement with you.

When the Tortoise recited these words, and the Crow heard how kind he had

been in the matter of the Mouse, his heart was refreshed, and his joy became

boundless. He exclaimed :
" 0 brother ! you have rendered me delighted, and

doubled the source of my pleasure and happiness, while manifesting a portion

of your excellent qualities. The best of friends is he, the bulk of whose

friends at all times pass their existence under the shade of his kindness and

condescension, and under the protection of his care and guardianship, while he

opens the doors of benevolence to them, and makes it an obligation on his heart

to comply with their petitions and adjust their necessities. He who in friend-

ship, owing to some matter remains apart from his friend, is not fit for a

friend. It is a tradition, that a great man had a friend, who one evening

came to the entrance of his house, and knocked at the door. The great man

knew that it was his companion. He fell into a long and deep reverie as to

what could be the cause of his coming at that unseasonable time. After

abundant reflection, he snatched his purse full of money, and belting on his

sword, commanded the servant to light a candle, and go on before him.

When he had opened the door, and shaken hands and embraced his friend,

he exclaimed :
' 0 brother ! I fancied three reasons why you come here at

this unseasonable time : 1st, A calamity may have occurred, and you are in need

1 That is, at no fixed period, wliicli can be predicted beforeliand.
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of money; 2d, An enemy may have arisen to kill you, and yoii need assist-,

ance and aid in repelling him
;

3d, You may be distressed at your solitude,

and need some one to settle your affairs. IS^ow I have prepared the needful
for all these cases, and am come forth. If you need money, behold here is

a purse of diram ; if you seek for aid, here I am with my sharp sword ; and
if you desire a servant ! lo, here is a fitting damsel.'

"Whatever you decree, your command is potent.

" His friend asked his pardon. By this beautiful proceeding the bonds of his
reliance on the other's friendship and affection were confirmed.

"U^ien your proceedings spring from friendship, act in such a manner
That your friend may, at your hands, accomplish his object.

It is better to regard the desires of your friends,

For indifference produces anxiety.

" jSTone but the generous can aid the benevolent person who has fallen into the
whirlpool of calamity : just as when an elephant tumbles into the mire, none
but other elephants can extricate him. If in settling the Mouse's affahs trouble
befall you, there is no occasion for despondency, and keeping in view your
reputation and generosity, you need not be filled with distress thereat, for a
wise man always strives to gain honour, and leaves a fair memory. Now, if to

acquire a good name, for example, one's head must be risked, one should not
abandon one's ^ efforts : because Eternal life will have been purchased with
destruction, and little sold for much.

When the world is at your feet,^ gain a good name,
For, except a good name, nought can be procured from the world.

" Wlioever will not share his bounty with the necessitous will not be reckoned
amongst the number of the rich, while the name of him who passes his life in
infamy and disa:ppointment will not be included in the company of the living."

0 Sa'di !
^ the man of good name never dies

;

He is dead, Avhose reputation is not associated Avith goodness.

The Crow was thus speaking, when a Deer appeared from afar, running with
haste; they thought that some one in search of him was at his heels. The
Tortoise jumped into the water, the Crow sat upon a tree, and the Mouse
crept into a hole. The Deer, reaching the brink of the water, remained as it

were stupefied. The Crow cast his eyes in every dii-ection, to see whether any
one was on the track or not

;
but, though he looked to right and left, he saw no

one. He cried to the Tortoise to come out of the water ; the Mouse, too, put
in an appearance. The Tortoise observed that the Deer was trembling and
looking in the water, but without drinking. He said :

" If you are thirsty,

drink and be not afraid, for there is no fear." The Deer advanced, and the
Tortoise commenced in tones of welcome, saying

:

" 0 dear friend ! whence comest thou ?

Ee not a stranger, for you arrive as an acquaintance."

The Deer replied :
" I was alone in this desert, not mingling with those of my

' Literally, " withdraw from that direction."
^ Literally, " at your desire."
^ A celelirated poet, author of the Gulistan.
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OATO kind, and perpetually the archers, stringing the bow of destruction, used

to drive me from corner to corner. This very day I saw an old man in an

ambush for me, and watching my proceedings wherever I went. I imagined

that he was a Hunter, the snare of whose treachery would suddenly bind my

feet- fleeing, I arrived here." The Tortoise said: "Pear not, for hunters

never reach'^'the neighbourhood of this locality; and if you like, keep com-

pany with us, so that we may bring you within the pale of our own friendship,

and the edifice of the society of us three persons become settled with the sup-

port of a fourth like yourself ; for the wise have said, that the more numerous

are friends, the fewer will be the attacks of misfortune against them.

Wlierever a habit of affection and fidelity predominates,

Tranquillity, ease, and content will abound the more.

" It is established that if there be a thousand friends, they must be considered as

one ; while if there be a single enemy, he should be reckoned as many."

A thousand persons are needed as friends,

But one is sufficient for an enemy.

The Mouse also whispered some sentences, and the Crow spoke several soothing

words. The Deer, perceiving that they were kindly - disposed ^ friends and

honest-minded companions, joined with them, and heart and soul became dis-

posed for their society.

How delightful is intercourse with a suitable friend !

The Deer took up his abode in that meadow, and his friends charged him
:

" Do

not put your feet beyond this pasture which is around us, nor wander far from

the neighbourhood of this fountain-head, wliich is a castle of security and safety."

The Deer agreed to follow their injunction. Accordingly, they passed their time

with one another. Now there was a patch of reeds, wherein at all times they

used to assemble together, and, sporting about, narrate what had occurred. One

day the Crow, the Mouse, and the Tortoise came to the appointed spot and

waited a while for the Deer, who did not appear. This circumstance was the

cause of heart-rending, as is the way of those who are in expectation, and agita-

tion of mind overpowered them. They requested the Crow: "Take the

trouble to fly in the air, and bring us tidings of the state of the absentee."

O Zephyr ! pass by the abode of my mistress ; do not refuse,

Nor withhold from her disconsolate lover any tidings of her.

The Crow in a little time brought the tidings :
" I have seen him, captured in

the snare of misfortune." The Tortoise said to the Mouse :
" In this dilemma

there is no hope except from you, and the standard of the Deer's freedom cannot

be raised save through your assistance."

Hasten, for time for work is slipping away.

The Crow then led the way, while the Mouse, running along, came near the Deer

and said :
" 0 dear brother ! how have you fallen into this whirlpool % and, with

all your wisdom and intelligence, in what way came you to give your neck to

the snare of treachery 1 " The Deer rephed :
" Of what use is penetration to

oppose the Divine Decree 1 |and of what advantage are genius and ability against

1 ^Jf in the Persian text is a misprint for
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the Eoyal Mandate ? From the desert of Dehberation to the abode of Fate is an
endless road, and from the expanse of Stratagem to the regions of Destiny a
boundless distance intervenes."

Having stepped beyond the door, we are deluded with a hundred deceits
As to Avhat they are planning behind the screen.

The Mouse replied :
" You say truly.

' Whenever Fate erects the tent of destiny,
IS^o one can make boast of deliberation.' "

Thereupon he busied himself severing the bonds of the Deer. In the midst of
this the Tortoise, having arrived, displayed liis grief and melancholy at the
capture of his friend. The Deer exclaimed: "O dear friend ! your comino- to
this place IS more dangerous than what has befallen me, since if a Hunter should
arrive, provided the Mouse has severed my cords, I can in a bound save my life
while the Crow can fly, and the Mouse take refuge in the corner of a hole • but
you have neither hand to oppose nor face to fight, neither head to resist nor foot
to fly. What trouble is this you have taken, and wherefore have you displayed
such rashness 1" The Tortoise rejoined: "0 kind companion! how could I
not come, and on what pretence ^ could I stay behind, and think it ri-ht?
Existence spent m separation from friends, what pleasure has it ? and life passedm absence from comrades, of what value is it ?

Lifeless, I existed
; do not consider this very wonderful.

Since on the day of separation who esteems liis existence ?

" I am to be excused coming, since the desire of your beauty involuntarily drew
me to this spot, and the wish to see you deprived me of patience and quiet;
and as regards this amount of distance and necessary length of journey which
have occurred, the companion. Endurance, has placed its feet in the path of
non-existence.

God knows that I cannot endure to be without thee,
I camiot undergo the day of separation, and the night of solitude.

" Do not be dejected, for this very moment you will be free, and these knots
being loosed, with quiet mind you will hasten to your home. In any case
thanks to God are incumbent, and due praise is imperative, for neither has injury
befaUen yoiu: body, nor destruction occurred to your life. Were it otherwise a
remedy for such could not be imagined, and the cure thereof would be beyond
the limit of possibility." They were thus talking, when a Hunter appeared from
afar

;
the Mouse, too, had finished severing the cords. The Deer leapt up, the

Crow flew away, and the Mouse crept into a hole, Avhile the Tortoise remained
where he was. The Hunter came up, and finding the bonds of the Deer severed
seized the finger of perplexity with the teeth^ of deliberation, and began to look
right and left, as to by whom this matter had occurred, and by whose hand this
afl'air had been done. His glance lighting upon the Tortoise, he said to him-
self

:

"Though this contemptible piece of goods cannot make amends for the mis-
fortune of the Deer having escaped and the net being broken, yet to return
empty-handed is injurious to the reputation of a Hunter." He at once seized
the Tortdise, and threw him into a bag, and, casting it over his back, set out

1 Literally, " liy wliat explanation." 2 See note, p. 28.
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towards the city. The friends, after the Hunter's departure, congregated together,

and it became clear to them that the Tortoise had been captured in his net. A
cry came forth from their souls, and raising lamentations and screams to the

summit of the ethereal sphere, they said :

The day on Avhich our sight was deprived of thy beauty,

As often as we used our eyes, they filled with tears.

" Wliat distress can be equal to separation from friends, or what misery equiva-

lent to absence from comrades 1 He who remains deprived of the sight of his com-

panions, and is destitute of rosy-cheeked intimacy, knows that the wanderers in

the desert of Separation have the feet of perplexity in the mire, and the recluses

in the cell of Desire place the hand of regret on their hearts."

What difference does our state make to you, who never were in pain 1

AVliat do you, who sit on the bank of a stream, know of the power of thirst %

Each of the comrades separately whispered some sentences, and made use of

melancholy and painful language suited to the case ; the piirport of their words

related to the self-same subject.

The heart has no pleasure apart from the sweet lips of dear ones.

Without beloved ones, life has no value to a sweetheart.

At length the Deer said to the Crow :
" 0 brother ! though our language is very

eloquent, and the melodious phrases ^ we recite are extremely oratorical, yet this

is of no' use to the Tortoise, and our lamentations, our cries, our weeping and

perturbation, are of no benefit ^ to him. It is more in accordance with good faith

to devise some stratagem, and hit upon some plan, which may comprise his escape,

and insure his delivery. The wise have said, that four classes are tried at four

times : the courage of the brave may be known in the day of battle ;
the integ-

rity of the upright may be discovered in the time of lending or borrowing;

the affection and fidelity of women and children may be made patent in the day

of poverty ; and the probity of friends may be verified in the time of adversity

and difficulty."

I need a friend in days of distress.

There is no lack of friends to me in prosperity.

The Mouse said :
" 0 Deer ! a scheme has entered my mind. It is expedient for

you to go in front of the Hunter, and show yourself to him as fainting and

wounded, while the Crow, sitting on your back, must make it appear as though

he were attacking you. Assuredly when the eyes of the Hunter alight upon

you, his heart will be delighted at the idea of catcMng you, and placing the Tor-

toise, together with the trappings, on the ground, he will turn towards you.

Whenever he comes near you, limping along, go farther from him, but not so

that his greed after you may be severed. Keep liim one good hour busy hunting

about, and do not abandon the path of encouragement and moderation in your

movements, it may be that, having released the Tortoise, I may bring about his

escape." His friends congratulated him on his intelligence, while the Deer and

the Crow disported themselves, in the manner arranged, before the Hunter, who,

1 Literally, "verses." " Literally, "do not sit in his stomach."

P
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foolish-like when he sa^y the Deer Hmping along, and the Crow hovering aroundhim, intending to attack his eyes, made sure he could capture the Deer and
setting down Ins bag from his back, went after him. The Mouse at' once
severing the string of the bag, let loose the Tortoise. After a wliile theHunter, becoming tired of pursuing the Deer, was very fatigued. Coming tothe mouth of the bag, he did not see the Tortoise, and found the strings cutAstomshment overpowered him, and he thought to himself: "No one wouldbeheve these strange circumstances which I behold. Fh-st of aU the bonds ofthe Deer are cut, then the Deer makes himself ill, and the Crow sits on his backa hole IS made m the bag, and the Tortoise escapes. To what can these pro-
ceedings be attributabler' In the midst of these cogitations fear overcame iL,and he said: Probably this is the abode of fairies, and the resting-place of

rr?" A ^-
"^"^'^^ '1™ ''^'^ hankering after the animals of this

desert. Accordingly the Hunter carried off the slii'eds of his bao- and hisbroken net, and set out in flight, vowing that if he got safely out of that woodhe would not again, during the remainder of his Hfe, aUow the idea of that
desert to pass thi-ough his mind, and would restrain other hunters also, by way
01 kindness, from frequenting that forest.

For there perpetually the wind is in the clutches of the net.

tr?r nl'-^r*'' ^^^^^/-^T^'.
'^'^ ^g^i^ congregated together, and passed

their tin e m their own abode, m ease, safety, quiet, and repose. After this, neitherd d the hand of misfortune reach the skh-t of their aff'airs, nor did the talon of
adversity scratch the face of their chcumstances and case. By the blessing of
their concord, and the advantages of their union, the knot of repose was settled,ana tlie tiii^ead of companionship strengthened.

Thread, when single, may be snapped by the force of an old manWhen doubled, Zal-zar i would be powerless to break it
•

The perfume of the rose, when unmixed, will in the end' dry up the brain

;

And it sugar be eaten alone it inflames the liver
From either of these, alone, no strength accrues to the soul or heart.
Together, as Conserve of Eoses, they wiU give vigour to both heart and soul.

Such is the story of the intercourse of friends, and the tale of the society andunaninii y of compamons
:
of honest affection in both prosperity and adversityand of the observance of devotediiess in time of both pleasure and trouble, andhe discharge of the dues of comradeship in periods of both good fortune and

distress. In the occurrences of the day and the incidents of the world, in allsmcenty they displayed the utmost firmness; consequently, by the blessing ofunanimity and mutual assistance, they escaped from several deadly whirlpoolsand turning their backs on afliiction and misfortune, abode happy and at rest onthe throne of repose, and the royal seat of delight.
The wise should deem it incumbent, with the light of wisdom and purity ofthought, worthily to reflect on these tales. Seeing that the friendship of weakanimals produced such acceptable fruit and exceUent results, if the mass of thewise, who are the select of mankind and the best of people, were to practisem ere, friendship m this way, and lay the foundation of \h;ir intercourse onsuch a basis, and carry it to an end with honest intent and inward integrity,

I Name of Rustani's father.
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would not the liglit of benefit spread over high and low, and advantageous

effects becoming manifest on the pages of the circumstances of every one, would

not the blessings thereof accrue to small and great?

He who recognises the rights of intercourse amongst friends,

Euns no risk of life save together with them

;

When no friend is on the scene, grief will follow

;

Few matters are performed without an ally
;

The society of such a person as is sincere and straightforward,

Must be caught by the skirt, for he is faithful
;

Select such an one as acts uprightly.

His soul will form a shield for you against the arrow of calamity;

The worth of such a friend as is stanch.

Is that of the soul's friendship from its preciousness.



BOOK lY.

EXPLANATORY OF OBSERYING THE CIRCUMSTANCES OF ONE'S

ENEMIES, AND NOT BEING SECURE FROM THEIR

TREACHERY AND DECEIT.

INTEODUCTIOK

HE King said to the Erahman :
" I have heard a tale respecting dear

friends and worthy sincere comrades, and learned the result of their

concord and unanimity ; and gathered that,

' AVhoever has a faithful friend, is never sad

;

Whoever has not a friend, has no joy of heart.'

" 'Now, if you wiU be good enough, repeat an account of an enemy
by whom one must not be deceived, nor be carried away by his

humility and submission ; for the purport of the fourth precept was, that wise

men, by reason of foresight, should not place any confidence in their enemies,

since in no case can a foe become a friend."

To seek a friend amongst enemies is the same

As to make fire and water unite.

Bidpai said :
" Certainly, a wise man pays no heed to the words of an enemy,

and does not purchase his hypocritical chattels of deceit and fraud : since an able

foe, for his own safety, will make a display of the utmost kindness, and adorn

his exterior quite contrary to his inmost thoughts, availing himself of the

minutiae of hypocrisy, and the pleasantries of deceit, under cover of which he

will arrange deep plans and marvellous designs. Accordingly, it behoves a far-

seeing wise man, however much kindness and attention he observes on the part

of an enemy, to increase his own suspicion and self-reserve ; and the more an

antagonist puts out the foot of courtesy, the more he himself should fold up the

skirt of friendship : since, if he be negligent and leaves a breach open, his enemy.
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who is always on the look-out for such a contingency, will sudilcnly rush from

his anihush, and shoot the arrow of Device against the target of Deshe. In such

a case, the opportunity of remedy being lost, regret and repentance will he of no

avail, and ' if ' and ' would to heaven ' will he fruitless ; and that will happen

to him which befell the Owl at the hands of the Crow." Dabislilim inquired,

" Wliat was that %
"

-0-

STOEY I.

He said : It has been related that in one of the kingdoms of Cliina was a

mountain of such a height, that the sense of Sight would have rested at several

places on the road before it reached the summit; and the guardian. Intelli-

gence, save with the ladder of Imagination, never put its foot upon the plateau

of its altitude.

'No one, save in the mind's eye, ever saw its heights

;

No one, save with the foot of fancy, ever descended its depths.

In that majestic mountain, from the extreme height and extensive expanse of

which,

Its entire top was in the summit of the heavens,

Its breadth stretched over the whole surface of the earth,

the aU-wise Gardener, by mere power, had caused a tree to grow, the branches of

which passed the Pleiades iu altitude, and its roots were fixed in the centre of

the earth.

A mighty tree, every branch of Avhich

Contended with the tree of Paradise

;

Among its qualities, its roots were immovable

(So wisdom proclaimed), and its branches in heaven.

On that many-branched tree were a thousand Crows' nests. These Crows had

a king named Pfriiz,^ all of them being under his SAvay, and obedient to his

commands and prohibitions, as regards settling and arranging their affairs.

One night the king of the Owls, named Shabahang,^ by reason of an ancient

enmity which existed between the Crows and the Owls, made a night assault on
the Crows, with a numerous army and a bloodthirsty band, and hurled destruc-

tion on the lives of many of them.

With manly arm he raised his hand.

And laid low the heads of his enemies like dust.

In that dark night he consumed, with the fire of battle, many Crows whose
deeds were black, and fixed on the collar of the condition of those unfortunate

wretches the inscription, " Kill them wherever you find them ;
" and returned

from that overtlrrow victorious, triumphant, jubilant, and exulting. Next day,

when the black-winged Eaven of Night had tmiied its face towards the nest of

- Victorious. - The morning star.
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the west, and the horsemen of the Stars, hke a flock of Owls, wore concealed

in the corner of retirement,

The world-enlightening planet drew its sword,

The army of night became disjjersed by day.

Piriiz, having collected his army, introduced the story of the attack by the hosts

of the Owls, and said :
" You have seen the night assault of the Owls, and

have witnessed their bravery; and this very day several of you are slain,

stripped of feathers, wounded, and broken-winged ; but worse than this is their

boldness and valom', and their eagerness to injure and molest the Crows, and to

gain intelligence of om abode and home, as well as to become apprised of our

resting-place and nests. Doubtless the victory and triumph which these people

have experienced will embolden them, and this time they will return more

quickly, and on tlie next opportunity will gain a more complete conquest than

at the first occasion, and will make those who are sick of the disease of

defeat taste also of the previous draught (of death). Maybe if once again

they make a night assault in this manner, they will not leave ahve one of our

army. Eeflect over this matter, and, devising some suitable means, arrange

amongst yourselves a plan for repelling them."

As yet this is the first attack of the enemy,

Next time will be the occasion of treachery and deceit

;

If no one stops the progress of this current.

Endless miseries will spring therefrom.

Firmly guard the way of strife this very day.

For to-morrow no means of remedy will appear.

^Vlien Piriiz had finished his speech, five Crows from among-st the Chiefs of

the army came near the King, and performed the dues of praise, and rights

of homage. These were famous amongst the Crows for the excellence of their

wisdom, and the abundance of their knowledge, and celebrated for the soundness

of their deliberation, and their deepness of thought; whatever they suggested

contained the secrets of superiority and success,^ and every opinion which they

expressed, displayed indications of weal and advantage.

With clear intelligence and correct deliberation, they removed

The rust ^ of defeat from the face of the mirror of the world.

"With perfect wisdom and true device, they arranged

The solution of a thousand difficulties of the spheres in half an hour.

The Crows used to rely in mtitters upon their counsel, and in repeUing calamities

set about according to their advice. The King esteemed their opinion as auspi-

cious, and as regards the arrangements of his afi'airs, did not deviate from their

words and suggestions. When Piniz's glance alighted upon them, he favoured

each of them Avith his royal condescension, and promised them robes of honour

and presents worthy of their condition, saying :
" To-day is a day to try your

wisdom and learning ; whatever pearls you have stored in the casket of your

minds must be strung on the tlu'ead of explanation, and placed on the platter

of representation, and whatever coin has been struck in the assay-house of your

honourable minds upon the touchstone of reliance, must be conveyed from the

1 in the Persian text is a misprint for r^r . ^ See note 2, p. 51.
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mint of trial to the market of manifestation." lire Crows, loosening their

tongues of praise-giving, exclaimed

:

O King ! may the world be under thy protection !

May the earth and time be thy well-wishers !

May the key of the door of victory be in thy hand !

May the heads of thy enemies be scattered at thy feet

!

"In this matter your exalted opinion is the superior one, and what passes

through your enlightened mind is best and most suitable ; what can we slaves say,

which is not a thousand-fold more clear to the mirror of the regal understanding,

and what tiring do we know, which is not doubly inscribed on the tablets of the

royal comprehension 1 but in accordance with the saying, 'He idIw is commanded

'Will he excused; as regards anything which may be asked, to the extent of our

ability, and the power of the measure of our comprehension and capabilities, an

attempt shall be made."

What we shall speak is patent to the exalted mind.

The King inquired of one of them: "What say you in this matter, and in

what way would you devise a remedy for averting this calamity ? " He rephed :

" O King ! the wise who have gone before us have shown us the plan for this

kind of event, and have enjoined that when any one is helpless to resist a

strong enemy, assuredly he must say farewell to property, possessions, native

home and soil, and turn away his face from his accustomed country and ordinary

abode ; for to proclaim hostilities is very dangerous, and to put down the foot m
the battle-field of war is sorely calamitous, especially when a rout has been

experienced at the hands of the enemy, and it has been deemed a chance

even to fly from them. Whoever, without reflection, proceeds to revenge, and

undertakes to contend with foes such that he has seen the efl-ects of their

fioliting and combat, might as weH sleep in the channel of a torrent, or place

bricks on the surface of running water ; and to rely on one's own strength and

be deceived with one's own power and courage, is far removed from caution,

for a sword has two edges, and the wind of victory may possibly blow from

both quarters."

Avoid contending with an insigaiificant person,

For I have seen many torrents from drops

;

Battle not with a warrior stronger than thyself

:

Thon canst ^ not strike thy finger against a lancet.

The Kin<-' turned towards another, and said: "Wliat think you, and what seems

to you expedient in this matter 1
" He replied :

" As regards what the previous

Minister has suggested, that we should flee and leave our homes desolate, my

opinion is not in accordance therewith; nay, more, such a plan is not worthy of

men of wisdom, since on the first attack, and after a single battle, to accept this

misery, and bid adieu to native soH and home, would be the cause of reproach,

and the occasion of loss of honour.

It does not become valiant men to retire at every wound.

" It is more expedient for us to get ready for battle, and with the greatest pomp

and magnificence prepare for war.

1 That is, witliout injury to thyself.
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Unless we vmsheathe the sword,

Our name will not be celebrated for bravery.

We shaU point tlie way to onx own disgrace,

Wlien we display weakness in presence of our inferiors.

If the Creator of the world befriend us,

We will vent our rage on the enemy with the sword.

" The auspicious King can embrace with the hand of delight the bride of the

kingdom, at the time when the water of the fiery sword shall wash out the name
of his evil- designing enemies from the tablets of existence, and the august

Sovereign may convey the cup of repose to the lip of his desire, at the period

when he shall break, with the stone of victory, the goblet of his brazen-faced

foes' wishes. It is at present desirable, that we should set guards, and protect

om-selves in every direction where any danger can be imagined. If the enemy
attack us, we shall advance ready and prepared, and display valour in battle,

till the face of victory shall come into the sight of Hope from the dust of the

plain, or else our blood be mingled with the earth of the battle-field in the

expanse of Eeputation and Eeno'wn.

If we are slaia havurg a good name, it is proper.

" Kings in the day of battle, and at a tinie of fame and reputation, must pay
no respect to the issue of matters, and at a period of war should reckon life and
property as worthless and of no value."

Eecldess place your feet in the plain
;
behold.

The ball ^ of gratification is in the hollow of the club of desire.

Would you wish fortune to display itself to your heart's content,

You must face your enemy in the battle-field.

The King turned the face of condescension towards another, and said :
" What,

in your opinion, is requisite, and Avhat inscription does your deliberation fix on
the board of representation ? " He replied :

" I have no concern with the

speeches of the others; it seems to me that we should send spies, and make
use of men of sense as scouts, and, investigating in a proper manner the con-

dition of our enemies discover whether or no they are disposed for peace ; if

they will be content with tribute and taxes from us, and avlU meet our kind-

nesses Avith the excellence of acceptance, we, too, having based our affairs on

peace, to the extent of oirr power and the limits of possibility, wiU bend our

necks under taxation, and, secm-e from the misery of war and the distress of

their night assaults, will remain at rest in our own country.

In any case, so long as a matter may be accomphshed by deliberation,

Civility to an enemy is better than war.

When a foe cannot be overcome by strength.

The door of strife must be closed by conciliation.

If you do not wish any injury to accrue from an enemy,

Stop his mouth with the amulet of kindness.

" One of the correct ideas and sound devices for kings is, that when the majesty

and power of a foe become apparent, and there is dread lest his treachery and
ascendancy should spread throughout the kingdom, and the subjects fall into the

region of destruction and the whirlpool of annihilation, he should introduce the

1 See note 1, page 138.
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lucky tlv ow of treachery, and cast back with kindness the two dice of the

enem^ and having rescued these persons from the checkmate of misery,

shrdd cause his property to be a shield for his kingdom and dominions. Since

^0 hazard a throw on the carpet of pride and annoyance, when the cast of the

enemy remains thereon, or to throw wildly the dice of opposition, notwithstanding

the strength of the adversary is superior, is far from the decrees of wisdom,

and removed from the cradle of experience."^

Times are not propitious to you, then accommodate yoiu-self to the times.

The Kino- summoned another Minister, and said :
" Do you also make your

sucro-estions, and repeat whatever occurs to your mind." He replied :
" 0 King !

in my opinion it is more praiseworthy to abandon one's country, and suffer the

disgrace of separation and the anguish of exile, than to snap the thread of ancient

reputation, and to submit to an enemy who has always been inferior to us.

How can a hawk become subservient to a timid quail 1

How can a fierce Hon become a prey to the deer ?

" If we agree to pay tribute to the Owls, and submit to their molestation, they

wiU not be satisfied therewith, and will endeavour, to the utmost of their power, to

exterminate and extirpate ns. It has been said that condescension to an enemy

is necessary to such an extent, as to obtain your desires from hhn, but matters

must not be pushed to such an excess that the soul becomes abject, or the

enemy's boldness increases, l^ow they wiU never be content with moderate

tribute from us ; our remedy is patience and moderation, and, if necessity should

arise, there is no objection to war, because the distress of battle is better than

loss of name and reputation."

To be dead under a ^ stone

Is better than to live in disgrace.

The King summoned the fifth Minister, by name Karshiniis,^ and said
:

I have

much faith in your intricacy-solving wisdom, and boundless confidence m your

world-adorning intelligence.

In intricacies regarding the spheres, or faith, or country,

No one ever saw a solver of difficulties like your prudent mind.

Save through your auspicious deliberation, no one will * obtain his desire

;

Save thi-ough the felicity of your grace, no one wHl ever see the glory of the

phoenix.

" Wliat opinion do you pronounce in this matter, and what choice do you make

between war,^ peace, or exile from home 1 " Kdrshinds replied :
" My idea is

this that except by compulsion, we should not elect war with the Owls
;
and so

long as we can find some other way to get out of tliis business, we should not

eno-acre in battle, because they are bold in fighting with us, and we aremferior to

them°in combat; they are both superior to us in power, and also surpass us m
mio-ht. Now, to deem an enemy weak, is the cause of being elate, and who-

ever is puffed up is nigh meeting with destruction. Previous to this I have

1 The terms here used are in reference to the oriental game of "nard."

2 That is, to be in the tomb. ^ Experienced.

4 In the original the verb is in the past tense.
^

^
in the Persian text is a misprint for <^-^.
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feared their attacks, and what I dreaded I have seen with my eyes. Tliey will
not at present oppose us, because there are amongst them men of caution ; and a
prudent person will not, in any case, rest secure of his enemy, since when he
IS near, it is possible that he will suddenly swoop down, and when the dis-
tance is great, maybe he will return: at the time of defeat, it may be imagined
he will make ambuscades, and when alone, it can be fancied he mil plot
some treachery and deceit. By this showing, at present war on their part is in
the^ knot of postponement

; but if, by way of supposition, they entertain the
design of declaring hostilities, it is not expedient for us to engage in battle, since
the wisest of creatures is he who abstains from combat, for that which is lost in
fighting is the coin of life, for which no substitute will appear."

Though strong like an elephant, and fierce like a lion.

In my opinion peace is better than war.

The King said :
" If you hold war in detestation, then what do you devise ?

"

He replied
:
" This matter needs reflection, and must be traversed from top to

bottom with the foot of Dehberation, since kings, thi-ough sound reflection and
right thought, attain those objects, which are not procurable with much treasure,
or countless servants and retinue.

One may slay with the sword from one to a hundred,
But with skill you may break the back of a whole army.

" The chief point in this matter is the enlightened perception of the King, and
counsel with sincere ministers may be the cause of adding to the light of his
Avisdom, and the perfection of his splendour

;
just as the water of the sea derives

supply by means of springs. Whoever, therefore, does not seek aid from the
intellect of trustworthy counsellors of approved speech in a little time, what-
ever may have accrued to him by the assistance of fortune, and the favour of
happiness, will be wasted and lost, and whoever, having a share in the auspici-
ousness of wisdom, makes a regard for the words of his counsellors, as it were,
his upper and under garment, his prosperity wiU be lasting and his fortune firm.
jSTowadays, thank God ! the King is adorned with the perfection of wisdom,
and decorated with the beauty of deliberation.

0 thou, under the protection of whose wisdom is the kingdom of merit

!

0 thou, from whose intelligence the Eastern Sun derives light

!

Thy right reflection, coupled with sound deliberation.

Has adjusted the basis of justice.

What respect could be paid to my counsel in juxtaposition to thy intellect ?i

Of what value is a small shell compared with a pearl 1

" But since the King has honoured me with the compliment of consulting me,
and conferred on me the dignity of a counsellor, I am anxious to say in reply
some things at a private interview, and to proclaim others in the public
assembly. Just as I disapprove of war,^ so, also, I am averse to submission and
subservience, nor would I agree to place our necks under

, taxation, or to bear scorn,
to which our fathers have not submitted.

1 Literally, "before your intellect;" the sense might therefore be, "in the opinion of such as
thou. ^

in the Persian text is a misprint for IjC^SCls.

.
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I submit my neck to tlie enemy, it produces no confidence

;

It is better to die, tlian to live untrusted.

" A man of exalted ambition desires his life to be prolonged with the view of

obtaining a lasting fame and permanent name ; and if, God forbid !
disgrace

should attach to him, he would prefer that his life should be shortened.

Eeputation should be good and untarnished; to die is better than to be

dishonoured.

"
It does not seem to me expedient for the King to display weakness, since the

doors of misfortime are opened on those who give themselves up to humUiation,

and the way of devising a remedy becomes closed upon them.

Be high-minded and demean not yourself, for the Spheres

Axe most cruel to him, who is most abased.

"The remaining portion must be in private, so that it may be represented to the

world-adorning inteUect of the King." One of the attendants in the assembly

said : " 0 Karshinas ! the benefit of counsel is, that every one amongst men of

wisdom should speak somewhat, so that the arrow of Deliberation, as regards one

of them, may reach the target of Desire. Wise men have said, that a conference

is a coUection of wise men, and wherever a body of prudent men enter upon an

affair, the ins and outs thereof wiU be examined by them in the best possible

manner, and the termination of that matter wiH be allied to victory and success

;

just as a sage has said

:

' Eely not upon wealth, nor sword, nor shield

;

Seek the opinions and counsel of learned men.

Sound wisdom will stand you in need.

Where sword and arrow would be useless.'

" Accordingly, Avhat can be the object of imparting your words in private 1

"

Karshinas repUed :
" Every counsellor may not be trustworthy, and State secrets

are not such that, like matters of common notoriety, or affairs of ordinary life,

they can be discussed with every one. It has been said that secrets are disclosed

on the part of counsellors, or of ambassadors and envoys; and how do you

know but that a spy is present in this place, who is listening to what is said, so

as to convey tidings to the enemy of all he hears, while they, duly reflecting on

the same from beginning to end, will close the breaches of error, and the arrow

of our Deliberation will fall short of reaching the target of Desire ; and if, such

a supposition being impossible, an enemy be not here, perhaps everyone of those

present may have a friend or companion who, maybe, will inquire a description

from them as to news of this assembly, and an account of the words which

passed ; and in a short time an exact statement of our deliberations having been

spread abroad in aU mouths and tongues, wiH reach the ears of both friends and

enemies ; hence it is that they have insisted on the concealment of secrets.

How beautifully spake that wise man,
' If you would save your head, keep your secret ' !

" Whoever imparts his secret to another who has no tendency to keep confidence,

wiU ultimately be filled with regret, but repentance will avail nought ;
and no

one ought to strive so much to keep a secret as Kings, since if any one, save he
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who is truly a confidant of tlie Sovereign, is apprised of the Eoyal deliberations,

utter misery may be imagined therefrom.

If any one save yourself knows what is your opinion.

You needs must weep at such opinion and knowledge.

" Many there are who have lost kingdom, sovereignty, nay, more, life and exist-

ence, by reason of divulging their secrets. Just as the King of Kashmir, who,
because he disclosed what was in his mind to a Minister, in a short time fell

from the summit of sovereignty to the abyss of helplessness, and the sun of Ms
life set in the horizon of anniliilation." Piriiz inquired, "How was that?

"

STOEY II.

Karshinas said : It has been related that in the city of Kashmir was a King,
who placed the reins of submission over the head of the bay steed of the
Sky, and threw the noose of his power round the neck of refractory

Fortune. From fear of the fire of his lightning-like sword, the wind had no
power to blow contrary to the right direction, and from dread of his life-ravishing,

death-dealing spear, the waters did not have sufficient strength to flow to and
fro on the surface of the earth.

He gave the world such a robe of secmity.

That the sword was free from the disgrace of being unsheathed

;

By reason of his justice the hearts of the oppressed, at morn,
Forgot to discharge the arrow of a sigh.^

This mighty King, in the sacred sanctuary of the women's apartments, and
behind the screen of pleasure, had a beloved one whose black ringlets, in length,

added to the longest night of winter, and whose life-giving face, in perfection of

beauty, carried off the prize from the fourteen-day old moon. If the vigil-keeping

devotee, Night, were to see " in his sleep a vision of her beauty, like pure-

skirted Morn, through love of her face, he would have torn the coUar of the

rehgious dress of abstinence.

August in aspect, in stature lofty.

Her eyebrows like a bow, her ringlets like lassoes.

, As it were a cypress, which finds in the meadow
Violets for locks, jessamine for cheeks.

The King was so enamoured with that damsel, that he considered the contem-
plation of her beauty the sum of life, and reckoned the sight of her ringlets and
moles 2 the capital of existence. Every moment the charm of love for'his mistress

drew the pearl of his soul towards her, and the heart-enchanting thief of her
tresses snatched away the coin of patience from the purse of his soul.

I do not foUow after her of my own accord

—

Tlirowing her ringlets around like lassoes, she gradually leads me on.

That brazen-faced, mischief-making woman, when she saw that the bird of the

King's heart was ensnared in the net of her heart-ravishing ringlets, drew the

bow of her eyebrows to the lobe of the ear, and discharged the arrow of her

A similar expression occurs at page 51, see note 3. 2 See note, page 23.
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dance against the target of his bosom, and from hour to hour with soft blandish-

ments and sweet caresses, placed additional bonds on the feet of his soul.

Her lover-captivating ways and tumult-raising looks,

Were garments sewn on her body.

By reason of the arrogance of beauty, she was not content merely with the

Km-'s love, but made conquests, too, in other regions and parts, and cast her

heart-entrancing snare round the neck of the unfortunates m the desert of

Desire At length with a beautiful-faced youth amongst the attendants of the

Kino- "a good-looking young man amongst the confidants of his Court the

tender down on whose cheeks had arrived like the verdure on the brinks of

the waters of Life, and whose dehcate beard appeared as it were a hyacinth ot

Paradise upon the bank of the rivulet Kausar ^

—

Eound his pearly lips delicate 2 down grew.

Like rare fruit upon the brink of the waters of Immortality-

she commenced her proceedings. This young man, too, had fallen under the

dominion of love, and there remained on the frontispiece of his condition no

inscription from the volume of patience, nor an atom of the vestiges of existence

on the pages of life.

Whoever becomes acquainted with love, will never drive away vexation from

his soul.

Anguish^ nourishes his affection, nor does medicine remove his burden.

PerpetuaUy questions and answers used to pass between the lover and his mis-

tress, by means of the eyes and eyebrows, and they carried on converse with

tokens and signs. One day the King was sitting on the throne of ease, and

his heart was fixed on the soul-enchanting society of his loved one :
that young

man was in attendance, and everytliing was prepared for conviviality, ihe

Kino- was contemplating the soul-adorning beauty of his friend, and perusing

on the pages of her cheeks the inscription, ''In the most verfed symmetry

whHe the woman, oblivious that the King was looking at her, cast glances at

the young man, and conveyed from her hps a kiss so sweet that the skirt of the

world was sugared therewith.

Give one smile, and fill the skirt of my life with sugar.

The youn- man, too, in like manner, darted from the corner of his magic-like

eyes glanc°es, which would have produced a thousand tumults m the world.

He Avas like the playful narcissus half open

;

One half darted glances, the other half used blandishments.

The Kino- being apprised of these proceedings, the fire of jealousy began to raise

a flame in his soul; and perceivmg their affection for one another, he immedi-

ately tore his heart from the society of his mistress.

Men of learning agree in this, that fruit must not be eaten

Prom a tree, which casts its shade in another garden.

He then thought to himself: "To act hastily in this matter appears removed

1 A river in Paradise.

2 sV- in the Persian text is a misprint for .
_

3 I somewhat doubt if sucli is tlie meaning of this line, but I cannot improve the rendering.
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from the path of wisdom, and to act precipitately in restraining these two per-
sons, who in truth are my enemies, is not in accordance with caution and
foresight."

Patience is better for a man than anything else.

Thereupon he passed over that proceeding as unseen, and carried his inter-
course to the end, in the same manner as was his wont, and passed the night
till morning in the brilliancy of the taper of his mistress's beauty ; but liis heart,
like a moth, was consumed in the flame of the fu-e of vexation.

Eang, lover, intoxicated, and such a mistress.

How could he see her dallying with another 1

In short, next day, when the sun, like Jamslnd,^ raised the standard of victory
and triumph over the dome of the turquoise-coloured palace of the sky, and the
King of the Planets tore aside the veil of darkness from before the portico of
the resting-place of the azure spheres

—

"Ulien from the cliilly breath of tell-tale morn
In an instant the glittering orb descended from the sky.

The lovely-cheeked bride of the sun.

Showed her face from behind a dark cloud

—

the King came to the state-throne, and making a proclamation of justice, him-
self decided the causes of the petitioners.

The king who is accustomed to justice

Is the shadow of God's mercy.

After he had finished settling their arrangements, and ordermg their afi'airs, he
had a private interview with a Minister, who was the pivot of the kingdom.
The executioner, Ptage, urged him strongly to narrate to the Minister the pro-
ceedings of the night, and in concert with him make them taste of the potion
of punishment ; while the ruler. Wisdom, whispered, " Conceal your secret from
him, and carry out the decree which your heart desires." At length the
tendency to rage being predominant, he related to the Minister some portion
of the secrets of his mind, and sought advice from him relative thereto. The
Minister recommended also their destruction, and agreed in opinion with
the King. It was determined to put these two persons to death ; and it was
arranged that each one, having been made to taste the potion of the poison of
destruction, should be cast from the plain of existence into the whirlpool of
annihilation, and the matter be carried out in such a manner as to be known
only to the King and his Minister, so that the veil of infamy ^ should not be
torn, nor the thread of reputation severed.

Matters, such as these, are best secret

;

If you reveal them, you will ultimately repent of it.

The Minister came from the King's presence to his own house, and found his
daughter overwhelmed with grief, and in despair-. Having inquired the reason
thereof, he ascertained, that on that very day his daughter had been in the
Sultdn's private apartments, and met with various unkindnesses on the part

1 Pee note 1, page 12.

2 The text is apparently oorrapt as regards the word rendered "infamy ;

" tlie " veil of honour "

woukl be more suitable to the context.
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of the King's lady, and in the midst of her equals and associates been

treated with much contempt. The Minister was annoyed at this affair, and

with the view of consohng his daughter's mind, said

:

The messenger, the morning-breeze, last night informed me.

That the day of adversity and grief is declining.

" Be not sad, for in two or three days the lamp of her life will be quenched, and

the rose of her existence withered." The girl, with the view of settling the

case, inquired respecting the truth of the matter. The Minister repeated a

portion of what passed between the King and himself, and urged her to the

utmost to keep the secret. The girl, delighted at this good news, came forth

from her father's presence. Simultaneous with these proceedings, one of tlie

servants of the house, and attendants of the Harim, had come with apologies and

reassurances. Wlien the opening excuses had been pleaded, the Minister's

daughter said :
" Be not dejected

;
though the King's lady without cause was

unkind to me, yet ultimately she will meet with punishment and retribution."

'Twill soon be, that my enemy will be removed from my sight.

The servant, too, manifesting joy and delight, asked, " Whence speak you these

words, and when will it be that deliverance for me from her tyraiuiy and

violence will appear ? " The Minister's daughter replied :
" If you have power

to keep my secret concealed, I will disclose the truth of the matter, and not

hold back a particle from you." The servant took an oath, and the girl

related to her the precise facts. The servant at once returning, informed the

lady of what had happened, and she, taking the young man in private, apprised

him of the entire matter. They together seduced a body of others, and before

the King learned thereof, coming to the head of his pillow, cast the vessel of

his hfe into the whirlpool of non-existence. ISTow, forasmuch as he revealed

his secret to the Minister, he fell from the position of prosperity—nay, more,

from the region of life, into the straits of death, and the prison of destruction.

" Now the moral of this tale is, that should Kings consult their ministers, and

profit by their experience and ingenuity, yet it is incumbent not to apprise any

one of the secrets of their heart—since, when they themselves, in spite of their

divine dignity, and the assistance of heaven, coupled with their exalted ambition,

and noble mind, cannot keep their own secrets, how can others, who are of lower

rank than themselves, and inferior in wisdom and intellect, conceal the same 1
"

If you cannot yourself keep your own secret.

Then why grieve if another disclose it %

When Karshinas had finished this story, and had pierced a gem of such beauty

with the diamond of heart-enchanting style, another of the attendants in that

assembly opened the lips of rebuke, saying :
" According to the words you have

spoken, the way of counsel must be laid aside, and Ave must act according to our

own judgment and opinion ; the fact is, the abandonment of counsel is not

acceptable to reason and wisdom, and the saying: 'And tahe counsel idWi them in

the business,' is a proof, that affairs should not be commenced without con-

sultation.

If you do not base the edifice of your affairs on counsel.

You neither perform the dues of the law, nor treat reason with justice.

" The mandate of the Divine word, which directed his own chosen Prophet to
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deliberate with the attendants at the tlii'eshold of prophecy, is a proof that

counsel must be an indispensable duty, and assuredly a firm decree."

Counsel was enjoined by the Prophet

;

Why do you deviate from this path %

Karshinas rejoined :
" The injunction of the Most High God to the Prophet

—

may the peace of God be upon liim !—respecting counsel, was not with the view

that his own judgment should be aided by the deliberations of others, since the

brilliant mind of the possessor of prophecy—may blessings and peace be upon

him !—who was befriended by Divine Pevelation, and assisted by Omnipotent

favour, is a world-adorning mirror, wherein the truth as to matters becomes evident

and manifest
;
nay, more, it was by way of making known the benefits of counsel,

and describing its advantages, so that mankind should become adorned with that

acceptable disposition, and turn away from self-opinion and self-approbation to-

wards deliberation and reflection. Wise men add strength to their own weak-

ness by the help of the wisdom of others, just as the light of a lamp, which is

doubled by means of oil, and the brilliancy of fire, which is increased by the

aid of sticks. It was not to be understood from my words that counsel should

be abandoned
;
nay, more, the purport thereof clearly showed, that the result

of such counsel, and the opinion founded thereon, must be kept concealed

—

since, in guarding a secret, and concealing what is in the mind, two distinct

advantages are comprised : 1st, As a matter of experience, every affair which

is kept undisclosed is most quickly brought to a happy conclusion, and the

intimation, ' Seek aid in your imjyortant affairs with secrecy,^ is in allusion to

this point
;

2d, If that device is not in harmony with Fate, and what is in the

mind cannot be put in practice, at any rate the exultation of enemies, and

irritation from those seeking for defects, will not arise."

It is not so much matter that I cannot gain access to you, •

As that my rivals loose the tongue by way of reproach.

Pmiz said :
" 0 honest Counsellor ! I have the fidlest confidence in your exces-

sive kindness and loyalty, and I recognise you as apart from all the ministers

and statesmen who attend this court, as regards intelligence and knowledge ; do

not permit any shortcomings on your part ^ in declaring whatever enters your

mind by way of advice and well-wishing." Karshinas paid his respects, saying :

0 thou ! under^he protection of whose justice beasts and birds find repose !

And 0 thou ! from the perfection of whose wisdom body and soul are at

peace !

" It is incumbent upon every servant, when his Lord plans some scheme, to tell

what seems to him more sound ; and if he finds such intention bordering upon

what is wrong, he should make clear the error thereof, speaking with humility

:

nor should he hold back tiU his Lord's opinions and devices are entirely corrected.

Every Counsellor, who, deserting his benefactor, neither pays heed to the dues

of counsel, nor performs the obligations of fidelity and trustworthiness, must be

considered an enemy, and the habit of seeking advice from him be abandoned.

Wlienever a King in this manner respects and conceals his own secrets, and finds

a sincere minister and trustworthy and reliable counsellor, and also deems it

incumbent;, according to regal law, to compensate the good, and in conformity

1 Literally, " be not content witli anj' deficiency on your part."
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with the rules of sovereignty to punish and correct those who do wrong, it

wiU commonly come to pass that his kingdom will be lastmg and his govern-

ment firm, nor wiH the hand of the calamities of Time quickly carry off the

gifts of Fortune from him."

While you can, lean towards faith and justice.

So that your kingdom may become firmly established owing to these two.

Make the world live at ease by your bounty,

So that you may be happy, and God pleased.

The King inquired, "In what manner must secrets be concealed, and from

whom should they ?
" Kdrshinds replied :

" The secrets of Kings are of dififerent

deo-rees. Some are such that the King must even keep them concealed from

himself—that is to say, he must labour to such a degree to guard them that as

it were, he himself could not be a confidant of them, much less could he telf an

inkling thereof to another. In this view a wise man has said

:

' What is not to be spoken, in your inmost heart

Keep so secret, that your own soul,

Were it to seek a long time,

Could not find it.'

" Some, others are such, that two persons might be honoured with being intrusted

therewith while as regards others, three individuals might share them, and even

four or five are aUowable : but the secret which has passed through your mmd,

relative to the affair of the Owls, is not fit to be intrusted to more than four ears

and two heads." The King, after hearing these words, retired to privacy, and

summoning the Minister Kkshimis, commenced to speak, first of all inquiring,

" What was the cause of the enmity, and the reason of hostdity and prejudice

between us and the OwlsT' He said: "In former days a Crow spoke some

words, and the Owls on that account, hatred having filled their breasts, followed

the way of strife; nowadays that quarrel and dispute remain unabated. ihe

King inquired, " How was that ]
"

STORY III.

He replied • It has been related that a flock of birds came together and

ac^reed
" We want a chief and leader, to whom in contingencies we may refer,

and by whose aid, should enemies proceed to war, we will strive to repel them

and ward them off." Accordingly each one of them placed the mark of sove-

reignty against the name of one of the birds, and others strove by proofs and

pretexts to render the same null and void, till the Owl's turn_ arrived; a mass

were agreed to make him chief, and to give the reins of power into the palms o

his ability When they had plunged into this matter, and commenced to band

together, some in rejecting, others in accepting him, the fire of strife sprang up

in their midst, and words passed from the limits of moderation to enmity and

altercation : some in loyalty to the Owl raised the standard of revolt, while others

cast the stone of discord into the amphitheatre of unammity In short, it was

arranged that they should make another, not included in that number, their

umpire, and accepting on both sides whatever he decreed, lay aside contention.

By chance a Crow from afar came into sight ;
they exclaimed

:
See,_ here is a

person not belonging to this assembly; we will consult him. Again, too, he

Q
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is of our kith and kin ; and so long as great men and grandees of every kind
amongst the species of birds are not unanimous, harmony will not be procured,

and -without concord, this matter which we have in hand is not practicable."

Therefore, when the Crow joined them, they told him the state of the case, and
sought his advice in the matter. The Crow replied :

" What absurd idea and
impracticable fancy is this ? What connection is there between the ominous
Owl and the post of administrator and ruler, or what business has this ugly-

looking creature with the dignity of power and authority ?

0 fly ! the locality of the phojnix is no plain of battle for you
;

You represent your own case, and cause us annoyance.

" What has happened to the high-flying Hawk, who, as regards loftiness, can boast

of equality with the Eagle of the Skies ? What has become of the beautiful-

shaped, delicate - looking Peacock, by the magnificence of whose plumage the

garden of ornament and decoration is adorned? Where is the happy-omened
Phoenix, the shade of whose fortune has placed the crown of glory upon the

brow of famous sovereigns ? The splendid and mighty Eagle, from the sound of

whose prosperous wings and triumphant pinions the summits of the mountains
tremble, why does he not appear 1 Even if all the famous birds were to die,

and the weak, broken-winged ones also were to disappear, it would be better that

the birds should pass their lives without a king, and should not allow the dis-

grace of submitting to the Owl, and the humiliation of serving him, smce,

together with a hideous appearance, he is deficient in intellect, and though rage

overpowers him, he does not abandon habits of arrogance. With aU this, too,

he remains deprived of the beauty of world-illuminating day, which, according to

the tradition, ' And loe cqjpointed the day for gaining the means of support,' is the

capital of the bazar of life, and is cut off from the light of the globe-adorning

Sun, Avhich, like the ornament, ' And we placed a turning lamp,' is the creation-

enlightening lamp, and world - iUuminating taper : worse still, passion and
levity predominate in his disposition, and haste and absurdity are manifest in

his deeds. Abandon this improper idea, and base the edifice of your affairs on
wisdom and intelligence, and fixing your arrangements upon the rules of learn-

ing, deem it incumbent, too, to remedy every contingency in accordance with
what is expedient, so that you may constantly pass your time in ease and
repose. You should, fkst of all, appoint from amongst yourselves a chief on
whose wisdom, learning, intelligence, and ability complete reliance and perfect

confidence may be placed, so that he may be sufficient of his own clear judgment
for every circumstance which may appear, and every matter and event which
may arise,^ like that Hare, who constituted herself an ambassador from the

Moon, and by her sound devices warded off' a great calamity from her own
tribe." The birds inquired, "How was that?

"

STOEY IV.

He said : It has been related that one year in the country of the Elephants, in

the island of Zi'rbdd, no rain happened to fall, and the clouds, like a mother,

caused no drops to trickle from the bosom of kindness on the thirsty-lipped

palate of the cradle of the earth : the fire of drought made the fountains dry,

1 AsU in tiie Persian text is a misprint for •
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like the eyes of the austere, and the springs were parched up, as it were the

palates of desire among the wretched. The Elephants, impatient from anguish

of thii'st, complained to their King, who issued an order that they should hasten

in every direction after water, and search in such a manner that nothing further

should be possible. The Elephants measured with the foot of quest the regions

and tracts of that kingdom, and reached a spring called the fountain of the

Moon and by the Persians termed Chasmah-i-M4h ; it was a deep well haying

abundance of water. The King of the Elephants, together with all his retinue

and armies, with the view of drinking water, repaired to that spring, on the

outskirts of which many Hares had located themselves. Obviously, the Hares

were distressed with calamity owing to these Elephants; each oi them, whenever

an Elephant put his foot on her head, experienced such anguish, that she was

obli-ed to remove her chattels from the abode of life, and was so bruised, that

the result cannot be defined, except by a reference to the expanse of annihilation.

Drive gently towards the plain, since there are

Heads crushed beneath the hoof of thy dun steed.

By one visit of the Elephants, many of them were bruised and crushed.

Who will live if you return in this manner two or three times 1

Next day they went in a body before their King, and said :
" A just King should

be the protector of the oppressed, and aider of the destitute; every Monarch

occupies his throne with the view of administering justice, not of living tor

pleasure.
. , ^, .

For this cause you have gained this throne.

That you may assist the unfortunate.

"Dispense justice to us, and snatching retribution for us from the Elephants,

remedy the anguish we suffer at their hands, since any hour they may return,

and this time trample under their feet many abject ones who, half dead, have

scrambled from under their hoofs."

You once showed your face—my heart, my understanding, my sense all

vanished:
^-'"^

This time carry off my soul, for no other chattels remain.

The Kino- said :
" This is no small matter, that it can be lightly entered upon

;

whoever Is intelligent amongst you must present himself, so that we may con-

sult him ; for to put our intentions into execution before deliberation has taken

place, is not the nature of wise, prosperous persons."

Whoever is endowed with much knowledge.

Does nought without consultation.

In the midst of the Hares was one sharp-witted, called Eihriiz,i in whose com-

plete wisdom, perfect understanding, clear intellect, and sound deliberation, men

used to place confidence : when she saw that the King took this matter to heart,

advancing she said

:

O King ! are you sad on account of your hapless subjects 1

Such is the way, such the habit of dispensers of justice.

Eestrain not the glance of kindness from the condition of the destitute,

So that you may enjoy crown, throne, fortune, and prosperity.

1 Good day.
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" Should the King think projjer, let him send me on a mission to the Ele-

phants, and appoint an officer to accompany me, so that he may see and hear

what I do and say." The King said :
" I have not, and will not have, any sus-

picion as to your rectitude, integrity, straightforwardness, and honesty. I have

frequently observed and heard of your conversation and conduct.

As regards the stamp of your proceedings, it is sufficient that I have many
times tested it.

And, on the touchstone of proof, have foimd your coin without admixture.

" You must go in peace, and do whatever you consider will meet the necessities

of the time, and the requu'ements of the case. You are aware that a King's

Envoy is his tongue; and whoever wishes to know the title-page of the scroll of

any one's mind, or the interpretation^ of the secret of such jaerson's heart, can

ascertain it from the words and deeds of his ambassador—since, if merit and

excellence on the part of this latter become manifest, and acceptable indications,

and praiseworthy practices are visible, they may receive it as a proof of the

King's excellent judgment and perfect experience
;

while, if indifference and

negligence are apparent, the tongues of scorners come into play, and they will

find opportunity for slander and disparagement. Wise men in tliis matter have

insisted much, and given countless injunctions, that whoever sends a messenger

to any place, it is incumbent that he should be the wisest of his race, and the

most eloquent amongst them in language, as well as the most perfect in conduct

;

and Kings of old, for the most part, used to send sages on embassies ; Iskandar

Zii'lkarnain,^ indeed, commonly used to change his clothes, and go himself on

missions, saying:

' Lions who hunt lions,

Convey their own message, with their own feet.'

" A wise man in regard to sending ambassadors has said

:

' It is incumbent that he who is sent must be wise.

Bold, and powerful in speech

;

Eeplying to whatever is asked of him,

^ In such a manner as may be in accordance with what is right.

Making his words clear.

In such way as the assembly may demand.

Many persons there are who, with a single harsh speech.

Have set the world by the ears, and slain the inhabitants

:

Others, again, with a solitary acceptable word,

Have caused friendship amongst two hundred.'

"

Bihriiz said :
" 0 King ! although I am acquainted with a portion, according to

my circumstances, of the rules appertaining to the art of diplomacy, yet if the

King, the protector of the world, would be kind enough to arrange on the thread

of favour, some precious pearls from the casket of wisdom, making such the

ornament of my life, and recognising them as the beauty of my glory, and

capital to assist me, I would not deviate from such precepts, in all I do or

accomplish, and in accordance with such rule of practice would carry out all my
business." The King said :

" 0 Biliriiz ! the best qualification for an envoy, and

1 The text has "interpreter" instead of "interpretation."
2 " Two-horned Alexander," an epithet applied to Alexander the Great.
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the most fittinc. attribute for an ambassador, is that the sword of
tne most laun ci

emDloved with keenness and seventy; but the

It^ otZsSot andIZX must be evident and patent npon hi,

pearls ot consiaerauo
,

manifest and clear on his part

:

^Xwdt't P—Tlcl, Jgln>ess i. nnderstood, n,nst iu the

expression, and captivating sayings.

Kind words remove the seed of hatred from the breast,

C'urtels language clears away the frown of rage from the eyebrows.

" To sum up the language of an envoy must be based upon the rules of softness
i

and WsJe'sl of anV and tenderness, of g-tl—d^^^^^^
o t.

«Tirl nhqtinacv and the way of binding and loosing, of taking and giyin^, oi

t^rifg and m^^^^^ of making and consuming, must be observed, so hat he

^v both paTre-ard to the royal reputation and regal majesty and also dis-

r/er tte deXns of the enemy, and the secrets of their mind.
_

To a wise man

arregaSsS on a miBsion,''the substance of all precepts is summed up m

this

:

' Therefore send a wise ^person, and malce no suggestions:
"

Bihriiz havino- then performed the dues of homage, came forth from the King's

Sir and waited patiently tiU evening, having clad itself hi dusky^ garments

lowered t e curtain of darkness before the portico of the azure heavens, and afte

iXe the tahle-decker of Omnipotent Power brought forth m splendour the

sHvery platter of the Moon at the head of the tables of the bky.

Wlien Evening loosed its murky ringlets.

The Moon, resplendent, came forth from the sky.

At the time when the centre of the Moon had nearly reached the

-^fl^^^^^
heaven and the rays of the lesser luminary spread over the sides of the dusty™

Inrthe face'of the earth was enlightened with the worId-adornmg beauty

of ttt taper of the cell of the destitute Biluaiz set out towards
^^^^^^^^^l

l^lenhants and reaching their abode thought to herself :
Por me to be near to

Sese t^^^^^^^ is danger of life and risk of death, and though they have no

£ -n a'aS^^^^^^^ yet forethought demands, that I should not meet my tyrants

S oppressors because, by reason of their superiority and grandeur, they have

no reS for the poor 'and desolate, and if a thousand miserable -etches were

to be deprived of tiieir heads under the foot of their tyranny, the dust of that

accident would not rest on the face of their violence.

mat -rief have you for the condition of us miserable wi'etches?

Were the lamp to grow dim, what matter to the zephyr^

"
It is expedient for me to go to a height, and deliver from afar the message I

poss s If it happens to b^ acceptable, well and good ;
and if my spells are not

E Ls at any mte I shall seciire my soul in safety." Accordingly ascendmg

an eiSnence, shJcried from afar to the King of the Elephants, saying: "I am

1 It is impossMe to preserve the loeauty, such as it is, of these sente.ces, which is derived mainly

from the jingle of sounds.

2 Literally, "reddish."
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sent by the Moon, and no crime should be imputed to an envoy, whatever he

says or hears ;
' And a person wlio is sent has nought to do but convey his mes-

sage. Though his speech appears wanting ia respect, and harsh, it is incumbent

that it should be heard, since whatever message the Moon has given, I cannot

use my discretion in adding thereto, or dimiaishing therefrom. You know that

the world-encircling Moon is the chief of the bazar of ISTight, and the deputy of

the Monarch of Day ; now if any one plots against her, and does not attend to

her message with the ear of his soul, he wUl have struck a hatchet on his own

foot, and laboured with his hand for his own destruction." The King of the

Elephants, at these words, jumped up from his seat, and iuquired, " What is the

purport of your message?" Bihriiz replied: "The Moon says, whenever any

one sees that he is himself stronger and more powerful than his inferiors, and

becomes puffed up with his might, ardour, vigour, and pride, desiring to tread

under foot violently and forcibly those beneath him, such a proceeding is indica-

tive of his ignominy, and this disposition will cast him into the vortex of

destruction.

Scatter not the seed of pride in the breast.

Give no place to hatred in your heart.

How long will you saddle the steed of violence 1

> - Drive not quick, for he will not remain like this,

Soon will this water pass over your head.

The arrow of the spheres will pierce your shield

—

The end of this business will be of a different kind,

Your affairs will slip from your hand.

' Through this pride, by which you consider yourself superior to other animals,

and through your power and majesty, which are in the way of dechne and

departure, and on which you plume yourself, the matter has reached such a pitch

and the case ended in this, that you have laid designs against my fountain, and

brought your armies to that spot, and in excess of malevolence rendered that

water turbid. Do you not know that the swift-flying eagle, if he soars above

my spring, would be consumed, wings and feathers, by my jealous thunderbolt

;

and if the star. Bull's Eye, looks thereon from the meadow of the Skies, with

the glance of possession, Axcturus would sew up its eyes with the needle of

majesty 1

—The demon arriving here bows his head,

The bird flying here folds his wings

;

Save with a guide, the spheres never

Issue forth from its atmosphere and soU.

" From excess of kindness I have deemed it necessary to arouse you with this

message. If you follow your own business, and refrain from this kind of hardi-

hood, well and good ; if not, I will come in my own person and slay you with

anguish : if you doubt this message, come this very hour, when I am present in

my fountain, so that you may see me with your own eyes, and afterwards do not

remain in the neighbourhood of this spring." The King of the Elephants was

astonished at this story, and going towards the fountain, saw the shape of the

Moon in the water. Biliriiz said to him :
" 0 King ! take away a little water,

and washing your face, perform your adoration
;
maybe the Moon, moved by

compassion, may be content." The Elephant elongated his trunk; when the

shock thereof reached the water, and it was set in motion, it appeared to the
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Elephant as though the Moon^ ^^^^^^^^^^^ t3
fJ the Moon! p^haps Moon ^^^^^^^^^ ^ p^.^iM,

water." Bihriiz said: ^es
,
peitorm y

prostrating hunself, made

so that she may become compo-^^^^^^
^^^^^ not cLe there, nor bring the

obeisance, and agreed tha f"^"iLiz brought the news to the King,

XZ^:^ "^Sr^^ aid she a.ert so great a calamity

^^T,ta- _ted this story, inasmuch as^J^^^J^^
you, who may take the lead m ^^XT^^^XXZ To^l^^^^^ you, how
If, at this very time, a clever, prudent

^^^'^^^^^ ^^ monarchy against the

wU he have aUowed you
^^^^^T^W^^^ jou -ot to permit your-

speaking, deception, and want of faith.

Whoever is unacquainted with affection and fidelity,

Has no perfume of friendship in his heart

;

The bosom which is darkened by treachery,

Has no light within it.
a

Act not treacherously, for amongst mankind

There is no fault like insincerity.

X. A .-F rreitor—mav His glory be increased !
without the

"Engsarethe shadow of the Creator may n
^ j

-,,3,1 and save

sun of their justice, the expanse of the world wiU
^^J^ f^^^^^^^,

under the shade of their ^mdness and jus ice^ t^^
pavilion of Heaven

exist in the cradle of

-^f^^/^^^^^^^^^^^^^
stand fin.

cannot be raised, save with the pillar 01 equiu^,

through justice.'

Were justice not to be mathematically exact.

The azure dome of the skies would not exist.

<^ Since amongst the inhabitants of ^^ Zt^:^
up with the existence of a just monarch, and the laM^^^^^^^^

^ ^^^^^

the aid of equity and beneficence as displayed ^J^
^^^^f^^^^ life

become rent hi pieces
;

^^^^^^^^ Xe Sates of Fate, as regards

and property are current, and
t^^^^^Y;^™^^^^^ are spread abroad and pre-

the contingencies loosening .n^ i^^^^^^^2^^^
trustworthy, not

valent, therefore it is mcumbent that ^^.7" .~i,,,,e • he should keep

t^annicaUre^^^^^^^^^^

hapless ones, who are o^^^^l^^^^^^^^f' Xth^^^^^^^ befeU that Partridge

that?"
1 See note 2, page 51.
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STOEY Y.

The Crow said : At the skirt of a certain hill I had my nest on a tree ; in

proximity to me was a Partridge, and by reason of our heing close neighbours,

the bonds of friendship were firmly cemented between us, and the constant sight

of him produced intimacy on my part, and at times of leisure, conversation used

to pass between us. Suddenly he disappeared, and the time of his absence

became lengthened, so I fancied he was dead. After a while a Quail arrived

and took up his abode in the Partridge's house, and by reason that I had no

certain news of the circumstances of the latter, I made no objection to such a

proceeding, and said :

" When one goes, another comes in his place."

A time elapsed in this manner, and the wandering Heavens made several revolu-

tions, ere the Partridge returned. When he saw another in his place, commenc-

ing to get eiuraged, he exclaimed :
" Leave my locality, and vacate my abode."

The Quail replied :
" The house is at present in the grasp of my possession, and

I am the occupier ; if you have any claim thereto, you must strive to make
good the same." The Partridge replied :

" Your possession is through plunder

and rapine, while I have proofs and deeds in this matter." In short, severe

strife ensued between them, and every moment the fire of discord increased,

and the standard of obstinacy and contention was raised higher and higher.

Though I invented devices by way of reconciliation, it was of no effect, and it

was determined they should refer to a just judge, who, after hearing the speeches

of both sides, should pronounce a decree in accordance with equity, and put

an end to their pretensions. The Partridge said :
" ISTear to here is a Cat,

religious, fasting, devout, and not cruel. Every day he keeps a fast, and passes

the night-season in worship ; and from the time that they sound the drum of

golden-cushioned Jamshid,-^ the Sun, in the portico of the palace, ' The heaven

we have built,' till the hour they spread the dusky-clothed carpet of the Sovereign

of Night in the plain, ' And we have s^^read the earth,' he melts his precious

soul in the crucible of abstinence with the fire of hunger. From the period

that the hosts of the Stars, and the army of the glittering Planets move into

the plain of the Heavens, till the time that the Divine Chamberlains, by means

of the taper of the world-adorning Morn, which shines from the face of the

horizon, show traces of the scout of the globe-illuminating Sun to the inhabi-

tants of the regions of the earth, like a candle he stands with foot of devotion,

and from the fire of affection and the flame of love, melts into tears.

With the water of his eyes he washes his hands of the world,

Seeking in the corner of poverty a store of grace

;

Turning the back of his feet on both worlds.

An alien to himself, he becomes acquainted with God.

" His breakfast is confined to water and grass, and it is far from his habit to

cause pain to animals, or spill their blood. No judge can be more just than he

is, nor will any arbitrator better than him be found, who can give a true deci-

sion between us. We must resort to him, so that he may settle our case."

Eoth consenting, they set out towards the Judge's house, whde I followed in

1 See note 1, jjage 12.
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their track, anxious to look at the fasting Cat—who must have been one of the

wonders of the world—and to witness his justice, as regards a decree between

the two rivals. As soon as the eyes of the continual Faster fell on them, stand-

inc. on his ri-ht foot, he turned his face towards the High Altar, and putting

on the -arment of devotion, set about performing the dues of supphcation, and

joined in long and lengthy prayers, labourmg with the utmost care to put his

body in posture.^

Is that prayer the key of the door of the infernal regions,

"Which you parade so long before the eyes of mankind 1

When in secret you are Avicked and mean,

What avails the water of reputation upon the face of your affairs 1

The QuaU was surprised at his conduct, while the Partridge marvelled at his

proceedings. Stopping till he should cease his prayers, they performed respectful

salutations, and requested him to be a Judge between them, and to settle the

affair of the house according to the decrees of justice. The Cat, after much

solicitation and pressing, said :
" Repeat to me the circumstances of the case

The Partrido-e and Quail represented the state of their clamis. The Cat replied :

" 0 voun- men ! old age has had great effect upon me, and utter rum has over-

taken my°external senses. The motion of the millstone of the revolvmg spheres

has scattered the dust of weakness upon my brow, and the icy hand of the cruel

autumn of time has snatched away the water of freshness, and the lustre ot

beauty from the plant of the garden of life, and the night of youth, which is the

enthe source of strength and glory, is changed into the hoary morn, which is the

aggregate of all that is bad.^

Alas ! the days of youth are passed

—

Life, of the kind of which you know, is vanished

;

Designs lessen, regrets increase.

The breeze of relaxation has quitted my head.

" Come nearer, and, speaking louder, repeat afresh the account of your dispute,

so that being apprised of the claim of the plaintiff, and the reply of his opponent,

I may issue a decree. Before I pass sentence, I will favour you with some

friendly advice, and give you some exhortation embodying what is expedient

for you as regards religion and worldly concerns.

If you do not this day hsten to my words,

God forbid that to-morrow you should regret it !

"
If, with the ear of your souls you listen to my words, and accept them, the

fruits thereof will accrue to you in this world and the next ;
but if you reject

them, and deviate from their purport, at any rate I myself shall be excused by

my own conscience and feelings of right.

I have performed the duty of giving advice.

Whether or not you will accept it, that you know.

" It is right that both of you, seeking the road of propriety, should not deviate

from the path of rectitude, neither ought you to be puffed up with worldly

wealth and goods, which are destined to perish and slip away, nor by reason

1 Literally, "to adjust the pillars." j + • i,+

2 Eastwick's explanation respecting this passage is very happy. " Youth is compared to night,

and old age to dawn, on account of the black locks of the young, and the silver hair of the old.
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that you have foolishly got possession of, and brought within your grasp, some-
thing of the trash of tliis transitory world, shall you deprive youi'selves of

eternal reward and everlasting favour." The Partridge said :
" 0 just Judge !

if men confined their ambition to the search after what is right, and every one
clad himself in a habit of probity and rectitude, there would be no need to

appear before a judge, nor to trouble magistrates; and the custom of action

and defence, and of oaths and proofs, would be removed from the face of the
book of time. But since the eyes of both plaintiff and defendant are over-

whelmed with the disease of self-interest, the appearance of rectitude never
comes into their sight

;
consequently they are in need of some one, the eyes of

whose heart are enlightened with the pearl-ointment of sincerity, and around
the muTor of whose vision the dust of self-advantage does not rest, so that

having witnessed the beauty of uprightness, he may display it to the eye of

their heart. In this point of view one of the great in religion has, by way of

story, strung together some verses." The Cat inquired, " How was that %
"

'

. STOEY VI.

The Partridge said

:

They appointed a judge who wept.

One of them said to him :
" Whence is. this crying ?

This is not a time for you to lament and wail.

It is a season for you to be joyous and merry."

He exclaimed :
" Alas ! how can an uniaformed man issue a decree 1

He is an ignoramus in the midst of the two parties :

The two antagonists are apprised of their own affairs,

The hapless Judge, what knows he of the tricks of the two 1

He is ignorant of, and has no interest in, their proceedings
;

How can he proceed in regard to their lives and property ?

"

The other said :
" The antagonists are informed, but biassed,

While you are ignorant, yet the taper of religion

(Since you have no interest in the matter)

Will be a sure light to your eyes.

Personal interest will blind those two parties,

And bias will entomb their knowledge.

When self-advantage arises merit is concealed.

And a hundred veils are cast over the eyes from the heart

;

So long as you do not receive a bribe you can see

;

When you are avaricious, you are ensnared and enslaved.

' When a judge sets his heart on a bribe,

How can he distinguish between the tyrant and the oppressed ?

"

" Thank God ! the rust ^ of self-interest has not clouded the mirror of your pure
heart, nor have the eyes of your integrity become dazzled with the rays of the
flame of bribery. Por which reason, it is very certain, that you will display to

our sight what is right, and consign to the prison-keeper of Eternity, whomsoever
has withdrawn his neck from the decrees of Equity."

Cut off the head of him, who withdraws his neck from thy decree.

1 See note 2, page 51.
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The Cat reioined : " You have spoken well, for in truth you should, each of you

too tea up the tree of self-interest from the soil of your hearts and consider

hat he who is right is in reality victor, although to appearance Ins clann may

not be TuccessfuC while the unreasonable complainant, spiritual y spealang, is

Sisapikted and 'defeated, although, as it seems, a decree is issiied in accordance

with his desires, since, ' Of a truth that wUch is false passes away. How beau

tifully has it been said :

' If to-day you urge your steed against me.

How will you to-morrow break from my lasso 1

To appearance you are victorious—hold !

„ffl;,f„^

Eegard things from a spiritual point of view, for numerous are the afflicted

ones.'
^

" I say to you, lay up a store for Eternity by your righteous conduct, and place

no reliance upon Hfe, which, like a summer shower, or the gay appearance of a

"arden of roses, wiU quickly pass away ; and considering high and low amongst

the bXs of the world, and far and near amongst mankind, as precious as your

own soul, do not aUow towards them, what you would not approve as regards

yourself."

Do not approve for others what is not acceptable to yourself.

In this way he breathed forth treachery and deceit upon them, till they became

friends with him, and secure and at ease advanced without hesitation or care^

At one bound he seized both of them, and supplied the kitchen of his stomach

with food and provisions from their delicious flesh. The effects of his devotion,

fasting, piety, and purity, by reason of his base desires and impure nature, were

thus at once evidenced. ,

« I have adduced this story, that it may be known that no confidence must be

placed in an evil-natured traitor. Now the matter of the treacherous-disposed,

hypocritical Owl has this very aspect. His blemishes are endless and liis

vices excessive. The number of them wlrich come withm the pale of descrip-

tion, are as it were a drop in the vast ocean, or an atom m comparison with the

nine revolving spheres.

Were I to sing praises for a hundred thousand ages, beyond doubt

But one thing out of a hundred thousand would be spoken.

" God forbid that you should make choice of this proceeding, and cause him to

sit upon the throne of sovereignty, since whenever the royal crown reaches his

inauspicious head, without doubt the tyrannical Heavens will strike the stone of

destruction thereon, and the moment the pedestal of the throne of monarchy is

touched with his odious feet, the thunderbolts of the skies, through rage, will

pour forth on it the fire of adversity; and since his nature is impure, and his

disposition unfitted, the effects of your consideration will be lost on him.

A pure disposition is needed to be worthy of Divine favour,

Since every stone and clod does not become pearl or coral.

The birds, after hearing these words, at once desisted from such a proceeding and

abandoned the idea of becoming subservient to the Owl, who, humbled and dis-

1 ThL, somewhat obscure passage presumably means, "Though you are, t° .^P™^f^j*;'™
phant, yet the injuries you have inflicted on so many persons will, m a spiutual point ot view,

draw down vengeance on your head."
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tressed, remained in the corner of adversity, sad and sorrowful. He said to the
Crow

:
" 0 black-faced, shameless Avretch ! having torn away from before yourself

the screen of shame, you have admitted all this contempt upon me, and, injuring
me, consigned me to the region of hatred and strife. You have raised up a
dust of discord, which the revolution of the world will not quell in a hundred
thousand ages, and reared a fire of strife, the flame of which the waters encirchng
the Heavens cannot quench.

°

My heart may fade, but the trace of your violence will never quit my soul.

" I know not whether anything has passed on my part, that you should have dis-
played all this love and affection, or whether you have deemed so much courtesy
and kindness necessary by way of commencement ; but know, that if a tree be
torn up, from its roots there will spring up a branch, which, increasing and growing,
will regain its original stature : but when the plant of friendship is cut with the
saw of violence, it cannot in any way be imagined that the branch of fidelity will
sprout from the root ; or if a gash proceed from a sword, it may be cured and
healed by a salve, but the wound of a speech can never be remedied, nor the scar
removed by any ointment.

' That wTdch tlie tongue has wounded does not heaV

The wound inflicted on a heart by the sword of the tongue,
Will not be properly cured by any salve.

Between you and the person whom you wounded with your tongue,
There can be no intimacy save that of the stone and the pitcher.

" The point of an arrow, which is fixed in the bosom, may possibly be extracted,
but the dart of the tongue, which pierces the heart, cannot in any way be
removed.

The point of the arrow with which the heart is wounded, cannot be extracted.

" And^ everything imaginable, which causes annoyance to a person, may be
remedied by something else, except hatred, the removal of which never, by any
means, comes within the pale of possibility

;
just as fire, although it burns up

everything, yet its power may be quenched with water, but the flame of malig-
nity cannot be extinguished with the water of the Seven Seas. Poison,
although fatal, yet its ill effects may be removed from the body with an anti-
dote

;
but the venom of rancour cannot be eradicated from the heart by any

balm. Henceforth, between my race and your tribe the tree of enmity has
been planted, of which the root will reach to the depths of the earth, and its

branches pass the siunmit of the Pleiades."

Of the shrub of hatred which has been planted in the bosom.
It is certain and sure what the fruit will be.

The tree of rancour will yield produce of such a kind,
That its flavour will not suit the taste of any one's soul.

The Owl, muttering this speech, departed, vexed at heart, and with drooping
pinions

;
while the Crow, regretting what he had spoken, fell into long and pro°

found contemplation, saying to himself :
" This is a strange matter which I have,

without thinking, taken in hand, and I have raised up for my tribe tyrannical-
faced enen:^ies, and violence-seeking foes. What business had I to advise the
birds, for I was no more worthy to speak in this manner than the general body.
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who are older and better than myself ? At any rate, these clever birds recogmsed

more than myself the Owl's defects, and studied the requirements of the case

more accurately than I : but wisely they contemplated the issue of this event,

and the results of these words, and carried out the purport of the saymg. He

who keeps silence is safe.' The tongue has been created m the semblance of

a sword, so that it may not be employed in play, since sporting with a dagger

is a trick of public performers, while warriors never put their weapon to the test

save in the ranks of battle. To bare unnecessarily the sword of the tongue from

the sheath of the palate, is like cutting one's throat, or staking ones head.

Wlien the tongue is in the habit of speaking,

AVhat wonder if the soul trembles through fear ?

Since swords were made to destroy life.

They rightly shaped them like a tongue.

" Worse than this, these words were spoken face to face, and doubtless hatred

and rancour would be increased on that account, and rage added to rage on hear-

ina every unbecoming sentence. It has been said that, though a wise man may

have full confidence in his own strength and might, yet it is incumbent not to allow

of any unkindness towards an enemy, or to commence a dispute, and while rely-

in- upon his own preparation and majesty, not to stir up enmity. Since, though

a person may have in the region of his possession a proved antidote and various

medicines, it is not right that, in rehance thereon, he should be eager to drink

deadly poison.

Though the antidote is in your possession.

Beware that you drink not deadly poison.

"Wise men are agreed that the effects of deeds preponderate over that of words,

and the superiority of action to talk is certain. Now, the result of good deeds

becomes manifest in the termination of matters, connecting the conclusion of the

affair with what is right; so he, whose words are greater than his deeds, and who

decks his conduct with enchanting explanations, and adorns it before mens eyes

with sweet language and eloquence, in a short time wiU end his business m re-

proach and scorn. The results of talk without practice wiU be nought but regret

and repentance. I am that great talker and little doer, who have not used salu-

tary reflection, nor sufficient deliberation as to the end of affairs. If the crown of

wisdom had decked the brow of my condition, and I had possessed a portion ot

the boundless treasury of wisdom, I should first of all have consulted some one,

and after that it was decided to speak, should have delivered a discourse inno-

cent and without offence, wherein was no harm.

I spoke unweighed, bitter words

;

It was an impenetrable pearl I perforated.

« Since without consulting learned advisers, or deliberating with sound men of

wisdom I have entered upon this affair, and have inconsiderately spoken some

an-ry, strife-exciting words, what wonder if I be numbered amongst the multi-

tude of the wicked, and be proclaimed ignorant, foolish, and a vam speaker? It

has passed into a proverb, ' The great talker is a babbler,' a great speaker is a futile

talker and though in external appearance there may be a difference between men

and animals as regards speech, wise men assign the inferior degree to an evil

speaker, and consider dumb creatures better than babblers."
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Animals are silent, men talk
;

To be dumb is better than to speak evil.

When a person says auglit, it should be with discretion

;

Otherwise, he should be silent like a beast.

Avoid the ignorant man, who prates of the deceased by the ten
;

Like a wise person talk of but one, and be a carefid speaker.

In short, the Crow trembled somewhat, and condemning himself in this manner
flew away.

" Such was the commencement of the enmity between us and the Owls, as I
have described." The King said :

" 0 Karshinas ! I have heard what you say,

wherein much benefit is comprehended. To associate with wise men, and to make
their words the guide of one's affairs and circumstances, is an indication of happi-
ness and prosperity, and a proof of approach to the rank of perfection.

The society of the good is like musk.
By the scented breath of which the marrow of the soul is affected.

Their actions point the way to knowledge.

Their words are a guide to wisdom.

" Now that the house of my heart has been illumined with the lamp of your
enlightened words, nought save which can be a taper in the cells of the recluses

of the human oratories, explain in what manner you design to remedy the matter
of our soldiers, who, moth-like, have been consumed with the fire of the Owl's
violence, and in what way you purpose to secure repose of mind for my subjects,

and quiet of soul for my troops."

Your deliberation, whenever it sets about a matter.

Accomplishes a hundred things in a single instant.

Karshinas loosed the tongue of praise, saying

:

O King ! may the world obey, and the skies befriend you !

May rapid victory precede your army !

" As regards what the enlightened-minded Ministers have conveyed to the place
of representation, relative to war, peace, maintaining our ground, flight, and agree-
ing to pay taxes and tribute, I do not approve of any one of them. I am in
hopes that by means of some kind of device we shall find an opening and an
opportunity, for many persons, through a habit of stratagem and dissimulation,
have obtained their desires, and by treachery and deceit have carried out matters
which could not be accomplished by haughtiness, and the like thereof

;
just as

the Eobbers of the kingdom of Gurgan, by means of cunning, snatched a Sheep
from the hands of the Devotee." The King inquired, " How was that ?

"

STORY VII.

He said : It has been related that an abstinent Devotee had purchased a fat

Sheep with the view of making a sacrifice, and having placed a cord round its

neck, was leading it towards his own cloister. On the way a body of thieves,
seeing that Sheep, opened the eyes of greed, and girding the loins of treachery
and deceit, stood in the Devotee's path. The fierce passions of the Gurganf
knaves were aroused, but they were unable. Leopard-like, face to face to bring
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that prey within their clutch; consequently, making choice of the wiles of the

Fox they were anxious to make the Devotee sleep like a Hare.^ After much

reflection they were unanimous in opinion as to one particular stratagem, and

agreed that havmg deluded the simple-minded, pure-natured Devotee therewith,

they woidd get possession of the Sheep. Accordingly, one individual went

before hhn, and said: "0 Shaikh! whence are you bringing this DogV' An-

other passed by him, exclaiming :
" Where are you taking this Dog ? A third

appeared in like manner, and said :
" 0 Shaikh ! maybe you intend to go hunting

that you have a Dog by your side ? " Another comrade arrived from the rear, and

inquired :
" 0 Shaikh ! for how much did you buy this Dog 1

" In like manner,

one by one, from various sides and quarters, presenting themselves to the Shaikh,

they were unanimous in saying the same words. One exclaimed, " This is a

Shepherd's Dog;" another cried out, " This is a Watch Dog;" another launched

abuse saying, " This- man is in the dress of a man of piety
;
why does he

soil his hands and clothes with this Dog?" and another forbade liim, saying,

" A Devotee is carrying off this Dog to rear and nourish it for God." Each of the

rogues in this way repeated their rascally speeches, and in this manner addressed

themselves.

They closed his eyes with blandishments, while their lips proclaimed various

wiles. .

They bore away the heart from the lovers, each with^ a different device.

From the multitude of these speeches, doubt overspread the Devotee's heart,

and he exclaimed : " God forefend ! the seller of this animal was a magician,

and by sorcery has made a Dog appear in my sight like a Sheep ;
nought is

better than that I should keep my hands away from this Dog, and, foUowmg

after the vendor, recover from him the money, which I gave him as the price

of the Sheep." The poor wretch of a Devotee, from excess of innocence, left

the Sheep, and departed after the seUer. That band havmg taken it, bore it

to their house, and losing no time, at once slaughtered it. By means of this

stratagem, the poor Devotee let the Sheep slip from his hand, and did not

recover his money.

"I have adduced this story so that we, too, should pursue the way
^

of

stratagem, since, save by treachery and deceit, we shall not prevail over them."

Wlien you are not, as regards strength, an antagonist for your enemy.

Do not abandon treachery and deceit

:

Since by stratagem you may be able

To snap the cord of the bow of might.

King PMz said : " Declare what you have to suggest." Karshiniis replied :
" I

wiU°sacrifice myself in this matter, since it has been allowed that the death of

one person, when it comprises the life and existence of a numerous body, is ui

accordance with reason and tradition. It seems to me right, that the King in

the common assembly and the tribunal comprised ^ of high and low, should

be enraged with me, and order me to be stripped of feathers, and stained with

blood, and to be cast wounded, under that very tree, on the branches of which

are our nests, while the King with all his army should depart, and remaining in

1 An oriental phrase meaning " to iDe off one's guard."

^
^Jij>^. in the Persian text is a misprint for ^'J''^.

.

^
Jl«-:-i.o in tlie Persian text is a misprint for J.»:uLo-
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a certain place await my arrival, till after having laid the snare of stratagem in
their path, and finished my treachery, I shaU return, and explain what may be
befitting the requirements of the time." Accordingly, the King came forth from
the secret interview fuU of anger ; all the dependants were expectant as to what
tidings would proceed from the private meeting of the King and the Minister,
and what results ^ would appear from their deliberations and counsel. When
they found the King enraged, lowering their heads, they remained contemplative.
King Pi'riiz commanded that Karshinas should be stripped of feathers and tad,
and with his head and feet stained with blood, be cast under the tree, whde
he himself, with his army and retinue, set out for a place which had been fixed
and arranged. While this matter was being done and carried out, the Sun had
set, and the Divine Tire-woman had decked out the brides of the Stars in the
arena of the pearl-studded sky.

Wlien the shining sun disappeared.

Dark Night arrayed its armies in the sky.

Shabahang, the King of the Owls, together with his ministers, was the whole
day thinking, " Since we have gained information respecting the abode of the
Crows, and have slain or broken the wings of most of them, if to-night we
make another assault on them, their day of life will be exchanged for the night
of death, and we shall pass two or three days in peace in the corner of our
nests."

After the death of our foes we can live happy.

But when night, which is the day of the baz4r of majesty and pomp for Owls,
putting on the dress of darkness and the robe of sable, had obtained dominion
over the throne of the sovereignty of the world, and the Chief of the armies of
Zangbar had raised the murky standard over the hosts and race of the Tatars,

with the design of a night attack,

. The surface of the earth was imbued with amber.
The cloisters of Heaven were full of smoke

—

the King of the Owls, with all his host and retinue, introduced the consideration

of a night attack; the whole body, being unanimous in this design, set out
towards the abode of the Crows.

A battle-seeking, strife-exciting band.

All full of hatred, intrepid, and bloodthirsty.

They tightly girded their loins with malice

;

Their heart was arrayed for war like a stone.

Wlien the army of Owls arrived at the abode of the Crows, no trace of them
appeared, nor was any sign of them manifest. The Owls, confounded, wandered
in every direction, while Karshinas was writhing under the tree and softly

wailing. An Owl heard the sound of him, and conveyed the news to the King.
Shabahang, together with several Owls, who were Privy Councillors, and con-

fidants of the King's secrets, came near him and inquired :
" Who are you, and

what is the state of the case ? " Karshinas told his own name, and that of his

father, and proclaimed his position as Minister, and the fact of his abilities.

The King said :
" I know and have heard much account of you ; now teU me,

where are the Crows ? " He replied :
" My condition is a proof that I cannot be

' Literally, " opening of tlie doors."
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possessed of their secrets." Shabahang inquired :
" You were the Minister of the

Kino- of the Crows, and the confidant of Ms secrets, his counsellor and trusted

friend by what treachery has this debasement befaUen you, and for what crime

haye you become deserving of this punishment ? " Kdrshinds said :
" My master

became suspicious in regard to me, while the envious found opportumty of

slander, tiU what has overtaken me befell me, and former service and previous

loyalty' were aU at once cast into the expanse of non-existence."

All the service I had performed was without reward or thanks.

God forbid that any one should have an inconsiderate master

!

Shabahang inquired, "What was the cause of this suspicion?" He said:

"
Kill"- Piriiz, after your night attack, summoned his ministers and demanded

from each of them some plan relative to this calamity which had happened. My

turn havinc^ arrived, he commanded: 'Disclose a remedy for the affair which

has come to pass, and propound some stratagem for warding off this misfortune

I rephed : ' We have no power to resist the army of the Owls, since their bold-

ness in battle is greater than our courage, while their strength and pomp are

superior to our majesty and valour. Again the reins of the steed of fortune are

in the hands of the power of the King o: the Owls, and the pedestal of the

throne of prosperity is decked with the Star-rivalling feet of their Monarch

Now to grasp the fist of battle with men of happy fortune, is indicative of

ruin,' and to boast of contending with the lords of increasing prosperity, typical

of misery.

To fight with a man of prosperity

Will cause the overthrow of the combatant, as he were a tree.

Wlien mountain deer are in a city amongst lions.

Their homes will become desolate by their own deaths.

" ' It is best we should send a messenger, if they light the flame of battle,

we havincT consumed homes and property with the fire of separation, will become

scattered like smoke in a corner of the world ;
whUe, if they enter at the door

•of peace, having agreed to such taxes and tribute as they may demand, we will

rest thankful.'

Would you keep your head 1 Turn not your face from tribute,

Otherwise neither head nor crown will remain to you.

" Our Kino- was confounded and said :
' What words are these you say, and

on what ground do you display all this boldness? Would you make me fear

battle with the Owls? and do you place no value on my army m comparison

with his retinue 1

'

If the enemy oppress with the sword,

I, too, have a sharp-pointed spear.

When I am eager for war,

I will overthrow the soul of my enemies in anguish.

" Ao-ain I loosed the tongue of advice, and though my affection and loyalty, re-

newed the measure of admonition, saying: '0 King ! swerve not from the path

of right, nor in the vanity of your heart enter upon an affair without reflection

or deliberation. Affect humility, for a powerful enemy may be rendered obedient

by kindness and conciliation, and a violent prey brought into the snare with

courtesy and civility.
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Bliss in both worlds is comprised in these two sentences,
' Be kind to friends, courteous to enemies.'

" ' Much the same is the case of a strong wind, from which the insignificant grass,
by reason of its humility, escapes in safety, while the many-branched tree, on
account of its might and disdain, is torn up by the roots.'

Oppress not, for the Heavens by reason of their own violence.
Will close the way of cruelty against tyrants.

" The Crows being enraged at my admonitions, suspected me, (sayino-) :
' You

are inclined towards the Owls and desert us who are of your own race.' The
King, owing to the words of my enemies, refused to accept my advice, and
enjoined them to punish me in the fashion now seen. I observed in their idea
that they would make war, and prepare some stratagem to repel you." Wlien
the King of the Owls heard the words of Kdrshinds, he inquired of one of the
Ministers, " How view you the case of this Crow ? " He replied :

" The matter
respecting him does not need any consideration. As quickly as possible the
surface of the earth must be purified from the baseness of his tenets, and this
must be deemed great kindness and general good, nor should the opportunity be
lost of kiUiiig him, than which we shall not obtain a finer chance. In the
midst of these half-quenched embers, I see a fire, to extinguish the flame of
which appears impossible.

God defend us ! if smoke should proceed from this fire.

" Whoever allows an opportunity to slip from his hands after the loss of the
chance, wiU never again have the means, and most commonly his repentance will
no more be of any avail. When a person finds his enemy weak and solitary
It is best to free himself from him, since if the foe escape from that vortex, gain-
ing strength and finding means, he will prepare an ambuscade of revenge.

When an enemy escapes from you, you will not be free from him,
And when he breaks away from your snares, you wiU not be delivered from him.

"

Do you wish to be secure from misfortune at his hands ?

When he comes within your power, give him no quarter.

" Beware that the King pay no heed to his words, nor give ear to his heart-
ensnaring treacheries; smce the wise have said, that to rely upon an unproved
friend is far from wisdom, what, then, should befaU a deceitful, malignant enemy 1

"

In these days, when no reliance is placed on a friend,
How can one be deceived by the speech of an enemy ?

Karshinas having heard somewhat of these words, cried out in anauish of heart
saying

:

" I am myself pamed at heart, and wounded

;

Do not you, too, sting afresh my sore."

These words having effect on the King of the Owls, he turned his face from that
Minister, and inquired of another, "What say you?" He replied: "I cannot
counsel his death, since a generous man, when he sees his enemy weak and help-
less, should endeavour, with compassion, to remedy his condition, and display his
own benevolent qualities to mankind, by the show of pardon and kindness and
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give quarter to one haimted by terror and a refugee, as weU as take by the hand

a rumed downcast.

Clear the way for good men

;

When you yourself are standing take the fallen by the hand.

" Some things render men kind to an enemy, just as fear of the Thief caused the

Merchant's wife to be complaisant to her husband." The King inquired, " How

was that 1," '

STOEY VIII.

He said : It has been related that a certain Merchant was very rich, but ex-

tremely bad-tempered and ill-looking, added to which he was old, proud, miserly,

and inhospitable.

Horrible-faced, like a demon from the infernal regions

;

Idle talking, like a tame raven.

His stony heart and soul of steel,

Were heart-consuming and life-destroying, like separation.

This disaoreeable-faced man had a Wife of pure nature, and handsome appear-

ance, such that the Moon of the fourteenth night, by means of borrowing the

splendour of her cheeks, made the dark night more resplendent than brilliant day,

and the world-illumining lamp of the Sun, which is a lantern before the dome of

the Sky, in presence of the light of the taper of her heart-adorning face, shone

not forth. The tongue of Time, in praise of that soul of the world, sang

these words

:

" The moon is beautiful, yet your face is more charming than it

;

The cypress is heart-enchanting, yet your stature is more erect ^ than it."

The jewel-scattering pen inscribed upon the pages of Explanation some of her

charms in the following manner

:

" Though imagination were to draw the pen across the pages of thought,

Your comely appearance has been formed more handsome than that.

Every grace that is concealed behind the curtain of obscurity.

Is visible in your lovely form."

The Husband, with a hundred thousand eager endeavours,^ sought to approach her,

while she, with a hundred thousand flights » avoided intimacy with him, neither

enamoured with his fascinations, nor deceived by his speUs. Every moment,

when she was violent, the man renewed his affection, and every instant when she

was filled with animosity, he displayed fresh love.

Affection wiU not increase, unless you are filled with hatred.

Save with anguish of heart the hand of his desire did not reach the snare of her

locks, nor did the rose of his wishes blossom in the garden of her face, without

the misery of the thorn of affliction.

s Literally, "^fieartf ': " or possibly the words in the text may he taken as of Arabic origin, and

be construed "looking and speaking amorously."

3 Literally, "stages."
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I am a slave of a face, which should not be seen,

Enamoured of ringlets, which must not be pulled.

One night a Thief went to their house. By chance the Merchant was asleep,
while the Woman was awake. Being apprised of the Thief's arrival, she was
frightened, and firmly embraced her husband, who, awaking from his sleep, and
finding his charmer in his arms, from excess of joy, cried aloud, saying

:

Surely my fortune is awake, since that face of which, even in my dreams,
I had no hopes, comes before my open eyes.

" What kindness is this manifested from the curtain of obscurity, and by what
service have I become worthy of this favour 1

"

Wlience arises this affection, which you used not to possess 1

When he looked closely, seeing the Thief, he exclaimed :
" 0 valiant man of

auspicious footsteps
! take away whatever you like of my property, and bear it

off, for, by the blessing of your footsteps, this cruel, faitliless one has become
kind and loving towards me."

" The moral of this story is, that there are some circumstances, by the witness-
ing of which any one would consider nought but forgiveness and consideration
suitable for an enemy; of these is the state of this Crow."

Be merciful when you see my condition, for it is a case for pity.

The King inquired of a third Minister, " What decree does your opinion pass in
this matter 1 " He said :

" It is best that the King should not strip him of the
garments of life

;
nay, more, he should clothe him in the robes of sec^arity, and

not withhold the indications of patronage and favour, so that, in return for that,
considering the service of the King as an invaluable prize, he should open the
doors pf counsel and sincerity. Again, wise men labour to draw aside a number
of their enemies, and casting the stone of discord in their midst, by every strata-
gem they know, make two parties appear, since difference of opinion amongst
foes is the cause of ease of heart, and settlement of affairs with friends : just^'as
the dispute between the Thief and the Demon was the cause of comfort to the
Devotee. The King inquired of him, " How was that 1

"

STOEY IX.

He said: It has been related, that a Devotee of pure disposition, abstinent, and
mnocent-mmded, had made his ceU in one of the outskirts of Baghdad, and used
to pass his morning and evening in worshipping the Omniscient King, " Alay Ms
name he magnified:' Since his skirt was cleaned of the dust of worldly consider-
ations, and he had read the inscription of insincerity and faithlessness on the
face of the book of the world, and knew that the draught of joy is not possible
without the sting of adversity, nor the coin of the storehouse of riches pro-
curable without the grief of the burden of adversity—

,
There is not in this garden a single rose without a thorn,
Nor are its tulips without the mark of blemish.
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The flashing sword strikes you, you say it is the sun
;

It pales your face, you say it is gold ^—

he drew his head withm the collar of repose, in the cell of contentment and

was satisfied with the aUowance consigned to him from the Invisible World.

We practised ^ contentment and submission,

And were satisfied with whatever we received from friends.

In short, one of his sincere disciples, being apprised of the Devotee's poverty

and want brought to the holy man's cell, by way of a gift, and as a means of

"pplrt ayoung fat Buffalo, from the delicious milk of which the palate of

Deire became moist and sweet. A Thief witnessing this proceeding,^ the crav-

inc^s of his appetite were aroused, and he set out towards the Devotee s ceU.
_

A

i^mon, too, m the appearance of a man accompanied him :
the Thief inquired,

" ko are ^ou, and where go you^' He replied : "I am a Demon, who have

taken this form, and assumed this appearance, and am going to the ceU of ttie

Devotee; since most men of this kingdom, by the blessing of his instruction,

have pursued the way of repentance and conversion, while the market of my

temptation has become duU, I am anxious to find an opportunity o l^nng liim

to destruction. My condition is such as you have heard; now tell who aie

you and what is your business f The Thief replied :
" I am by profession a

knaVe, and night and day am thinking how I can seize some \V^^V^^^J'

and place the scar of misery on his heart: I am now proceeding to rob the

Devotee of a fat Buffalo which he possesses, and consume it by way ot my

subsistence." The Demon said :

0 soul of the world ! you are our friend.

"Thank God! the thread of kinship is strengthened between us, and it is a

sufficient bond of friendship that the object of both of.^^ ^^J^™
f^.

Accordingly they set out on the road. At night they arrived at the ceU of the

Devotee, Avho had finished his portion of worship, and sitting upon the edge of

the prater carpet, had so faUen asleep. The Thief thought, "If the Demon

intends to kiU hun, it may be that, awakening, he wHl cry out, and other persons

near to him will be aroused: on this supposition it would be impossible to

carry off the Bull." The Demon, too, feU tliinking, "If the Thief drives out

the Bull from the house, certainly the door must be opened, it is possible that

the Devotee, through the noise of the door, may awake from his sleep and

his destruction be deferred." Accordingly he said to the Thief
:
" Halt, and give

me time to kill the Devotee; do you then steal the Bull." The Thief exclamied :

" Hold, till I carry ofi' the Bull, then you kiU the man." This dispute contmued

between them, till at length the words of each led to strife. The Thief out

of vexation cried out to the Devotee, "Here is a Demon anxious to kiU you;

the Demon, too, screamed aloud, "Here is a Thief desirous of carrying away your

Bull " The Devotee, being awakened by their quarrel, raised a cry, and the

neighbours coming in they both fled; so the Devotee's life and property, by

reason of the dispute of these rivals, remained safe and sound.

1 It is impossible to render tliese lines satisfactorily, owing to the double meaning which in the

original sZe of the words possess. The purport I take to be, that we are so enamoured of the

worid as to make plausible excuses for all the calamities which happen therein.

2 in the Persian text is a misprint for ^Jo

.
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When disputes occur in the enemy's army,

What need to unsheathe the sword?

When the third Minister had finished his speech, the first Minister was con-
founded, and said :

" I see that this Crow has beguUed you with his deceits and
treachery ; beware ! wake from the sleep of neglect, and drawing the cotton of
conceit from the ear of your understanding, deem it incumbent wortMly to

reflect on the termination of this matter, for wise men, particularly as regards
protecting themselves from the wiles of an enemy, rear the edifice of their pro-

ceedings upon the rules of expediency, and do not turn aside, owing to the false

speeches, or inconclusive words of such
;
while, on the other hand, the incautious,

paying no heed to this point, after but little blandishment, become courteous, and
forgetting former hatred, and hereditary animosity, are pleased to set their hearts
on reconciliation, not perceiving that though an enemy appears in a thousand
shapes, the rust ^ of animosity will still remain upon the tablets of his heart.

I said to thy black ringlets, they will not again enthrall

:

Years went by in just the same manner and way as used to be.

" More strange it is that, through ignorance, an edging ^ of Basrah in your eyes
appears a wonderful thing from Baghdad, and a glass bead in your sight seems a
royal pearl. Your case is similar to that of that Carpenter, who was deceived
with the speech of his wicked wife." The King said, " How was that %"

STOEY X.

He said : It has been related, that in the city of Sarandi'p there was a Carpenter,
foolish to the utmost degree, who had a most beautiful and elegant wife, with
eyes like a deer, who with a glance captured the raging lion, and with her
tricky, fox-like looks made the wits of the world sleep carelessly like ^ Hares.

In appearance heart-deceiving and soul-ensnaring,

A fairy-faced, lover-enchanting idol.

At her ringlets the hyacinths writhed.

Through envy of her cheeks roses melted to water.

The Carpenter was enamoured of her, and would not rest a moment without see-

ing her. The woman of necessity behaved kindly to him, but at the banquet of
love she drank the cup of Desire with other companions. In their neighbourhood
there was a young man, in stature like a cypress, growing in the expanse of the
living Spirit, and in appearance resembling a fresh rose, with its cheeks washed
in the water of Life.

Cheeks such as could not be made from the sun or moon,
Beard such as could not be formed from black musk.

The glance of the woman alighted on him, and his heart, too, was enchained with
love and affection for her. The matter between them from correspondence ended
in secret visits, and letters and messages led to constant delight, and meetings at
both morn and eve. A body of envious persons, the idea of the intimacy of

1 See note 2, page 51.

2 I have adopted Eastwick's suggestion tliat JJo should he j\Jo .

3 See note 1, page 255.
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I was never envious of his station or wealth,

But only that he had the company of a sweetheart—

endure the crucible of heart-consuming separation.

\..r wnv nf ceremonv made profession of attachment, and

paring the provisions, started her husband jonrnj
^^^^^^^^

her lover.

Come to the garden, for the roses are in blossom and not a thorn remains.

TT.. T nvpr eno-ao'ed • "When a watch of the night has passed, expect the nsmg

L the mow ^^^^ The woman was delighted with the promise, and

made ready the materials for entertainment.

0 what happy fortune ! if for one night that Moon

Were to alight at my unfurnished ceU.

n^i.o r^rr^PTiter unexpectedly returned to the house by a secret way. By chance

M—ntf, plnnaiad the oMel, of the yo^g nWs »,sdon,

and understanding.

Two toying, wisdom-ensnaring idols.

From head to foot entirely comely and beautiful.

The cheek of this one was like a candle for the chamber :

The lips of that one a dainty for the worshipper of wme.

The hapless Carpenter waited till they became disposed to retire
Jo

the bed-

amtr He then ^ently went under the couch, so as to observe what went on
chamber -tie then

J ^^^^ j^i, feet : perceivmg that the
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and what is the use of such a request?" The young man, in fear of soul,
importuned her, and took her hand. The woman said :

" I am speaking truly'.

These kind of misfortunes happen to women, either through carelessness and
negligence, or by reason of sport and desire, and they select every kind of friend,
and pay no regard to their ancestry or lineage, nor consider their bad disposi-
tion and unacceptable manners, and when their sensual wants are gratified, and
their carnal desires begin to lessen, they hold such persons as strangers in their
estimation.

They desert their companion and lover,

Not a thought of their friendship remains.

But the husbands are in the place of the souls in their breasts, and like the
light of their eyes.

There is escape from life, but no avoiding them.

" May she never enjoy being, youth, food, or existence who does not esteem her
husband a thousand times more than her own precious soul, and who does not
wish for the capital of life, with view of easing his condition, and procuring him
peace in the next "World, and tliroughout Eternity."

May my hopes be ruined if I exist without you

!

May my life be blighted if it be not at your disposal

!

When the Carpenter heard this discourse, pity and compassion overspread his
heart, and tenderness and sympathy overpowered him. He said :

" It wellnigh
happened that I acted wrongly in the matter of this woman, and, in the sight of
God,^ I should have been culpable and guilty ; at any rate, what was this evil
suspicion that I had in regard to her, while the poor woman herself is miserable
through grieving after me, and overwhelmed with love for me 1 Now, in the
practice of affection and the way of friendship, if with all the love and liking
that she has for me, she commit a fault, no great weight must be attached
thereto, nor must much importance be imputed to the like of those practices
which she has followed, since no creature can be free from negligence or error.

Wliere is the person whose skirt is not defiled 1

" I have foolishly brought all this grief upon myself, and cast myself into so much
misery. My best course is now not to make the burden of love ii'ksome to them,
nor scatter her reputation before strangers in the mire of disgrace, since she
acts thus by way of sport and want of thought, not designedly and deliberately.
I must regard her merits and shut my eyes to her faidts."

If you possess one virtue, coupled with seventy faults,

A friend would see but that one virtue.

Accordingly, he remained silent under the bed, in the self-same spot, and did
not draw a breath tiU they had finished their loves, and the ensign of dark
Night had dropped its head.

When the Devotee of Day jumped up from the shade of Night,
The world-adorning Morn breathed forth from the skies.

The stranger retired, and the woman herself made as though she were asleep
on the top -of the bed. The Carpenter slowly crept from under the couch, and
gently and humbly sat on the top thereof, and with the sleeve of Kindness clearin<^
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the head of the piUow, jumped up and said

:

" The morn of happiness appeared, for my friend has returned :

A th«<i thaX, for this dear companion has come hack.

She then inquired, " ^Hen^id^u a.i^^^^^
tinie when that s^^^^^^^

hut since I knew ^i^at iiecess y
.gcoffnise your kindness as concerns my

and did not disturb him,
f;^;! ,,,y case, confident that you

affairs, and am aware of your friendliness as le ai s j ,

_

desire life on account of my society,

^f.^f^^^^l^^^^^ he from

^^SeX^orll^^^^
-ward^

you. Thank God ! things did not turn out as I expected.

Wliat we fancied was wrong.

The woman, too, uttered words mingled with deceit and anger ^^egin^m^^^^^

In hoth sid;s, the hand of Peace was brought round the neck of Delight.

Carpenter, loosing the tongue of apology, spoke to this effect

.

" May your offence, in the sight of God be nought

!

I am pleased with you, and may the Almighty be so too.

"I have adduced this story that, like the Carpenter, who dece^e^^^^^^^^

^^^^^^^

the perfume of blood.

One should not be deceived with the words of an evil-designing enemy.

Whoever acts thus will in the end regret it.

"-Fverv enemv who, owing to length of distance, cannot carry out his design

of unerring J^^e.
^iU never la

_ f^end ! to what purpose is

In Zuence^^^^^^^ the result of aU these meaningl^s prefatory

all this eloquence, ana
.„„„.],er ^ At anv rate, what connection has this

KvLgeivhich possesses your tort to rendored ploasaiiUasted 01 the pdato
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of your hopes the bitter potion of this cruelty. ' Many persons there have been,
who with the view of destroying their enemies, have agreed to sacrifice them-
selves, and who, to render a service to their benefactor, so that the name of
gratitude and loyalty may be left on the scroll of fortune, have cast themselves
into the vortex of annihilation, just as that Ape who gave himself up to be
killed, so as to avenge his friends." The King of the Owls inquired, "How
was that 1

"

STOEY XI.

He said : It has been related that a troop of Apes had their abode in an island,
wherein were many fruits, both fresh and dry, while the water and climate thereof
suited their constitution completely. One day a body of the grandees of that
tribe were sitting under the shade of a tree, and chattering on every subject. At
one time, hke a pistachio, with smiling lips, they told stories of the impervious
filbert-nut

; at another, their eyes, like a moist almond, would not open, save
to contemplate the beauty of the dry fig. AH at once a Bear passed by them,
and was extremely troubled in his mind at their composure. He said to
himself

:
" Is it right that I should perpetually live miserable in the midst of

stony mountains, and with a hundred thousand troubles obtain the tip of a thorn,
or the root of some grass, while these Apes in such delightful spots and pleasant
abodes eat fresh and moist fruits, and pasture on the surface of turf softer than
delicate silk ?

"

My rivals, like roses, blossom in the spring of her society.

Why should I, in the autumn of separation, remain without leaf or sustenance ?

Thereupon he determined to go in the midst of that troop, and with the axe of
oppression turn upside down the basis of their rest. The Apes joining in
battle, upwards of a thousand of them collected together, and made an attack,
and confounding the Bear with the blow, wounded him. As regards the
poor crude-natured beast, ere ever he had tasted of the shrub of Desire, the
fruit of his ambition, the tree of his Delight withered away, and ere the cell

of his nature was radiated with the light of the taper of tranquillity, the lamp
of his strength died out.

Not a draught from the cup of delight has reached my lips.

The hand of violence has dashed the goblet of my desire against a stone.

In short, the Bear with the utmost eagerness jumped up from midst the Apes,
and betaking himself to the hills joined in cries and clamour. A great body of
his race having come forth, saw him in that condition and inquhed of him the
particulars of his battle, and details of his rebuff and defeat. The Bear repeated
what had occurred, saying :

" 0 the disgrace ! that a powerful Bear must undergo
this shame at the hands of weak Apes ; never in former days did such a state of
things occur to our ancestors;^ and this evil reputation will cleave to our race till

the Day of Judgment. It is best for you to join hands and league together, so
that with one night attack, we may turn the day of their life into the night of
death, and with the dust of violence darken the eyes of their hope."

1 Literally, "fathers and grandfathers."
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Tf there be security from the revolution of the skies,

We wm require oJr revenge from the ev.-drsposed one.

We wiU so wound their head m battle

That our name will remain till the last day.

cries of opposition and strife.

Battle is like an ant, and we are dragons

Where is there escape from our clutches '

'Tis ours to raise the standard of war.

The enemy will lose his head and throne.

They then arranged that they ^'^^.'^^T^^^tZ^,
kindling the fire f T'ofirAp s' 5 ATthe time when the golden-

cast fire amongst the harvest of f^J;?^/ the Spheres to the fountain,^

the region of the North Pole—

When the shining sun turns its back.

The air darkens, and the ground becomes rough-

all of a sudden the Bears of t.at—
^^^^^^^^ oTSf"nd

of the Apes, whose King by ^l-;;-'^^^!*^'
™,e,ing Ll ^

ofaS from a^n enemy, were aU of

them' resting in their homes ;
when all at once,

there the foot of P^'f^'r^/f'^nndeTOe iniury, their chief; stretching

dtoywSch the Apes irr lapse of time had stored up.

O God 1 0 God ! what was amassed has been squandered.

raJK'll'SL^Sa^r^^^^^^^
When the army of dawn raised the standard

The world drew the pen through the letter of night-

„ +h^=i estate of things, set out towards the island,

the King of the Apes t"^aware of this state o thi g
^^^^ ^^^^

On the way a body of
^^^^^^^Y; . WinTar^^^^ beo-an to demand justice,

^idst of the whirlpool o —^^i^ce oT l^^^^^^ commenced biting

The King, being ^VW^'^if^y^^'^^^ said :
" Alas that my hered-

the finger of perplexity with the teeth of regret, ana saiu

1 Literally,
" to Chashmah-i-Sar " (a celebrated fountain in Kohistan).

2 UT in the Persian text is a misprint for jlc I .

j

3£ it also he rendered " who has ^.-dered, whc>—
^ See note 1, page 12.
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itary kingdom should have slipped from the grasp of my possession, and alack
that my well-filled store has fallen into the hands of the enemy ! At length
adverse Fate has poured down the dust of adversity upon my brow, and at this
last, fickle unstable Fortune has turned her face."

No one ever saw plenty or riches in the Flower Garden of the World
;

JSTo^ one ever beheld the face of Prosperity tinted with fidelity.

It is not wise to rely upon the World—the city of deceit

—

Since no one ever saw a palace of adversity more full of trouble.

Others, too, who attended the King's army, beginning to be disturbed, each one
laid his complaint respecting his property, possessions, wife and family

;
amongst

^
them was one named Maimiin,i adorned with excellent wisdom, and distinguished
from the rest by abundant intelligence, for which reason they paid him the
utmost respect, both King and subjects deriving aid from his auspicious counsel.

By his enlightened soul and pure mind,
With true deliberation, he subdued kingdoms.
Saturn was his pupil in penetration.

Mercury his apprentice in the use of the pen.

Maimiin, when he saw the King perplexed and others overwhehned, opened the
tongue of advice saying :

In misfortune be not impatient, for hence

^. Arise two evils—give ear to what I say :

First of all, friends are saddened
;

Secondly, enemies are delighted.

" To be impatient in misfortunes deprives a person of eternal reward, and makes
him celebrated for want of self-restraint and rashness: in the hke of this
calamity there are but two things, which are of any avail : 1st, To display
patience and increased resignation and constancy, for the tree of restraint will
bear the fruit of desire, and according to the saying, 'Patience is the Ttey of
joij,' to be long-sufi'ering is the key of the doors of escape.

Patience is the key of the door of the storehouse of desii-e.

The person who opens the closed door is resignation
;

As regards the mirror of the bosom of the hapless.
It is long-suffering which removes the dust of oppression.

''2d, To make use of sound judgment and accurate dehberation, since when the
lightning of a man of wisdom's intelligent mind flashes in the night of calamity,
it can completely efface the darkness of cruelty from the pages of the condition
of the iU-treated oppressed, and in one night of thought accompUsh the matters
of a thousand years."

With the salve of sound dehberation and honest judgment.
The wound of a heart torn in a hundred pieces can be cured.

The King of the Apes was consoled at the words of Maimiin, and inquired,
" How can this matter be remedied ? " Maimiin, seeking a private interview,'
exclaimed

:
" 0 King ! my children and relations have been slaia at the hands

of this tyrannical band, and without the sight of them there wUl be no pleasure
in life to ,me, nor dehght ui existence.

Fortunate.
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•11 1.P that the chattels of life will fall mto
" Since the end of the husmess will be that the c

^^^^^^

the whirlpool of
^--^^^f'^^'l:^^^^^

plam of the

myself from the straits of worldly ^PP^
^^^'^^^^^^^^ revenge for my friends and

Eternal regions; and staking
"^^Zie^ll^^^^^^^ ^

" 0 Maimiin !

beloved ones from those
^^^^'^''^Z 'JS.'l^^

Maim.n said :
" 0 King, in tHs^^Ijt^^^"^^

annihilation he chosen m Pf-^XctranH^y have laid their faces in the

was the sight of the
[^^X'l^^e ^^^^^^ ^-^^ "^'^ fwomb of the earth, and ^l^e Pjeasnre oi my

^ ^^^^ ^^^^

templation of my family and ^msmen f; ^^^p.^y

scattered with the tempest of
^^^'^^^^^^^l'\J^^^^ plunder of the

J 4-1 . anrl \vhpn with friends he sits at

When in the midst of desire you bring the hand of hope,

Call to mind the time of our society.

The King said: " How^U ycm^^H—^^
amongst the entrances oi^^^f^^^^^^Ze ^hera in the desert of Marddzmai^

arranged a device by which I
J^J^^^^^^^ idea will not deviate from

with the flame of the Samiim
:

P^^^^^^^ ^ to decree, that they should

the highway of what is right I^^^^^P™ ^ h,^a and feet respectively,

xoot out my ears with
f-^/f^^^^^f^fX^^^^^ was our abode while

should at night cast me into a corner 01
vanquished, should disperse

the King with his attendants and l^,s body
j^^^e elapsed. On

throughout the sides and
ff^^.^^ .^^^^^me and remain at rest in their own

the mornmg of the third day
^^^"^J^^^^^

'^^^ that will any calamity

abode, since there will be Jr^o^^'^l^^^^'l^ ^"^...dance with the opinion o

arise from the like of them
Jj^^ break his ribs, and cast

Maimdn, commanded ^^Z^^^^ own army, he sat watching

-L^iSi litH= b^e:

2 Scorching blast.

1 Mmi testing.
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morn, came forth for a roam, and heard that piteous noise. Following the sound,
he saw Maimiin in that plight : though he was himself hard-hearted, he pitied

him, and notwithstanding his stony disposition, compassion filled his soul.

Busying himself inquiring into Maimun's case, and investigating his predicament,
he sought an explanation of the matter. Maimdn, cleverly perceiving that he
was the King of that race, commenced to praise him. After performing the
rights of homage, which befits the condition of Kings, he said

:

My earthly frame, with eyes and heart, is in fire and water :
^

See with thine eyes, and pity me in your heart, for the case is desperate.

" 0 King ! I am the Minister of the King of the Apes, with whom I went out
hunting. On the night of the attack I was not in the battle-field. Next day
the vanquished having arrived, I gathered tidings of the King's descent on this

country. The Monarch of the Apes, tlirough the confidence which he had in

my deliberation, requested a remedy for this matter, Avhile I, by reason of my
loyalty, indicated to him your Majesty's service, and said :

' The true plan is for

lis to bind the loins of servitude, and pass the rest of our lives as servants in

attending the King, under the shadow of whose prosperity, we can live at rest

with home and provisions, free from the adversities of time.'

Under the protection of the fortune of the pious.

MHioever is wise seeks his way.

When you come into a garden of roses, you bear off the rose

;

If you pass towards a flower-garden, you carry away the hyacinth.

" The King was amazed at my speech, and uttered a variety of improper words
as regards the multitude who dwell in this forest. When a second time I

tried to restrain him, he ordered them to inflict all this torture on me, and com-
manded, ' Since he is loyal to their King and army, it is best to cast him near
that island of theirs, so that I may see what kind of protection they will afi'ord

him.' They brought me here, and have requited my previous service with heart-

rending consequences." Thus he spoke, and wept so with pain, that drops of

tears began to trickle from the King of the Bears' shameless eyes.

If I lament, the stone would become a heart of blood

;

If I cry, the eyes would become like Jaihun.^

The King said, " Where are now the Apes % " He replied :
" There is a desert

called Mardazmaf, where they have sought refuge. On every side they are col-

lecting an army, and any hour, with bloodthirsty troops and a pitiless victorious

band, they may make an attack." The King of the Bears was startled, and
said :

" 0 ]\Iaimun ! what is to be done 1 God forbid that any misfortune

should occur at their hands to my host !
" Maimdn said :

" The King must be
composed in this respect; and had I feet I would unexpectedly lead a body
against them, and bring destruction on the fortunes of those ungrateful traitors."

The King replied :
" I know you are AveU acquainted with their abode. Now, if

you can lead us against them, you will place the necklace of obligation round
the neck of the circumstances of this body ; and since, too, they have injured

you, by revenge you will obtain your own desire." Maimiin said :
" How can

I do it, since it is impossible for me to journey, and impracticable to move
with these hands and feet ] " The King said :

" I know a remedy for this plight,

1 That is, my frame is overwhelmed with anguish.
- A river. The meaning is simply, the eyes would be filled with tears.
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loner" Accordingly lie cried out to

and by an arrangement I ^ ^^^^J'^^^^^^^^ of the court, to come nigh

;

the leaders of the army, and the chiet coun

and having explained to them the ^ta*

c^^^^^^^

night we wiU attack the
,pon the hack of a Bear, they

pared the implements of war iym^
^^^^ ^.^ ^^^^ ^^.^.hed

L out on their
^-^^^Jf, "^^rtTis was a sultry, waterless waste, m

the edge of the desert Mardazmai. i^u
dryness, were burnt up;

the expanse of which the spring ^^-^^ tte dang-s of that desolate spot,

and the swift messenger of the Moo^,
^^^^^ ^ ^^^^ to

lost its way in the Heavens ^o Id-trave^^^^^^^

I„,agimtion did not know

emerge from the straits thereof,
lf^;^^'Zi to blow in that desert, such

fatal spot.

An extensive desert, full of dangers.

At every step therein were a hundred perils.

Its atmosphere was fire, and flames were air
; , ,

Its soil was stone, its stone a magnet.

Maim.n said :
" M^e hast.^J^^^^^ l^^^^r^

veil from the face of the affairs of *]^^™^
than the Turkish"^ clad

their entire body from ^^^^V^l^ Hm mL the banners of the pomp o

King shall raise his fl'i-'l^.°^f^\r°Vhe Bears with the utmost eagerness, set

thes^ unlucky ones hang listles.

own 'f^et traversed the plain of Pate

their steps in tbat desert, and with the^ ow
^ ^^^^^ ^p^^

and the region of destruction. The ^un arose
^^^^^ ^^^^^ ,,ith false-

appeared. Maimiin, however, hastened to P™°^^^;^
^-^^^ ^,„iith of its

h'oods and frauds, tiU the

f^^J^ iZt:..e of the taper of the sun

rays the sides and -g^^^/. into the air was burnt up like

The soul became so inflamed with heat
^^^^^^^ .

Had raised another Infernal region m the earth.

The heat of the sun coming forth, ^^^^
fiery Samiim, beginning to blow was

J^^^'^^ f^^, this, through dread of

Kin'g turned towards Mainnin, (saying)
^^^^^^^^^^ ^^1,,^ is this which, like

.hich our hearts ^^^-^ J;-^^^^^^^^
and quickly r' Maimiin

a flame of fire, is rushing towards us com
^

J
^^^^ ^^^^^^

replied:
" 0 heart-rending tyran ! thi - t

^^^^ ^

coming is the ^^^^^^^^^
,^'tVone and now that the Samiim is coming it

thousand souls
y^-^-^^l^^^f̂ ^^lll le consumed with the fire of injustice,

wiU burn you all to ashes, and you wUi d
^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^^^

1 That is, the Sun.
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host of the King and his army, and not one of them came forth from that

desert. The third day, as had been arranged, the King of the Apes, together
with his army, having come to the island, found the forest deserted, and the
kingdom freed from the annoyance of rivals.

The evening of adversity passed away, and the morn of victory appeared

;

The autumn of grief vanished, and the spring of joy arrived.

" I have adduced this story, that the King may know that the malignant, by
way of revenge, renounce their lives, and place no value thereon, in order to

bring pleasure to their friends. ISTow I recognise the designs of Karshinas from
these treacherous speeches, and perceive a similar case to that very one just men-
tioned. Previous to this I have tried the Crows, and perceived the measure of

their foresight and intelligence, and the extent of their deceit and stratagem

;

and when I saw Karshinas in this condition, I was sure that their opinions and
views were allied to what is right, and their wisdom and ability greater than was
supposed,

I had heard as to your magnanimity,

When I saw you it was a thousand times greater.

" It is expedient, that before he gives us a supper, we should make him eat a
breakfast, and ere he begins to spill our blood, we should give the order for his

death." The King of the Owls, when he heard this discourse, frowned, and
said :

" Wliat is this harshness and want of compassion ? tlirough loyalty to us
a variety of afflictions and tortures have befallen this poor man, and we, too, are

about to punish and kill him, and once more to leave an afflicted mortal in the
crucible of trial : have you not heard that it has been said

—

' Gladden the hearts of the. distressed.

And remember the night of affliction ' 1

"

Accordingly he commanded that, having borne off that Crow with honour and
respect, they should bring him along with himself. The Minister said :

" 0
King ! since you have paid no heed to my words, and turned away the face of

acceptance from my suggestions, which are the essence of wisdom, and the germ
of expediency, at any rate pass your life ^ with him as it were amongst enemies,

nor for an instant be secure from his treachery and deceit, for his arrival is for

nought but the ruin of the affairs of the Owls, and the benefit of the condition of

the Crows." The King refused to listen to this advice, and despised the

words of that incomparable companion. The Crow lived in the King's service

with the greatest honour, and omitted nothing of the dues of servitude, or the
rights of attendance

;
delighting in some way or other each of the King's coun-

sellors and associates, he caused them to be united to him
;
consequently every day

his dignity waxed higher, and he found out more and more the Avay to the heart of

the King and his servants, till he reached such a pitch as to become the object

of trust, and the confidant of secrets ; and when the perfection of his sincerity,

and the abundance of his integrity were manifest, he became the counsellor of
the kingdom, and the pivot of the State. In the commencement of affahs they
used to take counsel with him, and carried out various important matters accord-
ing to his judgment and deliberation. One day in the public assembly, and in
a full meeting, he said to high and low :

" The King of the Crows injured me

1
(_^\> Jj^ in the Persian text is a misprint for j_^^Jj^ •
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without a cause and punished me, when innocent ;
until I vent my spite

against him, and boldly show my superiority over hun, in what way
_

can i

get ease and repose, or how be inchned for sleep and food? to obtain this

wish, and carry out this intention, I have reflected much, and for a lengthened

period passed my time in thought and deliberation: the upshot of the matter

is, that I perceive of a certainty that so long as I am m appearance a Crow

and have that shape, I cannot obtain my desire, nor fuM my object. Now i

have heard from men of wisdom, that when a wretched persecuted person under-

goes pain at the hands of an unjust tyrant, and experiencing anguish from a

rutliless oppressor, sets his heart upon death, and consumes himself with hre

everv prayer which he utters in that condition wiU meet with acceptance :
should

the judgment of the King see fit, let him command me to be burnt
;
perhaps at

the moment that the heat of the flame reaches me, I wHl ask of God, may his

name be glorified, to turn me into an Owl, may be that by such means I shall

cain the ascendancy over that tyrant, and weak my vengeance on him. JNow

there was present in the multitude that Owl, who had striven to bring death

upon Karsliinas : he said :

' Are you not impudent like the narcissus, or black-hearted like the tulip %

At any rate be not like the lily, two-faced and ten-tongued.'

The King inquired, " What do you say relative to this speech 1
" The Minister

replied: "This, too, is another deceit, which he has invented, and a fraud tainted

with the colour of hypocrisy.

From head to foot he is a mass of hypocrisy and fraud.

And by his wiles the poor are confounded.

" If his impure person, and base frame were many times burnt, and the ashes

thereof made into clay with the water of the fountain of Paradise, and the

potion of purity, yet his foul disposition and detestable nature would not a ter,

and the malevolence of his mind, and the perverseness of his faith, would neither

become cleansed with water, nor burnt out with lire.

Hope not for good from a bad disposition,
^

For rust will not become white through washing.

"Even on the impossible supposition that his ignoble person were to become

a peacock, or, for example, were his base disposition to be clad m the garb of a

phoenix none the less would he yearn for the society and affection of the_ Crows

Just as that Mouse, notwithstanding it obtained the form of a human being, yet

reverted to its original natm'e, and would not associate with the world-adorning

Sun, the bountiful Clouds, the delicious Ereeze, or the firm-fixed Mountain.

The King inquired, " How was that %
"

STORY XII.

He said • It has been related that a Devotee, whose prayers were answered

was sitting on the brink of a rivulet, and with the water of contentment had

washed his hands of the contamination of worldly considerations. A Kite

flymg along arrived there, and a young Mouse dropped from his beak on the

around in front of the Devotee, who had compassion on it, and carrying it oft

wrapped it in his mantle, desirous to take it with him to his home; again he
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thought " I must not do so, since the people of the house may be worried
by it, and suffer injury." He prayed that the Most High God might be pleased
to make it become a Girl. The arrow of the Devotee's supplication reached
the target of acceptance, and the Tire-woman of Divine Power arrayed it as a

Girl, beautiful in appearance, and upright in stature, bright-faced and with
distracting hair : such that the sun of her cheeks kmdled the flame of jealousy

in the harvest of the moon, and her musky locks produced anguish from the

heart of black night.

Such is she in stature that she could taunt the cypress,

And such she is that she would have drawn the inscription of ruin ^ against

the moon.

The Devotee, looking, saw a form created by the mere grace (of God) and
found a Girl nurtured by His simple favour ; he made her over to one of his

disciples to love her as his own children. The disciple respecting the wishes
of the Devotee, looked after the Girl, with the utmost diligence. In a little

time the Damsel reached years of discretion. The Devotee said :
" 0 beloved

one ! you have grown up, and there is no help but to unite your pure nature

with another pearl in the thread of matrimony ; I have left this matter to your
own good pleasure ; whomsoever amongst men or fairies, nay, more, from the

highest beings to the lowest creatures, you may select, I will bestow you on him."
The Girl replied :

" I desire a husband powerful and strong, endowed with mani-
fold might and majesty, and standing alone in a lofty rank, and exalted station

as regards his greatness." The Devotee said :
" By the description which you

state the Sun would be such an one." The Girl rejoined : "Yes, I know that he
is conquered by none, and will overcome all that is under the firmament

:

plight me to him."

Next day when the Monarch of the West,

Issued forth through this azure dome.

Time once more opened the doors of brilliance,

Again the world commenced to sport.

At morn, when according to the decree of the ' Creator of the morning ' the

Sun rose from the horizon of the east, the Devotee recounted to him the state of

the case, saying :
" This damsel is extremely beautiful and of acceptable disposi-

tion ; I am anxious that she should be under your control, since she has desired

of me a mighty and powerful husband." The Sun, on hearing these words,

waxing warm, replied :
" I will indicate to you a more powerful being than

myself, that is a Cloud, which hides my light, and deprives the inliabitants of

the world of the beauty of my radiance."

The Sun, in spite of its altitude.

Is hidden by an insignificant Cloud.

The Devotee came to the Cloud, and repeated the same story as before ; the

Cloud blushing from shame at this speech said :
" If you select me on account of

my power and might, the Wind is superior to me, for he draws me from whatever

quarter he wishes, and bears me along with him in whatever direction he chooses."

The Devotee keeping this point in view, went to the Wind, and repeated an accoimt

of what had occurred. The Wind writhed with shame, and said :
" AVliat power

' Literally, "a fine."
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and might can I possess 1 absolute strength is contained in a Mountain, for he has

drawn the foot of patience Avithin the skirt of majesty, and like the ITorth Star

rests on his own axis, while I have no greater effect thereon than a gentle voice

in the ears of one deaf from his birth, or than the tread of a tmy ant's feet on

the surface of a solid rock."

If the wind sets the Clouds in motion,

Yet when they reach the Mountain they are dispersed.

The Devotee approached the Mountain, and recited the scroU of his affairs. The

Mountain cried out :
" 0 Devotee ! the might or strength of a Mouse is more

than that of mine, since he riddles my sides with holes, and makes his home m
my soul; my bosom in a thousand places is torn with his heartrending wounds,

nor do I in any way know a remedy to keep him off" The Damsel exclaimed :

" He says truly a Mouse is superior to him, and therefore a fitting husband for

me." The Devotee then offered her to a Mouse, who, by reason of the consan-

o-uinity in which the end of the thread of the girl's nature terminated, took a

fancy in his heart for her. He replied :
" I, too, have for a long time been desirous

of a sweetheart, who should be the companion of my fortune, but it is necessary

that my partner should be one of my own race." The Damsel said :
" This is

easy. Let the Devotee pray that I may become a Mouse, and I will embrace you

with the hand of delight." The Devotee, perceiving that on both sides there

was a genuine deske, raised his palms in supplication, and sought from the Most

High God, that He would turn her into a Mouse. The Devotee's intercession

was immediately honoured with acceptance, and the indication, ' Everything re-

turns towards its own original; being evidenced, the Gh:l became a Mouse, Avhile

the Devotee gave her over to the other Mouse, and departed.

My soul ! everything will revert to its original condition

;

We ourselves, since we are dust, must at length return to earth.

" Now the moral of this story is, that whatever is prompted by a natural dis-

position, however much other events may have diverted it from such condition,

ultimately will revert to that its original state. An eloquent sage, in strings

of verse, has proclaimed this very point in these beautiful terms and sweet

strains

:

' The tree which is of a bitter nature,

Were you to give it a place in the garden of Paradise,

And if, at the time of watering it from the streams of Eternity,

You were to sprinkle on its roots honey, and pure nectar.

In the end its nature would come into play.

And it would produce just the same bitter fruit.'
"

The King of the Owls, as is the way of the unfortunate, paid no heed to these

counsels,''and, imputing the Minister's words to envy, did not regard the termina-

tion of the matter. Every day the Crow adduced to them some pleasant tale,

and each night some incomparable fiction, reciting strange stories and wonderful

proverbs, tiU, becoming a Privy Councillor, he gained complete acquaintance with

the details of the secrets and mysteries of their condition. Suddenly, watching

his opportunity, he turned his face from them, and went to the Crows whose

King, seeing him, with joyous wing began these words :

" 0 friends ! we may now attain the desire of our hearts.

Since ease of soul and repose of mind and spirit have been secured."
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Then King Pi'niz inquired :
" 0 Karsliinas ! what have you done ? " He

replied
:

" By the King's fortune I have performed what is befitting, and
accomplished my object. You must act, for it is the time for snatching revenge
and for seeing our enemies (in a state) according to the wishes of our friends""
The King said

:
" Eepeat the substance of your advice, so that, pursuing the

matter by the light of intelligence, whatever is needed in way of materials may
be made ready." Karshinas replied :

" In such a mountain is a cave, wherein
during the day the Owls revert and collect together, and in the neighbourhood, too,
many dry sticks are to be found. Let the King command the Crows to remove
a little thereof, and heap it at the door of the cave, while I will bring some fire
from^ the abode of some shepherds who have their home in that locality, and will,
cast it on the sticks

: then let the King issue an order to the Crows to set their
wings in motion, and raise up the fire. Every Owl who issues forth from the
cave will be burnt, and any who do not come out will die from smoke." The
King was pleased with this device, and carrying out the affair in the manner
which had seemed expedient to the Minister, they consumed all the Owls with
treachery, while a great victory befell the Crows, who all returned pleased and
delighted, and loosing the tongue of congratulation for such a grand triumph,
raised a cry of joy to the stars ^ above.

At length Fortune gratified the King's wish;
Fortune has fulfilled its promise of prosperity.

Every joy which was lost to us tlirough strife.

Fortune with one kind turn has decreed to us.

The King and army, under obligation to Karshinas for his excellent efforts, and
acceptable proceedings, displayed the most strenuous endeavours in strong marks
of honour and respect, and deemed it necessary and incumbent to eulogise and
praise him to the utmost excess, and with lavish profusion. He uttered prayers
for the King's welfare, and praised others according to their condition. In the
midst of aU this, the following proceeded from the King's tongue :

" The felicity
of your device, and the excellence of your judgment in exterminating and over-
throwing the enemy, and bringing joy and happiness to your friends, were pecu-
liarly remarkable." Karshinas replied :

" Whatever has occurred in this respect,
was owing to the splendour of the King's Fortune, and the auspiciousness of the
Sovereign's Fate. I saw traces of this victory on the very day that those unfor-
tunates displayed such designs, and allowed such kind of oppression towards the
helpless and weak, coveting possession of our hereditary kingdom, and ancient
country."

That black-minded wretch inflamed his eyes after your kingdom.
Till his face became pale, and the world darkened before him.

Once more the King inquired :
" How did you have patience for so long a time

in company with the Owls, and how did you manage to get along with those who
were of a contrary nature to yourself ? for I know that the pious have no power
to associate with the wicked, while the benevolent emphatically quit the sight of
the base. It has been said that it is better to live with a vile snake than
unwillingly to look upon a malevolent friend."

If through the bitterness of separation one should die with the poison of grief.
It is better than to be compelled to eat honey with an alien.

1 Literally, " to the star 'Ayyiik."
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Mrshinas replied: "It is as the King has said, and no grief is worse to a

person than associating with ahens.

The sight of an unsuitable friend is infernal torture.

"But a wise man, in view of his Lord's pleasure and ease of mind, will not

avo d troILs and meeting with the utmost joy every distress that arrses, ^^all

Te omp^^^^^^^^^^ nor wiU a high-minded man at every disappointment and diffi-

cultyTBrhimsd^^^^^^^ the region of grief, or the whirlpool of vexation Since

a rtal ev^ry matter, the termination of which is connected with victory and

succefs in the comn—ent thereof grief is to be undergone and disgrace

b'r, it WiU have no great effect, for no store can be found without trouble,

nor any rose plucked without the anguish of a thorn.

Complain not of affliction, for in the way of enterprise

He will not attain repose, who does not undergo trouble.

The Kin- said: "Repeat somewhat of the sagacity and learning of the Owls."

He rephe'd
" I did not see amongst them any clever man, save that one mdivi-

dua ^^ 0 suggested my death, while they considered his judgment weak, and

refuserto listen to his admonitions with the ear of acceptance; nor did they

eflTct to the extent of considerhig, that I alighted in their midst - a^^^^^^^^^

bavin- an honoured position amongst my own tribe, and being celebrated for

et^nlng Id^isdom ; and that I might God forbid !
beV^^^^

watchin- my opportunity for deceit. They neither recogni ed this of their o.m^

rSSidin'o, for paid'any heed to the woi^s of councillors. Ihey d^d not

conceal too their secrets from me : consequently, they saw what they saw and

befeU them. It has been said that it ^^^^^^^^^^
to guard their secrets with the utmost care, especially from fiiends who are

without hope, and from enemies filled Avith fear."

A friend who is without hope from you,

* Do not in any case make your confidant

;

Nor as regards an enemy, who is in dread of you.

Is it allowable to reveal to him your secrets.

The Kin- said : " It seems to me, that the cause of the destruction of the Owls

op res ion." Karsliinas rephed : "That is just it. Every kmg who

M ows tire way of tyiwiy, it will soon be that the basis of his go-rn-ent
;

overturned. Permanency of sovereignty coupled with impiety is possible, bu

w'trZlty and injustice it is out of the question. ' Monarcluj remam wUh

infidelity, hut with opj^ression it will not remam.

Banish oppression at a swoop,

Tor loss of life Avill overtake the tyrant.

When a sovereign follows wrong counsels.

Know for a certainty, that he acts wickedly towards himself.

" It has been said, that whoever does four actions must expect four things
:

who-

ever di plays cruety must make certain of his own death; whoever associat

vTth rL/y woiiJ should be prepared to ^^^^-S-^ " ^an?^
eating food, exhibits excessive avidity must anticipate being ill, and whoever
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relies upon worthless ministers of weak understanding must bid adieu to his
langdom._ It has passed into a saying amongst the wise, that six persons should
sever their desire from six things, and abandon hope of procuring them. 1stA tyrannical, cruel sovereign from stabdity of kingdom, and permanence of
government; 2d, A proud despot from the praise of mankind, or bein<.

aTm r
3d, Ill-tempered persons from having many friends^

4th, Malignant-faced, mannerless individuals from the rank of greatness : 5th The
miser from benevolence; 6th, The covetous from freedom from crime, 'since
avarice wiU drive a man to what is wrong, and wherever avidity and greediness
pitch the tent of residence, fidelity and rectitude remove thence thei? chattels,
l^ow, when the Ivmg of the Owls became very greedy and covetous to kiU and
exterminate the Crows, as a consequence he deviated from the road of moderationand equity, and was overwhelmed in the desert of disappointment, and the
expanse of contempt, and fell at length into the pit, which he had dug for the
overtlirow of others."

Devise not evil against mankind,
For you wiU bring misfortune on your own head

;

Do you not see the endless grief undergone
By a digger of holes who prepares a pit for me 1

In the end, who ever carries a pitfall to completion,
Slips to the bottom thereof, not 1.

The King said
:
" How can any one discharge the debt of gratitude for this

favour, since you have undergone endless anxieties, and, contrary to your own
feelings, have humbled yourself before the enemy, and accepted service with aperson, whose society your heart abhorred. Had they listened to the speech oftheir own councmor, the greatest danger to your life might have been antici-
pated. Karshmas replied

:
"He may be caUed a man, who, when his intention

IS fixed upon accomplishing an affair, first of all washes his hands of life andsevering his heart from existence, places his feet in the plain of heroes.

They have abandoned life, and placed their feet in the plainW ho, men of spirit, have carried off the ball i of happiness.

'l^lllTT,^
expedient to set about attending on one inferior to himself, hefoUows out the same tdl he obtams his object, just as the Snake, seeing it to his

nteres
,
submitted to attend on the Frog." The King inqui ed, "How was

STOEY XIII.

_

Karshmas saicl: "It has been related that the infirmity of old age had madempression on a Snake, and complete weakness overtaken him
;
by reason of the

loss of strength he left off hunting, and was perplexed in his affairs how to obtain

wTtbn.f r t'f
sustenance did not appear practicable, nor was it possible

2 e f « .
that which would afford support. He thought tohimself, Alas for the vigour of youth! and ho for the time of prosperitv '

lo expect now the return of the days of youth, or to hope for the renewal of

1 See note 1, page 138.
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were lasting, and this sliort opportunity, too, weie to be relied upo

The Snake knowing« he conld not

-t»er::r/njr^^^^^^^^^^

Lno«::;t^s5x^^^^^

cMef whom aU obeyed. He cast himself m
'^l^^ ^^^^^^^^^^ f,og im-

fashion of broken-hearted monrners and
l^^^^^^^l^'^^^^^^ ^tl, what is

mediately came^ up to him -d in,^^^^^^^
l^^risTheTe Vsho.dd more

'"^et" Tent andt^^^t tlJ^ news to the King. The Moiwch

rSe Fronting tj^^^^^^^
circumstance, came near the Snake

tll^^^ what means has this cala««
what deed has this misfortune overtaken you 1 The Snake repiieci

I heave this heartrending sigh for a heart which has f
=

Why should I lament for others, when I have pam of my own i

" O King ! brazen-faced greed has cast me into tt.e net of -i^^^^^^^^^ -I strife-

tCt house which by chance was dark, the Devotee's son being asleep Unfor-

and saying : I ask of my God, tha* ^le wiii ma y

Le ; and content with the Divine Decree and Omnipotent Mandate,

' We have bent our necks to the violence of the times.'
"

These words pleased the King of the Frogs, who fancied himself honoured and

1 The word seems wanting.
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dignified thereby; and perpetuaUy sitting on the Snake and displaying his own
vainglory, he sought to be superior to his race. Some time elapsed in this
manner, when the Snake said :

" May the life of the King be prolonged > There
IS no help but for me to have food and provision whereon to live, and discharge
these duties.

_

The King said :
" It is as you allege I am helpless without my

steed, who m turn has no strength without food." Accordingly every day he
allotted him two frogs as a portion to make use of them as his aUowance for
breakfast and supper. The Snake passed his time with this supply, and becausem that humility a benefit was comprised, he was not ashamed thereof.

The hand the sight of which brings disgrace on you,
In times of necessity should be kissed.

Any business which is humiliating, and causes additional annoyance,
In a state of need will not appear so bad.

Now I have adduced this story that it may be known, that if I exliibited
patience and underwent disgrace, in view that the death of my enemies, and the
safety of my friends were embraced therein, no great aversion oversi^read my
nature. Ones enemies, too, can be more quickly extirpated by means of cour-
tesy and humility, than by war and combat

;
just as fire attacks a tree with fury

but can consume only that portion which is above the surface of the ground
while Avater, with gentleness and insidiousness, so roots up the greatest ancl
strongest trees, that no hope remains of their being replaced.

Be gentle, for every mighty work
Can be accomplished with kindness and humility.

"Hence it has been said that inteUigence and deliberation are better than
bravery, because a warrior, however bold and strong he may be, is equal to (say)
ten persons m the ranks, or at the utmost twenty, and if one should exaggerate
an hundred individuals, but a thousand are the limit of the case : whde a wiseman by a single sound device will overthrow a kingdom, and perchance by
deliberation may destroy an immense army, and ruin a populous kingdom."

That can be accomplished with a single sound device,
Which cannot be achieved with a vast army.
The soul may be borne away with a sword,
A kingdom may be subdued with deliberation.

The King said: "You gained a remarkable victory over your enemies, and an
extraordinary triumph befell you." K^rshinas replied :

" This matter was not
entu-ely due to sound judgment, and excellent deliberation

; nay, more the crbry
of the Kmg's Fortune and the auspiciousness of his Happiness were of' assistance
therem. It has been said, that if a multitude determine upon some business
and a body of people set their feet in quest of any affair, that individual wouldgam his object, who is distinguished for the exceUence of his generosity since
the peculiarity of generosity is that the business of its possessor is successful •

and if all were on an equality as regards generosity, he would attain his desires'
whose firmness of mind and sincerity of intention were superior. If in this
respect, too, they are equal, that person would accomplish his end who has
most friends and companions

: if here, again, there is no difference, whomsoever
J^ortune helps, and good luck aids, woidd gain the victory."
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When the *r of Tortune rises in the sphere of Desire,

Whatovor is wished is •l»'»My attam^^^^^^
^^^^^^^^^

must be deemed much: Ut,
.^^^^J"

^^^^^^ • .g^^s demanding money is

much; 2d, Debt smce he
^"^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 3d, Sickness, which though

the same as regards one dxram as a ^h^:^^^^^™
't it brings weakness and

the disarrangement of the system
-^[^^xte^^^^ and power-

disquietude ;
4th, An enemy who thou^x

^'\7j^e iieard that a Sparrow, in

less%t length will accomphshhjs^^^^^^^^^^^
,trong-frameS Snake."

spite of his weak condition, attained revenue

The King inquired, " How was that

!

STOEY XIY.

Karshinas said : It has been reW
on the roof of a house, -d passed to

-^^^^^^^^^ Jher went m
upon a time chndren were

'^^'''\^''.^^Z'.T\niolv what they obtained,

seLh of food to nourish them
.^^^-^Z^ One day the male SpLow went

they poured it

^^^^^^^^f« .tnel he s^w the female Sparrow flying

out in a certain direction,
^^^fV^^^X^^^^^^^ ,^Hle heartrending lamentations

;reati%r hr^L^s^r-rrrr^panron:
what proceed.^ .s this,

which is visible on yorn part 1
" She replied :

tat:^s;isrL":Thr

:rt:s^^»s:r.^--«i'^
ones : though I cried out saying—

Though you are yictorious, dread your weak enemy

Since^thl arrow of a morning ^ sigh will reach the target-

1 1 „ n.^r.lni-mprl ' A si"h will have no effect on the dark

<4twas of noW and lie^-^^^^^^^^^
^ '-^''^'^

SiXfw^^^d L LinTfor revenge, and endeavour, as far as we can, to

encompass your death.' The Snake smiled, and said :

To a companion who pursues the lion,

What can occur from such impotent ones as you.

i. 1 tr.^ T qm lamenting, but no one arrives on
« Since I was in no way a match for him, i am iamenui

my complaint.

\ ^et^SS^ndering : the dictionary give« the—S, " a grain .vith wMch a Hrd

feeds her young."
a See note 3, page 51.
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I complain enough, but there is no redresser.

" Now this cruel Tyrant has eaten our children, and gone to sleep, too, in our
nest." On hearing these words the male Sparrow's soul was filled with grief,i

and from loss of his children the fire of regret overpowered his heart. At
that very time the master of the house was busy lighting a lamp : rubbing the
wick with oil, and igniting it, he took it up in his hand, desu?ous of putting
it in the socket. The Sparrow flew in, and snatching the wick from his hand,

- cast it in the nest. The master of the house, fearful lest the fire should catch
the roof, and utter ruin ensue, at once went to the top of the roof, and cleared
away beneath the nest so as to quench the fire. The Snake from before saw
the violence of the flames, and from above heard a sound of a pick: he
tlirust his head from his hole he had in the roof, and as soon as he put his
head out of the entrance the pick struck it.

" The moral of this story is, that the Snake held his enemy in contempt, and
took no account of him, till in the end the latter crushed his head with the stone
of revenge."

Though the enemy be small, yet by way of caution.

Esteem him great, and be in alarm at his proceedings.

The King said
:
" The carrying out of this affair, and the overthrow of the

enemy, were due to the blessing of your judgment, and the auspiciousness of
your sincerity. In every matter wherein I relied upon your words the results
thereof were clearly good and proper ; and whenever any one intrusts the reins
of State arrangements to an honest minister, the hand of disappointment will
never reach the skirt of his fortune, nor the foot of calamity encompass the
plain of his happiness : just as has happened to me from the excellence of your
judgment and knowledge.

Wherever I turn my face, or whatever I plan,

I am powerful when you are my helper.

" Now of all your excellences this was the greatest, that during the time you
abode in the house of our enemies nothing escaped your mouth, from which they
were affronted, nor did any action proceed from you, wliich caused them aversion
or suspicion." He replied, " 0 King !

" This, too, was due to your auspicious fortune.

"Seeing that I had no example in all my undertakings save the King's
excellent disposition and vhtuous habits, and whatever, to the extent of my
knowledge, I had acquired from the praiseworthy qualities of the Sovereign, I

made the guide of my actions
;
and, thank God ! the King has united good

understanding and accurate deliberation with majesty, pomp, awe, and bravery

:

the details of matters of importance are not concealed from him, nor are the
occasions for haste and hesitation, or the seasons for contentment and rage,

hid from him; at the commencement of every matter, recognismg what is

expedient, both for to-day and to-morrow, and also the course of events and
contingencies, he contemplates the means of repairing the termination thereof;
at no time is he, through kindness, indifferent in the way of caution, or
negligent as regards the fame of his sovereignty or the splendour of his govern-

' There is a play upon words wliicli it is impossible to retain.
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T „ Kino- brings death on himself with

to the Most High God,
.^^^

turban. Wise men have said tha tJl comp

there is no pleasure ^
^^^J^S ' ^^^^^^^^ /lover take his ease tJl he has

his heavy burden from off his bacK;
_ ^^^^ the toil of a

Sched tie good fortune of --^^ sra man Uo is terrified will

traveller lessen, tiU he "-^^^'^'^^^^.^IZ from his triumphant foe."

not draw his breath m peace, tiU he rests

men any one finds rest from his enemy.

He turns his reins towards repose of mmd.

nf the Sovereign's nature and peculiarity as

The King said •.

" What did you ee^of tiie bove
^^^^^

regards fighting and banqueting? self-indulgence: he

based on conceit, ^^^^.^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ discriminate between

had not any share of
J^f//^^'^;^^^^^^^^ AH his followers, too, were of

sound judgment and
^^f^J^'l^Ze individual who strove for my de-

tbe same kind as himself sayetiiat o
^^^^^ ^

struction." The King .

W pro
^^^^^^i^.^ion was fixed on

ledge and wisdom ^e r^^^^^^^^^
^^^.^

again, that

my death, and m truth that device ^^^^ ^^^^^ the

he did not keep back his ^.^-^ /XonSions he observed propriety of con-

latter would not hear, and m hi admon ti n^^
^^^^.^^

,

duct." The King said: ^ha are tn .
^.^.^^^^^ ^

Karshin^s replied: "Persons
'^^J^ than rudeness and harshness, and

disposed rather to gentleness
f^^^^^'^^J ^^^^t not display rudeness or

observing the
-^-f -^P^e^ve "tsTt^^^^^^^^ his actions and words yet,

impudence. Though they o^f^j;^^^*^^^^
,,,e of good expressions, and adduce

in caUing attention to them, they m^^^^
^^^^^^ ,1,, ^tory the

sweet hints, and enchantmg proverl s narrat^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^

mistakes of others ^^-J"^: ein S^^^^^^^^ with my own ears I

these qualities, I^^Xnij is an exalted station, and a lofty

heard him say to the
.^^nZ^^on place the foot of desire on such

dignity, nor can any ^^^e .iT of To^^^^^^ the assistance of Pate that

an eminence, for save with the aia oi

. since there does not seem any connection between figMing and

1 PossiWy the text is corrupt, since tnere

banqueting.
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rank cannot be attained : when by good luck this condition is acquired, it must
be appreciated, and the utmost endeavours used to guard its precepts and protect
its laws with justice and equity.

O thou who hast attained a kingdom,
Do you seek Good Fortune ? Strive less to injure any one.

One hundred revenging swords do not so much harm,
As one oppressed individual brings about.

"
' ISTow it would be more befitting what is right that in his affaii-s he should

avoid negligence, and not regard matters with the eye of contempt; for the
stability of a kingdom and the retention of fortune are not possible, save with
four things

: complete caution, which sees the face of to-morrow in the mirror of
to-day ; sound resolution, in the designs of which languor and infirmity will not
find their way ; true judgment, which will not turn aside from the road of mod-
eration to the direction of error and wrong ; and a sharp sword, which, like world-
consuming lightning, scatters fire in the midst of the harvest of the enemy's
life.'

"

In the kingdom of dominion the plant of justice will not be verdant.
If it does not get water and light from the fountain^ of the sword.

" All this he spoke, but no one paid any heed to his words, nor did his advice
obtain the dignity of acceptance.

Till aU their matters were overturned both right and left.

" They neither benefited by his Avisdom and penetration, nor did he himself by
his cuteness and ability find an opening from that calamity. In this respect
the adage, ' There is no counsel for any one wlio does not obey,' was clearly

exemplified."

How can the opinion of any one appear good.

When his words are unheeded ?

Thus spoke a wise man :
" Sound coimsel

Wlien not acceptable to a person, is a mistake."

Such is the story of being cautious as to the treacherous snares, and perfidious
frauds of an enemy, who, though he may strive to the utmost to be humble and
meek, yet to be deceived thereby is far from the road of Avisdom, since the soli-

tary Crow, in spite of his impotency and weakness, in the above manner crushed
powerful enemies, and numerous foes. This was owing to their imbecility of
understanding, and poverty of intelligence

;
otherwise, had the Owls possessed but

an atom of forethought, that Crow would never have attained that object, nor
seen the face of such a victory, even in his dreams. It behoveth a wise man to
contemplate this lesson with the eye of example, and to listen to this warning
with the ear of wisdom, knowing of a certainty that no confidence should be
placed in an enemy, nor should a foe, however weak he may appear, be despised

;

and though one hears a rival boasting of afi'ection, and sees preparations for
confirming friendship, one must not be led astray thereby.

If an enemy makes boast of afi'ection,

A man of wisdom wiU not reckon him a friend.

1 See note 1, page 267.
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• . .ivP sincere friends and honest companions ;

Another moral of this story
^^J^J^^^Z most advantageons of wares, seexng

for such wiU be the
1?«!.^«V ^01X01 with his efforts and aid, produced snch

that the friendship of K^^^^^^"^' '° '

^^^^^^ from the desert of fear and dis-

a result on behalf of the Crows, that P- ^ ,g,,eably to thrs,

cord to the abode of

SflC^s t r' comrades, an'd also fold up his sl.rrt rn

know that he may both _po sess aea
^^^^ ^^^^ perfection of his

tStX/^:? wishes. God is the possessor of grace.



BOOK Y.

ON THE EVILS OF ACTING NEGLIGENTLY, AND OE ALLOWING
ONE'S OBJECT TO SLIP FROM ONE'S HAND.

INTEODUCTIOJ^.

HE King said to the Brahman: "You have narrated a story respecting'
being on one's guard as to the treachery of enemies, and not
being deceived with their talk, and how one should protect one's self
from the evils of hypocrisy and fraud on the part of opponents,
and from the disastrous results of treachery and deceit of foes,

however much they may pretend to friendship. Now I request you
to repeat an account of some one who was eager in the pursuit of a
certain thing, and after gaining his object, becoming negligent, lost

the same." The Brahman loosed the tongue of praise, and recited these ornate ^

verses from the pages of laudation

:

0 Monarch of blessed steps ! who producest,

By thy face, good fortune for the stars of heaven.
The region of prosperity comes, like the shade of the wings of the phajnix,^
Upon every country whereon thou spreadest thy auspicious shadow.
Wliat shall I say respecting the perfection of thy might ?

Most excellent may it be ! most excellent, for it surpasses all I can say.

"It is not concealed from the illustrious mind of the King, which is the
region of endless bounty, that it is easier to acquire anything than to keep it.

Since many persons, by happy chance and the aid of Fortune, coupled with the
assistance of good luck, can amass, without the trouble of labour or the vexation
of diligence

; but to preserve the same is not imaginable, save with enlightened
judgment and sound deliberation

; and whenever any one is destitute of the orna-

^ Literally, "the picture of these verses." ^ See note, page 159.
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dence, his gains will qvuckly
J^^^t^gM save regret and remorse :

just

there will remain in the grasp of P«w«r^«
| ^^^^^ ^ ^ear friend m

as without the toil of
^oVw^^^^^^^ wisdom and stupidity he let

the shape of an Ape whom, reason o
^^^aiscretion was not healed

STORY I.

and the foundation of his ^^^'^^
kindness, placed the

.ersal equity. His^^J^ ^ the inhahitants of that

contentment.
^^^^ ^^^^.^^^^^^

.
•

God was plea^e^ -i^^^ l^^' ^^^^^^
^^""^^"'^

.or a lengthened period Zt^<^^
from the spring of youth to the autumn o^^

Jhis^ody, joy packed up the trap-

of weakness havuig overspread
^^^^^ e The plant, too, of

pings of departure from - ^^^^^^S^^^^^ ^'f
strength, which bore the fruit of

^« 1 i,,ess was quenched by

v:^^^ cS^r^at^- - - -^^^ -

through the attacks of disease and anxiety.

Seek not the traces of youth in old people

For flowing water will not return to the stream ,

Desire must be banished from your head

For the period of lust has come to an end

When the dust of old age rests upon the brow,

Do not again expect pure pleasure.

Kow the custom of perfidious^^^^^^^^^^l^^
garden of youth into the

of the dis°gi^ace of poverty,

the sweet beverage of JJ ^ .^^r ca e without th^ adversity of dark night;

Together with the joys of Time are countless griefs;

In the cup of Portune there is no pleasant wme.

r« not walk in'tte plain of wisdom," &c.

2 Experienced.
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Wliat single individual ever in the garden saw the water-lily

But that, from the tears of blood on its face, there is a bed of tulips 1

This old husband-slaying woman, called the World, represents herself to the
inhabitants of the earth in the clothes of a young bride, and with transitory

ornaments, and fickle decorations, casts the heart of the foolish deluded ones into

the net of affection for her.

This World's dross is a child-deceiving sport

;

Foolish are the men who are enamoui-ed thereof.

In spite of her making her external adornments the means of deluding the

enamoured in the plain of negligence, and rendering her unreal appearance the

capital of greed, for the insane in the market of cupidity and lust, whoever
fasten her in the matrimonial knot will not reach the hand of desire after her

to the embrace of gratification, and whoever bring themselves into the snare

of her company will not enjoy themselves for one night, according to the

wishes of their heart.

The bride of the World is a beauty
;

yes, beware,

For this matron never wedded any one.

The childlike ones of the end of the street, " This wofld's life is nought hut a
play and a recreation" fall into the snare of the net of her misfortune, and
bound with her heart-ensnaring appearance, remain ignorant of her internal

malignity, her slowness to perform her promise, her meanness of disposition

and impurity of nature.

Truly this world's fortune is like a speckly serpent,

Soft, and of brilliant hue, while within full of poison.

Through her deceits both rich and poor

Are joyous, like the mind of one contemplating a treasure.

A man of Wisdom, the eyes of whose heart are illumined Avith the collyrium

of pearls, " The World is a bridge, so cross it, but do not repair it," pays no
heed to her transient allurements, nor sets his heart on searching after her worth-

less dignities or profitless possessions, and since he recognises the instability of

the world and the untrustworthiness of its wares, he tm-ns his face in quest of

eternal Fortune.

Plant a root which will yield the fruit of everlasting prosperity,

Since in this Garden of Life it is sometimes spring, sometimes autumn.

In short, the mention of Kardan's old age and weakness having spread among
men's mouths, great ruin overtook his royal pomp and regal majesty, and
complete and utter destruction came upon the pillars of the might of his

sovereignty, and the power of his sway and fame.

If your prosperity be that of Jamshid ^

White hairs are a sign that there is no hope.

From amongst the relatives of the King, there arrived a young tender-aged

youth, on whose forehead were manifest the traces of prosperity, and the signs

of good fortune evident in his movements and posture. When the pillars of

' ''^ Persian text is a misprint for . ^ See note 1, page 12.
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tlie Government saw of a certain his merits for the dignity of monarchy, and his

aptitude for the station of sovereignty, and perfectly witnessed his absolute

power in performing the matters of administration, and overthrowmg oppression,

as well as his adjustment of the affairs of government, and the protection of the •

subjects

—

0 thou in whose cheeks is evident the light of sovereignty !—

they entertained an affection for him in their minds, and bringing their hearts

within the chain of obedience, and submission to him, said to one another

:

When the zephyr blows o'er the rose-garden.

It is fit that the young trees should wave.
^

It is spring when the musk Avillow comes into bloom,

And old trees drop their dry leaves.

"This blooming -faced young man, the plant of whose life has grown and

flourished on the brink of the rivulet of courtesy, possesses capacity that_ the

rose-c^arden of Empire should produce leaves and fruit through his auspicious-

ness.

Behold the stately cypress from which the world becomes a pleasure-garden.

He too by the minutite of cunning, having concdiated the army, and gained the

favour of the subjects, gave each one a robe of honour, and a present according

to his condition, and bestowed on them the good news of benevolence and pro-

mises of kingdom, coupled with the glad tidings of appointments and digni-

ties All at once high and low joining together brought the decrepit old man

from the midst of the affair, and intrusted the reins of dommion over the

realm, without trouble or difficidty on his part, to the grasp of that young mans

power.

At this good news the throne raised its form above the Earth,

At such glad tidings the crown extended its head beyond the Heavens.

The helpless K4rd4n, when he was denuded of the garments of sovereignty, not

bein- able to endure such destitution, of necessity elected to migrate from his

native land. Betaking himself to the sea-shore, he settled in an island, winch had

numerous trees and much fruit, and contenting himself with the juicy and dry

fruits which were in that deserted spot, he resigned himself, saying :

"Whoever is content with dry and fresh things is king over sea and land."

In this manner, while in that lonely place, he indulged in habits of contentment,

and traversed with steps of abstinence the highway of worship and submission.

Day and ni^dit he occupied himself in making amends for the time he had

passed in the pride of sovereignty, laying up, through repentance arid

penitence, provisions for the road of eternity, and preparing with the daily

exercise of worship and devotion, a store for the journey of futurity : by means

too of the radiance of the morn of old age, he removed the rust ^ which had

settled on the mirror of his bosom, owing to the darkness of the night of

youth.

The morn of old age at length breaks ;
be alert

!

Sleep is not good at the time of dawn. Awake !

1 See note 2, page 51, and note 2, page 249.
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One day, having come to a fig-tree, under wliich he used to pass most of his
time, he plucked figs. Suddenly, one slipping from his grasp fell into the
water, and the noise thereof reaching the ears of the Ape, delight overspread his
feelings, and joy overpowered his heart. Eepeatedly, with that intent, he threw
another into the water, and was charmed with the sound thereof. By chance a
Tortoise, having come by way of travel to this island from the regions of the
ocean, had taken up his abode under that tree, desirious of resting himself there
for tAvo or three days, after which he would return to his wife and family. In
short, in the spot where the Ape used to eat his figs, the Tortoise was in the
water under the tree. Whenever a fig fell into the water, he used to eat it

with the greatest avidity, thinking that it was thrown down for him by the Ape,
who considered this kindness and consideration towards him a necessity. He
reflected

:
" Some one without former acquaintance is displaying this courtesy

towards me. If the bonds of affection and the ties of friendship be formed
between us; it is clear what a degree of favour and generosity wiU come to pass
thereby. Keeping out of sight worldly advantage, the company of such a per-
son, in whose nature are combined benevolent qualities and excellent disposition,
and upon the pages of whose condition the pen of magnanimity has inscribed
the sign of manliness and generosity, is one of the prizes of fortune, and assuredly,
by means of the polisher of his society, the dust of vexation can be removed
from the mirror of the heart, and through the light of his excellence, the dark-
ness of misfortune can be banished from the atmosphere of the bosom. Hence
it has been said :

' The heart, which is the mirror of sovereignty, is covered with dust.
I seek from God the society of an enlightened-minded person.'"

Accordingly, having formed the design of being intimate with the Ape, he raised
his voice, and having performed the ceremony of salutation, as is customary, he
represented the idea which he had conceived in regard to intercourse and com-
panionship. The Ape responded cordially, and treated him with the utmost
respect, displaying the greatest anxiety to be intimate with him, saying : " To
be eager for the company of friends, and to strive to get many comrades, is a
praiseworthy quality and a laudable disposition, and whoever has a true ally
and an honourable brother will be exalted and prosperous in both worlds."

Persons of piety, as friends, are to a man
An ornament as regards religion, and a decoration as concerns the world.
Though the favours of Fortune are many.
Where is there a better boon than a companion ?

The Tortoise replied
:

" I am desirous of friendship and also of intimacy, but
I do not know whether or not I possess fitness for the same." The Ape rephed :

" Wise men have established a standard as regards friendship, and have enjoined
that, although one must not be without allies, yet every one is not fit to be a
companion; also, that friendship with one of three classes is incumbent: 1st,

Men of wisdom and piety, since, by the blessing of their society, happiness in
this world and the next may be obtained

;
2d, Men of benevolent disposition,

who conceal the faults of their friends, and withhold not advice from their com-
panions

; 3d, The number who are without self-interest or greed, and who place
the edifice of their friendship upon sincerity and integrity. It is an imperative
duty also to avoid friendship with three kinds of persons : 1st, Scoundrels and
wicked men, whose ambition is confined to carnal desires, and whose affection
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will neither be the cause of repose in this world, nor the occasion of compassion

n that to come: 2d, False speakers and treacherous persons whoso company

nfelal nnent and inLacy with whom a great m.sfortune-they are

perpetually repeating to others, relative to yourself, words which never occurred,

^d rZresen inc^ to you, concerning others, strife-excitmg, nnschief-making

^oZ^^^J to w\at is really the case; 3d, Foolish idiots, on w^iom i^

elTance can be placed in procuring advantages, nor m warding off evils
.

i

often happens that what is deemed by them to be the essence of what is good

and beneficial, is, in fact, prejudicial and baneful.

What benefit can you derive from a person such --1.7S he does not distinguish good from evil, nor advantage from disadvantaged

"A proverb thereon has been spoken: 'A wise enemy is better than a foc^sh

friend
'

It may be that a foe, when endowed with the jewel of wisdom, clot ing

himself with foresight, wiU not wound till he sees his opportunity, so that

Ob ervino- in his movements and postures the traces of revenge, one can guard

one's self. But a friend who is destitute of the fortune of wisdom however much

he may lend his aid in deliberating on important events and matters, it is of no

avail. It most frequently happens that such a person, by the faulty_ desires and

incorrect judgment of the other, is caught in the straits of danger-just as from

the friendshfp of the Ape, who acted as sentinel, it wellnigh happened that

he hfe baS'ofthe King' of Kashmir fell into the whirlpool of destruction,

and if a Thief, who was a wise enemy, had not cried out, there would have been

no possibility of such a case being remedied." The Tortoise inquired, "How

Avas that 1

"

STOEY II.

Kdrd4n said : I have heard that in the kingdom of Kaslnnir was a great King,

who had a treasury, the burden of which weighed heavy upon the strong-faced

mountains, and an army, the idea of reckoning which did not enter the mmd o

subtle understanding. The standard of monarchy and prosperity was raised

above the arch of the azure Spheres, and signs of his dispensation of justice, and

care for his subjects were inscribed upon the revolution of Night and Kay.

The world was subservient to his aU-pervading command

;

Monarchs kissed the dust of his threshold.

Making the custom of justice and integrity his basis,

Through his uprightness and honour he rendered the world flourishing.

This Kino- had an Ape upon whom in times of danger he used to rely, and in

the care of whom he omitted no particle of regal benevolence ;
from_ the excess

of sincerity with which the Ape was endowed, he became the special object ot

the King's condescension: at night taking in Ms hand a spear like a drop of

water (in brightness), he kept watch by the King's pillow and did not let go

from his clutch the end of the thread of that service, till the magnificence of

the dawn of the rising of the true morn aroused from the couch of drowsiness

the careless ones in the bedchamber of conceit. By chance a clever Thief, from

a far city, came to that kingdom, and one night meditated robbery and plunder :

puttino- on the garments of knavery, he wandered the streets. A foolish and

inexperienced Thief had also come out with the same design: by reason ot
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kinship they leagued together. The Thief who was a stranger, by way of
counsel inquired, "To what place must we go, and whose house must we
imdermine % " The foolish Thief replied :

" In the stable of the Cliief of the city
is a fat sleek Ass, of which he is very fond, and to protect which he has placed
a strong chain upon his four feet,i two servants having been appointed to attend
him

:
it is expedient that first of all we go and seize that Ass ; at the end of the

square of the city is the shop of a glass-blower, into which we will break, and
carrying off beautiful and valuable glasses, and burdening that Ass, return having
accomplished our desires." The wise Thief remained astonished at his words,
and was desirous of thoroughly investigating this matter, when all of a sudden
the patrol appeared in front of them. The wise Thief adroitly cast himself
behind the protection of a wall, while the fool was captured. The patrol in-

quired, " Where were you going ? " He replied :
" I am a Thief, intending to

.steal the Chief's Ass, and after breaking into the shop of the glass-blower to
bear off some glasses, and take them to my house." The patrol smiled, and
said

:
" Bravo ! should a Thief thus put his soul into the catapult of misfortune,

on account of an Ass, which has so many guards, and cast himself into danger
by reason of glasses, ten of which are sold for a small grain ?

You have not bought your soul for money, hence you know not its value.

" If you attempted such dangers on account of the King's treasury, then reason
would excuse you."

If any one bears the burden, at any rate let it be the burden of a beloved one.

Thus he spoke, and, binding the Thief's hands, led him towards the prison. The
clever Thief by reason of the knowledge ^ gained from the foolish knave was
on his guard, and gathering experience from the words of the patrol, said to
himself

:

" This thief was a foolish friend to me, while the patrol was a wise
enemy

; this friend through his folly cast me into the whirlpool of destruction,
and if this foe had not been wise, the matter, going beyond my control, the
termination of the affair would have ended in death. Now, as the patrol
said, it is befitting to turn my face towards the King's treasury, may be
that my original design and full purpose will be attained thereby." Accordingly,
coming gently beneath the King's palace he began to undermine it, and aU night
in greed after gold cut stone with steel.

With his iron he gave such warmth to the stones.

That there proceeded both fire and lustre.^

The night-roaming knave, the Sun, had scarce dug under the walls of the liorizon,

when the trench of the Thief was finished. Putting out his head at the place
where the King's bedchamber was, he saw the Monarch asleep on a golden
couch, various articles of luxury being placed near the royal throne, and
numerous pearls scattered on the margin of the regal carpet. Camphor-like
candles, similar to the faces of wealthy men of dignity, were ahght, and the
poor moths were consumed with the flame of disappointment, as it were the
hearts of the fasting darwishes.

Though the moth and I are consumed, yet
My heart and entrails are burnt, while his feathers and wings are singed.

1 Literally, " hand.s and feet."

^
This i.s hazarded as an intelligible meaning of an otherwise obsciire pas.satre

3 Tliat IS, the iron got hot and polished.
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The TMsflooUa and - - ^p- a^^^^^^^^^^ —
»
-

King's piUow,
»f °P«7|'f^J''Jf ,.H„J has a mkerabk heing, whose

E!.«t:lT:Tw5h "^^^^^^^^ .-s a candlestick, placed his foot

highest degree 01 iciuk
happened that a sharp sword, with

he iisea ms ^P*^
^ ^ , ^.^^ l^^ck your hand, else you wiU ovei-

Site ™° "ilLn." jumped .p. and ^^-^'^^^

lie's haml with the spear in it. The King awoke from h.s deep at * « °»

^"hief, and seeing Jhe civcn.nsh^ces of the case, m,p„«d
''l^^^^-;

J'^'' ^
.rmi-i" The Thief replied: "I am a wise enemy of youib m seaicn oi you

of the case, poured forth his prayer o gratitude, and
^f'' J^^^^'^ ^^^l

condescension lends its aid, a thief becomes a protector, an enemy a fiiend

A ctSy Ire caressed the Thief, and enrolled him -onjt tire body o n^^

attendants and placing the Ape in chains, sent him to the stables. J^^^^oaicls

theS wh^^ having girt his loins for a nocturnal adventure, in the hope o

a hicM^^^^^^^^^^^ had ^eiced the wall of a treasury, by reason of lus being clothed

w 1 the rient of wisdom, the crown of prosperity was placed on his brow

while as concerns the Ape, who considered himself an intimate and coi^dant of

sinceL thorn oVignorance clung to his skirt, the garments of honour

were torn off his body.

A wise enemy, from whom ruin overtakes the soul,

Is better than a friend who is foolish.

Since all that the ignorant does luings misery,

And if there be advantage therein, it is trilling.

"The moral of this story is, that it behoves a wise person to become friends

with a iZof understanding, and avoid, at a league's length, society with the

foolish."

Shun not prison in company with suitable associates.

But keep Lay from a garden of roses when void of fellow-comrades.

If vour enemy be wise it is better,

Than that you should be friendly and like a brother with a fool.

Wlien the Tortoise heard this story, which contained countless benefits, he said
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" 0 Sea of learning ! you have decorated the ear of my heart with the royal pearl
of wisdom, now explain how many kinds of friends there are." Ivardan replied-
" The wise have said that amongst men of the world, the bulk of persons
who lay claim to friendship are divided into tlrree species. Some are, as it were,
food, since there is no getting on without their existence ; and without the con-
templation of the radiance of their beauty, the taper of society will afford no
light.

The face of a friend is a lamp in the house of the heart

;

The heart becomes serviceable owing to such a face.

"A class, too, are Hke medicine, since sometimes there happens to be need of
them

; and another mass resemble pain, since they are never at any time of use

:

such are men of hypocrisy and deceit, who are face and tongue ^ with you, but
nevertheless do not abandon the way of companionship with your rivals.

In your presence they are more affable than light itself,

Behind your back more unreal than a shadow.
Impressive ! yes, indeed, but colder than their own souls.

Alive ! ay, but more dead than their own hearts.

"Accordingly, it behoves a wise man to avoid these kind of friendly-faced enemies,
and flee for refuge to sincere companions and honest aUies."

Break off from enemies, and sei2;e hold of friends.

The Tortoise said
:
" AVliat course should any one pursue so as to perform all the

dues of friendship f The Ape said :
" He who is adorned with six qualifications

has no blemish in his friendship : 1st, He who if he gains information of a fault,
does not strive to proclaim it; 2d, He who if he becomes apprised of a virtue^
represents that one as ten

;
3d, He who if he does you a kindness, does not retain

it in his mind's ear
;
4th, He who if he receives a favoiu- from you, does not forget

the same
;
5th, He who if he sees something >vrong on your part, does not arrogate

over you
;

6th, He who if you demand pardon, grants it. With every one who
is not endowed with these qualities you must absolutely not be friends, and if

you become intimate with them, in the end regret wiU arise—and most men of
the time are of this nature

: consequently, a sincere friend resembles the Philo-
sopher's Stone, and disinterested affection is like a Phojnix Avith its face turned
towards the nest of non-existence."

Whoever cannot trace the inscription of friendship,

ISTo one can walk with such a person as a companion.
Save as in a mirror you cannot regard the face of a friend.

Even in that case, what is the benefit 1 since you cannot breathe upon it.^

When the conversation reached this point, the Tortoise said :
" I fancy that I

will place my feet firmly in friendship, nor vnR I omit one particle of the customs
of conu-adeshiix If you honour me with the dignity of your society, and cast
round the neck of my heart the chain of obligation, till the resurrection of the
last day, it wiU not be inconsistent with your magnanimity." The Ape, with
professions of attachment, came down from the tree, and the Tortoise went
from the water under the tree

;
embracing one another, they made protestations

1 As we say, " Hand and glove with you."
2 That is, there is no benefit to be derived from associating with a fickle friend wljo will hide his

face from yon on the least provocation, just as the reflection in a mirror is obscured with the
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-f o.^^l,. WIS Temoved from tlie heart of tlie

of friendship; both the lonehness
-\'^^\l\^''^^2tj. Every day the pknt

Ape, arrd also the Tortoise was
^^^^^^^^jJZ^^^ of intimacy

of concord between them grew ^^^^
^"^^'™;^";;;,hixes^ so lhat the Ape forgot

^^sris: - - - '°

-----
1 npviod of the Tortoise's absence was

A time passed in this manner and the P;"«^
f^^^^^ .^d endless

fire of remorse. .

At length she repeated to one of he. lath »>u. Id. the con>pl..t of he.

separation, ...d the tale of her de.ire,aji..g:

My Mend departed, hnt the desire^^'^Zt.TZ^, after

I am hke the cypress, my feet embedded m the mire

I „ishi rmeans of his beant, to set at ease my own angnish

HrMhis'faee, and thns my own affair renramed m stmts.

I do not hnow in what plaee my wanderer has

,0, in what mire the foot of hrs heart to
^^^^^^^^^^^ ^

splendour of his beauty!"

Wlren her eompanion -^»^:l:^J-^-J::,M ^ ^
^11 not take It amiss, 7' ''7 ^JJ^'J

"
" O dear friend and eonfidant of

-riiret^fu;'::
-

SntsSd'Te^inTyrirnprL tonlhstone of proof, and found

all sterling value."

I am aware that what you say is without doubt correct.

,11. 1 nci^arifl har)i5ened to become associated

She said :
" I have l-^V^'/'^'o M heX dedicated his heart and

and acquainted with an ^pe, o wh^-/^-^^^^^^^^^
,o delight commen-

soul, deeming no favour equal his^^^^^^^^^

^ ,,tion from you with the

surate with his company.
f^Xerils beauty the solacer of his time in lieu

fire of jealousy entered her head, and she exclaimed

:

The ocean of my heart has turned to blood, he is beloved by other friends.

My bosomfs fiUed with tears, he is in the embrace of another.
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"0 cruel fortune! you have given the harvest of my repose to the wind of separa-
tion, and blasted the field of my hope with the tempest of care. You have made
the friend, who was the companion of my sad heart, the comrade of others, and
have cast into the hands of others the associate at joy from the sight of whom
I drew the representation of desire upon the carpet of love ; and that faitliless
one, you woidd think, had never read the inscription of love upon the pages

- of intimacy, nor had that wanderer, you would say, in aU his life, inlialed the
perfume of companionship in the garden of affection."

That bold one avIio did not recognise the worth of hapless me.
Became a wanderer, not considering his own welfare.

Her friend replied
:

" Now that what was to be has been, profitless grief is of
no avail. Some device must be arranged which will embrace the acquisition of
ease of mind." Accordingly, they occupied themselves perusing the book of
stratagem, the arrangements of which are explained by the verse, " In truth your
deceit is great," and no better plan than the death of the Ape occurred to them
They cogitated on this point, and the wife of the Tortoise, by the counsel of her
adopted sister, feigned herself to be iU, and sendiirg a person to the Tortoise gave
a message that— '

" If my friend has the desire to inquire after me, who am grief-sick.
Say, ' Come, welcome, for there is stiU life in her.'

"

The Tortoise, having gained news of his wife's weakness and illness, asked from
the Ape leave to go to his own home, and discharge afresh the obligation of
meetnig his wife and children. The Ape said :

" 0 dear friend ! you^must, as
quickly as possible, again grant me the honour of your company, and not leave
me desolate in the corner of this waste alone and solitary ; but indeed the grief
Itself of separation from you wiU not leave me by myself, nor will the pain of
your absence allow of my being without a comisanion." ^

The lonely nights I have no companion save grief for you

;

Alas for the state of him for whom grief has a feeling of sympathy !

The Tortoise said: " 0 dear friend ! and 0 repose of my fleeting spirit ! the neces-
sity for a journey has arrived, and an event beyond my control occurred, other-
wise wiUmgly, and of my own inclination, I would never have removed from
your society, nor would I for an instant, of my own heart's desire, have withdrawn
from waiting on you."

I am removed from sight of you, but the necessity arose; otherwise it could
not be.

Since no creature desii-es that his soul should be separated from his body.

Accordingly, having, nolens volens, bid adieu to the Ape, he set out towards his
own home. When his accustomed native soil was adorned and graced with
the steps of the Tortoise, his friends and relations coming to him, raised to the
stars a cry of esteem, and the Tortoise, with a crowd of attendants, came to
his own house. He saw his wife stretched on a bed of death, and in the warden
of her clieeks, in place of a nosegay of purple flowers, a saffron-coloured rose
had bloomed.

1 That is, grief will always be my companion. 2 Literally, " the star 'Ayyuk."
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Erom lamentation^ she had become like a reed, from weeping like a hair.

Though he presented the ottering ^^j- ^riSt«"
O heart 1 bear thy capital of grief and supplication from her street,

Tor ™ch wortUoL ies will not find there a market day.

He inquired of the adopted Ater.

Wh? does not f'-^^^^ tJIi^ sTer drew a'cold sigh

internally agitated, what is m Her mma .
j- i

""Tlltor . do not, after tlds, apply -^--^ ^'^^^^V^^'
The disease of love is an ill for winch medicine is of no ayail.

How will a sick person, who is heyond cui., alKl

'^f^^^-^ ^th'S
can hold ont no hoi», get leave from the 1»" to »

^ J; ^
power would she possess strength for ™ °

annot b,

-Zg art:?

S water and clay, which are indicative of the growth of life.

mat is life that I shoidd not sacrifice it for you 1

I can devote my soul to you ;
why should I not do »o !

The invalid's attendant replied: "This , a Mn^^^^^

which appea. ,^Z^^^^^Ztl \. be°procul,d, or how

i ^Pf;„
TheIdo >ted sS, who was the originator of this treachery, and

discovered! ihe ailoptea sibuei,
„,,„.-, „i,lied

•• We, too, are aware

had devised a remedy for this angu sh of 1«" •
"1™

i^^^^^ tii, remedy,

of speech, nor is the comfort of health attainable.

Save the draught of blood I see no other potion for my ailment.

Save o-rief, I know no other comfort m hie.

The Tortoise was afflicted beyond measure, and over^^^^^^^ with^nef
.

Tl^ugh

he thought of remedial measures, he saw no help but to ^^^^ ^h^

sityhegirt himself with greed as
-g^f^^J^^^

"SiS^P ai^ ^hich hasW est^lished

bewi?you and the Ape, is far apart from manliness and generosity.

1 It is impossible to preserve the play upon words in tins verse.
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For shame, that on account of a woman
You should treacherously tear your skirt i to pieces.

And headstrong lusts reproaching began to tempt him (saying)- "To quit a wifeto whom appertained the joy of your home, the suppU^f^your elTenL £
Tct toTe .^ir'/t "^'1^°' possess'ioS, ort pay -
comltion with

" ^^^^^^^ relationship to,^norconnection with you, appears not in accordance with a regard to the affai;s of

By the canon of friendly intercom-se, the dust of a companion of lone standingIs a thousand times better than the blood of new aUies.

stanamg,

TJltimately love for his wife being predominant, he determined in his mind tobreak, with the stone of treachery, the lantern of fidehty, and to r ^de tlfe has nof the balance of affection light with deceit and deception. The sh^^^^^^^^^^unaware that the mark of insincerity is the scar of discr.cp ^tT,
simpleton was

tTatTh ttr rr r ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
tha the habit of breaking faith is the inscription of contempt wSch i's notwritten save on the tablets of the foreheads of the wretched As 1,1^any one who by fraud and perfidy attains a degree of reT^^ n^ mtn of 5 vwiU have any desire for his society, and whoever becomes known fot breach offaith and insincerity wiU not, amongst any persons, attain the honour of Ipprobation; nay, more, they will deem it necessary to avoid his co3nv a.^fversation, and consider it incumbent to reject Ms deeds and ;roceXTs.

^Jd'^??'^-f
"""'^ ^""^ companion-may his soul be happy

!

baid
.

Avoid intimacy with those who break faith."

The Tortoise, after plotting the death of the Ane knew that fill h. i 1
1

"A thousand thanks to God, that such a dear friend as youHas at last shown your face to me after such an interval

"

did not have so much effect on Z^trLt tha ifvt JT'T. ''''

of their society and companionship^^^^^i^'^^^and pleasure.
_

Yet every moment that I thought of the solitude and separation Syour companions and dependants, which had happened, or reflectefon theMness and deprivation which had taken place in your c'ase as re^rd sot "^^^^and happiness, love was quenched in me, and the purity of the potion of deSrendered foul
;
I said to myself

:
' 0 uimianly person ! is it lawftil for vou to

your SiM ^V'l-^T'? ^^P^^^'^'P- of tinyour faithful friend makes his bed of dark earth in the thorny spot of solitude ?'

Is it right that you like a rose should blossom here
While your companion is journeying with a thorn in his foot ?

1 The skirt of integrity.
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"Therefore I have come wx h
^^^^

des J ^^^^^^^ ^.^^ p^^^^^,,,

honour me, and grace and gladden
^ Mend, and my com-

so that my relations may recognise P°~^
^J 1 i toth their hearts

panions and dependants thereby
^^^^J^^.^ode also adorned with your

\-V'7:^J^^^^^'-^ your footsteps, wlnle

rytl;ptSryt:itation no loss will accrue to you.

What loss would there he, 0 Moon ! were you to cross my path

,

Were from your face a ray to fall on my wxndow 1

. ^,ain, I desire to set a hody of pe.or.Jj^^e
y.u

raahe that I can discharge somewhat of what s du
y^^^.^ ^^^^^^^^^.^^

The Ape said :
" Cease such cere—; '^Mpamonship settled, there is no

firmly secured, and the knot of f
f;^*^^^,

"
ceremony of the customs

need for undergoing the
^-.-^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ Since it has been said

Though there he no ceremony, yet one may live happy.

"And as reg.ds the friendship ^^^^^^^^l^Z^^^^
towards you, should you cor-jler the saj m^^^^^^^ J^^.^.^^

distressed thereat, smce my glory m your
_

i removed

andmy need of yourf ^ ^
J, ^t^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

a^l retinue, and am

from my native soil

^^^^^'J^^J^^^^iH^^^^^^^^ the misery of solitude and

overwhelmed with the angu^h of exile c^^^^^^^

the blessing of your society,

loneliness. If the Most High God
of your intimacy, m

favoured me afresh, and ^f^^owed upon me th^^^^^ ^ ,l,tches

this my affliction and exde, who
J^^^^^^^ the hand of distress and

of miserable fortune, or who have snatched me tiom

separation?

In this solitude, in the palace peopled
J^f^f^^^^'

At the sight of you I am happy, and glad of heart.

"So, upon such groumls, I ^^^^^^^

^

ness towards me is endless On ^^^^ 7?°''
f^^ith is respected, not the

An unceremonious friend is neeaeu

,

ThouS there be not between us the forms of etiquette, say, "Let them pass."

^ ! •
1 " n dear friend and intimate companion !

the object of mvit-

The Tortoise said : 0/^™r^ '^^^ of entertainment, or preparation of

ing you is not so
^^^f .^f^^^ my wish is that separation, removing its

ZS^o:^^^V^.^ ^^^-^ ^^^^

1 ^y>\A* in the Persian text should be
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In the way of love there are no halting-places, neither near nor far.

" If between friends there should happen to be a distance like that of East
from West, since consolation occurs to them from the remembrance of each other,
and ease accrues to their hearts, on both sides, from the thought of one another's
charms, accordingly physical separation wiU not become a veil in the way of
mental intercourse, and perpetually Avith the eyes of fancy, and the fancy of the
eyes, they wiU contemplate the exquisite beauty of one another.

If there be mental intercourse between me and a friend,

What difference will it make, if there be local separation ?

" A wise man has spoken to this effect

:

' Though we have not in our hands the coin of intercourse.

Yet fancy is perpetually dwelling before the eyes.

If externally there be not companionship in the body,
IS^o matter smce there is mental converse.'"

The Tortoise once more placing the arrow of Intercession in the bow of Sup-
plication, began to shoot it at the target of Desire, and the power of Fate
lending its assistance, it reached the mark of Gratification. The Ape said:
" To seek to gratify a friend, in the laws of manliness, is an imperative duty,
so I wiU not remain at this distance from my comrade, but will consider it a
privilege to visit your brethren and dependants; yet it is impossible for me
to pass this water, and extremely difficult for me to cross this sea which
intervenes between this desert and your island." The Tortoise said :

" Be of
good cheer, for having taken you on my back, I wiU bear you to that island, in
which are both security and ease, and also plenty and repose." In short, from
the persistence with which the Tortoise made use of kind language, the Ape
abandoned his opposition, and being subdued with the thongs of flattery and
humility, gave him the reins of power. The Tortoise taking him on his back,
set out towards his own home ; when he reached the midst of the sea, the bark
of his mind fell into the whirlpool of reflection, and he thought to himself

:

"What proceeding is this which I have taken in hand, and what result will
there be from this save disgrace 1

Wlienever any one turns his face from the rose-garden of fidelity.

The thorn of violence wiU pierce his bosom.

"To act perfidiously towards tridy wise friends on account of weak-minded
women, is not the way of men of noble spirit, and to let slip the end of the
thread of the merciful God's good favom-, in order to gratify Satan, is the cause
of ruin and loss."

Proceed not, proceed not ! for persons of good disposition act not thus.

Halting in the midst of the water, in this manner he struggled with himself, and
the signs of irresolution were visible in his actions and postures. Doubt fell

upon the heart of the Ape, who inquired :
" What is the cause of your hesita-

tion ! Maybe the burden of carrying me has become arduous for you, on which
account, being heavily laden, you are going along thoughtfully ? " The Tortoise
said :

" Whence do you speak these words, and on what ground do you make
this deduction 1 " The Ape replied :

" The signs of a struggle on your part with
your own spirit, and of the irresolution of purpose which you possess, are mani-
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with me and confer on me the honour

fest: maybe if you were .^—Zl T^jZunsel, which is worthy of

of explanation, by means
^^'l"",^'^^^^^ f,om the whirlpool of perplexity,

confidence, you might reach
f^^ ; °VhavJ fallen into a train of thought, but

The Tortoise said: "You ^.''^''^^
fo, the first occasion grantmg me

the sum of my deliberatron
^^'"^'J^rrnj wife is sick, consequently the

Ih„„g„ my oin is pardoned, I am ashamed.

desire to irrsnre ruy -f^^:^T&^J^g h°=pMrty, assuredly rt would

Slrre 01 irie-i-; and inU^aey
»

1 1 1 +i.o-n hiltpd • the same idea as at first

The Tortoise once more proceeded and then liai
. ^^^^^^^^

.

cropping up, he said: "Women
^^^^l^:^^^^ good faith, and to expect

T Pt not any one expect affection from women

Smce theTose will 'not grow in the braclash desert.

Accordingly, to be deceived

tion of want of faith and
f^^'^^^'''';'

principle what sort of pro-

kind of bushress is it, ^ lapsed into'thouglt, and halted again

.
ceeding wdl it appear The J-omi i

.^^^^^ged, and he was perplexed,

on the same spot. T \e Ape s snspic on^^^^^^^
^^^^^^^

saying to himself: "When
'^'^^'j^^'Z^ up his skirt, must protect

niindrhe must take refuge in d«xon^^^^^^^
.J^ ^^^^^^^^^ ,

himself with hypocrisy and '

^^^^ malevolence and deceit, Avhile

,e will ^ave. freed himsd^^^ ^^tZ l stigmatised with crime through

if the suspicion is uiitounaeu, ne

observing the way of care and caution.

Tf he is your friend, you sit at ease in security

;

S he piJys false, yo/will be freed from his treachery.

• „. "Whnt is the cause that every moment

He cried out to the
^Z^^'tle pl!S of thought, and plunge the diver

you gallop the steed of Pancy m the piai

exclaimed: "0 brother! excuse

of InteUect into the sea of P^^
of my wife, and the distress which my children

rd^;: -^^^^^^
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means of remedy. Eeference must be made to physicians of blessed spirit, of

auspicious breath, and august steps, and in whatever way they suggest, efforts

must be made in pursuit of the remedy thereof." The Tortoise said: "The
doctors have indicated a medicine as a means of healing the same, to which the
hand cannot reach." The Ape said : "At any rate, what is that compound which
is not to be foimd in the shops of chemists, nor the waUet of the vendors of

drugs 1 If you divulge it, perhaps I may be acquainted therewith, and may indi-

cate how to get possession of it." The Tortoise in the innocence of his heart
replied :

" That rare medicine which has cast me into the whirlpool of perturba-
tion is the heart of an Ape." As soon as these words fell on the Ape's ears,

though in the midst of the water, fire entered his bosom, and the smoke of

melancholy reached his head, while his eyes began to grow dim : but forcibly

collecting his ideas, he exclaimed :
" 0 my soul ! do you see how, tlii'ough the

misery of greed and lust you have alighted in this terrible whirlpool, being over-
taken by reason of negligence and stupidity with this great danger 1 I am not
the first person who has been deceived with the hypocrisy of enemies, or has
given place in his ears to the words of dissemblers, and received in his heart the
arrow of misfortune from the bowstring of designing men.

Many are the persons consumed with the fire of this affliction.

" Now I know of no resource but treachery and fraud, and no help beyond dis-

cretion and deliberation : if, God forbid, I shoidd alight on the island of the
Tortoises, a knot will have been formed in the thread of my affairs, to unfasten
which the hand of thought Avill be powerless. Unless I make over my heart to

them, remaining confined, I shall die of hunger, while if I wish to escape, I must
cast myself into the Avater, and such a circumstance would cause my death. In
the secure waste of my own abode, without forethought, having given the reins

of power into the hands of the Tortoise, I am desirous after the pleasures of

his island, and am worthy of a thousand such punishments and retribution."

I was distracted when I quitted your ringlets,

Nothing would be more befitting me than a band of chains.

Accordingly he said to the Tortoise :
" I know the means of curing that virtuous

matron, and the remedy in my hands is easy; do not give place to any anxiety
on your part, since this kind of ailment often happens to our women, and we
give them our hearts, and no pain arises to us from so doing: for it is quite

easy for us to draw out our hearts from inside our bosoms and replace them.
Moreover, we can live without a heart, and I wiU make no difficulty with you about
such a trifle, since the wise have said that there are four classes, to be niggardly
to whom regarding foiu? things is not good : 1st, Kings must not be denied
anything which they seek from persons for the welfare of high and low

; 2d,

Worthy Darwishes, who seek anything with the view of performing good works,
and laying up a store of precious deeds in the sight of God, nought must be
kept back from them

;
3d, Necessitous students, who have acquired a capacity

for obtaining knowledge, and have journeyed with sincere steps in quest thereof,

must be put in the right path; 4th, Honest friends, whatever may produce
ease of mind to them, the same being within our power, must not be considered
toilsome or laborious.

What ife the heart, that it should not be cast at the feet of a loved one ?

What is the coin of the soul, that it should not be scattered upon friends 1
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oi.nr1p T would liave brought my heart with

" Had you informed me m ™y
J^^j^"' our spouse obtained perfect

Bie, and it would have been very ^^hgh i^J^a^ 1
^^^.^.^^ ^.^^^ j^^art,

hedth so soon as my from it, ever enters my mind ;

that no other desire save that b^^^^^'P
-^^ its sides and regions, and

and whereas grief and sorrow
^^^H^^^^Xi ^^^or. intolerable for nie than the

such distress overspreads Its environs, n^^^^^^^^^

^^^^ .^^ connection,

company of my heart and l^^^^l.^l^on from my wife and family

„,aybe I shall --P;;^-^^^^^^^^ and so obtain freedom of

^lltoiftUe h^SSis^r:gnefs, aJid soul-melting rejections.

The Tortoise said,
" Where is your heart, sin^ you did not bj^

^^^^^J^l^^^^

The Ape replied :
" I '^'^

f}^^J^^^'^ri'^X the day pleasantly

that when they go on a
^^^'^^X^f^;^^''^ .^i. joy and dehght, they do no

the hand of grief not reaching the sk it « ^Irei^ ] Y
^^^^ ^^.^^.^^^ ^^^^

bring with them their hearts, which are centre
^^^.^^ ^^^^^

the source of pain and
^^^f^' ^^^^^^^^^^^

and prosperity,

the purity of Pl---%%Vci" ^^^^^^^^^ 7"'

r^i^eS^^^
tat'eous to what is hurtful.

_

° ^ + n fresh heart-enticing desire

;

l;ry=>;ts:::f^^^^^^

. Since I was coming to your l.use I was d^rou. I-J-^n^S^f wli^

obtain my own repose by the
^'f^^'lj^^f^^^^^ unfortunate that I should

belong to you, so

^^f^^^f^;^X^and not have brought n^

hear the news of the mean o^J^ °
circumstances, as being your friend, it

heart with me. When you
f ^^^^ relations and companions

is possible you will pardon me
;

^ "^^"f^^^ accompaniments of affec-

wiU suspect that, with such fo™*^ "^^'^ , difficulty about this trifle,

tion as are assured between yo^_--
^r'^.t^^ occasion misery to myself,

and as regards your repose,

f^^J^^™^^^^^^ If you would go back, so

while it would embrace benefits to your ^ependants j ^^^^^.^^

that we may return prepared
-^J^^J,^^^^^^^ Ms desire, and carry-

once went back, and m the utmost
^'^^^^^''l^^^^^^ ,f the water. The Ape

ing out his hopes, ^^P-fJ^^^/] .^^^r'S trallowance of gratitude and

qrdckly ran up a tree and
l^^^J^^S/jf^^^ch The Tortoise having waited

The Ape smiled and said

:

Call to mind, that what you professed

^ As to fidelity, turned out to the contrary.

1 Meaning change.
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" I have passed my life amongst royalty, and have tasted much of the ups and

downs ^ of life; Avhatever fortune had given me she seized back from me, and

whatever the spheres had bestowed upon me they sought again. Now having

come within the multitude of the afflicted, and faUen within the pale of the

wretched, I am not such that, destitute of the advantages of experience, I do

not know what occurs, and cannot distinguish a suitable place from a treacherous

locality. Cease these words, and never again sit in the assembly of the generous

;

abandon boasting of your good faith, and breathe not a word of your fidelity

and manliness.

Mention not the name of fidelity at the banquet of the good.

For you have no fragrance of integrity.

" If any one commences about all his excellences, and speaks of his manliness and

generosity, at the time of trial his knavery may be discovered, and his coin tested

upon the touchstone of trial."

It would be well if the touchstone of experience were to be introduced,

So that the face of him Avho is false should be blackened.

The Tortoise u.ttered a lamentation :
" What suspicion is this which you entertain

of me ] and what is this disposition which you impute to me % God forbid

that anything contrary to your happiness should have crossed my mind, or plots

or treachery concerning you have entered my imagination : if you were to cast

a hundred thousand stones of reproach against my face, I would not remove my
head from the dust of your threshold ; and were you to sever in pieces my bosom

with a merciless sword, I would not turn away my heart from your society."

Though at the hand of my beloved one, I undergo a hundred vexations of spirit.

Yet do not think that I will betake myself to the shore.

The Ape said :
" 0 ignorant person ! do not fancy that I am such an one of

whom the Fox said, ' That Ass has neither heart nor ears.
'

" The Tortoise

said, " How was that 1
"

STORY III.

He said : It has been related that a Lion was overwhelmed with the disease

of mange ; added to constant fever, he was wearied with the anguish of scratching

;

at length, on account of the itching of his body, the thorns of irritation reached

his heart, and his strength failed; leaving off his wandermgs, he abandoned the

pleasure of the chase. In his service was a Fox who used to pick up the frag-

ments from his table, and the scraps of his food, and who gathered strength and

victuals in the blessing of the leavings of his repast. Wlaen the Lion aban-

doned the chase, the Fox's affairs became embarrassed. One day, from want of

food, and the cravings of hunger, he reproached the Lion, saying :
" 0 King

of the beasts ! the thought of your sickness has distressed the animals in this

waste, and the weakness of youj condition and the traces of your anguish have

infected all your servants, nay, more, the whole of your subjects.

A hundred thousand beings tremble for your soul.

And from anxiety regarding your debility, the world quakes.

1 Literally, " warmths and colds."
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" Why do you not cure this disease, and why do you not pay regard to rem-

edying this heart-irritating pain 1
" The Lion in anguish lamented, saymg :

I have a thorn in my heart, which cannot be extracted by a needle
;

My heart is turned to blood, and this thorn will not come forth from my soul.

" 0 Tox ! a long time has elapsed since I have been worried to death by this

agony, while from this irritation day by day I get weaker, and my frame from

lassitude has become like a hair, while not a hair remains on my body. I know

not how to cure this disease, or with what medicine to lessen this annoyance.

At this very time one of the physicians, in whose words I have the fullest con-

fidence, has commanded that I must eat the ears and heart of an Ass, and that

save this remedy nought will be efficacious. From that time I have been con-

templating as to how this object can be effected, or by what device on the part

of my friends this result can be attained." The Fox said :
" If the King's

commands should be graciously issued, I, who am the meanest of your servants,

having girded the loins of search, will set my feet in the way of enterprise, and

it is to be hoped that by the blessing of the royal fortune, and the glory of your

perpetual prosperity, this object will be attained." The Lion said: "Wliat

kind of trickery have you devised, and what treachery have you read from the

book of deception % " The Fox repUed :
" 0 King ! it has occurred to my mind

that it is impossible for you to come forth from the desert since, seeing that not

a hair remains on your body, and the glory of your beauty and the majesty of

your splendour have somewhat suffered diminution, to move and to exhibit your-

self to your acquaintances and strangers will occasion loss of dignity to the King

and his sovereign awe : therefore it seems desirable for me to bring your object

to this waste, so that the Monarch of the Beasts may destroy him, and have meat

and drink off him according to your heart's desire." The Lion said :
" Wlience

will you bring him here 1 " He replied :
" Nigh to this waste there is a spring,

the amount of whose water would surpass the Gulf^ of 'Um4n, while in sweet-

ness and deliciousness it is indicative of the fountain of Immortality.

In purity it is like the cheek of a beloved one,

In delicacy like the precious soul.

" A bleacher comes there each day to wash clothes, and an Ass, who is his beast

of burden, every day grazes in the neighbourhood of that spring; maybe he

can be drawn by stratagem to this waste : but the King must vow that, when he

has eaten the Ass's heart and ears, he will make an offering of the remainder

to the beasts." The Lion agreed and gave his promise, ratifying it with an

oath. The Fox, placing his hopes upon a bountiful banquet, turned his face

towards the fountain-head. When he saw the Ass from afar, having performed

the dues of salutation, he began in tender tones, and commenced softly to open

the way of conversation with him.

With soft, gentle, and pleasant language.

You can lead an elephant with a hair.

Accordingly he inquired of him :
" What is the cause that I see you sick and

thin ?" He rephed: " This bleacher is always working me, and neglects to groom

me ; I am wasted with grief for forage, while he does not care a grain : it has

wellnigh come to pass that the Iiarvest of my life has been scattered to the

1 The Persian Gulf.

u
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wind of destruction, and in his estimation it goes for not even a blade of

grass."

During my life I have never been groomed,

I have just heard the name of grass and grain.

Every day I groan under tliis burden,^

Every night I lick the dust from the wall.

Deem it not a defect if I am wretched and thin,

Since save blood and dust I have nought to eat.

The Fox replied :
" 0 easy-going soul ! you have feet and power of moving ; for

what cause have you selected such misery, and been overwhelmed with this

calamity 1 " The Ass replied :
" I am known as a beast of burden, wherever I

go it is impossible for me to escape the load of distress : moreover, I am not

alone in this peculiar misfortune ; all my race are overtaken with the same grief,

and groan under this load.

Every one, according to his capacity, is overtaken with distress,

JSTo one has been granted a free pass.

" After niuch reflection, I have convinced myself that, since everywhere I must

drink the cup of toil, and be clad in the garments of unpleasantness and suffering,

at any rate I must abide in a house somewhere ; and I will not in any case

undergo the reproach of folly on account of such a life as is not passed to my
taste."

Since it is of no avail to turn from door to door.

The Fox replied :
" You have done wrong.

You cannot die from distress, since I am living here.

"
' In truth God's earth is spacious

:
' the plain of the earth has been made

extensive, and the royal mandate, ' Wander through the earth,' was sent forth

on account of the oppressed and stricken."

Travel about smce the sj^ot is unpleasant to thee,

For it is no disgrace to go from this locality

;

If thy habitation be irksome to thee,

With the God of the universe the earth is not limited.

The Ass rejoined :
" Wherever any one goes he will acquii-e no more than what

is appointed to him ; therefore it is not wise to be greedy, and in addition to

one's own load of endurance to undergo the severities of travel."

A portion comes to every one who seeks the same,

The toil of your labour is owing to your own impatience.

The Almighty Dispenser gives an allowance to all,

Fate places somewhat before each.

The Fox said :
" This speech is of the exalted nature of confidence in God, but

every one does not arrive at this dignity. The divine Majesty, may His glory be

spread abroad ! has decreed that in the world the necessaries of every person

should be obtained by the medium of daily work ; and the Causer of causes for

every creature He feeds, displays in a different way the means of sustenance.

^ Literally, " ilriiik lilnnd."
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Seek! yo^p (j^ily bread, for the industrious man is beloved of God.

« If you are wiUing, I will bring you to a meadow, the soil of which is adorned

and arrayed with the splendour of various coloured pearls, like the jeweller's

cell, and the climate of which, as it were a perfumer's bag, is scented and fragrant

witii its ambergris-tainted breeze, and the odour of pure musk.

The climate pleasant, and the country spacious

;

Fruit-bearing trees, and tender branches.

Breeze (perfumed Avith) roses, and the ring-doves lamenting,

Like as when disappointed lovers are in distress.

" Previous to this occasion I have advised another Ass, and have brought him to

that place, which is the mirror of Paradise; and nowadays he struts in the

expanse of repose at complete ease, and grazes in the garden of security and

safety in tranquillity and health." In short, the Fox, acting perfidiously, breathed

such deceits, and recited such treacheries, that the bread of his guiles became

cooked in the oven of dissimulation ; and as regards the Ass, owing to his inex-

perienced nature, the pot of desire began to boH, and he said
:
"It is not admis-

sible to turn one's head from your counsel, which is the purest friendship and

kindness, nor is it allowable not to respect your commands, which are the essence

of affection and consideration."

^^^^atever you decree I will make incumlient on my soul.

The Fox located himself in advance and brought him near the Lion, who from

excess of hunger having planned his death, struck him a blow, which by reason

of his own weakness was not efficacious, and the Ass set out in flight. The Fox

was astonished 2 at the Lion's want of strength, and reproached him saying
:
" At

any rate, what was the advantage of uselessly torturing an animal, and what

benefit was there in displaying haste in a matter the opportunity of carrying out

which was not Avanting ? True wisdom demanded that you should restrain your-

self, and steadfastness of purpose directed that you should not let go from your

hand the reins of power, so that you should not regret the end of the affair."

Of what avail is remorse, now that the matter lias left your hand %

These words fell heavily on the Lion, and he thought to himself
:

" If I say I

have allowed myself to be incautious, I shaU be deemed irresolute and change-

able ; while if I adhere to the promptings of my natural instincts, I shall be

termed greedy, gluttonous, hasty, and impetuous. If, again, I confess to loss

of power, I must of necessity admit that I am weak and impotent, and many

bad results will arise, which are inconsistent with the Avelfare of the kingdom.

It is best that I should not reply to the Fox, except with severity and harshness,

but forbid him to speak such words as these." Accordingly he said: "Whatever

kings do, it is very discourteous for their subjects to seek to be apprised thereof,

or to inquire the secrets of the same.

Place your head in submission to this decree, what business have you with

this and that %

What has a poor, inexperienced person to do with monarchy ?

1 ill the Persian text is a misprint for

2 ^s^-^ in the Persian text is a misprint for i_*s^
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" Nor can the mind of any of their dependants become enhghtened as to the real

state of sovereigns, and the capacity of subjects cannot penetrate what the judg-

ment of kings may demand. ''None hut their leasts can carry their presents.'

The helpless quail has not the maw of a hawk.

" Cease such questions, and employ stratagem to bring back the Ass
;
by this

service the sincerity of your faith and the abundance of your integrity will

become evident to me, and on my part you will be honoured with patronage

and consideration beyond your fellows and equals." The Fox again approached

the Ass, and with the utmost deference performed the dues of salutation and
welcome. The Ass turned his face from him, saying

:

'Twere a shame to be vexed about such a friend as you.

Since on the road of faithlessness you desire nought but ruin to the soul.

" 0 vagabond traitor ! first of all you promised me freedom, and in the end you
made me a prey in the Lion's clutches."

From none save you would such an action proceed.

The Fox replied :
" 0 simpleton ! what are you imagining, and what idea passes

through your mind ? Would you at mere magic, which you beheld, be dismayed
in the search after wealth, and as soon as you have witnessed the prick of the

thorn have you stepped aside from the enjoyment of the garden of roses ? You
must know that what you saw was sorcery, which seers have prepared and
arranged by way of caution, on account of the insects and reptiles which rest in

this place
;
seeing that this meadow is adorned with a variety of pleasant foods,

and numerous delightful fruits, if this necromancy did not exist, wherever in

the world there is an animal, he would come here, and the affairs of the inhabi-

tants of this waste would become embarrassed. But now hj reason of this magic,

the different creatures do not come to this desert, and whoever reaches here and
sees that form and figure which you beheld, does not again approach near this

meadow, while the inhabitants of this waste pass their time in repose and ease.

"We, too, explain to any one with whom we are friends the secret of this charm,

and expound to him this enchantment, which is nought but an apparition, so

that without fear or dread he may attain these immeasurable favours."

The Fox said :
" This is magic and enchantment.

Which appeared to your eyes as the head of the Lion.

Seeing that I, who am of weaker body than you,

Graze here night and day,

Were it not that this kind of sorcery is carried on,

Every empty stomach would have invaded this spot."

" First of all I was anxious to apprise you that if you saw anything of such
a kind you were not to be afraid, but from the excess of agitation which I

experienced on meeting you, it escaped my mind. jN'ow since you are thoroughly
informed as to this illusory appearance, return, for the result of my guidance will

be nought but honour." In this way he performed his spells, and deluded the

helpless Ass till the latter once again retracing the road of folly, and being
deceived with the other's frauds, set his face towards the waste. The Fox went
in advance, and conveying to the Lion the good news of the Ass's approach,

requested that of a certainty he should not jump up, nor put his feet beyond
the pale of calmness and sedateness, and however much the Ass might come in
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proximity to liini, lie should not pay any regard till the tnne that, having found

thorough strength and a good opportunity, he should accomplish his purpose, ihe

Lion readily accepted the Fox's advice, which was based on affection, and stood on

his legs like a Hfeless apparition, in a corner of the waste. The Pox said to the

Ass • " Come so that you may see the truth of this magic, and may know that there

is absolutely no motion, nor imaginable harm therein." The Ass boldly advanced,

and thouo-h he grazed round about the Lion, saw no movement on his part.

Merrily he grew intimate with him, and gently became familiar, and being thor-

oughly at ease respecting his proceedings, fell to eating the grass. The poor Ass

havino- been for a long time overcome with insatiable hunger, now, when he saw

the tables of invitation spread out, and found the banquet of bounty ready pre-

pared, commencing to eat, did not pull the rein till he was fuU beyond measure.

Beino- satisfied, he slept in front of the spectre in the midst of the pas urage

The Lion finding him off his guard, crept forth and tore open his stomach, and

then said' to the Fox: "Watch till I go to the fountain-head and wash myself.

I will then eat the Ass's ears and heart, since the physicians have enjomed the

cure of this disease in such fashion." The Lion set out towards the fountain,

and the Fox ate the ears and heart of the Ass, which were the nicest portion

thereof When the Lion had finished the necessary ablution and returned,

thoucrh he made every search, he could not find a trace of the Ass's ears or

heart° He said to the Fox :
" Wliere are these two members, with which I am

to be cured, and who has taken them awayl" The Fox replied: "May the

Kino- live for ever ! this Ass had neither ears nor heart
:
because, had he the

latte", which is the abode of wisdom, he would not have been deceived by my

treachery wliile if he had possessed the former, Avhich are the seat of hearing,

after witnessing the violence of the King, he would have distinguished the

speciousness of my falsehood from honest language, and would not mth his own

feet have come to his own grave."

" I have adduced this story that you may know I am not without heart or

ears. You have not omitted any particle of treachery, but I have by my own

iudoment and wisdom discovered it, and striven much so that the affair, which

had^'become difiicult, should be rendered easy, and my soul, which had reached

my lips, again cast the light of life upon the regions of my body.

The destruction, by your sword, of this wounded one was not decreed.

Though there was nothing wanting on the part of your pitiless heart.

" After this do not expect to be intimate with me, and abandon the idea of

returning, which is beyond the multitude of possibilities, and know for a

certainty that.

Were you the moon, I would look less at the heavens ;

Were you a cypress, I would pass less frequently the garden

;

Were you the source of life, I would on no account purchase you

;

I will no longer remember you, nor mention your name."

The Tortoise said :
" You say truly

;
my assertions and denials are all the same.

A wound has been inflicted by me on your heart, for which during all your life

salve wiU never appear, and the scar of wickedness and violence has left a trace

on my face to remove which is not within the pale of possibility. I know that

I must set my heart upon drinking the bitter potion of separation, and must

make my body a shield against the glancing poisoned sword of parting."
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It is right if I must needs sit in blood,

Since why have I thus let my friend slip from my hand %

Wlioever ruined himself as I have done '?

Who with his own hand did what I have performed ?

Were my soul for ever to ask forgiveness,

Yet it would never demand pardon for this offence.

Thus he spoke, and ashamed and confused, turned hack, and for the rest of his

life, separated from such a friend, lamented saying :

" Violence overtook me, as was my Fate, otherwise my friend,

God forbid ! would not have experienced cruel treatment nor oppressive

behaviour."

Such is the story of him who having acquired property or gained a friend,

afterwards from ignorance and negligence scattered the same to tlie winds, and

was overcome with everlasting remorse, and though he struck his head upon

a stone, and a stone upon his head, it was of no avail. It behoveth a wise man
to make the moral of this story his guide, and to appreciate an object which is

attained, whether as regards the things of the world, or as concerns inmost

friends. Whatever slips from one's hands will not return for wishing, and

remorse or regret will be unavailing.

When you gain your object, appreciate it.

And let it not slip your grasp, for repentance will follow.

Many there are who readily give their hoards of wealth to the winds,

And are then distressed for want of a diram

:

For what is gone from the hand will not in any case return.

Though one laments and tears one's clothes.



BOOK VI.

ON THE MISFORTUNE OE HASTE, AND THE EVIL OE

IMPETUOSITY.

INTEODUCTIOK

' HE world-subdiung King having distinguished the enlightened-minded

Brahman with the honour of an exalted discourse, said :

Bravo ! thy mind is apprised of the secrets of the Almighty

;

Bravo ! thy eloquence reveals mysteries to mankind.

"You have narrated a story of some one Avho was successful in his

desires hut neglectful in protecting the same, tiU his object shppmg

from his hand, he was overtaken with repentance and became over-

whelmed with the anguish of torture, and obtained nought but remorse and

o™w Now repeat an account of some one, Avho m the accomplishment of hi

tos acted hastily, and was destitute of the advantages o deliberation and

eSL, till at the end of the affair and the termination of his Foceedings

what happened. And when the seed of precipitancy is so.yn m the field of

will it afford r' The Brahman loosing the tongue m

praise of the King, said :

O lim<y ' may the laws of the world remain lasting in thy hands !

May the regions of the garden of the Universe be joyous with thee !

"When any one does not rear the fabric of his affairs on patience and firmness,

and does not securely fix the foundation of his arrangements upon constancy

and caMness, the end of his proceedings will inclme to reproach, and the termi-

nation of hi affairs wiU be passed in regret. The most praisewor liy quality

which the Most High God has adorned mankmd, and by the blessing of

wiikh He has conferred on the human race an honoured position, is the orna-

ment of gentleness and the virtue of sedateness.

Long-suffering is the treasury of wisdom

;

Wlioever is void of clemency is, as it were, a demon or brute.
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" A proverb has been spoken in this respect :
' AVlien you invert " hilm " ^

(gentleness) it becomes " miUi " (salt),—that is, it is the salt of the table of

manners. It assuiedly happens that if any one outstrips his peers in the ac-

quirement of different virtues, and carries off the baU ^ of superiority from the

men of his time, in the display of various excellences, when he unites therewith

harsh disposition, precipitancy, haste, and levity, his other merits, like food with-

out flavour, are acceptable to no natures, and from his levity of disposition and
imbecility of understanding, disgust overspreads men's hearts. 'But if thou hadst

been severe and hard-hearted they had surely lecome scattered from around thee!'

Notwithstanding aU those perfections which were combined in his Excellency
the Lord of the Universe, 'On Him he the test salutations and most iKrfect

offerings,' a gracious address from His Majesty the Lord of Lords reached him
to this effect :

' 0 Muhammad ! if you had been of a harsh disposition, hard-

hearted, hot-tempered, and spiteful, assuredly the armies of Stars—" My com-
panions are like the stars

"

—wliich now are collected around you, like the

Pleiades, would be scattered as it were the constellation of the Eear.' Again,

he praises the possessor of friendship and the lord of religion, Abraham, the

friend of God—' On our idrophet and on him he the salutations of the All-

Merciful'—for this quality where he says, 'In truth Abraham ivas kind and
merciful^ seeing that the compassionate person is beloved of men's hearts, and
the souls of high and low are all inclined towards liim.

Long-suffering is the pillar of reason.

Precipitancy always tends to misery.

" Hastiness has no connection with men of wisdom, and the truly learned con-

sider it amongst the devices of Satan, since ' Caution is from God, haste from the

Devil,' and the meaning of these words has been explained in tliis maimer

:

Haste and precipitancy are wiles of Satan,

Patience and restraint are charms of the Merciful God !

By degrees there sprang into existence from the Almighty,

During six days, this earth and sphere

;

Otherwise it was in His power, with Kaf ^ and jSTiin,

To have created hundreds of worlds in an instant.

This tardiness is for your instruction :

Act with patience in your affairs. AVliat is done slowly is successful.

" Whenever any one, as regards his affairs, gives over the reins of power to the

hands of precipitancy, assuredly, in the conclusion, liis proceedings will end in

repentance, and at the last his case wlU terminate in regret and sorrow.

He who undertakes a matter without thought or dehberation,

Will ultimately regret what has been done.

0

" In regard to this matter, many histories and countless anecdotes are described

and mentioned in the pages of entertaining stories, and pleasant tales. From

1 It must be borne in mind that tlie short vowel " i " is not written in Persian.
" See note 1, page 138.

That is, the Ahiiighty need only have said "Kun" ("let it be"), which word is composed of the
two letters K^f and Nun.
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amongst the number of these, the story of the Devotee, who,
^^f^^^^l^^^

placed his feet in the plain of frivolity, and having stained Ins hands with

innocent blood, gave the hapless Weasel's life to the winds, is illustrative of

this rashness." The King inquired, " How was that i.
'

STOEY I.

He said - It has been related that a Devotee, after Hving a long time alone,

was anxious to carry out the religious Matrimony is my regulaUon

therefore he who turns away from my regulation does not appertain to me -and

put i practice the injunction, which must be obeyed-" ilfony_ produ e

IhUdrel" He took counsel with one of the Devotees of_ the time -c P-
formed the rites of asking for a blessing and seeking permission.

_

That Devotee

said- "You have conceived a very praiseworthy idea, since marriage is behtting

for existence, and thoroughly expedient, and a safeguard m the affairs of reii-

oion as well as a protection for household goods. Again, numerous offspring,

wherefrom permanence of reputation is derived, are procured thereby.

The face of fortune wiU never shine upon a man,^

Till a wife lights upon him the lamp of domesticity.

Pass not life in the corner of sohtude ;
since

_

Founding a family is a city of dehght in the garden of security and repose.

" But strive to obtain a gentle companion, and avoid an unacceptable spousa"

The Devotee inquired, "With what woman must I elect to associate He

rephed - " With a woman who shaU be affectionate, prolific, and upright,—that

is to say, who shaU love her husband, produce numerous offspring, and be

cautious of doing wrong. A modest wife, in whatever house she enters, adds

light to light."

The society of a virtuous wife is advantageous in this world and the next

:

0 the happiness of the man who has such a wife !

Prom a sweet companion the wish of the heart wiU be gratified :

He whose star is in the ascendant must possess an associate.

He said "Wliat sort of woman's society must I avoid T' The other replied:

"There 'are tliree kinds of women from whom one must keep aloof—widows,

heiresses, and those who are dissatisfied; for the widow is a woman who, having

had a husband before you, and separation between them havmg occurred either

bv death or divorce, wiU constantly desire his society. An heiress is one who

possesses property and wealth, and by her riches she wiU place you under an

oblic^ation. A dissatisfied woman is one who, when she sees you, drops her

voice, and makes herself ill, though not really sick. Now the society of such

a wife is like dying afresh every hour."

A bad wife in a good man's home

Is heU even in this earth to him.

Beware of associating with a badly-disposed woman.

" Save us, 0 God, from the torments of hell !
"

Once more he asked, " Of what age shall I select a wife 1
" The Devotee said

:
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" It must be a young delicate ^ wife, since old women bear off freshness from the
checks, and having ought to do ^yith them produces weakness and languor.

That woman whose back is like a bow,
1 Her mind is straight ^ like an arrow.

The society of a girl who entrances the soul.

Is like deadly poison when she becomes old.

" Women from ten years old tiU twenty are regions of security and places of

hope ; from twenty tiU thirty they soothe the hearts of those who seek them, and
are a delight to the souls of those who are disposed towards them ; from thirty

till forty they are the possessors of property and children, and persons of high
ambition ; and from forty tiU fifty they are in the meshes of name and reputation,

and at the court of dissimulation and flattery. Eut after fifty is past, they are

black misfortunes, ruinous to property and digmty, rose-gardens which have expe-
rienced autumn, fabrics drenched mth rain, turbid fountains, uncultivated soil,

worthless dragons, and mines of distress and grief."

When woman after fifty treads that region,

'Twere better that a man should jump on one side

;

Since he who escapes from the clutches of fifty.

Ultimately faU^'into the hands of sixty. ^

The Devotee inquired, " What do you say as regards excellence and beauty 1

"

He replied :
" In the case of woman, the best thing is modesty and good disposi-

tion. If the good fortune of handsomeness is joined thereto, it resembles light

upon light."

Her face is beautiful, her merits perfect, and her skirt pui-e.

Then the devout of both worlds are ambitious after her.

" If a beautiful, good-looking woman should be of an unpleasant disposition, she
is calamitous to the soul, and a perpetual torment ; while a good-tempered wife,

though of ugly appearance, is a dear friend, and the splendour of the domestic
circle.

AVlien a friend is aifable, and a comrade sincere.

Though there be no beauty of face, the eyes are enlightened.

Avoid an unsuitable companion.

Though by reason of her beauty, your house should become a garden of roses.

" In this regard, two or three verses from the results of the thoughts of that wise
man must be kept in the receptacle of the mind :

' A good, obedient, chaste wife

Renders a poor man a king.

If you are melancholy aU the day, be not dejected.

Since at night * your loved one will be in youi- embrace.

If she be modest and sweet-tongued.

Regard not either her beauty or ugliness.

1 'Xy^y in the Persian text is a misprint for ii-j^j jj.

2 That is, the disposition of a woman whose back is hent with age is harsh and unbending.
^ Meaning, I presume, that if you escape the clutches of a woman iifty years old, you will be

ensnared by one sixty years of age.

* e-uii in the Persian text is a misprint for .
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4n evil-disposed woman, though handsome

Where will there be a place for her m the heart

Her appearance is heart-enchanting like the Hrms of Paradise,

But she has another face, hideous like a demon.

It is better to be imprisoned by the judge,

Than that you should behold in your home kmtted brows.

It is better to go barefooted than to have shoes too small,

The misfortune of travel is better than war in your house.

Close the door of joy upon that dwelling,

Whence the tones of woman issue high,

May the eye of woman be blind to strangers

When it saUies forth from the house, may it be entombed

In short after boundless inquiry and endless search, by the aid of lofty fortune

and tt^^i i^^^^^^ of exalted ambition, the Devotee obtained from amongst

rla trSe and distinguished family a wife, the representation of whose chee^c

Ln briUiance to the scout of Morn, and the colour of whose g istenmg ringle

iTL Srkness to the perfume-seller of Mght ^IX:^^^^
bad never seen her equal, save in the mirror of the Sun, and the sliarp si n^ea

portraTer^ S^inatiol, had never beheld the like of her auspicious portrait,

except in the world of dreams.

0 sun ' your face has captivated the world of beauty !

A fuU moon in the horizon of the Heaven of symmetry;

A cypress and rose superior to you in stature and appearance never grew

In the garden of beauty, or the parterre of comeliness.

In addition to charming appearance, she was adorned with a happy disposition

and thfexceUence of her nature was graced with a sweet temper The Devotee

r turned thanks for such a boon, by the offering of his worship to God, and the

e^fice of his intimacy with that HiW-faced friend being laid m this manner,

he was anxious for clidren. No wise man makes mere sensual gratification the

W of a family; nor, save in quest of a good son, who m causmg the bless-

i^J^offaithful prLyer \o be obtained, is equivalent to constant almsgiving, does

he give himself up to such matters.

The object of woman's anguish, and of the toil men undergo.

Is this very pleasure of beloved children.

When some time had elapsed, and this had not come to pass, the Devotee

be ominc^ hopeless, commenced to place the face of supplication upon the dus

o Xcession, and began to discharge the arrow of prayer from he bow of

sLerTty Si^ce he Iml entirely made hhnself nought m the road of prayer,

according to the saying, ^Who annoereth the weary when they call upon hun?

the arrow of his supphcations reached the target of acceptance.

Whoever is pure in heart and just,

His entreaties wiU reach the All-glorious Being.

That prayer of irresponsible persons is the prayer of another

:

That intercession is not made by him, it belongs to God.

God made the prayer, for man is but mortal

:

Both the prayer and its acceptance are from the Almighty.

Accordingly, after loss of hope, the doors of favour were opened with the keys of
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compassion, and the Devotee's wife became pregnant. Tlie Saint was greatly de-

lighted, and anxious every day to keep talking of his offspring, save whose name,
after the performance of his religious rites, he uttered nought. One day he said

to his wife :
" 0 companion of my time, and dear friend ! may it soon happen

that the royal pearl shaU come from the shell of your womb to the arena of mani-
festation, and a beautifid-faced son strut forth from the secret recess of obscurity

to the plain of evidence, and I wdl assign him a good name and a fitting designa-

tion ; after which I will endeavour, to the limits of possibility, to educate and
advance him, so that he may learn the ordinances of the law, and I will make a

fair attempt to correct and train him, with the view of his being graced with the

manners of his sect, and in a short time becoming a great man of exalted station

in religion, and a shaikh, endued with miraculous powers and inspiration. Then
I AviU bring him a noble lady into the compact of marriage, and from them
children and grandchildren will spring, and our race by their blessing become
perpetuated, and our name, by means of their offspring, be everlasting on the

pages of Time."

His name will remain throughout ages,

Who leaves an offspring as his memorial.

Hence the name of the shell remaias in the ear,

Because the royal pearl itself is seen therein.

The woman said :
" 0 dear companion ! 0 pious chief ! these words are not

worthy of one who performs adoration, nor fit for one who celebrates the praises

of God. First of all, you resolved on the birth of a child, and it is possible that

I may not have an offspring; and if I do, it may not be a son. Even if it were,

it is conceivable that he may not attain the happiness of growing up and living.

In short, the basis of tliis matter is not manifest, wliHe you, foolish and wrapt in

imagination, are sitting on the steed of desire, and, like ignorant idealists, are

driving the courser of hope in the expanse of ambition, not aware of the extent

of this plain.

You cannot either with desu-e or ambition traverse the road

;

You cannot with boasting or bombast accomplish the business.

Thousands of persons are consumed with vain desires,

Is"ot one of whom does Fortune favour with the wish of his heart.

" Your words resemble the proceedings of that Holy man who spilt honey and
oil upon his face and hair." The Devotee inquired, " How was that %

"

STORY II.

She said : It has been related that a Holy man had a house in the neighbour-

hood of a Merchant, in the blessing of whose friendly company he passed his

time in repose. The Merchant used constantly to sell honey and oil, by which
greasy and sweet transactions he acquired his gains. By reason that the Holy
man passed his time in a praiseworthy manner, and perpetually sowed the seed

of the love of the Almighty in the field of his guileless heart, the Merchant
had placed confidence in him, and pledged his own reputation to supply his

needs. The lienefit of riches is just this : to get possession of the hearts of the

poor, and acquire a store for Eternity from possessions which pass away.
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0 rich man ! obtain the hearts of the poor

For hoards of gold, and stores of money wxU not abxde.

The Merchant, also, the o^^c^^
Devoteeforhis—eahUl^^
transactions, and

fl^fl^^l^'^:,,,, became full therewith. One day the

m a corner. In
l^^J

^

time
^^.^^^^^^^^ jj^^ ^^^^

Devotee looked into the pitcher ana «
^ at ten mans,

and oil are collected in

^.f
.--^^^^-^^^^.^^^^^^ with it, and purchase with

saying :
" If I can sell it foi ten ™

^^^^^^^ ^-^ ,,,onths will breed, and

the same sum five strong sheep

f^^J^^^^" ;"i/,„t to twenty-five, and

each produce two young ones: m
^J^'^ . ^^^^ obtained by these

in ten years herds will have
^'^f^'^^VoJThem andC such method adorn my

-ans
a^^^^ ::^f:Srf^:^'^^, -e months after, .

^ b=;e^^I^ teach learn^g ;t^ta^1:^Se
ness of infancy is exclianged for

^^^^^^^^^^^^^ from my
cypress stands erect m the expanse of y;-tM--b Y

^^.^.^^ ^^^^^^^

commands, and may commence to be rebeuu,us .
1
1 ^^.^

be necessary to make him behave Vm^^^'^--^^^^^^ Hs stick,

very staff which I^^^^ n.^^^^^, having pictured as pre

and so immersed was he m tiie sea oi inu^
,

^ j
• ^nd

sent the head and neck of -annexe-
^^^^^^

And all those fancies fled in an instant.

that when any one makes if and peinaps
^

ni

spring from them will be 'Would to Heaven

!

Wlien " If
" and " Perhaps " are married,

^ child is born to them, named " Would to Heaven !

demon."

For yeai-s we have taiicM, that from the revohtiom of the spheres

n,. tint in such a kmsdom onr decree wih prevail.
, . . ,.

StnttvT became clear that all this was no more than imaginatioi.

mZv^ the Ahsolnte Enler wishes, that same wiU come to pase.

The Devotee, accepting tins advice

^l^^^^^;^
of vanity, and—n"&™^^^^^^^

chM h"ipris„n of the hesh had ended, there was born an
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elegant-looking, pleasant-faced son, the signs of wliose beauty and good qualities

were evidenced in the perfection of his condition, and the marks of whose

dignity were resplendent and radiant on the forehead of his circumstances.

Tlie Devotee's morn of hope commenced to smile from the horizon of desire, and

the nightingale of his joy to chant forth on the rosebud of delight.

A beautiful gem appeared from the circle of excellence

:

A radiant star arrived from the sphere of manifestation.

The Devotee, being in raptures at the child's beauty, fulfilled a variety of vows

Avliich he had made, and night and day, having girt his loins in attendance on

the cradle, as regards other matters, drew in his mind the writing of oblivion,

and constantly expended his ambition on the boy's growth, strength, majesty,

freshness, and lustre.

How long, like the zephyr, shall I give the breath of my ambition to you.

So that you may come forth from the bud like a rose joyful and smiling? _

One day, his mother desiring a bath, carefully intrusted her son to the father, who
besides that had no other business. A time elapsed, and a confidant from the King

of that country came and summoned the Devotee ; it being in no way possible to

delay, he was compelled of necessity to quit the house. They had a Weasel to

whose care they used to confide the house, and from whom in every way they

acquired repose, and Avho, too, in repelling noxious creatures and vicious animals,

used his best efforts. The Devotee went out, and left him with his own son.

So soon as he was out of sight of the house, a large Snake approached the cradle.

When the Weasel saw this dart-natured, armour-clad (creature), and this fierce-

angered, hatred-seeking (reptile), like the letter alif, which at the time of its

being still becomes transformed like the shape of a circle^— a rapid-going

(viper), which sometimes like a bow which is bent, met tip to tip.

Sometimes bent round like a shield, sometimes straight as a dart

;

Sometimes its body coiled in lasso-like rings.

JSTot a cloud, but two forks of lightning are concealed within

;

Not an ocean, but mighty waves appear therein

—

making for the cradle, anxious to kill the child, he himself jumped up, and taking

the Snake by the tlu'oat, with the utmost contempt ensnared him in the noose of

death ; so by tlie blessing of the Weasel's protection the infant escaped from that

whirlpool of destruction. After these proceedings the Devotee returned. The

Weasel, wallowing in blood, ran up to him, full of anxiety, in that a good action

had been achieved by him. The Devotee, thinking that his son had been killed,

and this besmearment was with his blood, the flame of anger was kindled in the

grate of his heart, and the smoke of rashness reached the window of his brain

;

while his reason, owing to the darkness of the smoke of precipitation, which, like

the cloud of oppression, is the means of blackening the world, drew its face

behind the veil of concealment. Before investigating the affair, or inqumng

into the case, he struck the Weasel with a stick, and, breaking the bones in

his back, pounded its head into the chest of its bosom. When he came to his

house, he saw his son resting safely in the cradle, and the huge-framed Snake

lying in pieces. The smoke of regret issued from his heart, and he began to

strike the stone of remorse upon his bosom, lamenting, groaning, and saying

:

1 Tn allusion to the haliits of a snake, -wliich, wlien about to move, uncoils itself and befomes
straiglit.
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Henceforth grief and I (go together), and every one knows that

Frona this time forth a happy mind is an nnpossible state not to be expected.

" Alas that the fire of this heartrending calamity will not be quenched with the

wtter of Lolo<ry nor will the shield of excuse ward off the arrow of shame

fofL sorconfi^nmg proceeding ! What an improper action was this which

piceerdt« and what an unworthy business is this which has occurred at

my hands !

If I drink blood from shame at this melancholy proceeding, it is right,

And proper were I to abandon my soul from misery at this aftair.

" Would that this child had never come from non-existence into being and that I

had not become intimate with or fond of him, so that by reason of him this mi o-

int blood not been spHled, and my steps not have alighted on this unworthy

affa r In tliat I have without cause occasioned the death of this my own corn-

Won and have without reason sent to the region of destruction the defende

S my h'use and the protector of my precious offspring, what
_

reply shaU I giv

to nw Creator ] and what apology shall I present to mankind
^"^'^f^,.

the collar of scorn wiU not be removed from my neck, nor the inscription of

reproach be erased from the pages of my circumstances.

Mv name is a sign for reproach and scorn.

0 ! would that my name had never existed, nor trace of me either

!

The Devotee, with such thoughts, writhed within himself, and from such regret

iuidS ke^t bewailing his distress. His wife returning, and witnessing these

proceedings, opened the tongue of reproach, saying :

I never knew you thus unkind.

"Anyhow, is this the way you discharge your gratitude for the f™^^ G^^^!;;

thal at the period of old age. He miraculously bestowed on you a son^ And should

y u'so mrke return for th^ gift of the Ahnighty in that He clel-ered the be^^^^^

who fills the recesses of your heart from the soul-destroyiiig wound of the Snakcl

tZ Devotee, lamenting! said :
"0 dear friend ! do not speak to me such kind of

language,

" Since I am distressed at the questions, and ashamed of my reply.

"I too am aware that I have been remiss in expressing my gratitude to God,

and Tn recognising the worth of His endless bounties, and that I have deviated

Tom the strVt M^^^^ of Patience, which, indeed, is the road of the travellers

onThe paths, ^You have L patience save from God.^ Now, by reason of my hasti-

nes anS- atitude, I shall neither be mentioned in the scroH of the patient, nor

recorded hrthe pag;s of the grateful. Your reproach m these circumstances is

like stinging the top of a wound, or making a salve of salt for a soie.

To reproach the heart of a lover, torn in a hundred pieces, is like

men a wound is made with a sword, sewing it up with a needle.

The wife replied: "You speak truly. Now no benefit will accrue from reproach

and from this matter which you have done experience is to be derived -viz tha

tL end of impetuosity is regret and shame. Hastiness and want of steadiness
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are in all cases contemptible, and a man who acts rashly will be disappointed in

obtaining his desire.

Hastiness and evil are works of the Devil,

Causing regret to the soul, and anguish to the body.

" But not you alone have fallen into this snare, and opened upon yourself the

door of this misery, since ere this the hke of this event has often occurred, and a

similar accident countless times happened. I have heard that a King killed his

own Hawk, which was innocent, and for years his heart was consumed with the

fire of regret and his bosom burnt up with the flame of repentance." The

Devotee inquired, " How was that ?
"

STOEY III.

She said : It has been related that in ancient times a certain King was fond

of hunting, and used perpetually to gallop the steed of desire in search of prey,

and continually to cast the noose of joy over the neck of the game. This King

had a Hawk, who at one flight brought down the phoenix from the summit of

Mount Kaf,i and from fear of whose talons the Eagle of the skies remained con-

cealed in the azure nest of the heavens.

When he expanded his feathers and wings.

The bosom of the spheres was lacerated with fear.

And if he hastened towards the heavens,

The Eagle of the skies drooped his feathers.

The King was very fond of this Hawk, and always attended to him with his

own hand. By claance the King one day, having taken that Hawk in his

hand, went out hunting. A Deer jumped up in front, and the King in his

excess of anxiety galloped after him. He did not overtake the Deer, and

happened to separate from Ms retinue and followers. Some of the attendants

galloped after him, but the King rode so hastily that the zephyr, notwithstanding

that in the twinkling of an eye it traverses the world, could not have encircled

him, nor the north wind, notwithstanding its swift motion, have overtaken the

dust of his steed.

You went forth a distance beyond measure.

The foot cannot tread where you have been.

In the midst of these proceedings, the fire of thirst was kindled, and the King's

mouth became parched. He galloped his steed in every direction, and, seeking

water, traversed the regions of the waste and desert, tiU he arrived at the skirt

of a hill, and saw that from the top thereof pure water was trickling. The King

brought out a cup Avhich he had in his sash, and rode beneath the hiU, and col-

lected in the cup that water which trickled drop by drop, desirous of drinking it.

The Hawk took to wing and upset the whole cup. The King having become

vexed in his heart at this proceeding, once more placed the cup beneath the hUl,

till it was filled, with the intention of conveying it to his lips. Once more the

Hawk began to fly, and spilt the vessel.

They bring near their lips, and are not allowed to taste.

1 See note, page 60.
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The King being distracted with thirst, hurled the Hawk upon the ground and

killed him. Concomitant with these proceedings, one of the King's attendants

arrived, and seeing the Hawk dead, and finding the King thirsty, immediately

puUed out a ewer from his saddle-straps, and washed the cup clean, intending

to give the King some water. The King said :
" I have a great longing for

this pure liquid which trickles from the hill, but I cannot possibly coUect it in

a cup drop by drop. Go up the hill, and having filled the cup from the source

of the water, come down again." The attendant, having ascended the hill, saw

a sprhig, which, like the eyes of hard-hearted misers, gave forth drops of liquid

with a hundred regrets. On the brink of that fountain there was a dead dragon,

which being affected by the rays of the sun a poisonous slime was mingled

with the water of that spring, as it trickled drop by drop from the hill. Alarm

having overpowered the attendant, he hurriedly came down to the foot of the

hni, and conveyed the circumstances of the case to the place of representation,

and gave the King a cup of cold water from his ewer. The King placing the

cup of liquid to his lips dropped tears.

He drank some water, and quenched his anguish of heart

;

What he drank with his lips he shed from his eyelids.^

The attendant asked, " Wliat can be the cause of your weeping ? " The King

heaving a cold sigh from his heart filled with grief, said

:

" I have a grief, which I cannot disclose

;

I have a tale, which I cannot hold secret."

He then repeated in its entirety the account of the Hawk, and the spilling of

the cup of water, and said :
" I am grieved at the death of the Hawk, and

lament my own proceedings in depriving of life, without investigation, so dear a

creature." The attendant said :
" 0 King ! this Hawk has warded off a great

calamity from you, and conferred a deep obligation upon all the inhabitants of

this kingdom ; it would have been best had the King not hastened to kill him,

but quenched the fire of rage with the water of compassion, and tightened

the reins of the steed of natiiral propensity with the power of self-restraint, the

words of the wise, who have said,

' Do not urge your steed so rapidly

That you cannot curb his rein,'

not being departed from." The King replied :
" I have repented this unbecom-

ing action, at a time when regret is of no avail, and the wound of this reproach

cannot be soothed with any salve. So long as I live I shall have the scar of

this remorse on my bosom, and tear the face of my condition with the nail of

reproach."

How can I act ? I did it myself ; there is no device available for what one

does one's-self.

"Now I have adduced this story for this— to show that many such occur-

rences as this have taken place, wherein persons, tlirough the evils of haste, have

fallen into the whirlpool of remorse, and having wandered from deliberation and

consideration, have been drowned in the midst of the gulf of misfortune."

1 Tliat is, the tears rolled down his cheeks into his mouth.
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Persons without weight lose themselves ;

Men's nature should be massive as stone

;

Swift-darting lightning does not last long

;

No souls are overturned save the contemptible.

Whenever any one stretches out his hands hastily,

The stone of violence will destroy the basis of his power.

The Devotee said : " 0 companion of my existence, and ornament of the days of

my life ! you have afforded me consolation with this anecdote, and placed salve

upon the wound of my stricken heart. I am aware that in this crime and

offence I have many partners, and just as their story is written upon the scroll

of time, so will my case be inscribed ; so that, whoever is negligent in matters,

and does not partake of the benefits of cahnness and tranquiUity, may find a

warning in this story, and gain an example from this tale."

Such is the story of one who without reflection put into execution his designs

in a certain respect, and without thought attempted a matter. Wise men must

make experience their guide, and furbish ^ the mirror of their inteUect with the

warnings of the prudent and the advice of the learned, and at all times inclining

towards consideration and deliberation, must keep apart from the way of haste

and levity, tiU abundant prosperity and fortune may come in regular series to

the shore of their happiness, and the assistance of goodness and benevolence be

allied to excellence and nobleness.

Give over the reins of the heart to the hand of patience, if you would

Bear off the ball ^ of repose with the club of endeavour.

GaUop not the steed of neghgence through the plain of precipitancy.

Since in the end it will throw you in disgrace on the ground.

Haste leads to danger, so that were you for a hundred years

To strain hand and foot, you would not emerge from that strait.

Be not precipitous, nor turn your face from the way of caution,

For want of patience and stability is not the way of the wise.

1 See note 2, page 51.
' ' See note 1, page 138.
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ON CAUTION AND DELIBERATION, AND FINDING ESCAPE,

BY MEANS OF STRATAGEM, FROM THE

WILES OF FOES.

IKTEODUCTION.

HE King said :
" I have heard the story of one who, without thought

or deliberation, cast liimself into the sea of regret and repentance,

and without patience or resignation, became entangled in the net

of remorse and torment
;
now, if it is expedient, describe the pur-

port of the seventh precept, and narrate a tale of one who shall have

been taken in the midst of enemies, and recite an account of one

who shall have been surrounded right and left, before and behind,

with powerful foes, while the antagonists, being numerous, over-

powering him, took possession of all his beats and retreats : how, seeing himself

in the clutch of death, and the grasp of destruction, he deems it advisable to

strive to be courteous and conciliatory to one of them—nay, more, finds it

necessary to enter into a bond and engagement, so as to escape in safety : how

he sets about this matter, and after that, by the aid and assistance of an enemy,

he has obtained deliverance from that calamity, in what way he discharges his

promise to him : and after displaying kindness, with what stratagem he opens

the way of expediency." The Brahman replied :
" The majority of friendships

and enmities are neither lasting nor permanent, since most of them are accidental,

and what comes by chance soon vanishes; consequently some friendships are

lost by lapse of time—nay, more, become, as it were, non-existent. In like

manner, enmities too, being changed, are erased from the tablets of the bosom.

The love and hatred of the inhabitants of the world are like the spring-clouds,

which sometimes drop rain, and sometimes refrain, having no appearance of

either permanence or stability.
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As regards every one with whom my heart thought to be friends,

When I looked closely enmity was apparent

;

Concerning the friendship or enmity of the people of the world,

I saw that no great reliance was to be placed.

" The affection and hatred of the people of the time, as regards instability bears

a resemblance to intercourse with kings, the charms of beauties, the voice of

striplincvs the fidelity of women, the caressings of the distracted, the generosity

of intoxicated persons, the afiection of the common people, or the aUurements of

foes, since on none of them can reliance be placed, nor the heart be fixed on the

permanence thereof.

It is pleasant amongst friends to form engagements of intimacy
;

Yet what advantage is it, since that agreement is not lasting %

" Much friendship there is which reaches the extreme of affection, and the limit

of concord, the basis of sincerity and intimacy being thereby, in lapse of time,

extended to the summit of the spheres, but which suddenly is turned by the

effects of malignant! pate from the purest affection to the deepest enmity, and

the freshness of which, owing to the blast of the cutting breeze of separation, is

annihilated. Again, ancient enmity and hereditary disagreement can be removed

by a little kindness, and the edifice of affection be rendered firm and secure, m
an excellent manner. Hence it is that wise men never omit to be considerate

towards foes, and never suddenly sever their desire after friendship :
they

neither allow impHcit confidence in every friend, nor do they depend or rely

upon his fidelity. Amongst the perfect speeches, the purport of this one, ' Love

thy friend moderately, not to the very extreme; which has come forth from the

reservoir of the Great Prophecy, has been honoured with manifestation-

Friendship must not be such,

That not a hair could find its way between you both.

Enmity, too, is not good of such a nature.

That there is not therein a taint of friendship.

Both extremes will be kept in view.

By him who is moderate in his nature.

« Since it is known that the friendship and enmity of men of the world are

not much to be relied on, it is necessary that a wise, foreseeing man should not

reiect the request of a foe for peace and companionship, when it comprises the

wardino- off of troubles, and the attainment of benefits; but as regards everything

Avhich may further the end of his own business, or which the requirements of

the time may demand, he should avail himself of it to gain his object
;
so that,

by the blessing of his foresight and prudence, the doors of prosperity may be

opened, and the morn of happiness may rise from the horizon of beneficence.

Illustrative of this state of things, which has been described, is the tale of the

Mouse and the Cat." The King said, " What was thatV
1 Literally, " womiding eye."

I
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STORY 1.

He said • It has been related that in the forest of Barda' was a tree surpassing-

all other shrubs in height, and standing forth in the midst of the plants m size

and stability.

From every tree which bears fruit.

The garden derives strength and vigour.

Under that tree was the hole of a Mouse, of greedy disposition, subtle quick-

witted, and of sharp intellect ; with a single deliberation, he loosed a thousand

difficult knots, and in half a moment a hundred kinds of devices passed through

his mind.
Wily and plotting was this Mouse,

Who arranged schemes a hundred years in advance.

In the neighbourhood, too, of that tree, a Cat had made her abode, and Hunters used

frequently to come there, and spread their nets in that part. One day a Hunter

laid his net near that tree, and tied a little flesh upon the top of the snare. The

o-reedy Cat, paying no heed to this, sniffing along, came towards the meat, and

ere ever her teeth reached the flesh, her throat was seized in the noose of the net.

It is greed which casts everything into the snare,

And leads to the search after forbidden wealth.

It is avarice by which all mankind

Is deprived of ease, and constantly rendered miserable.

In short, the Mouse, also in search of food, came forth from his hole. By way

of caution, he cast his eyes on every side, and directed his glance right and left

and above and below. Suddenly his glance alighted on the Cat. Ihough at

the si^'ht of her his eyes were darkened, and his hopes concerning the capital ot

life and existence became slender, he was not unsettled m his mmd Looking

closely he saw that the Cat was bound in the meshes of misfortune. He inward y

blessed the Hunter, and returned thanks for the Cat's imprisonment. Suddenly

on one side of the way he saw a Weasel, who was sitting m ambush for him,

and having placed the arrow of Expectation in the bow of Design, was looking

at the tree : he observed, too, a Crow on the top thereof intending to seize him.

Fear and alarm overpowered the Mouse, and dread and horror came over him.

Alas for this unlucky destiny, which, every day.

Directs me to a spot, where calamity is rife !

The Mouse reflected :
" If I advance the Cat will take me, and if I retreat the

Weasel wiU seize me, while if I remain where I am the Crow will pounce upon

me What can I do in the midst of this misfortune, and with what stratagem

can I ward off this difficulty % To whom shall I tell my tale of woe, and from

Avhom shall I seek a remedy for my incurable disease ]

I know not a companion from whom to ask what is expedient for this busi-

I16SS

Nor a comrade to whom to speak of the state of my desolate heart.

" ISTow the doors of calamity are open, and the way to the abode of safety is
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extremely far and long. Various misfortunes have arisen, and the path of flight

is closed. In spite of all this I must keep my mind composed, and fix my eyes

upon the highway of freedom ; since the Cup-bearer of Fortiine, if for a time she

makes us taste the draught of the potion of desire, also mingles the poison of

cruelty with the quaff of repose.

Be not dejected, for the Cup-bearer of Power from the cup of Fate

Gives sometimes the pure draught of pleasure; at others, the anguish of

distress.

" A man of firm determination is he who neither smiles with his lips when
f)utting on the robe of prosperity, nor drops tears of regret from his sorrowful

eyes when drinking the draught of adversity.

Vex not your heart, nor be glad at the world's sorrows or joys,

Since the way of the world is sometimes one thing, sometimes another.

" Now in this whirlpool of misfortune there is no better protection for me than

the shade of wisdom, nor any refuge more appropriate than the teacher of pru-

dence. Wlioever is endued with strong sense, in no case will allow dread to

come upon him, nor admit fear or alarm to surround his heart. From the words

of Philosophers it is understood that wise men must inwardly be like a sea, the

extent of the depth of which cannot be fathomed, nor the bottom thereof reached,

save by the diver of experience. "Wliatever falls therein of secrets and mys-

teries, does not reappear, and however great the torrent of misfortune and

calamity which reaches it, its bulk contains it, nor are the traces of discoloration

visible therein; since if adversity reach such a pitch that it conceals msdom,
and vexation finds a place in their mind that the intellect is overpowered, then

deliberation is stifled, and the benefits of experience and penetration do not

accrue to them.

A man of firm determination is he who remains unmoved.

Though he wander round the earth like the firmament.

Like a phoenix, whom a tempest does not remove from his place

;

ISTot like a sparrow, which falls at the blast of a pea-shooter.

" Whenever any one allows himself to make various schemes, and commences to

agitate his bosom with the temptation of ' would be ' and ' perhaps,' the edifice

of his deliberations will be rendered worthless, and the market of his reflection

and forethought be spoilt. Just as when he looks in the mirror of his mind, if

it be clouded and darkened with the rust ^ of temptation, he will not see therein

the face of his desire ; and however much he may contemplate the tablets of

device, if the eye of sight is darkened with the disease of foolish imaginations,

he will not read thereon the inscription of his wishes. In this respect sages have

said

:

' Strive with resolution in your deliberations,

Since from hesitation of purpose a hundred evils spring.

Fixed determination plans a matter rightly

;

In rippling water no true shapes appear.'

" ISTo device is more suitable for me, than to make friends with the Cat, since

being herself in the deepest misfortune, she is in need of my assistance; and just

as by her help I may obtain escape from this calamity, so she, too, by my aid

1 See note 2, page 51.
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and friendship, may find dehvery from that captivity. If the Cat, with ears

orwilrriist ns to my words, and adopting a wise discretion, places confidence

in Ihe sincerity of what I say, and does not impute the same to hypocrisy and

cun^no hold clear of the rascality of treachery and impostuxe, and the

c "nie o1 fraud and self-interest, we shall both, by the blessing of m egnty and

unanimity, acquire our freedom, and other
_

enemies, having served their greed,

will each of them pursue his own business."

When friends are with us, say to the enemy, " Mind your own business."

The Mouse, then, after these reflections, approached the Cat, and inquired, " Wliat

is the matter 1 " The Cat, with a sad voice, replied :

We are sad, it is indicative of our inward pangs

;

Our mouth is dry, our lips parched, and our eyes moist.

"
I have a body bound in the snares of distress, and a heart consumed with the

fire of grief and anxiety." The Mouse said :

" I have a secret matter for your mouth
;

yes, indeed.

Time is short, and I have not found a fitting opportunity.

The Cat with the greatest condescension, said: "You must tell me, without cere-

mony, what occurs to your mind, nor must any delay be allowed by concealing

t
" The Mouse replied :

" Never has any listener heard ought but truth on my

p;rt nor are false words esteemed in men's hearts. You must know that I have

always been glad at your woes, and have deemed your adversity the essence of

Sit My ambition has always been confined to this, that misery and distress

may befall you. However, this very day I am your compamon m this misfor-

tune and I have planned my own escape by a means which will also embrace

your delivery. Tor this reason I have entertained friendly feehngs towards you,

and raise the knocker of the door of companionship.

This friendship embraces self-interest,
, ^ - *

i

But self-interest which comprises what is beneficial, not what is banetul.

"
It does not remain concealed from your penetration and inteUigence that I am

sneakino- the truth, and in these words have no idea of treachery or malignity.

Respecting the sincerity of my pretensions, too, I can call two witnesses-one a

Weasel who is waiting in ambush in the rear; and another a Crow, who is

perchec watching on the top of the tree. Both of them are bent upon carrying

ofl: the breath from my body, men I am near you their hopes of become

deferred, and the desire of each of them entirely quenched. If you will render

me secure, and enter into an agreement which shaU be the cause of ease of mind,

I wiU take refuge under the shade of your prosperity, both my object will be

attained and also your bonds wiU be severed."

Prom this procedure gain will accrue both to me and to you.

The Cat, after hearing these words, fell into a train of thought, and became im-

mersed in a sea of reflection, desirous of measuring with the feet of deliberation the

sides and regions of this story, and trying the genuineness of this device upon

the touchstone of consideration. The Mouse, seeing that time much pressed, and

the Cat was wrapt in meditation, cried out: " Listen to my words, and be assured

of the honesty of my disposition and the purity of my nature, and having
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admitted my kindness, do not delay, since a wise man does not permit irresolution

in his affairs, nor does he allow of procrastination in his arrangements.

Be not negligent in yonr affairs, since the opportunity is precious.

" Just as I gladden my heart with your fidelity, you also should take pleasure in

my existence, since the escape of either one of us is linked with the life of the other.

The case of you and me is just like that of the vessel and the captain, for the

ship reaches the coast owing to the efforts of the commander, who in turn

carries on his business by means of the vessel. My sincerity will be evidenced

by trial, and my haste is on account of the opportunity being lost.

I fear lest life should not for another instant give quarter.

" I know that it is clear to your mind that my words are not wanting in practice,

and that my actions are superior to my talk. Having taken a pledge of affection,

I will discharge it with fidelity. Do you also in this respect nod your head, and

say the word."

Give a token, for we have placed two eyes in expectation

In the corner of that arched eyebrow.

The Cat hearing the words of the Mouse, and seeing the beauty of rectitude

upon the pages of his circumstances, was delighted, and said to the Mouse :
" Your

language appears honest, and the perfume of sincerity rises from the purport

of your speech. I accept this truce, and willingly listen to the words of the

Almighty, may His name be glorified, that 'Peace is good;' and from the pur-

port of this saying

—

' While peace can be concluded, do not knock at the door of war :

While you can free your name, do not follow the path of disgrace.

Open the door of humility to the creatures of the world :

Come forward, and strike not the ewer of affection upon a stone,'

" I will not deviate. I am in hopes that on both sides owing to the blessing

of affection escape will appear, and I will make it incumbent upon me to

requite and make returns for this favour, and will take upon myself, to all

eternity, to be grateful for this bounty. I also in like manner, as you made a

promise, will enter into an agreement ; and my hope is that,

' I may carry out this agreement Avhich I have made with you.'

" JSTow tell me what must I do, and how should I behave towards you 1 " The

Mouse said :
" When I approach you, you must display the utmost kindness

and befitting respect, so that the enemies on beholding the same, will be apprised

of the confirming of the rites of our companionship and friendship, and will

return unsuccessful and discomforted. I wdl then, in complete ease of mind,

remove the cords from off your feet." The Cat deemed it incumbent to agree

to this arrangement, while the Mouse, in the utmost expectation advanced,

and the Cat paid him due respect and honoiu-, warmly addressing him, and

displaying towards him varied courtesy, attention, consideration, and kindness.

When the Weasel and the Crow witnessed this proceeding, turning aside

their minds from pursuing the Mouse they went back. As soon as the Mouse,

owing to, the aid of the Cat, was freed from two such calamities, he commenced

to sever the cords, and fell reflecting as to how he should deliver himself

from the meshes of another misfortune : he gently set about liis task. The
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Cat cleverly perceived that the Mouse was buried in deep and profound medi-

S on she became alarmed lest, ere the cords were severed, he should go hxs

tation
,

siiej-ecame
^^^^^^^

own way, and leave her bo^^ncL by t
^^.^^ ^^^^

Tyl'ltS' :r he e": ^f your generosity' was ,uite different to

tL"^^^ iryo U^^^^ got what you wanted, and have gained a victory according

trthe d e'oTyour you are backward in discharging your engagement

and thS as to how you ^an put off carrying out your promise I know that

fidytfa medicine which is not found in the tray of the perfumer Fortun,

lithf^lness is a gem which does not exist in the ti^y of the world

Intemty is a second phoenix, which never appears save m name and goo

fdth resembles the Philosopher's stone, which no one can indicate what it

really is."

Look not for fidelity, from none in the world will you liear of it.

Would you be a vain seeker of the phcnix, or the Philosopher s stone ]

The Mouse reioined :
" God forbid that I should brand the countenance of

my affaks with the scar of faithlessness, or enrol my good name, which for a

time Thave been acquiring, on the scroll of those who do not perform

heir prmises. I am awaJe that faithfulness is the lasso of desire, and a s ore

for the wTy of happiness. It is the Philosopher's stone, which transmutes dark

eartfLto o-old; or^ eoUyrium, which bestows sight upon the clouded eyes.

?1 no rils of every soul which has not inhaled the perfume of fidelity, have

no port n f the friance of the sweet flowers of excellent dispositions
;
and

the eyes of every heart which has not witnessed integrity, are destitute of the

contemplation of the light of generous qualities."

0 the earthiness of that head wherein is no marrow of fidelity !

The Cat said: "Since you are aware, that integrity is the tire-woman of the

bride of beauty, and the mole^ on the cheek of exceUeiice and perfection, it

behoves you aL to deck the face of your condition with his kind of orna-

mtit ince in the garden wherein the plant of uprightness does not grow, no

S d ofr heart will warble upon the branches of affection and on no cheek

with is destitute of the mole of fidehty, will any one cast the glance of the

light of regard : hence it has been said :

' She who follows not the path of fidelity, nor the way of integrity.

Though a hiiri of Paradise, is not worthy of me.'

Whoever is clestitute of the clothmg of trustworthiness and does .^ot fulfil

the promise he has made, will meet with that which befell the wife of the

Rustic." The Mouse inquired, " What was that 1

STOEY II.

The Cat said : It has been related that in one of the villages of Mrs was a

Eus of great experience, and unspeakable penetration who had tasted deeply

5 the bitters and sweets of the cup of Fortune, and experienced many ups

and downs in the tumults of Tune.

1 See note, p. 23.
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One who had travelled the world, knowing much,
Of quick intelligence, and sweet-tongued.

This Eustic had a wife whose face was the taper of his bedchamber, and her
sweet vermihon lips were mellifluous like sweetmeats placed before the worshippers
of wine; she was tinted Avith a hundred colours like fresh spring, and darted
amorous looks with a thousand charms, like Fortune.

Maybe her body sprang from a holy spirit.

Since such grace and beauty were not within the bounds of water and clay.

The old Eustic, in spite of the skill which he possessed, passed his time in
poverty and distress, and sowed the seed of reliance on God in the field, " Cora-
sign the affair to the Almighty." The proceedings of treacherous Fortune
herself is to disappoint the worthy and men of ability, while elevating to the
summit of prosperity and power those who are void of worth and talent.

She gives a harvest to those who walk perversely.

Often refusing a leaf to the upright.

She gives sugar and sweets to flies.

Presenting the phoenix with nought but bones.

The old Husbandman, though celebrated for his perfect skill in agriculture, since
he had no implements to carry on the same, passed his life in idleness and penury.
One day his wife, from excess of poverty, loosed the tongue of imprecation,
saying :

" TiU when shall we pass our time in the corner of this smaU abode,
and spend our precious life in need and want of food ? Anyhow, enterprise is

advantageous ; and though from the store house of benevolence, the free pass,

'Su])x>ort is from God,' has been written, the royal inscription, ' The industrious
is leloved of God,' has also been affixed to the corner thereof : therefore employ-
ment must be considered as the means of sustenance, and the true Dispenser,
the Almighty Lord, must be recognised.

Occupation is indeed the means of support

:

Your Divine Dispenser is the Causer of causes.

" It seems to me expedient for you to set yoiu- feet in the way of employment, and,
in whatever way you can, obtain means of support." The Eustic rejoined :

" O
dear life ! what you say is akin to truth, and apart from any degree of suspicion
or interestedness ; but I have a long time been Lord of this village, and most of
the rustics of these lands have been my hired labourers. Now that my fields

are ruined, and the implements of agriculture have passed from my hands, there
is no help but to Avork for hire. However, I cannot reconcile myself to the
disgrace of doing the work of my labourers.

I cannot bring myself to eat the scraps of my dependants,

Nor can I bear the biu'den of my workmen.

" But if it is necessary for me to make choice of work, it is best to pack up my
chattels from this locality.

Li a strange country there is no rejoicing of one's enemies.

" Come, let us migrate to another place, and there pass our time how we can."
The wife being in distress through anguish of poverty and indigence, consented
to the misfortune of removing, and joining in intention with her husband,
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tliev turned their faces from thence to the envh-ons of Baghdad One day in

e^^st of the way, bruised and weary, they had taken shelter under the

tde f a tree, and'^ with a view of removing ennui_ had engaged m every

knd of tall TheEustic said: "0 dear friend ! having made choice of the

Stres of exile, we are bound for a country where no one knows us, nor are
distress 0 e^^^J

anvbodv • it may be that the men of that region are haughty
we acquainted ^ ^^^^^ the Most High and Holy God having

TZvZ hest viouK Heaven forefend that with treachery anc^ deceit, or

with force and violence they should plot against you, or that you, through the

ri m—ts o? youth, aM the hope of prosperity, should conceive a likmg for

Iti and turnhig your head from the society of this poor old man, consume

;;nerable bro^iith the scorching blaze of the fire of separa ion If
,;

(?o.^

forbid; this state of things should come to pass, I could not possibly exist.

I do not dread death, but I fear

That I may die, and you be the beloved of others.

The wife replied: "mat language is this which falls from your tongue, and

what idea is this which enters your mmd 1

As long as I live I will wait on you

;

If I die, I am also your servant.

"
If I had such thoughts as these I would not have made choice of the difficulties

of traveUino- and would not have placed upon my distressed heart the scar of

aLXing my native soil. I wish the promise concluded on the fixst nigh

wherein I placed my foot in the cell of your company, to extend till the day of

Judgment,

I will keep tiU the day of Judgment the promise I made with you.

So that you may not say that on that occasion I was unfaithful to you.

"
If you desire it, I wiU again renew the compact, and promise that so long as the

peacock of the soul shall be resplendent in the garden of the body, I shaU not

sweeten the palate of the parrot of my tongue save with the sugar of gratitude

towards you; and so long as the phcBnix of life shall cast its prosperous shade

over my head, I will not ensnare the bird of my heart m the meshes of any

person If, as regards the way of the eternal journey, I should go before you, I

shall have discharged my obhgation; while if for some days my fate is respited,

my promise is the same, no less than my oath."

If for two or three days I shall be secure of Hfe,

My promise towards you is the same, and will remain so.

The Rustic was happy at these words : and his wife having given her pledge in the

wav which has been described, confirmed it with an oath: while the old man,

easy in his mind, placing his head upon the knee of his beloved friend went to

sleep Concomitant with this proceeding a Horseman arrived there, sitting upon

an Arab steed, and clad in kingly garments. The woman looked and saw a

young man such, that if the pupil of the eye had seen his face m dark mglit,

it would have fancied that possibly true morn had risen from the veil of the

horizon of the east ; and if the eyes of men, in the curtain of darkness had

cast their o-lance upon his beautiful cheeks, they would have thought that the

world - iUuminating sun had become manifest and refulgent from behind the
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screen. His cheeks were like a verdant rose, and his beard like the writhing

hyacinth : yon would say that the all-wise Designer, with the compasses of

Creation, had drawn a circle of fresh amber upon the pages of his face ; or that

by the nurture of the Eustic, Nature, a heart-entrancing verdure had sprung

from the regions of the fountain of life.

You laid a club of musk across the glittering moon,^

And drew the moon like a ball into the hollow of the bat.

The tender down which is called Khizr (Kliazar)

Grew up beautiful upon the brink of the fountain of your life.

You formed of your black hairs a beautiful canopy.

Which you drew across the face of the resplendent Sun.

When the woman's eyes alighted upon that Horseman's perfect beauty, the

Sovereign of aflection overpowered the kingdom of her heart with the dominion

of love ; and reason, which is the lord of the home of the body, packed up the

chattels of departure, and the tongue of circumstance began to chant this song

:

" A Horseman arrived, and ensnared me, both heart and body.

He broke the reins of patience, and the bridle also of the steed of the soul."

On his part, too, the young man looked and saw a beautiful woman, whose

heart-ravishing face had been adorned by the Almighty Tire-woman with the

cosmetic of grace, and the mirror ^ of whose cheeks had been rendered radiant

by the Polisher of Divine Power with the light of beauty : her face was such

that the radiant sun was consumed through envy thereof ; and ringlets such

that musk of Klrata was mortally jealous of them.

Her bosom like silver, in stature like a fir,

Every part of her better than the rest.

Your soul, by reason of her two eyes, would have been transfixed with an

arrow
;

You could have eaten sugar to repletion from her twin ruby lips.

You would say that her mouth was sweet as sugar—

•

Sugar so delicious as to resemble the water of immortality.

the neck of his soul, too, became a captive in the chains of affection, and the

foot of his heart ensnared in the mesh of love.

Love led its armies, and my heart took leave of life.

Patience fleeing, tm-ned its head in the world.

This young man was a son of one of the Kings of that country ; he had come

forth with the intention of hunting, and had separated from his attendants.

When his eyes alighted upon the two ensnaring deer of that disturber of the city,

and from the bow of her eyebrows a heart-piercing arrow reached the target of

his bosom, though designing to hunt game, he himself was overtaken in the net

1 These are tlie most unmanagealile lines in the whole work. Eastwick's explanation of them is as

follows :
" The round face of the youth is compared to the moon : and his black ringlets to a bat

used at the game of chaiigdn. Tliese bats have a hollow in them to catch the ball more readily : so

the ringlets are said to have caught in the space between them, the moon of his face. The down on
his beard is compared to herbage growing near the water of life ; and as Khizr or Elias is said to

have drunk of the water of life, occasion is taken for an equivoque upon his name, and Klmzar,
' verdure.'' " Stewart simply says it is impossible to translate them literally, or to understand them
without reference to a dictionary.

2 See note 2, page 51.
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of love. He inquired :
" 0 envy of fairies ! and 0 high altar of the idols of

Azuri I ,^ho are you, and how came you here !

0 ripened fruit ! from whose garden did you come ^

O new-appearing miracle ! in respect of whom are you ?

or do you inquire after the story of my sleepless eyes %

I have a secret, which is boundless ;
_

My heart has an ailment, for which there is no remedy.

... eo.p«.«> of^%^xt^" ^rpi'vs

desolate ! „ , •
i

'Twere shame that a royal hawk like you should be confined m a cage !

Whatever has occurred during your former life, say Begone !

Now is a new day, and new Pate.

Come, let us enter in at the door of prosperity

Since Fortune advances merry, let us be joyous too.

You must be glad of heart, so that I may part with my soul

,

You must be ?he cup-bearer, so that I may drink the wme.

ihnt l niav cause you to mount, and ere the Rustic is awake, we may
to me, that i may cause you

removino- the Rustic's head
traverse a long distance

?^ briskly mounting

heart, and he said :

My friend bore away her heart from her friends.

And removed her former affection from the midst.

"Holloa! 0 faithless woman, what design is this which you have planned, and

1 Name of seven celebrated fire-temples formerly standing in Persia.

2 Literally, " of my garments.'

3 j^^T^^ in the Persian text is a misprint for y^\j>

.
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what deceitfulness is this which you have mingled with treachery ] " The
woman rejoined :

" Utter not alluring words, nor breathe enticing sentences,
since to expect beauties to keep their promise is much the same as joining
Canopus with the Pleiades; and to look for fidelity from heartless charmers^
is like planting a rose-tree in the fire of a furnace. Maybe you have not heard

—

" I said, 'Learn the way of fidelity from the affectionate;'

She replied, ' This matter does not appertain to moon-faced beauties.'

"

The old man said
:

" You have placed your feet beyond the region of what is

right, and opened the door of cruelty with the key of anguish of the heart, take
care lest you be overwhelmed by retaliation for breaking your promise, and the
disgrace of failing your word befall you."

Act not thus, for you will quickly repent, and it will be of no avail.

The woman paid no heed to his words, and said to the young man :
" Make haste,

so that having found escape from the violence of the desert of separation, we
may convey ourselves to the abode of companionship." The Prince with his
swift -going, plain -traversing, sea -crossing steed, which the fierce north wind
was tired of accompanying, and the velocity of which swift-encirchng imagina-
tion could not um'avel

—

Eose-coloured, and of beautifid appearance, like the tears of lovers,

Roaming the world more than the famous steed of Ivhusrau ^

With one bound, like lightning, it would
Have leapt from the regions of the west to those of the east

—

began to gallop in that plain, and in the twinkling of an eye they were lost to
the Rustic's sight. The helpless old man, notwithstanding the disgrace of exile,

and the anguish of separation, proceeded after them.

The desolate ask the way, and follow after.

He thought to himself: "The promises of women are faithless, and their sincerity
is not lasting.

'Banish the recollection of them, for they are faithless.'

" Having relied upon her words, I have abandoned my accustomed native land
and my regular abode ; now I have neither face to return, nor path to pursue : so
how will my affair end, and where will this matter of mine terminate ?

"

I go round the world in pursuit of a sweetheart, without strength or power.
What can I do ? My affairs do not appear to have either head or feet.^

But when they had gone upwards of three farsakhs of the way, they reached a
fountain, and the shade of a tree. The Mistress being tired, and the young man
also showing signs of fatigue, they said :

" Let us rest here awliile, and after

refreshing ourselves we will once more proceed on our way." Accordingly, dis-

mounting from their steed, they sought refuge under the shade of the tree ; and
sitting for a time at the brink of the water, they conversed on all that had
occurred. The young man opened his eyes at the delicious sight of the elegant
face and musky ringlets of that enchantress ; and contemplating the locks of the

1 See note, page 153.
2 The state of his helplessness is compared to a person without either head or feet.
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cnrling scented hair round the region of his friend's rosy cheeks, Hke violet

petals upon the surface of the jasmine, exclaimed

:

" The musky ringlets of your tresses have been bound upon^ fair face

;

I do not know how they have joined day and night together.

1 ^ -Waon+ir f>astino- her eves upon the heart-ensnaring

And th.t amorous-gtocmg """^"^
f^^^^^^ „f%leg»„ce, more vmlait

ton. of f'7°f4-^;™7CL" *d sCning tho Wtne., of th.t

verse

:

"How beautiful, 0 God, has the tree /o^^^t^^^^'^^^^f,^"
i„

0 how a hundred thousand delicacies have been joined together !

Tn the midst of this conversation the rustic's wife wished to retire, as she was
in tlie miast oi un

, , , •

ofresh^ In order to remove from his sight,

fear of his claws, draw a breath.

Came on, screaming and furious.
. i . «• i +

The Lion of the Spheres from dread of hmi took to liiglit.

The woiuid of his poisonous claws caused water to flow

:

The sword of his teeth produced a torrent of blood.

As soon as the eyes of the Lion alighted upon her, he carried her away and

bore her off withhi the desert. When the young man heard the roar of the

L n and obsLed his mistress taken towards the waste, he immediately jumped

upon the back of a swift steed, and set out for the desert.

He saw the misfortune, and turned his face away from his friend.

Tbe Prince in fear for his life, gaUoped his horse, and looked not behind The

wo^rn b^i; seized in the claws of the Lion, reaped the seed which she had

sown in the field of faithlessness.

Every one at the end of the affair will reap what he has sown.

At this time the old Eustic, who was creeping and crawling after them, reached

fhetlk'f the spring ;
seeing no trace of them, he uttered a cry, and said

:

" Alas I my friend departed, and left my heart vmcured

;

She gave a hundred or more promises, and did not fulfil one.

After he had thought of the time of their intercourse, and the condition of their

unLn had pas!ed through his mind, he lamented, and tears of regret ran down

his cheeks.

Happy the day when we were in the mansion of the garden of intercourse,

When rose and nightingale had an opportunity for smiling and converse!

a The translation of tins passage is not quite literal, as an exact rendering of the original text

could not with propriety te given.
^

2 _jljjj_^is more commonly spelt '-J^ja .
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" Alas that the splendours of the rays of companionship have been changed for
the darkness of the signs of separation, and the spring of happiness and ease has
passed away, through the attacks of the cold wind of the autumn of desolation
and anguish !

"

Yesterday there was such soul-exhilarating union,

To-day this world-consuming separation.

Alas that time upon the scroll of my life,

Should one day write such as this, such as that the next

!

After much lamentation and endless waiHngs, he saw the foot-prints of his
mistress which led toAvards the forest. Without further ceremony following
after, he reached a place where the Lion had torn her limbs, and after eating
somewhat thereof had departed. The old man was distressed at the sight of this

state of things, and perceived that the evil result of want of faith had befalkui
her, and that she had been overtaken with the retribution of perfidy and the
punishment of fickleness. For a while he looked thereon, and wept through
affection for her, and at his own separation.

From his lips his lament reached the Pleiades,

From his eyelashes his tears joined the sea.

" The moral of this story is, that whoever lets the end of the thread of fidelity

slip from his hand, will have placed the cords of punishment upon the feet of
his heart, and thrown the collar of calamity round the neck of his soul."

Wherever want of faith deposits its chattels.

In tlie end it renders that place desolate.

The Mouse said :
" I know that hypocrisy and stratagem have no connection with

the friendship of the magnanimous, nor the ways of the great. The advantages
of your affection and the benefits of your devotion having at this very time
reached me, and the aims of my enemies having been crushed by the blessing of
your friendship, it would be more consistent with generosity for me to deem it

requisite to make returns for this, and to loose your bonas. But a thought has
occurred to me, and an idea haunted me, and till the dust of this anxiety be
removed from before the eyes of my deliberation, it is not possible that all your
cords can be unfastened." The Cat said: "It appears that you are in dread of
me, but as a matter of fact, I have made a treaty of friendship with you, and
have read to you the scroll as to the disgrace of breaking faith; so deem it

totally impossible for me to act contrary to my promises and pledges, and pass
by the former enmity between us, seeing that the obligations of this new inti-

macy have removed the manner of previous hostility. As regards you, my
expectations of fidelity and my anticipations of loyalty being confirmed, do not
encompass yourself with the odiousness of treachery and deceit, and do not ruin
or mar the beauty of your virtues, and the mirror of your good manners with
the rust ^ of fraud and perfidy.

Keep clear the mirror of the heart, for purity is always best

;

Do not violate your promise, for the habit of fidelity is in aU cases preferable.

" A man of good disposition and kindly nature, by reason of a single glance of
courtesy which he may behold on the part of any one, having placed his foot in

^ See note 2, page 51.
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tlie plain of affection, wiU push tlie edifice of his friendship and intercourse to

the summit of the Spheres, and keep the tree of manhness verdant and luxurious

with the dew of sincerity. If in his heart alarm and dread raise their head

and the apprehension of suspicion occurs to his mind, having instantly eradicated

all this, he will not any more allow the thought thereof to encircle the expanse

of his imagination, more especially when a compact has been made and confirmed

with a solemn oatk You must consider, that the end of the faithless is despi-

cable, and retribution rapidly ahghts upon the treacherous; while a false pledge

renders desolate the fabric of life, and violation of promises m a little time over-

turns the basis of existence.

Since man is a tree, and its root a promise,

The root must be nurtured.

A faithless pledge is a rotten root,

Wliich should be cut ofi" from the number of the sound.

Breaking faith and word is the part of a fool

;

Fulfilling a promise, and fidelity, are the business of the pious.

" I am in hopes that, through the dues of faithfulness, you will pass over previous

injuries, and not strive to violate the promise you have made. ihe iNiouse

replied

:

" Whoever, as regards being faithful to you, breaks his oath,

May his heart and soul be afdicted with the wound of misfortune !

" But what I told you respecting my anxiety of mind keeps me hesitating and re-

flecting, otherwise, God forbid that I should not fulfil my pledge, or that I should

not free you from these meshes !
" The Cat said :

"Eepeat to me the purport

of your ideas, so that I too may scan it with the glance of deliberation and dis-

cover the degree of your wisdom, and the measure of your knowledge, ihe

Mouse rejoined: "My idea is this—friends are of two kinds: first, those who

in perfect sincerity and entire devotion, and inclination of heart, are disposed

towards affection and love, mthout admixture of self-interest or greed, and with-

out the evU of hypocrisy or dissimulation ;
secondly, those who, through neces-

sity or by way of covetousness and avidity, adopt a course of friendship. Ihe

first set, who by the purity of their faith and the sincerity of their designs, open

the doors of friendship, are in all cases worthy of confidence, and at all times

one may live secure with them, and whatever delight they may exhdoit, they

will never swerve from the path of knowledge.

A friend is an ease-giving salve

;

In other case, quit the converse of the worthless.

As regards your poison, will not your friend esteem it as sugar

And will not your ally reckon your fauhs as merits ?

" But as concerns those who, of necessity, have made friendship a shield to ward

off calamities, or have rendered it the medium of gaining and acquiring benefits

their condition will not be of a uniform tenor. Sometimes at the period of

mirth they will spread the carpet of joy, and on other occasions m the dread

spot of opposition they will look at a friend with a glance of unkmdness.

Sometimes they profess friendship, as it were milk and sugar

;

Sometimes they display enmity more relentless than the arrow or axe.

« A wise man always defers some of such a person's needs, and <loes not all at
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once abandon the reins of his own power to the pahn of his authority; nay, more,
he seeks to hold back from finishing the matter by means of pleasant excuses, ancl
proceeding by degrees, brings the case to an end. He looks also to himself, since
self-protection is incumbent in every case. When he proceeds in tHs manner
he both becomes celebrated for the glory of his generosity, and also is renowned
for the abundance of his judgment and knowtedge. I am behaving towards
you m the manner indicated, and I will not by any means stay my hand from
releasing you, as I have pledged myself. But as regards the preservation of
my own soul, and the protection of my own person, I will also use my utmost
endeavours, since my antipathy towards you is more than towards that set from
whose designs I have found safety, owing to your protection. I considered
it imperative to agree to terms of peace with you, with the view of thwarting
them and keeping them off, and the com-tesy also which was observable on your
part was on the ground of temporary expediency, so as to ward off calamity.
Now it is incumbent upon me to look to the end of the matter, and not all
at once to abandon the way of caution and forethought, for it has been said :

' Labour to make your own matters sure :

Forget not the canons of wisdom.
Whoever places his affairs on a sound basis.

Makes the edifice of wisdom flourish.'

"

The Cat said
:

" 0 Mouse ! you are extremely clever and wise, and I did not
know you were prudent to such a great degree as this, nor did I recognise to this
extent the amount of your talent and merit. You have caused me benefit by
these words, and given over to my hands the keys of the doors of experience
and sagacity. ISTow I desire you to show me in what way both my cords may
be loosed, and you may also remain in safety, and to describe in what manner
this can be accomplished." The Mouse, smiling, said :

Wherever thei-e is disease, there is an appointed remedy for the same.

" My idea is this, that I should sever your cords, but keep one knot, which is the
foundation of the fabric, as a pledge for my own life, and should seek an oppor-
tunity when your own business is more pressing upon you than any designs
against me, and you are unable to attend to me, and when there is no chance
for you to molest me. I will then also loose that knot, so that you may find
freedom from your meshes, and I, too, from any calamity." The Cat perceived
that the Mouse was thoroughly master of his business, and would not be turned
aside through treachery or fraud. Having no option, he agreed to that suggestion,
and the Mouse severed the bonds, but left untouched one, which was the key to
the rest.

^

They passed the night in telling stories. As soon as the phrenix. Morn,
came flying across the horizon of the east, and spread its light-giving wings over
the regions of the world

—

The firmament drew from its sheath the sword—the sun

;

Dark Night gathered up its skirt—
the Hunter appeared from afar. The Mouse said :

" Now is the time for me to
discharge my promise, and to thoroughly fulfil my engagements." When the
eyes of the Cat fell upon the Hunter, deeming his own death certain, he expected
to be killed. The Mouse then severing the remaining bond, the Cat, in fear of
her life, forgot all about the Mouse, and, extending her feet, ran to the top of a
tree, while the Mouse, escaping from such a whirlpool, crept into a hole. Tlie
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Hunter seeing the cords of tlie net broken, and the knots severed astomsh-

n ^ o^e'^owered hhn; and bearing off the d^ris, he returned Ml of d^pan

A time ekpsed, when the Monse, putting his head ou of the hole, saw th. Cat

afar off. He was frightened to go near her. The Cat cried out

:

Do not pretend not to see me, when you are looking at me.

" Why do you avoid me, and why do you think proper to shun me ^
Are you

not aware that you have gained a dear friend and obtained for 1--^^^^^g;^
relatives your companions, and your friends a precious store Come foi^ai

tS I may make good returns to you by my own considerate treatmen
,
and you

m^y b hold, in the most befitting way, the recompense of yo- nianhness am

Generosity I do not know with what words to express my apologies for you

kirness,'^ or with what explanation to return thanks for your goodness and

favours."

I am both open-faced and ashamed, both rejoiced and grieved.

That I cannot discharge my obligation for this favour.

The Mouse, none the less, stood upon the edge of the carpet of sepa^^^^^^^ aiid

remaining on the outskirts of the expanse of companionship, turned his lace

to~solitude and loneliness, and drew the inscription of this -WP- 1-

volume of thought—" T/ws is an age of transgression, not a season of giatdude,

and in tones of sadness exclaimed :
" How beautifully has it been said :

'

It is an age when, from the excess of injustice therein.

It is not possible for any one to have life or property.

How can we view with satisfaction the honour therein,

men, if a person does no injury, it would be considered the excess of kind-

ness

"
It occurs to my mind, that it is a tinre for retirement and a season for repose

Henceforth I will not be friends with any one, and will abandon the habit of

intercourse with the fellow-creatures of my day."

If any one seeks me as a companion, let him be his own comrade.

The Cat rejoined :
" Do not so, nor withhold your presence from me. Do not

waste the rights of friendsliips, nor the honour of intimacy
;

J^^^^*^!' ^^^^

acquiring an ally through much labour without cause readily allows him to pass

Lorn the circle of affection, will remain destitute of the results of friendship, and

other companions, being hopeless of him, wiU abandon love for him.

Deem him a bad man who has few friends.

But worse is he who, having acquired them, has lost them.

" You have laid me under a vital obhgation to you, and by your blessing I have

acquired the boon of life. The promise of affection which I have made wi 1 be

safe from the chance of alteration, and the compact of friendship to which I have

agreed will be secure from the danger of decline.

The breeze of fidelity and former promises can be inhaled.

Till the day of Judgment, from every rose which grows m my composition.

"So long as my life lasts I will not forget your dues, and as regards the

matter of requiting your actions, I wiU devote my efforts as much as possible

to be kind and generous."
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Thanks for your kindnesses, wliich are like roses around you :

Am not I a lily, proclaiming them with a hundred tongues 1

Although the Cat uttered speeches in this manner, and adduced strong assevera-
tions, desirous of removing the veil of separation from their midst, and opening
the way of intercourse, assuredly it was of no avail, and the Mouse replied

:

" Whenever there is accidental animosity, it may be removed hy mere sociability

and courtesy appearing on both sides, and in such case cheerfulness and inter-

course cannot be reckoned as defects ; but when enmity is inlierent, though to
appearance the edifice of friendsliip is reared aloft, it cannot be rehed upon, nor
should a particle of care and caution be omitted, since the evils thereof are great
and the end disastrous. It is therefore better that, since there is no connection
of kinship, you should remove yoiu- heart from companionship mth me; for
I myseK, in the depths of my soul, flee from your acquaintance, and whoever
associates with an alien will meet with that which befell the Frog." The Cat
inquired, " What was that ?

"

STOEY III.

He said : It has been related that a Mouse had taken up his abode upon the
brink of a spring, and had made his home at the foot of a tree. A Frog, too,

lived in the midst of the water, and sometimes used to come to the edge of the
fount to get air. One day, reaching the brink of the water, he croaked forth heart-
piercing sounds, and making liimself a thousand-triUed nightingale, with his un-
pleasant voice, freed the birds of the hearts from the cages of theii- bodies.

Though he had a heartrending unpleasant voice,

Yet his manner and performance were more truly hideous.

At the same time the Mouse was occupied singing in a corner of his abode. As
soon as he heard the Frog's strife-exciting strains, he was perplexed, and came
out with the intention of observing the singer. Busy hearing the Frog's cadences,
he struck his hands together, and shook his head. The Frog was pleased with
these proceedings, which appeared like expressing approbation, and he proposed
to make friends with the Mouse. The tongue of wisdom forbade him to associate
with one not akin, while the vanity of his disposition impelled him to be inti-

mate with the Mouse. In short, having met in concord, they used constantly to
associate together, and recite heart-entrancing tales and stories to one another.

With hearts as chessmen, they played together,

And cleared their breasts of apprehension
;

The Frog used to come joyous of heart to the Mouse,
And recount the story of five years.

Eeadiness of speech is a sign of friendship in the heart,

Eut backwardness to talk shows want of affection.

The Mouse one day said to the Frog :
" I have at times desired to tell you my

secrets, and proclaim the griefs which I have in my mind, while you at that very
period remain located under the water.

It is difficult for me to come where you are,

AVliile liere where I am a thousand troubles are in my mind.
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The dissyllable if treated as two words would mean "tliirty birds."
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The Cat said
:

" Seeing that you have no idea of being intimate with me, why
did you, at the commencement, display all that politeness ? By your show of
love and deceptive manners, you have ensnared me, and now that my feet have
been bound in the net of friendship, you sever the thread of intimacy, and keep
apart."

0 cup-bearer
! you opened the lid of the goblet in sincerity,

When I became intoxicated you laid the vessel out of my hand.
Seeing that you intended ultimately to present the anguish of separation,

Wliy did you give me at first pure wine %

The Mouse replied :
" At that time I had need of you ; and a wise man, if he

meets with trouble—deliverance from which is to be anticipated through the
efforts of an enemy—wiU assuredly resort to courtesy, and strive to make show
of traces of affection ; but afterwards, if evil is to be apprehended, he will retire

from companionship. This is not on account of enmity and obstinacy, nor by
reason of disgust and haughtiness. Just as young animals who run after their
mothers to get milk, when they have done drinking milk, without any former
animosity withdraw from their mothers' society, and no wise man would impute
this to enmity ; but when benefit ceases it seems better to abandon a person's
society.

When a person occasions benefit.

The sight of him affords delight of heart and soul

:

Wliile if advantage cannot be derived from a man,
His company will produce misery even in this world.

' Again, the origin of the enmity between you and me is through the enmity
of our natures, and the report of our hostihty has spread about, and is fixed in
our dispositions. No great reliance can be placed upon a friendship which may
have arisen through necessity, with the view of meeting a need, nor can any
great weight be attached thereto ; since when the occasion passes from the midst,
assuredly things will revert to theh original state. Just as water, so long as you
hold it over the fire becomes warm, but when taken off the flames it gets just as
cold as it was before. Every one knows that a mouse has no more destructive
enemy than a cat ; and I have no other feeling regarding you, save that you are
anxious to prepare for breakfast a potion from my blood, and make my flesh

availal^le for your early banquet. By no interpretation can it be fitting that I
should be deceived by you, or that I should be aided and assisted by your
friendship)."

When did a mouse have a maternal affection for a cat ?

The Cat said :
" Do you speak these words in earnest, or in: fact are you jesting

and joking 1 " The Mouse replied :

In matters affecting one's life, what place is there for jest 1

" I speak these words in all seriousness, and am confident that it is safer for

a powerless one like myself, to shun the society of a mighty being like you. A
helpless man should avoid the company of strong enemies

;
since, if the contrary

to this takes place, a wound will befaU him, which will not be healed with any
salve.

Whoever is inferior, and contends with his superior,

Will so fall, that he will never rise up again.
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ON AYOIDING THE MALEVOLENT, AND NOT TEUSTING

THEIR FLATTERY.

I^^TEODUCTION.
!

HE world-adorning King said to the radiant-minded Seer

:

0 thou ! like the latter Morn, from head to foot sincere and

pure :

0 thou ! like soundest Wisdom, from top to toe excellent and

able.

" With descrij^tion, exempt from the reproach of error, and narra-

tive free from the quality of doubt or suspicion, you have given an

account of one who was surrounded by overwhelming enemies and powerful foes,

and who found in no direction a way of flight, nor was any passage of escape

imaginable, yet he sought aid from one of them, and arranged a compact of peace,

so that by the help of that person's assistance he delivered himself from the

injuries of the rest, and became secure from danger, dread, alarm, and calamity

:

how in these circumstances he faithfully discharged his promise towards his

enemy, by whom, also, his own soul was protected : and how, by the blessing

of caution and the auspiciousness of wisdom, he reached the shore of success

and victory from the whirlpool of misfortune. Now I request you to repeat a

tale of the malevolent and quarrelsome, whether it is better to avoid and shun

them, or more expedient to be merry and associate with them. If one of them

makes display of kindness, and pretends to be courteous, must any regard be

paid thereto, or must absolutely no place in the mind be given to the same 1

"

The Brahman said

:

0 thou ! far seeing, from earliest experience, like intellect.

0' thou ! subtle, from the commencement of creation, like wisdom.

" Whoever is aided by the grace of the Holy Spirit, and is beholden by the
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1 I am rather douUful as to the accuracy of this rendering. ^ See note 1,
puge V2.
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Elegant soft words are pleasant,

Sweet tales are very charming.

"Wlioever is endowed with such,

Is approved of great men and kings.

It chanced that the Lark laid her eggs in the King's palace, and produced a little

one. The King, from excess of love, ordered that she should be carried to the

women's apartments, and enjoined the attendants to use their best efforts to look

after her and the young one. That very day there was born to the King a son,

on whose brow the light of majesty shone forth, and on the page of whose con-

dition the rays of happiness glistened.

A moon risen in the summit of the sphere of perfection

;

ISTo one during a thousand years ever saw such a moon.
Happy-omened, enlightened-minded, of blessed steps,

Of angelic appearance, prosperous fate, and auspicious destiny.

From that rare form the rose-garden of the kingdom became verdant,

Just as the rose-leaf is refreshed by the north wind.

In like manner as the Lark's little one grew up, the Prince also increased in

strength and stature, and they conceived a great affection for one another. The
King's son used constantly to play with that fledgling, and every day the Lark
used to go to the hills and wastes, and bring two specimens of fruit with which
men were miacquainted, or which they could not obtain even if they had known
thereof. One of these she used to give to the Prince, and made her offspring eat

the other. The little ones being delighted with this, used to devour them mth
joy and avidity; and the traces of this bounty were quickly visible in their

strength of person and vigour of body, so that in a little time they grew
greatly.

They raised their heads through growing and increasing,

Like a verdant meadow from the effects of the new spring season.

By means of this service the Lark increased every day in dignity and advance-

ment, and from hour to hour her near position and rank waxed greater. Some
days elapsed in this manner, and time inscribed many white and black pages of

night and day. One day, the Lark being absent, the little one jumped on the

Prince's breast, and with the talon of severity scratched his hand. The fire of

rage being aroused, cast the royal offspring into the whirlpool of hastiness and
impetuosity, so as to tlirow dust into the eyes of his manliness and generosity,

and give to the winds the dues of kindness and fornler intimacy. He seized the

fledgling by the leg, and, twisting it round his head, struck it so hard upon the

ground that it at once became as it were dust, and was annihilated on the rack

of destruction.

Alas that the stem of the fresh-bloomed rose,

Should have drooped owing to the severe blast of autumn !

When the Lark returned, she saw her offspring slain. It was to be feared that

the bnd of her soul would fly from the cage of the body. From horror at this

calamity, resembling that at the day of judgment, alarin overspread her soul
;

and from the occurrence of such a misfortune, the traces of distress took posses-

sion of her heart, indelible like inscriptions on stones. Raising her lamentations

and cries to the mansion of the Moon and Mercury, she said

:
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" Alas that the coUyrium of radiance no longer remains in my world-seeing

eye
; „

The leaf of delight and joy no longer continues in my sad heart

!

After endless lamentations and countless groans, she thought to herself :
" You

have raised the fire of this calamity, and you have sold the chattels of repose for

the uproar of adversity. You should have made your nest at the base of a thorn,

or on the top of a wall. Wliat business had you to do with the Haram of a

Sultdn? and, occupied in rearing your own child, why did you busy yourself

with the care of the King's son^ Had you been content with your own nook

and provisions, you would not to-day have been overwhelmed with this mis-

fortune. You should not be enraged at this circumstance. Sages have said,

' Helpless are the persons who remain in the company of the mighty, since the

reins of their honour are very loose, and the edifice of their fidelity extremely

weak : they always scratch the cheek of their generosity with the misfortune of

violence, and fiU the fountain of magnanimity with the mire of faithlessness

and injustice : neither sincerity and friendship, as far as they are concerned, are

respected, nor have former service and the bonds of intimacy any weight or

worth.'

In waiting on a person who does not recognise the dues of service,

"Waste not your time, for there is neither profit nor obligation.

" To ask pardon for offences, as is the nature of men of noble mind, is not con-

sidered allowable, and is prohibited, in the code of revenge ;
while ingratitude,

which is the disposition of the wicked, is deemed permissible and lawful_ m
the canon of arrogance. Anyhow, what benefit can be derived from the society

of the mass, who are oblivious of former service on the part of friends, and what

profit can be procured from attendance on a set of persons who aUow the ties of

disinterested affection to slip theii- memory '2

'Twere a shame to include amongst the number of heroes his name.

Who does not recognise the dues of intercourse on the part of friends.

" I have mingled with a body who, as regards their own affairs, deem as nought

the perpetration of great matters ;
while, as concerns others, they think much

of the least negligence.

They deem their own faults as virtues ; but none the less

If you possess merit, they call it a great error.

" Anyhow, I will not lose the opportunity of retaliation, and the occasion of

retribution; and tiU I wreak vengeance for my child on this pitiless, cruel,

bloodthirsty tyrant, who without cause slew his comrade, companion, associate,

and ally, and without reason caused the death of his playmate and intimate, I

will take no rest or repose."

I will lay aside affection and pity,

I will make my heated rage to boil.

She then ruthlessly darted at the face of the King's son, and dug out the world-

seeing eyes of that royal beloved object, and flying away, alighted upon a

battlement of the palace. The news reaching the King, he was grieved about

his son's eyes, and desired by stratagem to bring the bird witliin the snare of

Deceit, and confining it within the cage of Misfortune, to treat it in such way
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as it deserved. Accordingly, coming beneath the battlement he stood opposite
the Lark, and said :

" 0 companion of my days ! come down from aloft, for you
are secure of life.

If the hand of your musky ringlets did wrong, 'tis past.

" Now cease not converse with me, and do not cause the plant of my delight
to wither." The Lark replied :

" 0 King ! compliance with your commands
is imperative upon every one ; but having a long Avhile been wandering in
the desert of consideration, I had arrived at this stage of thought, that'' the
rest of my life I shoidd not seek for the acme of my desires, and the summit of
prosperity, save in the region of the King, and should not drive the steed of
ambition save in the plain of attendance on his Majesty : and I had thought
that, like the Pigeons of the temple of Makka^,I might be happy and at ease
under the shade of your favour, and labouring in the Holy Mountain of gene-
rosity, might arrive at a degree of serenity. Now that they have aUowed my son
to be slain in the Sovereign's Haram, like a sacrifice for pdgrims, how can any
desire to hover round this house remain to nie 1 In spite of all this, did I know
of any equivalent for sweet life, weU and good ; and I would enter the service of
the women of the sacred Haram, but

" Wlien a bird has escaped from the net,

Henceforth how wiU he be enticed with grain ?

"Again, the tradition, ' The believer shall not he stung from the one hole twice; is
salutary

:
and it behoveth a wise man not to try the same thing two times, and

not to be injured twice with the wound of the same animal.

Have you not heard this proverb, which the wise have spoken %

' He ivho tries what has been tried will repent.^

" It is clear, also, to the enlightened mind of the King, that a criminal should not
live in security, since if punishment in this Hfe be deferred, yet eternal torment
is to be expected; and if by the aid of good fortune he escape this, his children
and grandchildren must taste the bitterness of the chastisement thereof, and
experience the wretchedness of his degradation and crime : since the disposition
of the world is surety for the quaUty of revenge, and the nature of Fortune
embraces the attribute of retaliation. So the King's son conceived treachery
towards my child, and from me unwittingly, nay, more, by way of revenge, ruin
befell him. It is not possible for any one to drink a quaff from the ''cup of
violence, and not be overwhelaied with the headache of misfortune ; or to plant
a tree of injustice in the expanse of practice, and not to reap the fruit of
punishment and torture.

The fool who sows the seed of the wild-gourd
Must not expect the sugar-cane.

"Maybe the King has not heard the story of Daiiadil ^ and the thieves, nor has it

reached his ears how revenge overtook the robbers." The King inquired " How
was that V o i ,

' Wise heart.
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STOEY IT.

She said : It has been related that in the city of Eakkah was a Darwish

adorned with acceptable qualities and laudable disposition, and the plant of

whose sayings and doings was decked with the flowers of excellent feelings, and

charming manners. By reason that he had a heart wise in the subtleties of

divine knowledge they called him Danadil, and the inhabitants of that city

liked him.

He who has attained perfection in divine understanding.

Is both a companion to the soul, and also a salve for the heart.

Once upon a time he set out on a journey to the temple of Makka' and

without companion or ally started on his way. A band of Thieves came up

to him, and thinking he had much property Avith him, arranged to kill him.

Danadil said :
" As regards the goods of this world, I have no more than pro-

visions for my pilgrimage ; if your desires are satisfied with such an amount, it

is of no moment, take my property, and let me go, so that in reliance on God,

and solitude, I may bring my travels to an end, and may apply the collyrium

from the dust of the threshold of Makka to the extended eyes of expectation."

I will go to its street, and bow my head at the threshold

;

I will make the dust of the earth before its door a collyrium for my eyes.

The pitiless Thieves paid no regard to these words, and drew their swords to

slay him. The hapless wretch, in perplexity, looked in every direction, and,

as is the way of the destitute, sought for a friend and helper
:
but in that

horrible desert, and terrible and frightful waste, not a soul came into his sight,

save only that a flock of Cranes flew over their heads. Danadil cried out
:

" 0

Cranes ! in this desolate spot I have been taken at the hands of tyrants, and

save the Lord of the Invisible World, no one is aware of how I am circum-

stanced; seek vengeance for me from this body, and demand back my blood

from them." The Tliieves smiled, and said, " What name have you % " He

replied, "Danadil." They rejoined: "Anyhow, your heart is unacquainted

with wisdom ; it is clear to us that you are an imbecile, and whoever is desti-

tute of intellect it would be no great crime to kill him." Danadil said :
_"

'
You

tvill see at the time the dust is cleared aioay.' In this respect I will whisper in

your ears a little about revenge, and will bring to your gaze somewhat of retal-

iatory conduct. However, what idea of such matters have a band of whom

the description, ' They are deaf, they are dumb, they are Uind, and therefore will

they not return,' is in accord with their natures 1

"

If a man of understanding has ears.

These kind of words will fall pleasant on his ears.

Much as Danadil spoke, the ear of their understanding was dull to listen to the

words of justice, and the eyes of their experience did not contemplate the

splendour of true beauty. They killed him, and bore off his property. Wlien

the news of his having been slain reached the people of the City, they were

grieved, and mourned his death, and were perpetually anxious that haply they

might find his murderers. At length after a while, at a religious festival, most

of the people of the City on the day of the celebration assembled at the place
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for prayer, and the murderers of Danadil also took up a corner in the assembly.
In the midst of this an army of Cranes, rushing through the air, flew above
the heads of the Thieves, and made such a noise that, owing to their cries
and shrieks, the people desisted from their devotion and worship. One of
those Thieves laughed, and by way of joke, said to his friend, "Assuredly
they are seeking the blood of Danadil." By chance one of the people of the

^
City, who was near to them, heard these words, and giving information thereof
to another, at that very hour the news was conveyed to the Magistrate. Being
captured, after a little investigation, they confessed, and revenge for the blood
of the innocent coming upon them, they were overtaken by retaliation.

Who in all the world strung the bow of oppression.

But himself became the target for the arrow of everlasting torment 1

Who, in faithless times, plamred the way of tyranny.
But himself became a warning to the age ?

" Now I have adduced this story that the King may gather, that my
offence in injuring the Prince, was in accordance with the demands of revenge,
and the requirements of retaliation, otherwise how could a broken-winged bird
have power for such a deed ? Since such conduct has been displayed by me,
the decree of the rider, wisdom, now is that I should not obey your command,'
and paying no regard thereto, should not go into the pit owing to the cord of
deception and fraud."

It is better for me to avoid the service of the Kino-.

The King said
:

" What you have spoken is near akin to sincerity and recti-
tude, and replete with the benefits of wisdom, and the advantages of learning.
I know that according to the decree, ' The beginner is the most tyrannical,'' it was
the fault of my son, in that he slew you.r child, without any previous offence on
his part

; so you by way of revenge, since ' The retribution for an evil should be
an evil alike thereto,' made right requital. Indeed I am obliged that you did not
proceed to kill him, but were satisfied with his loss of sight. Now neither are
you inclined to feel aversion nor I to be cruel. At any rate rely upon my
word, and do not vainly strive to keep distant, and avoid me. Know that
I consider revenge amongst the defects of mankind, and deem forgiveness as
one of the merits of the generous. I will never raise the hand of rejection
against the brow of merit, nor wiU I turn the face of approbation towards crime.
Nay, more, my wish is to requite evil with good, and if ill befall me at any one's
hands, in return for the same I will confer benefits upon him."

We Avill not make it our custom to seek pretences

;

We will act in no way but as upright and honest.

As regards those who behave wickedly towards us.

Even if we have the opportunity, we will only behave kindly.

The Lark said
:

" For me to return will never be possible, since wise men keep
aloof from the society of friends who have been distressed, and it is proclaimed
amongst the observations of the learned, that however much men may deem it

necessary to be kind and pleasant to those who have been hurt, and may con-
sider it indispensable to be beneficent and conciliatory towards them, suspicion
and aversion must be predominant ; and on this supposition it is necessary to
avoid them."
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My beloved ! when you have injured any one,

Do not display him kindness even if you can

:

Since, however much show of service he may see on your part,

Suspicion will predominate in his mind.

The Kino- said :
" 0 Lark ! cease such talk, since you are to me in the place of

a son—nay, more, beloved ; and the affection which I have for you I do not feel

towards any of my own kith and kin, and dependants: no one plots evil against

his own people, nor does he feel enmity or revenge towards his own associates.'

The Lark said :
" The wise, as regards relations, have uttered some words, and

described the condition of each one, and have enjoined in this manner, to wit-

father and mother are like friends, brothers resemble companions and comrades,

and maternal and paternal uncles are of the degree of acquaintances ;
a wife m

the place of associates, daughters correspond with enemies, and the whole of

relatives are of the order of strangers ; but a son is desired to perpetuate one's

memory, and is deemed part and parcel of one's soul and body, others not being

allowed to share with him one's regard and affection. Now I can never be to

you in the place of a son, and on the supposition that you were to hold me as

such, at a time of the descent of misfortune, and the attack of calamity and

affliction, you would desert me ;
since, however much any one may Hke another,

and may say, ' I esteem you before my own self, and deem my soul of no

account,'

Wliat is the soul that it should not be sacrificed for you 1

" yet at a time when difficulty occurs, and the matter reaches such a pitch that

life must be abandoned, without doubt he will drag himself from the straits of

that danger to the region of security, and will in no way scatter the com of

existence on account of another person.

A hero should not flee from misfortune,^

But should rise above considerations of life on a person's behalf.

" Maybe the king has not heard the story of the old woman and Mahusti, nor

been apprised of the circumstances of their case % " The King said, " Eepeat to

me what that was,"

STORY m.

She said : It has been related that a decrepit old woman, aged and broken

down in circumstances, had a daughter, by name Mahusti, from the radiance of

whose resplendent cheeks the full moon was envious, and the world-adornuig

sun sat in the rugged mountain of shame owing to the representation of her

heart-ravishing face.

Pleasant-voiced, so as to take away the senses,

And bear off splendour from the sweet-seller.

Coq^uetting, she raised a thousand tumults in the world

;

Ogling, thousands were ruined in the city.

All at once the evil eye of cruel fortune alighted upon that rosy-cheeked cypress,

1 As remarked by Eastwick this couplet is misplaced, the purport thereof not being in harmony

with what immediately precedes.
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and laid her on the bed of sickness. In the garden of her beauty, in place of
the yellow rose the branch of the saffron shot forth ; her tender jasmine from
the^ heat of burning disease lost all moisture, while the curling hyacinth through
raging fever became limp.

'

Like her musky-perfumed ringlets,

Her delicate body became attenuated.

The old woman wandered round and round the head of her daughter, and sup-
plicating and lamenting with her eyes like spring clouds, cried out

:' " 0 soul
of your mother ! may your mother's life be sacrificed for you, and this broken-
down head, desolate in the corner of adversity, be dust at your feet ! I will
make myself an offering for you, and will give up the half remnant of my soul
which I possess to secure your life."

If you have pain in the head, then do as you like ^ with me.

Every morning weeping and sighing, she exclaimed :
" 0 God ! pardon this young

inexperienced creature, and take this decrepit, satiated old woman in place of
her."

"NVliatever there is of my life, at once
Take, but prolong her existence.

Though from grief I am become like a hair,

May not a hair of her head be lost !

In short, the old woman, by reason that she had motherly affection and maternal
sympathy, day and night laboured in prayer and lamentation, and gave up her
own life for her beloved child. By chance, a Cow belonging to that old woman
had returned from the desert, and gone into the kitchen ; from the odour of
some broth, she put her head into a pot, and ate what was therein ; when she
wanted to puU her head out again she could not. The hapless Cow thus with
the pot on her head came out of the kitchen, and went from one corner to the
other. The old woman, at the time the Cow returned, was not in the house,
and knew nothing about this proceeding. When she entered her abode and saw
something in that form and shape wandering round the house, fancying it was
Tzniil 2 come to take possession of the soul of Mahusti, she uttered a lamentation,
and, in tlie utmost distress, said :

" 0 angel of death ! I am not Mahusti,
I am a decrepit, old, distressed woman

;

If you desire to take her soul,

She is in the house, as you know;
If you are concerned about Mahusti',

Lo ! take her, and leave me."

When adversity was afar, she prized her as a beloved one

;

When she saw misfortune, she abandoned her.

So you should know, that in danger there is not
Any one more precious than one's own self.

"N(Dw this day I am separated from all attachments, and am severed from
mankind. In your service I laid up so much provision, tliat the caravan of my
strength is loaded so as not to be able to endure any additional burden.

1 Literally, " turn me al.ont your lienrl." 2 The augel of death.
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I fear that, as the frame is weak, it is not equal to this load.

"What animal can submit that the corner of his heart should be scorched

with the fire of injustice, and the fruits of his soul given to the wind of destruc-

tion, or that the radiance of his eyes should be cast into the darkness of anniliila-

tion, and the delight of his existence removed ? When I think of my dear son,

who was the light of my tearful eyes, and the joy of my distressed bosom, the

sea of regret, beating up into waves, casts the vessel of patience into the whu:l-

pool of anguish, and the flame of the fire of perturbation, flaring up, all at once

consumes the chattels of patience and restraint.

I am one of those in the world who are surrounded with grief
;

ISTo footing appears, how, too, can my feet reach the brink 1

I said :
' With patience the shore of the sea will appear :

'

But now, also, the vessel of patience and stability is wrecked.

"Added to all this, my life is not secure; and to be deceived with all this

humility and soft flattery I consider to be removed from the way of wisdom.

Consequently I recite the verse, ' Would that between me and thee there was the

distance of the east from the west

When intimacy embraces distress.

Separation is better than such companionship.

The King said : " What proceeds from you, had it at the commencement been of

a like nature, Avithdrawal and retirement from society would have appeared appro-

priate ; but you now are acting by way of retaliation, and your conduct is due to

revenge. The tongue of justice also enjoins the very same, and the ruler, Equity,

in requital for such a deed as proceeded from my son, appoints just such a

return. Therefore, what can be the cause of your withdrawal, and the reason of

your aversion 1 At any rate call to mind that, before the bhth of my child,

you Avere the companion of my time, and the associate of my days ; and when

my son came from the secret recess of non-existence into the expanse of being,

paternal affection demanded that at the sight of him cheerfulness should accrue

to me. In these circumstances I made him your comrade, and by reason of

your society and his company I passed my life in delight. Now that the

malicious eye of fortune has brought ruin upon the pearl of his eyes, the pleasure

which I had on seeing him is destroyed, but the happiness of your conversation,

and the rapture of your voice and tones remain to me. Do not act so that all

this too shall be entirely anniliilated, and for the rest of my life I must retire to

the house of the bereaved, and live in sorrow, vexation, anguish, and lassitude.

The case of you and me is like that of the Minstrel and the King." The Lark

inquired, " WhaX was that '?

"

STOEY IV.

The King said : It has been related that a King had a Minstrel of beautiful

voice and sweet tones, who, by means of his heart-enchanting strains, brought

the foot of wisdom out of its stirrup, and snatched the reins of self-possession

from the hands of patience and restraint.

z
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One more melodious in voice and tones than liim,

This ^ crook-backed organ-player never saw.

The King was very fond of him, and was always charmed on hearing his heart-
enchanting melodies ^ and joy-exciting strains.

Listen to the sounds of the Minstrel, for his delight-increasing voice,

With his tenor and base tones, like Venus, would have brought Saturn within
the spheres.

This Minstrel used to teach a clever Slave, and kindly gave him instruction in
playing and singing, till in a little while he surpassed his master, and his war-
blings and strains reached such a pitch, that the fame of his tones and songs
passed the measure of imagination on the part of either understanding or
fancy

; and the ears of aU, both mighty and humble, were filled with the sounds
and tones of his performances and practice.

With his heart-enchanting melodies,

He rendered brisk the market of joy and delight.

• "
' "When he made the house resound with his lyre,

Venus came back with both ears intent.

The King being apprised of the case of the Slave, generously patronised and
assisted him, to a degree that he became an intimate companion and enrolled
amongst his select courtiers; and the King was always fascinated with the
Slave's charming songs, which were indicative of the miracles of the Messiah,
and owing to' the tones of his world-distracting lute, which raised fire within the
hearts of lovers, conceived a hankering after the banquet of pleasure. A spirit
of envy was aroused in the Minstrel's heart, and he slew the Slave, and conveyed
the tidings to the King, who ordered the Minstrel to be summoned, and when he had
been brought to the place of punishment, the Sovereign began in solemn awe to
chide him, saying :

" Did you not know that I am fond of pleasure ? and my
pleasures were of two kinds

;
first, in society with your playing—next, in private

with the melodies of the Slave. Wliat impelled you to kill the Slave and
destroy half my joy? I decree that this very hour they shall cause you to
drink also that very same potion which you made the Slave taste, so that no one
again shall attempt such a rash act." The King's words brought to the Minstrel's
memory a certain song,^ and he said :

" 0 King ! I have done wrong, in that I
have deprived the Sovereign of half his delight, but if his Majesty slays me, and
destroys the whole of his joy, how wiU it be I " The King was pleased, and
caressing him, delivered him from death.

" The object of reciting this tale is this : a portion of my joy and happiness of
mind, owing to my child, has been lost ; and you, too, are singing a melody of
separation. It would seem as though the back of my hope had become bent,
like the figure of the harp, and the bosom of my grief lacerated with the talon
of remorse, as it were the soul of a lute. Ultimately separation between friends
will of necessity occur

;
but, at any rate, do not now strive to bring about a

parting, nor give from your hand the skirt of repose."

1 Eastwick suggests that this alludes to the sky, but confesses his inability to understand the
passage. I am, unfortunately, compelled to make a similar admission.

^
J.5

in the Persian text should be j JJ^I J.5.
3 Eastwick translates this "wit; " while not wishing to question the accuracy of such arenderinn-

I do not feel justified in adopting it.
" °'
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Do not estrange yourself, since you know that the Spheres

Will themselves separate friends one from another.

The Lark said :
" Enmity is concealed in the secret recess of the heart, and hatred

remains hidden in the cloister of the bosom, and since it is not possible for any

one to be apprised thereof, consequently what the tongue speaks is not worthy of

credence, seeing that the tongue in this respect does not rightly express the pur-

port of what is hidden in the mind, nor does explanation discharge the dues of

integrity, as regards the meaning of what is hoarded in the soul. But hearts,

in accordance with the saying, ' Hearts are witness to each other,' are just wit-

nesses, and true testimony of one another.

The heart alone knows the history of the heart's secret.

But tongue and lips are not admitted into confidence.

" Your heart does not accord with what you say, nor does your language truly

express what is in your soul.

May a hundred lives be sacrificed for him whose tongue and heart are in

unison

!

" 0 King ! I thoroughly know the severity of your fury, and am well aware of

the fearfulness of your punishment.

You sometimes wound with the stirrups more severely than a mountain.

And on some occasions you make an onslaught with your reins more furious

than the wind.

" At no time could I remain secure from your might, nor for an instant could I

find rest from the ruin of your power. I am not of that number to whom the

Doctor said, ' Medicine for your eyes is more suitable for you than medicine for

stomach-ache.' " The King inquired, " How was that 1
"

STOEY V.

The Lark said : A man came to a Doctor, and being distracted through pain

in his stomach, rolled about on the ground, and, from the violence of agony

uttered lamentations, and sought a cure.

O Doctor ! at any rate cure me, for the matter has gone beyond my hands.

The Doctor, as is usual amongst men of wisdom, who as a preliminary carry out

the rules of the science of causes and symptoms, so that, after investigating the

disease, a remedy may be propounded, which should be the occasion of a rapid

cure, inquired of him, "Wliat have you eaten to-day ? " The simple-minded man

replied : " I have eaten some burnt bread, and with such food, which resembled

a finger, the oven of my stomach has become inflamed." The Doctor commanded

his servants :
" Bring some medicine which will give brightness to the eyes, and

increase the clearness of the sight, so that I may anoint tliis person's eyes."

That individual cried out

:

Anyhow, is this a time for jest and sport ?

It is a period of death, and loss of life.

" 0 Doctor ! put aside jest, and abandon raillery. I complain of pain in the
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stomach, while you would place a salve of gems on my eyes. What has an

ointment for the eyes to do with a pain in the stomach '?
" The Doctor replied :

" I wish to clear your eyes, so that you may distinguish between black and

white, and may not again eat burnt bread. On this account the cure of your eyes

is more necessary than any remedy for the stomach."

" My object in reciting this story is, that the King should not imagine that I

am one of those who cannot distinguish between what is burnt ' and what is fit,

and cannot select what is raw from what is cooked."

Thank God ! as regards wisdom I am such.

That I can discern between good and evil.

The King said :
" Amongst friends many accidents occur of a kind such as has

happened between you and me, and it is not possible that the road of strife be-

tween men should be completely barred, nor the way of contention and opposi-

tion closed. But whoever is adorned with the light of wisdom, and graced with

the decoration of intelligence, will endeavour, according to his power, to quench

t^e flame of discord, and, as far as he can, will cast the water of compassion upon

the fire of rage, knowing that although it appears very bitter to drink the draught

of pardon, yet the sweetness of delight is contained therein; and although it seems

like poison to endure the distressing load of self-restraint, yet so doing comprises

the antidote, joy."

Give not vent to anger, since therein is misery.

Quench your enmity, for therein is happiness.

The splendour of lightning produces ruin.

But the natm-e of the ocean is to swallow up.

The bosom of the sea is never filled with dust.

Though the rain makes it muddy.

The Lark rejoined :
" This proverb is well-known, ' He loho despises lorong-doing

falls into mischief; ' whoever takes things easy falls into trouble. This arduous

matter cannot be lightly undertaken, nor is it proper to treat contemptuously this

important affair. I have spent my life in gazing on the jugglery of the deceitful

spheres, and have wagered the moments of my time in contemplating the wonders

of the treacherous globe. Assuredly from the stores of experience I have gained

much benefit, and by the earnings of ingenuity, and the capital of intelligence

and penetration, have acquired very great advantage. In truth, I have recognised

that the sparks of choice and the flames of power burn up the edifice of promises

and pledges, and the needle of the pride of prosperity sews up the eyes of modesty

and fidelity with the thread of the pomp of tyranny; and when the Lion of royal

might strikes the tail of revenge upon the ground, fawning and foxy cunning will

avail nought. It is better that I should not indulge in a hare's^ sleep, and dreading

the nature of the leopard, like a deer, I should go towards the desert ; since in

no way can a weak antagonist contend with a powerful foe, just as that King in

this matter recited a story about his enemy." The King inquired, " How was

that ?
"

1 The original text lias a play upon sounds wliioli cannot be preserved in English.

2 See note 1, page 255.
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SXOEY VL

She (the Lark) said : In the kingdoms of Turkistan was a king, the phoenix of

whose incomparable magnanimity spread upon the faces of mankind the shade of

peace, and the wing of victory and success, and the fabulous bird of whose exalted

standard extended the head of majesty beyond the nest of the peacock of the

heavenly gardens. His perfect justice completely disposed of the affairs of state,

and his universal diligence caused all matters of monarchy to be completely

carried out.

Khusrau,^ crown-bestowing, throne-establishing !

Scattering wealth over the top of diadems and thrones.

As regards subduing worlds and protecting lands.

The Solomon of his time, a second Alexander.

One of the Pillars of the State was overpowered with fear of mind, and turned

his face from the King's sphere-like court, and using deceit towards one of

the King's enemies induced him to declare war and hostilities. Wlien the Sove-

reign discovered that the foe had turned aside the face of obedience from the holy
place of submission, the temptation of rebels, and the wiles of the seditious,

having found their way to the foundation of his confidence—and that with
a head fdled with rage, in the blackness of his lusts, he was raising ideas of

sovereignty and power, and with a heart full of hatred, owing to former resent-

ment, was seeking after dominion and advancement—he sent him a letter com-
prising kindly counsel, and an epistle embracing royal admonition. But the foe,

inflated with excess of haughtiness and pride, paid no heed thereto, and, with
the lasso of invitation, wherever he found a body of rebels to exist, drew them
towards himself.

He collected round him several scattered bands,

Such as in the day of battle seek the fight.

In short, when the King saw that the medicinal draught of kindness could not
cure then- dense constitution, which, in truth, had entirely wandered from the
highway of moderation, he sent a message to this effect :

" You and I are like

glass and stone ; whether you strike the stone upon the glass, or the glass upon
the stone, in both cases the glass will be broken, and no harm will befall the
stone."

" From the recital of this story the moral is this,—^viz., it should become clear

to the King's radiant mind, that I, too, am like the glass, and cannot meet the

Sovereign's anger, which, like a stone, is firm and ruinous to his foes.

O heart ! be not opposed to idols with iron hearts.

You resemble glass, and are not a companion for an anvil.

" However much the King is disposed to be kind, and desires to console with the
oxymel of apology the bile of alarm, yet in the code of wisdom it is forbidden
to accept the excuses of the malevolent and envious, and it is an edict necessary

to be obeyed, to reject and refuse the efforts for peace of men who are foes."

From eloquent friends I have heard this advice

:

" Place no reliance upon the caresses of an enemy.

1 See note, p. 153.
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When your foe anticipates that he will ruin you,

Be not deceived, but do not shatter his expectations."

The King said :
" It is not allowable, on more suspicion, to sever intimacy or

overturn friendship, nor is it fitting through a whim, which is beyond compre-

hension, to overwhelm a companion with the flame of separation. It is not the

way of men of integrity to lay aside ancient acquaintance, and firm intercourse,

through a slight doubt, nor to let slip from the hand the cord of the promise of

friendship or the treaty of comradeship through a trifling alarm.

Such were your fidelity and promise ; I knew it not.

Your vow of afi'ection was hatred ; how ignorant was I

!

All the words you utter, like your own soul, are hard.

So harsh was your heart, but I was unaware thereof.

" Is not the quality of fidelity found in a dog, which is the most contemptible

in worth of all animals, and in station the most despicable 1 Wliy do you not

then draw back your feet from the expanse of faithlessness, and why do you not

discharge the engagement which you made at the time of our society and affec-

tion ?

"

Fidelity to your word is advantageous, if you could learn this.

The Lark said :
" How can I lay the foundation of fidelity 1 In that direction

the pillars of loyalty are demolished, and the traces of good faith utterly anni-

hilated. It is not possible for the King to smother the causes of alarm, nor to

avoid watching for an opportunity of revenge. So, now, when he cannot lay

hands on me by force and violence, he is desirous of drawing me by treachery

and stratagem into the grasp of retaliation. And the hatred which is implanted

in the minds of Kings is to be feared, since in the pride of sovereignty they are

addicted to revenge, and when they find an oiai^ortunity they will not on any sup-

position admit of palliation or excuse. Similar to hatred in the breast is dead

charcoal, though in that condition no effects are produced, yet when the sparks of

anger reach thereto, it flares up, and the flame of wrath springing up consumes the

world. The smoke of retaliation, which arises from the fire of the breast, has

dried up many brains and moistened many eyes. It is not possible, so long as

a spark of the charcoal of hatred remains in the grate of the bosom, for any one to

rest secure from the danger of the flame of rage."

When the flame of wrath is raised, it burns up both moist and dry.

The King said :
" Wliat a strange state of affairs ! You in this matter incline to

one side, and desert the other dii-ection. Why is it not fit that the preludes of

alarm should be exchanged for the ausj^iciousness of friendship, and the j)urity of

intimacy should appear after the foulness of enmity ?
" The Lark rejoined :

" If

any one can completely discharge the observance of the directions of kindness,

and were to attempt to seek the satisfaction and repose of friends, deeming it

necessary to assist and help in procuring advantages for them, and to ward off"

evils and misfortunes, it is possible that such alarm might bo removed from the

midst : both serenity might be procured to the malignant, and also the timid

soul might be perfumed with the breeze of security. But I am too weak in this

respect to devise or make pass through my mind anything which shall cause the

natural feeling of malignity to lessen, or occasion the way of friendship and afi'ec-

tion to increase. If I were to return to your service again, I should perpetually
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be in alarm and dread, and every hour see death afresh. After this it is better

to retii-e than to come back in such a manner, and preferable to exchange separa-

tion for return."

Wlien the roses of intercourse do not blossom upon the tree of Fortune,

It is delightful in the desert of separation even for a thorn to pierce the foot.

Tlie King replied :
" ISTo one has any power for good or for bad as regards another

person without the will of God—may His name be glorified !—nor can anything,

little or much, small or great, come to pass, save by the decree of Tate, and the

previous eternal command. Just as the hand of the creature is powerless to

create or reproduce, so also annUiilation and destruction are denied him. The

affair of my son and your retribution happened according to the Divine Mandate

and the Eternal Will, and aU this was but the means of causing that decree to

be carried out. Do not call us to account for the decrees of Heaven, nor reproach

us for the Divine Mandates, but be content with the Ordinances of God."

JSTought but submission to the Decrees of God is becoming.

Nought but patience, at the time of misfortune, is suitable.

Seeing that His Pen has flowed withdraw not your head; but otherwise, come,

Go beyond His line, if you deem it fitting.

The Lark said :
" The weakness of creatures in averting the decrees of the Creator

is manifest and certain, and on the pages of imagination, amongst men of integTity,

this thing is clear and plainly portrayed, that the varieties of good and evil, and

the manifold sorts of advantages and disadvantages, are arranged according to the

wish and the decree of the Almighty WiU—may His name be glorified !—and it

is not possible by any effort or endeavour on the part of the creature either to

ward it off and repel it, or to hasten and delay it. ' There is no one ivlio keeps

off His decree, nor any one ivlio retards His command.'

ISo one can breathe a word about ' why ' and 'wherefore,'

Tor the Designer of Circumstances is beyond 'Avhy' aird 'wherefore.'

" Notwithstanding that aU sages are agreed upon this point, no one has said that

the direction of caution and care should be neglected, or that the protection of

one's soul from danger and misfortune should be delayed
;
nay, more, it has been

declared that the causes of everything must be looked to, and the disposition of

affairs left to the Causer of Causes.

The Divine Decree enjoined that causes and ways.

Should be incumbent upon those who toil under the sky.

O thou ! who art ensnared by causes fly not forth

;

Indeed, doubt not the Eemover thereof is the Causer of Causes.

Owing to causes, are you neglectful of the Causer '?

Can you turn aside your mind from the latter veiled mystery to the former 1

" The proverb, ' Disj^lay wisdom, and trust in God,' is an exemplification of this

saying."

Bind the camel's knee in i^eliance upon God.

The King rejoined: "The pith of this conversation is just this : I desire your

society, and find in my mind a boundless hankering after your company ; but in

spite of all this eagerness which I display, nought can be understood on your part

save tokens of vexation."
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You are annoyed with me, while I hanker after you.

Hearts should yearn for hearts. Wliat state of things, then, is this ?

The Lark said :
" Your desire is just this, to cure your own heart by killing me

;

but the fact is, my soul at present has no inclination to drink the potion of death,

nor any wish to put on the garments of destruction ; and so long as the reins of

desire are in my hands, I refuse to accept all this, and it seems the essence of

wisdom to avoid it.

The head will not again grow on the body, it is not like a cane.

" This very day from my own heart I can demonstrate as to the King's notions,

since if I get the power and ability I shall not be content save with the death

of the King's beloved one, so I know that my Sovereign also, owing to distress

for his son, will seek nought but my destruction. Any one can understand the

secrets of the mind of those overwhelmed with anguish, when he himself has

been consumed with the fire of a similar grief, and swallowed the draught of

bitterness on the same account. Easy-going adversaries are negligent of this

state of things, and pampered persons, indulging in ease, are destitute of the trap-

pings of grief.

O thou ! whose foot has not been pierced by a thorn, what do you know
As to the state of the Lion-hearted, whose head is struck with the sword of

misfortune 1

" With the eye of wisdom I perceive that whenever the King calls to mind his

son's sight, and I think of the light of my own eyes, a difference will be mani-

fested in our inward souls, and a change in our feelings will occur : it can be

perceived what will proceed from this, and what matters will come to pass at

this time. On this showing separation is more suitable than intercourse, and

to keep at a distance more proper than to be near."

Wlien intercourse is such, separation is better.

The King replied :
" Wliat good can there be in that person who cannot forgive

the offences of friends, nor rise above ill-feeling and revenge? A learned

and truly wise man possesses power so to put aside retaliation for wrongs, as

during the term of life not to refer thereto, no trace of their greatness or

insignificancy being at any time found on the pages of his heart, while he

accepts with the utmost joy the apologies of those who have done wrong, and

the excuses of those who have acted imjDroperly. ' The worst of evil-doers is

one who will not accept an excuse ; ' that is, the worst of the bad is he who will

not accept an excuse, and conceives dislike for him who tenders an apology.

An apology with 7ne is the means of making amends for crimes.

" At any rate, as regards what I have said, I find my mind clear, nor do I perceive

in my heart any traces of the violence of rage, the fury of anger, or the idea of

revenge. I have always preferred pardon to punishment, knowing that however

great an offence may have been, the quality of forgiveness will be greater."

If amongst the inferior crime is a great matter.

Amongst the noble, pardon is still greater.

The Lark said :
" This is all very well, but I am an offender, and the person

who has committed the crime is always in fear. My case is like that of a person
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who, having been wounded m the sole of his foot, if by strength of mmd he

evinces no alarm, and deems it permissible to go during the darkness of mght m
a stony place, yet it cannot be avoided that the wound is opened afresh, and his

foot rendered helpless, so that he is unable to journey even on soft ground. My

approach to the King's service bears the same aspect, and according to the rites

of law and the canons of religion, it is an absolute duty for me to avoid this

< And cast not yourselves with your own hands mto destruction: Sages have said

three persons are removed from the path of wisdom, and apart from the highway

of knowled<-e 1st, Any one who rehes upon his own personal strength; and

assuredly such an one will cast himself to destruction, and his temerity will

become his own ruin. 2d, He who does not recognise the measure of food and

drink and so gorges that the stomach is unable to digest it; such an individual

is doubtless the enemy of his own soul. 3d, The man who is puffed up by the

words of a foe, and is deceived by the talk of any person from whom he_ cannot

be secure; and beyond dispute the case of such a party wiU terminate m rum

and remorse."

Eest not secure from the stratagems of enemies,

Eefiect and turn your rein from such a quarter.

The King said :
" 0 Lark ! much as I enter in at the door of concihation, and in

a friendly way place before you the road of rectitude and expediency, you m
like manner continue in your foolish ideas, and shake off the skirt of acceptance

from hearing advice. Admonition as concerns any one who will not accept it,

is without profit, just as the warning given by that Devotee to the Wolf."

The Lark inquhed, " How was that %"

STORY VIL

He said : It has been related that a Devotee of pious disposition, whose pre-

cious time after he had performed his daily devotions and prayers, was spent

m nought save admonishing niankmd, was passing through a solitary spot, and

saw a Wolf with the mouth of greed and avidity extended, and the eyes_ of

avarice placed on the road of search. AH his ambition was fixed on injuring

the innocent and deprivmg some animal of life, so as to bear off a portion thereof

with the view of secuimg delight to his own refractory soul.

If you regard that unjust tyrant, you wiU see that foolishly

He mflict°s a hundred miseries on a person, with a view to a single advantage

to himself.

The Devotee who saw him in this condition, and observed on the page of his

forehead the inscription of violence and oppression, out of natural kmdness and

innate compassion, began to counsel him, saying :
" Beware not to circumvent

men's sheep, and plot not against the oppressed and helpless, smce m the end

injustice is the cause of Divine retribution, and ultimately oppression draws

down punishment and torture in the next world."

He who indulges a habit of oppression.

Places bonds upon his own hands and feet.

Though for some days he may raise his head aloft.

Fortune at length will overthrow him.
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He spoke such words as these, and urged him to the utmost to abandon liis cruel
designs against men's sheep. The Wolf replied :

" Cease your admonitions, form the rear of this waste a herd are grazing, and I am afraid lest the opportunity
of carrying off a sheep he lost, and then remorse will be of no avail

"

_

" The object of adducing this story is, that much as I give you advice, you are
uitent on your purpose, and pay no heed to those words."

Hold ! for the generous are ready listeners.

In an instant they pledge themselves for a thousand years.

The Lark exclaimed
:

" I have listened to your advice, and have paid lieed to the
monitor, Wisdom. I deem him wise who always opens the door of caution,
and places the mm-or of experience before him. I am come here throu-h
extreme fear and alarm, and wisely am standing at the end of the road of flio-ht
and have got before my eyes a journey where no one will lay hands upon me!and for me to delay more than this would not be allowable, and to live in such
anxiety and perturbation would be the cause of reproach. Smce I know that
the King deems my blood aUowable, and that whatever is conceivable in the law
o± manlmess he deems admissible, therefore for me to remain woiUd be improper
and it IS necessary for me to depart quickly."

'

I departed, for it is not good to be here longer.

The King said
: "The means of support are ready for you here, and the doors of

repose and ease opened to the face of your soul ; to make choice of the anxieties
of travel, and to be perplexed how to get food is not in any way desirable " The
Lai-k replied

:
"He who makes five qualities a store for the road, and the capital

of hfe, wherever he goes wiU gam his objects, and wherever he proceeds will
obtam the benefit of acquaintances and companions. 1st, Puttms awav evil
proceedmgs; 2d, Clothing himself in righteous dealing; 3d, Turnin/aside
from the regions of suspicion; 4th, Sedulously striving to display a benevolent
disposition; 5th, Observing at all times social manners. Whoever combines these
qualities will nowhere be left a stranger, and the misery of his loneliness wiU be
exchanged for the repose of intercourse.

A wise man is not a stranger in any city or kingdom.

;'When a wise man cannot be safe in the city of his birth and native soH, andm the midst of Ins relations and kinsfolk, he must of necessity elect to separate
from friends and connections; since for all these an equivalent is possible but
none conceivable as concerns his own self."

'

If m your native land matters are not in accordance with your wishes
Be not, through foUy, a captive in the house of negligence;
But travel, for you will not remain void of friends.
Wherever you go, and in whatever land you arrive.

The King said
:
" THl when ^viU you go, and how long will you remain ^ " TheLark said

:
" 0 King ! when I have departed, expect not that I sliall come back

nor fancy that I shall return from this journey. This question and reply are
very like the tale of the Arab and the Baker." The King asked, " What was
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She said • It has been related that an Arab of the Desert came to the City of

Badidad, and saw the shop of a Baker. Bound cakes like the orb of the moon

rose from the horizon of the shelves, and biscuits splendid as the constellation of

Viro-o and Arcturus placed their feet upon the top of the shop. The beauty of

their golden appearance drew the claw of envy across the cheek of the sun, and

anguish^ at their crispness ^ rent the coUar of the afaicted bread.

On the shelves of the Baker were warm orbs, such that you would have

thought,

That it was the Avorld-illuminating sun risen from the sky.

The oven of the Baker was like the fire in Abraham's case,^

Since thence every moment there came forth fresh bread like a rose.

In a word, the poor Arab, who at the odour of the bread found his soul revived,

when he saw the face of the loaves rent the waistcoat of patience, and advanc-

ing to the Baker said :
" 0 Sir ! how much will you take to satisfy me with

bread %
" The Baker thought to himself, " This man wiU be filled with one man

of bread, or at the utmost two mans, but certainly he cannot exceed three

mans." He said : " Give me' half a dinar, and eat as much bread as you can."

The Arab gave the half-dinar, and sat down on the banks of the Tigris. The

Baker brought some bread, and the Arab moistening it with water, ate till the

value of the half-dinar was exceeded, and reached four d4ng, and even that

was passed, and a whole dindr was finished. The Baker coidd brook it no

lonc^er and said :
' 0 brother Arab/ ' by that God who has endowed you with this

miraculous power of eating bread, teU me tHl when wiU you go on eatmg the

loaves 1
" The Ai'ab rephed :

" 0 Sir ! be not impatient so long as this water

flows, I, too, shall eat bread."
^ . ,

" The moral of this tale is, that the King should understand that so long

as the water of life flows in the channel of the body, I cannot avoid eating

the morsels of fear and dread, and I deem it impossible to derive benefit from

the banquet-table of intimacy. Tortune casts separation between us, so that

approach is not within the ckcuit of possibility, and time has caused the thread

of our union to snap in such a manner, that the idea of intimacy is nought

but a vain notion. Henceforth whenever desire impels me, I will ask news of

the traces of the King's happiness from the morning breeze, and will see the

Sovereign's perfect beauty in the mirror of imagination."

If intercourse produce no result, in imagination even I am happy

;

There is no better taper than moonlight for the cell of the darwish.

The King dropped tears of regret from the fountain of his eyes, knowing that

this clever bird would not come to the net, nor would the intention of revenge

strut forth from the secret recess of non-existence to the desert of being. Once

a-ain he commenced to scatter the grain of treachery, and put forward a

viriety of promises and engagements. The Lark said :
" 0 King of happy fate,

1
JIJ-. in the Persian text is a misprint for JJ'^ .

" is^t!^^ means literally " coolied stone."

3 Alluding to liis being east by Nimriid into a tire, which was thereupon changed into a meadow.
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who possesseth a glorious diadem and tlirone ! however much you may prepare
the edifice of beneficence, and offer various favours as regards security and
safety, confirming the same with acceptable oaths and becoming attestations,

it is not possible for me to place the ring of servitude in my ear, nor cast the

covering of attendance over my shoidders."

"Waste not your words any more, for they have no effect upon me.

The King perceived that he could not with the needle of treachery extract the
thorn of alarm from the Lark's foot, nor with the strength of the arm of

treachery could he bring to his hand the arrow which had left the bow-string.
He exclaimed :

" 0 Lark ! I perceive that from the Eose-garden of intimacy
nought but the perfume will reach the nostrils of desire, and the face of

society will not display itself save in the mirror of hope.

He has gone wlio was the very water composing the stream of joy,

Or rather who shone forth radiant in the ringlet of desire.

Alas that the time of delight, and the season of intercourse.

Have gone, so that you would say it was but a dream !

" But I desire that by way of remembrance you will utter two or tliree sen-
tences, the recital of which may cause traces of happiness to be visible on the
leaves of time, and that you will with the furbisher of friendly advice remove
the rust of negligence from the mirror i of my heart, which is darkened with the
dust of distress."

Say a few words to me as a remembrance of yourself,

For no souvenir is better than suitable words.

The Lark rejoined
:
" 0 King ! the affairs of mankind are arranged according to

Fate, and no one has been given power to add thereto, or diminish therefrom, or
to hasten or delay matters, nor can any one discover whether the royal super-
scription of happiness has been inscribed against his name, or whether he has
been enrolled on the pages of the wretched. But it is necessary for every one
to conduct his affairs according to the dictates of sound judgment, and to
use his best efforts in observing the way of caution and circumspection. If
his devices are in accordance with Fate, he will take his place upon the throne
of prosperity, and the royal seat of dignity and majesty ; while if the contrary
should be the case, both friends will excuse him, and antagonists will find no
opportunity for slander.

The sage said :
' Fate is predetermined, it is true.

Yet do not in any case omit your precautions.

Since, if your plans accord with the decrees of Destiny,
You will enjoy the result of your toils, according to the wish of your heart

:

Wilde, if the contrary is the case, you wiU be excused
By every one who is aided by the light of reason.'

" Again it must be known that the most useless of possessions are those from
which no benefit is derived ; the most careless of kings is he who takes no care
to protect his kingdom and defend his subjects ; the most despicable of friends
is he who in times of distress and adversity quits the region of friendship

;

the most worthless of women is she who does not agree with her husband ; the

^ See note 2, page 51.
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worst of children is lie who refuses to obey his father and mother
;

he mos

desolate of cities is that wherein there is no security and safety
;

_

and the most

disao-reeable of friendships is that wherein the hearts of the associates are not in

accord together. Since suspicion has occurred in the intimacy of myse f and the

Kincr it is fitting to abandon it, and akin to what is right to exchange the

conversation of companionship for the discourse of departure.

We departed ; with our hearts we must bid adieu,

And with the water of our two eyes earth must be made clay.

Have you experienced evil, yet you must say what is kind,

And if your head aches it must be overlooked.

With these words the Lark terminated the discourse, and flying away from the

proiection of the palace hastened towards the desert. The King, biting the

finoerof remorse with the teeth of perplexity,^ was somewhat sorrowed and

immeasurably vexed ;
and, fiUed with anxiety and distress beyond the hmits of

comprehension, turned his face towards his palace, saying

:

" Where shall I proclaim it % since with this heart-consuming pain,

The physicians cannot cure my mind.

How can I tell amongst my friends.

That my companions so said, and acted thus ^

"

Such is the story of shunning the treacherous ambuscades of the malignant,

and avoiding giving any credence to their intercession and prayers; of not relying

upon the hypocritical friendship of enemies, and of not being elate with the

perfidy and deceit which they display with the view of seeking revenge It wiU

not remain concealed from a man of wisdom, that the object of reciting these

speeches is just this, that a prudent person, as regards the accidents o the

world and the chances of time, considers every man as the guide of the path ot

salvation, and rears the edifice of his affairs upon the requirements of wisdom

and deliberation, in no way trusting enemies, who have been injured, nor

resting secure from the evils of their stratagem, and the dangers of their

treachery.

Would you desire not to be allied to grief and distress ?

Then listen to words more pure than a precious pearl.

" Be not indifferent as to an injured enemy.

Nor rest secure from a haughty and malevolent person."

1 See note, page 28.
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BOOK IX.

ON THE EXCELLENCE OF PAEDON, WHICH IS THE BEST

ATTRIBUTE OF KINGS, AND THE MOST LAUDABLE

TEAIT IN MEN OF HIGH DISTINCTION.

INTEODUCTION.

AbISHLIM respectfully said to the perfect Sage, the pious Brahman

:

" We have heard the story of one whose heart would not be
soothed by the coaxings of an injured antagonist, and who, when
he saw the traces of eniuity and signs of malignity remaining,

though his foe strove to the utmost to be kind, wordd not deviate
from the highway of caution. Now the fire of desh-e has been
kindled within me, and till liquid from the spring of the ninth
precept reaches my parched soul, the warmth of my heart will not

be soothed. I have a firm hope that you will narrate a tale relative to kingly
pardon and indulgence, and recite whether a monarch, when he observes on
the part of those around him, after he has inflicted torture and pimishnient,

evident traces of crime and iniquity, should once more caress them or not,

and whether placing confidence on such a body, to restore them to their appoint-

ments would be in accordance with caution or not." Bidpai, in heart-enchant-

ing words, and soul - exciting terms, replied :
" If kings close the door of

pardon and compassion, and whenever they observe a shght offence, enjoin it to

be punished, those round them will not have perfect confidence, nor again put
faith in them. Trom this state of things two misfortimes will occur: 1st, Affairs

will remain neglected, and in confusion
;

2d, The offenders will have no share
in the delights of pardon, or the favour of clemency. One of the great kings has
said :

' If mankind knew what pleasure the palate of my soul finds in the taste

of pardon, assuredly they would offer at my court nought but misdeeds and
crime.'
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Were the crhmnal to know this fact, that every moment

We are pleased in pardoning sinners,

Perpetually he would designedly set about attemptmg crnnes,

Constantly he would seek pardon at our hands for his offence.

" There is no ornament more becoming the beauty of the condition of kings of

the world than pardon, and no clearer evidence of the perfect worth of the

mighty amongst the sons of Adam than lenity and compassion The purport of

the mLculous speech of His Majesty, the Chief of Mankind-on Him be the

choicest salutations and greetings \-'Ha! I will tell you who ^s fke strongest

of ijou; it is he who subdues his spirit when zn anger pleasantly lUustrates,

that a man's power may be known by his quenching the flame of wrath, and the

traces of manliness and heroism may be discovered by his drinkmg the distaste-

ful potion of rage.

Think not that manliness consists in strength and valour

;

If you overcome your wrath, I shall know you are perfect.

« The most excellent quality for kings is to make exalted wisdom thei^r_ leader in

matters, at no time allowing their nature to be void of kindness, combined with

ri-our. But compassion must be of a kmd so as not to bear the impress of weakness

while severity must be such as to be free from the blemish of oppression so that

the affairs of sovereignty may be graced with the two characteristics of beauty

and pomp, and the centre of the kingdom may revolve upon the exercise of

dread and the glad tidings of hope, neither the sincere, through boundless favour

becoming in despair, nor the wicked, tlu'ough fear of punishment, puttmg their

feet in the region of hardihood.

Jamshid ^ kept his people

Perpetually in the midst of fear and hope.

"The sao-es of Islam—'Ifay God give them a good recompense I said:

'The Most High God has taught His people benevolent maimers by the instruc-

tions of the Kurdn and the admonitions of the Sacred Book, and mculcated

on them praiseworthy desires and acceptable qualities. Whoever are befriended

and aided by Divine happiness, and helped and assisted by Almighty Wisdom,

will make the decrees of His Kuran the temple of their hearts and the high altar

of their souls and will constantly, with heart and soul, incline towards the sacred

sanctuary of that safe and sure precinct.' Of all the admonitions therem is a verse,

based upon the truths of the above-mentioned dictum (and its word is most high),

' Who bridle their anger and forgive men, for God loveth those who do well: and

one of the chiefs of rehgion has elucidated the meaning of this verse as follows

:

To stifle ano-er is not to punish with readiness, while pardon consists m the

traces of aversion being obliterated from the pages of the heart. Kindness is once

a^ain to return to a friend who has done wrong but made amends, ilie sub-

stance of the verse is then just this : the edifice of men's proceedmgs should be

reared upon kindness and courtesy, humility and consideration bemg respected

in aU matters ; for it has passed hato a true tradition that if clemency were to be

embodied in a form, the splendour of its beauty would shme and radiate m such

a manner that no eye would have power to look at it, and a more beautiful form

or more comely figure than it would never come into any one's sight. A wise

man, in one verse of this distich, has proclaimed this point.

1 See note 1, page 12.
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When God lias given you power over a culprit,

Pardon him so that he may become your servant

:

For a criminal is slain by his own deeds
\

"When he scents the perfume of pardon, he comes to Ufe.

If the form of pardon were to assume a shape,

It would be resplendent like the Sun and Jupiter.

" Whenever this matter is properly cogitated, assuredly it will be ascertained that

the dignity of mankind is increased by the virtue of pardon and condescension

;

accordingly, ambition must be confined to the diligent exercise of these two
qualities. It is not hidden that a man camiot be free from negligence and careless-

ness, as well as crime and error : if in retui'n for every offence punishment is

inflicted, and in requital for every crime chastisement is administered, there will

accrue therefrom complete ruin, which will overspread the affairs of State and
Property.

Eashly to lay hand on the sword.

Will cause a man to bite the back of the hand of regret.^

The head which is void of reflection

Is deprived of having the Crown of Sovereignty.

"Again, it behoves a king to well recognise the extent of the sincerity, integrity,

merit, and ability of any one who may happen to be accused, so that if he is of

a class that the welfare of the kingdom may be advanced by him, or, in the

occurrences of time, aid may be expected from his deliberations, the King should

endeavour afresh to place confidence in him, and haste to patronise and advance

him; deeming, too, that person's proceeding as free from defect and suspicion, he

should restore the powers of such an one's heart to their accustomed composure by
means of courtesy and conciliation. Since there is no end to matters of State, and
the need, too, on the part of kings for able counsellors and reliable servants, who
are Avortliy of 'bemg intrusted with secrets and deserving of full powers in emer-

gencies, is assiu-ed, accordingly it is a condition of monarchy to nurture a body
of persons who may be adorned with perfect wisdom, integrity, merit, and

abstinence, and graced with rectitude, trustworthiness, piety, and uprightness,

being distinguished amongst their fellows for loyalty, sincerity, affection, and

veneration. The art of this is to ascertain of each one what business suits him,

and of every one what is a fitting occupation, appouiting to-morrow's business for

to-morrow according to a person's ability, and the measure of his intellect and

bravery, and the extent of his wisdom and understanding. If with any one

defects are found together with merit, on this account indifference must not be

displayed, since creatures cannot be without fault. It has been said

:

' Seek not a friend free from error, lest you remain without a companion.'

" In this matter circumspection is necessary to such an extent that if any one

should bring ruin on a matter with which he has been intrusted, he should be

removed from the government; while if another by his cleverness should confuse

affairs, he, too, must be avoided. And although it is an impossible state of affairs

that ability should become the cause of harm in matters, yet this injunction has

been issued, so that it might be known that to obtain an object men of merit

and ability must be put aside. Accordmgly, to keep at a distance stupid and

mischievous persons is nearer akin to what is right. Therefore, after this matter

^ See note, page 28.
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birelrfn"^
""""^ ^'''^^^ -'^^ ^^^og^, a is incumbent upon the Kin.Inmself to examine the circumstances and investigate the orrii,.nf/r,.. •

i

mtnists to his agents and deputies, so that the detl^: S^hTXl^o7C^^^and State may not remain hidden from him. In this two full benefit areToconceiyed
: First, it will become known who amongst tho.e 7mr,ir i ,

ishersof the subjects, and who dispensers of tyrTn'f He whT'S tfkce should be caressed and confiJmed in that eZb™! Xe t )no sympathy for those beneath him should have ^i::!:^^
of occupation, and remam inscribed in the volume of dismissal.

Appoint over your subjects a God-fearing man •

A sober-minded person is the architect of the km<xdom
-He IS evil-designed towards you, and bloodthirsty'as regards the peopleWho seeks to benefit you by injuring mankind. ^ ^ '

Dominion in the hands of such a person is wron- •

Por, owing to the woA of his hands, men raise their pahns to God.He who does well will never experience evU
When a man acts wrongly, he is the enemy of his own soul.

"Next, when this state of things is fixed in the minds of fellow-men-viz thnthe King watches m the best way the fruit of the deeds of those who act'weSand deems it mcumbent to chide the faitliless according to ihot .

STORY I.

He said
:

It has been related that m the land of Hind was a Jackal by nameFarisah,"1 who had turned his face from the world, and his back fromTtsunobtainable appurtenances. He lived in the midst of his like and eauals burefrained from eating flesh, spilling blood, or afflicting animals
^ '

He did not stain his lips with the blood of any of themAnd avoided what was Wrong.
'

His friends began to quarrel with him, and commenced a dispute, which led tobattle and conflict, saying
:
"We are not content with this disposition of yoursand we deem your ideas wrong in regard to these efforts; seeing you do not avTd'our society, you must conform to our habits and nature, and^ce you do not

yourTe d' ?om the'T'T "^'"^^"^ ^"^^^ ^^^^^ notCithdrawyour Head from the collar of unanimity. To pass vour nrppinii« •

divination, and to confine yourself in the prison of'abstLence!"rbrin^^^^^^^^^^
advantage. You must demand your share of the pleasures of the world sothayou may partake of the potion, 'And forget not tky portion in mi^'Zu

'

^ The Lion's prey.

affimativr""'
^''"^ ""'''''^'^ ''^'^ t^^- P-sage, which in the original is in the
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and you should not be shy of eating and drinking, which are the support of

the source of life, so that you may follow out the command, 'Eat and drink.'

The truth must be recognised that yesterday cannot be brought back, and it is

not fit to determine upon finding to-morrow. What sense is there in wasting

to-day and turning aside from enjoying pleasures '?

"

Come ! let us for a time, this very day be happy in private,

For in the world no one knows the afTairs of to-morrow.

The Jackal replied : " Since you know that yesterday goes and does not return,

and that a wise man places no reliance on to-morrow, then to-day store up some-

thing which shall serve as provision for the road.

Seek that to-day, in every corner,

"Which shall serve you as provision for to-morrow.

" The world although thoroughly defective, at any rate has this merit, that
^

it

has been proclaimed the field of eternity, and whatever seed you sow therein,

you will reap the fruit thereof, in the Day of Judgment. ' To-day is thy sowing,

to-morroio thy harvest.''

Labour to-day to scatter seed,

Lest to-morrow you fall short of grain.

If you do not sow the arable field.

In the harvest thereof you will not be worth a half millet.

" A wise man should place his desires upon obtaining eternal rewards, which can

be procured by the performance of good works and pious actions, and set his heart

upon everlasting prosperity and perpetual bounties; this can be attained by

abandoning the appurtenances of this treacherous world, and transitory home.

Place not your heart on this fleeting threshold, for another place

Has been appointed as a mansion, to secure you rest.

" To-day when you have the power, and are able, drive the steed of abstinence

in the plain of holy endeavour, and from the fruits of health lay up a store for

sickness ;
so, too, from the capital of youth acquire gain for the dull market of old

age, and from the benefits of life, make ready subsistence for the journey through

the' desert of eternity and death. A wise man has said :
' To-day you are able,

and know not how ; to-morrow when you know how, you are not able.' My
sorrow is because I have been extremely negligent in my duty to God.'

When I could, I knew not what advantage there was

;

When I knew I could not.

" The world's pleasures are transient like a flash of lightning, and its distresses

fleetino- like a dark cloud ; neither should affection be set on the benefits of its

favours, nor should vexation arise from the annoyances of its troubles.

If it grant your desires, it does not brmg pleasure
;

^

WhUe if they are disappointed it is not worth grieving about.

" To sum up,—for the heart to set its affection upon the ceU of grief appears

removed from exalted ambition, and to place an abode on the channel of the

torrent of annihilation, is far from perfect intelligence, ' Pass over it, and do not

repair it' As regards this deceptive home and abode which must be quitted,

"Erect it not, but leave it till it perishes."
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They replied :
" 0 Farisali ! you enjoin us to quit the bounties of the world ; but

the fact is, the luxuries of this sphere have been created so that we may reap the

benefit of them, and derive pleasure therefrom. The saying, ' And we gave them

as food things which were good,' bears testimony to this pretention." Farisali

rejoined :
" Worldly luxuries are implements, by means of which a wise man

obtains a good name and lasting reputation, and by help of which he acquires

provision for the way to eternity. According to the saying, ' Righteous wealth is

very good,' wealth is the cause of his peaceful end, not the medium of his punish-

ment and torture. If you seek happiness in both worlds, let these words sink

into your ears, and on account of pleasurable food, the delight of which does

not pass beyond the throat, do not permit yourself to destroy an animal, but be

content with what, without violence or injury, comes to your hands, and do not

exceed such an amount as is consistent Avith the support of your frame, and the

existence of your body. But do not seek my assent to what is contrary to law

and reason, since my intercourse with you is not the cause of evil, while to agree

to improper deeds would occasion me torture. If you intend to worry me with

these kind of annoyances, then give me leave to abandon your society, and

betake myself to the corner of retirement."

I will go to the corner of solitude, and shut the door upon mankind.

"When the friends saw that Farisah had firmly placed his feet upon the carpet of

piety and religion, being converted, they repented having suggested such words,

and loosened the tongue of apology, by way of excuse. Farisah in a little

time gained a position, as regards piety and religion, such that the recluses of

those countries used to ask a blessing from his spirit, and the anxious souls in

the desert of holy endeavours used to implore favour from the guide of his

glance. In a short interval the fame of his devotion and rectitude spread

through the regions of that territory, and the renown of his worship and

devotion arrived in the outskirts of that district. Near to the abode of

Farisah was a waste, embracing rivers, fountains, and shrubs of various kinds.

In its midst was a meadow, such that the Garden of Paradise from envy at the

freshness thereof drew its face behind the screen of secrecy, and the aid of its

northerly repose - producing breezes bestowed perpetual life on the withered

heart.

Its heart-enchanting plain enlivened the spirit.

Its soul-enrapturing atmosphere captivated the heart.

Luxuriant verdure grew upon the brink of its streams,

Like down on the lips of ravishing beauties.

Many animals and beasts were congregated therein, and by reason of the extent

of the plain, and the deliciousness of the climate, reptiles and insects rested in

it. Their King was a Lion, awful and mighty, a monarch of the Beasts, exces-

sively formidable, and extremely furious.

His roar like the peals of mighty thunder,

His eyes like fiery lightning.

All those who dwelt in that Avaste were enchained in servitude to him, and used

to pass their time under the protection of his majesty, and the sanctuary of his

might. He was named Kamjiii,-'- by Avliich appellation his fame was spread

1 Enjoyment-seeking.
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throughout the regions of the land. One clay Kamjiii was conversing on every

subject Avith the officers of his government, and discoursing on every topic. In

the midst of their talk the history of Farisah was introduced. So much on all

sides and regions did they convey the nature of his perfect integrity and excel-

lent life to the King's ears, that he most eagerly sought to be intimate with

him.

His cheeks, as yet unseen, as though they were the pupil of the eyes,

Were at once allotted a place within their sockets.

In short, the desire of Kamjiii to meet Farisah passing all limit, he sent some one

to inquire after him, while he, also, obeying the King's command, attended the

Court of the protector of the world. The King observed the dues of respect,

and bestowed on him the honour of a seat in the High Assembly, and tried

his sincerity concerning various spiritual habits and knowledge. To sum up, he

found Farisah a boundless sea in evidencing virtues and mamiers, and saw that he

was a pearl-scattering treasury as regards his acquaintance with true wisdom.

Once more he tested him again in the way of cleverness and ability, as well as

eloquence of language and accuracy of deliberation. The coin of his condition

proved of full value upon the touchstone of approbation.

Gold which is pure, what fear has it of being tested %

Kamjiii being delighted with his society, became intimate with him. After

some days, being with him in private, the Lion said :
" 0 Farisah ! my kingdom

is extensive, and the affairs and arrangements thereof are numerous : the news

of your devotion and piety has been conveyed to the royal ears, and I

" Not having (previously) beheld you, love you better than those I have seen! ^

" Now that I have beheld you, sight is superior to report, and hearsay inferior to

ocular demonstration.

I had heard that there was not a second like you in the world
;

Wlien I saw you, in truth this was the case a thousand times over.

" Now I will place confidence in you, and intrust the affairs of the State and

Property to you, so that your dignity being exalted by my patronage, you shaU

be enrolled amongst the number of privy councillors and attendants, and by

the blessing of my favour, and the beauty of my condescension, be distinguished

above your relatives and brethren
;
nay, more, above the men of your time, as

regards the glory of being chosen, and the honour of being distinguished."

Wlioever places his head upon the threshold of my prosperity.

Ere a week has passed wiU become the occupant of a throne.

Farisah replied :
" It is incumbent on sovereigns as regards the conduct of State

affairs to select worthy assistants and proper helpers, and added to this it is

necessary that they should compel no one to accept any post ; since when, with

force, they place any business round a man's neck, and he is not able to per-

form it, nor fulfil what is requisite or incumbent, the evil effects thereof wiU

fall upon the King, and the sin of such disobedience recoil upon the giver of the

order. The object of these words is, that I dislike affairs of royalty, and am

1 This passage might also be rendered

—

" Not having (previously) beheld you, love you better than my own eyes."
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unacquainted with them, and have no exiDerience thereof ; while you are a mighty

Monarch, and a Sovereign of exalted dignity, in whose service are many animals,

and numerous beasts, endowed with vigour and ability, and celebrated for their

honest and upright qualities, and who are also in search of this very kind of

position. If as regards them you are kind and condescending, they will cause

the august mind to be at ease relative to the troubles of settling matters, while

they will be joyous and aided by the presents and gifts which they obtain

through takmg office." Kamjiii said: "What advantage have you in thus

refusing, or what beneiit do you see in thus rejecting % Assuredly I will not

excuse you, and, willingly or unwillingly, I will cast the collar of undertaking

this matter round the neck of your care."

Whether you will or not, you are in my hands.

Fan'sah said: " Affairs of Sovereignty are suitable for two persons,— 1st, The clever,

austere man, who pertinaciously and ruthlessly gains his object, and with ability

and stratagem carrying all before him, does not become the target for the arrow

of reproach ; 2d, The negligent, weak - minded person, who is habituated to

undergo contempt, and who has no anxiety for want of reputation, or loss of

name and honour. Such persons do not come to the region of envy, nor is any

one opposed or antagonistic to them. But I am not of these two classes : I

neither possess overpowering greed, that I should hatch plots, nor am I of an

ignoble nature to bear the burden of disgrace.

By God, who created

The wise to restrain themselves.

In my estimation, the value

Of a kingdom in both worlds cannot be balanced against one mean act.

" The King must rise above this idea, and excuse me bearing the burden of dis-

tress, since a long time ago I sewed up the eyes of impudent-faced greed with

the needle of contentment, and burnt with the flame of the fire of abstmence the

faitliless chattels of avarice which are full of necessities. If once again the

King causes me to be defiled with the affections of the world, that aviII happen

which befell those Flies which were sitting in the midst of a dish of honey."

The Lion inquii-ed, " Wliat was that %

"

STOEY II.

He said : It has been related that one day a pure-souled rehgious mendicant,

whose steps were firmly fixed on the way of piety, was 'passing the market. A
poverty-stricken sweetmeat-seller, who had met with his share in tasting of want,

requested this worthy person to take his place for a Avhile at the door of his

shop. The holy man, tlirough condescension, seated himself there, and so re-

mained. The sweetmeat-maker, by way of salutation, having clarified a dish

full of honey, placed it before the Darwish ; and the flies, as it is their wont to

settle upon sweets, not being restrained however much any one may attempt to

keep them off

—

Flies select no spot save the shop of the confectioner

—

all at once swarmed round the dish of honey, some alighting on the edge of the

vessel, others casting themselves into the midst thereof. The sweetmeat-maker,
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seeing that the attacks of the flies passed all bounds, switched a fan. Those who

were upon the brink of the vessel easily flew up and went away, while the feet of

those who had rested in the midst got stuck in the honey, and when they tried

to fly, their wings being also smeared with honey, they fell into the snare of de-

struction. That worthy Darwish was delighted, and commenced to utter frantic

cries. After that the inward sea of the holy man was at rest, and the waves of

the ocean of ecstasy and frenzy had subsided, the sweetmeat-maker said :
" 0 my

beloved ! I have not grudged you material sweetmeats, do not, therefore, withhold

from me anything spiritual which may now be revealed to you."

Open your sweet lips and scatter sugar.

The Devotee said: " In tliis cup of honey are represented to me the contemptible

world, and the greedy ones and aspirants therein. A secret inspiration said to me :

' Consider this cup the world, this honey the bounties thereof, and these flies the

partakers of these luxuries. They who sit on the edge of the vessel are the con-

tented poor, who are satisfied with a few morsels from the tables of the world; the

others, inside the cup, are the'avaricious and greedy, whose thoughts are that, as they

are in the midst of the affair, their portion ^ -nail be greater, and they are neglect-

ful of the saying, " Food is apjoortioned ; " but when Tzrail ^ waves the fan of

death, they who are on the brink easily fly away, and return to the nest
—

" In

the assemUy of truth before a powerful king
"—while they who are resting in the

midst, the more they move the deeper their feet sink, and they are overwhelmed

in the straits
—" Then we rejected him as the lowest of the low

"—and the end

of their state terminates in eternal misery and destruction.'
"

Why should one eat a solitary morsel,

And henceforth undergo aU this misery therefrom 1

Be disposed to be satisfied ; lo ! that is true capital.

There is no wealth like contentment.

" The object of reciting this story is, that the King should not defile the wings

and feathers of my property with the honey of worldly corruption. May be that

when the time of returning the deposit of the spirit shall arrive, the road to

eternity may be traversed in an easy way."

So employ the time of your life,

That if it be said, " Go," you depart.

Kamjiii said :
" If a person keeps in view what is right, and being firm in the

way of justice, does not omit any particle of rectitude, and wards off from the

oppressed the iU effects of the misdeeds of tyrants, receiving with joyous

heart and open countenance the representations of the distressed, assuredly in

the world his fortune will procure the honour of being estabhshed, and in a

future state he will attain an exalted position and dignity." Farisah said :
" If,

as regards working for kings, a person discharges his obUgations, the perfume

of the plants of eternity may be inhaled, but in the world the affairs of such an

one do not appear permanent or settled, and the continuance of his occupation

cannot possibly be certain or sure-: since whenever any one is exalted by near

approach to the King, both his friends join their heads together in opposing

him, and also enemies make his soul the target of the arrow of calamity, and

1 d^^-^ in the Persian text is a misprint for \—^-a> •

2 The Angel of Death.
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whenever a body are leagued together to contend with him, certainly he cannot

be secure, nor live in joy of heart. Though he places his feet upon the brow of

the planet Saturn, yet he will not secure his head in safety." The Lion ex-

"

claimed :
" Since you have obtained my grace, do not cast yourself into the straits

of distrust, seeing that the excellence of my sincerity is a screen against the

malevolence of calumnious enemies. With one chastisement I will close the

way of their deceits, and convey you to the extreme of favour, and the pinnacle

of security."

What harm is there from the Aviles of foes, when there is a friend on our side.

Farisah said :
" If the object of the King in this attention and patronage is a

kindness which he bestows upon me, it would be more worthy the royal con-

descension and endless justice and equity, to leave me alone, so that I may rest

secure and at ease in this waste, and, out of the bounties of the world, content

with water and herbs, may remain apart from the evils of envy, and the enmity

of friends and foes. It is certain that a short life in safety, ease, repose, and health

is better than prolonged existence in fear, dread, anxiety of mind, and distress."

A single moment of ease of mind is better, than that any one

Should live a thousand years not in accordance with his desires.

Kamjui said :
" The worry of fear must be removed from your mind, and being

near to me, you must take upon yourself, as a duty, the arrangement of affairs."

Farisah exclaimed :
" If this is the state of the case, and my aversion and refusal

are without avail, I must have a pledge, that when those below me, in hope of

getting my post, and those above me, through fear of the decline of their own

dignity, plot against me, the King wUl not by reason of their clamour be changed

towards me, but deem it incumbent to reflect and deliberate thereon, and as con-

cerns my case and the intrigues of the malicious, will discharge to the utmost

what is obligatory."

At every accusation, the heart must not be annoyed with us ; .

It is easy, on the speech of enemies, to desert friends.

The King having made a compact with him, and concluded an engagement,

intrusted to him his own property and treasury, and distinguished him above all

the dependants and followers, as regards boundless grace, and taking no counsel

about affairs save vdth him, disclosed the secrets of the kingdom to him alone.

Every day the confidence of the Lion in him waxed greater, and his position and

dignity increased in the King's estimation, till it reached a pitch of extreme

intimacy, and ended in excessive friendship. Farisah was not a moment away

from attendance on the Lion, nor used Kamjui to rest without his company.

When friendship reaches the utmost pitch, the case is such.

This state of things weighed heavily upon those around the Lion, and a body of

the piUars of the State formed a league to oppose him, and entered into an agree-

ment to defeat him. They passed days and nights in planning his overthrow,

and spent nights and days in scheming how to hinder and thwart him. Ulti-

mately they aU arranged to accuse him of treachery, so that the feelings of

Kamjiii, who never had any disposition to swerve from the highway of rectitude

and integrity, might be changed towards him, and the faith of the Lion as

regards his honesty, which his Majesty considered perfectly displayed in him,
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might be shaken. Then thorough breaches could be made, and they might strive

to ruin and overthrow him.

We will gain our object by degrees,

Por we will overturn his basis.

Accordingly they put one person forward to steal a little meat which had been
set apart for the Lion's breakfast, and concealed it in Fan'sah's room.

ISText day when the golden-clawed Lion

Went forth into the den of the spheres,

the chiefs and ministers arranged themselves in ranks to wait on him, and the

nobles and senators attended the King's court, whUe Farisah had gone away with
the view of properly settling a matter. The Lion was expecting his arrival, and
not a word feU from his mouth save talk of his abihty, and assertions in regard

to his understanding and penetration.

The name of a friend was perpetually on his tongue as the companion of his

soul,

Not a moment elapsed but what he repeated it.

The King's breakfast-time arrived, and his animal passions being aroused, the

pangs of hunger overcame him. The more they searched for the King's daily

portion of meat, the less did they find it, and the King was extremely annoyed.

At this time Farisah was absent, and his enemies present. When they saw that

the fire of hunger and the violence of fury were united, they commenced their

wiles, and finding the oven of rage heated placed therein their dough. One of

them said :
" There is no help for us but to inform the King, and convey to the

place of representation what we know respectmg his Majesty's welfare or detri-

ment, although it wUl not be pleasant to some." Kamjui being on the alert

said :
" It becomes loyal servants and true dependants, at all times, not to neglect

the dues of advice, and recognising the claims of gratitude, seasonably to disclose

whatever they know, or is in their power.

Those persons are loyal and grateful,

Who conceal not matters from the King.

" Eecount what' you have heard, and tell what you have seen." One of the

treacherous calumniators and weak-minded sycophants replied :
" It has been

explained to me, that Farisah bore away that flesh to his own house." Another
one, by way of suspicion, raised misapprehensions, saying :

" I do not believe

this, for he is an animal free from oppression, and of honest disposition." An-
other commencing to indulge in deceit, exclaimed :

" Caution must be observed

in this matter, for every individual has friends and enemies, who may interestedly

say what has not happened, nor can a person be quickly proved, or the secrets

of mankind easily discovered." Another bolder, broke forth saying :
" It is so

;

information respecting secrets, and intelligence regarding men's minds, are not

quickly gained : however, if the flesh is found in his abode, whatever regarding

his treachery has passed on the mouths of high and low, and little and great,

will be verified." In these circumstances the reins of power slipt from Kamjiii's

hands, and he exclaimed :
" Wliat do men say regarding him 1 and what proof

do they adduce of his treachery 1 " One of those present, who was in league

with the opponents, said :
" 0 King ! amongst the inhabitants of this waste, the

news has spread of his perfidy and deceit ; if he be a traitor, he will never bear
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his soul in safety from this vortex, and the disgrace of treachery will soon over-

take him." Another of the conspirators loosed the tongue of guile, exclaiming :

" AU the prefects are constantly conveying reports against him, and I hesitated

to credit them ; now that I hear this verdict, it is prohable that the darkness of

my suspicion will be changed for the light of certainty." Another cried out

:

" His cheats and perfidy ere this, too, were not hidden from me, and I have taken

such and such persons to witness, that the case of this hypocritical Devotee

would end in disgrace, and a great crime and detestable sin come to light on

his part. In this matter it has been said

:

' He who has an impure heart will in the end be disgraced.'

"

Another said : " It is strange that in spite of pretensions to piety, openness of

disposition, religious habit, and good resolutions, a person should not be ashamed

to behave with perfidy ; and marvellous is it if this verse, as applicable to his

circumstances, is not inscribed upon the pages of language

:

' My religious garb is not owing to excess of faith.

I place my mendicant's robe as a screen for a hundred secret faults.'

"

Another entering the door of conversation said :
" This pure abstinent person

has been used for a long time to weep, to appearance considering the care of

business of the State as a misfortune and calamity, a trouble and labour
;
with

all this, if his treachery is assured, it will be matter for astonishment." An-

other said : " Seeing that he casts his evU eyes upon this trifle which forms

the allowance for the King's breakfast, it can be miagined what bribes he must

have taken in matters of importance, and what large sums he must have used

from the King's property."

When a hunter cannot let a sparrow alone,

You may know what he wiU do when he sees a partridge or quail.

When the chiefs found the plain of impudence vacant, they brought the steed

of evil-speaking into motion, and raised the dust of hesitation and suspicion in

the expanse of Kdmjiii's heart. The Ministers also turned the reins of explana-

tion towards slander and infamy, and inscribed upon the scroU of the King's

mind several inscriptions of every kind of nonsensical^ stufi". One of them said :

" If these words prove true, it will not be mere deceit and nothing beyond, nay,

more, it will be a proof of ingratitude and unthankfulness, and assuredly by this

effrontery he wiU have brought the King into contempt, and put aside the royal

honour and dignity." Another, by way of admonition and exhortation, began to

speak, saying : " 0 friends ! do not blacken the scroU of your proceedings with

this kind of mad talk, and in accordance with the saying, ' Is there one of you

iclio iDould like to eat the flesh of his oivn brother i ' do not thrust the teeth of

defect into the flesh of your own brother, siuce maybe the fact of his perfidy has

not occurred, and all of you are in error and under a delusion. If the King wiU

this hour issue the order that his house be searched, the dust of suspicion will

be removed from the road of certainty, since if the flesh be in his home there

will be a clear proof of these words, and the doubts of high and low will

tend to certainty ; while if it is plainly only suspicion, and the flesh which is

lost is not apparent in that cell, aU must make apologies, and ask pardon of

Farisah." Another said :
" If caution is to be observed, haste must be made, for

1 It is impossible to render this literally.
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his spies are surrounding every locality, and any hour the news may reach him,

and he will omit no necessary endeavour to remedy this matter." At the ter-

mination of the meeting, a confidant amongst the King's privy councillors,

impudently stepping forward, said : "What is the benefit of investigating this

matter, and Avhat will accrue from examining this which has occurred ? since if

the crime of this unrighteous villain is made clear, with hypocrisy and jugglery

he will turn aside the King's mind from taking revenge, and display something

wonderful, which will cause all to doubt, even though they are convinced."

His mind is so potent to deceive.

That he puts forward doubts, in the garb of certainty.

In short, in these circumstances, the Lion being hungry and defiled with rage,

they uttered such speeches, that aversion towards Farisah found its Avay to the

King's heart, and according to the purport, " Whoever listens falls into doiM,"
a variety of ideas crossed his mind, and he ordered Farisah to be summoned to

his presence. The poor wretch, unaware of the signs of treachery on the part

of his enemies, set out on his way, and since the skirt of his integxity was
clear of the disgrace of this calumny, he advanced boldly to Kamjiii, who
asked : "What did you do with that flesh which yesterday I made over to you'?"

He replied :
" I conveyed it to the kitchen, so that it might be brought at break-

fast-time to the King." The Cook was also one of the conspirators; he ad-

vanced denying this, and eagerly said :
" I have no news of this proceeding or

circimistance, and you gave me no meat." The Lion sent a body of chiefs to

look for the flesh in Farisah's house, as they had themselves concealed it, bringing

it forth, they took it to the King. Farisah perceived that his enemies had
accomplished their purpose, and had found an opportunity to complete the affair,

the thread of the plan of which they had been a long time weaving : he said

to himself :

" The sun of my delight has reached the top of the wall,^

For years I have dreaded this day."

Amongst the body of ministers was a Wolf, who tUl that hour had not spoken
a word of reproach, and who deemed himself to be amongst the number of the

just, and who so made it appear that he never placed his feet in a matter without
investigation, and knowing for certain, nor till he was apprised of the ins and
outs of an aff'air entered thereon ; he boasted of being friends "with Farisah, and
made earnest show of protecting him. After learning the state of things

he advanced, and disclosing what was in his mind, said :
" 0 King ! the crime

of this vagabond is apparent, and the sin of this unmanly, mean fellow, has
become evident ; the proper course for the King is as quickly as possible to

carry out the order for his punishment, since if this matter be neglected, without
doubt other criminals will not fear to be disgraced, and from hour to hour will

become more daring."

If there be not punishment, matters wiU come to ruin.

The Lion commanded them to take away the Jackal, and fell into long and pro-

found thought. A Lynx from amongst the King's attendants commenced saying :

" I am amazed at the illumined mind of the King, from the light of which the
sun gains radiance, and under the protection of the brilliancy of which the taper

1 That is, the sun of my delight has sunk so low in the lioiizou as to cast a shade on the top of
tlie wall.
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of the chamber of the spheres iUuminates its face, as to how the matter of this

traitor and the treachery of this flimsy knave have been concealed from him, and

as to why he has been neglectful of the baseness of this person's impure mmd,

and the deceit of his cunning nature, and why, in spite of this great offence and

base deed he defers killing him, and renders turbid with the rubbish of reflec-

tion the potion of punisliment, with the water of Avhich the root of the tree

of justice is rendered moist and succulent." Kamjiii, all attentive, exclaimed :

"What are you saying?" He replied: "0 King! Sages have enjoined, 'He

whose government is good, his rule will he lasting to practise punishment causes

perpetuity of government, and whoever does not draw the sword of chastise-

ment from the sheath of revenge, wiU not be able to ward off the arrow_ of

strife with the shield of defence, and he who does not overthrow the foundation

of injustice with the axe of violence, wiU not plant the tree of desire in the

rose-garden of Time.

If the custom of pimishment be laid aside,

The foundation of security will be overthrown.

That garden produces the fruit of safety.

Wherein the fountain of chastisement takes its rise.

" Whoever seeks the welfare of the kingdom must punish criminals, and though

they are the friends of Ms heart and the darlings of his soul, he must pay no

regard to tliis. Just as the King of Baghdad, on account of the general welfare,

pimished his own specially beloved." Kamjui said, " How was that 1
"

STOEY III.

He represented : It has been related that in the capital of China Avas a King,

who like Jamshid, as regards complymg Avith the rules of justice, had made

the world-depicting cup ^ of reason the mirror of his life, and who, in observing

the regulations of government, like Alexander, sought the immortal waters of

equity.

By reason of his perfect justice oppression moved

A hundred stages thence towards the desert of non-existence.

He had a son, beautiful-faced and of good disposition, who with the lasso of

kindness ensnared the hearts of men, and with the grain of condescension and

beneficence brought the bird of the souls of high and low withui the net of

affection.

Mother World never gave birth to a person of such a pure disposition

:

The eyes of the Heavens never saw a perfect being like himself.

This boy was anxious to see the Holy Temple, which is indicated by the well-

known extract, " Of a truth it is the first home tvhich has been arranged for

men ; " and a desire to journey round that sanctuary of excellences, which is

emblematical of the house of peace, " Whoever enters therein remairis secure,"

appeared in the ceU of his heart. Having replied with " I await your com-

mands " to the summons of the Host, " And announce to men," he conceived a

settled intention of making a sacred journey to the holy precincts of the Temple

at Makkah.
1 See note, page 83.
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The liope of journeying round the sanctuary of thy street, has cast

Into the desert of grief, crowds of desolate persons,-^

Crying out, " Here I am ;

" on the top of the sacred mount of thy abode,

A hundred caravans of souls await the summons to enter.

After he had obtained permission from his father he set out by sea, together

with a body of attendants, upon ships such that the expanse of the Spheres,

side by side with the size of each of the vessels, seemed contemptible, and the

pages of the Heavens, in comparison with a single sail of each bark, were not

even a trilling shred. Setting in motion the footless, water-traversing steeds

they departed, and settling in those wooden houses, whereof the roof was below,

and the piUars above, they intrusted the reins of power to the hands of the

quick-racing wind.^

Like a moon they abode in the citadel of the water,

They urged the ship towards the coast.

In a little while, having traversed much of their journey, they reached the Holy

Makkah, and having performed the necessities and dues of the pilgrimage,

wended towards the kissing threshold of the sacred garden of his Majesty

the Sultan of the throne of Prophecy, and the King of the Court of honour and

might

—

That hot-driving, high-soaring warrior.

Who made of the nine spheres a sthrup-leather.

" May the benedictions of God lie on Muliammad the chosen, and on his pure

family, and on his excellent companions I " and by the good fortune of kissing

the exalted Eoyal Court of Prophecy they were rendered happy.

0 'tis the desire of every good man to kiss the dust of thy portals

!

To drag this wish in the mire ^ is the trouble of all troubles.

Thence with, a caravan of Khurasan they came to Baghdad, the King of

which, being apprised of the condition of the Prince, came out to meet him, and

observed the rules of politeness and courtesy in a fitting and proper manner,

and preparing him suitable food and provision, and a becoming and agreeable

abode, he begged hun to stop there some days. When they had rested from

the fatigues of the road, and had resolved to return to their own native land,

the Prince tendered many apologies to the Sultan of Baghdad, and made
return for his service by olfering thanks and praise, and by way of a present

and benediction sent a Chinese damsel to his Haram, and himself packing the

chattels of travel set out towards Khurasan. The Sultan, after the rite of

accompanying his guest, and the ceremony of bidding adieu, returned to his

Haram, and sought the damsel. He saw a form, such that the Divine Por-

trayer had never drawn upon the tablets of existence so beautiful a design, nor

the eyes of the Painter Imagination ever seen so delicate a shape in the scroU

of fancy. Her heart-ravishing ringlets enchained the earth with the lasso of

sedition, and the world-radiant moon, from its exalted position, had rubbed

its crown in the mire before her face : with one blandishment of her eyebrows,

1 Literally, " crowds of persons without either heads or feet.

2 The meaning of this high-flown passage is that the Prince and his attendants embarked in

ships, which are alternately compared to steeds and wooden houses ; in the latter simile, the " roof
below" is the hull, and the "pillars above " are the masts.

i. e., To be disappointed in regard to this wish.
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she placed the claims of arched-eyed beauties upon the shelf of oblivion, and

with a wink of her half-drowsy eye, she consigned to the Winds of intoxication

the claims to piety of recluses.

Her cheeks were a taper for the bedchamber of lovers

;

Her lips, dainties and wine for the intoxicated.

Her stature was lofty fortune to the upright,

Her curling locks the sanctuary of those who watch at night,

From envy at her voice, sugar remained in the bag

;

Cornelian from shame at her pearly lips turned to stone.

The feet of the heart of the King of Baghdad remained in the clay owing

to the gait of that free Cypress,^ and from tasting her wine-coloured lips, he

became intoxicated and insensible without the use of wine.

A person whose heart is bound to her form becomes miserable

;

Anyhow, what misfortune is this as regards my wretched soul 1

Much as the dejected Sultdn strove it was of no avail, and though powerful

reason poured the water of admonition upon the fire of love, the flame thereof

increased.

The water of my eyes would not be stilled with talk.

For this pain of a lover increases with reproach.

The King indulged in friendship with the damsel, and all at once drew back his

hand from anxiety on account of the people's miseries, and from the management

of the affairs of the kingdom. Whenever a King is occupied in ease and joy,

and never raquires after the case of the oppressed, and abandoning his ears to

the melodies of the harp and lute, does not attend to the sad laments of every

desolate heart, m a little time ruin takes place, and strife and misery rising up,

men's affairs end in trouble.

Every king who devotes himself to sloth and luxury,

You should know that his dignity will decline.

The balance of Libra, which is the constellation of the stars of sloth and

luxury,

Is Aveighed down by the King of the Planets.

Several days elapsed in this manner ; the pillars of the State, and nobles, through

the King's neglect came to straits, and beheld the condition of the city and

kingdom distressed. A band stretching forth the hand of supplication, turned

their faces towards the recluses and men of piety, and begging benedictions from

the souls of pure-minded darwishes, made offerings for the King's welfare. Their

disinterested prayers reaching the target of acceptance, at night the King saw in

a dream a man coming towards him, and saying

:

0 King ! what will you say when you are questioned,

In the place which you dread, but where none fear you ?

" What matter is this that yon have taken in hand, in that you have withdrawn

yourself from the affairs of the oppressed 1 It has weUnigh come to pass that

the case has gone beyond your control, and your government been overturned;

arise, and take the head of your own affairs."

Otherwise all the evil you experience, will be entirely due to yourself.

1 See note, p. 214.
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The King in alarm at this circumstance awoke from his sleep. Having performed

his ablutions, he loosed the tongue of apology and demanded pardon, and

busied himself remedying what was past. He commanded that that damsel

should not again come to him in private ; and although he had no rest without

her, and his heart without contemplating her beauty was not composed, yet from

fear of the Almighty, and dread lest his monarchy should decline, he issued a

decree to that effect. The damsel waited patiently for two or tliree days ;
one

night the desire for the King's society having entered her head, she betook her-

seff to the court, Avith a face hke a fresh rose-leaf which had expanded in the

morning breeze, and ringlets resembling a hyacinth full of twists, concealed in

a bag of pure musk.

Her twisting locks interwove the hyacinth and jessamine.

Her curls formed a nosegay of violets.

Her bewitching narcissus-like eyes were intoxicated and drowsy,

The mole on her cheek hke a hyacinth writhed in its blackness.

Once again on seeing her beauty the King lost his senses, and the hosts of love

plundered the chattels of wisdom and understanding.

Once more love advanced and madness returned

;

My heart was stung with the toying of this arch damsel.

Tor several days more being enamoured of her beauty, and ensnared with her

ringlets and moles,^ he passed his time in love, and once again the messengers of

the invisible world, with unerring warnings, summoned him to the path of recti-

tude. The King came to himself and said :
" There is no remedy for my ailment

but to remove this cause of strife ; and save this source of misfortune be banished,

there is no hope of cure for me." Accordingly he commanded his Chamberlain

:

" Take away and cast into the Tigris this refractory damsel, who without per-

mission has entered the court." The Chamberlam brought forth the girl, thmking

to himself : " She is the beloved of the King, maybe to-morrow he will repent,

and seek her at my hands ; but when I have slain her, the hand of reflection will

not reach the skirt of remedy." Accordingly he concealed her in his house.

The King by reason of his proceeding was melancholy. When he had come

back from the court into private, the desire to see his beloved agaui overtaking

him, he became dejected, and once more reproaching hunself he quenched the

warnings of reason. At night, with the view of keeping away anxiety, he drank

a cup of pure vsdne, and forgetting the dictates of reason and the admonitions

of wisdom, the thought of his heart-enchanting friend rendered him beyond

control, and summoning his private Chamberlam, he inquired after the condition

of his beloved, and with the utmost vehemence said :
" Unless you this night

produce her, I will hand you over to be punished." Though the Chamberlain

adduced apologies, it was fruitless, and seemg the rage of the Kmg, and finding

himself in the region of destruction, of necessity he conveyed the moon-faced

girl to the Kmg's court. Again the basis of joy was laid, and the materials for

love were prepared.

We are here, it is night, and our friend in our presence

;

The cup of pleasant wine also is at hand

;

The rose ready, and autumn passed,

Winter gone, and bright spring before us.

1 See note, p. 23.
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To sum up, three times the King ordered her to be slain, and the Chamberlain,

by -vvay of circumspection, deferred doing so : at length the affairs of the State

being altogether ruined, the King perceived that there was no remedy for this

evil save at his own hands, and that this misfortune could not be removed

by trusting to another

;

This matter will not be accomplished by the hand of another,

since whomsoever he ordered to kill the damsel, assuredly by way of circumspec-

tion, would delay. Accordingly the King himself contemplated removing her,

but did not wish openly to slay any one who was without evident treachery.

Ultimately one day standing upon the roof of his palace, he was looking towards

the Tigris, while the damsel from afar, having girt the waist of attendance, was

contemplating the King's beauty. The Sultan, fearing the future, and the evils

of negligence, knew that this was the time. He said to himself :
" Although I

place round my neck the blood of an innocent person, yet a hundred thousand

hearts, which owing to my want of care are immersed in blood, wUl be cured,

and although this girl is as precious as my soul to me, yet to look after the state

of my distressed subjects is more than this." Accordingly he said :
" Come

nearer, so as to enjoy the sight of this vessel." When the damsel arrived close,

the King laid his hands upon her, and cast her into the Tigris, and displaying

the utmost sorrow, made as though she herself had tumbled into the water. He
then ordered her to be brought out from the stream and buried, and going into

mourning, he fidfilled to the utmost all the obligations in that respect ; and thus

on account of the welfare of the kingdom, with his own hand he deprived his

beloved object of life.

Kings to insure a single advantage, slay a hundred persons.

" I have adduced this story so that the King may know that it is better to

observe the interests of the State, than to associate with a base individual ; and to

remove one person, the evils of whom are universal, is more alhed to what is

expedient, than to abandon a thousand people." The fire of the King's rage was

aroused by those deceitful words, and he sent a message to Farisah that, " If you

have any excuse for this offence disclose it." Fan'sah being innocent, and since

it has been said, " Whoever has short hands has a long tongue," ^

—

The innocent should be bold

—

sent back a brusque answer. His violent words lent force to the seditious wel-

come of his opponents. The fire of Kamjiii's wrath rose up, and putting aside

his promise and agreement, he gave an absolute order that Farisah should be put

to death. This news was conveyed to the King's Mother, who perceived that

there had been precipitancy, and the region of mildness and forbearance had been

neglected, patience and firmness being changed for levity and want of stability.

She thought to herself, " I must go at once and deliver my son from the tempta-

tions of the accursed Satan, since whenever rage overpowers kings, the devil,

too, gets dominion over them, and enjoins whatever he wishes, and this same

idea can be gathered from the purport of the true tradition, ' When the King

is enraged, Satan overpoioers him.'
"

Rage is one of the flames of Satan,

In the end it will cause regret.

1 That is, as expressed iu the following verse, " Whoever is innocent is bold."
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Slie first of call sent some one to the Executioner saying :
" Retard the destruction

of the Jackal, till I have a conversation with the Lion." Coming herself to

Kamjiii, she said :
" 0 Son ! I have heard that you have issued a decree for the

death of Earisah. What has been his offence, and what wrong has proceeded

from him %
" The Lion repeated the circumstances of the case. The Lion's

Mother said :
" 0 Son ! do not lose yourself in the desert of remorse, nor be

destitute of the nature of justice and generosity. The wise have said :
' Eight

things depend on eight others,—a woman's reputation on her husband ; the glory

of children on their father ; the knowledge of a pupil on his master ; the strength

of an army on its leader ; the dignity of a devotee on his piety ; the security of

subjects on their king ; the conduct of the sovereign's affairs on equity ;
and the

splendour of justice on wisdom and caution. Foremost in this respect are two

things : 1st, To know your dependants and servants, and to bring down each of

them to his station, patronising them according to the measure of their ability

and merit ;
2d, To be suspicious of them as regards one another, since there is

a constant struggle amongst the attendants at the coiirts of kings, which cannot

be settled save by extinction and death. Therefore if a king listens to the accu-

sations of this one against that one, and accepts the information laid by this

person against that person, no further trust will be placed in the sovereign or

pillars of state, since whenever they wish they can cast a sincere friend into

the region of accusation, and deck a traitor in the garb of rectitude: by

this means the innocent are enthralled in the whirlpool of misfortune, and the

guilty live on the shore of escape in safety and security.

The innocent, broken-hearted, in prison

;

The guilty afar off, merry, and smiling.

" Doubtless the residt of this affair will be, that those who are present will decline

to accept office, while they who are absent will abstain from undertaking service,

and the execution of the absolute decrees being delayed, a thousand evils will

overtake the piUars of the state, and the troubles winch Avill spring from this

pass the limit of calculation, and are beyond the degree of measiirement.

"

Give no ear to the speech of the calumniators,

Eor through them the kingdom and faith are overthrown.

If the malignant get exalted at your hands.

The basis of your worth and dignity will be destroyed.

If you are fellow-travellers with the envious,

You have given over the reins of wisdom from your hands.

The Lion said :
" I have not issued this decree relative to Farisah owing to what

any one has said
;
nay, more, tiU his treachery became clear to me my disposition

was unaltered." The Lion's mother rejoined : "Change of feeling on the part

of kings is not allowable, in the absence of manifest certainty, especially as regards

confidants of the court ; and as to what you said, that his perfidy was evident,

as yet this speech is behind the veil of doubt, and when the curtain shall drop

from the face of this matter, the truth thereof will be apparent.
^

It was proper

that this degree of crime which, on suspicion, they impute to Farisah, should have

been contained in the expanse of your mercy, that his former service should

have been kept before the eyes of your heart ; neither should you have erased from

the tablets of your mind the efforts and illustrious acts which proceeded from him

at the door of this seat of government, nor have listened with the ear of approba-
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tion to the words of worthless, untried persons, concerning those who are truly

deserving.

The low person does not wish the success of another.^

The miser will not leave a fly in the cup.

The base introduce a hundred stratagems,

So that the matter of the man of merit may not prosper.

" 0 Son ! whatever circumstances may arise, and whatever occurrences may take

place, far-seeing wisdom and world-adorning intellect must be considered just

guides and sound judges, since the honour of a man's disposition is exalted by

the purity of his ability.

It is wisdom by which the edifice of honour is rendered secure,

And by which the sons of Adam increase their reputation.

"Now Farisah, as regards your government, had reached a high station and exalted

rank, and had attained great position and considerable dignity. In the assem-

blies you used to speak his praises, and in private you were wont to honour him

by taking counsel with him. Now it is incumbent upon you to put aside your

intention of breaking your word, and not to strive to level the basis of the edifice

which you have reared with the hand of your own care ; and also to preserve

yourself and him from the exultation of foes and the rejoicing of the envious,

so that in accordance with your firmness and majesty, deeming investigation and

inquiry necessary, and taking every precaution, and making all research, you may
be excused at the hands of reason, and in the sect of the learned may be free

from the contamination of calumny. This offence which has been imputed to

him is too conemptible for a wise man like him to darken with the dust

thereof the mirror of his integrity, or stain the skirt of his ujDrightness mth the

impurity of such base deeds as these. I know that greed and avarice could not

overpower his temperance and contentment, nor covetousness and avidity gallop

the steed of hope in the plain of his vision and knowledge. During the time

that Farisah has been in attendance at this threshold he has eaten no flesh, and

before this his nature was known and proclaimed as such, and his reputation for

abstaining from devouring animals had spread amongst all mouths and reached

the ears of every one.

Fruitless speeches would not be so lengthy.

" The most probable idea is that enemies have placed the meat in Farisah's house :

and to go to this extent is not too much on the part of the treacheries of the

wicked and the malice of the envious ; since amongst the jealous are some who,

in the idea that evil may befall another, will consent to destroy their own souls,

just as that unhappy Merchant ordered the Slave to kill him ? " The Lion

demanded, " Narrate how that was."

1 The text appears corrupt, and I have introduced the negative, otherwise the purport of the line

would be that the mean person does wish for another to be successful.

2 B
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STORY lY.

She said : It has been related that in Baghdad was an envious man, who had a

neighbour, an honest, right-minded mdividual, who spent his days in crossing

the valley of fasting with the steps of abstinence, and employed his nights in

journeying the highway of worsliip by the way of religious endeavours and pious

labours.

He lit a taper of affection in his heart,

And it consumed all save God.

The men of Baghdad used to turn the face of confidence towards that holy man,

and in their assembhes and public gatherings the mention of his goodness was

current ; the great men of the city used to bear him in mind kindly, and by way

of a present and a blessing scattered before him money and goods. For these

reasons the envious neighbour was jealous of that excellent man, and in a

variety of ways made plots against him ; but every arrow of treachery which he

shot from the bow of suspicion had no effect on the shield of that person's

rectitude, and the armour of his piety, till he was miserable at this matter and

extremely worried. He bought a Slave, and thought proper to bestow upon him

the dues of kindness, as well as presents, and discharged the demands of cour-

tesy and consideration. At times he used to say :
" I am fostering you for an

object, and am nurturing you for a certain matter ; now I hope that you wiU

relieve my heart of that burden, and set my desolate soul at ease in regard to

that which occupies it."

That my tears, which drop from my eyes through anguish of heart,

May quench the flame—such is my hope.

When a time had elapsed, and the Slave had remained obedient and submissive,

several times with the tongue of supplication he asked to commence the promised

affair, and to undertake the task wherein the object of liis master was included,

and said :
" The varied favours and kindnesses which you have lavished on

this poor creature, are not to be explained by the power of expression ; nor can

the different courtesies and bounties, by which you have distinguished this lowly

servant, be set forth in a clear manner by the aid of description.

I, your servant, through your favom-, am become Hke a lily
;

• Each petal has a tongue, and of lilies there are a thousand.

" I desire in return for these favours to stake my life, and to perform the way of

servitude ui requital for these boons."

I will scatter the coin of my life for you

;

I will devote to your business the soul of my existence.

The Master, when he saw that the Slave was filled with a desire to be grateful,

and a longing to show his aff"ection, removed the veil from before the matter,

and said :
" Learn and gather, that I am annoyed beyond measure at the hands

of this neighbour, and am anxious in some way to injure hiin ; but though I

have laid snares and dug pits, the arrow of my deliberation has not reached the

target of desire, and the fire of envy every hour raises a flame in my heart, and

makes me disgusted with life. In rage against him I am disgusted with the
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pleasures of life, and am become wearied of my precious existence. For this

reason have I fostered you all this time, in order that you may this night kill

me on my neighbour's roof, and leaving me there depart, so that when in the

morning they shall see me there lying slain, assuredly they will seize him on the

charge of murdering me, and his property and life will come to the region of

destruction ; his reputation for integrity and uprightness wiU also be ruined, and

the belief of mankind concerning him be falsified, nor wiU he be able again to

vaunt his piety and integrity. Then, to the grief of mankind, the meaning of

this verse concernuag him wiU be verified, wherein it has been said,

* The Devotee, 0 Lord ! soars beyond limit ; cast away the curtain from before

him.

So that mankind may see revealed his secret guilt.'
"

The Slave replied :
" O Master ! cease such ideas, and devise some other plan for

remedying this matter ; if your ambition is to injure the Devotee, I will hurl

him to destruction, and set yom- heart at rest concerning him." The Master

said : " This is a deep and serious plan : maybe you cannot overpower him, nor

manage to kill him so quickly ; while I have no more strength or endurance.

Arise! and perform this service, and make me pleased with myself. See, I

make over to ^you your letter of freedom, and give you a purse of gold, which

wiU afford you means of support for the rest of your life, so .that you may quit

this city and abide in another kingdom," The Slave said: "0 Master! no

intelligent man would conceive such an idea as you have planned, and he who

has inhaled the fragrance of Avisdom would not scheme such a notion as you have

devised, since the ruin of an enemy should be sought during the time of life

;

but when you have gone beyond the pale of existence what pleasure will you

have from his being slain, or what advantage from his tortures, and imprison-

ment ]

"

Wlien I am no longer in the pleasure-garden, say to the Hly, "Cease growing."

When I am gone from the pasture, say to the box4ree, " No longer exist."

Much as he spoke in this way, it was of no avail. When the Slave saw that his

Master could only be satisfied in that way, he cut off his head upon the top of

the neighbour's roof, and left there his body, which was a disgrace to the expanse

of existence, and carrying off his own letter of freedom and the purse of dinar,

set out towards Isfahan, and deposited in that place of security the burden of

residence. Next day, finding the evil-designed Master slain upon the_ roof of

the good man, they captured the holy man and put him in prison. Seeing that

the murder of the envious person was not legally proved against him, and many

notables and men of Baghdad gave evidence as to his piety and innocence of

mind, no one opposed him. But they did not remove his chains, and he

remained some time thus imprisoned. By chance, after a while, one of the

great merchants of Isfahdn saw the Slave, who inquired about the affahs of this

master's family and neighbours. In the midst of the proceeding, the conversa-

tion turned upon that good man and his imprisonment. The Slave said
:
" A

strange injustice has befallen that innocent man; the fact is, this proceeding was

done by me, at the command and by the orders of my Master, and that honest

man is unaware of this matter." He then repeated in its entirety an account of

the case. The master merchant brought a lot of people to testify to this that

had occurred, and coming to Baghdad they narrated an account of what had

happened, and the circumstances which had taken place. That true believer
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having obtained his liberation,^ the envious man became the butt for the arrow

of reproach, while the pious neighbour recited, as applicable to his case, the pur-

port of these beautiful verses, which are the effusion of the mind of one of the

excellent

:

" Through envy, one or two ignorant people, as regards me.

Breathed (slander), and pierced the sheU of falsehood.

And in the night of error, by stringing the bow of fraud,

Split the hair of selfishness with the arrow of treachery.

From the occurrence of that affair complete good befell me,

While they experienced the retribution of their own bad deed."

" I have adduced this story that the King may gather what kind of proceedings

will issue from the envious ; and seeing that they are such towards one another,

how then can birds in the summit of the air, fish in the depths of the sea, or

beasts in the expanse of the plain, live secure from the designs of the mahcious %

Amongst your servants, if those who are inferior to Farisah in station, but who

previously had a higher reputation than him, plot designs against him, and stir

up perfidy to lower his dignity, it is not to be wondered at.^ Defer acting hastily

and rashly, and practise the habit of compassion and sedateness, and in this

matter using salutary reflection, remedy this in a way worthy of your greatness.

Should you this day have pulled the reins of punishment, and to-morrow the

truth of the affair become evident, and the particulars of the matter be known,

there is no escaping from one of two things : if he was not deserving of death,

you have been merciful to him, and have not fixed the blood of an innocent

person upon the scroll of your life; while if truly he should be worthy of

destruction, the power is left to you, and you are not precluded from slaying

him."

You may kiU a man when alive, but

You cannot restore to life one who has been slain.

The Lion listened to the words of his mother, and weigMng them with the

scales of wisdom, perceived that the advice was free from self-interest, and the

admonition graced with loyalty. He deferred the period of punishment, and

ordered Farisah to be brought to his presence, and summoning him to a private

interview, said: "We have ere this tried you, and have seen and approved

your disposition and qualities, and your words are more acceptable to us than

the talk of your enemies and those who envy you. Again take charge of your

affairs, and be not suspicious or filled with thought at the things which have

been said or heard." Farisah replied :
" Although the liing has cast the shade of

favour upon the brow of my condition, and displayed what proceeds from the

kindness of monarchs, yet I shall not escape the annoyance of this accusation,

till the time that the King devises a remedy and arranges a plan, so that the

truth of the matter and exact details of the case may become recognised. Not-

withstanding that I know for certain my own perfect integrity, and have complete

reliance upon my own warrants of security, yet the more care is taken the more

clear will become the fact of my sincerity and rectitude. I am convinced that the

interest of my affairs and the wellbeing of my life is included in the folds of

this matter."

' ^'%>' in the Persian text is a misprint forij^^ .

- Literally, " it is not far."
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You must not be dejected, 0 my soul ! at the taunts of the envious,

Maybe if you look closely, your own welfare is comprised therein.

Kamjiii said • " In what way can investigation be made, and with what device

can the truth be ascertained L
" Farisah replied :

" The set who made the accu-

sation must be summoned, and interrogated by way of inquiry as to what is the

meaning of singling me out for this treachery, who have not for years eaten

flesh and passing by persons who consume meat, and cannot exist without it.

Assuredly when the King eagerly presses his queries in tliis respect, they will

tell the truth thereof. If they are fractious, the particulars of what has hap-

pened can be ascertained by the threat of punishment ;
while, if this should not

be effectual, by the hope of mercy and the promise of favour, the veil of doubt

can be removed from the face of certainty, so that the innocence of my hands

and purity of my skirt may become clear to all the attendants and servants.'

Every secret which is concealed in the veil of night.

When day arrives becomes clear to all.

Kamjiii said : " I will investigate the state of the case by threats of punishment,

not by the good news of pardon and compassion, since forgiveness must not be

expended on any one who confesses having plotted against, and having been

envious of, one of my confidants and officers." Farisah said :
" AU clemency

which is bestowed by one of absolute authority and power is quite proper.

' Pardon goes with power: The mode of proceeding should be, that m spite

of your enemy being in your power his ofience should be overlooked, since to

be superior to a foe is a boundless favour, gratitude for which boon cannot be

shown save by pardon and clemency."

When you are superior to one who has done Avrong,

Eetuxn thanks for this bounty by means of pardon.

When Kamjui heard the words of Farisah, and observed the traces of sincerity

and rectitude upon the pages of those utterances, he summoned separately each

one of that body who had raised the dust of strife, and endeavoiu-ed to the

utmost limit to investigate the secrets and extract the intricacies of that affair

;

and with the promise that if they should explain what had occurred, the pages

of their offences should be washed with the water of pardon, and notmthstanding

aU tliis they should also be favoiured with royal caresses and largesses, he laid

severe injunctions upon them. At length some confessed, and others, too, of

necessity avowed and stated with truth what had occurred. The sun of Farisah's

rectitude came forth from beneath the cloud of suspicion, and the dust of doubt

was removed from before the eyes of certainty.

We made investigations, and the case of every one was disclosed.

The Lion's mother said :
" 0 Son ! you have given security to this body, and it

is not possible to withdraw therefrom, but in this respect you have gained expe-

rience from which warning must be taken, and henceforth the ear of attention

must not be open to the calumnies of any low people. Till, too, open proof

and extremely clear evidence, such as may keep you from irresolution, shall be

visible, the idle stories of the malignant must not be Ustened to, and the words

which 'they may speak relative to a person's crime, although they be but brief

and short, must not be accepted. Since a trifling thing by degrees reaches such

a pitch that the remedy thereof does not come within the pale of possibility, and
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the source of great streams like tlie Nile, Eupkrates, Oxus, or Tigris is but a very-

Little spring, but by tlie belp of other waters they attain such a size that it is

not feasible to cross them save in a ship ;
therefore, as regards the calumnies

of persons, discrimination must be used between the importance and the unim-

portance of every word which they utter, and the path for further talk be closed,

so that the termination of the matter may not end in evil."

The fountain-head may be stopped with a needle

;

When it overflows it cannot be crossed by an elephant.

Kamjiii said :
" I have accepted this advice, and am aware that it is not well

without clear evidence to suspect any one." His mother replied :
" 0 King ! he

who, without evident causes, injures his friends, is of the number of those eight

classes, whose society the wise enjoia should be avoided." Kamjiii said, " Describe

this briefly." The Lion's mother said :
" Sages have inscribed upon the leaves

of the pages of their admonitions, that it is necessary to avoid the company of

eight classes of persons, and incumbent to associate and be intimate with eight

other kinds. The eight individuals from associating with whom the skirt of

consent must be folded up, are,— 1st, He who does not recognise what is due to

benefactors for their favours, and makes himself celebrated for ingratitude and

unthankfuhiess ;
2d, He who without cause takes offence, and his anger over-

powers his pity
;

3d, He who becomes elated with long life, and considers him-

self independent of observing what is due to the Creator and creature
;

4th, He
who bases his actions upon treachery and deceit, and deems this in his sight as

of no importance ;
5th, He who opens upon himself the way of falsehood and

treachery, and keeps aloof from uprightness and integrity ;
6th, He who, as re-

gards lusts, elongates the thread of sensuality, and deems indulgence and frivolity

the sanctuary of his desires, and the high altar of his ambition ; 7 th, He who is

celebrated for want of shame, and lives on brazen-faced, and without manners

;

8th, He who without reason becomes suspicious as regards men, and without

evidence or proof suspects the wise. But the eight persons with whom one

should associate, and deem their friendship a prize, are,— 1st, He who considers

gratitude for kindness an obligation, and takes care to perform the duties which

are imposed upon him; 2d, He whose knot of affection and promises of friend-

ship are not broken by the occurrences of life and the changes of the unstable

heavens ;
3d, He who deems it necessary to respect men of education and honour,

and by word and deed is ready to recompense and requite them
;

4th, He who

abstains from treachery, deceit, pride, and arrogance; 5th, He who, at times

of anger, possesses the power of restraining himself; 6th, He who raises the

banner of generosity, and, in gratifying the desires of those who are hoping for

something, labours to the utmost of his power ; 7 th, He who grasps the skirts

of modesty and honesty, and never at any time deviates from the way of good

manners ; 8 th, He who by nature is the friend of the upright and men of piety,

and avoids the wicked and sceptical. He who is friends and allies with these

last-mentioned sets, and avoids and shuns the kinds previously quoted, by the

blessing of their society, the evil defects in his own disposition wHl diminish,

and the complexion of his condition become more near true moderation ; since

vinegar, with all its sharpness and sourness, when mixed with honey, escaping

from its mart of acidity, becomes the cause of removing a great many iUs."

Like vinegar, mix your sour face with honey.

So that you may cure diseases, and give ease to the soid.
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Be not dead at heart, but choose a dear comrade,
_

So that you may get life from the society of your intimate friend.

Be like a shadow, attending the righteous.

So that, like the sun, you may become renowned m the world.

When the Lion saw how suitably and carefuUy, with auspicious kindness, his

mother settled this misfortune and remedied tliis calamity, after performmg the

demands of gratitude and thankfulness, he said: "0 Queen of the time! by

the blessing of your advice, and the kindness of your admonition,

" The road which Avas dark has been enlightened.

The matter which was troublesome has become easy !

"and an able servant and competent minister has come forth from the whirlpool

of calumny, whUe I have gained information as to every one of my attendants

;

henceforth I know in what way each must be treated, and m what fashion to set

about reiecting or accepting their words." Accordingly his confidence m Farisah s

inteo-rity increased, and offering various apologies and kindnesses, he summoned

him to his presence, and said: "This calumny must be deemed the cause of

increased confidence, and the reason of additional trust, and the management of

afl;airs which was confided to you must be continued on the promised temis.

Farisah said :
" This is not right, and you do not unloose the knot from my affairs

with these favours. The King has once before neglected his promises, and given

the place of honour in his mind to the mighty efforts of my enemies.

O thou ! who hast cleared thy heart of fidelity.

Thou hast leagued with my enemies.

If thou thus with all persons sportest in love,

Thou wilt never recognise what is due to any single person.

Kamiiii said • "You must not call to mind anything to this effect, since neither

was anytliing wanting in your service nor was aught deficient in my favours

;

be of good cheer, and with the utmost confidence set about your afi'airs. J^arisah

rephed

:

" I have not a head and turban for every day.

"This once I have escaped, but the world is not free from the envious and calum-

niators, and so long as the King's favour rests upon me, jealousy on the part of

the malevolent will occur. According to the measure of attention with which

the Kmo- honoured the words of the mischief-makers, my enemies have discovered

that his° Majesty can easily be brought to their side
;
every moment they will

devise some fresh wickedness, and each hour produce mischief. As regards

every kin^ who gives place in his ear to the words of a mischief-makmg tale-

bearer, and pays regard to the hypocrisy and jugglery of a calumniator and

mformer, his service is perilous to the soul; and to risk life is not the way ot

the wise.

My soul does not spring up afresh every day.

"If the Kind's judgment sees fit, I wiU with a single word make clear my excuse

for not accepting ofiice." The King enjoined, " Say on." Farisah replied :
" If

the Sovereign in this misfortune has had pity on me, and placed fresh confidence

and renewed trust in me, it was by reason of his kindness and condescension,

and it must be considered the greatest favour and the utmost courtesy ;
but m
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that the King displayed haste, and^ showed levity in punishing me without
investigation, I have become suspicious of his royal virtues, and am not hopefiil

of his regal favours and endless compassion, since he has fruitlessly cast his pre-

vious patronage into the region of dissipation, and needlessly brought my past

service into the area of destruction. He has allowed a severe punishment to

befall me in respect of this contemptible accusation, which, if it were substan-

tiated indeed, is of no great importance. It becomes a king that not even a

great perfidy should darken the potion of his pardon. Just as the King of

Yaman, in spite of a great offence, did not disgrace liis Chamberlain, but drew
the veil of mercy before the latter's wicked proceedings." Kamjui inquired,
" How was that ?

"

STORY V.

He said : It has been related that in the capital of Yaman was a King, the

glorious morn of whose justice was evident on his illustrious brow, and the

radiant light of his equity manifest on the face of Ms condition and the forehead

of his circumstances

—

A Kiag, in the way of whose court the Heavens
Scattered coin from the Pleiades and Orion.

He used to sit at the banquet of Cyrus and Kai,^

Possessing the girdle of Farfdiin ;
^ an auspicious-footed King.

One day he was vexed with his Chamberlain, and confined him to his house.

The poor man no longer possessed the warmth of the King's glance, yet did not

deem it expedient to depart from the city. Of necessity, sitting in the corner of

his humble abode, he sometimes used to weep through distress at his affairs, and
at others smUe at the marvels of Fortune.

Every night, from internal anguish at our wretched condition.

We sometimes weep like a taper, and sometimes smile.

At length, from his want of means, the largeness of his family, and his distressed

circumstances, he arrived at great straits, and thought that he must betake him-
self to the King's presence, whether his neck be given to the sword of punish-

ment, or his head be decked with the crown of acceptance. One day, when the

King had a distinguished company, and there was a general assembly, that

Chamberlain sent to aU his friends, and borrowing a horse and garments, mounted
and came to the King's court. The doorkeepers and chamberlains, thinking

that the King had relented towards him, and that the horse and clothes were

given him by command of the Sovereign, no one stopped him. The Chamber-
lain boldly advanced towards the King's court, and rested at an eligible spot.

The King was stting at a banquet of wine, and conversing merrily with the

guests. When he saw the Chamberlain the fire of wrath began to raise its

flame, and the executioner, rage, bethought himself of punishment. Again
reflecting, he did not desire to upset the convivial assembly, and change the

delight of pleasant wine to the sadness of injury and torture. His natural com-
passion sought to get the mastery by pardoning the offence, and the generosity

of his disposition thought to overlook the fault.

1 In the last line but one of the Persian text, j should be inserted after
,

Founder of the Kaiyani dynasty in Persia. ^ See note 1, page 12.
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Drink wine, be generous, and leave the reward to God

!

men tlie Chamberlain looked at the King's countenance, and discovered that

his genial mii-th and joyous face had returned to him, he warnrly set about his

business, and firmly binding the skirt of service upon the girdle of attendance,

lent a hand in every direction, and laboured dihgently at every duty, till, finding

a seasonable opportunity, he concealed under his tunic a golden dish, the weight

of which was a thousand misk41. The King, seeing this proceeding, knew

that want of food and his distressed circumstances were the cause of_ tins rash-

ness : he made pity a screen over that offence. At the termination of the

assembly, the attendants in charge of the dish were making search and suspecting

the people, with the design of drawing a confession from them by violence and

nunishment. The King inquired from one of the deputies, "What has hap-

pened to this body that they are so disturbed The deputy
,

represented a

description of the circumstances of the case. The King said :
" Let these people

ao for they have not got the dish ; he who has it will not return it, and he who

saw it wiU not tell." The Chamberlain came forth, and for a year found means

of support with the price of that dish. Next year at the same time there was a

private banquet, and a pubhc assembly. Again the Chamberlain betook himself

to the midst of the throng. The King calling him, quietly said to him
:

Is

the dish all spent 1 " The Chamberlain placed the face of intercession on the

earth, and said

:

0 absolute Monarch ! may the evil eye be far from the moon of your dignity !

May the house of your life be firm till all eternity !

"What I did was deliberately, and I thought that might be either the King

would see it, or some one else would become aware of it, and deliver me to

punishment for through distress of hunger I had become satiated of life, while,

if my proceeding remained in the veil of secrecy, at any rate food for some

days would come to my hands. Such was my case, and I well know that the

sincerity of my words wUl not be concealed from the mirror of your enhghtened

mind."

That heart-consuming taper is aware of my anguish.

And its pure mind internally testifies to my pretension.

The Kinc' said : " You say truly, and you are to be pitied." Accordingly he

caressed him, and restored to him the position which he previously held.

" The object of reciting this story is, that the King's heart should be hke the

stormy ocean, so as not to become turbid with the rubbish of calumny; and the

centre of his compassion, like a majestic mountain, be fixed m a firm place, so

that the severe blast of rage shall not move it."

Amongst true hearts anger has no friends

;

The cucumber will not be found in a warm locality.

Straws together with dust leave their place

;

But the mountain puts not its feet beyond its skirt.

The Lion said : " Your Avords are true and correct, but harsh and severe, and it

is incumbent that the medicinal potion of advice should be pleasant to the

taste, so as to be easy for the invalid to swallow ; and maybe the temperament

^
Jjl-j^ is a misprint for jjLo^

.
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of a sick person recoils from disagreeable drugs, although he knows that his

recovery is comprised therein, and on this account he remains deprived of the

bounty of health."

"When any one can with sweet smiles bear away our hearts,

Why should bitter replies issue from such a mouth ?

Farfsah replied :
" The King's heart is more in the wrong in having acted

improperly than my words in stating what is right, and since he can readily

listen to falsehood and calumny, it is better that it should not press heavy on

him to hear what is sound and honest, and he should beware not to impute

this proceeding to boldness and want of respect, for it comprises two distinct

advantages. 1st, By calling out and clamouring, the oppressed obtain ease; and

by lamenting and complaining of injury, their minds are freed from the dust of

sorrow. So, as well as I can, I proclaim to the utmost what is in my heart, in

order that my presence or absence be one and the same with the King, and there

may be nothing kept in the background which on a second occasion may
become the cause of animosity. 2d, I was anxious that the judge ta this case

should be the King's penetrating reason and world-adorning justice, and that

the decree should be put in force after hearing the words of the injured ; con-

sequently it appeared necessary to explain the particulars of my pain to the

physician of the court of justice."

How can pain be concealed from one's own physician 1

Kamjiii said :
" So it is ; but in extricating you from this whirlpool we showed

great condescension, and our freeing you from the vortex of destruction, after

youx punishment had been ordered, may be considered a most profoimd kind-

ness and perfect favour." Tarisah replied :
" I cannot during my life exj^ress my

gratitude for the King's bounty, nor in centuries discharge the obligation due

for the Royal benevolence. This pardon and compassion, after the command
for retribution and punishment, is superior to all kmdness, since most favours

concern the care of the body, while this one caused rest to the soul.

You have cast a glance of kindness upon my soul and heart

;

My sold is pledged to gratitude, my heart is abashed before you.

" Previous to this, I have always been sincere, obedient, honest, and loyal to the

King, and have deemed my soul and spirit a sacrifice for his pleasure and com-

mands ; and what I now say is not with the view of imputing wrong to the

King's judgment in this matter, or ascribing error as concerns his deliberations

and reflections
;
yet for the ignorant to envy men of merit and intelligence is

an invariable practice and habitual custom : and to close the way of jealousy

respecting persons of worth, and those endowed with wisdom, appears impossible.

The rose of merit and worth is never without the thorn of envy.

A great man has said, in this respect

—

If, tlirough envy, some foolish person speaks ill of me,

It is because he is sick at heart of me.

They are jealous, but I fear not.

He is without worth, who is not envied.

"From the sages' prayer, 'Return envied,^ the same idea may be gathered."
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Kamjui rejoined: "Of what consequence is the jealousy of enemies and the

treacheries of the envious, since false words have no splendour, and the wiles of

those destitute of merit, as regards the virtues of the worthy, are invisible like

an obscure star, as compared with the glare of the sun ^
_

Ealsehood is always

defeated, and truth victorious. 'And the word of _
God ts all superior. The

splendour of the wise^ is not broken by the opposition of the envious nor does

a man whose skirt is pure become blemished by the slander of the malevolent.

If a base enemy speaks iU of you, it is of no consequence.

Copper is not such that it can overthrow the dignity of gold.

When did a bat's taunts affect the sun ?

When did a base-natured stone injure the worth of a pearH

" Henceforth rest secure from the malevolence of the envious
;
for having become

aware of the true state of their malicious words, we will not receive them with

acceptance." Farisah said :
" In spite of all this, I fear l^,i-God forUd /-my

enemies once more, not by way of envy-nay, more, under the guise of advice,

may interpose between us." The Lion inquired, "On what ground can they

interfere ? " He replied :
" They wiU say, ' In the heart of such a one dread has

occurred, because you ordered his punishment, and pride has found the way to

his brain, seeing that you increased your favours to him: and he is nowadays

both vexed with your Majesty and suspicious of you; he is not worthy ot con-

fidence, nor should he advance in your service.'

Be not careless as regards those whose hearts you have injiued.

"Wlien by these wiles they affect the King's feelings, it is not improbable that

suspicions on the part of his Majesty may arise. The truth of the matter is, kmgs

should not rest secure from servants who have suffered violence, or have fallen

from their posts, or been overwhelmed with dismissal, or over whom enemies

whose rank was inferior to theirs have taken the lead." Kamjiii said
:

How

can such an occurrence be avoided, or how the doors of this way of access be

closed 1 " Farisah replied :
" Then: words in this respect are extremely unprin-

cipled and nought but echoes and misrepresentations, since after such occur-

rences' confidence on both sides will become firmer ; because if m the mmd of the

master, by reason of some negligence which he has discovered on the part of his

servant, there should be aversion, when he indulges his rage and punishes ac-

cording to the case, without doubt the effects of his animosity wiU grow less,

and no alarm, either much or little, wiU remain. Again, learnmg the untrust-

worthiness of the falsehoods of the messengers, he wiU no longer pay any regard

to the idle talk of calumniators ; and the excess of sincerity and penetration,

and the perfection of merit and uprightness on the part of such a servant will

become more assured. If in the heart of a dependant, too, there should be fear

and alarm, when he has been punished he will become secure, and free from

expectation of misfortune."

I was in grief, but freed from the sorrow of additional trouble

;

I remained in misfortune, but was dehvered from fear of further harm.

The Lion inquired, "From how many causes can suspicion faU upon a servants"

He replied • " From three causes : 1st, He may possess dignity, and rum occur

owing to the neghgence of liis master; 2d, Enemies may dart out upon him,

X^Ctji^ in tlie Persian text is a misprint for .
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and by reason of absence of the King's favour they may overpower him
;

3d,

The wealth and possessions which he may have accumulated may pass from his

hands owing to want of kindness on the part of the Sovereign." Kamjiii said,

" How can these be remedied 1 " He rejoined :
" By one thing ; that is, that he

shall acquire the favour of his master, and the confidence of the King in him be

renewed ; then both the dignity which has passed from his hands will return,

and also the enemies, who were victorious, wdl be punished. The property, too,

which was scattered will be regained ; since an equivalent for everything save

the soul is possible, especially in the services of kings and great men. Seeing

the King has remedied the condition of this servant, who has acquired perfect

favour and complete satisfaction, in what way can injury remain ? or how can

enemies find an opportunity to speak 1 With all this, I hope that the King,

having pardoned me, will not again cast me into the net of calamity, but will

leave me to wander in this desert, secure and quiet, and to offer up my daily

allowance of praise and gratitude in sincerity of faith."

By day I will repeat the lesson of your praise.

By night I will perform the duty of eulogising you.

Kamjiii said :
" Be assured, for you are not of those servants that such calumnies

concerning you are heard, or that words tinged with malice, relative to you, reach

the region of acceptance. We consider you faithful, and are aware that in ad-

versity you are known to be patient, and in prosperity celebrated for expressing

your gratitude, and whatever is contrary to generosity and integrity you ignore,

deeming it an essential duty to observe liberality and faithfulness in your own
decrees. Therefore rest secure as to protection and favour on our part, for my
confidence in your penetration, uprightness, sagacity, and clemency is doubled,

and in no way again will the words of an enemy find the place of hearing, and

whatever imposture they may invent will be imputed to a clear plot."

. After this the strife-raising words of the envious.

Concerning friends, shall receive no hearing from us.

Earisah said :
" With all this favour Avhat matter the wiles of enemies, and Avith

the Bang's bounty what signifies the annoyance of foes 1

"

After this, what care I for the crooked-shot arrows of the envious.

Now that I have met with the bow of my mistress's eyebrows 1

Accordingly he set about his affairs with most eager heart, and every day the

degree of his power was augmented, and the rank of his preferment and patronage

doubled, till, by the perfection of his integrity and the rectitude of his proceed-

ings, complete confidence was restored, and he became intrusted with the secrets

of Property and State.

His tree Avas raised aloft to such a height.

That it threw its shade higher than the heavens.

Such is the story of Kings, between whom and their followers and dependants

something having occurred, after the display of severity and aversion, reconcilia-

tion and compassion returned. It is not concealed from the wise, what an amount

of benefit is comprised in the compass of these stories and anecdotes. Whoever
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is distinguished, with the aid of heaven, and assisted by eternal happiness, will

confine all his ambition to comprehend the warnings of the wise, and expend all

his efforts upon penetrating the enigmas of the sages, making inquu:ies oi

the physicians of the hospital of piety, the invigorators of those borne down

with the sorrows of truth, so that, by the blessing of the remedies of these

spiritual doctors, he may be freed from the dangerous disease of ignorance and

folly.

Seize the medicine of instruction from the Holy Father,

For a man can have no worse ailment than ignorance.

The face, however faiiy-like and beautiful it may be.

Cannot be seen in a mirror which is not bright.

Darwishes, devotees, and siifis^ are all chddren on the road;

If there be a true man it is nowhere save in the world of God.

1 See note, p. 24.



BOOK X.

EXPLANATOET OF REQUITING DEEDS BY WAY OF

EETALIATION.

INTEODUCTION.

ABISHLIM, with respect, implored the Sage Bidpai, saying :
" I have

heard the story of Farisah and Kamjiii, and it is a tale for wise men

as to what happens between kings and their servants in regard to

opposition and treachery, pardon and punishment, and a return to

the renewal of favoui and the increase of confidence in honest and

able men, with the view of managing the country and arranging its

affairs : as to how one must not be too eager in the direction of false-

hood, but confess one's self wrong on (hearing) words of rectitude

and integrity. The advantages of this story are beyond the limit of calculation.

Now repeat an account of some one, who in self-defence and to protect his own

soul, did not refrain from molesting others, and injuring animals, nor receive in

his ears the advice of the wise, till, in consequence, he became overtaken by the

like wliich proceeded from himself." The Sage said :
" None but ignorant per-

sons injure animals—persons such as cannot distinguish between the light of

o-ood and the darkness of evil, and the advantages of what is beneficial and the

disadvantages of what is baneful ; and who, by reason of their stupidity, wander-

ing in the desert of error, are negligent as to the end of their proceedings, while

the glance of their judgment, falling short of the termination of matters, is blind

to the aspect of retribution. But he, the eyes of whose head are illumined with

the jewelled coUyrium of Divine grace, and the flower-garden of whose heart is

perfumed with the odours of the sweet-scented herbs of Eternal favour, how

can he permit towards those similar to him what he will not approve as regards

himself 1

Do not admit towards others what you do not approve concerning yourself.

" It must be known that for every deed a retribution is found, which assuredly
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will befall the authors thereof; nor must they be puffed up with any delay which

may occur, since according to the decree—' Of a truth God gives delay, lut does

not overloor—vos^Mj there may be delay, yet there will be no overlookmg

There may be an opportunity for two or three days' respite, but the idea ol not

meetinc. with punishment and retribution is an absurd notion. Every seed

which is sown in the field of practice will bring forth abundance of fruit ere

much time elapses; therefore, he who seeks for good, must sow nought but

proper seed.

Do you wish that no evil may befall you 1

Then, as far as you can, do no wrong, neither much nor little

;

Since your righteous dealing and wickedness will both recoil on you,

As regards yourself, look how you act.

" If any one is anxious to conceal his evil conduct by treachery and fraud, and

to deck his hypocrisy and dissimulation in the garments of good deeds, to such

a decrree that men may praise him, and the fame of his laudable qualities being

prevalent throughout all districts and regions, may reach both far and near, the

result of his improper deeds will never be changed by^ this means, but the

fruit of his internal malignity and impurity of mind will betide him; just

as if a rustic, for example, were to sow seed of the gourd in the ground, and

covering it over with earth, were to make it appear that he had planted sugar-

cane in°tliat soil, and every one were to beheve that sugar-cane would sprout

up in that field, without doubt by such stratagem his husbandry would not be

altered, and those same gourd-seeds which he sowed therein would display their

fruit.

When you act wrongly, beware ! rest not secure.

Since there is the seed, and God wiU cause it to grow. •

Oftentimes He conceals it, till

At length shame overtakes you from such deeds.

The Eternal God indicates as to retribution,

In that He says, " If you return, loe also loill return"

" It may he that when any one discovers the truth as to retribution, and the

meaning of the verse, ' Therefore, ivhoever does good to the weight of cm ant shall

see the same, and whoever does evil to the weight of an ant shall hehold the same,'

passes through his mind, avoiding what is wrong, he wiU turn towards what is

good, and repenting of oppression and injury, wiU foUow the way of kmdness

and compassion.

This, too, may spring from the Grace of God.

" Of the like of such speeches and illustrative of such sayings is the story of

the Eank-breaking Lion and the Archer." The King inquired, " Wliat was

that?"

1 It seems necessary to omit the j after .
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STOEY 1.

He said : It has been related that in the kingdom of Aleppo was a waste,

comprising many trees, and including gardens and rivulets.

Eose, willow, the box-tree, and dart-like cypress.

Locked together, bough with bough.

In that waste was a ^ Lion, a mighty beast, prepared for war and battle, with

elephantine body, such that the planet Mars in the heavens, like a wild ass,

became his prey ;
and, from the glory of his majesty, the Lion of the Spheres,

as it were the energy ^ implanted by the Creator in the centre of the earth, fled

beneath the ground.

When at the time of anger he showed his teeth.

An anvil from dread of him would have turned to water.

His two eyes Avere like two grates of fire,

His mouth resembled a cave full of daggers.

He was perpetually busied in shedding blood, and staining his claws and mouth

with the gore of animals. A Jackal, who used to wait on him, seeing this state

of things, became alarmed at the result of his violence and the fruits of his

fury, and thinking of the threat
—

" Whoever assists a tyrant, God gives the latter

270wer over him "—was anxious to quit his service.

Dread the society of that person by whom people are oppressed

;

Whoever is near the fire runs the risk of being burnt.

With this idea he set his face towards the desert. On the edge of the waste he

saw a Mouse biting the root of a tree with the utmost assiduity, and separating

with its saw-like teeth the portions of the fibres. The Tree, in language appli-

cable to the circumstances, said :
" O heartless tyrant ! why with the axe of

oppression do you overthrow the edifice of my life, and with the sword of in-

justice sever the tliread of my soul, which is indicated by my water-carrying

roots, thereby depriving mankind of the rest of my shade and the benefits of my

fruitV'

Do not wrong, for evil is requited with evil
;

According to the creed of the generous wickedness is brutal.

The Mouse, paying no heed to his lamentations, continued to work in the same

cruel fashion, when suddenly a Snake, with open mouth, came forth from am-

bush, and, planning the destruction of the Mouse, in an instant bore him off.

The Jackal by this cii'cumstance gained additional experience, and learnt that he

who acts crueUy meets with nought but severity, and he who plants the thorn

wiU not gather the rose of Desire.

Act not wickedly, but remain honest-minded.

The retribution of evil deeds will be nought but evil.

At the same time that the Snake, having finished eating the Mouse, had coiled

' A suljsequent passage shows that the ordinary meaning of sjl« ,
" female," is not applicable.

I have therefore omitted the word altogether as an unintelligible interpolation.

2 This is the meaning given in Johnson's Dictionary, but the simile is not very comprehensible.
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himself under the shade of the tree, a Porcupine arrived, and seizing in his mouth

the tail of the Snake, drew back his head. The Snake, from excess of anguish,

darted himself against the Porcupine tiU all his frame was pierced with the

points of the quills, and he gave up his soul to the king of the infernal regions.

The Jackal saw another inscription on the page of warning. When the Snake

had finished his attempts, the Porcupine peeped out his head, and having eaten

some of the Snake's entrails, which were fit food for him, again drew liis head

within the veil of concealment, and remained in the plain of the desert in the

form of a hall. The Jackal was watching the proceeding of the Porcupine,

when suddenly a hungry Pox arrived there, and saw in that expanse the Porcu-

pine, who was a dainty morsel for him. He knew that in consequence of the

sharpness of the quills he could not inhale the perfume of the rose of his desire,

and that, save with the key of treachery and stratagem, he could not open the

door of his wishes. Accordingly, turning the Porcupine on his back, he sprinkled

some drops of saliva on his stomach, while the Porcupine, fancying that it was

rain, drew forth his head from within the screen of concealment. The Pox,

jumping up, seized his throat, and tearing off his head, with the utmost avidity

ate the remaining portions, so that only Iris skin was left. Scarce had the Pox

completely finished, when a Dog, hounding along like a tearing wolf, came forth

from a corner, and tore the Pox to pieces, and with a portion thereof appeasing

his dog-like appetite, hid himself in the wood. The Jackal saw these mar-

vels, each of which was a clear proof of the truth of retribution, and remained

expecting some other proceedings to come forth from the secret abode of Pate

to the expanse of the plain of Destiny. Suddenly he saw a Leopard dart from

a corner of the wood, and ere the Dog was aware thereof, with a soul-rending

wound drew his heart from his breast. By chance the Leopard had jumped

forth unaware of the ambush of a Hunter, who, having placed an arrow in the

bow, was sitting waiting for him. When he saw the Leopard busy over the

Dog, he shot a heart-piercing shaft at him, which, entering his right side, went

out at the left.

Heaven said, " Fortunate are that sword and shaft ;

"

The earth exclaimed, " Bravo ! that hand."

Scarce had the Leopard fallen utterly prostrate, when the Hunter with rapidity

drew the skin from off its head. This done, a Horseman arrived at that spot,

and coveted that Leopard skin, which was very speckled and tinted. The

Hunter making a difficulty in this respect, the affair between them ended in

strife and conflict. In the midst of the fight and onslaught, the Horseman

drew a keen sword, and rushed at the Hunter's head, which, ere he could move

it aside, the Horseman cast into the plain, and, carrying off the Leopard's skin

from the ground, set out on his way. Pre he had gone upwards of a hundred

steps, his horse fell on its head, and the Horseman, tumbling on the earth, broke

his neck.

Time did not give him quarter for two hours.

These experiences confirmed the Jackal's convictions, and, attending on the Lion,

he sought permission to go from that waste. The Lion said :
" You are at ease

under the shade of my fortune ; while you share the tables of my kindness and

the trencher-boards of my bounty, what can be the cause of your going from this

abode, and your declaring that you will abandon my service T' The Jackal re-

plied :
" 0 King ! an idea has occurred to me, and a thought from the depths of

2 c '
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my heart has struck me, to conceal which causes me to fear consuming away,

and to proclaim Avhich is to risk my life.

To conceal from you the condition of my heart is difficiiLt,

From fear of God to proclaim it is hard.

" If the kingly magnanimity will make a promise which cannot in any way be

broken, I will recount truly the state of the case." The Lion having given

him security, entered into an agreement to this effect, and confirmed it with an

oath, the Jackal said :
" I see that the King's aim is set upon injuring creatures,

and the reins of his power are turned towards molesting the innocent. Hearts

are wounded with the claw of his violence, and bosoms rent tlu'ough the scar

of his cruelty.

Cease to oppress, and dread repentance

;

View with fear the terrors of the Day of Judgment.

" I am extremely alarmed at this proceeding, and terrified at this matter." The

Lion, since he had just made a promise, bore these harsh words, and said:

" Since no oppression has overtaken you, nor any tyranny befaUen you at my

hands, for what cause should you turn away?" The Jackal rejoined: "For

two reasons: 1st, No person of generous feelings can endure witnessing

violence, nor has he power to hear the wails of the oppressed.

Creatures are distressed at your existence
;

I do not approve of the sufferings of the people.

My face is half pale at my helplessness

;

Grief for the destitute has made me sad.

" 2d, Would that disgrace of such deeds may not overtake you !
and I, too,

by reason of my association with you, may be consumed with the fire of pun-

ishment."

When fire is liglited it consumes both moist and dry.

The Lion said : " Wlience have you gathered as to the disgrace of evil deeds,

and from whom have you learnt the blessings of good conduct The

Jackal rephed :
" Whenever the nostrils of a person's heart have been perfumed

with the sweet odours of the rose-garden of wisdom, he knows that he who

sows the seed of violence wiU reap nought save the harvest of evil, whUe he

who plants the tree of benefit will gather nought save the fruit of repose. The

world, which is the house of retribution, has been compared to a hill, seeing

that whatever you speak to it, whether good or bad, you hear the very same by

way of echo.

This world is a liill, and our deeds a voice,

Of which the sounds echo back to us.

Though a wall casts a long shadow.

Yet that shade ultimately creeps back thereto. ^

" This very day, with the eye of certainty, I have seen cases of retribution, and

have witnessed the nature of requital." He then commenced to repeat the his-

tory of the Mouse, the Snake, the Porcupine, the Fox, the Dog, the Leopard,

^ pljJ in tlie Persian test is a misprint for .

2 That is -^avs Eastwiok, " as the shadow, though long, comes back to its original source, the

wall ; so our^cruelties, though it may be after a long interval, recoil on ourselves."
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the Hunter, and tlie Horseman, just as he had witnessed it aU, and by way

of admonition, exclaimed :
"0 King! the Mouse who bit the root of the tree

became food for the Snake, who, having brought ruin on the former, was him-

self overtaken by the misfortune of the Porcupine; and he having killed the

Snake fell into the snare of the Fox's cunning, and the latter, who had spilt the

blood of animals, was deprived of life by a hungry Dog; who in turn, by reason

of his want of justice, was racked to death in the claws of the Leopard; and he,

throuo-h the evil of violence and cruelty, became the target for the arrow of iate

The Hunter, too, on account of his plots and want of compassion, gave his head

to the winds; while the Horseman, through his ruthlessness and base murder,

remained desolate with his neck broken. The deeds of each,^ since they were

based on evU, by way of retribution, became the cause of misfortune to them-

selves respectively. Consequently, to avoid evil and to depart from the wicked

is necessary on the part of wise men, and to shape their conduct according to

what is right, devoting their energies to good deeds, is incumbent and obligatory

upon the prudent."

The foremost sign of wisdom is this,

To be in fear of evil all one's years.

The Lion was so elate with the might of his own strength, and so inflamed with

the majesty of his power and prowess, that he deemed the words of the Jackal as

mere fictions, and considered his admonitions as but jokes ;
and the more talk the

latter breathed forth in this respect, the more did the fire of greed and avidity

increase on the Lion's part.

0 you who, through affection, give me advice.

Say not so much, for you quicken my flame !

The Jackal saw that his advice had the same eff'ect upon the Lion's heart as

the foot-fall of an ant upon a rock or steel, and his admonitions a similar result

in his bosom as the point of the spear of a thorn upon an armour of stone.

Yes, when wdl the spear of a thorn be effective against adamant %

He quitted the Lion, and retired to a corner. The Lion, enraged at the Jackal's

words, went after him, whereupon he concealed himself m a thorny brake, lire

Lion passed him, and saw two Fawns grazing in the expanse of that plam, and

their devoted mother, by way of protection, watching their proceedings.
_

ihe

Lion determined to slay them, while the Deer cried out :
" 0 Kmg

!

what is the

object of hunting two striplings, and what is the use^ of eating them ^ Do not

make my eyes weep, through separation from my darling objects, nor burn up my

heart with the fire of being severed from those who are the very flesh of my

soul. Anyhow you have children ; think of that, lest the same happen to them

as to my offsprmg.

Act the same towards me, as you would approve of, if done towards you.

By chance the Lion had two cubs, at the sight of whose faces the world became

radiant before him, and to enjoy the spectacle of whose form he desired light to

his eyes. At the time that he was there plottnig the destruction of the ^ awns,

a Hunter had also busied himself in the desert capturing the young Lions.

1 Literally, " what will be liound, wliat will be loosened?

"
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There the Lion paying no heed to the Deer's lamentations, killed her offspring,

while here the Hunter slew the Lion's two cubs, and tore off their skins.

Maybe he is the enemy of his own family,

Who approves of evil against other homes.

The Deer fleeing in terror from before the Lion, and lamenting for the loss of her

children, ran distracted in every direction. Suddenly the Jackal met her, and

inquired the particulars of the case ; and when he had learnt the full details of

the matter, his heart was consumed at the Deer's agonies, and he commenced to

lament with her.

Whenever my heart laments for the griefs of my beloved.

Both doors and walls break forth, through the agony of its cries.

After endless crying, lamenting, sighing, complaining, and grieving, the Jackal

consoled her, saying :
" Be not ^ sad, for in a little time he will meet with punish-

ment and retribution."

- True, the taper burns the moth.

Yet it is soon consumed in its own oil.

But when in the other direction the Lion returned to the desert, and saw his

cubs cast in the above manner on the ground, he raised a cry and shriU scream

to the skies, exclaiming :

" Pain entered my heart, for the delight of my soul has vanished
;

My condition has come to this, that power and vigour have fled."

The Lion raised a cry, and commencing a grievous wail, lamented in such

manner that the wild animals of that waste were distressed, tlirough alarm at

his grief, and complained in a fashion that the birds of the air broke into

weeping tlii'ough the agony of his distress.

Wlien a torrent of blood flows from my watery eyes,

What place is there for a friend, since even an enemy would weep for my

distress ?

In the neighbourhood of the Lion was a Jackal, who had shaken worldly con-

siderations from off his skirt, and had read the saying, " Whoever is contented is

full" from the tablets of resignation in God, and trust in the Almighty.

He rode the plain of resignation.

He pitched his tent in the plain of contentment.

By way of condolence, he approached the Lion, saying, " What is the cause

of all this lamentation and Aveeping 1
" The Lion repeated the circumstances

of the case. The Jackal said :
" Be patient, and wait, for no nostril has ever

inhaled, from the rose-garden of the world, the perfume of fidelity
;

nor has

any palate tasted, from the hand of the cup-bearer. Time, the potion of repose

without the flavour of injury.

In the cruel world, the quality of fidelity cannot be found,

Nor can purity be traced, in the revolution of Time.

For the wounds of the injured hearts of the distressed.

There can be no more powerful medicine than patience.

^ in the Persian text is a misprint for jjk!'.
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" Eestrain your feelings for a time, and open the ears of intelligence, till I read

two or tliree sayings from the volume of wisdom, and explain to you the truth

of the matter, and the burden of the perfidious world." The inward sea of

the Lion calmed down from ebullition and lamentation, and, with the ear of

acceptance, he set about listening to the Jackal's admonitions and precepts.

Wlien the latter saw that the Lion was disposed to hear his discourse, he com-

menced a pleasant harangue, saying :
" 0 King ! for every beginning an ending

is fixed, and a conclusion predetermined to every commencement. When the

period of life is finished, and the time of death draws near, one moment's delay

is not conceivable, ' Therefore when their fate arrives they shall not delay it for

an hour, neitlier shall they advance it' As a sequence of every sorrow, joy

must be expected, and grief must be anticipated to follow every gladness.

For years my heart, like a breeze, wandered round the garden of the Spheres,

If it found in the expanse thereof a rose, it was not discovered without a

thorn.

" In all cares one should be resigned to the decrees of God, and defer lamenta-

tions, which are of no avail."

Give up your life, for the arrow of Fate

Will not deviate one single hair's-breadth.

The Lion inquired, " mence did this calamity befall my children ^ " The

Jackal replied :
" This, too, happened to you at your own hands ;

since, what the

archer of Fate has done to you, you have done in a twofold degree to others,

and this which has befallen you is retribution for your conduct, ' As thou judgest,

thou wilt he judged: Your case is very similar to that of the SeUer of wood,

who said, ' Whence came this fire to my sticks 1
'
" The Lion said, " How

was that %
"

STOEY II

He said : It has been related that in former times there Avas a tyrant who,

violently and forcibly, used to purchase sticks of the poor, and making a

great difficulty about the price thereof, used to give a lesser sum than the

value. In winter time he acted in such a manner to the rich as to seize from

them double their just price. Thus both the poor were in straits, through Ms

violence, and also the rich were sad because of his tyranny.

The bosoms of the distressed were consumed by him

;

The cells of the oppressed were ruined by him.

One day he took by force some sticks from a poor man and gave no more than

half the worth to that hapless destitute person. The Darwish stretched the

hands of prayer to Heaven, and raised the face of supplication to the high altar

of submission and humility.

O tyrant ! be not secure from imprecations, for at night,

Lamenting they pray, that blood may flow owing to their intercessions.

At this time a pious man arrived, and being apprised of that circumstance, loosed

the tongue of reproach against that tyrant, saying :
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Beware of the arrow of the lowly man's tears in the ambush of night

;

For the more a person laments owing to his infirmity, the stronger is the

wound of his spear.

" Do not act in this way to the helpless, who have no protection save the Court

of the Divine Majesty, nor allow yourself to oppress in this manner the dis-

tressed, who, all night, like a taper, drop tears from anguish of heart. Do not

render desolate the homes of the hearts of the poor with the calamity of injus-

tice, nor pour the blood of orphans' hearts into the cup of revenge, in place of

ruby wine."

Drink not this of this goblet, for to-morrow you will have a headache.

That Tyrant, full of pride, was vexed at the words of that Holy Man, and

through arrogance and the rage of folly, frowning, he said

:

Go ! 0 Shaikh ! and pain my head no more in this manner.

For I would not purchase two hundred stacks of your tales for one grain.

The Darwish turned his face from him, and hastened to the corner of his own

private apartment. By chance that very night a fire occurred in the piles of the

Tyrant's wood, and passing from thence to his house and home, burnt clean up

all the possessions which he had, and placed that unjust man from the bed of

softness upon hot ashes. It happened that in the morning that same Holy

Man, who the day previous had tendered his advice, reached the spot, and saw

the Tyrant, who was saying to his dependants, " I know not whence this fire fell

on my palace." The Holy Man said, " From the smoke of the hearts of the

poor, and the anguish of the breasts of the soul-stricken."

Beware of the smoke from stricken hearts.

For the inward wound will in the end overtlirow you.

The Tyrant dropped his head and said to himself :
" I must not wander from

the region of justice ; the seed which I have so^vn will yield no better fruit than

this."

We have sown utterly bad seed.

Behold what we have gathered in consequence !

" I have adduced this story that you may know that what has befallen your

children is in return for what you have done to the offspring of others, who

have indulged in this same distress and anguish which you have exhibited :
of

necessity they have aU waited patiently, accordingly, just as others bided their

time, for you to be in distress, so have patience till harm befalls them." The

Lion said, " Confirm these words with proof and evidence, and thereby fix them

in my mind." The Jackal rejoined, " How long have you lived 1 " He replied,

" Forty years." The Jackal said, " Durmg this long time what has been

your food 1 " He repUed, " The flesh of beasts and men whom I have pursued."

The Jackal exclaimed: "Then may not those animals whose flesh you have

made food for so many years, have had fathers and mothers, and may not the

agonies of separation and the grief of parting have caused their children to

bewail and lament ? If on that day you had seen the end of this, and had

refrained from shedding blood, at the present time this occurrence would not

have appeared, nor in any case would such a calamity have happened.
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Thou who hast never had pity on others,

Where wilt thou find rest for thyself 1

When hearts cry out for the fear of thee,

Who will lay salve on thy wounded soul 1

"
If you continue pursuing this line of conduct, and remain just the same, blood-

thirsty and tyrannical, be prepared yourself to experience as much. So long-

as people are afraid of you, you wiU not inliale the perfume of security and

repose Adorn your disposition with compassion and pity, and do not wander

about injuring animals, and torturing this one and that one; for the tyrant will

never see the face of repose, nor will the unjust man ever attain his object or

desire."

From such a bow no one ever hit the target with the arrow of desire.

When the Lion heard these words, and the truth of the matter was revealed to

him, he perceived -that the results of conduct, the edifice of which is reared upon

cruelty, will be nought save disappointment and disaster. He thought to him-

self : "The spring of life, which is the period of youth, is changed for the autumn

of old age and helplessness, and any moment I may tread the way of Eternity,

and take a far and long journey
;
nought can be better than that I should make

ready a store for the future life, and laying aside cruelty and oppression, be con-

tent with but little food, and no longer sad as to more or less, abandon all ideas

of what is or is not."

Vex not your mind as to what is or is not, but be happy,

Since all that is, excellent though it be, wiU come to nought.

Seeing that, of necessity, one must journey forth from this two-doored mn.

What if the eaves and vault of the mansion of subsistence be high, what if

they be low ?

Accordingly he desisted from drmking blood or eating flesh, and being satisfied

with fruits,2 followed the path of contentment. When the Jackal saw that the

Lion took to eating fruits, and that if he persisted in so doing, what would

suffice a Jackal for a year would be consumed in ten days, vexation overcame

him, and he again approached the Lion saying, "How is the King occupiedr'

The Lion replied, " I have turned aside from the world, and girt my loins with

devotion and abstinence."

Since no one has drunk pleasant water from this azure ocean.

Our hearts have loathed the draught of the world.

The Jackal said : " It is not as the King says
;
nay, more, greater misery than

before arises to mankind at his hands." The Lion inquired :
" In what way is

any one injured by me, since I do not stain my mouth with blood, nor do I open

my claws to injure any person %
"

Were they to tear me in pieces with the dagger of injustice,

I would not molest any one in any way.

The Jackal said :
" You have withdrawn your hand from your own portion, and

1 Possibly meaning one door whereby to enter, another whereat to depart—in allusion to birth

^'^^
Thftranslator must not be held responsible for the absurdity that- the Lion and Jackal, which

are carnivorous animals, lived upon fruits.
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eat the rations of other animals, to which you have no right ; and the fruits of

this plain will not suffice you for food for ten days, and those whose sustenance

is comprised in those fruits, will quickly die, and the crime thereof will remain

round your neck, and maybe, also, the retribution thereof will overtake you in

this world. I fear your case may be like that of the Boar who plundered the

fruits belonging to the Ape." The Lion said, " Explain how was that."

STOEY III.

He said : It has been related that once upon a time an Ape found favour with

God, and separating himself from his own kith and kin, took liis abode in

a corner of the desert wherein were many fig-trees. He thought to himself

:

" Animals cannot exist without food, and in this place nought can be found to

eat but figs; if all of them are eaten fresh and green, in winter-time one must

be without food or siistenance. Nought can be better than every day to shake

one tree of figs, and consuming thereof what will suffice for my sustenance, to

put the rest to dry, so that I may both pass the summer in pleasure, and also

during the winter be at ease."

During summer one must undergo fatigue on account of getting a store,

If in winter one would be at ease.

In this manner he stripped several trees, and eating somewhat of the fruit thereof,

stored up the remainder. One day, having gone to the top of a tree of figs,

according to his daily wont he ate some thereof, and collected some to dry, Avhen

suddenly a Boar escaping from before a Hunter, cast himseK into that desert.

He saw no fruit on any tree at which he arrived, tiU he came to the foot of that

one, on the top of which was the Ape collecting figs. When the Ape's eyes

alighted upon the Boar, his heart recoiled, and he said

:

" "Wlience appeared this sudden calamity ?

0 God ! deliver me from this unexpected misfortune.

"

When the Boar saw the Ape, he saluted him, and performing the dues of con-

gratulation, said, " Do you want a guest 1 " The Ape, also, hypocritically replied

in a friendly manner, saying :

A graceful cypress entered the garden of my hope,

—

A guest from the Unseen World arrived at the cell of the Darwish.

" May the arrival of your auspicious footsteps be blessed and fortunate ! Had
you previously deigned to acquaint me with the arrival of your exalted steps,

assuredly the dues of hospitality would have been discharged according to your

condition : now the grief which I have is owing to the want of the means of

entertaining you."

The Darwish is troubled when a guest suddenly arrives.

The Boar said, " We have now arrived from the road, and are anxious for any-

thing at hand."

Make no ceremony, but bring Avhat you have.

The Ape shook the fig-tree, while the Boar, with the utmost avidity, went on
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eatincv till nought remained either on the tree or the ground. He turned his

face towards the Ape saying: "0 dear host! the flame of appetite is still

ra-in-, and the lust of greed, through search of food, is distressed; shake another

tree and place me under obhgation to you." The Ape, nolens volens, shook

another tree, and in a little time no trace of fruit also was left thereon ihe

Boar pointed out a further tree. The Ape said :
" 0 dear guest

!
do not abandon

the habit of generosity, what I have scattered for you was sufficient food for me

for a month, and I have no more power to give you anything."

I can no more be beneficent.

The Boar was enraged and said, " This desert has been for a long time in your

possession, suppose now it belongs to me." The Ape replied: "To seize the

kingdom of another is ominous, and the end of violence and oppression is unac-

ceptable and discreditable; cease to practise cruelty, and restrain your hand from

tyranny and persecution ; for to injure the weak wiU produce no good results,

and to molest the desolate will not yield proper fruit."

If you bite his heart with your teeth you draw blood.

Yet when you do so, you yourself will sufier toothache.

At these words the violence of the Boar's rage became greater, and he said, " I

wiU now bring you down from this tree, and treat your bosom as it deserves.

He then ascended the tree to throw the Ape down : scarce had he lodged him-

self upon the first branch ere the limb broke, and he fell headlong down, and

fixed his face in the depths of the infernal regions.

" I have adduced this story seeing that you also seize the fruits of others, and

make their sustenance food for yoiKself. When this mass die of hunger, enmity

towards you will be fixed in the hearts of their children, and constantly busied

in secret not a single instant will they omit to imprecate you. If, previous to

this the' traces of your oppression have been spread throughout the world, now

the 'news of your piety is noised on the tongues of all :
but in both cases it is

not possible for animals to escape your violence, whether you be m the guise of

tyranny and wickedness, or whether in the garment of rectitude and rehgion.

What holy poverty is it, when you are just the same busied in self-gratification,

and do not abandon the pleasures of bodily indulgences to acquire the dehghts

of spiritual wisdom %

"

You remain a captive to the pleasures of the body, since indeed.

What delights have you which are not centred in the kingdom of the soul ?

When the Lion heard this discourse, he desisted also from eating fruit, and

contentincr himself with water and grass, increased his daily portion of worship

and adoration, and at all times repeated to himself the pui-port of these verses,

which bear the impress of truth :

" 0 heart ! abandon this cruel world.

And leave behind the distress of the revolving Heavens.

The affairs of the world are not worthy men of experience,

Like a hero ciuit such business.

While you can, reach the rose-garden of the Spiritual,

Make the attempt, and abandon this path which abounds Avith thorns.

In the ocean of grief, do not through greed, like a bold diver.

Plunge, but let alone the royal pearls."
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Such is the story of a violent tyrant, who overpowered mankind with his

cruelty, not thinking of the evil termination thereof, till ultimately he was over-

whelmed with tlie same misfortune which befeU people at his hands ; he then

recognised the road of piety and the way of salvation. Like the Lion who,

till he found his two dear children burnt with the fire of remorse, did not

remove his heart from bloodthirstiness and violence, and when he had gained

this experience, turning aside from the treacherous world, he did not again allow

himself to pay any heed to its unstable charms, and would not in any way pur-

cliase the blandishments of tliis faitliless sorceress.

It has been written upon the portico of the Palace of Eternity,

" Alas for him who purchases the caresses of the world !

"

Wise men ought properly to realise tliis warning, and make these experiences

a store for Time and Eternity, rearing the edifice of their conduct in this world

and the next upon tliis very point, that whatever is not liked as regards one's

self, one's children and dependants, the same should not be allowed towards

others, so that the commencement and termination of their affairs may be

graced with fair name and good reputation, and they may be safe in the world

and in eternity from the evil termination of wickedness, and the bad results of

oppression.

The World is not worth that you should wound a heart

;

Take care, do not wrong, such as a wise man would not commit.

The World is like a deep Ocean, full of monsters
;

They are wise, and at ease, who betake themselves to the shore.



BOOK XI.

ON THE MISERY OF SEEKING TOO MUCH, AND BEING

DISAPPOINTED IN ONE'S AEEAIPS.

INTEODXJCTiOK

HE world-siibdiiing King, after liearing tliis pleasant story, said :

" 0 true-saying, sound-deliberating Saiut ! with clear evidence and

manifest proof, you have explained the case of a tyrant, who without

thought as to the result, strove to inflict injuries and cruelties, and

when overwhelmed with the like thereof, took shelter m repentance

and devotion. Now I request you to teU a story founded upon the

pui'port of the eleventh precept, and repeat the particulars of one

inclined for a matter unbefitting his condition, and unsuitable to his

circumstances." The perfect Sage, with description pure and elegant like the

waters of immortahty, and in sweetness and grace a twm-sister to the sharbat ot

sugar-candy

—

"Words in purity better than a gem,

In sweetness better than syrup of sugar.

Any one into whose ears those sounds entered.

Were he Plato he would have lost his senses

—

said :
" 0 King ! protector of the world !

May your desire be within the skirt of hope !

May your kingdom, as well as your life, be perpetual

!

" Ancient sages have said, ' For every action there are men, for every place a

speech: In the wardrobe of the unseen world, the garments of one's particular

proceedings have been sewn upon the mighty stature of every person, and from

the treasury of Divine Power the dress of one's individual affairs has been

arranged according to such man's shape. Por every person there is a duty, and

for every man a certain work is befitting.
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Flies are not created for the peacock

;

A locust is not given the glory of the phoenix.

One must not expect wine from vinegar;

The scented breeze of the rose does not proceed from the "withered thorn.

" The cup-bearer of Divine Kindness, from the tavern ' Every party rejoieeth

in tliat ivhicJi is theirs,' has given a bowl to every one, according to his cir-

cumstances, and deprived no one of the potion of bounty, and the fountain of

his fostering care.

None are there, who do not partake of your benefits,

Either a quaff or a cupful, according to their capacity.

" Accordingly it behoves every one to busy himself in that occujjation which the

Divine Creator has assigned to him, and so to act as by degrees to bring the

affair to perfection.

A man who makes pack-saddles, and is best in his line.

Is preferable to a bad hatter.-^

" "Wlroever neglects his own occupation, and reverts to a thing which is not suit-

able for him, turning aside from that which, by way of hereditary succession or

hard work, he had acquii'ed, doubtless wiU be overwhelmed in the region of

distress and vexation. Consequently, by the way which he is foUomng he wiU
not reach his destination, nor will he be able to return to the same path as

before, and between the two he will remain confused and distracted.

ISTeither chance to go forward, nor means to return.

" Accordingly it behoves a man to advance firmly in the way of his own busi-

ness, and not Avith greed to stretch his hand towards every branch of covetous-

ness, but to lay aside the search after more, which commonly ends in ruin, and

not quickly or lightly to abandon any affair from which advantage has been

derived, and some results have accrued, so that he may act in accordance with the

purport of the noble tradition, ' Whoever has ohtained benefit from anything

7nust attend thereto,' and be freed from distress and anguish. And the words

of His Excellency Maulawi,^ who is a mine of spiritual pearls, are in allusion

to this state of things, where he says

—

' What is better than that a seller of figs

Should sell figs 1 0 brother !

'

" Of the tales which bear out these remarks, is the story of that Hebrew-speaking

Devotee, and the ambitious Guest, who sought to learn that dialect." The King
inquired, " How was that %

"

1 Eastwick says, with reference to tliese lines, "The oriental idea no doubt is, that he who
makes gear for asses aud other beasts, is below him who ornaments the noblest part of man, his

head."
A famous Persian poet.
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STOEY I.

He said: It has been related that in the land of Kinnauj was a pious,

abstinent, pure, and holy man. He was assiduous, according to his duty, in

his daily portion of worship, and performed in a sincere manner the rites of

devotion; the purity of his heart removed the traces of foulness from his

affections^ and the integrity of his nature drew aside the dark veH of misfortune

from before the sight of men of penetration. The hem of his prayer-carpet was

the place of descent of the outpourings of the unseen Eealm, and the threshold

of his cell the abode of the infallible World's occurrences.

Upon his head was a crown composed of the letter, " shin," in the word

" shara' " (God's law).

His heart a throne, his prostrations a ladder.

He was honoured in the Courts of Paradise,

And a ruler in the Regions of Heaven.

Of angelic manners, Satan being under his control,
^

As he soared along, he trod down the air beneath him.

He expended his whole ambition in giving life to the rights of the law, and con-

fined all his desires to performing the requirements of devotion. The bird of

worldly affection found no nest in the expanse of his bosom, nor did the light

of carnal lusts descend or shine upon the dark earth from the sun of his

mind.

Happy are they who have lived pure as the sun,

Who have cast no shade towards tliis world.

Notwithstanding all this piety and devotion, he used to scatter amongst his guests

whatever was allotted him from the treasury, ' Witli God are the treasures of

the heavens and earth;' and by reason of the power of his magnanimity, used

to bestow upon deserving darwi'shes the food intended for his breakfast and

supper.

Bringing forth the stars of generosity, into the ethereal sky,

From the consteUation of Liberality ; for great is the effect of generosity.

One day a traveller alighted at his abode as a guest, and the Devotee, as is the

custom of generous hosts (seeing that their tables appear free from the vinegar

of froAvns), coming before him, advanced with merry countenance and open

brows, and displayed the utmost dehght and joy at his arrival. After saluta-

tion, and partaking of food, they spread the carpet of conversation. The

Devotee inquired, "Whence do you come, and to what country are you

bound 1 " The guest replied :
" My story is long and protracted, and my tale

is composed of various divine truths and worldly mysteries; if your ^blessed

heart is inclined to hear it, I will briefly narrate an outline thereof." The

Devotee said : " Whoever opens the ears of understanding, can derive somewhat

from every story, and, by the bridge of worldly considerations, can cross over

to the highway of divine truths.

From every trifle a hint may be gained,

From every story, benefit may be derived.
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"Without fear repeat your storj^, and narrate entirely what benefits and evils

you experienced in this journey."

The Guest's Story.

The Guest said : 0 Devotee of the age, and 0 marvellous votary ! you must

know that my birthplace is Europe, where I was in business as a baker. I

used perpetually to heat the oven of my bosom with the flame of the fire of

greed, yet with a thousand anxieties obtained but a loaf or so from the tables

of Fortune.

My kidneys became blood, ere the loaf

Was drawn by me from the oven of Good Fortune.

I was intimate with a Farmer, and constantly the way of companionship between

us was followed, and the habit of comradeship observed. The Farmer, by

way of friendship, and assistance, used to send to my shop corn, available for

my business, and take the value thereof after a lapse of time
;
payment being

deferred and delayed, used to fall easy upon me. One day he took me to a

banquet at one of his gardens, and fulfilled the duties of host, as is the cus-

tom of high-minded men. After we had finished eating food, we engaged in

conversation : he inquired, " What is the amount of profit of your trade, and

what is the state of your capital and interest 1 " I repeated somewhat of my
circumstances, saying :

" My stock-in-trade at the shop is twenty ass-loads of

Avheat ; and the interest which arises therefrom is just sufficient for the support

of my wife and family—maybe somewhat about ten or twelve loads."

Since I have no business more profitable than this,

I pass my time in tliis mamier.

The Farmer said :
" 0 God ! the profits of your business are not of a degree

tliat one could build thereon. I used to think that your trade was very remu-

nerative, and the gain countless."

That was indeed wrong, which I thought.

I exclaimed : " 0 Sh ! how about your business '? what is the state of your

interest and capital 1 " He rephed :
" In my trade there is but little stock-in-

trade, but the profits are large; save the seed which I sow, all the produce

comes .to me, and in our business we are not very content with getting ten

times our capital." I was astonished, and said, "How can this beV^ The

Farmer said : "Marvel not! for there are still more profits, too, than tliis. A
single grain of poppy-seed, that being the smallest of plants, when it falls on

good ground, and vegetates, sends forth upwards of twenty sprigs,^ and it is

possible even more than that : on the end of every sprig are pods of poppies,

which cannot be counted. Hence you may guess that the profits of my busi-

ness are beyond the pale of reckoning, and the returns of my husbandry more

tlian can be imagined. The farmers of the fields of wisdom have said zara' ^

(planting) has three letters, of which the first two are zar (gold)—while the

last, which is 'ain, is also a name for gold ; hence tliis business is gold upon gold.

1 This happy rendering is horrowed from Eastwick.
2 It must be' borne in mind that in Persian the short vowel " a " is not written.
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Two letters of zara' mean gold, and the one which remains

Also signifies gold, hence here is gold upon gold.

" Accordino- to the behef of alchemists, the workshop of husbandry is so under-

stood that the Philosopher's Stone is indicative of the art of agriculture
:
as it

has been said :

' To seek the Philosopher's Stone is to waste life
;

Turn your face to the black earth, for it is the one secret of Alchemy.

When I heard these words from the Parmer, the desire for the gains of husbandry

entered my head, and closing the door of my shop, I busied myself getting ready

the implements for agriculture. In my locality was a Darwish, celebrated for

his perfect spirit, and renowned for his good qualities.

He had abandoned aU ceremony, and retired to a corner

Of the things of this world he was content with necessaries.

When he learnt that I was about to abandon my o>vn trade, and occupy myself

with another business, he sought me, and loosing the tongue of reproach said :

"O master ' be content with that which has been mtrusted to you, nor seek tor

more for the quality of avarice is unlucky, and the end of the avaricious_ despi-

cable He who has in his hands the coin of contentment is king of his own

time, whUe he who is overtaken with the baseness of greed, is on a par with

demons and brutes."

Break your cake of barley, and be patient.

Lest you eat wheat,^ which deceived Adam.

I said • " 0 Shaikh ! from tins business, which I have in hand, no great benefit

accrues to me, and I have learnt that the profits of agriculture are great. I fancy

that possibly I may derive advantage from this occupation, and my ways ot

support be gained with ease." The old Devotee said: "For a long time your

means of livelihood have been procured by this employment, and the potion

of life cleared from the rubbish of trouble by reason of this occupation, while

this business wliich you now propose to undertake, is an afFau- replete with

toil
• maybe you will not be able to fulfil the requirements thereof, nor dis-

charge properly the demands on you. Not aU that raises its head from the

secret chamber of desire, can be obtained according to one's mshes.

Your companions know that the way is far and long,

Prom the street of desire to the market of what is sought.

"Attempt not too much, nor withdraw yoiu^ hand from your own business, since

he who neglects his own affairs and takes up with a matter for which he is not

fit wiU meet with that which befeU that Crane." I inquired, "What was that %

STOEY 11.

He said • It has been related that a Bleacher used to pursue his business upon

the brink of a stream. Every day he saw a Crane, who, sitting upon the edge

of the river, and catching the creatures Avhich were m the mud, content there-

with, returned to his nest. One day, suddenly, a swift-flying Hawk appeared,

1 Bastwick states, on the authority of Sale, that some Muhammadans suppose that wheat was the

forbidden fruit.
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pursuing a fat Quail, part of wliicli lie ate, and leaving tlie remainder, went

away. The Crane thought to himself :
" This creature with so contemptible a

body hunts large animals, Avhile I with so great a frame am content with a

trifle. Assuredly such a state of things is owing to meanness of ambition, and

why should I not partake of a lofty spirit 1, It is expedient for me henceforth

not to put up with trifles, but to cast the lasso of my desire on nought save the

battlements of the highest heaven."

Vapour, being thirsty, goes to the blue ocean

;

The cloud pays no regard to dew.

The ambitious souls which rise aloft.

Soar on high from the effects of their exalted spirit.

He then abandoned seeking after worms, and remained on the alert to pursue

pigeons and quails. The Bleacher, from afar, contemplated the case of the

Hawk and the Quail. When he observed the Crane's perturbation, and how he

neglected his own occupation, he was amazed, and opened the eyes of amuse-

ment. By chance a Pigeon appeared in that expanse, and the Crane flying after

it, tried to kiU it. The Pigeon, selecting the brink of the water, outstript hrni

in advance, while the Crane followed in the rear, and fell on the edge of

the river, his feet remaining in the mud. The more he struggled to fly away,

the more his feet stuck in the mire, and his feathers and wings became daubed

with clay. The Bleacher coming up, captured hmi, and set out towards his own

house. On the road a friend met him, and inquired, " What is this % " The

Bleacher said :
" ' T?us is a Crane that ivanted to hunt

;

' this is a Crane who

wished to perform the duties of a Hawk, so he has given himself to the winds."

" I have adduced this story that you may gather that every one should attend

to his own business, and let alone trades which are not suitable for htm." When

the old Devotee repeated this tale, my avaricious desires waxed stronger, and

giving no place in the ear of my understanding to these words, which proceeded

from the purest goodwdl, I remained in the same mind, and quitting my bakery,

converted the small capital which I possessed into implements of husbandry, and

sowing a quantity of seed, set the eyes of expectation upon the road of acquir-

ing a harvest. During this time, the means of support for myself and family

became straitened, because in the baker's shop I used to recoup day by day what

Avas spent, Avhde now I had to wait for a Avhole year ere my profits were reaped.

I said to myself :
" You have acted fooHshly in not hearing the Avords of the

aged and wise ; now you are in want of money for daily expenses, and in no

Avay can it be acquired. Your best course is to get a sum by Avay of loan, and

again opening your baker's shop, to return to your OAvn business."

He who has abandoned his own business.

Cannot do better than return to his OAvn occupation.

Accordingly I repaired to one of the lords of the city, and borrowing a sum,

once again opened the shop, and leaving one of my servants at the head of the

business, I myself went to and fro ; ^ sometimes I used to repair to the plain to

manage my farming, and sometimes came to market to grace my shop. When

tAvo or three months had passed in this manner, that servant, acting treacher-

ously, left nothing in the shop, either of capital or interest ; while a variety of

evils befalling the crops, not a tenth of Avhat Avas spent came bade to me. I

1 This might also be rendered, " I exerted myself."
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returned to that neighbour, and telling my story, repeated to lum
^^'^^l^

my undertaking two businesses, and suflering loss from both. The old Devo ee

sndled, and said, "How like your case is to that of the man with two colon s

of hail', wlio made over his beard to the care of his wives !
I inquired, How

was thatV

STOEY III.

He said • It has been related that a certain man had two wives, one old, the

other young ; he also had two colour's of hair. He liked both the women, and

used to pa°s night and day alternately in the house of each, it being his custom

when he entered the door to place his head on the woman's lap and go to sleep.

One day he came to the old woman's home, and according to ms wont laying

his head on her bosom, fell asleep. The old woman looked at his face and

hair, and said to herself: "Nought can be better than to pick out several black

hairs which are in the beard of this person, so that it shall appear altogether

white, and that young woman will not care for him; when he, too, sees that she

has no liking for him, and understands that she is averse to and annoyed with

him the fire of affection for her will then be quenched, and he will remove his

heart from her, and devote himself entirely to me." She accordingly, as far as

she could, picked out the black hairs from his beard.

'Twere better that the beard, which is in the hands of women, were plucked

out.

Next day that person went to the young girl's house, and in his usual manner

placed his head on her lap, and went to sleep. The young woman, seeing several

white hairs in his beard, thought to herself :
" I must pick out these white hairs,

so that all his beard may appear black : when he sees himself dark-haired, assur-

edly, being disgusted with the company of the old woman, he wdl take a likmg

to me." Accordingly, she too plucked out as many of his white hairs as time

demanded. When some period elapsed in this fashion, one day that person

passed his hand over his beard, and found that not a hair was left therein, and

the harvest thereof was utterly scattered to the winds. He uttered a cry, but it

Avas of no effect.
-i- i i

" Your case is just similar. You have squandered some of your capital and

interest in the baker's shop, and some you have wasted m husbandry; at the

present time when you look you have not in the oven of sustenance a loaf

cooked, nor in the field of existence have you collected a harvest.

One day passed in that manner, another in this

;

Now on looking there is neither this nor that.

When I heard this story I perceived that what the old Devotee said had come

to pass, and that I had procured from such proceeding nought but regret and

remorse, and that all I had would not discharge the debt. It seemed to me

expedient, according to the saying, " FligU from that which ts ttnhearaUe ts

according to the Icms of the Apodlesr at night to flee from that city
:
and i

went from stage to stage in fear and dread, till I had traversed a long and far

distance. After a while I heard news that my family were dead, and my

creditors had disposed of my goods, according to the amount of my loan

Being in despair of returning to my native place, I am traversing stages and

2 D
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distances, and find a cure for my anguish of heart in meeting any pious persons,

and place the salve of repose upon the wound of the anguish of travel, by en-

countering men of God, till at this very time the mirror of my heart is cleared

from the rust^ of anxiety with the polisher of your Excellency's society, and

the potion of my delight is prepared with the sweetness of your Honour's sugar-

producing conversation.

Thanks to God, that though I have undergone troubles,

I have seen you, owing to whom I have gained my object.

"This is the outline of my adventures, as I have related them."

The Devotee said :
" From your words I have inhaled the perfume of sincerity,

and my heart bears witness to the truth of what you have said : if for several

days you have undergone the anxiety of flight, and the toils of travel, yet you

have gained sound experience, and gathered reliable information as to the ways

and manners of mankind ; henceforth you may live in peace of mind and ease

of heart."

The evening of grief has passed, and the morning of joy Avill appear.

The Guest was pleased at seeing his Host, while the latter, too, prizing the

society of his friend, began to be cheerful. The Devotee was a man of the Chil-

dren of Israel, well acquainted with the Hebrew tongue, and though he knew

most dialects, and co^ld speak various languages, yet, since Hebrew was his

mother-tongue, his fluency in that was greater, and he used constantly to dis-

course in that language with his attendants. The European guest, although, to

say the truth, he was not learned in the Hebrew dialect, yet was pleased with

the talk of the Devotee in that tongue, and very frequently begged him^ to

converse therein. The Devotee, also, in view of the other's satisfaction of mind

and bent of disposition, loosed the tongue of eloquence, and in speaking Hebrew

did justice to his oratorical powers. The Guest, becoming enamoured of that

lano-uage, owing to the excessive sweetness of the Devotee's words, and the

dehcacy of his talk, was anxious to learn the Hebrew tongue from him.

With his sweet-honeyed discourse, every instant.

His sugared lips smiled sweetly.

When the Guest saw the loads of sugar.

Like a parrot he purchased the sweets.

Several days elapsed, and the veil of ceremony being raised from the midst, the

feeling of strangeness became changed for that of aff'ection, and the results of

intimacy were obtained from the preludes of companionship.

We can sit together according to the wish of our heart.

When ceremony is put aside from between us.

The Guest boldly commenced to praise tlie Devotee, saying

:

O thou ! whose tones are the key of the secret recess of perfection,

And thy talk the cause of increase of majesty.

1 See note 2, p. 51.
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" mat kind of rhetoric and manner of oratory is this 1 Indeed the eyes of

the wisdom of men of sight have never contemplated more perfect eloquence, nor

the ears of the understanding of orators heard more beautiful language.

I know not the name of such a kind of talk,

I can neither call it prophecy nor enchantment.

"I am anxious for you to teach me this language, and I request you not to

withhold from me instruction in this tongue ; since without previous introduction

you have performed the dues of kindness in honouring and esteeming me, and

without the prelude of the bonds of friendship, have displayed a variety of

courtesies in entertaining me, nowadays, when the chain of affection is strengthened

by means of constant intimacy, I am in hopes you will be kind enough to grant

my request, and with joy and delight draw the inscription of studentship upon

the page of my condition, and that this becoming the cause of sincere affection,

the daily portion of thankfulness, and the display of gratitude may be observed"

In truth I can say nought but praise of you.

Seeing that I am the slave nourished by your kindness.

The Devotee said :
" In this respect why should I make any difficulty or trouble ?

since I shall advance a person from the depths of ignorance to the summit^ of

knowledge, and convey a student from the lowest abyss of want of understanding

to the highest degree of perfection. But it occurs to my mind that between

the Hebrew dialect and the European languages there is an immense barrier,

and a great distinction. God forbid that in teaching it much anguish of heart

should occur, or that the senses, by reason of the impossibility of comprehending

or remembering it, should be in despair. On such a supposition both my life

would be wasted, and also your time be lost." The Guest said :
" Whoever sets

out in pursuit of a matter, assuredly must bid himself attempt difficulties ;
and

he who turns his face to the High Altar of desire, must not fear the toils of the

desert of distress.

When, through anxiety after the temple of Makkah, you desire to set your

feet in the desert.

Be not sad, if the Egyptian thorn ^ tears you.

" In this my design I am sincere to an extent, that were every hair in my head

to become a sword, I would not turn my face from this affair, and were every

eyelash in my eyes a spear, I would not cast my glance on another matter.

AVhoever wisheth for wealth must undergo toil.

" Every distress which is undergone in the pursuit after knowledge will in

the end terminate in repose, nor will the toils of the student be in any way

wasted
;
just as the Hunter,^ by reason of a little labour which he underwent

to gain knowledge, and through a trifling service which he performed to some

wise men, obtained a great benefit, and from the straits of want reached the

expanse of affluence, and the area of repose." The Devotee inquired, " How

was that ]

"

1 I do not know with certainty the allusion in this case, but fancy that the phrase rendered

"Egyptian thorn," is intended to indicate the troubles of the world. See Johnsons Dictionary

under the head of " MaghaiUn."
, , . i, 4.

3 1 am not aware that there is any word in the English language applicable to a person who traps

Iboth birds and fish.
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STORY IV.

He said : It has been related that a poor man used to hunt, and passed his

life content with catching birds and fish. When angling after fish, his frame

was all eyes, like a net, and when entrapping birds he made every hair on his

body a noose.

ISTeither a bird escaped his meshes, nor a fish.

One day he had laid his net, and with a thousand labours had enticed three

birds into the neighbourhood of his snare, while he himself was sitting in am-

bush watching, in expectation of bringing the necks of those luckless ones within

the noose of the net. In the midst of this he heard the voice of tiunult, and

in fear lest all at once the birds should be frightened aAvay by that sound, he

issued forth from his ambuscade, and saw two students disputing about a pro-

position in law. Their words led to quarrel, and the Hunter implored them

earnestly :
" Do not cry out, lest these birds take fright, and my trouble be

wasted."

He drew his breath, lest the game should be scared from his net.

They said : " If you let us share your prey, and give each of us a bird, we will

ally with you, and no longer engage in strife and contest." The Hunter said

:

" 0 my friends ! I am a poor man with a family, and the food of several per-

sons depends upon those birds. After you have taken away two of theni, how

can I return to my home, and in what way satisfy ten persons with one bird 1

"

They replied :
" You follow this pursuit every day, while it is a long time since

we have indulged in this sport. Anyhow, it is not possible for us to abandon

these birds. We will either raise a cry so that the birds fly away, or you shall

make a compact, that you will give a bird to each of us, in order that we may

iDring them into sight of the professor, and entertain the students of the college

as o^ests." Much as the Hunter piteously vociferated
—

" Your professor did

not'net my snare, nor the hand of the students weave my cord. I have not set

my traps in ground bequeathed for pious purposes, nor have I scattered a grain

of corn belonging to the college. According to law it is not incumbent upon me

to bestoAT my prey upon you by way of thirds and two-thirds "—it was of no

avail. At length he promised them the birds, and, pulling the cord, entrapped

the latter within the net. Once again he commenced to lament and complain,

" Have pity upon me, and restrain the hand of greed from bearing away these

birds." Uliey said, " Cease such words, and fulfil the pledges which you have

o-iven." The Hunter saw no help for it, and gave each of them a bird, saying,

" At any rate, since I have undergone this trouble at your hands, and have given

you a present and offering, teach me the word about which you were wrangling,

may be that some day it will be of advantage to me." They replied, "We were

disputing about the word ' Hermaphrodite,' and were quarrelling about hereditary

succession in such a case." The Hunter inquired, " What is the meaning of

' Hermaphrodite 1 '
" They replied, " In truth the meaning is, one Mdio is neither

a male nor a female." The Hunter, bearing these words in mind, in much dis-

tress, came to his own house, and disclosed to his family the state of the case.

They passed that night content with but little food. Next day, when the

golden-winged bird, the Sun, came flying from the nest of the Horizon, and the
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silvery Fish, the Stars, from dread of the lines of its rays, took flight through

the expanse of the Spheres

—

The Spheres, like a Hunter, with their golden threads,

Snared the Sun as a Fish ^

—

tire old Hunter, removing his net, set his face towards the edge of the sea, and

in firm reliance upon God, let down the same into the ocean. By chance a

lish fell into the net, of beautiful appearance and elegant shape, such that the

maker of coats of mail, the water, had never constructed a suit of armour such

as it, nor had the eyes of the denizens of the Deep ever seen a model like it

in the expanse of the ocean.^

Its pure breast like white silver.

Its sparkling eyes resembling the fountain of the sun;

Its back, like the garments of the chameleon,

Possessing tints beyond conjecture.

The Hunter, being bewildered at its shape and form, thought to himself
:

" I

have never in my life seen a fish of such a kind, nor beheld a prey of such

beauty. My right course is to bring it alive to the King by way of an offering,

and by such service to make my name exalted amongst my equals." Accordingly,

casting that fish into a vessel of water, he set his face towards the King's Court.

By chance the King had commanded them to make in his private garden m
front of his Palace, where he used to take his seat, a fount of marble and alalaaster,

and to place therein fish of various colours.

All silvery they sported therein.

Their ears heavy with the rings of gold.^

A boat, of shape like a moon, had been moved forth upon the face of that

heaven-like fount.

Thereon was a ship, constructed of Aloe-wood,

Like a new moon in the azure Heavens.

Every day the King used to resort to the edge of the fount for recreation, and

to amuse himself with the gambols of the fish, and the motion of the boat. At

the same time, too,

He used to gaze within the fount.

Enjoying the sight of the moon and planets.

When suddenly the Hunter made his appearance, and presented to the King's

sioht that beautiful-shaped, graceful fish, his Majesty was much pleased at seeing

it°and ordered a thousand dinar to be given to the Hunter. One of the Minis-

ters, who held a position of freedom, and a post of boldness, loosed the tongue

of advice, and gently whispered to the King

:

May your enlightened mind be a fount of light

!

May your auspicious head be free from reproach !

" There are many fishermen, and the sea is full of fish. If the King is pleased

to grant a thousand dinar for every fish, the money in the Treasury will not

1 in the Persian text is a misprint for l^j-o

.

2 This extravagant metaphor simply means that uo such beautiful tish had ever been produced m
the ocean ; the ""coats of mail " are the scales.

J* Gold aud silver lish.
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suffice, nor will the revenues of the kingdom be ample enough. It is clear, too,

how much the price of a fish should be, and to what extent a fisherman should

be recompensed. A gift should be according to desert, and a return in propor-^

tion to the deed."

Every fount which contains a hundred mans of water,

When two hundred mans are poured therein wiU come to ruin.

The King said, " I have promised him a thousand dinar, how can I now allow

myself to break my word ?" The Minister answered: " I have a device for this,

so that you shall not violate your pledge, nor shall any more gold either pass

your hands. The proper plan is for you to ask him the question whether this

fish is male or female. If he says it is a male, we will tell him to bring its

female, so that we may give the thousand dinar ; while if he proclaims it a

female, we will bid him fetch its male, and take the gold. Assuredly he wiU

be helpless in the matter; then having pacified him with some little thing,

we will get the better^ of him." The King, then turning towards the Fisher-

man, said, " Is this fish male or female ? " The old fellow, who was a man of

experience and penetration, discovering what design the King and Minister

had in the purport of that question, sent down the diver of thought into

the ocean of deliberation, as to how to obtain an answer which could be

placed upon the tray of explanation. At length that word which the day before

he had learned from the philosophers passed through his mind. He replied :

" O King ! protector of the world ! this fish is a hermaphrodite—that is to say,

neither male nor female." The Sultan was pleased, and, reproaching the Minis-

ter for that device, presented another thousand (dinar), and giving the Fisherman

two thousand dinar, made him one of his select band and companions.

" The moral of this tale is, that the Hunter with a single word which he com-

mitted to memory, and with two birds which he presented to the philosophers,

met with two thousand dinar, and, thi'ough the King's bounty, was exalted.

Therefore, there can be no loss in the labour of learning, or the service of

philosophers. Wise men have said :

' Learn wisdom, so that you may be beloved.

For without knowledge man is not worth an atom.

Through learning your dignity and position will be promoted,

From the place where slippers ^ are left to the chief seat.' "
.

The Devotee said :
" Now that you are so anxious, and with the feet of endeavour

are traversing the path of search in the desert of exertion, I, too, will perform

aU that may be possible in teaching and instructing you, nor will I omit any

particle in causing you to understand propositions, and making rules clear."

The Guest set about that task, and spent a long time in studying the Hebrew

tongue. His nature was in no way suited to that language, nor did the com-

prehension of its minutije accord with his intellect. The more instruction he

received, the less clever was he in exercising it ; the more he planted the tree of

learning in the garden of thought, the more the fruit of disappointment appeared

on the branch of hope.

If from the storehouse of grace a boon is not bestowed,

It is vain to make any effort ; labour is wasted.

' Literally, " we will bring his heart to our hands."
= An allusion to the oriental practice of taking off the shoes on entering the presence of Royalty,

or persons of rank.
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One day the Devotee said to him :
" Yon have undertaken a difficult matter,

and have laid much anguish upon your soul. Your tongue will not flow in this

language, nor is your nature in accord with this dialect. Abandon this task, and

put not your feet in a plain in which it is not suitable for you to walk.

As regards what cannot be accomplished,

'Twere shame to waste life on trifles.

Listen to the advice of the wise, and enter not

Upon a way, the end of which cannot be reached.

" To abandon the language of one's ancestors, and to attempt a tongue and dialect

different from that of one's forefathers, is far from the highway of rectitude." The

Guest said :
" To copy those who have passed away, as regards their errors and

ignorance, is the extreme of imitation and folly. In this respect I will not

copy any one, nor will I deviate from the way of learning the truth, for imita-

tion is the lasso of the wiles of demons, and verification the forerunner of the

road of sincerity and certainty. The saying, 'Of a truth we found our fathers

pursuing their creed,' is a punishment to the children of the playground of imita-

tion, so that they may come from the dreary abode of doubt to the safe dwelling

of truth, and with the eyes of certainty may behold the radiance of the lights,

' God guides with His light tohomsoever he pleases.'"

He who removes from the screen of imitation.

Will see with the light of truth whatever exists.

Between a person who states facts and one who merely represents what he

hears, there is a difference :

The former is like David, and the other a mere echo.^

Imitation scattered man's dignity to the winds.^

May two hundred curses rest upon such imitation !

The Devotee said :
" I have discharged the dues of admonition, and I fear that

the end of these efforts will lead to regret. At present you can discourse in

the European dialect, and carry on conversation in the language of your_ tribe

and race
;
maybe when for the greater part of your time you have talked m the

Hebrew idiom, the use of your own tongue will be hid from you, and neither

wiU you acquire the other. Your condition would be like that of the Crow,

who learned the strut of the Partridge, and forgot his own." The Guest inquired,

" How was that 1
"

STORY V.

He said : It has been related that one day a Crow was flying along, and saw

a Partridge strutting over the surface of the ground, by which sweet gait and

charming mode of walking the hearts of spectators were captured.

When once you strutted towards me, you bore away my heart

;

Again come and walk before me, so that I may scatter my soul.

The Crow was delighted with the motion of the Partridge, and amazed at his

1 David is here used to symbolise the highest degree of perfection. Eastwick >;ende>'S the pass^

as being a comparison between David and rust, on the gronnd that ' S,^^^

oriental tradition, supposed to have pursued the trade of an armourer. The passage may bear eithei

meaning, both of which seem equally strained and unnatural.
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graceful motion, activity, and agility. A desire entered his own mind to walk

along in the same manner, and the ambition to strut in this fashion appeared

from the core of his heart. Binding the loins of service in attending on the

Partridge, and abandoning sleep and food, he set about that attempt. He con-

stantly followed the Partridge's steps, and enjoyed the sight of his mincing step.

0 Partridge of graceful step ! you pass by with elegant gait

;

1 come in the rear Umping along.

One day the Partridge said :
" 0 ghostly-looking, dark-faced one ! I see you are

always hovering around me, and whether walking or resting you watch me.

What is your object 1
" The Crow rejoined :

" 0 you of nice manners, and

merry face

!

Your gait bore away my heart, and now in your rear.

Crying aloud, I am wandering in search of my soul.

" You must know that a desire to imitate your walk has entered my mind, and

I have for a long while followed your steps, desirous to learn that gait, and place

the foot of superiority upon the heads of my fellows." The Partridge uttered

its cry, and said :
" Alas ! alas !

Where are you, and where are we 1

" My strut is a natural proceeding, and your gait is an innate habit. Personal

habits cannot by any means be eradicated, nor can the requirements of instinct

be changed through any exertion. My road lay in one mode of strut, and your

walk in another.

Behold the difference in the road, whence it leads, and to where !

" Abandon this notion, and put aside this idea."

Cease ! for this bow is not for your arm.

The Crow replied :
" ' The cummencement is potent' Since I have plunged into

the affair, I will not through deceits or tales abandon it, nor, till I have accom-

plished my object, will I turn back my feet from this road."

We have launched the ship of patience in the sea of grief

;

We will either die therein, or get the jewel within our palm.

The poor wretch for a while followed after the Partridge, but did not learn his

gait, and also forgot his own walk, nor could he again in any way manage to

revert to it.

" I have adduced this story, that you may know that you have given yourself

vain toil, and are making a fruitless effort : it has been said that the most igno-

rant of creatures is he who plunges himself into an affair which is not becoming

his skill, nor suitable to his race. This story exactly resembles your leaving

the bakery and busying yourself with agriculture, and at the termination of the

affair the end of the thread of both affairs has gone from your hands, and you
have remained in the anguish of exde, and the calamity of loneliness."

I said I would abandon my life, aiul attain his society.

I gave u-p my life, but did not ultimately procure access to him.

The Guest did not receive the Devotee's advice with aiiprobation, so in a little

time forgot the language of liis fathers, and did not acquire the Hebrew dialect.
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That slipped from his grasp, while this did not come to his hands.

Such is the story of one who neglected his own occupation, and undertook a

business which was unsuited to him. This matter appertains to the caution

and care of kings : every prince who is disposed to control his kingdom, to

secure the welfare of his subjects, to favour friends, and exterminate enemies,

should in this respect deem it incumbent to reflect and ponder seriously, not

allowing himself to treat alike incapable and evil-disposed men, and the noble

and pure-minded ; since many mean wretches think they can grasp the reins

with the heroes of the plain of generosity, and in the battle-field of struggle

deem their own base carcasses as equal in speed with the lightning-darting

charger of the magnanimity of such persons, whose very dust, in fact, they could

not reach if they were to drive as hard as they could.

How could an earthen vessel contend with Solomon's cup,^

Even if it were decked with pearls and rubies 1

Therefore to observe this distinction in the rules of government is of the highest

consideration. If, God forbid! the differences of rank, as regards the regu-

lations of men, are banished, and the mean and the mediocre sit together in

a throng, and the latter boast equality with the noble, the majesty of monarchy

will decline, and ruin and desolation overtake the affairs of the kingdom. For

this reason former kings used to take care that the worthless and evil-disposed

should learn knowledge and writing, and be acquainted with problems in figures

and numbers ; because when the custom is general, that men of business take the

place of the illustrious, seeing that the latter cannot perform the duties of the

former, assuredly the evil therefrom will become spread abroad and diffused,

and the sources of support for both high and low Avill be utterly ruined
;
by

such means matters would come to be neglected, and the traces of this, in lapse

of time, would become evident. Accordingly, it behoves a man to deem it

incumbent upon him to pay regard to the heads of admonition of the learned,

and the advice of sages, so that deriving advantage therefrom, the fruit of expe-

rience may accrue to him in life, and his affairs remain protected and defended

from the sin of defect, and the quality of negligence.

P>id any one in the World, who is wise.

To fix his mind on clever sayings, and lend his ear to advice.

Words are pearls, the speaker the diver.

With difficulty the precious gems come within the grasp.

Concealed within these musky shells,

You will find many spiritual gems.

1 See note, p. 83.
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ON THE EXCELLENCE OF CLEMENCY, SEEENITY, QUIETNESS,

AND FIRMNESS, PARTICULARLY AS REGARDS KINGS.

INTRODUCTIOK

XCE again the Prosperous Monarch turned towards the famous sage,

and with delicious phrases,

Spoke his praises, " 0 rare sage !

The eye of Time has never seen such as you."

" You have recited a story of one who abandoned his own profes-

sion and ancestral language, and took up with a thing which was
unsuited to his condition, and not in harmony with his nature ; so

his object being veiled from the eyes of his desire, it was impossible for him to

revert to his original business.

He lets one thing go from his hand, and does not get possession of the other.

"'Now repeat what quality is the more acceptable with kings, and most akin

to the welfare of the country, the stability of government, the settlement of

affairs, and the ease of persons' hearts. In the twelfth precept I observed,

that it behoves sovereigns to make compassion the decoration of their life, and
long-suffering the capital of their conduct. But a doubt has occurred to

me, whether for kings pity is better, or generosity, or bravery; do you with
difficulty-solving deliberation, unloose the knot from the thread of this embar-
rassment, and with clear-discerning judgment explain in the best manner the

state of this proposition."

The wise man, on hearing these words.

Opened the door of the treasury of language,

Saying :
" 0 Khasrau ^ of the land and the time

!

May this and that be under your sway."

1 See note, page 153.
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"Know that the most acceptable qualities, the most laudable attributes, by

which both kings themselves will become majestic and revered, and also the

army and subjects be thereby rendered content, are pity and good-nature. ' //

thou hadst been harsh and cruel-hearted, assuredly they would have heen separ-

ated from round about thee
:

' and from the propitious-tending sayings of the

Sovereign of the couch of prophecy, and the felicitous Lord of the kingdom of

glory (on him be the choicest benedictions of those who pray !) it is understood

that worldly happiness and eternal satisfaction are derived from pity and gen-

erosity ; as he said, ' Amongst the lucky chances of men is a good disjMsition,

therefore the person who is patient is wellnigh a prophet' As to these three

qualities, regarding which the King is distraught, it is better that he should

decidedly ascertain which of them is superior to the rest. All three are

necessary to him, but bravery is not always available, and in some lives there

is but once occasion for it, but liberality and pity are at all times of service

:

therefore beneficence and compassion are superior to bravery. Again, the ad-

vantages of courage are peculiar to one set of persons, and but a select body

can share the benefits of the bounty of kings; but both little and great are

in need of compassion, and the favourable results of good-nature extend to

high and low, subject and soldier : therefore assuredly mildness is superior to

the rest.

Whoever possesses a good disposition

Is a man amongst men.

A person's goodness does not consist in beauty of face,

A good disposition is the capital of worth.

" One of the wise has said, that if between me and all mankind there is but

a single hair, and all agreed together to break it, it would not be possible to

snap it ; because if they loosed it, I would pull it, and if they dragged hard,

I would let slack. That is to say, such is the extent of my perfect pity and

great pardon, that I can live with mankind, and get along with the common
people, and the learned, the innocent, and the guilty.

I am within his noose, he is following his own entls
;

If he will not meet my wishes, I will fall in with his vicAVS.

" It should be known that firmness and constancy are the preferable ornaments

for kings, and pity and patience the best adornment for the World's Law-

givers. Since their decrees as regards the lives, the property, and the land

of mankind are current, and their commands and prohibitions universally pre-

valent, as concerns low and high, small and great, therefore if Monarchs do not

grace their dispositions with compassion and uprightness,^ it may be that, with a

single harsh feeling, they will fill the inhabitants of a kingdom with alarm, and

by levity and rashness, distress and afflict the world, and many souls and pos-

sessions will fall into the region of death and dispersion.

Every decree which the King of the Age issues.

Should be consequent on boundless deliberation :

Since, if therein he does not use reflection.

Perhaps from it endless miseries will ensue.

" If the King, with the water of generosity, washes the dust of necessity from off

1 hujIjj ill the Persian text is a misprint for .
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the face of time, or with the fire of bravery consumes the harvest of life, as

regards the malevolent, when he is void of the capital of compassion, with a

solitary display of violence, he darkens the spring of beneficence, and with a

single harsh act raises up a thousand mortal enemies : but if as concerns gen-

erosity he is deficient, and in the plain of bravery he is wanting, by courtesy,

affability, pity, and good-nature he may make both his subjects and his army
grateful, and draw mankind within the chains of loyalty, and the bonds of

servitude.

It is better that, like a rose, your face should be radiant,

So that your perfmne may be charming in the universe.

You will bring mankind to your service, at the time

You grace the world by your disposition.

" In addition to compassion, it is incumbent to have a share of constancy and
firmness, for gentleness without determination is not free from defect

;
since, if

any one bears the burden of much trouble, and endeavours to the utmost to

display forbearance, when the termination of the matter concludes in hastiness,

and the end thereof inclines to levity and frivolity, the whole bullc of such

distresses will be wasted and fruitless.

Be firm, in the way of forbearance, like a mountain
;

Whoever displays most dignity possesses most majesty.

" It bclioves a king at a period of compassion not to permit himself to be subser-

vient to lust, and at a time of rage not to allow himself to obey Satan ; since

anger is a flame from the fire of the devil, and a tree, the fruit of which is

vexation and regret. It has been said that compassion is amongst the number
of the qualities of the Prophets, while rage is natural to dogs, and a wile

of Satan. Amongst men of truth, and persons of sincerity, it is agreed that

till a person overcomes his rage he will not reach the rank of the righteous :

and in the rare language of the Sages it is written, that a wise man was asked

to describe in a single sentence the particulars of an excellent disposition,

so that it might be easy to lay hold thereof ; he replied, ' To abandon rage

comprehends all fine qualities and good feelings, and to give way to anger

embraces all shameful deeds and disgraceful actions.'

Anger and hatred are qualities of beasts and animals

;

"Whoever indulges in rage and malignity is but a creature.

Your spite proceeds from hell, so also your venom
;

They are altogether a portion thereof, and a foe to your faith.

Since you are a fragment of hell, then beware

;

Atoms gravitate towards their Avhole.

" Again, it must be known that the need of a king for a minister, giving sound

advice, and a wise, virtuous conqaanion, is with the view that if the pride of

despotic power, and the vanity of monarchy, should cause him to wander from the

highway of compassion and forbearance, his right-deliberating minister, having by
the way of counsel brought him to the road of rectitude, should cause him to

set his ;feet in the path of constancy and stability, and by the sweet medicine of

admonition, having put an end to the deflection of liis nature from justice, should

give him the quality of firmness in the way of safety ; so that by the gifts of

Omnipotent wisdom, and the blessings of compassion and constancy, coupled

with the sincerity of the prosperous minister's advice, and the purity of hisi
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designs, the king may be victorious and triumphant in all his affairs, and in

whatever direction he turns his face sui^eriority and success may be his com-

panions and allies, and prosperity and fortune aid and assist him. If some-

times in his afi'airs he should issue commands in accordance with his lusts,

and in obedience to his evil passions, and should give orders without reflection

or thought, not based on prudence and deliberation, the evils of the wrong he

has committed will be averted by the clear judgment of such a sincere min-

ister, and the remedy of the injury, and the amends for the ruin thereof, will not

I'emain within the pale of impossibility. Just as was the case in the altercation

of the King of Hind with his tribe." The w ^.rld-adorning King inquired,

" How was tliat 1

"

STOEY I.

The Brahman said : It has been related that in one of the cities of Hind was a

King, by name Hilar, with endless treasures and hoards, and boundless posses-

sions and stores.

His wealth-protecting spear defended the kingdom and state;

His victory-spreading sword was surety for the faith and country.

He rose superior to all the sultans of the time, by various deeds of prowess, and

was distinguished above fortunate kings by numerous illustrious acts. He had

two sons, such that the glittering sun borrowed splendour from their radiant

faces, and the shining moon wandered desolate in the plain of the spheres, owing

to the beauty of their cheeks, and the delicacy of their countenances. One, in

stature like an arrow, drew to himself, as it were a bow, those who fast forty

days in the corner of retirement ; while the other with ringlets, like the chains

of the enamoured, brought to the hospital of pain the thread of affection of those

who tear their hair. On contemplating the uprightness of the heart-expanding

stature of the one, the straight cypress, through jealousy, remained with its feet

in the mire ; while through envy at the soul-enchanting gait of the other, tlie

sweet-voiced partridge forgot his own strut.

One like a tulip, with radiant face

;

Another like a rose, diflusing its beauty abroad.

In addition to their elegant aj^pearance they were graced with a good disposition,

and decked the plant of their beauty with the flowers of excellence and perfec-

tion ; their form was extremely handsome, and their spiritual graces excessively

enchanting.

The eyes of the Spheres never saw sucli form or spirit

;

All hail to such a spirit ! all honour to such form !

One was called Suhail-i-Yamanf,^ and the other Mah-i-Khatanf.^ Their mother,

Iran-dukht,^ was very lovely : from envy at her delicate cheeks, the bride of the

sun remained concealed behind the screen of vexation, and the locks of the

hyacinth writhed from shame at her intertwining ringlets.

1 Cauopvis of Yaman. 2 Moon of Tartary. 3 Daughter of Persia.
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An idol, with radiant face and ringlets,

Such that desire with hundred ardours sought her.

Her cheeks mingled violets with roses,

And made the violet keep watch over the rose.

Her curling ringlets, in musky wreaths.

Cast a noose round the neck of the sun.

The King's heart was entirely wrapped up in affection for this rare pearl, and

love for these two precious children, and he had no ease of soul nor repose of

bosom in the absence of their beauty. Again, he had a minister called Balar,

the meaning of which word in their dialect is "blessed face." He was a wise

man, celebrated for the soundness of his wisdom, and renowned and famed for

the accuracy of his judgment ; the proofs of his intelligence and experience, and

the evidences of his penetration and kindness, were manifest upon the face of his

actions and the brow of his proceedings ; while the traces of his sincerity and

loyalty, no less than the auspicious results of his personal attachment and good

intentions, were evident, and displayed in his gracious efforts and illustrious

deeds. The tongue of time, in praising his perfection, chanted these words, and

attempted to describe the points of his mighty and beautiful nature in these

verses :

—

0 Asaf \^ such that the attendant on the skies.

In thy assembly would attain no lofty station

;

Wherever thy scribes send forth thy mandate.

The decrees of Fate will not reach the Lord of Orion.

His private secretary, who had the name of Kamal, was a scribe such that the

Planet Mercury ^ in the skies could not draw the bow of his description, nor the

Munshi of the Heavens be able with the foot of reflection to mount the steps of

the creation of his fingers. You would say that the tongue of his graceful reed

was a mine of the secrets of eloquence, and the scratching of his dexterous pen

the horizon of the lights of perspicuity. Every pearl of signification which he

pierced with the diamond of thought, the superintendent, his penetrating intel-

lect, arranged on the thread of flowing Avords and beautiful sentences ; and every

coin of truth which he weighed in the balance of deliberation, his sound thought

as it were a broker, submitted with perfect description and complete recommen-

dation to the gaze of the purchasers in the market of subtleties.

The meanings of liis descriptions were heart-enchanting

;

The edifices of his writings were entrancing
;

The reed of his pen caused the parrot of speech

To be ashamed at the melodies of its scratching.

Amongst his private animals the King had a "White Elephant, who hastened to the

plain of war like the world-striding wind, and with stone-splitting tusks rent

the bosom of the flinty mountain. Generally iron is concealed in a mountain,

but he, contrary to what is customary, was a mountain hidden in iron ; and

commonly a mountain remains fixed in one place, without pillars, while he, as

opposed to what is usual, moved along on four pillars.'^

1 Supposed t(i have been Solomon's minister, and endued with miraculous powers.

2 In the original there is a play upon words, which it is impossible to preserve in the translation.

3 That is, his four legs.
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His vermilion-coloured head pierced to the skies,

The tints of twilight were reddened thereby.

His trunk curled up like a lasso,

As it were a dragon dropped from a high mountain.

From those terrible shield-impressing^ hoofs,

The earth was trampled under foot.

There were also two Elephants,^ extremely majestic, in largeness of limbs and
frame equalling the Mountain Alwand ; with trunks like clubs ^ they made the
heads of rebels balls in the plain, and with their pillar-like feet trampled down
the necks of the refractory; their crystal-appearing tusks brought forth sprigs

of coral* from the breasts of foes, and with their ivory picks opened to light

the mound of the rubies of Badakhshan from the mine of the enemies' bodies.

They were clouds, but in truth such as to drop daggers'-points,

They were towers, but their bastions indeed the ranks of war.

The tusks of one plunged into the heart of Mars,

The trunk of the other cast a lasso round the Pleiades.

Again, he had two Dromedaries, which travelled hills, mountains, and deserts,

such that in one night they crossed kingdoms, nay, more, in an instant bestrode
the world. As regards their neck and ears, they resembled a bow and arrow,
while their feet and breast were formed like a battle-axe and shield. When
they ran, they bent the surface of the earth like a shield ; and when they moved
along, they bore off with their feet, as it were a club in the game chaugdn,^ the
ball of superiority from the swift-going messenger, the moon.

Traversing deserts as if they were themselves mountains, their heart was at
ease under the load,

Carrying their burdens from night till day, and eating thorns from morn till

night.

He had, too, a steed, swift-paced and rapid-going, with silvery hoofs and golden
bridle, such as, if he were given the rein, would have outstript the world-
encircling breeze, and the clime-traversing north wind would not have reached
the dust around him. Ever since the bay horse of the skies had journeyed
round the outskirts of the terrestrial globe, the equal of that steed had never
been seen, and since piebald time had measured the expanse of the Heavens,
the like of such a courser had never been heard of.

Heaven-encircling, world-traversing,

Drinking water from the fount of the sun
;

Every time that he was bathed in perspiration,

It rained'' and in the midst thundered.

Every time he went to battle.

He was encircled with a hundred morning breezes.

He had a sword, decked with jewels, and adorned with precious gems. You

1 In allusion to his hoofs leaving a circular impress on the ground.
" I am not aware what sort of elephant is indicated by the epithet sJ^Jlj . A native gentleman

whom I consulted was equally at a loss to attach an intelligible meaning to'this word, which signifies
the scale of a fish ;" possibly, therefore, it is an interpolation. It has been suggested to me that

it may perhaps mean '
' arrayed in armour.

"

\
See note 1, p. 138. » Jets of blood are compared to sprigs of coral.
See note 1, p. 138. •> In allusion to his perspiring and snorting.
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Avould say, maybe, the surface of the grass had been studded with drops of dew,

or rather the expanse of the heavens had been dotted with the royal pearls of

the stars. The jewels of its natural temper looked on its diamond-like sides

as it were the feet of ants, and on its blue surface there appeared flies' wings.

It was not a sword, nay, more, it was a cloud dropping blood, or lightning

spreading fire.

It was indeed green, like the stalk of a leek,

But in the garden of battle it was like a bough of the arghawan.^

Water-lilies are hidden in the stream, but, 0 strange \

This was a water-lily with water concealed therein.

The King was much enamoured of all these which have been mentioned, and

constantly used to boast himself over the sovereign of all the countries of Hind

as regards this collection. In his kingdom were a number of Brahmans, who

acknowledged allegiance to Brahma, and confessed his Prophet
:
they used to

turn aside from the true faith and the right way, and caused the people to

wander in the desert of error, and the gulf of ignorance. Although King Hilar^

prohibited them from leading astray and seducing the people, not accepting the

rebuke, they did not abandon their base habits, and the matter ended in that

the King through zeal for his faith, and in defence of his creed, slew upwards of

twelve thousand persons amongst them, and plundering their homes, bore off

their wives and children as captives. Amongst the number he made four hun-

dred individuals who were graced with the arts of learning, and endued with

varied knowledge, attendants at the foot of his exalted throne. Nolens volens,

girding their loins in servitude, they travelled the road of attendance, and

waited"an opportunity for revenge, and an occasion for malignity, till one night

the King was taking his ease on the couch of repose, and heard seven terrible

voices: from dread thereof awakening up he became buried in thought and

deliberation. In the midst of these proceedings, sleep once more overpowered

him, and he saw in his dream two red Fish, whose splendour dazzled his eyes,

standing upon their tails, and welcoming him. The King again awoke, and

falling fnto a long and deep train of thought, dropped off asleep
:
a second time

he saw two varied-coloured Ducks, and a large Goose flying after them ;
at length

alighting before him, they commenced to pray to him. Once more he awoke

from his dreams, and remaining astonished at Avhat had occurred, a further time

went to sleep, and saw a green-coloured Snake, Avith yellow and white spots,

coilino- round his feet ; this hideous-looking viper was twining round a branch

of samlal-wood. The King woke in alarm, and sad at those whims which he

had observed in the veil of fancy. Once again the demon of Sleep gradually

drew him to the land of dreams ; this time he saw himself from hand to foot,

like a sprig of coral, stained with blood, and decked as it were from his crown to

his soles with pearls of Badakhshan, and red rubies. The King awakening, began

to be distressed, and desired to summon one of the attendants of the Haram.

Suddenly sleep again overpowered him, and he saw himself mounted upon a

quick-going white mule, such that, like darting lightning, it crossed mountains,

and passed along pleasantly like one's own dear Hfe ; and having turned the

reins of the steed towards the east, he was riding on alone. Though he looked

he could see no attendants save two messengers on foot. Again, in alarm at this

circumstance, he jumped up from his dreams, and for the sixth time feU asleep,

1 Name of a tree having a beautiful red fruit.

2 The word in tlie Persian text is spelt differently in the two places.
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and saw some fire burning round his head, the rays of which surrounded the
regions and districts. On witnessing this state of things, he was filled with
dread, and woke up, and for the seventh time fell senseless with the potion of

sleep : he saw a Eird sitting above his head and pecking at his brow. This time
the King cried out, so that the attendants in the confines of the court arrived

on the alarm, and some betook themselves in perturbation to the exalted couch.

The Kmg having consoled them, sent them back. In alarm at these dreams,
like a snake with his tail cut off, or a man bitten by a viper, he writhed about,

and said to himself :
" What varied phantoms are these which the Divine reed

has created, and Avhat armies of mischief are these which it has poured forth

one after another 1

One tumult does not subside ere another trouble rises up

;

Scarce is one strife settled ere another calamity comes to pass.

" To whom can I describe the particulars of what has happened, or from what
learned person demand a solution of this difficulty whom can I make the con-

fidant of these secrets, and with what individual can I hazard the dice of

describing this affair 1

"

To whom shall I tell this grief, and from Avhom seek a cure 1

In short, he passed the rest of the night till morn in deep distress, and com-
plained to dark night of its dreariness and length, saying

—

" 0 thou night ! if thou art not the Day of Judgment,
Why, at any rate, dost thou not more quickly disappear ?

0 Morn ! why dost thou so consume my heart '?

At any rate breathe^ if thou hast a soul, 0 Morn ! "

—

till the time when the cheek of rosy Morn began to shine from the curls of the
glistening ringlets of dark Night, and the pastile camphor ball (of the Sun)
commenced to appear in the regions of the blue sky, in lieu of the ambergris-
scented civet (of darkness).

The brain of the earth, through the heat of the Sun,
Awoke from sleep frenzied with madness.

As soon as the hand of Eate withdrew the veil of darkness from before the
beauty of world-illumining Day, and the King of the Planets ascended the
enamelled throne of the Heavens, and caused the report of his brilliant justice

to reach the ears of mankind, the King arose and summoned the Brahmans, who
could solve every difficidty, and were perfect in the science of divination.

Without reflecting on the termination of the affair, he described to them all his

dreams, just as he had seen them. Hearing the fearful occurrences, and seeing

the traces of alarm and dread upon the King's brow, they said :
" These are ter-

rible dreams, and no one has ever witnessed a dream so awful, nor has the ear of

any interpreter of dreams heard of events of this description ; if the King will

honour us with permission, we slaves will meet together, and have resort to the
perusal of books which have been written regarding the art of divination, and
will reflect thereon with the utmost anxiety, after which, representing the
meaning of those dreams by the light of evidence, we will concoct a plan
to ward off the evil and misfortune thereof."

1 That is, indicate that you are in existence.

2 E
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An orator speaks with deliberation,

Since speecli without thought, is wortMess.

The King gave them permission, and they went out from before him, and retired

into private. In malignity of heart, and impmity of disposition, they put in

motion the chain of revenge, saying to one another :
" This cruel tyrant has lately

slain several thousands of our tribe, and given our property and chattels to the

wind of plunder; nowadays the end of the thread has fallen into our hands,

so that by this means we can wreak our vengeance, and remedy, and set right

our distressed circumstances ; and since he has admitted us into his confidence

in this contingency, and has placed trust in our interpretation and elucidation of

his dream, the opportunity must not be lost, and we must hasten to vent our

former hatred.

The enemy, in anguish of heart, is overtaken by adversity

;

Crush ^ him, for the oj^portunity is favourable.

" Our proper course is to speak roughly on this matter, and frighten him with

the greatest threats, saying :
' These dreams are an indication that seven terrible

dangers will arise, each of which is fraught with fear for your life. These

evils can be warded off in this way : let a body of the pillars of the State, the

King's nobles, and his Majesty's private beasts of burden, be slain with the

lustrous sword, and their blood poured out into a basin. The King then should

sit therein a while, and we will breathe incantations upon him and rub his

body with some of the blood. After wliich, having washed his skin with pure

water, we "will anoint him with oil, and return to the assembly happy and at

ease.' After that we have by this device brought his attendants to destruction,

in lapse of time, when he is alone, we can finish the matter with him; and

although hitherto the foot of our heart has been wounded by the thorn of the

injuries done by him, yet it is to be hoped that with the hand of desire we shall

pluck the rose of gratification, and that the powerful enemy having alighted in

the region of weakness, we shall gain our end."

Though the heart has experienced the thorn of violence, there is hope that

again

The rose of gratification will be plucked in the garden of desire.

Accordingly, with such frauds and stratagems, they ungratefully leagued together,

and went to the King's presence, saying

:

" 0 King ! may your tlrrone and dignity be perpetual

!

May your months and years be auspicious and happy !

" This fact is practically clear to the King's enlightened mind, that the interpre-

tation of these dreams signifies nought save the attacks of misfortune, pain,

distress, and adversity ; but we have thought of a good means of averting the

evils of these occurrences. If the King should hear with acceptance our words,

which spring from the purest goodwill and most genuine desire for his happi-

ness, assurecQy the ruin which is connected with these dreams will be averted

;

while, if he rejects our injunctions, he must expect a great calamity, nay, more,

the decline of his sovereignty, and loss of his life." The King was alarmed, and,

falling into the pale of perturbation, his heart was upset. He exclaimed :
" You

must explain these words, so that by any means which may be within the circle of

1 Literally, "bring forth smoke from him."
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possibility one may endeavour to remedy this." Seeing the oven of treachery

hot, they placed therein the dough of imposture, and in this fashion addressed

Mm :
" Those two Fish, which stood on their tails, are the King's children ; that

Snake, which coiled round the King's foot, is Iran-dukht ; those two Ducks of

varied colours are the Elephants,-^ and the large Goose is the White Elephant

;

that swift Mule is the royal pleasant-paced Courser ; the two attendants on foot

are the Dromedaries ; that Fire which was alight on the King's brow is the Minis-

ter Balar ; that Bird which stuck his claws on the King's head is the Secretary

Kamal; and that Blood, with which the King's body was defiled, is the result

of the lustrous sword, which was struck upon the King's head, his body being

coloured thereby. We have settled a plan in regard to the evils of this dream

as follows : let both two Sons, and their Mother, the Secretary, the Minister,

the Elephants, the Horse, and the Camels be slain with that sword. A little of

the blood of each being taken, let it be collected together, and the scimitar being

broken, let it be buried under the ground with those who are killed. Having

mixed that blood with "some water from the sea, we will pour it into a basin,

and having seated the King therein, wiU chant incantations and prayers, and

with
, blood will again write on the King's forehead some cabalistic signs, and

staining his shoulders and breast with that blood, we will wait three hours.

Then, washing the King's head and body with water from a spring, and drying

him, we will anoint him with pure olive-oil, so that the evil may be completely

warded off. Save this scheme nothing will be effectual."

To ward off misfortune (may it not be yoru' portion !)

The plan is this, which has just been described.

"\ATien the King heard these words, the fire of perplexity burnt up the chattels

of his patience and tranquillity, and the wind of alarm gave the harvest of his

long-suifering and compassion to destruction. He said :
" 0 enemies, with faces

like friends ! and 0 men, with dispositions like demons ! death is preferable to

this plan of yours, and to drink the potion of annihilation is sweeter than this

your device, which is fraught with evil. When I have slain this tlirong, some

of whom are, as it were, my own soul, and the body of whom are the pivot of the

State and Property, and the means of ornamenting my dignity and grandeur,

what pleasure in life would there be to me, or what advantage in existence %

Life is necessary with the view of getting access to my dear friend

;

If that good fortune be denied, what other advantage has life 1

" Maybe jou have not heard the story of Sulaiman—on whom be peace !—and

the Heron, nor have the details of their conversation reached you." The
Brahmans demanded, " What was that 1

"

STOEY 11.

He said : I have heard that Sulaiman—" May the Jjenedidion of our God and
His mercy he upon out Propliet and upon Mm !

"—was a King whose illustrious

decrees were graced with the honour of being efficacious. Sj)irits, men, beasts,

and birds bound on the loins of their soul the girdle of submission and obedience

to him. The writer, Fate, adorned the scroU of his sovereignty with the royal

signet
—

" 0 God! iestoiv upon me a monarchy lohich may not he suitaUe for any

1 See note 2, page 431.
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one after me "—and the Divine Groom placed the saddle of his majesty upon the

back of the steed of the breeze, of whose journeying the saying

—

'"In the morning

a month, and in the evening a month "—is indicative.

The Spheres were his servant, and the sun his slave

;

Time was obedient to him, and the world within his grasp.

Men, no less than spirits, heartily served him

;

While animals, as well as birds, arranged themselves round his doors.

One day one of the attendants in the heavenly cells came to see him, and pre-

sented to his Majesty a goblet filled with the water of life, saying: "'The Creator

of all—may His Majesty be glorified, and His dominion be exalted/'—has given

you your free choice, and has enjoined :
' If you desire, drain this cup, and till

the end of time remain safe from tasting the potion— ' Every sold tastes death ;
'

but if you prefer it, at once raise your feet, and set out from the prison of

human life to the pure garden and capacious atmosphere of the plain of Divinity.'"

Sulaiman—on him be peace !—thought to himself :
" The coin of life is a capital

wherewith in the market of the resurrection one can acquire boundless profit,

and the expanse of existence a field wherein one can sow the seed of fortune in

both worlds, and the tree of perpetual happiness.

The hand of this Avorld is powerless

To reach to that good fortune.

" Accordingly, in any case, the odour of perpetual hfe must be preferred to the

blandishments of annihilation and death
;

so, for the two or three days during

which the reins of respite are in the hands of my power, I must strive to

attain the grace of the Omnipotent God." ^

Life is such that it is passed in anguish for our beloved ones.

Again he reflected :
" The chiefs of the spirits and of men are present, and the

leaders of the beasts and birds in sight. I must consult with them, and what-

ever they all agree upon in opinion, I must make my guide in this matter."

Thereupon he took counsel with the body of faii-ies, of men, of birds, and of

all the animals, as to drinking the Avater of life, and all recommended him to

quaff it, and were holpen and glad at the perpetuity of his life, which com-

prised the wellbeing of the inhabitants of the world.

Enjoy eternal life, and everlasting existence.

Such are the evening and morning prayers of old and young.

Sulaiman inquired :
" Is there an inhabitant of my kingdom who is not present

in this assembly 1" They said : "Yes ; the Heron has not come to this meeting,

and is not aware of this consultation." Sulaiman—may peace be upon liim !

—

sent a horse in search of him. The Heron refused to come. A second time

the King ordered a Dog to go, and bring him. The Dog went, and the Heron

accepted his words and presented himself before Sulaiman, who said :
" I have

somewhat to consult with you ; but before I introduce the subject, solve a difii-

culty for me." The Heron, representing his weakness and inability, said :

Who am I that I should occur to that noble mind 1

" Your slave has no power to solve a difficulty, or that a King like you should

^ That is, having two or three days to deliberate on the matter, I must, during that time, seek

the grace of God ; but Solomon's reasoning does not api)ear very intelligible.
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honour him with consulting him ; but for the great of exalted rank to inquire

as to a matter from the lowest of his sul^jects, does it not appear strange %

You are the sun, while I am a most contemptible atom

;

Is it not strange that a mite shordd be fostered by the sun ]

" If his Majesty, glorious in prophecy, is pleased to disclose that difficulty, what-
ever occurs to my insignificant mind, shall be conveyed to the place of represen-

tation." Sulaiman—on him be peace !—said :
" After man, the most noble of

animals is the horse, and the lowest of creatures a dog. What is the wisdom
of this, that you Avould not come on the words of the highest of animals, while
you accepted the invitation of the meanest of creatures %

" The Heron replied :

" Though the horse appears in the beauty of honour, and the perfection of merit
is visible and apparent in him, yet he has not grazed in the meadow of fidelity,

nor tasted a drop from the spring of gratitude.

Fidelity must not be expected from a horse.

Since who has seen a faithful horse, or woman, or sAvord ?

" Now, although the dog is known to be a mean creature, and celebrated for

being impure, yet he has eaten the morsels of fidelity, and has made gratitude

his custom.

The dog places in his ear the ring of affection.

And is never unmindful of a single morsel.

" In accepting the invitation of this your Majesty, who is the source of fidelity

and the aggregate of sincerity and purity, I wotild not listen to the words of a
faithless creature, but set out on the invitation of an honest one." Sulaiman

—

on him be peace !—approved, and disclosed to him the secret as to drinking
the water of life. The Heron said :

" Will you drink that water alone, or will

you share it with your friends and dependants '? " Sulaiman— on him be
peace !—^replied :

" It was sent to me individually, and no portion or part
thereof has been given to others." The Heron said :

"0 Prophet of God ! how
can it be that you should live, while each of your companions, friends, children,

and loyal servants dies before you ? I do not fancy any pleasure can be derived
from such life, or that there can be any imaginable delight in an existence which
is altogether passed in separation."

Value the society of friends, since the coin of life

Is enjoyable only when scattered in the company of comrades.

It is delightful to enjoy the sight of the rose-garden of precious life,

But the pleasure of that sight arises from the contemplation of friends.

Sulaiman—peace be upon him !—approving his speech, refused the deadly drink
of separation, and, not tasting the water of life, sent it back to the same place
whence it had been brought."

" I have adduced this story that you may know, that I do not desire life without
this multitude, and do not recognise any diiference between my death and their

annihilation. Assuredly every kingdom tends to decay, and every sovereign is

on the brink of departure and migration, and at the last this dreadful road has
to be travelled, and one has to sleep in the awful house of the grave

;
Avhy with

the view of two or three days of transitory life, should I set about so alarming a
business, and with my own hand mar the foundation of my prosperity and the
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basis of my delight 1 If you are able, devise another plan, and settle a remedy

for this misfortune in some easier way than this,

" For I cannot discharge this business."

The Brahmans said: "May the King live for ever! true words are bitter, and

advice free from treachery appears harsh. It is strange, as regards the King's

world-adorning judgment, that he should consider others equal to his own soul

and person, and with the view of their continuing to exist, should abandon his

own precious life, and hereditary kingdom. He must hsten to the advice of his

friends, and place confidence in the words of those who are disinterested, deeming

his dear soul and broad domains an exchange for aU these deaths ;
and m this

matter, which is the cause of universal joy, and the occasion of repose to high

and low, he should commence without hesitation or irresolution. Assuredly a

wise man desires all other people for his own ends, and it is not concealed from

the King that a man tlirough much grief attains an eminent rank, and that^ the

key of the treasury of dominion comes to hand with countless labour. To bid

adieu to the dignity of life, and quit the throne of prosperity and good fortune,

appears far from the path of wisdom ; and so long as the King's own person

remains, there Avdl be no lack of wives and children ; and so long as the country

is stable, there wiU be no scarcity, or want of the means of wealth and luxuiy,

nor of able, trustworthy servants."

Though there be nought, since you live, that is everything.

The King, on hearing these remarks, and observing their boldness in saying

these words, became extremely sad, and retired from the court to his private

chamber, and from the dais of his palace turned his face towards the corner of

the house of sorrow.

Since I cannot repeat to any one the state of my grief,

I will go to the abode of sorrow, and converse even with myself.

Accordingly, placing the face of supplication upon the earth, he dropped tears of

regret from his eyes, and his heart being consumed with the fire of despair, he

gave to the winds of destruction the harvest of his patience and endurance.
^

He

said : " Whence appears this cloud of misfortune which pours down the rain of

calamity, and by what passage is the attack of this army of grief, which bears off

in plunder nought but the possessions of life 1

There I was in my nook, with my friends, and full of song.

Who gave my address to grief, and who conveyed the tidings to calamity 1

" Anyhow, in what way can I say that the death of my beloved ones is easy,

and what pleasure could I find in life and existence without the beauty of my

children and friends % and deprived of my sons, who are the light of my eyes

and the fruit of my heart, in whom is my help in the present life, as well as my

hope after travelling the way of death, of what use wdl be sovereignty 1

Of nought have fathers more need,

Nought is more fitting than worthy children.

" As regards Iran-dukht, too, such that the fountain of the radiant sun is but

a drop from the Avell of her chin, and the rising light of the brilliant moon the

effulgence from the reflection of her pearl - scattering face; whose cheeks are
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blooitiing and merry like the days of prosperity, and her ringlets dark and inter-

twined like the nights of adversity

—

Her cheeks like the incomparable sun in the Heavens

;

With arched eyebrows, she was as it were the new moon.
From her face the light of the sun gained radiance

;

From her pearly lips the ruby acquired lustre

—

" A^diose society is enchanting, and her company enrapturing : without her, what
enjoyment shall I have in life ? Again, if Balar, the minister, whose brilliant

judgment in every night of accident is a light-spreading sun, and the radiance of

the taper of whose mind in the gloom of every occurrence is a darkness-dispelling

light

—

Without the aid of his restless pen.

The tin-one of kings would not be stable

—

" is not before my couch of glory, how coidd the kingdom endure, or the splen-

dour of government, the repletion of the treasuries, and the attainment of wealth,
be brought about 1, When the page of deliberation on the part of the secretary

Kamdl, of whose fingers the painter of the lofty spheres is a pupU, and the
beautiful-talking Mercury the crumb-eater of the tables of his explanations;
whose words are heart-enchanting, like a string of pearls, and his writing
resembles scattered joy-diffusing jewels

—

His pleasure-giving words caused water and fire to mix

;

His charming writing made light and dark to mingle together

—

" is not in my sight, how will the afFau's of the outlying regions, and the occur-

rences of the neighbouring places be known, and by what device will intelligence

be gained as to the condition of enemies, and the designs of foes 1 Whenever
the inscription of destruction shall be drawn across the volume of the life of

these two npright counsellors and honest officers, who are, as it were, helping
hands and bright eyes to the kingdom, assuredly the benefits of their advice and
the traces of their ability will be banished from the cou,ntry. On this supposi-
tion, the splendour of affairs and the arrangement of matters will be amongst the
multitude of impossibilities. Without my White Elephant, whose frame shines
like the globe of the moon, and who is elegant and moving like the revolving
Heavens

—

His impregnable castle was bound with iron

;

The wound of his tusks could overtluow ramparts

—

"how coidd I face my enemies'? Without those two Elephants, who in the
ranks of battle like roaring torrents tread down the enemy, and who in the
midst of conflict, as it were a storm, bear away men

—

T-wisting their trunks into lassoes.

They ensnare the necks of heroes

—

" in the day of warfare how shall I break the ranks of the enemy, and at the
time of contest in what way shall I defeat the attacks of my opponents ?

Without my quick-going Dromedaries, at the time of whose starting off the mes-
senger of Morn could not see from afar their dust, nor the courier of the North
Wind ever think of keeping pace with the clouds on their road

—
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Like fire, consumiiig thorns, laying low heads
;

Ay ! like the wind pacing tlirough the desert

—

"how shall I gain intelligence of the outlying regions, and by what means

convey my joyous despatches and exalted commands throughout the kingdom 1

Without my coursing Steed, fleet, resembhng the wind, and Avith nerves of steel,

moving like lightning, and with dazzling speed, the effulgence of whose cheeks

raised the fire of misfortune in the heart of Eustam's ^ courser (Eakhsh), and the

celerity of whose movements caused a rosy tear to flow from the eyes of the horse

Shabdfz, belonging to Khusrau^

—

A pacer, which, in one bound, would bestride

The plain, were it as long as that of hope

—

" how can I anticipate the carpet of pleasure, or in what way with the club ^

of joy bear off the ball of delight from the plain of satisfaction. Without the

cutting Sword, wliich resembles water, since the flame of sedition is quenched

through dread thereof, and is fiery in its actions, the reputation of the kingdom

being maintained by its majesty

—

Your blue sword exhibited its qualities in its blade.

Like the rain-drop upon the moist violet—
" what effect shall I produce in battle 1 And whenever I am deprived of these

weapons, and Avith my own hand render useless the multitude of my dependants,

what advantage can I gain from my kingdom, and what pleasure can I derive

from my life 1 In truth,

" Life passed in such a way is of no account."

To sum up, the King for a whole night and day immersed himself in a sea of

thought, and did not find the pearl of deliberation, with which he could bring

to his hand the thread of hope. The mention of the King's perplexity was

spread amongst the nobles of the State, and the Sovereign's preoccupation of

mind became clear to all the confidants of the Royal Sanctuary. The Minister,

Balar, thought : "If I commence to clear up these words, and begin to inquire

into the King's secrets before that a hint thereof has proceeded on the part of

King, it will be far from the rights of respect and manners ; while if I delay,

and adopt the way of reflection and procrastination, it will not be in accordance

with sincerity and uprightness." He then repaired to Iran-dukht, and after the

allowance of praise, commenced to intercede, saying

:

0 thou ! who hast placed the veil of thy integrity on high.

The Holy Spirit is holder of the curtain of the Haram of thy dignity.

" It is not hidden from your exalted intellect, that from the very day when I

was honoured by being arranged in the string of attendants at this Court of the

sphere of magnificence, till this hour, the King has not concealed anything from

me, and has not allowed himself to enter upon any of the trifles or important

affairs of government without consulting me. Yesterday, once or twice, he

summoned the Brahmans, and had a conference with them ; and this day, also,

he has retired into private, and sits contemplative and melancholy. Now you are

the Queen of his Fortune, and the companion of the royal heart, while the sub-

jects and army, after the King's favour, place their hopes in your grace, and

1 The Hercules of the East. " See note, page 153. ^ See note 1, page 138.
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consider your commands in settling affairs as second only to the decrees of the

Sovereign. It seems advisable for you to go to his presence, and learning the

state of what has occurred, to do us the honour of informing us, so that we
may as quickly as possible set about remedying matters, for the Brahmans are

treacherously disposed and malignant ; God forbid that by means of fraud they

should impel him to a business, the end of which will lead to remorse and

repentance ! for after a matter has occurred, regret and sorrow avail nought."

A matter must be remedied before it occurs.

Iran-dukht replied :
" Eeproaches have passed between me and the King, and

several intimations and hints have been spoken. I am ashamed in such circum-

stances to approach the King, or to loose my tongue in inquuing into the matter."

The Minister said: "0 Queen of the World!

—

^Reproof is the offering offriends

'

—reproach is the cause of the stability of the edifice of affection, and the means

of rendering firm the basis of friendship and intercourse.

Kindness is on your part, while I am reproachful

;

Without tenderness and reproof, friendship cannot be carried on.

" At this time you must lay aside reproach, since when the King is engulfed in

thought, and deep and long contemplation distresses his heart, his servants and
attendants will not be audacious

;
and, save you, no one can open this door with

the key of expediency. I have many times heard from the King, that ' When-
ever Irdn - dukht enters my presence, though I be sad I become merry, and
through the auspicious sight of her I am freed from the snares of grief and
distress.' Go and find out this matter, and confer a great favour upon all the

servants and retinue." Iran-dukht, having approached the King, performed

the dues of homage, saymg :

May you be free from grief ! may misfortune never befall you ! and may you
not be sorrowful !

For you are the ease of our heart, the rest of our soul, and the banisher of

our distress.

" What is the cause of your perplexity, and the reason of your cogitation 1 If

you have heard something from the Brahmans, you should acquaint your ser-

vants with it, so that, sympathising therein, they may discharge the dues of

servitude." The King said :
' Questions must not be asked about ought, to

which, if an answer were given, it would be of vexation of spirit. ' Do not in-

quire about things ivhich, if told you, would annoy you.' " Iran-dukht rejoined :

" If this grief is in regard to the mass of your dependants, be not dejected, since

the welfare of your blessed person is a cure for all ills.

May a thousand precious lives be a sacrifice for your soul

!

" If—God forbid !—it concerns the precious soul of his Majesty, also you must
not be distressed thereat, nor in any way remain downcast

;
nay, more, manly

determination, as indicated by the saying, ' Steady -purpose is of the piurposes of
kings,' must be displayed by persevering in the qualities of patience and firm-

ness ; since to complain adds to grief, while want of resignation renders enemies
delighted and merry, and grieves and distresses friends. As regards all that

befalls mankind, when one clings to genuine patience, ultimately the face of

gratification will come into sight, and the best of desires are those wherein divine

rewards are not lost.
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O heart ! be patient regarding the calamities of the World

;

Tlirough resignation, the end of your case will be satisfactory.

" It is proper in regard to the King, that when an affair happens, and an occur-

rence comes to pass, the means of remedying, and the .way of rectifying the same,

according to the perfection of his ability and the abundance of his sagacity,

should not remain hidden or concealed
;
especially when there is nothing want-

ing as regards the faculties of power and might, and the accessories for removing

distress and obliterating grief and languor are ready and prepared."

You have both wealth and attendants
;
you possess kingdom, and also retinue.

Set your foot forth from retirement, and raise your standard upon the roof of

the World.

Turn your face towards your desire, banish grief

;

Make your friends happy, and remove the load of sorrow from your soid.

The King said :
" Of that which the Brahmans indicated, if but a syllable were

to be whispered in the ear of the mountain, its sides, like the Mount of Glory,

would have rent asunder, and the epithet, ' And the hills shall Ucome hroken to

atoms,' would be exemplified in regard to it; and if but a hint thereof were

given to brilliant Day, from perturbation it would become the colour of black

Night; and the sign, 'Shades, some of which are above others,' would be dis-

played therein.

'Twere disgraceful did the moon not clothe herself in black at this grief

;

'Twere shamefid did not the cloud turn to blood at this calamity.

" Do not press your inquiries into this matter, nor endeavour to ascertain the

truth thereof, since I have neither strength to tell, nor have you power to hear."

Iran-duMit once again renewed her efforts, and the King, with the view of satis-

fying her mind, disclosed a portion of his inward secret, saying :
" During the

night I saw an occurrence, at the horror of which I was afraid, and with the

view of its being interpreted and explained, I related it to the Brahmans, and

those execrable wretches deemed it advisable that you, with both your fortunate

and mighty Sons, the pure-minded Minister, the elegant-writing Secretary, the

white hero-crushing Elephant, and the other mountain-formed, army-routing

Elephants, the stony-crossmg, thorn-eating Dromedaries, and the elegant-paced

Steed, should be killed with the pearl-decked Sword, so that the evil results of

that dream might be averted." When Iran-dukht heard these words, the smoke

of grief came forth from the fire-temple of her heart to the aperture of her brain,

and it wellnigh happened that tears of regret began to pour forth from the foun-

tain of her eyes. However, being wise and sagacious, she smothered her soul-con-

suming distress, and did not show any perturbation, but said

:

If I, through love for you, perish, may you live on

!

May a thousand of my souls, and a hundred persons such as myself, be sacri-

ficed for you !

" The King must not be distressed on account of this matter, since if the lives

of youi servants are not fit to be a sacrifice for the King's welfare, of what use

are they? So that his august person remains lasting, and the degree of his

power fixed, there wiU be no lack of wives and offspring, nor will there be any

deficiency of servants, or the means of luxury. But when the evils of your

dream are averted, and your blessed heart is at ease respecting this sorrow, no
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confidence must be placed in tliis treacherous multitude, and if they urge the

King to slay a mass of people, he must not withotit reflection set about it ; since

to spill blood is a serious matter, and a grave thing to overturn the basis of

a creature's life. If—God forbid !—innocent blood should be shed, the end

thereof will be disastrous," and the punishment lasting torture, while regret,

remorse, sorrow, and anguish will avail nought in regard thereto ; for to bring

back those who are slain, or to restore life to a man, is beyond the pale of human

power.

This matter is neither within my power nor yours.

" The King must know that the Brahmans have no afi'ection for him, and

although they have plunged into sciences, and, according to their opportunity,

have learned several problems, yet the sages of religion are agreed in asserting,

that a bad and base disposition will not be beautified with any adornment, nor

will learning and riches grace it with the decoration of fidelity and benevolence
;

since if a jewelled collar be cast round the neck of a dog, his filthiness will

not be changed, and a pig, if they gild his teeth, his impurity will not be altered

into cleanliness. The saying, ' Like a donkey which carries hoohs on its lack,^ is

confirmatory of this point.

Wlien knowledge touches the heart, it produces fruit.

When knowledge touches the body, it is a serpent.^

" Knowledge is like a sword, by which all persons may be slain
;
they who are of

pure disposition and honest natm-e, with that sword put to death the lusts and

passions, than which a man has no worse enemies ; while some, who are grovelling,

and of impure feelings, with the same weapon oppress wisdom and justice,

save with which mankind never attain noble stations. Thus the instrument

for averting enemies is made the weapon for injuring friends. That perfect

Philosopher indicates this meaning, where he says :

To teach an evil-disposed person the arts and sciences.

Is as it were putting a sword in the pahn of a highway robber

:

To give a scimitar into the hands of a drunken Moor,

Is better than that learning should be placed within the reach of the worthless.

They who learn wiles, are inwardly consumed,

And versed in evil deeds and perfidy.

"Their design in this interpretation is so as not to lose the opportunity of

revenge ; and by this treacherous proceeding, which they call a remedial arrange-

ment, to find a salve for the womid, which is implanted in their hearts, owing to

the royal chastisement. First of aU they will remove your children, who are the

like of your noble self, and the equivalent of the King's benevolent person,

so that the Sovereign may remain without heirs : they will then ruin the

great and true men, who are the pillars of the State, and on whose intelligence

are dependent the welfare of the kingdom, and fulness of the treasuries, in order

that the subjects may be emboldened, and the army become dispirited. Again,

they would deprive the appurtenances of monarchy of Elephants, Camels, Horses,

and Arms, with the view of the King remaining alone and friendless. I,

your slave, am of no account,^ and there are many like me in your service ; but

1 That is, knowledge which sinks into the heart, produces good fruit ; while learning, which is

but superficial, is pernicious.
2 I have borrowed this suggestion from Eastwick.
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when they find the King all solitary, in lapse of time, having manifested the

design of revenge, whatever has lain quiet in their minds for years, they will

put in practice. Till this period they have looked on, helpless and powerless; but

when they find means of strength, and the reins of power fall into their hands,

they will endeavour to bring tumult into the kingdom, and open the doors of

strife ; since in case the King should make away with his dependants, both the

soldiers will be in despair, and suspicion, also, will occur amongst the subjects :

and when the populace and troops become double-hearted ^ and ten-tongued,

it will occasion triumph and exaltation amongst foes. On such a supposition

kingdom and possessions would slip from your hands, and spirit and life be

squandered. Now Kings should not be indifferent to the treachery and wiles of

enemies.

Eest not secure from dishonest acting foes.

For they are treacherously disposed, and of wicked nature.

To appearance they are friends.

But inwardly, they are knocking at the door of faithlessness.

" In spite of all this, if as regards what the Brahmans deemed advisable, there

is any joy or comfort, certainly no delay must occur; but if there be opportunity

for deferring matters, there remains one other cautious mode of proceeding, and

on the King's orders it can be revealed." The King gave the command, and

said :
" What you say, in my opinion, is free from the impurities of suspicion,

and assuredly will be accepted and received." Iran-dukht rejoined :
" Karidun,

the Philosopher, who founded the edifice of virtuous attainments, and is the

traveller on the road of noble qualities and talents, having a nature which is a

storehouse of the precious things of mysteries and wisdom, and an understand-

ing which is a mine of the private secrets of superiority and merit

—

His acute intellect is admitted within the veil of Fate,

His pure soul is beautiful in the precious sight of God

—

" at the present time has made choice of retiring to a cave in Mount Kliazra,

and perpetually observes the way of belief in God, and austerity. Although,

by birth, he is akin to the Brahmans, yet he is superior to them in sincerity

integrity, fidelity, and uprightness : his sight with regard to the termination of

matters is more perfect, and in warding off calamities and occurrences, his sound

judgment is more comprehensive. If the King's mind demands it, he must

deign to make this person a confidant, and disclose to him the circumstances

of the dream, and the matter of the Brahmans' interpretation thereof, and doubt-

less he wiU announce to the King straightforwardly as to the truth of the same,

and wiU not conceal an atom of the explanation of the purport of what has

occurred. Should his interpretation accord with that spoken by the Brahmans

doubt being banished, it will be necessary to put that very same design into

execution ; while if he indicates to the contrary, the King's illustrious mind

will discern between right and wrong, and discriminate between honesty and

perfidy." The King agreed with this speech, and at once mounting his horse

went to the Philosopher Karidfin, and having had the good fortune to see the

Divine Sage, who was the aggregate of boundless graces, paid him the neces-

sary respect. The Philosopher, too, having discharged the dues of regard, said

:

My cell is a Paradise, when the Lord of Heaven arrives
;

My eyes are enlightened, when the fragrance of Joseph of Canaan reaches me.

' That is, hypocritical and unreliahle.
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" Wliat is the cause of the equipage of the fortune-resembling stirrup ? Had the
decree been issued, I would myself have repaired to Court, since it would be
more proper for servants to do homage.

To perform the ceremony of homage, and the rite of attendance,

0 my Lord, do thou intrust to me, and be yourself my Sovereign.

" Traces, too, of perturbation can be seen on the august brow, and signs of
grief can be physiognomically traced on his auspicious countenance : he must
represent the state of the case, and disclose the cause of his distress." The King
repeated, by way of description, the circumstances of his dreams, and the inter-
pretation of the Brahmans. Karidiin shook his head in astonishment, and
biting the finger of perturbation with his teeth, said: "The King has been
remiss in this matter, for this secret should not have been proclaimed to such a
multitude, nor this account repeated to that mass.

How should every ear be confided with the secrets 1

" It is not concealed from the King's world-adorning judgment, that these per-
fidious foes have no capability to interpret these occurrences, because they
possess neither wisdom to direct them, nor integrity to keep them right. The
King's joy should increase by reason of these dreams, and by way of gratitude
he should bestow endless alms upon the deserving; since proofs of happi-
ness, and evidences of delight and greatness are manifest and clear on the
pages of the interpretations of these occurrences. From moment to moment
the course of events will be in accordance with his desires, and from hour
to hour the concerns of prosperity and magnificence will be on the thread of
arrangement.

The Spheres obedient to you, the Heavens your slave, and the Skies sub-
missive :

Fate subject to you. Monarchy your devoted servant, and Time favourable to
you.

" I will at this very time repeat the interpretation of all the numerous occur-
ences, and avert the arrow of the schemes of those opponents with the shield
of wisdom.

If you possess an arrow, so have I a shield.

" First
: those two red Fish, standing on their tails, are Ambassadors, who will

come from the regions of Sarandi'p, and who in homage wiU present before the
King two strange-framed Elephants, Avith four hundred pounds of red rubies,
from jealousy at the colour of which, the heart of the pomegranate would have
been drenched with blood, and the globe of fire from vexation at their rays have
remained concealed in the inner recess of stone. Those two Ducks and the
Goose, which flew after the King, and alighted before his face, are two Horses
and a Mule, which the Sovereign of Dilili will send to your Majesty, by way
of an offering. Those two Horses are such that they snort like thuiider, and
chafe like lightning, being of quick intelligence and indomitable pluck.

The earth's surface was marked with the circle of their hoofs.
Their ears were like spears in the air.

No languor befell their joints, from the violence of the stirrup,
" Nor did fear overtake their nature from the fierceness of the rein.
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" That Miile is a beast of burden, pacing like wind, violent as fire, passing like

lightning over paths and gorges, and like a thunderbolt, with the blow of its

hoofs raising fire from stone.

With silvery hoof and gilded bridle, quick-paced and swift-footed.

The Garden of the Spheres its abode, the fountain of the sun its drinkmg-

bowl.

"That Snake, which twisted round the King's feet, is a sword, fiery and re-

splendent, which in the day of battle showers from its azure fount a torrent

of hquid rubies, and scatters over the diamond-colom^ed sm-face particles ot

cornelian, and atoms of coral.

Victory and conquest await thy high-tempered sword,

No ! no ! thy scimitar is the embodiment of aU triumph.

" That Blood, wherewith the King found himself stained, is a red dress, orna-

mented with jewels, brought from the capital Ghiznah, by way of a present to

the King's wardrobe. That white Mule, on which the King bestrode, is a white

Elephant, which the Sovereign of Bijanagar sent for the Monarch's service; and

the King will enjoy riding on that Elephant, which is a creature shaped like a

cloud and which in the ranks of the army makes its emerald-coloured trunk like

a lustrous pearl with the blood of the brave, while its dragon-attacking teeth,

attached to a mountain of iron, in a moment annihilate the whole world.

Its form like a mountain filled the desert.

Though without pillars, yet moving on four legs.

"That which shone round the King's blessed head like fire, is a crown which the

Sovereic^n of Ceylon will send as an offering. This Crown is such that the

ornaments on its top join head to head with the azure Paradise of the skies, and

by its profusion of pearls it wiU make every hair on the head of the royal

Monarch a string of jewels.

The representation of that crown, decked with jewels, reached

The Orb of the Moon, like the Moon of Mukanna'.^

" As reo-ards the Bird, which pecked at the King's head, from this some little

unpleasantness must be anticipated, but no great effects or evil wiU arise

therefrom, and the utmost of it is that for several days you wiU avoid a dear

friend and kind companion, but the end wiU be advantageous and triumphant.

Such is the account of the interpretation of the King's dreams ;
and m that you

saw them seven times is a proof that the Ambassadors will come seven times

mth royal gifts to the King's auspicious Court, and his Majesty by acquirmg

those bounties, and the arrival of those gifts, wiU become delighted and merry of

heart he wiU also derive pleasure from the stability of his fortune and the

prolongation of his life. It will behove the Monarch of the world, after this,

not to admit worthless people as confidants of his secrets, and not to take

counsel with a person till he shall have tried his wisdom.

Till a person has been tried a hundred times,

Admit him not to your presence as a confidant of your secrets.

" The essence of wisdom is this : to consider it an absolute duty altogether to

1 A celebrated Magician, wlio produceJ a certain luminous appearance in the slcy.
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avoid impudent, impure, evil-disposed, bad-natured persons, and not to string

the priceless pearl of one's precious soul on the thread of mean-natured, low-

minded, and base-tempered individuals."

See the water, how it comjjlains-^

Every moment of rugged comrades !

When the King heard this harangue, he at once prostrated himself with grati-

tude, and asked pardon of that old man of blessed spirit, who like Christ had
given to the royal lifeless heart, joy without limit, and said :

" The Almighty
Grace has bestowed the aid of victory, and has shown me the way to this high

personage, who is endued with wisdom and adorned with gladness, so that by
the auspiciousness of his Excellency's blessed spirit, the severities of trouble have

been exchanged for the benefits of repose."

There was a burden of grief, which broke my heart

—

God sent the breath of Christ, and bore it away.

"Praise lie to God! praise continual and everlasting." Accordingly the King,

with joyous heart, honoured the seat of government by alighting there. Eor
seven successive days ambassadors arrived with presents and offerings, and in

the way just as the perfect sage had spoken, conveyed the purport of their

messages to the x^lace of representation. The seventh day the King summoned
his children, Balar the Minister, Iran-dukht, and the Secretary, in private, and
said :

" I have done a strange wi'ong, in that I repeated my dreams to my
enemies ; and if Divine condescension had not become a screen against their

wiles, and had not the advice of Iran-dukht opened the hand of remedy, in the

end the suggestions of these cursed wretches woidd have accomplished the death

of myself, and all my dependants and followers. But whoever is befriended

by Divine happiness, and aided by Eternal wisdom, assuredly welcoming the

advice of the sincere, wiU plunge into matters only after reflection and delib-

eration, and cogitating in regard to the disastrous results, will not abandon the

region of caution and the place of circumspection, for it has been said :

' He who acts without thought, will find no comfort.'

"

He then commanded that, since the minds of his friends by reason of this

occurrence were not free from anxiety, it was incumbent that these presents

should be divided amongst them, more especially as regards Iran-dukht, who had
enjoined the remedy for this calamity. The Minister Ealar said :

" Servants

are of this use, that having made themselves, as regards what occurs, shields

agaiirst misfortune, they may not withhold their souls and spirits.

Whoever protects your life must not regard his own head.

" If any one, by the aid of fortune and the assistance of luck, renders service of

this nature, and vital obligation of this kind, and places his property and exist-

ence at the disposal of his benefactor, no reward or present can be looked for

therefrom, nor can any recompense or return be expected ; but the Queen of the

age laboured diligently for this purpose, and from these blessings the Crown
decked with jewels, or the Red garment ornamented with gems, is fit for her

;

whichever she may prefer the King must bestow upon her." The Monarch
commanded both to be borne to a private chamber, and he himself entered

1 In allusion, presumably, to the roar of a cataract.
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therein with the Minister Balar. In the Haram was another damsel called

Bazmi Afriiz, having a countenance such that the eastern sun, in shame thereat,

hid its face behind the curtain, " Concealed ly a veil," while the fresh rose-leaf,

through bashfulness, concealed itself beneath the screen of emerald.

Small mouth, round head, and large eyebrows,

Her face like a red rose upon a green leaf.

Her smile sweet, like sugar-cane ;

Pleasant, joyous, beautiful, charming, and delicate.

Every smile Avhich played round her lips.

Scattered salt^ upon desolate hearts.

The King was much enamoured of her, and notwithstanding that Iran-dukht as

rec^ards beauty and elegance was a strife in the world, and in respect to her

charm and grace a sedition in the age, the Sovereign gave Bazm Afriiz a turn

with her, and used to visit the former's house every alternate night. This

day the King enjoined that Bazm Afriiz should be summoned, and the crown

and clothes be fetched ; he then ordered that Iran-dukht should select which

she liked and the other should be the portion of Bazm Afriiz. Iran-dukht was

more inclined for the Crown, and that consteUation, set with jewels like stars,

appeared preferable in her sight. « Having shown a hankering in that direction,

she looked at the Minister BaMr, as to whether what she had taken met with

his approval. BaMr signed with his eyes towards the garment. In the midst

of these proceedings the King turned towards him. Iran-dukht saw that the

Sovereign had observed that signal : she took the Crown, so that the King should

not be apprised of the counsel, while Balar dropped his eyes so that his Majesty

should not be aware of the suggestion; and after that, during the forty years

which he attended the King, whenever he approached near the Sovereign he

squinted, in order that the King's suspicions might not be verified
;
and had

it not been for the wisdom of the Minister, and her own sharpness, both would

have given their souls to the winds.

Whoever makes wisdom the centre of his actions.

Will, without doubt, be free from the bonds of misfortune.

Just as Iran-dukht was exalted^ by accepting the Crown, so was Bazm Afriiz

also honoured by choosing the Bed garment. Accordingly, as has been described,

the King passed one night till morn with Bazm Afriiz, and spent the next

evening with lr4n-diikht. By chance one evening when it was his turn to visit

lr4n-diikht's house, the King, according to his wont, went there merrily, while

Iran-dukht, with enrapturmg face and enchanting ringlets

—

She had washed with fresh musk each single hair.

And sprinkled her face with the water of life

—

placed the jeweHed Crown upon her head, and taking in her hand a golden dish

full of rice, stood before the King, who ate a morsel from off the platter and

indulging in her society, rendered the eyes of his heart radiant with the sight of

her beauty. In the midst Bazm Afriiz, in the Eed garment, passed by them,

1 That is, " banquet-illuminatiDg." 1+

„

2 That is distracted them ; the effect being compared to rubbing salt ^ ^ound. ^ :i

3 There is a plav upon words here which it is quite impossible to retain the terras renaeiea

''exllter- Ld "honTied;° mean literally "head-raised" and "face-reddened," m allusion to the

effects of wearing the crown and red cloak.
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with cheeks like a Eose in blossom, and a countenance resembling the moon
a fortniglit old.

A scarlet garment thrown over her bosom,
You would say it was a wreath of cypress decked with tulips

;

Her two Turkish^ eyes lying in wait for hearts.

Two eyebrows casting arrows at the soul

;

Her cheeks shone radiant through her twining tresses.

Like moonlight in tlie midst of dark night.

The King on seeing her, drew back his hand from the foodj and an overpowering
propensity towards her, and a sincere craving for her society, snatched the reins
of self-possession from the grasp of the King's choice, and the bridle of restraint
from the palm of his might. Departing after Bazm Afri'iz, he loosed the tongue
in commendation and congratulation :

—

" 0 graceful-walking cypress ! 0 newly-opened rose I

A narcissus, rose, or cypress such as you was never seen even in dreams.

" I^y your arrival you have opened to my bosom the doors of joy, and with this
gait you have scattered to the winds the harvest of my patience and endurance."

0 excellent ! by your arrival you have increased my fortune.

He then said to Iran-dukht :
" This crown which you have borne away is fittino-

for the brow of Bazm Afriiz, and in selecting it you have inclined from the road
of

^

rectitude to the region of error." The jealousy of love seized the skirt of
Iran-dukht, and the flame of the fire of envy fell on the grate of her breast.
At these words she blushed, and beside herself, overturned the dish of rice on
the King's head, and stained his face and hair therewith, so that the interpreta-
tion, by the occurrence which the sage had pointed out, became verified. The
fire of the King's anger was raised, and he summoned the Minister Baldr, and
explained to him the insult which had proceeded from her, and said :

" Eemove
this foolish person from my presence, and cut off her neck, that she may know
that such as she are not of so great importance as to attempt such rash acts, and
we overlook them." Balar brought forth the Queen, and thought to himself

:

" To hasten in this matter woidd not be proper, since this woman is without
an equal as regards eloquence and powers of conversation, and without a compeer
in intelligence and sagacity. The King Avill not remain patient without seeing
her

; and by the blessing of her pm-e spirit, and the felicity of her enlightened
intellect, many persons have escaped from the whirlpool of death. Maybe the
King will disavow this hasty proceeding; and even putting out of sight the
King's reproach, it does not appear proper to proceed raslily in such matters as
these. Nought is better than for me to base this affair upon reflection, that at
the time of cross-examination I may not blush with shame.

When the Judge with deliberation writes the decree.

He will not be confounded by the learned. ^

" I must delay for two or three days. If on the part of the King there appears
regret, at any rate the opportunity of remedy wiU not have been lost, while if

he is intent and determined upon killing her, to slay her will not be impossible.

1 That is, dark eyes- a sign of beauty in the East.
^ Literally, " wearers of turbans."

2 P
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From sucli postponement three clear advantages will accrne :
1st, The reward

of sparing a life ; 2d, The acquisition of the King's favour, if he should repent

of killing her
;

3d, The gratitude of aU the inhabitants of the kingdom, in that

I have spared a Queen like her, whose good works extend to all, and the effects

of whose pious deeds are general and universal." Accordingly, he took her to

his own house, together with a throng of confidential persons, who were wont

to perform the service of the King's Haram. He commanded that they should

guard her with the utmost care, and treat her with becoming respect and kind-

ness ; while he himself with the sword smeared with blood, and his head down-

cast, like those overwhehned with anxiety, repaired to the Court, and said:

" I have performed the King's command, and conveyed to punishment and retri-

bution that mannerless person, who placed her foot upon the carpet of rashness."

The violence of the King's rage was entirely quenched, and the buffeting of

the waves of the sea of his anger no longer continued. When he heard these-,

words, and reflected on her beauty, perfection, wisdom, and integrity, he was

extremely grieved, but ashamed to display traces of irresolution, and to combine

with one another on his part flexibility and firm determination, which involve a

mixture of contrarieties. He then began to reproach himself, saying
:

" You

have done wrong in laying aside compassion and deliberation, and consigning

your beloved to the region of destruction for a shght offence, which might have

been overlooked at the time of its occurrence ; I should not have issued such

a command on account of such a degree of rashness, but should have quenched

the fire of rage with the water of compassion."

The person filled with violence, is like a piece of fire,

Since Avith his breath he raises aloft the flame.

The man is fiery beyond measure,

From whose breath the smoke (of anguish) does not proceed.

But when the Minister saw traces of repentance upon the King's brow, he said :

" The King must not be sorrowful, since the arrow which has left the bow-string

cannot be brought back, nor can one slain be restored to life by might or gold

:

to indulge in profitless grief attenuates the body, and enfeebles the heart, the

result of which wUl be nought but distress amongst friends and delight amongst

enemies. Every one on hearmg that the King makes a decree, and after that it

is carried out at once repents, will become suspicious of the King's prudence and

firmness. It would have behoved the King to have been gentle in this matter,

and to have turned aside from harshness and severity, and, like the letter-

possessing Monarch, to have subdued his rage, so that repentance should not

arise. If he commands it, I will recount him the story." The King said,

" Certainly you must repeat what it was."

STOEY III.

The sound, deliberating Minister said : It has been related that in the capital

of Yaman there was a King of enlightened spirit, and a Monarch with mature

judgment and youthful fortune. The eyes of the quick-revolving Heavens had

never in the course of their journey seen a Sun in the Spheres of Sovereignty

like him, and the ear of mau-testmg Fortune had never in the expanse of time

heard of a Sovereign endowed like him.
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At the banquet, like the Sun, he enlightened the cheeks

;

In battle, like dragons, he consumed the world.

He rendered the earth subservient by his distribution of justice

;

Time was obedient to him, and the Spheres under his sway.

This King was fond of the chase. One day in the hunting-field he was galloping
the steed of joy both left and right, and casting the glance of wonder in every
direction, but saw in that proximity no game, either of beasts or birds, nor
did an animal worthy of being the prey of a Monarch come into his sight.

The King perplexed at this circumstance looked about : by chance a Avood-
cutter from excess of want and poverty had put on garments made of skins
of deer, and had cut down much bramble in that waste : from the labour of that
occupation he became very tired, and rested on the side of a stone. The eyes of

the King alighted on him from afar, and thinking it was a deer, he shot at him
a heart-rending arrow.

The flame of the arrow Avhich brought forth gore,

Darted like lightning upon that person, whose harvest was consumed.
Strife showed no respect for misfortune.

He did wrong, and yet he did not do wrong.^

In short when the King reached his prey, and found him wounded in the breast,

with his heart suiTused in blood, he himself became very sad and sorrowful, and
commenced to tear the face of repentance with the nail of reproach, and was
vexed in heart at that inconsiderate and precipitous action, which was the cause
of regret and mortification. He expressed many apologies, and by way of a
salve bestowed on the man the value of a thousand din4r of red-faced gold,

and turning the reins of shame towards the capital, condescended to ahght at

the cell of a Devotee, who was famous in the city for his religion and piety—nay, more, renowned and celebrated throughout the expanse of the universe,

for showing the right way, and pointing the true direction. From the holy
man he demanded advice, such as should increase his dignity in this world,
and smooth over his sins in that to come. The Devotee by way of explana-
tion and beneficence said :

" 0 King ! the quality which comjarises prosperity
in this world, and happiness in the next, is to quench one's anger, and at a
time when rage is predominant to show pity."

From him who raises the fire of anger.

Do not expect a display of manliness.

Wlien rage inflames the steed of the passions.

Then hold in the reins tiU it is calmed.

The King said :
" I am aware that the taste of the poison-mingled potion of long-

suffering is very pleasurable to the palate of wisdom, but in the time of anger I
cannot make compassion ruler over my passions, and on the occasion of the fire

of wrath being raised, I cannot bring myself within the bonds of patience." The
Devotee rejoined :

" I will write three letters, which consign to the hands of a
private servant and a trustworthy confident, so that when he witnesses signs
of a change of temper on your brow, and sees the flame of your anger and hasti-

1 I am rather at a loss as to the meaning of these two lines, but presume it to he that the act of
transfixing the man with an arrow was due to the demon of strife, who paid no regard to the Spirit
of Misfortune

; while the King, though he did what was in itself wrong, yet, as he acted unwittingly,m that sense it was not a crime.
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ness raised, lie may recite one of them to you; maybe the benefit thereof

becommg evident, your passions wiU be quieted. If he observes that the fire of

wrath is not quenched by the pure stream of that admonition, he must brmg the

second letter to his aid; and if your refractory feelings do not become tractable

by that also, he should show you the thii-d letter. I am m hopes that the

calamity of that fiery temper win be changed for gentleness and softness; and

when the darkness of fury is repelled, assuredly the brilliancy of compassion and

consideration will come in place thereof."

When a demon departs an angel enters in.

The Kin- was pleased with these words, and the Devotee wrote three letters

and intrusted them to one of the King's servants. The substance of the first

letter was this :
" In time of power do not give the reins of dominion to the

possession of lust, which will cast you into the whirlpool of eternal destruction.

The purport of the second composition was as follows :
" On the occasion of

anger be considerate to those beneath you, so that at a period of
_

retahation

your superiors may be kind to you." While the pith of the third epistle was to

this efl'ect : " In issuing decrees, do not deviate from the limit of the law, and m

no case depart from what is equitable."

Though your decree is potent, as regards your sovereignty.

Do no violence, since tyranny is not effectual

:

Assume not haughty airs, though your lips are smiling like a rose-bud

;

For the eyes of the oppressed are March clouds.

Be not puffed up with the rose-garden of the palace of your prosperity,

Since you will soon leave it, and yourself pass away.

The Kinc^ bidding the Devotee adieu, returned to his capital, and constantly in

the assembly of justice, especiaUy in times of rage, these three letters used

to be read to him, and owing to his confidence in these epistles they gave

him the name of the " Letter-possessing King." This Monarch had a dainsel,

handsome-faced, pure-minded, with statnre like the cypress, and cheeks like

the moon, with ruby lips, silvery dewlaps, with gait like a partridge, and

speech like a parrot.

Moon-faced, perfumed like musk, heart-enchanting.

Soul-delighting, heart-ensnaring and moon-like.

The intoxicated narcissus was enamoured of her languishing eyes, and the

cornelian of Yaman drenched its heart in blood at her sugar-bearing pearly lips.

The beauties of the land of Khata were captive in the snares of the folds ol Her

ringlets ; and the blandishers of Kashmir, through aifection for her chains of

twisting and curling locks, had the feet of the soul m bonds.

0 idol I what beauty is there which your cheeks do not possess 1

In the art of ravishing hearts, what is there with which you are unacquainted L

The beauty of her condition gained grace from the mole^ of purity, and the

bride-chamber of her charms was decked with the ornament of chastity and

modesty. The King's heart was so infatuated with her good qualities, t lat ne

withdrew his presence from the society of his own particular wife, and trom

companionship with other loves. The King's consort, through jealousy of Her

1 See note, p. 23.
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lord, was always shedding tears of regret, and witli tlie view of removing the

other girl, in envy and malice, used to invent every kind of device. In short,

she repeated her story to the Tire-woman of the palace Haram, and sought

help from her as to killing the King and putting away the damsel. The Tire-

woman said :
" Inform me what in the maid does the King like, and on which

part does he most fix his glance." The Lady replied: " I noticed that in private

he plants many kisses upon her apple-like chin, which, through excessive purity,

you would say was a grape remaining suspended near the fountain of Immor-
tality, or a delicate quince, which the hand of Omnipotence had placed on the

fold of her dewlap, and in explanation of his case says :

—

' 0 Devotee ! invite me not to Paradise,

For the apple of her chin is better than ought from that Garden.'
"

The Tire-woman said :
" I have found an easy way by Avhich the King can

be quickly removed. The proper course is for you to give me a little deadly

poison, so that I may mix it with indigo, and going to the damsel's chamber,

place a mole thereof near her chin and dewlap : when the King, in a state of

intoxication, places his lips there, he will at once expire, and you will find

rest from this anxiety." The lady was delighted at this device, and got ready

what the Tire-woman wanted ; while the latter, in the manner Avliich has been
described, prepared a compound of treacherous mixtures, and placing it in a

casket of imposture, repaired to the damsel's chamber, and -with black action

placed a mole upon the chin of that Moon, and made the evil-faced angel liariit^

take up his abode upon the wall of Babal.

That mole is placed upon the chin, as a bait,

0 Lord ! keep him from the misfortunes of the world.

The King had a Slave, who had the right of admission^ into the palace Haram.
By chance from behind a screen he heard the conversation of the Lady and the

Tire-woman, and witnessed how the latter went to the damsel's abode, and placed

the mole upon her chin. His pretensions to fidelity and loyalty impelled him to

inform the damsel of that treachery, but he could in no way find an opportunity,

and the King, too, was in a state of intoxication, and it was not possible by any
means to reveal that secret to him. At length the King, according to his usual

wont and habit, came to the girl's chamber, and through excess of inebriety fell

asleep. Kind gratitude having seized the Slave by the skirt, he went gently to

the damsel's pillow, and with the corner of his sleeve cleaned away the traces

of indigo from her chin. In the midst the King awoke, and saw the Slave

with his hand extended towards the damsel's chin. The heat of extreme rage

placed him upon the top of the fire of wrath ; with a sword, like water,^ he
endeavoured to slay the Slave, who ran forth from the private room, while the

King, following behind him with drawn sword, rushed to the door. The private

confidential servant stood, and taking the letters in his hand, when he saw the

King distracted, advanced, and showed him one epistle. The billows of the

sea of his wrath did not subside. Again he made a representation to him,

1 Name of an angel who, having censured mankind before the throne of God, was sent down to
earth in human shape to judge the temptations to which man is subject. He could not resist the
seductions of the world, and committed every liind of wickedness : as a punishment he was sus-
pended by the feet in a well in Babylon, where he is to remain in great torment till the day of
judgment.

2 Literally, " the mark of intimacy." As we say in English, " of pure water."
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but the fire of his malignity was not quenched ; hut on showing the third com-

position, the King allowed himself to become somewhat pacified and tranquil,

and quafiing the unpleasant potion of rage, he soothingly sent for the Slave,

and said, " Wliy have you acted so rasMy 1 " The Slave accurately recounted

what had occurred. The King addressing his wife, used his best endeavours

to investigate that treachery, and to inquire into that perfidy. The wife denied

the matter, saying :
" The Slave speaks falsely, and I have often observed that

this discreditable rascal has carried on his proceedings like this with this dam-

sel, but I was ashamed on the King's account to proclaim this boldness ; and it

might have been imputed to me, that this charge had originated by reason

of jealousy. Thank God ! the King has seen it with his own eyes ; now

if the King allows the death of this villain to be deferred, it will lower the

King's authority, and when anger properly arises, it will be more dignified

than compassion.

The thorn, which is fit to be burnt,

If you place it round your neck, it is not becoming.

The King looked towards the Slave, who said :
" 0 august King ! the source of

the security of the age ! it is possible that the remainder of this indigo may

still be in the Tire-woman's casket. If the august mandate should be issued to

summon her, may be that this uncertainty wiU be entii-ely removed." The King

commanded the Tire-woman, together with the casket, to be brought before him,

and made her eat some of the indigo. As soon as she tasted it, she expired.

When the truth was revealed to the King, having bound his wife, he gave his

Slave a letter of liberation, and intrusted to him the government of some of the

countries of that kingdom. Since that King, the Protector of the World, decked

the face of his affairs with the ornament of compassion, misfortune did not be-

fall him. at the hands of the Tire-woman ; and by the blessing of self-restraint,

he remained secure from the ills of that black deed. The secret, too, of so

great danger, was disclosed to him, and he discovered the true state as to his

friends and enemies.
" I have adduced this story that in the mirror of the King's enlightened

mind tliis beautiful picture may appear—viz., that in no case should kings dis-

play haste, nor, without reflection and deliberation, should they put their decrees

into execution.

The decrees of a king, like fire and water,

In a moment will ruin the world.

Therefore, as regards such a mandate, it is not allowable.

That the King should issue it through vexation.

The King said :
" As regards this decree I have done wrong, and my words fell

from my lips in a state of rage. At any rate, it is fit that, as becomes the con-

dition of counsellors, you should have used reflection, and it appears strange on

your part that you should have been so remiss as to cause the death of this

incomparable one." The Minister replied :
" The King must not allow so much

anxiety to enter his august mind in regard to one solitary woman, so that he

may not be deprived of enjoying the society of other servants who are in the

Haram."

Though the cypress has vanished, the cherry-tree remains

;

Though the tulip is not left, there is still the jessamine.
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The King understood from the purport of the Minister's speech that Iran-duklit

had been slain. A sigh came forth from his frame, and falling into the whirl-

pool of sorrow, he said to himself :

—

Gladly consume with grief for her, 0 my bosom ! for see my heart, too.

Is girded up, and ready to do the same.

" Alas for that splendour of the pleasure-garden of youth, which, like the time

of the rose, has but a short existence ! and ah for that plant in the parterre

of prosperity, which has become leafless and desolate through the misfortune of

the autumn of separation !

"

Thy cypress form is in the dust, alas ! alas !

Thy pure spirit is under the soil, alas ! alas !

There was a spot—a place, indeed—for you, my eyes

;

But you took up your abode ia the dust, alas ! alas !

He then turned towards the Minister, saying :
" I am grieved at the death of

Iran-dukht." The Miaister replied :
" Three persons are always captives to

grief, and ensnared in the meshes of sorrow : 1st, He who expends his ambition
on acting wrongly

;
2d, He who at a time when he has the power does not do

good
;

3d, He who acts without thinking, and in the end repents thereof."

The King said :
" 0 Balar ! you did not put off executing Iran-dukht, and by

your foolish efforts she met her death." The Minister rejoined :
" The labours

of three individuals are futile : the person who puts on white garments and
carries on glass-blowing; a bleacher who stands in the water with his dress

tidily arranged and washes clothes ; and a merchant who gets possession of a

beautiful woman, and leaving her in her native country, elects to go on a far

journey. I did not strive to kiU her—nay, more, I carried out the King's in-

junctions. In this matter the reproach appertains to his Majesty, seeing that

though his deliberation regarding the issue of matters is not deficient, and the

glance of his experience extends to the termination of affairs, in this mandate
he deprived his sound judgment of reflection, and denied consideration to his

right understanding."

The mandate of a King must be dictated by Avisdom

;

If it be prompted by judgment, such things will not appear.

The King rejoined :
" Cease such words, and reflect over this matter, for the

desire to see her makes me very sad, and I know no help for this affair, as to

how it can be accomplished." The Minister said :
" The hand of remedy will

not reach the skirt of this business, and in this case regret will not avail.

Wlioever, without thought, plunges into an affair, and conducts a matter wherein
remorse avails nought, will meet with that which befell that Pigeon." The
King inquired, " What was that ?

"

STOEY IV.

He said : It has been related that a couple of Pigeons in early summer had
collected together some grain, which they placed in a corner as a store for the

winter. This grain was damp, and when summer was ended, the heat of the

atmosphere having taken effect upon it, dried it up, and it appeared less than it

was before. During this time the male Pigeon was away from home. When
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he returned and saw tliat the grain was less, he began to reproach his mate,

saying :
" We had placed this grain as food for Avinter, so that when the

severity of the cold arrives, and from the abundance of snow not a seed remains

in the waste, we might live thereon ; but in these days, when in mountain and

plain grain is procurable, why have you eaten the store, and deviated from the

direction of prudence ? Anyhow, have you not heard that wise men have said

—

' Labour now when there are leaves and seeds,

Lay up a store against your poverty ' %

The female Pigeon replied :
" I have not eaten of that grain, nor in any way

consumed any thereof." When the male Pigeon saw that the seed was lessened,

he did not believe her denial, and pecked her till she was dead. Then in the

winter season, when the rain followed consecutively, and traces of moisture were

visible on door and wall, the grain, becoming damp, returned to its original

condition. The male bird discovered what was the cause of the deficiency, and

began to lament, and commenced to sorrow at separation from his dear friend.

Weeping with grief, he said :
" To be severed from one's friend is hard ; but

harder still, regret will avail nought."

Eeflect over what you do, since owing to rashness

You will suffer injury, and there is no remedy to a person for such misfortune.

" The moral of this story is, that it behovetli a wise man not to be hasty to

punish, lest, like the Pigeon, he be overwhelmed with the agony of separation."

The King said : "If I have spoken hastily, you, too, have acted precipitately,

and have cast me into this distress." The, Minister rejoined: " Three persons

bring trouble upon themselves : 1st, He who in the ranks of war is careless of

himself, so that he meets with a severe wound
;

2d, He who has no heir, and

amasses property by unlawful means, so that it is swept away by the plunder

of misfortunes, and calamity overwhelms it; and 3d, An old man who
takes in marriage a bad young woman, and places his affections upon her, while

she every day prays God that he may die, and does not consort with him."

The King said, " By this proceeding a proof of your precipitancy can be

gathered." He replied :
" Precipitancy is evident in the actions and postures

of two persons: 1st, He who confides his property to a stranger; 2d, He who
makes a fool judge between himself and an enemy. But I have not acted

hastily in this matter ; the very most is that I have sought to obey the King's

command." The King replied, " I am very grieved about Iran-dukht." The
Minister retorted :

" It is allowable to be sad on account of five kinds of women :

1st, She who has a gentle nature, a noble soul, charming beauty, and perfect

purity
;

2d, She who is wise, patient, sincere, and affectionate
;

3d, She who,

in all matters, strives to do what is right, and is kind in your presence as weU as

your absence
;

4th, She who through good and bad, and well and ill, clothes and

arrays herself in courtesy and submission
;

5th, She who is of good omen and

august spirit, and the felicity of whose step is evidenced to her husband. Now
Iran-dukht was graced with all those qualities, and if the King manifests dis-

tress concerning her, it verifies this, since without a faithful friend there is

neither pleasure in life nor comfort in existence."

Life has no great pleasure without a friend

;

Existence does not possess much delight in the absence of a companion.

The King said :
" 0 Balar ! you speak boldly, and exceed the limit of good
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manners. I am of opinion that I liad better leave you." Tlie Minister

exclaimed :
" To remove from two persons is commendable : 1st, From him who

deems good and ill as alike, and imagines that there are neither future rewards

nor punishments ; 2d, From him who outwardly does not keep himself pure from

what is prohibited, and inwardly from amusements interdicted by law." The
King rejoined, " Do we appear contemptible in your eyes, seeing that you deem
it right to talk so boldly as this?" The Minister said: "The great appear despi-

cable to the eyes of three classes : 1 st, The impudent servant, who, whether oppor-

tunely or inopportunely, whether sitting down or rising up, whether at supper

or breakfast, joins on an equality with his master, who in turn jests with him,

and admires his ribaldry ;
2d, The mean servant, who, getting the control of his

master's property, opens the hand of possession thereon, so that in a little time

his Avealtli exceeds that of his master, and he deems himself superior to his

benefactor ;
3d, A servant who, without merit, becomes trusted, and being

apprised of his master's secrets, is elated with such dignity." The King
exclaimed, " I have tried you, and it were better I had not tried you."

The Minister replied :
" Eight persons cannot be tested save on eight occasions :

a warrior in war, a farmer in agriculture, wise men in the time of anger, mer-

chants at a period of casting accounts, a friend in the occasion of need, a true

man in the days of adversity, a devotee when obtaining his eternal reward, and

the learned in the time of conversation and debate." In short, however much
the King spoke to the Minister in terms expressive of his disgust, the latter gave

replies keener than the point of a spear bathed in poison, and breathed forth

words in sharpness like a diamond sword, while the King bore it all patiently,

and drank down that unpleasant-flavoured potion.

He who is wise bears patiently,

Since with wisdom he brings his anger under his control.

Patience at first seems to you like poison.

Yet it becomes honey when settled in your nature.

At length he loosed the tongue of praise, saying :
" May the shade of prosperity,

the shadow of God, illumine the brows of mankind, and the sun of his magnifi-

cence shine forth from the summit of his glory and the pinnacle of his great-

ness ! I, your slave, who have traversed with bold steps the expanse of rash-

ness, and have been eager to trouble your exalted Majesty with my excessive

importunities, did so, with the view of trying your noble disposition, but

—

thanks to the Most High God !—if any one seeks the like of the Iving, and
searches for one his equal,

His compeer could not be found save in the mirror,^ or the water.

" What a noble disposition is his, gTaced with the beauty of compassion and
virtue ! And what a precious spirit is his, adorned with the ornament of patience,

sedateness, and good-nature ! Assuredly greatness has been intrusted to such a

person, and the name of magnificence appertains solely to the like of so famous
a being."

Greatness consists not in reputation or hearsay,

Nor mightiness in pretension or conceit.

Seek not for any one more worthy of renown,

Than him whom men call good-natured.

1 J-*^ in the Persian text is a misprint for .

^ That is, the reflection of the King himself.
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The King said :
" 0 Balar ! you well know that I have reared the edifice of my

administration upon compassion and kindness, and have laid the foundation of

my sovereignty upon gentleness and non-oppression ; and if sometimes, in cor-

recting a set of persons who, through pride, make a display of ohstinacy, or

manifestly and clearly enter into battle and contest, warnings have been given,

it was with the view of protecting the com-tesy due to sovereignty, and defend-

ing the rules of royalty; were it otherwise, the ocean of my exalted magnanimity

is not of such a nature, that the billows of rage should arise by the medium of

the like of these words.

I am not a willow, that my leaves should shake to and fro with every wind
;

Nor am I a straw, whose body is consimied with the flame of fire :

I,am not a mountain, which reverberates at every sound of men;

Nor am I a cloud, which weeps a hundred times owiug to the influence of the

atmosphere.

" As regards the command for killing Iran-dukht, I was powerless, for it has

been said, ' The giver, too, is empty-handed

'

—that is to say.

The pleasant-paced horse, too, sometimes stumbles."

The Minister said :
" That kind of command is rare ;

' The rare is like the non-

existent ; ' but compassion has this very day been a set-off to it, since at no date

has it been indicated, that a fortunate king and powerful monarch, with a cutting

sword and potent decree, has sat upon the throne of majesty, while an offending

servant has stood at his feet in a state of humility, and spoken disrespectful

words, and placing his feet beyond his proper limit, uttered whatever he would.

What could restrain the carrying out of the way of punishment, save great com-

passion, and perfect pardon 1

"

The more I offend, the more is your magnanimity.

The King said :
" When a servant confesses his fault, and sees the traces of

offence on the pages of his condition, assuredly he will be on the road to obtain

pardon; for a beneficent man cannot refuse to accept an excuse."

'An excuse amongst men ofliherality is accepted.^

The Minister replied :
" 0 King ! I acknowledge my sin, and my crime is this,

that I have allowed the execution of the King's command to be delayed, and

have deferred killing Iran-dukht ; from fear of your terror-exciting words, and

dread of your reproachful remarks, I have not hastened to destroy her. Now
the decree and command rest with the King."

Whether you show mercy, or whether you strike with the sword,

Like a captive I have placed my neck in your grasp.

As soon as the King heard these words, the tokens of joy and gladness, and the

signs of delight and pleasure, were evident on his august brow, and he hoisted

to the highest summits the banner of reciting the praises of God
;
performing

the adoration of gratitude to the Almighty, and raising a cry of joy beyond

the pinnacle of the ethereal Spheres, he said :

—

" Good news, 0 Fortune ! for my desire has entered in at the door
;

Another soul has come to the bodies of these broken-hearted persons.
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She who, like a rosebud, with her fragrance caused the lips of the soul to

smile,

And whose auspicious cheeks were more brilliant than the rose, has returned."

He then added :
" I was very astonished that you spoke in a way that it might

be understood that Iran-dukht was dead, for I was aware of the soundness of

your sincerity and uprightness, and knew that you would defer carrying out

such a thing." The Minister replied :
" My conversation was with the object of

ascertaining truly the King's intention, and seeing whether or no he repented of

that decree. If I had found you in the same idea of killing her, I should have

secretly hastened so to do ; but since your mind is more disposed that she

should live, I have declared my fault, and offered apologies for the delay." The
King said :

" Your caution and sagacity in this matter have become more than

ever clear to me, and my trust in your intelligence and ability is increased

;

the service, too, which you have performed is accepted, and the rewards thereof

will reach you as quickly as possible. This very hour, with the utmost alac-

rity, you must go to Iran-dukht, and conveying to her endless apologies, as

gently as possible request her to repair here, as such would be the key of the

doors of the attainment of security, and the capital of the acquisition of joy and

delight."

Come ! for I will ask from God that you may approach

;

Come ! for my ears are listening for your sound, and my eyes intent on your

arrival.

Balar went forth from the King, and conveyed to Iran-dukht inteUigence of her

deliverance, and the good news of her reunion.

0 heart ! do not, like a rosebud, complam that the matter is impossible,

Since the morning wind wiU bring a breeze such as will open the knot.

Iran-dukht, having obeyed the command to be present, hastened to do homage,

and performing the dues of servitude, loosened the tongue of gratitude and
thankfulness. The King said, " You must impute this favour to Balar, in that

he discharged the obligations of sincerity, and deferred carrying out this inten-

tion." Ealar said: "I had the most entire confidence in the perfection of the

royal compassion and condescension, and the abundance of your endless benevo-

lence and kindness. My pensiveness arose from this, otherwise how coidd

it have been allowable for your servant to defer the King's command 1 " The
King said :

" 0 Balar ! rest assured, for your hand stretches over my kingdom,

and your decree is potent equally as are my injunctions ; as regards what you
say or do concerning loosening and fastening, or commanding and prohibiting, no

opposition shall occur." Balar rejoined: "Eormer favours and auspicious kind-

nesses on the part of the King surpass any service of your slave, and if I were

to live for a thousand years, I could not express my gratitude for one in a thou-

sand thereof.

Though the lily were to speak with a hundred tongues.

How could it express its thanks to Spring 1

" But it is needful for your servants, that henceforth you should not display haste

in your affairs, so that the purity of the end thereof may be void of the foulness

of repentance." The King said, " "We have listened to this advice with the ear

of acceptance, and in future we will issue no decree without counsel and per-
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mission." He then bestowed dresses of honour upon the Minister and Iran-

dukht, and walking forth from the cell of separation to the bridal chamber of

intercourse, graced the assembly of joy.

They decked an honoured feast,

They adorned the rose-garden of delight.

The gracefid cup-bearer poured forth from the silvery cup pure wine into the

mouths of the companions, and the pleasant-tasted liquid moistened the plant of

joy in the stream of their breasts.

0 excellent ! the joy-producing wine.

Has made brisk the market of merriment and joy.

Pleasant - voiced minstrels, performing on every kind of instrument, both

stringed and percussion, brought forth the bird of the heart into ecstacies, and

the melodies of songs invited to the feast of delight and joy. The pleasant

strains of the harp emulated the tones of the thousand-voiced (nightingale),

while the heart-enchanting plaint of the lute removed the rust ^ from the mirror

of the heart of the frantic ones.

Singers Avith voices like Venus,

Goblets glittering like the planet Jupiter.

The tones of joy are accurate according to harmony,

In a way just as ravishing feelings woidd wish.

They passed the remainder of the day, and all the night, in merriment and joy.

When, next day, world-illumining morn

Victoriously ended night in day,

the King having held a levee, took his seat upon the tlu'one of justice, and Balar

the Minister, having performed the dues of homage on his own account, as well

as being the substitute of the wife and children, demanded justice on the

Brahmans, and recounted the interpretation they had made of the dreams in

the way above-mentioned; on which account the King's decree obtained the

honour of being issued, to the effect that Karidiin the sage should be sum-

moned : he then intrusted the public punishment of the Brahmans to the

seer's discretion. Kariddn deemed it expedient that they should hang^ some

of them, and that, casting a mass of them under the feet of elephants, they

should render them as it were part of the dust of the highroad. He said,

" Such is the punisliment of traitors, and the retribution of the perfidious."

He who draws his dagger to oppress,

The Heavens will also strike off his head with that same sword.

No one can harden his face like an anvil,

But what the hammer of correction will crush his head.

After repelling his enemies, the King gave over to the Minister the command of

the kingdom, and spending his time with Iran-dukht, he abandoned himself to

a full measure of happiness.

Prize the night of delight, and seize the measure of happiness

;

For in this world, no one knows what will occur to-morrow.

1 See note 2, page 51. ^ Eastwiok renders this "impale."
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Such is tlie story of the excellence of compassion and firmness, and of the

superiority thereof over other qualities and attributes in kings and sovereigns.

It is not concealed from the wise that the advantage of recounting this story

is to afford warning to readers, and put hearers on their guard, so that making

the experiences of their predecessors, and the suggestions of the wise, an ex-

ample for their own case, they may place the affairs of religion and the world,

and the edifice of their proceedings, both as regards to-day and to-morrow, upon

the foundation of wisdom, and the basis of intelligence, and turn from rashness

and precipitancy towards sedateness and self-restraint. "Whoever is distinguished

by the Divine favour, assuredly the brow of liis ambition will be decked with

the crown of humility, and the shoulders of his glory graced with the cloak of

compassion ; since gentleness and pity make enemies friends, and place friends

in the dignity of relations.

If you are the associate of compassion and humility.

Your rivals will become faithful, like your dearest allies.^

Do not make enemies with any being in the world,

So that your fortune may turn out according to the desires of yoiu' friends.

1 Literally, "friends of the cave"—see note 1, page 25.
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HOW THAT KINGS SHOULD AVOID THE SPEECH OP THE

TREACHEROUS AND MALIGNANT.

INTEODUCTIOF.

HE ancient and experienced Philosopher

Spoke these words, which drew aside the veil.

When King Dabishli'm heard these tales from the Sage Bidp4f,

he offered praise, by the import of which the sweet odours of affec-

tion reached the nostrils of the holy, and the purport of which

brought tidings of the royal mandates of the dawn of happiness ; he

said

—

O thou ! by whose intellect problems have become clear to wisdom

;

O thou ! by whose understanding all difficulties have been solved for imagin-

ation

—

" I have heard a description of the advantages of compassion and self-restraint,

and the evils of rashness and precipitancy, and have recognised the superiority

of firmness and pity over other kingly virtues and regal qualities, now repeat

a tale of kings as to their possessing trustworthy and reUable servants, and

explain what class best consider the worth of patronage, and are most grateful

for favours." The Brahman, in return for the King's praise, prepared an offering

of salutation, saying :
" May every gift of prosperity which puts forth its face

from the workshop, ' Assistance from God and victory is 7iigli,' and every present

of happiness which shines resplendent in the marriage-chamber of ' There is no

help save on the part of Ood,' to the fullest extent and utmost degree, solely

appertain to his Majesty, the Lion of Sovereignty.
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May the nurse of tlie meadow, -vvitli the hand of the zephyr, remove

The dust from the brows of the tulip and the cheeks of the arghawan !

^

May the rose-garden of your prosiJerity, over wliich blow the breezes of

Paradise,

Be preserved from the effects of the ravages of autumn !

" The most powerful aid as regards what the King has said, is to recognise the

place for favour ; and it behoves a king to try the coin of his servants with a

variety of tests upon the touchstone of proof, and ascertaining the purity of the

judgment, knowledge, sincerity, and uprightness of each of them, to place reli-

ance in their caution, honesty, trustworthiness, and integrity. Por the capital

(required in) the service of kings is rectitude, which cannot exist without fear

of God and piety ; and the root of all knowledge is fear and dread. ' Assur-

edly amongst His servants God makes those who are wise to fear Him.' When-
ever any servant of the king fears God, both the sovereign will more readily

have recourse to his assistance, and also a pillar of hope to the subjects will arise

by his means.

Appoint over thy siibjects a man who fears God,

For the upright man is the architect of the kingdom.

It behoves a minister to fear the Lord,

But not to dread the King, or quail at death.

" Assuredly it is not proper that the false-speaker and untruthful man should be

admitted to the region of confidence, or find an opportunity of intermeddling

with the king's secrets, since ruin will proceed therefrom, and traces of evil

appear for a lengthened time." The King said :
" This matter needs explana-

tion, for ignoble and worthless men may be adorned with good qualities, while

ultimately their condition having relapsed, will cause shame to their patron."

An essentially bad person, though at first he may act faithfully.

In the end he will turn therefrom, and be disposed to wickedness.

The Brahman said :
" The explanation of these words is this. The servants of

a king should possess three qualities : 1st, Trustworthiness in their conduct,

since an upright man is approved of both the Creator and the creature, and fit

and worthy to be admitted into the secrets of kings, and to be intrusted with

the affairs of the State
;

2d, Truthfulness in speech, since the crime of falsehood

is a great off'ence, and it is absolutely incimibent on kings to avoid persons who
do not speak the truth—and if any one were to combine every virtue, and be

renowned for loyalty and fidelity, if he be a liar he is not worthy of confidence

;

3d, Pure disposition and exalted ambition, for the base and ignoble do not

properly recognise the worth of bounty and favour, and their inclinations are

manifested in whatever direction the wind comes.

In whatever direction the wind blows he in like manner turns.

" As regards the unfaithful it has been said

—

' In the way of friendship stand firm like the earth

;

How many are like the wind which, every moment, blows in another street 1
'

" It behoves a king to regard the virtuous dispositions of his servants, not their

dress or pretensions ; since wisdom and ability are the ornaments of the attend-

1 Name of a tree whose fruit and flower are a beautiful red.
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ants on monarchs, and knowledge and intelligence tlieir boast. When any one

happens to be graced with the decoration of virtue, and to be free from base

habits, combining together hereditary purity and acquired probity, and coming

forth clear and unblemished from the crucible of trial, in the manner which has

been described, it is incumbent upon the king to carry out right arrangements in

patronising him, and gently and by degrees to advance him to the rank of favour

and the dignity of authority, so that his reputation may be fixed in persons'

eyes, and dread of him in their hearts. Sages have said, that kings in dispensing

favour to their servants, must be like a skilful physician, who, till at fu-st he has

thorouglily inquired and investigated respecting the condition of the invalid, the

time of his ailment, the particulars and nature of his disease, and the causes and

diagnosis thereof, and till he has gained complete information, and is perfectly

apprised respecting general matters as well as minute details, no less than regard-

ing the condition of the pulse and state of the stomach, will not commence a

cure, nor set about administering remedies. Just so it behoves a king to learn

the state of his servants, fully and minutely, and recognise the measure of the

action, the extent of the speech, and the mode of conduct of each of them

:

then he should commence to favour and assist them, and should not, easy-going,

place confidence in any one, lest so doing become the cause of repentance and

remorse. The pith of the matter is, that attendants on kings must be trust-

worthy and reliable, so that both the secrets of property and state may remain

guarded from the knowledge of rivals, and also the army and subjects be pro-

tected from evil and harm : since if, God forbid ! one of the courtiers should be

endowed with a treacherous nature, and his words attaiu the dignity of accept-

ance at the king's hands, maybe he wiU cast the innocent into the region of

destruction, and this will cause the sovereign to be dishonoured, and in the end

will bring ruin on him. As illustrative of these words is the story of the Gold-

smith and the Traveller." The King inquired, " What was that %
"

STOEY I.

He said : It has been related that in the capital Aleppo was a famous King

and prosperous Monarch, in obedience to whom most of the sovereigns of the

world had placed the ring in the ear of their soul, and the greater portion of

the mio-hty emperors thrown the cloak of submission to him on the shoulders of

tlieir heart.

A Sovereign, by the splendour of Avhose justice the ways of the world were

regulated

;

An Emperor, by the light of whose judgment the arrangements of the age

were settled

;

Wherever his world-subduing intention pressed the stirrup,

111 that direction victory and triumph loosed the rein.

This King had a daughter, in form like the sun, and moon-faced, the light of

Avhose cheeks lent radiance to the face of the sun, and the perfume of whose

inusk-laden ringlets scented the nostrils of Time.
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Her pearly lips were the device in the seal of Solomon; ^

Her mouth was smaller than a finger-ring.

From the tints on her cheeks the face of the air was reddened
;

Her flowing curls caused ^ the utmost perturhation.

Her cheeks were the high altar of the Fu'e-worshippers

;

Her mouth was the object of desire with the distressed.

The King kept this rare gem concealed from the sight of rivals, and, like a royal

pearl, preserved her within the shell of secrecy and purity. One day they were
making ready an ornament for this girl, and there occurred a need for the skill

of a goldsmith, who should be perfect in his craft. Now in that city there

was a Goldsmith such that the heated furnace of the sun was fit for smelt-

ing his gold, and the radiant crucible of the moon appeared a suitable

workshop for his silver-refining. He was a judge of gems to a degree, that

on merely seeing the shell, he knew the value of the pearl which was contained

therein, and in making assays, to a point that without trying on the touch-

stone, he discovered base metal from pure gold.

Day and night he laboiu'ed at his trade,

By his skill in his business all things turned to gold

;

Whatever could be made of silver and gold.

He shaped like none other could accomplish.

The King had heard of his fame, and seen some of his beautiful productions,

and best works : at this juncture he summoned him to the Haram, and discussed

with him the preparation of the ornament. The Goldsmith was a young man
of elegant face and sweet discourse : the King in the midst of the conversation

became disposed for his talk, and his Majesty's auspicious mind inclined per-

petually to meet him; while day by day, by strange tricks, and marvellous

words, he distracted the King, and from hour to hour the Sovereign lavished

more and more patronage and favour upon him, till he became the confidant of

the Eoyal Haram, and the King's daughter, upon whom the Sun and Moon had
not cast a shade, admitted him beliind the screen.^

He who is the confidant of the heart, wiU remain in his friend's Haram.

This King had a Minister famous for the strength of his intellect, and celebrated

and well-known for the accuracy of his judgment. The inscription from his

world-subduing pen was the victorious scroll of triumph, and the results of his

clime-adorning deliberation the fringe of the garments of majesty. Men of

piety and prosperity used to place confidence in his clear judgment, and the
Lords of the Kingdom and faith added to the store of life, by reason of his

pen endowed with the qualities of Kliizr.*

Thy pen, good God ! opened its nibs for country and religion

;

A hundred springs of the water of life flowed from a single drop of ink.^

When the Minister saw that the King, in patronising the Goldsmith, passed the
limits of moderation, and pushed to an excess his efforts to honour and exalt

1 The Muhammadans attribute wonderful qualities to the seal of Solomon.
2 Literally, " placed a hundred horse-shoes in the Are." The same expression occurs at pat's 129,

verse i.
r a >

s In allusion to the oriental custom of keeping women in seclusion.
* See note 4, page 158. 6 Literally, " drop of hlackness."

2 G
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l^ini—from the purest sincerity and loyalty, at a fitting time, and suitable occa-

sion, on a pretence which was not beyond the pale of propriety, he turned the

reins of the courser of speech in the direction of the matter of the Goldsmith,

and said :
" 0 King ! former rulers did not place men of business on the

chief seat of persons of authority, but aggrandised them amongst their own

equals and companions : yet the King has now made this person the confiden-

tial attendant on the Haram, not having previously ascertained, as was befit-

tmg and proper, as to his merits. It occurs to my mind, that this individual

does not possess a beneficent nature, or pure disposition, since his talk is con-

fined to oppressing and torturing mankind, and his ambition expended upon

executing commands and prohibitions, such as are unsuitable and out of place.

From such a person, the habit of fidelity and the custom of gratitude are not

to be expected.

He who expects fidelity from a base-natured person,

Is, as it were, seeking fruit from the willow-tree.

" I have observed that whenever the King is disposed to be bountiful and kind

towards any one, that mean wretch, from excess of vexation is content not to

exist ; and sages have said that the indications of the low, are not to possess the

power of seeing one man kind towards another.

A mean wretch does not wish another to be gratified, -

A low person will not leave a fly in the bowl.

When you invite to your tables one who is untrue to his salt,
^

/ _

He will eat more than bread, to wi£-,the anguish of bread.^ '

'

" More befitting the society of the King are the set of persons who combine

natural nobility with honourable virtues ; and it is incumbent to shun the com-

pany of evil-natured ignorant individuals, since from intimacy with this class of

men various troubles arise, and they who are inherently low and inwardly base

will not observe rectitude, nor pay any respect to integrity. When these quali-

ties are removed from the midst, every vice which enters the region of possibility

is to be expected from such despicable beings."

He who has no share of uprightness,

If he does wickedly, it is not strange on his part.

Perfidy is the worst of all bad deeds.

Every evil is embraced therein.

The King rejoined :
" This young man has a beautiful form, and elegance of

shape is a proof of spiritual grace, since ' The external is tlie frontispiece of the

internal,' and the wise have said, that the chasteness of the frontispiece is indi-

cative of the beauty of the contents of a book.

Whoever is wise, knows from the beauty of the frontispiece.

That pretty things Avili be found in that A'olume.

" Again, when the Lord of Prophetic dignity—upon him be the best and most

perfect blessings 1—said, ' Eead the letter of necessity to one, the pages of whose

cheeks are graced with the verses of beauty and elegance ; and look for good

from one of an open countenance, the face of whose condition is adorned with

1 Presumably this means that when a mean wretch eats liread at your taWe, at every turn he is

filleil with ano-iiish on seeing vou and otlier guests eating bread likewise. See note, page 385.
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tlie mole of comeliness, ' Seek good from the fair-faced' it was an indication

that a charming form betokens spiritual grace."

Whenever externally the nature of a man
Seems to you good, suspect him not of evil.

The Minister said :
" In the school of Avisdom men do not read the chapter of

beautiful appearance, nor do they consider the verse of elegance, in fact, as ought

save acceptable qualities ; since there are many persons who, with comely form,

carry off the hearts of mankind, and when the coin of such a person's spirituality

is struck on the touchstone of trial it is worthless. It has passed into a saying

of the wise, that a Sage saw a young handsome man, and conceived in his heart

a desire for his society. Advancing, he tested the coin of the young man's true

condition, but it possessed no sterling weight, such as could be mentioned. The
Sage passed on and said, ' It is a beautiful house, were there any one therein.'

"

Conduct yourself spiritually, since to appearance two reeds may grow
together,

Yet one of- them produces sugar, and the other is only fit for mats.

The King said :
" From elegance of appearance one may deduce equality of

temperament, and a man of even disposition is worthy of encouragement. Since

during all this time he has not had a patron, maybe some of his qualities

may have deviated from the highway of moderation, but now we will fix the

glance of favour upon him, so that having acquired praiseworthy feelings, he

may attain to a degree of perfection. For the result of attention makes a

hard stone become a joy-giving ruby, and a gleaming heart-raAdsliing pearl ; so,

by the blessing of art, dark blood becomes beautiful-scented, fragrant musk,

and a drop of rain a royal imique jewel."

It is by culture that water becomes a gem,

And blood in the midst of the bladder becomes the purest musk.

So also, that black-faced valueless iron.

When fostered by alchemy turns to gold.

The Minister replied :
" 0 King ! it is not fitting to encourage that person

who has not natural worth, since every stone does not become a pearl, nor all

blood most perfect musk, and if a wortliless individual were to be patronised for

a thousand years, no good could be expected from him.

If a willow be nurtured like an aloe.

The fragrance of the aloe would not proceed from the willow.

" And if a base person is changed and altered a hundred times, his personal

nature would not become different. A holy man in this respect has well said ;
—

' "V\Tioever happens to be ignoble by nature.

Will not become noble through the changes of the Heavens.

If the word sag-iuagas (dog-fly) be inverted.

The transmutation is nought but sag-magas.'

" Seeing that this point is established, it behoveth one not to associate with such

1 iji is printed as one word, whereas the last letter belongs to the commencement of the follow-

ing word.
Here again it must be recollected that in Persian the short vowels are not written.
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a mean wrretcli, so that one may not be captured in the whirlpool of disgrace

:

just as that Prince, owing to keeping company with a Shoemaker, feU into

the opprobrium of servitude, and from being intimate with a Jeweller, reached

the extreme limits of the desert of destruction." The King inquired, " How

was that ?

"

STOEY II.

He said : It has been related that in the regions of Fars there was a King,

of good disposition and pure nature, who based his monarchy upon gaining

favour by fostering his subjects, and who, on the couch of royalty, meted the

measure of dispensing clemency.

His dignity opened the hand of justice to the world

;

His awe enchained the foot of oppression.

A son was born to him, upon whose brows were evident the traces of discretion and

generosity, and the signs of worldly power visible in his beautiful countenance.

Wlien the planet Jupiter saw the day of his birth.

He justly admitted, ' This is the most fortunate of all the stars.'

Upon the shoulders of this boy was a black mole the size of the palm of the

hand. The King was distracted at beholding it, and inquired from the sages of

the age the peculiarity of that token. They said :
" We have seen in the books of

the ancients, that whoever has this mark will meet with dangers, but in the end

win become a conqueror of kingdoms, and a subduer of worlds." The King was

delighted at this good news, and darted upon his condition the glance of general

culture. In the King's neighbourhood was a Shoemaker, shameless and naturally

impure. The King, having performed the dues of neighbourly consideration,

bestowed upon him a fixed allowance, and a stated salary: so he used perpetually

to pass his time comfortably and at ease, under the shade of the King's kindness.

When the Prince attained the age of four^ years, and his disposition was inclmed

to be fuU of fun, he used constantly to come to the cell of the Shoemaker, and

engage himself in play. The Minister being apprised of the circumstances of

the case, endeavoiu'ed to stop and put an end to it, and said
:

" The plant of

young persons' nature is very tender, and it wiU assuredly turn in any direc-

tion to which it is given an incUnation, and remain in that fashion.

The bough which, when tender, is crooked.

If you bend it will become straight

;

But if two or three years elapse,

In no way will its wryness become rectified.

" It is expedient that the King should restrain the Prince from the company of

the Shoemaker, so that all at once the blameable qualities of the latter may not

infect the disposition of the royal youth, nor cast the incomparable ambition of

that Star of the Sphere of Sovereignity into the abyss of disgrace, whereby again

a variety of dangers are to be imagined."

Since from a man of base spirit all you say wiU occur.

1 The sequel clearly shows, as suggested by Eastwick, that the age of the boy was four, not four-

teen. Seep. iT2.
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The King said :
" He is young, and has taken a fancy ^ to the Shoemaker. He

is, too, very dear to me
;
maybe if I prohibit him from the other's society he Avill

be grieved, and his anguish of heart will become the means of torture of soul on

my part. I will be somewhat patient till he gets bigger, and distinguishes good

from bad
;
then, by advice, we will rectify his disposition." The Minister was

silent, while the King, having summoned the Shoemaker, lavished a variety of

kindnesses upon him, and filling him with hope tlu'ough regal promises, said

:

" You are my neighbour, and this precious darling of mine has conceived an

affection for you, and is very anxious that you should be his companion and

protector, and guard him from water and fire." The Shoemaker kissed the

ground in submission, saying :

—

May the rose in the King's garden illumine the world !

May the lamp of his night be the lantern of day !

" I, your servant, do not behold that I am fit for this exalted station, nor see

that I am deserving of such a dignity, which may be termed the greatest thing

one can desire, but the royal glance is an alchemy, which Avill turn dark earth

into pure gold, and cause a wortliless stone to become a perfect gem.

He would give life to the very ground over which you pass

;

The stones on which you look would become gold.

" I am hopeful, that by the regal auspiciousness, the dues of service will be ob-

served in such a manner that they may attain the honour of approbation." In

short, he agreed to accept service with the Prince, and fearlessly carrying him off,

used to bring him to his own quarters, and take him back to the King's Court.

Sometimes, too, the Prince used to pass the night in his cell, and the King

showed delight at his intimacy with the Shoemaker, who discharged his duties

to the Prince in such a manner, that from day to day his familiarity with the

King's Majesty waxed greater, till he became altogether a confidential attendant,

and by means of service, bore off the ball ^ of honour from his equals.

By means of the club of service, the ball may be borne ofi'.

Some days he used to take the Prince roaming the flower-gardens, and engage

him till evening in pleasure and frolic ; and some nights, too, he used to pass in

the gardens and places of amusement. Once upon a time a necessary journey

befell the King, and he fixed his determination on starting, together with a body

of his private servants. Summoning the Shoemaker, and intrusting to him

afresh the Prince, he enjoined upon him a variety of precautions as to protecting

the latter. The Shoemaker, having readily acquiesced in the King's commands,

girt afresh the loins of servitude. Now the King had a garden in the outskirts

of the city, like the glorious garden of Paradise, and a resemblance of the exalted

realms above. The breeze from the intertwining ringlets of the violets therein,

opened bags of pure musk, while the perfumer of the northern gales bore off

sweet ambergris from its tangling musky curls. The sweet-scented plants of

Paradise sought to gain freshness from the perfume of its dew-clad roses, and th&r

flowers of the trees of Sidrah^ and Tiiba borrowed splendour from the radiance

of its heart-enrapturing trees.

1 This rendering, which is very happy, is taken from Eastwick.

2 See note 1, page 138. ^ Trees in Paradise.
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In beauty the garden was like the Paradise above

;

In that glorious Eden the roses were the eyes of nymphs.

The jessamine was Cup-bearer, the narcissus took the bowl in its hands

;

The violet languished, and the red rose was mad with raptures.

The delicate hyacinth cast its ringlets o'er its shoulders

;

The wind opened the lobe of its ears to the wild rose.

The strains of the nightingale and the sound of the partridge,

Plundered lovers of their patience.

The Prince most generally used to have a liking for the pleasures of this garden.

At the time when the King elected travel, the royal youth, as Avas his wont, had

desired to go into the garden, whence he set out, together with several of his

servants and dependants, who used always to attend on him. The Shoemaker

saw that this day the Prince had a jewelled crown u25on his head, and on his

bosom a garment set with gems. His mean natui'e and low disposition inflamed

him with treachery and deceit, and he thought to himself :
" This garment and

crown are capital for a hundred merchants
;
nay, more, the stock of a thousand

oceans and mines. At present his father happens to be away from the capital,

and his mother, together with all the people of the Haram, are at ease concerning

me. It seems expedient that I should carry off this boy, and having borne him
to a far city, should sell his ornaments and clothes for a high price, and pass

the rest of my life in ease and comfort."

Having found an opportunity arise, esteem it a chance :

Fortune turns her face to you ; let not go her hand.

Ultimately that inconsiderate wretch, from the lust of his treacherous soul, raised

the fire of evil, and spilling the reputation of integrity upon the ground of

cruelty, schemed against his own lord's son. He revealed this secret to a dis-

creet slave, who was in his confidence, and Avith a kind of medicine he caused

each of the attendants to drink of insensibility. The Prince, too, being bereft of

consciousness, he put him to sleep in a large box, and when night arrived, tied

the same upon the back of a quick-going she-camel, whose rapid pace was

applauded by the quick-revolving moon, and whose nimble footsteps were

recognised by the world-bestriding Spheres.

In swiftness outstripping the Spheres
;

In speed equalling the moon herself.

Sometimes preferring to descend like a torrent

;

At others, disposed to ascend in the air like vapour.

He himself mounted on a dun-coloured steed, which rushed along like the life

of the prosperous, and arrived, as it were sudden death. In its flight it kept

pace with an arrow, and made lightning furious with its cantering. If the reins

had been intrusted to it, it would have carried off the ball ^ of superiority from

imagination ; while if they had shown it the whip, it would have leapt from the

terrestrial globe to the vault of the Heavens.

From the ruin following on its footsteps and hoofs where it paced,

A mark was placed upon the cheeks of the moon, and the back of Pisces.

In rapidity of pace it was not inferior to the Heavens

;

The breeze was no antagonist for it.

1 See note 1, page 138.
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He mounted, too, tlie slave upon another horse, journeying like the Avdnd, iron-

biting, lightning-resembling, thunder-sounding, and world-bestriding.

Earth-encompassing, like hope
;
wide-stepping, as it were pride

;

Quick-paced, like youth ; and precious as the soul.

Having made ready two other spare horses, and taken provisions and food, they

set out on their way, and ere day was resplendent had traversed a long and far

distance. At dawn resting a little while, they again mounted, and, like lightning,

commenced eagerly to traverse the road, and passing a long way beyond the

limits of the King's dominions, reached another kingdom. On the other hand,

the attendants and slaves remained senseless, and did not awake till mid-day.

Ultimately, the gardener being apprised of their condition, poured in the brains

of each oil of almonds with vinegar which had been kept a long time, till they

recovered consciousness. When they saw no trace of either the Prince or the

Shoemaker, they set out towards the city, and disclosed the matter to the boy's

mother. The Queen, having mounted, came to the garden, but no perfume of

that beautiful Eose reached her nostrils.

I went to the garden, but my graceful cypress was not there
;

JSTor was there that smiling, new-blossomed rose-bud of mine.

Like a spring cloud, I wept on every side,

Since that cypress did not appear before my tearful eyes.

But when the mother found no tidings of the Light of her eyes, she drew a cry

of lamentation, and raised to the Heavens her note of sorrow, and enjoined that

all day they should traverse with the foot of quest the sides and regions of the

garden, and search the outskirts and environs of the city and kingdom. When,

after boundless investigation and endless inquiry, the way to the abode of their

desire was not by any means reached, the scouts returned in despair, and repre-

sented the condition of affairs. The Queen's tender, delicate disposition melted

from the fire of separation, and, taper-like, she was consumed with the flame of

his absence. From the state of her condition the purport of this verse was

understood

:

" I am this night so distracted in my head, that I will not sit down from oil

my feet.

Till I have thorougiily consiuned my existence like a taper."

All night long she passed in anguish of heart till morn arrived, and her distress

of mind haAdng reached a climax, she heaved a cold sigh from her bosom, filled

with grief, and said :

—

" I am like morn—one breath is left with which to see my friend

;

If my beloved does not display his face, I will waste my soul like a taper."

At length the mandate,^ " Behirn to thy God," having arrived, the taper of her

life was quenched with the blast, " Whatever is therein must pass away."

He went from this rose-garden, and the thorn of regret for him remained in

my foot.

The attendants on the Haram represented to the King the state of thing which

had occurred, and his Majesty having returned to his capital, rested there his

1 I expect tliere is a play upon words intended, as the term rendered "mandate" also means
"moth."
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dignity, and grieved and lamented to the utmost extent possible the loss of his

wife and child. At length, having placed his head tipon the line of resignation,

he assumed a habit of patience.

In such a state, when I referred to wisdom, my guide,

He said : "There is no refuge, save indeed we return to him."

But the Shoemaker having borne the Prince to the kingdom of Damascus, after

seizing his jewels, sold him to a merchant, in whose company for ten years he
grew and increased, tiU by his beauty he ruined the market of Egyptian Joseph.

What was Joseph ? Yet they bought him for a like weight of musk.
You are worthy to be purchased with souls.

Whenever that delicately-nurtured Cypress used to go forth from his house, a

thousand hapless wretches scattered their souls on the highway of supplication,

and in every nook and corner raised the hand of prayer for the long life of that

erect form.

Whatever road he traversed, in order to avert the malevolent eye,

A thousand hands were raised in prayer from their sleeves.

The Merchant was a discriminating and able man, possessing profoimd sagacity

and judgment. He said to himself :
" The company of this slave henceforth

will neither be beneficial nor advantageous to me, since if I keep him concealed

at home his existence is much the same as if he had no being, while if he
issues forth from my house the fire of evil is raised, and no one has power to

look on that face.

My beloved has arrived. Beware, 0 spectator !

Close your eyes, if your soul be of service to you.

" It is expedient for me to take this slave as a present to the King of Fars, for

he is a beneficent sovereign, who will assuredly present me with twice the value

of the Slave." Thereupon the Merchant, bringing him to Ears, left him as an
offering to the King. After he had been separated from his father's bosom for

ten years, and, like a fuU moon, had reached his fourteenth^ stage

—

I have a beautiful and sweet idol fourteen years old,

For whom the full moon has willingly placed the ring in its ear

—

he once again reached the capital of Ears. The King, unconscious as to its

being his son, agreed ' to honour the Merchant's gift with acceptance, and sent

the boy to the circle of his private slaves, and day by day bestowed on him
increased favour, till in a little while he was distinguished above aU his fellows.

He formed an intimacy Avith a Jeweller, who was always in attendance in the

Treasury, and to whom were intrusted valuable gems and ornaments. To this

Jeweller he always paid regard, and sent to him a portion of any present which
the King gave him. But when the Jeweller saw how thorough a confidant the

Slave had become, his mean nature conceived a crude desire, and he said to

himself :
" I will delude this Slave to bring me the King's private seal, by the

aid of which signet I will plunder the Treasury, and extract from thence an
abundant store, and precious valuables." Accordingly, he said to the Slave

:

" O beloved ! every day you expend varied kindnesses upon this humble servant

;

1 See note, page 468.
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now I am desirous by some acceptable service to requite some of them. The

King has on his auspicious seal a signet, such that he into whose hands this

engraving on the seal faUs attains absolute sway, and the kingdoms of the world

are insured to him.

You would say the engraving on his seal was the signet of Sulaiman.

Whoever possesses it, the kingdoms of Jani^ come within the ring of his sway.

" If you will give yourself this trouble, and at a time when the King is indulging

in the delightful sleep of repose, take that ring off his finger, and bring it to me,

so that I may, on your behalf, remove that engraving, soon the couch of sovereignty

will be adorned with the glory of your beauty ; but on the condition that you

aUot to me the duties of Minister."

Bestow upon me a morsel from the tables of your bounty.

The Jeweller by these representations deceived the Prince, so that at night-time

he went into the King's bed-chamber, and extended the hand of audacity towards

the King's finger, and gently removed the ring. The King awoke, and said to

the Slave, " Why are you thus rash, and of what use is this seal to you 1, " The

Prince was powerless to explain, and the fire of the King's wrath being aroused,

he summoned an executioner, and ordered the boy to be killed. The executioner

first of all stripped the clothes from his bosom, when that black mole appeared

on his shoulder. The Monarch, on seeing that spot, became senseless, while the

executioner withdrew his hand from punishment. When the King recovered

his senses, he kissed the head and eyes of his child, saying :
" 0 light of my

eyes ! the company of that hypocritical Shoemaker has brought me into the

flames of separation." The son, too, asked pardon, exclaiming, " The friendship

of a Jeweller has impelled me to this impropriety." The King severely reproved

the Jeweller, and advised the Prince for the future to fold up his skirt from

associating with worthless people, so as not to be overtaken with the like of

such circumstances.
" The moral of this story is, that it may become evident to the King's illustrious

mind that the company of evil-dispositioned persons will make the King a slave,

and his servants desolate. Now the Goldsmith is of the class of those whose

society must be avoided. The fact is, the King has favoured him to a degree of

excess, and it is expedient that he shoidd observe moderation in promoting him

and giving him authority, lest a fearful misfortune thence arise, to remedy which

will be beyond the limit of possibility." The King paid no regard to the Minis-

ter's words, but said :
" Sovereigns, without the instruction of Fortune, do not

commence an aifair, nor without the assistance of inspiration do they plunge into

dangerous undertakings. In what way do lofty connections and ancient lineage

concern a man's personal honour and perfect disposition 1 Indications of virtue

and courtesy, not the vain glories of descent and family, are the cause of respect,

and the ground of reverence and veneration.

Let thy bosom glory in thine own merit

;

Lay no store on thine ancient lineage.

Seek not lustre in ancient jewels

;

When a pearl is old it becomes yeUow-faced.

"That person may be considered noble and great whom the King of the time selects;

1 Solomon.
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and one of the mighty nionarchs has said: 'TFe are fortune: wliomsoever we have

raised has been exalted, and whomsoever we have overthrown has teen laid low.''

Whomsoever we advance, his exalted head is raised beyond the brow of the Lesser

Bear; and whomsoever we debase, the star of his fortune tumbles into the abyss

of contempt. If the breeze of our kindness blows upon a marsh, it becomes

the envy of the rose-garden of Paradise ; and when the lightning of our anger

scatters its fire, it consumes a thousand harvests of esteem.

Whomsoever kings drive from before them,

Are dashed from the summit of the Spheres to the Earth.

When they cast the eye of morn upon any one.

They remove from him the coarse garment of severity.

" We have advanced this youth, and have exalted the brow of his dignity to the

pinnacle of honour, and it is to be hoped that our expectations concerning him

will not be falsified." The Minister, seeing that the King was determined to

favour him, held his breath, and did not again oppose what he said. But when
several days had elapsed, the Goldsmith, seeing the hand of power opened, placed

his feet beyond the circle of moderation, and with hopes and fears, with promises

and threats, commenced to take possession of men's property. One day, with

the view of decking the King's daughter, some jewels were needed, but the kind

desired could neither be found in the Royal Treasury, nor procured in the

Jeweller's mart. The Goldsmith, busying himself searching, ascertained that

a Merchant's daughter possessed precious gems of this nature. He despatched

a person to her in quest of the jewels; but she put forward a refusal, and though

they pressed her to the utmost it was of no avail. In short, they summoned

her, and the Goldsmith said to the King's daughter :
" I have heard that this

Merchant's child has some royal pearls, such that since the Jeweller of the

Spheres arrayed in splendour the glittering pearly grains of the stars in the

emerald dome of the Skies, no jewel of such pure and brilliant water has been

seen, and since the nurse of the Ocean nourished a rare pearl in the cradle of the

shell, the diver of sight has not beheld the like of those unique gems.

Like Venus in beauty and brilliance.

It carried oif the prize from the moon in splendour.

" And in her possession are some rubies of beautiful water, which the shining

sun, like a mother, has cherished with a hundred pains in the womb of the mine,

and which the flinty hill, in spite of aU its hardness, has guarded in the hoUow

of its bosom with a thousand favours.

Like ^ drops of wine which in time of winter

Become congealed on the pearly glasses.

" And she possesses several pieces of delicate green emerald, such that the eyes

of the spectator, in enjoying the sight thereof, are dazzled, and the pupils of the

eye, on beholding that charming green, are filled with splendour.

The light of the eyes is increased thereby, and I am sure.

That from its delicate green the eye gains lustre.

" In her jewel-casket, too, are several red-coloured rubies; which, like the pome-

granate of Persia, sparkle in the sight of the beholder ; and several turquoise of

1 For in tlie Persian text I read jjjU

.
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beautiful colour and purity, such that the Spheres acquired their delicate hues

from the complexion thereof.

Her rubies were indicative of cornelian-coloured Canopus

;

Her turquoise were typical of the azure ^ Heavens.

" The Queen must command this girl to bring those jewels, and sell them to us

at the price of the day. If she will not willingly and readily assent, they must

be obtained from her by harshness and severity." The Queen enjoined on the

Merchant's daughter to bring her jewels. The girl took an oath—"I have not got

such gems ;
" and produced a few pieces which she possessed. The Goldsmith

did not approve of them, and impelled the Queen to punish her. The King's

daughter was intoxicated, and bereft of sense by the cup of folly
—

' They are

deficient in intellect
'—and the wiles of the Devil befriending her, and the pride

of sovereignty and prosperity, as well as the instigations of the passions, aiding

the adoption of violent measures, she gave the order for the Merchant's daughter

to be put upon the rack, and, in a short time, that helpless miserable wretch, by

the wound of the eagle claw of punishment, fell into the clutches of death.

The relations of the Merchant's daughter raised a cry and plaint to the summit

of the ethereal skies. The pure-hearted Minister represented this circumstance

upon the tablets of the King's mind. From the smoke of infamy which issued

from the window of the Haram, the cell of the King's bosom became darkened,

and by way of conciliation he cares'sed the heirs of the Merchant's daughter, and

giving them much wealth satisfied them, and casting his daughter from his

kindly regards, abandoned patronising the Goldsmith. By the disgrace of keeping

company with that base tyrant, the famous Princess fell from the rank of trust

;

while the Goldsmith, fearing the King's revenge, fled. The girl's mother deemed

it expedient that the child should go away for some days from the city, and

remain in the King's Pleasure-garden ]
^ and when the lightnings of the storms

of the regal anger should subside, and the flames of the royal Avorld-consuming

rage be quenched, she should, on the intercession of some of the favourites, come

to the Haram. The girl went forth to the Garden,^ while the Goldsmith, being

apprised thereof, came to attend on the royal maid. When the Princess saw the

Goldsmith, she commenced to be distressed, and said :
"0 iU-starred, evil-visaged

wretch

!

'Twere shame were one to look on a wall.

Whereon your efligy had been drawn.

" Have you returned so as to raise another sedition 1 and Avill jovl employ some

stratagem by way of greed and self-interest "? Go ! for to meet you again is

painful to me, and for me to carry on conversation with you is out of the region

of possibility." The Goldsmith, having no hopes as regards the Princess, de-

parted, and setting out towards the desert, went along perplexed and distressed.

Night came on, and a dark cloud placed its black curtain over the expanse of

the air, and quenched the lamps of the stars. The hapless Goldsmith, at this

time Avhen the dust of indigo Avas sifted over the expanse of the earth, and the

dark-coloured ink was poured on the waters—

1 in the Persian text is a misprint for .

2 It is clear, as suggested by Eastvvick, that ^.J^ the Persian is intended for ^.J^, the

name of a celebrated royal garden in the environs of Ispahfe. A few lines lower down it is again

spelt diiferently.
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A night black like the face of an Ethiop

;

The rays of night reached the back of the moon

—

moved along distracted. By chance, in that plain a pit had been dug with the

view of catching beasts of prey, and a Tiger, an Ape, and a Snake had fallen

therein. The Goldsmith, who had dug a pit of violence for men, having arrived

in that direction, fell into the hole at the animals' heels.

0 thou ! who by oppression diggest a pit,

Thou makest a hole for thyself.

Do not encoil ^ thyself like a silk-worm

;

Eeckon what thou art doing as regards thyseK.

The throng which were at the bottom of the hole, through their own distress,

did not injure one another, but remained some time in the same condition at

the depths of the pit, till one day a Traveller, from amongst the inhabitants of

the city, having determined to make a journey, passed by them, and witnessing

those circumstances, became distressed in his mind. He thought to himself

:

"Anyhow this man is a son of Adam, who has been overtaken in this calamitous

misfortune, and is in nearer proximity to the desert of death than the abode of

life. Manliness demands that, in whatever way is possible, I should release

him, and as a reward of such proceeding, lay up a store on account of ' The

Day in which neither luealth i^ojits nor children.' " Thereupon he let down a

cord. The Ape clinging thereto reached the top of the pit ; on the next occa-

sion the Snake got the precedence j the third time the Tiger struck his claws into

the cord. When these three reached level ground, they implored a blessing on

the Traveller, saying :

—

It is the act of Fortune, not our own endeavour, if sometimes

Such as you gratify your desires by aiding us suppliants.

" You must know that you have placed and laid upon each one of us a great obli-

gation and immense favour, and it is not possible for us at the present time to

make return or requital for the same." The Ape exclaimed: "I live at the skirt

of that hill which is nigh the city; if you will be good enough to honour my home

with your auspicious footsteps, the way of gratitude will have been observed."

The Tiger said :
" I, too, have taken up my abode in the neighbourhood of a

town, in such and such a plain
;
maybe, if you pass that locality, according to

my power I wiU perform the rights of service." The Snake added :
" I have

made choice of a habitation in the walls of a city ; when you honour me with

a visit, and Fortune aids me, I will, to such degree as may be possible, make

amends for this kindness : and now we give you advice, to listen to which is

obligatory upon you—viz., do not bring that man out of the pit, for he is a

faithless person, and deems it incumbent to recompense good with bad. You

must not be deceived with his external beauty, nor rest secure from his inward

malignity and the impurity of his disposition.

Abandon appearance, cling to purity of nature ; since

Man is a figure in reality worse than beasts.

" Most persons of the age busy themselves decking their exterior, to the neglect

of their inward grace ;
therefore,

1 That is, " Jo not wind round thyself the cords of thine own treachery."
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To the eye they are like Joseph, but at heart wolves

;

" more especially this man, who has been our companion for some days, and

whose character and disposition we have well gathered. Assuredly Ave have not

seen on his brow the signs of generosity, nor have we inhaled from the rose-

garden of his nature the perfume of fidelity.

Seek not fidelity from beauties, since no one ever inhaled,

In any way, the perfume of fidelity from the rose-garden of the Heavens.

" If you do not avail yourself of what we say, it Avill one day happen that you

wid repent what you have done." The Traveller paid no heed to their words,

and let down the rope, and not listening with the ear of acceptance to disin-

terested advice, brought the Goldsmith to the top of the pit. The Goldsmith

expressed his apologies to the Traveller, and repeated somewhat of the King's

unkindness, and his own distress. At the same time he requested that he would

pass one day with him, might be he could make some return. The Traveller

said :
" I have now placed down the foot of reliance upon God in the way of

intention, and purpose journeying about the world for two or tliree days ; but I

make a pledge that, if Fate spare me, and the decree of Destuiy be issued, I

will again honour myself with your society."

If life permits, I wiU again place myself at your service.

"With this promise they bade adieu to one another, and each betook himself to

his own way. The Traveller set out on the road, while the Goldsmith returned

to the city, and concealed himself in a nook. The King, regretting his having

patronised the Goldsmith, and ashamed that he had not listened to the advice of

his Minister, paid no regard to his daughter, and much as the great men en-

deavoured to intercede and made their requests, they did not reach the place of

acceptance. So a year elapsed from these occurrences, and the Traveller, having

visited some of the coujitries and kingdoms, and acquired three hundred golden

coins, at length a longing after his native soil came over him. He thought to

himself :
" Although in my wanderings matters have answered my expectations,

and from hour to hour my prosperity in this world, and my happiness in the

next, are on the increase, yet the atmosphere of my native soil is more in har-

mony Avith my feelings, and the water of the springs of my birthplace more

agreeable to the palate of my soul."

Though cases for narcissus are made of silver and gold,

Yet for a narcissus its native sod. is best.

Accordingly, he turned his face from exile towards his own abode, and at night-

time, arriving at the skirt of the mountain where the Ape dAvelt, he alighted.

The night was a little spent, Avhen tAvo murderous, mischief-making thieves, such

that the dagger-brandishing Mars avoided their bosom-piercing arrows, and spear-

lifting Arcturus, through dread of their soul-destroying sword, drew across his

face the shield of fear

—

Like the eyes of beauties, full of malignity and slaughter

;

Their swords sharpened to slay mankind

—

arrived at his pillow, and taking possession of the money and chattels which he
possessed, tied his feet firmly with the folds of a lasso, and thus bound, cast him
in a fearful gully apart from the highway. The hapless Avretch said to himself

:
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" As yet when you have still the breath of life, and can read an inscription from

the pages of existence,

" It is no place for complaining, but rather for giving thanks."

All night long the Traveller lay bound, and bowed his neck to the decrees of

Fate, and the Divine mandates. At time of morn he became powerless, owing

to the agonies of his hands and feet, and commenced crying

:

" If my heart make a complaint, I give it vent,^

But I do not see any one to help me."

He dropped tears of sorrow from his eyes, and with anguish of his distressed

lieart he lamented, saying :
" Alas ! I am annihilated in this whirlpool of afifiic-

tion, and no one is aware of my condition ; and in addition to all this soul-con-

suming anguish, I have fallen into the vortex of destruction, and no perfume of

remedy reaches the nostrils of hope."

In this distress, whose heart burns for me, consumed in soul ]

Save my own heart, there is not any one at my side to burn in sympathy

for me.

At this time the Ape came forth in search of food, and passed in the neigh-

bourhood of that gully. He heard a dreadful noise, and perceiving from that

sound the perfume of acquaintance, he went into the gully, and came across

the Traveller. When he saw his friend bound in the meshes of calamity, he

poured blood-stained torrents from the fountain of his eyes, and said :
" 0 be-

loved friend ! how have you fallen into this place, and what is the state of your

case % " The Traveller said :
" 0 dear comrade ! in the mansion of worldly

adversity no favour of delight arrives Avithout the anguish of pain, and in the

ruins of treacherous Fortune no wealth of pleasure is procured without the

deadly ^ wound of grief and misfortune.

No one in this shop enjoys honey without the sting

;

No one plucks fresh flowers without the thorn in this rose-garden.

" Whenever any one is aware of this point, and the truth of this state of things

is disclosed to him, he must not, like an autumn cloud, drop tears of distress at

the anguish of the thorn of the world's injuries, nor, like the season of spring,

break forth in joy by reason of the splendour of its fresh rosy cheeks, since

neither is its grief fixed, nor its joy certain."

In this existence, which quickly decays.

One must not be enchanted either with life or death.

It makes us taste water, and seats us on fire

;

It bestows somewhat, and snatches it back.

It gives, it takes away, and has no shame :

Its sole occupation is giving and taking.

He then fully related the matter of the thieves, and how they had snatched off

his money, and cast him there bound. The Ape said :
" Rest assured ;

since,

' There is much hope even in despair

;

The end of dark night is bright.'

1 Literally, " it arrives.
" Literally, " dragon.
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" I will endeavour to tlie extent of my power to remedy this misfortune ; but

the most important matter is securuig your release." Thereupon he tore the

Traveller's bonds, and conveying him to the home Avhich he himself had made
of sticks and straws, produced fresh and dried frtiits, and requested :

" Do not

to-day issue forth from this abode, but, with mind at rest, lay your head upon
the bed of repose till I return." Having quitted the presence of the Traveller,

he tracked the thieves' footstejjs, and followed after them; while they, having
borne off the goods and money, journeyed all night long, and at morn, wearied

and fatigued, reached a spring; sleep overpowering them, they removed from
their backs the Traveller's chattels, and fell asleep, dozing with hearts secure and
minds at ease. At breakfast-time the Ape came ujj with them, and finding them
off their guard, availed hunself of the opportunity,^ and tore open the load of

clothes. First of all carrying away the bag of gold, he removed it to a corner,

and, concealing it in the earth, returned. They were not as yet awake from
their sleep, so he bore away another portion of the Traveller's garments, and hid

them in a certam locality. Ultimately carrying oif all the Traveller's chattels,

together with some of the thieves' goods, which Avere within his power, he put
them in a certain place, and afar off betook himself to the top of a tree to

watch their proceedings. When a time had elapsed the thieves awoke from
sleep, and not seeing any indication of either gold or chattels, perplexed and
astonished, commenced to run in every direction. One of them, who in excel-

lence of judgment was superior to the other, said :
" 0 brother ! this spring is

not a thorougiifare for mankind—moreover, no traces of persons' footsteps appear

on the outskirts of the spring : this state of things can in no way proceed from
a human being. I am strongly of opinion that this fountain is the resort of

demons and fairies, and we. having imprudently come here, and, stretching our
hands and feet, having fallen asleep, this proceeding has occurred on the part

of their tribe : there is even ground for gratitude, that they did not arrange

to destroy us, and it is expedient for us as quickly as possible to take to flight,

and running along, to bear away the half life which remains to us."

There is in this waste a region of demons

;

The house of the heart is narrow, but the soul's grief extensive.

Whoever is disposed to remain in this desert,

Sometunes Ms soul will freeze, at others his spirit will melt.

Whoever reposes in this path,

Will either lose his head or his cap.

The thieves then, with hearts full of fear, betook themselves to flight; while tlie

Ape, being easy in Ms mind at their departm-e, returned to his own house, and
related to the Traveller the state of affairs. That night he Avatched over the
Traveller, and at morn, when the thief of night clad in darkness took to flight,

OAving to the fountam of the radiant Orb, and the traveller of the Avorld-encircling

Sun, escaping from the snares of obscurity, set out on its destination—

•

When there Avas displayed in the expanse of the Heavens,
A clear ball of gold from beneath a mass of earth—-

the Ape led the Traveller to that spring, and brought forth the money, clothes,

and Avhat he had seized from the thieves. The Traveller was content Avith his

OAvn share, and Avould not take their goods
;
but, bidding adieu to the Ape, set

1 in the Persian text is a misprint for
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out towards the city. By chance his path lay in that waste wherein was the

abode of the Tiger, who appeared from afar raging like a ferocious Lion.
_

The

Traveller, dreading him, was anxious to avoid him, but the Tiger exclaimed.

Rest secure."

I still remember to be grateful for your bounties.

He then advanced, and made most earnest apologies to him, and requested that

he would halt an hour. The TraveUer, according to the desire of the Tiger's

heart, stayed ; while the latter wandered in every direction in search of an offer-

ing worthy of his guest, tiU he arrived at the palace in the King's Pleasure-

garden,! and entering, saw a damsel, who, sitting upon the edge of a fount,

had priceless ornaments round her neck. The Tiger with one blow of his talons

deprived her of life, and bringmg the decorations to the TraveUer, apologised to

him. The TraveUer, too, returning courtesies for his kindness, set out towards

the city, and thinking over the affair of his acquaintance with the Goldsmith, it

occurred to his mind :
" I have observed the fidelity of beasts and animals, and

their acquaintance bears this much fruit : if the Goldsmith gains intelUgence of

my arrival, assuredly he wUl display varied exiUtation when I appear, and wiU

deem it incumbent to take much pains in discharging the dues of hospi-

taUty. By his aid and assistance these genuine gold coins can be sold at

then- fuU value. And this ornament, which is a magazine of gems, wUl pass for

a o-ood price, since his experience in this matter, and his knowledge of the value

of'' each of them, is greater than that of other persons." It was morn when

the TraveUer arrived at the city. At that time the tidings of the death of the

Kino-'s dauo-hter had reached the town, and the popidace, fiUed with alarm,

went towards the King's court. The Goldsmith, too, with the view of inves-

tigating the matter, came forth from the corner of his retirement, desirous of

seeing one of his friends, and inquiring the circumstances of the case. Suddenly

he observed the TraveUer, and rejoicing to the utmost, brought him with rever-

ence and honour to his own home. After the customary inquiries, he once

acrain repeated in detaU what had befaUen him, as to his being banished from

the King's service, and the decline which had occurred m his dignity, and

the amount of money and possessions which had gone from his hands. The

Traveller consoled him, saying :
" 0 brother !

if as regards your means of

support some deficiency has appeared, and the pUlars of your prosperity are

shattered with the blast of adversity, grieve not, for I have several gold corns,

and possess, too, some ornaments comprised of many jewels
;
now you are a

man of experience as regards judging of gold and pearls; be good enough

carefuUy and considerately to sell them, and take whatever you wUl, for it

wUl be of no consequence." The Goldsmith sent for the ornaments, and

when he looked, beheld the decorations of the King's daughter. Putting on

an open face, he said to the TraveUer : "The value of these jewels is more than

the arithmetician, reason, can manage to reckon. Be of good cheer, for this very

hour I wiU set your heart at rest : remain here at ease tiU I return. Ihe

Goldsmith then thought to himself :
" I have found a fine opportunity, and

obtained a rare chance ;2 if I act carelessly I shaU spoU matters, and remain

deprived of the benefit of caution and wisdom. Hitherto the King's disposition

towards me has been changed, and at this time, when the news of his daughter's

murder has been conveyed to him, assuredly he is distressed and sad, and m quest

1 See note 2, page 475. = ^<^.:c in tlie Persian text is a misprint for ^i4^ .
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of the girl's destroyer. No means is better, than for me to make over the Traveller

to the King's hands, so that he may retaliate on him : perhaps the King, being satis-

fied with me, I shall again advance to my (former) dignity." He then determined

upon perfidy ; and going to the court, proclaimed, " I have caught the girl's

murderer, together with the ornaments." The King having summoned him, and
seen the decorations, sent some one to fetch to his presence the Traveller, who,

hapless, when he saw the course the affair had taken, said to the Goldsmith :

—

Thou hast slain me in friendship, but no one has destroyed,

At any time, in enmity, any person more piteously.

" This is my condign punishment, and my retribution a thousand times such."

The King thought that he was the culprit, and spoke these words to compensate
for his misconduct ; and the ornaments, too, verified that suspicion. He ordered

that he should be led round the city, and after being confined, next day, when
they had finished the dues of torture, he should be delivered over to death.

At the time that he was being conducted round the town, the Snake from
the top of the walls opened the eyes of contemplation. When he saw his

friend in that plight, he followed behind ; and after that they had thrown him
into prison he approached him, and learning the state of afi'airs, cried out saying

:

" Did I not tell you that a bad-natured man has no fidelity, and in return for

kindness and friendship indulges in insincerity and cruelty % You woidd not

listen, and the very day that you turned aside your face from the words of your
comrades, and paid no heed to advice which was free from the suspicion of self-

interest, I perceived that the termination of your case would end in regret."

I severed my desire from I'arhdd-'- that very day
When he gave to the palm of Shfrfn^ the reins of his distracted heart.

The Traveller said :
" 0 dear friend ! at present nought but anguish of heart

and distress of mind will arise from the salt of reproach, which you scatter on
my wound, and it is sufficient grief to me that from not listening to that advice,

" I have became a reproach to the city, and a disgrace also to mankind.

"Now devise a remedy which may ward off this misfortune and cure this

calamity." The Snake said :
" Yesterday I inflicted a sting on the King's

mother, and all the city are powerless to heal it : keep this grass, and at early

morn, when they come to you, and seek a cure, go and wait on the King, and
after that you have repeated the particulars of your case, give her this grass,

that she may eat it and be healed. Perhaps in this way freedom and delivery

may come to pass." The Traveller expressed his acknowledgments, while the Snake
returned to his hole, and at morn coming to the roof of the King's palace, cried

out from a window, " The cure for her who is bitten by the Snake is with
the innocent Traveller, whom yesterday the King put in prison." At this

time the Monarch was sitting at the pillow of his mother, and grief for the

death of his daughter was added to sorrow for the wound of his mother : he
was taking counsel with the physicians, in regard to the cure for the Snake's

poison, and though they used as remedies antidotes and banes for the poison,

it was of no avail. When the sound reached the King's ear, he said, " See
what person is on the roof, and whence he speaks these words." Much as

1 A celebrated Persian statuary, wlao.'to please his mistress, Shirin, dug through an immense
mountain.

2 H
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the doorkeepers searched they saw no man on the roof, and it was imputed to

this, that a voice from the Invisible "World had given forth that sound.

They brought forth the Traveller from prison, and bearing him to the King,

busied themselves verifying the matter of the remedy. The Traveller said:

" 0 King

!

May perpetually your Court of Justice, and excellent Majesty,

Be the High Altar of the necessitous desires of the World's inhabitants.

" The cure for this poison is in my possession, and this very moment the Queen

of the World wdl get perfect health. I desire first of all to convey to your

Majesty's ears somewhat of my distressed condition, and it becomes the King's

justice for an instant to open the ears of intelligence to listen to the state of the

oppressed."

So sleep, that a lament wdl reach your ears,

If the suppliant for justice raises his cry.

In this abode whoever is not awake.

Is not worthy to govern the world.

The King's heart was alive to the correctness of the Traveller's words, and he

kindly said, " Eepeat your case from beginning to end, and without fear teU

your whole story." The Traveller, by reason of the boldness appertaining to

those who speak the truth, bravely narrated his history, and his certificate of

innocence respecting that crime was established in the King's illustrious mind.

Having then added that gTass to some milk, they gave to the Queen to drink,

and immediately traces of recovery appeared ; the King clad him in a robe of

honour such as became the royal condescension. The Goldsmith underneath

the gaUows, was expecting that the Traveller would be immediately^ put to

death, and the gold coins remain Avith himself, whde he would attain with

the King the same rank and dignity which he formerly possessed. AU of a

sudden the King's mandate was issued, to the effect that the Goldsmith should

be led to the gallows in the place of the Traveller. ISTow the result at that time

of unjust imputations was simply this—after that a calumniator overwhelmed

a certain person with misfortune, when the falsehood thereof became clear,
^

and

the malignity hid under cover of such a proceeding evident, there was infiicted

on that lying traitor the very same punishment which he desired in regard to

the suspected injured individual. In like manner they led to the gallows that

ungrateful, faithless wretch, who had neither seen the face of generosity, nor

inhaled the perfume of magnanimity, and cleared the expanse of existence of

the disgrace of his impure person, which was an aggregate of treachery and

wickedness, and the source of cruelty and injury, and he met with the retri-

bution of his deeds, and the punishment of his actions.

In this house of retribution, whoever does wrong.

Affects his own soul, not those of other persons.

If you wish for prosperity, be upright
;

Always, too, act rightly, and be honest-minded.

Such is the story of Kings, as regards the selection of intimates, and the

investigation of the circumstances of those appertaining to them. If the Sover-

eign of Aleppo had not patronised that bad-dispositioned, mannerless person,

his daughter would not have overwhelmed an innocent party in destruction, nor

by way of retribution, have been herself slain with the tiger's claw ;
while if he
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had not opened his ears to listen to the words of the oppressed sufferers, he

would not have distinguished right from wrong, nor truth from falsehood. It

behoves kings not without circumspection to patronise any one, nor inconsider-

ately to issue a decree of punishment against any person; but they must

Icnow of a certainty that righteous conduct is never wasted, while the punish-

ment of evil-doers is in no case entirely deferred : therefore, at the time when
the Chamberlain, Fate, has exalted the court of their fortune, and the Diviue

Monarch has left with them the chance of prosperity and sovereignty, they

should strive that conduct should proceed from them such as may be the

cause of worldly reputation, and the means of everlasting dignity and salvation.

The Heavens are every instant looking down upon some particular person,'-

And Time gives at every turn the earth to some one.

Since perpetual prosperity is not to be conceived,

Happy is he whose name endures for ever.

1 That is, first on one person then another, never continually on one individual.
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—

—

ON THE WANT OF KINDNESS IN THE REYOLUTIONS OF

TIME, AND ON BASING ONE'S AFFAIRS

ON FATE AND DESTINY.

INTEODUCTION.

HEN the Clime-adorning King heard this story replete with

benefits, which was a store filled with the jewels of wisdom, and

a treasury charged with the coin of admonition, he was heart

and soul obliged to the perfect and able sage, and said :

—

0 thou ! such that the thirsty souls in the desert of desire

have found,

In the Ocean of thine enlightened nature, the pure water of

wisdom

;

"With the hand of thought thy radiant mind has removed.

To-day, for the thousandth time, the veil from the beauty of

knowledge.

" The trouble that your Excellency, possessed of wisdom, has had in my service,^

has passed all limit, and the excess of my importunities has reached the bounds

of want of manners, and it has wellnigh come to pass that the tent-ropes of

your sublime language have been severed. Since you have been good enough to

apprise me of the jDurport of the thirteenth precept, and I have heard a story

regarding kings and their patronage of companions and dependants, and have

been informed of the evils springing from the society of the low and mean, now
you must be kind enough to repeat the pith of the last precept. On this point

you must recount why a learned, beneficent sage, and thoroughly wise man,

should be bound in the snares of calamity, and broken down with the wound of

1 I am somewhat doulitfnl as to the accuracy of this translation.
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misfortune; wMe a base, ignorant person, and careless fool, passes his life in

ease and comfort,—neither wisdom and ability aiding the former, nor folly and

ignorance overthrowing the latter. Again, tell me by means of what stratagem

advantage is attained and misfortmie warded off: by what device one can be

blessed by the auspiciousness of happiness, and by what remedies the road to the

abode of one's desires can be traversed." The Brahman replied :
" 0 King

!

there are preludes and means of prosperity, which when any one procures, he

becomes worthy of dignity and might, and deserving of honour and majesty

;

but the results and fruits thereof are dependent on Divine Power, and the

Almighty decree and Royal command are the origin of all. According to • the

exigencies of Destiny and Fate, means and ways may be vain and fruitless,

since many wise men, though worthy of fortune, have been deprived of food

sufficient for a day, whUe numerous ignorant persons, without the aid of dignity

or might, have sat on the couch of chiefship.

The treasure of royalty is given to the mean,

Wliile men of merit do not receive even half a loaf.

The base get the chief seats, while men of wisdom,

Even by mistake, are not allowed a place at the tlu'eshold.

" Assuredly this state of things is dependent on nought save Divine decree and

the Almighty command. Though any one may be possessed of sound wisdom,

by aid of which he can provide himself with support, or has a business where-

with he can procure means of existence, or is extremely handsome, so that

ensnaring people's hearts, he can obtain advantages for himself, when Divine

Pate is not in harmony therewith, he will reap no reward, nor experience much
results from these forerunners of merit, beauty, wisdom, or perfection. A royal

Prince wrote upon the gates of the city of Nustur a certain proposition, the

memory of which is held in remembrance : and as regards those words there is

an elegant story and sweet tale." The King inquired, "What was that?"

-o-

STOEY I.

He said : It has been related that in one of the regions of Eiim, there was
a prosperous King, and a Monarch of exalted power.

Great in wisdom,—of lofty ambition

;

Mighty in arm,—of intelligent mind.

He had two sons adorned with varied charms, and graced with diflerent virtues.

One by his gentleness caused hearts to rejoice.

Another by his justice made souls flourish.

When the King accepted the invitation of the Almighty (and said) " I wait

your commands," the elder brother seized the treasury of his father with the

hand of might, and with the noose of courtesy and attention, bringing withm
the snare of his possession the hearts of the Pillars of the State, and the Nobles
of the Court, and capturing them with perfect dissimulation and blandishment,

sat in the place of his father.
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At a fortunate time, the happy-fated king,

Like as his father, sat on the throne.

When the younger brother saw that the Phoenix of Sovereignty had cast its

shade upon the head of his elder brother, which reached the stars of Heaven,

and that the leader. Fortune, had intrusted the reins of the steed of Time to the

grasp of his power and might, through fear lest he should raise treachery in

regard to him, placing the chattels of travel upon the Camel of flight, he

accepted the anguish of exile and the dangers of travel, and bearing off a pro-

vision of grief and lamentation, set out on his road.

I am sick of my own city, and intend to set out on travel

;

Save grief for you, I am not aware what provision I have.

The Prince alone pursued his way for long and far, and at the end of the day,

having arrived at a stage, lamenting and bewailing his solitude and exile, he
exclaimed :

—

" Every two strides have caused my eyes to become a fount of trickling blood

;

In what manner shall I proceed, if such be my first stage 1
"

In short, he passed that night in solitariness. Next day, when the exquisite

charmer, the Sun, showed its beauty from the curtain of the horizon, and the

Mistress of the "West blazed forth upon mankind, from the veil of blue, her

shining cheeks and resplendent face

—

The wheel of the Heavens opened the door on the Sun,

And adorned the face of the earth with radiance

—

the Prince determined to start. A Youth, sweet - faced, with curling locks

extremely fresh, and excessively comely, joined him. The Prince looked and

saw a lovely boy, upon whose form, you would say, the garment of elegance had
been sewn, the heart of the moon being consumed from sparks of envy at his

beauty. The down on his chin sprouted like fresh violets upon the edge of a

delicate rose-leaf, or a circle of moist ambergris drawn upon the page of a dewy
tulip.

His beard was like ants round a rose,

Which gathered portions of ambergris from the hyacinth.

The down on his chin cast a chain round the moon

;

Wisdom itself lost its head by reason of his beard.

When the Prince beheld that heart-ravishing chin, and those lustrous cheeks

—

The down grew marvellously ; his cheeks were resplendent,

Like the verdui-e of Abraham ^ which sprang from the fire

—

he said to himself :
" Perhaps by the aid of the company of this young man I

can bear the biirden of the distress of separation, and under the shade of this

rosy-cheeked cypress may find security from the glare of this fiery desert."

Wandering is pleasant for him who has such a companion.

Accordingly those two jessamines of the expanse of youth, and those two plants

on the rivulets of existence, were delighted with each other's company, and

* See note, page 159. s See note 3, page 363.
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imagined the desert filled with anguish to be the Garden of Paradise, and

fancied that the thorny spot of distress was the pleasure-affording region of

Elysium.

Though when yoiu- ringlets come within my grasp there be pain and anguish,

Still I would disdain the condition of the Nymphs of Paradise

;

And without you, were I summoned to the expanse of Heaven,

The abode of the blessed would cause distress to my heart.

At another stage, a Merchant's Son, clever,' experienced, of sound judgment, far-

seeing, and truly wise, such that at the fitting time, with his perfect wisdom, he

used to bind the thread of Night upon the neck of Day, and at a period of

negotiation, by his penetration and ability, obtain the true coin of the Sun from

the four-sided market of the Spheres

—

A clever companion, and sweet-tongued
;

Endowed with talent, able, and skilled

—

joined them, and the resemblance of happiness came to pass on the appearance

of that trio. The third day a Eustic's Son, powerful and vigorous, who possessed

universal experience in matters of husbandry, and perfect skill in details of

agriculture, the happiness of whose art in farming reached such a pitch, that

every dry stick which he planted in the ground arrived at perfection like a

plant, and yielded fresh fruit, and whose auspicious steps in rustic labour arrived

at a point, that when he put his foot on any spot, it yielded produce without his

placing seed therein

—

The garden, owing to him, became fresh and verdant

;

The field, thi'ough his means, was decked

—

became their companion. By these four pillars, which joined together, the house

of association was completed, and the saying
—

" Four friends are good "—was

evidenced. The sympathising friends, through joy of one another's companion-

ship, forgot their grief for beloved ones and native country, and journeyed

stages and distances ; with the sight of one another, also, they were comforted,

and quiet at heart.

Whoever associates with friends,

Is in the midst of a rose-garden even when in a furnace.

Whatever you seek is secured by companionship

;

Neither your tongue will avail, nor your hand.

The heart derives nourishment from every friend,

The soul gains purity from every creature.

By intercom-se with every one you derive advantage.

And from sociality with each individual you reap benefit.

"S^Tien star is linked with star.

Behold how the traces of both increase in glory.

After traversing a far distance, they arrived at the city of Nustiir, and selected

a good halting-place in the outskirts thereof, to rest and ease themselves. None

of them had any provisions or food remaining, nor possessed either a diram or

dinar. One of the companions said :
" It is now expedient for each of us to

display his skill and ability, and by labour and effort obtain a feast and bounty,

so that we may live in comfort for some days in this city." The Prince said :

" Matters depend upon the Divine decrees, and a man by toil and endeavour
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will not occasion any variation therein. Therefore, they who are wiser amongst

mankind, assuredly will not plunge in search of ought, nor sacrifice their pre-

cious life for filthy trash, which, notwithstanding its transitoriness, has many
enemies.

This world is like carrion,

Eound which are thousands of vultures :

This one strikes that one with its claws.

That one darts at this one with its beak

;

Till at length they all fly away.

And all that remains is this carcass.

" The provision which is allotted in the workshop—' We divided amongst them

their means of support

'

—wiU not be increased by means of greed and avarice

;

the result, too, of the proceedings of the covetous is nought but misery and

exposure."

Though we obtain possession of many dainties,

How can we enjoy more than what is allotted to us?

Therefore, in pursuit after that which is not destined for us.

Why undergo all this anxiety ?

Follow the path of contentment, and be satisfied
;

Lay aside greed, and be happy.

The handsome-faced Youth said :
" Beauty is a reliable adjunct in attaining

bounties, and elegance is a powerful means of acquiring property and possessions.

"Whenever the letter Jim (J) in the word Jamal (beauty) shines forth, Mai

(property) follows thereon ; and whenever Za (Z) in the word Zarafat (elegance)

is displayed, Eafat (grace) and kindness will be added thereto."

Though a man be destitute, if he possesses a handsome face.

Wherever he passes all eyes wiU be upon him.

The Merchant's Son, too, read an inscription from the pages of his condition, and

said :
" The capital of beauty at the market of business is a fleeting coin, and in

a short time nought of capital or interest wiU remain in one's possession. The

advantages of right judgment, and the benefits of sound deliberation, experience,

and commercial industry, are preferable to all means ; and whoever knocks the

foot of sustenance against the stone of poverty, no remedy thereof will avail

save the results of wisdom ; and whoever has no capital of subsistence remaining,

no help "will be of any assistance save skill in transacting business."

If your proceedings be based upon wisdom,

The door of ease of mind may be opened upon your chattels.

The Eustic's Son said :
" Wisdom and deliberation will not avail on every occa-

sion, nor will benefit be derived therefrom at aU times. If knowledge entered

into the acquirement of wealth, it must needs be that they who are superior to

the rest in learning, and surpass others in judgment and wisdom, would raise the

standard of prosperity in the expanse of sovereignty, and would plant the tree

of their happiness upon the brink of the rivulet of monarchy. But we have

seen inany wise men confined in the prison of want, and observed many who,

not having inhaled the perfume of the rose-garden of ability and skill, yet

disport themselves in the pleasure-grounds of wealth and luxiury. Hence it has

been said :

—
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' The Heavens intrust to a foolish man the reins of desire.

Are you a man of wisdom and merit 1 This is merely your fault
!

'

"Therefore the blessings of occupation, and the auspiciousness of enterprise,

render men prosperous and happy, and a person, by means of merit, and the

advantages of skill, becomes adorned with the ornament of pleasure and delight."

Labour, so that you may gain money,

Since by Avisdom you will acquire nought.

The King, notwithstanding he possesses a tlu'one and crown

Yet has need of the money of artisans.

When the Prince's turn came to reply, they requested :
" Do you, also, once

agaiQ explain somewhat of this matter, and dilate to some extent on the purport

of this conversation which has passed between us." The Prince said :

—

We wiU not mar the reputation of poverty and contentment.

Say to the King, that his daily portion is predetermined.

" I am of the same idea as previous to this I have sketched to you the details

thereof
;
yet I do not dispute the words of my companions, in that they say that

a thing can be obtained with the ornament of beauty, the capital of wisdom, or

adequate occupation
;
yet I maintain that if the beauty of the decrees of Fate do

not shine forth from behind the screen, the light-diffusing star of elegance wiU

not rise from the horizon of prosperity; and till the Curator of Omnipotence opens

the door of the shop of destiny, the chattels of knowledge and ability cannot pass

current in the bazar of acceptance. The advantage of the tables of occupation

is a mouthful which, according to the charge of Divine Providence, is apportioned

to the meritorious ; and the benefit of occupation and agriculture is a cluster of

provisions, which accrues to the labourers in the field of skill from the harvest of

Omnipotent desire. Save it be in accordance with the Ahnighty will, every

inscription, which colour-mingling thought draws upon the tablet of imagination,

will at the last be marked with ruin ; and every device, which the exerciser of

deliberation puts forth, in the end will be tinged with fiction.

Oh ! the many images which I have raised ! but it was of no avail

;

My devices turned out mere fictions.

" Therefore it is certain that if the Most High God wishes it, the desire of every

person will be gratified, without any toU or trouble ; while if the Divine will

is not in accordance with its attainment, endeavour and enterprise wiU avail

nought. Therefore the decree of the Almighty must be twined round the neck,

and the head of resignation placed upon the line of Fate.

The medicine for us is simply to rest content with the decrees of Fate.

" Just as that old Eustic who intrusted his affairs to Divine grace, in a little

time attaining his object, was freed from the confinement of distress." The

companions inquired, " How was that %
"
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STOEY 11.

He said : It has teen related that in the city of Andalus was a Eustic, open-

handed and hearted, whose agricultural proceedings were successful. Once upon

a time his receipts were gTeater than his expenses, and he collected together three

hundred dinar of money, with which capital of gold he was highly pleased, nor

did he in any way spend an atom thereof even in necessary disbursements.

Every day he used to bring forth the purse of money and count it, and by

such joy-exciting yellow (coin) he used to make the lips of delight to smile.

Yellow fruit was showered down thence,

"Which, like saffron,^ was the source of joy.

One day, according to his usual custom, having reckoned the money, he placed

it in the purse, intending to put it in a secure spot. A dear friend came to the

door of the house, and called out. The Eustic, from fear lest he should come

in, and become apprised of that resplendent-faced bride, which, according to

the decree, " Conceal thy gold" it was incumbent to keep within the veil of

concealment, did not properly take possession thereof, but, removing it, threw it

into a water-ewer, and together with his friend, on account of some important

business, set out towards the village. At the time of departure, he earnestly

impressed upon his wife to prepare some food. When the Eustic had gone,

the woman was anxious to make some soup. Seeing the ewer empty of water,

she removed it, and coming to the door of the house, stood looking out for an

acquaintance to pass. By chance the village Butcher, having come to the city

with the view of purchasing an ox, arrived there. The Eustic's wife seeing he

was a friend, inquired of him :
" Will you give yourself the trouble to bring

me a little water, and thereby discharge the obligations of neighbourship, and

reap the reward of assisting one in distress 1 " The villager consented, and the

woman gave him that ewer, wherein was that purse of gold. The Butcher, placing

the ewer on his back, went to seek for water. On the road, finding that there was

something moving inside the ewer, he made a search, and saw the purse of gold.

With the utmost joy he drew it within the sleeve of possession, and said :

—

This is a prize which, without any anxiety of mind, comes to my embrace

;

Indeed the garden of Paradise is of no great account when obtained by

manual labour.

" Praise and thanks to His Glorious Majesty ! may his dignity be exalted ! who,

without the distress of toil, and the anxiety of trouble and worry, has bestowed

upon me an abundant favour and bounteous reward. Now I must deem it

incumbent to return my gratitude for this unexpected fortune, but, not neglecting

my trade, I must store up this money for a day of necessity. Thereupon the

villager, through delight at the money, forgot about the water and the ewer, and

having with the gold which he had with him bought a young fat ox, set

out for his house. Wlien he came forth from the city, he reflected :
" If I keep

to myself this purse, I cannot remain safe from fear of thieves; while if I

bury it somewhere in the city, owing to anxiety of mind and suspicious ideas I

cannot remain happy, and I have no sufficient confidence in any one to intrust

him with this as a deposit.

1 Orientals, according to Eastwick, are much addicted to the use of saffron.
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Seek not fidelity in this age, for it does not exist.

" My best course is to place this purse in the throat of an Ox, and so arrange

that it shall go down his gullet. After that I have slain him, I will safely

extract the purse of gold." He thereupon overwhelmed the hapless Ox with

that torture, and, like the brazen calf, filled it with treasures of gold. He then

returned to his own place. By chance, on the road, his son came to him, and

recounted several other matters which had happened in the village, and which

it behoved the Butcher to put to rights. The Butcher, with the view of per-

forming the business, returned to the city, and intrusted the Ox to his son.

At this time, the Eustic, together with his friend, had returned from the village.

Some while previous he had vowed that he would sacrifice a fat ox ; so when

he saw so plump a calf, he took steps to buy it, and giving somewhat more profit

than the Butcher's Son expected, he made a bargain, and bringing the Ox to his

home, proceeded to sacrifice it. At this juncture the matter of the money

reverting to his memory, he arranged to remove the coia from that place, and

bury it in a secure spot. The more he searched for the ewer, the less could

he find it. He inquired of his wife, " Wliere is the pitcher 1 " The woman

repeated the cu-cumstances of the case. Grief arose in the Eustic's heart, and

the eyes of liis cupidity wept through regret for his money, while far-seeing

wisdom smiled at his ignominious condition.

The throng who weep on account of property and possessions.

Know thou, for certain, that they make, themselves laughing-stocks.

The Eustic, for a while distracted, fell into the vortex of perplexity, and for a

season was overwhelmed in the whirlpool of anxiety. At length he became

resigned and consoled, saying

—

We have let be, as to what his beneficence will do.

He then commanded that the Ox should be sacrificed. ^Vllen the entraUs came

to be cleansed, his eyes alighted upon the purse of gold. He was distracted with

joy, and when he returned to his senses, removed the purse, and cleaning it from

filth, extracted the money. Every moment he took a coin, and kissing it, rubbed

it upon his eyes, and returned it to its place, saying—

" May ruin never befall thy fortune !

"

He then reflected within himself :
" On this occasion, by happy coincidence,

owing to this strange affair and curious marvel, which no eye has ever seen, nor

ear heard, this gold has come to my hands. Henceforth the locality of this

purse of money shall be nought save my girdle, and it shall not be conceivable

for me to be without it for an instant."

I cannot imagine it possible to separate from you.

Why should any one part from his precious soul 1

Henceforth that Eustic always carried that purse with him, for which his wife

used to reproach him (saying) :
" This proceeding is far from the way of confi-

dence in God, since to lay up a store is not to place any trust upon the Almighty

Provider, and seeing that, according to the decree, ' Therefore seek your provision

from God,' daily food must be sought from the treasury of His beneficence ; for

he is truly wise who does not display avarice in the accumulation of property,

but opens to the bounty of the Almighty the eyes of trust in God, of the tables
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of wliose kindness no individual is without a share
;
knowing for certain that as

regards his daily portion, whatever is allotted him by Fate, and the Diviae decree

has determined, will suffer neither addition nor diminution."

Since in the Cup of Fate neither more nor less is contained.

The Eustic said :
" 0 wife ! in the world of causes there is no help but to con-

template means
;
externally, causes must be observed, while inwardly the Avine

of resignation must be tasted from the cup of confidence in God."

Do not disregard that it is a world of causes

;

Contemplate these means, and place your trust in the Almighty.

The wife ceased her talk, and the Eustic, having bound the purse of gold round

his waist, occupied himself at Ms business. One day he was performing his

ablutions in a spring ; and having loosed the purse of money from his loias, he

placed it on the brink of the fountain. When he had done, having put on his

clothes, forgetting the money which was there, he departed on his way. After

him there arrived there a Shepherd to water his sheep, and seeing the purse

of money upon the brink of the spring, he at once bore it off, and returned

with the utmost joy and delight. Coming to his own home he counted it

:

there were three hundred dinar. He said to himself :
" This money is just

even ; whatever I take therefrom will diminish the number, and perhaps again

it wiU not reach the same amount. Of necessity I must exercise patience, and

store this sum against the day of want." Accordingly that simple-hearted per-

son, fixing his mind thereon, placed the money under his arm, and rubbing

the dust of silence upon his lips, pursued his ordinary avocation as shepherd.

But when the Eustic bethought himself of his gold, vrith a heart full of

alarm, he began to drop tears of regret from his eyes, and Avith a hundred

laments and anxieties, commenced to run from right to left.

Much he searched, but attained not his object.

Ultimately he returned to the house annoyed and grieved, and repeated the state

of the case to his wife. The woman's heart was brimful of anger at her hus-

band's story, and when she heard the particulars of what had occurred, she

loosed the tongue of reproach, saying :
" 0 imprudent man ! you guarded that

money with the utmost diligence, and withholding the necessary expenditure,

deprived your family of the means of support. I^ow lament and be sad with

remorse for the same." The Eustic said :
" You speak truly.

If we are overwhelmed with the pain of separation, we deserve it.

Since in the day of approach we did not express our gratitude for the boon.

" It was a pure mistake, and an absolute error, for me to have striven to acquire

a hoard, and witliliolding it from my wife and family, to have laboured to the

utmost to preserve it. No wise man acts like this, in binding a purse of money
round his waist, and passing night and day in anxiety

;
while, on account of

repose on credit, he is overtaken with the hard cash of grief, and suddenly from

the workshop of Fate, a representation appears which was never on the tablets

of imagination, and like myself, having fallen into the whirlpool of perturbation,

he remains far away from the coast of deliverance."

He who has jewels, and yet continues to mine,

Eisks his life for others.
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Often through riches your grief increases.

Seeing you have milk and wine, why are you distressed 1
^

How long will you suffer misery in search after riches ?

Strive to be content, and become distinguished.

Accordingly the Kustic indulged in repentance and remorse, and vowed that he

would not again hoard money, but that whatever came to his hand, he would

without loss of time, expend. Thereupon seeking acceptance with God by

reliance on His will, he committed his affairs to the Almighty, and acquiescing

in the decrees of Omnipotence, placed the head of submission upon the line of

resignation.

Eemain quiet, and rely on the beneficence of the Creator.

On the other hand, the Shepherd, Avith the purse of gold under his arm, grazed

his sheep. One day he was pursuing this very avocation on the brink of a pit,

when suddenly a troop of horsemen appeared from afar. The Shepherd, in fear

lest they should take the money from him, threw the purse of gold into that pit,

and it being late in the day, made his sheep move homewards. After he had

left, the Rustic was proceeding to a certain place. The wind began to blow

hard, and sweeping off his turban, cast it into that very pit. The Eustic quickly

descended therein in search of his turban, Avhen all at once the purse of gold

came to his hands.

He sought for amber and found a ruby.

Having returned thanks to God, he went back, and narrated the history of that

money to his wife. When the Rustic had counted it, and found just the three

hundred dinar, he exclaimed :
" Lo ! the Most High God has returned to me

from the Invisible World the very amount which He hid from nie." Thereupon,

in discharge of the vow which he had made, he commenced to expend the money.

Some he spent upon his family, and some he disbursed on behalf of God, till two

hundred dinar were lavished away. But after the Eustic had departed, the Shep-

herd, having set his mmd at ease regarding the sheep, at night came to the pit's

mouth, but did not see his radiant-faced Joseph therein. Jacob-like, he raised

a cry,2 "Ah, Josejyh!" and said: "After this loss, what profit is there to me
from the capital of life'? and in remorse for this precious-loved object, what

delight or pleasure do I derive from existence or being 1

"

I do not desire that henceforth the blessing of sight should remain to me.

When my eyes are deprived of the grace of such a contemplation.

The Shepherd then wandered days and nights distracted and unhappy. After a

while having come to the city, his jjath lay towards the Rustic's abode; the

latter, accordmg to the wont of his benevolent nature, entertained the Shepherd

as a guest. After eating food, they discoursed on every topic. The Shepherd

recited a story, but traces of the utmost anguish were displayed in his words,

and sometimes in the midst of his speaking, involuntarily tears of regret

dropped from his eyes. The Eustic inquired the cause of his lamentation and

anxiety of mind. The Shepherd said, " Why should I not be broken-hearted,

and agitated in my soul 1

1 Literally, " drink blood.'' jJl> in the Persian should be, I think,
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Had Siilaiman lost what lias passed away from me,

Both fairies and demons would have bewailed for Sulaiman.

" You must know that I possessed three hundred dinar of gold, which were the

support of my mind, the ease of my soul, the light of my eyes, and the joy of

niy breast. On such a day, through dread of several tyrants, I cast them into

such and such a pit, and did not again find any trace thereof." The Eustic,

on hearing these words, being distracted, jumped up, and going to his wife,

said :
" This wealth which we thought our lawful portion, and which, having

extended thereon the hand of prodigality and dissipation, we have been spending

without stint, was the property of this guest, and by reason of our negligence we

have fallen into the whirlpool of sin and error. ISTow we must make over to

him, by way of an offering, the little which remains ; and be cautious not to dis-

close this secret, otherwise he will demand all the money, and we shall be power-

less to pay it." The wife agreed with him in this view, and said: "What is

due must be given back to the person entitled thereto ; and we must be satisfied

to be content, and rely upon Providence, till the Most High God shall give us

something in place thereof."

He who rests his convictions upon reliance on God,

Will quickly see the face of his desire.

The Paistic, by way of a present, placed before the Shepherd the hundred dinar

which remained. The Shepherd was obliged, and carrying off the money,

counted it : there was just a hundred dindr. He said to himself :
" This is the

prelude to fortune, and I am in hopes that the remainder will likewise come to

hand. I must now well protect this, so that it shall not again fall iuto such

perU." Thereupon, having a stout crook, Avith which he used to tend the sheep

when grazing, he hollowed out a portion thereof, and placed the money therein,

so that no one should be apprised thereof. One day he was standing on the

brink of a large river, when the crook fell into the stream from liis hand : much

as he sought to snatch it, he was unable. Now the current of that water went

along by the gates of the city. The Paistic, who was performing his ablutions on

the brink of the river, saw a staff which the water carried tow-ards him
;
seizing

it, he took it to his house. His mfe was cooking, and had no sticks left ; the

Eustic commenced to break the staff so as to finish the cooking, when aU of a

sudden his skirt, like the dish of the heavens, became fiUed with fiery gold. He

removed the money, and, counting it, there were a hundred dinar complete.

He prostrated himself in gratitude, and once more opened the hand of prodigality

and lavishness. Two or three days elapsed, and the Shepherd again arrived at

the abode of the Eustic, and, more distressed than on the first occasion, repeated

the matter of the staff and the hundred dinar. The Eustic inquired :
" Say

truly, whence did you obtain that gold which first of all was lost to you, and in

what manner did you amass it ? " The Shepherd recounted the circumstances

accurately. "At such a time, at such a spring, I found a purse whereia were

three hundred dinar of gold, and cast the same into a pit ; then you yourself

gave me as an offering this hundred dinar. The Eustic snuled, saying :
" Praise

and glory to God ! who fixed what is right in its own circle ! You must

know that I myself forgot the purse at the spring, and also found it in the pit

:

the hundred dinar which I gave you were the balance thereof. Again, the staff

came to my hands, and with it the hundred dinar which we have been spending."
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The Shepherd remained perplexed, and said, " From the marvels of this story-

it is clear that no one can consume the portion of another."

" The moral from the recital of this story is, that you friends should not let

the abode of contentment slip your hands, nor place yom\ feet outside the

circle of reliance on God
;
you should not, too, be indifferent to the marvels of

time, which result from Fate and Providence, but, prizing the opportunity of life,

should place no trust in wealth and beauty, since the true state of matters is

hidden and concealed behind the veil of Destiny."

No one is aware what the end of the affair will be.

In short, with this conversation they brought the day to a close. ISText morn,

when the divine Eustic displayed the hundred-leaved rose, the Sun, in the

expanse of the horizon, with a hundred lustres and tints, and the musk-laden

haycinth, dark Night, in the violet bed of the Spheres, drew the curtain of

concealment across its face—

-

Like a tulip, the face of the Sun shone from the Heavens

;

The blossoms of the Stars were hidden from sight

—

the Farmer's Son rose up, and said :
" Eemain quiet tiU I bring to your sight,

this day, some of the fruits of my labour ; and to-morrow, when we shall be less

tired, let each of you, according to his own plan, procure the means of support."

The friends were agreeable to these words, and the young Rustic having come to

the gate of the city, inquired, " In this town what occupation is best % " They
said, "At present sticks are valuable, and are bought for a high price." The
young man at once went to a hill, and, taking a heavy load of dry wood, con-

veyed it to the city, and sold it for ten diram. After buying some pleasant food,

he turned his face towards his companions. Wlien he came forth from the

city, he wrote on the gateway, " The result of one day's labour is ten diram."

In short, the companions that day ate from the tables of the young Eustic some
morsels of food. ISText day, when the world-adorning beauty of the radiant Sun
perfectly illuminated the dark Earth with the brilliance of its splendour

—

The world-adorning Sun, with open face.

Pushed forth its head from the chamber of day

—

they said to the beautiful-faced Youth :
" To-day, by your beauty, contrive some

plan which may be the means of repose, and the occasion of comfort to us

friends." The young man arose, and, fuU of thought, went towards the city,

saying to himself :
" Nought will proceed from me, yet I cannot return without

accomplishing my object : I am in great straits, I have neither face to conceal,

nor courage to speak."

My business was upset owing to your ringlets, and my difficulty is,

That I cannot disclose to another my perplexity.

In such thoughts he entered the city, and, sad and anxious, sat down at the

corner of a street. Suddenly a pure-faced woman, with dishevelled hair, who
possessed abundance of wealth and boundless riches, passed by him, and seeing

that enchanting face and captivating chin, gave the chattels of patience and
restraint to the winds of love.

Her heart became enamoured in a way
That every hair broke forth into clamour.
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She wrung her hands, and, dragging the veil from her moon-face.

Cast her heart-ravishing snares in his way.

She said to her damsel :
" Look at this elegant-faced beauty, from shame at the

freshness of whom the petals of the rose are abashed like a yellow jessamine,

and enjoy the sight ^ of tlris charming form, from anguish at whose brightness and

elegance the erect cypress remains with its hand on its head, and its feet in the

mhe.

My Cypress has come forth from the expanse of my soul and heart

;

There is not the equal of that Cypress made of water and clay.

" If I were to describe that lip, it is a pearl mingled with sugar ; and if I Avere

to read the inscription of that chin, it is calamitous misfortune.

Good God ! what face is this, and what cliin 1

Eose and verdure produced by the mercy of the Almighty.

" And in any case, ' This is not a human being ; nay, 7nore, he is a beneficent

angel.'

This beauty is not within the pale of mortal man.

" 0 damsel ! devise some scheme whereby tliis august bird may fall into the net,

and concoct a stratagem by which this dehcate idol may come to my hands."

The damsel consented, and approaching the young man, said :

—

O light of my eyes, desire of my soul, who art thou ?

Sweet-lipped, who ? and sugar-like, who art thou ?

From thy lips distraction has befallen the market of the Universe.

Anyhow, say of whose table art thou the salt ?

"0 charmer ! my mistress has sent an intercessory message to you, saying : 'You

appear lonely in this city, and persons who are desolate may be broken-hearted.

I have a nice, pleasant spot, and a delightfvd abode ; if you would honour me,

and for a while regale me with your beauty, I shall find perpetual life, and you

will suffer no loss.' " The young man replied, " I obey the command, and no

apologies are necessary." He then went as the woman's guest, and spent the

rest of the day with her.

The desires of his heart seized imagination by the rein

;

Patience leapt from his bosom, like an arrow.

He saw a beautiful bride, and his heart was enamoured of her

;

The oven being in a state of warmth, he shut in the bread.

In the evening he departed for his companions. The lady placing before

him a hundred dii-am, made her apologies; and the young man, having got

provisions for his comrades, wrote upon the gate of the city, "The value of

one day's beauty is a hundred diram." Next day, when the merchant of Wisdom

opened the mart of the crystalline Spheres, and revealed the gold-work brocade

of the Sun, from the shop of the exalted Heavens, to the men of business of the

World's market

—

The jewel-scatterer of the Spheres poured down gold;

From the mart of the Heavens there issued a din

—

' UjIJ in tlie Persian text is a misprint for .
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they said to the Merchant's Son, " To-day we will be the g-uests of yoiir wisdom

and ability." The Merchant's Son agreed, and repaired to the entrance of the

city. All at once a vessel freighted with a variety of valuables came by water

to the gateway, and the people of the city hesitated purchasing thereof, till the

goods should become cheaper. The Merchant's Son bought the same at a fair

price, and having sold them the same day for cash, gained a thousand dinar,

and having prepared the wherewithal for his friends, inscribed on the gate of

the city, " The profit of one day's wisdom and ability is a thousand dinar."

Next day, when the king of the Stars ascended the throne of the fourth

Heaven, and raised the ensign of sovereignty over the capital of the Skies

—

Morn, with silver garments and golden crown.

Put on a diadem of gold, its throne being ivory

—

they said to the royal Prince :
" You are perpetually boasting of your reliance on

God, and describing your resignation and submission. Now, if there be any

reward to you from these qualities, you must make ready for us." The Prince

met their words with acceptance ; and with lofty ambition, and intention free

from the suspicion of irresolution, set out towards the city. Through Fate, death

had overtaken the king of the city, and men were engaged in lamenting for him.

The Prince, by way of looking on, Avent to the King's palace, and sitting apart,

remained still. The porter, seeing that all people were occupied with lamenta-

tion and crying, while one individual was seated sUent in a corner, and not join-

ing with them in their distress, conceived the idea that he might be a spy, and
was harsh to him. The royal Prince, quenching the fire of anger with the water

of meekness, was saying,

" If a fool, through pride, acts harshly,

Nought but gentleness will be displayed by me

;

And if, through displeasure, he raises a hundred cries,

Such unkindness on his part will fall pleasant on my ears "

—

when they brought forth the corpse, and the palace was deserted. The royal

Prince remained in the same spot, and looked round the sides and quarters of

the palace. The porter once again increased his insolence, and removed the

Prince to prison. Night came on, and no tidings or signs of him reached the

friends. They said to one another :
" This hapless youth has raised the edifice

of his affairs on reliance upon God, and since he has found no advantage from
such a state of things, he has turned aside his face from our company ; would
that we had not imposed this task upon him, and had not distressed his blessed

soul !
" In this place they loosed the tongue of reproach, while in that the

Prince, bound in fetters and in prison, was sending a message to his friends

by the hands of fancy

—

" Convey tidings of me by the birds of the plain.

Yet your voices, too, are encaged."

Next day the Chiefs and Nobles of the city, and the Supports and Pillars of the

State, having come together, were desirous of allotting to some one the affairs of

government, their King not having any heir. After consulting over this matter,

they were deliberating on every pomt. The porter said to them :
" Keep this

matter secret, for I have captured a spy, and maybe he has also some com-
panion : God forbid that they should be apprised of your dispute, and mischief
hence ensue ! " He then gave an account of the Prince, as to his being present,

2 I
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and how he hmiself had treated him harshly. It seemed expedient to them to

send for him, and investigate the circumstances. A person went and brought

the royal Prince from prison to their presence. When their glance alighted upon

his kingdom-adorning beauty, they perceived that his face had no resemblance

to that of a spy, and that an act of such a nature would not proceed from such a

beneficent individual and noble personage. Having observed the dues of respect,

they inquired, " What is the cause of your advent, and of what city are you

born and bred '?
"

With this form and elegance, whence come you %

Sit down, if you arrive on account of our hearts.

The Prince gave them a reply in a befitting manner, and informed them of

his birth and family, and narrated the particulars of his father's death, and his

brother's usurpation. By chance, a body of great men happened to have been

in the service of his father, and to have seen this pearl of the royal shell in

a corner of the kingly throne ; they at once recognised him, and recounted to

all the Pillars of the State the condition of his ancestors' sovereignty, and the

extent of their dominions. All the great men of that kingdom were delighted

with the sight of him, and charmed at his august appearance. They were

unanimous in saying :
" He is worthy of the government of this country, seeing

that he has a pure disposition and unsullied descent, and without doubt in open-

ing the doors of justice and benevolence on the subjects, he will foUow after his

illustrious progenitors, and imitating their praiseworthy traditions and laudable

habits, and combining hereditary virtues with acquired endowments, he will

keep people at ease under the shade of his protection. The ray of Divine

splendour, which shines from his propitious brows, is a decisive proof and

clear indication of his merits for sovereignty, and his fitness to subdue king-

doms ; and the signs of his monarchy, and the tokens of his fame, will not

be concealed from any man of judgment."

If a person entertain any doubts as to the majesty of Sulaiman,

Birds and beasts wiU smile at his wisdom and knowledge.^
.

They then, at that very time, inaugurated him ; so the kingdom in this easy

manner came to his hands, and from the auspicious, results of reliance upon God

he attained such good results. Wlioever firmly treads the path of trust in the

Almighty, and unites sincerity of piu?pose with integrity of thought, having

obtained the results thereof in religion and worldly matters, will be gratified in

both palaces.

If the key of reliance upon God comes to your hands,

The door of the treasury of prosperity can be opened.

With the club ^ of sincerity, in this court.

The ball of fortune can be borne from the plain.

In that city there was a custom that kings, the first day, seated upon a white

elephant, should be carried round the city. In his case the same practice was

observed, and the Prince arrived at a spot where was a gateway, and seeing the

writing that the friends had inscribed upon the entrance to the city, ordered

that tliere should be added thereto : "Toil, beauty, wisdom, and skill yield fruit.

1 See note 1, page 185. - See note 1, page 1.38.
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when Divine fate issnes a decree in accordance therewith, and the case of one

who at the first was fettered in the prison of adversity, and in the end sat

in the palace of sovereignty, upon a golden throne, is sufficient as an example."

He then came to the royal palace, and sitting upon the throne, the kingdom was

confirmed to him.

When Fortune saw him on the throne, she offered her congratulations, saying :

" 0 thou ! who knowest how to sit upon the tlirone of monarchy.

Like kings gird thy loins, and conquer the world,

The time of action has arrived, thou canst no longer remain doing nothing."

He then summoned his friends, and made the man of wisdom and ability

copartner with the Minister of State, and appointed the Farmer's Son at the

head of the estates and private possessions, while he bestowed upon the beautiful

Youth a precious robe and endless wealth, and said :
" Although it is arduous to

separate from a dear friend, yet it is not expedient for you to be in this country,

lest women be led astray by your heart-ensnaring beauty, and thence wickedness

and mischief be produced." He then turned to the grandees of the assembly,

saying : "Amongst you there are many superior to me in wisdom, bravery, merit,

and ability, but a kingdom can be obtained by Divine favour and the assistance

of the Almighty, as is understood from the saying, ' Tlioii givest the kingdom

unto whom Thou loilt.'

0 aim of the spirit of the great

!

Desii'e of the heart of the suppliants !

By Fate comes servitude and royalty :

You give fortune to whomsoever you will.

If your grace does not show the way.

How can this road be opened by wisdom 1

" My companions have toiled at work, and have each acquii'ed a small return,

while I placed no reliance upon my own wisdom and strength, and did not

seek aid from the help or assistance of any one
;
nay, more, I reared the edifice

of my proceedings upon reliance on God, and resigned myself to the Divine

Fate and Almighty Power, and said :

—

' The head of acceptance must be bowed, and the neck bent in obedience.

Since whatever the Just Judge does is pure equity.'
"

From amongst those present an eloquent man jumped on his feet, and said :

" The words which have proceeded from the King are pearls pierced with the

diamond of wisdom, and gold tested upon the touchstone of learning, and there is

nothing so befitting monarchy as wisdom and ability. ISTow, according to this

shoiving, the merits of the King shine on all his servants like the Sun, and the

Creator of the world Himself knows in what kind of manner a man's abilities

should be encom-aged. 'God -well knows whither He apjioints His messenger.'

From the tables of his unstinted bounty, every one.

According to his capacity, obtains a morsel.

" The happy fortune of the men of this country brought you to this station,

and the potent destiny of the inhabitants of this region spread the propitious

i-i*^^ in tlie Persian text is a misprint for lo*^ .
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shade of a Phoenix ^ like you on the heads of the broken-winged birds, your

subjects."

Blest abode ! since such a Moon alights there

;

Auspicious spot ! since the cheek of such a King conies in that direction.

Another got up, and graced his talk -with praise of the King, whose fortune

was in the ascendant, and his throne in the Heavens, and placing the pearls of

these verses upon the platter of explanation, scattered them upon the royal

brow.

" 0 King ! whose prosperous gold-bestowing palm.

Cast a lasso round the bosom of the spheres of Fortune.

There is security, as in Heaven, from the advent of calamity,

To that country where your tent has cast its shade."

Thus each of the grandees spoke according to his station, and read a portion

from the pages of kingly virtues. At length an old man, pure-minded and

pleasant-speaking, rose on his feet, and after discharging the dues of praise and

laudation, said :
" 0 King ! as regards the matter of Fate and Destiny, respecting

which the pearl-scattering tongue of the King has described somewhat to the

minds of the assembly, your servant has had experience : if the mandate, which

all obey, should be honoured by being issued, I will repeat and recount it."

The King said, " Disclose what you jDossess, and as to what this was."

STOEY III.

The old man said : I used to be in the service of one of the nobles ; when I

recognised the inconstancy of the world, and was apprised of the treachery of

this deceitful old woman, and perceived that the husband-slaying bride—the

World—rendered many persons who were distracted with affection for her, in

despair of gaining their desire, and that this perfidious wretched mistress over-

threw numbers of foolhardy lovers, I said to myself :
" 0 idiot ! you are binding

your heart in affection for one wlw has placed the hand of rejection upon the

bosom of hundreds of thousands of prosperous monarchs, and given to the winds

of annihilation the harvest of repose of so many famous sovereigns. Abandon

this affair, and place not your house upon a highway, where any instant one

must make ready to depart.

Whoever well considers the ways and habits of the world,

Will not erect therein a house for occupation.

Wliy should you inhabit this old edifice,

* When at last you must leave it for another 1

" Awake from the sleep of negligence, for time is short, and the steed of work

lame. Take from short life some provisions, since the way is far and long, and

the heat of the glare of the desert heart-melting."

Seek that to-day in every corner.

From which to-morrow you will derive sustenance.

Your path will be afar, and the stages long

;

Make ready stores for the way, and provisions for the journey.

1 See note, page 159.
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Ultimately, on these tliouglits, in which I indulged, my refractory feelings were

subdued, and with the utmost joy and purity of intention, I betook myself to the

matters of eternity, and turned my heels on the service of the world, and on the

company of its inhabitants. One day in the market I saw a Fowler selling two

doves, which, in language applicable to their case, were desponding together,

and, distressed at being captured, were seeking of God the joy of freedom. I

had compassion on them, and became desirous of buying them, with a view to

my eternal salvation, and so that, delivering them from that snare, I might

expect the fortune of escape from the confinement of Divine wrath. The Fowler

priced them at two diram, which exactly I had in my possession. I was irres-

olute, and my feelings would not give me permission to spend those two diram.

Yet my mind was intent on freeing the birds. At length I resigned myself to

God, and buying both of them, bore them out of the city, and let them loose.

Going upon the top of a wall they addressed me, and as is the way of the grateful,

expressed their acknowledgments, saying :
" At present our hand cannot manage

to requite and recompense you, but underneath this wall is a small box filled with

precious pearls. Dig away, and carry it off." I was astonished at what they

said, and exclaimed :
" It is a wonderful state of things that you see a box

of pearls below the ground, and overlook a snare underneath a clod." They

replied :
" When Fate descends, the eyes of wisdom are darkened, and the day

of minute-seeing intelligence becomes clouded. The requirements of Destiny

cannot in any way be repelled, and at such time neither experience remains to

a man of prudence, nor does sight advantage the wise. All this was because the

execution of the Divine decree was included therein."

" This story is sound testimony to the words Avhich the King spoke in regard

to Fate and Destiny ; and wise men, in confirmation of this point, have said

—

' If your aifairs are prosperous, it is not by reason of your deliberation

;

If, also, they go wrong, it is not your fault.

Assume a habit of resignation and submission, and live hap2:)y.

Since the good and iU in the world are not ordained by you.'
"

He then said :
" 0 King ! I searched under that wall, and obtained possession

of a box of gems. I disclose this, so that the King may issue his august man-

date, that it be conveyed to the royal treasury." The Prince said :
" You have

sown the seed, and reaped the fruit thereof. For any one to share with you in

this matter is not fitting, and these pearls of wisdom which in this assembly you

have strung on the cord of description are sufficient for me, since no gem can be

better than charming discourse, and by the alchemy of conversation the copper

of counterfeit coin can be rendered pure gold."

Say, 0 converse ! whence is your alchemy 1

Who is the Alchemist who produces your p)ure coin 1

Whence proceed from you such images 1

None, as yet, have exhausted your discourse.

I know not what bird is so beautiful as you
;

Should a memorial of us remain, it would be yourself.

The attendants congratulated the Prince on his intelligence, and all at once

bound their hearts in alliance with him, and placing their heads on the line

of his commands, intrusted the reins of choice to the grasp of his power, and

passed their time under the shade of his fortune,
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Until the time when their career was finished.

Such is the story of the advantages of rehance in God and resignation, and

the results of Fate and Destiny. No wise man can escape from recognising

this Power, since if he intrusts the reins of choice to the hands of Providence, he

will obtain aU that is good, for no affair of his will occur contrary to his desires,

but in fact,

Time displayed a thousand images, and there was not

One, such as was in the mirror of our imagination.

And in the opening of this poem, how beautifully has it been said,

" If Fate do not direct the affaii-s of mankind.

Why do affairs prove contrary to om' desires 1

"

When the Brahman terminated this discourse, and with the recital of this story

finished describing the precepts of Hiishang, King Dabishlim, having performed

the dues of thanks, said :
" By the felicity of the spirit of the sage of exalted

rank, the veil of secrecy has fallen from the face of my desire, and the object

which I possessed has been attained, by the blessing of the society of this

teacher of lofty station.

Thanks to God that at any rate our efforts have not failed.

" Now I make a request, that the enlightened-minded Sage shoidd accept an

offering from me, and not refuse a present, which I have brought by way of sin-

cerity." The Brahman said :
" 0 King ! apart from the house of the World,

I rest content with a nook and food, and have washed the skirt of my heart

from the contamination of its affairs ; it is not possible that I should, in any way,

once again be defiled with the impurities of its concerns.

So long as I can be at rest from the World,

God forbid that I should be defiled therewith !

" But if the King is anxious to do me a service, and place the collar of obliga-

tion round my neck, I hope that, having strung these wisdom-combining words

on the thread of compilation, he will consider them his guide on the road of

salvation, and his leader on the path of perfection, so that by this means

constantly passing me through his lofty miiid, he will not refrain his prayers

;

since according to the saying, ' TJie prayer of tlie just -priest vnll not he rejected,'

the invitation of just monarch's prayers attain the honour of acceptance." The

King agreed, and bidding adieu to the Brahman returned to his own capital,

and stringing on the thread of composition the pearls of wisdom which he

had obtained, he arranged them, and invariably in the occurrences of affairs

used to appeal to the admonitions thereof, and in matters of importance to seek

the aid of those precepts.

He who follows the advice of the wise.

Will ultimately reach the abode of his desu-es

;

But he who turns aside from the path of those who act rightly,

' Will lose his way, and fail to find a trace of his object.

When Khujistah Eai had recited these pleasant stories, and incomparable tales,

from beginning to end, Hamaiyiin Fal, like a' verdant rose, began to blossom

on the carpet of joy, and the plant of his condition commenced to raise its head
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in tlie expanse of prosperity. By means of regal presents he infused hope

into tlie Minister, the eyes of whose heart he enhghtened by the attainment

of its desires. He said :

—

O excellent are thy heart-enrapturing tales, the seat of delight for the soul !

Thy salutary discourse increases the pleasiu'e of the human heart.

" By the recital of these sweet stories you have afforded pleasure to the palate

of my soul, and by recounting these speeches, which conduce to wisdom, you

have sown the seed of eternal happiness in the soil of my heart, and hence-

forth the foundation of my sway will be nought save these perfect admonitions,

nor will I recognise ought but these honest precepts as the basis of the house

of my proceedings. These words have made a marvellous effect on my heart,

and this is owing to nought save your abundant sincerity and rectitude

;

since words, however radically good they may be, owmg to the contamination

of the speaker, lead to no beneficial result ; and exhortations, in spite of their

sprmging from soundest wisdom, by reason of the foulness of him who utters

them, produce no effect."

If a man, with impure skirt, utters all that is proper,

The bad through his beautiful language will not become better

;

While he who is pure-minded, though he remains silent.

Every one will gather advice from the honesty of his nature.

The Minister praised the King, saying :
" What has flowed from the wise tongue

of the Sovereign is the essence of sincerity, and the purest expediency ; since

the Avords of men of hypocrisy and dissimulation have a false splendour, and

in a little time die out, like the sparks of wormwood ; while honest and up-

right speeches, like the streaks of dawn, every moment increase in brilliance,

and, as it were, the lantern of the sun, from hour to hour grow more brilliant."

The words which flow from passion will not affect the soul,

But if they proceed from the heart they take up their abode in the soul.

Once again Hamaiyiin Fal caressed the Minister, and raised the standard of

his Fortune to the puanacle of the exalted Spheres ; while the Minister, seeing

the traces of the King's worthy qualities, and the lights of the Sovereign's

laudable disposition, reared the edifice of praise and thanksgiving in the fol-

lowing way :

—

" Thou, 0 King ! by the excellence of thy disposition.

Hast taken the precedence over former monarchs.

All hail to your faith and knowledge ! all hail to your justice and equity !

All hail to your kingdom and fortune ! may they be' enduring !

"

On these words the assembly ended. Hamaiyun Fal, too, following the example
of Ddbishlim, inscribed these pleasant stories upon the pages of his proceedings,

and in erecting the edifices of benevolence observed what was equitable, and left

upon the scroll of time the remembrance of a good name, and fair reputation.

The sum of life is two things,—honest repute and good name

;

When you proceed beyond these two, there is but ' Whatever is therein is

perishaUe.'

Follow not in the track of oppression, but gratify the wishes of mankind,
For by these two actions you will attain happiness in both worlds.
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Such were the several speeches which, according to the requirements of the time,

the tongue of the pen has carelessly composed, and which in the way that the

nature of the fare-'- demanded, were inscribed by the reed of explanation. My
hopes in the benevolent disposition of the most excellent of mankind, and the

fine quahties of the exalted chief,^ are such that with the train of iiidulgence

he Avill conceal the unweighed expressions and unacceptable plirases of this his

abject slave, and that by reason of cherishing this atom, and fostering this poor

wretch,

ISI'otwithstanding it is full of faults from head to foot,

he wlU view it Avith the eye of satisfaction.

The pearls which I concealed in this bosom.

One by one from my heart I placed on my tongue.

Be they bad or be they good which I adduce.

Conceal them under the skirt through thy beneficence.

Since I have carried my speech to such a point.

It is better that I should make an end of talking, and say farewell.

1 Sir F. Goldsmid suggests that as tlie word in the original text means " a table upon "which pro-

visions are placed," it may be supposed to indicate in this place intellectual fare.

2 His patron.
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